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NOMINATION OF GERALD R. FORD OF MICHIGAN TO
BE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
THU SDAY, NOVEXD2R 1, 1978

U.S. SNAT15,
Commrmx oN RuLze AxD ADMiNXSsTATXON,

Waehngton, D.C.
The committee met at 10:06 a.m., in room 1202, Dirkeen Senate
Office Building, Hon. Howard W. Cannon chairman, presiding,
Present: Senators Cannon, Pell, Byrd, Allen, Williams, Cook, Scott,
Griffin and Hatfield.
Stag present: William McWhorter Cochrane, staff director; Hug6
Q Alexander, chief counsel* John P. Coder, professional staff mem.
ber; Joseph E. O'Leary, professional staff member (minority) ; James
H. Duffy, chief counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections;
and Peggy Parrish, staff assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT OP RON. HOWARD W. CANNON, CHAIRMAN
OP THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION
The CH

A iR.The committee will please come to order.

President Nixon has nominated Congressman Gerald R. Ford, of
the State of Michigan and presently tlhe House Minority Leader, to
fill the vacancy in the Mfie of the Vice President of the United States.
The nominee must be confirmed by a majority vote of both Houses
of the Congress, and the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration is today beginning the public phase of the confirmation process
with open public hearings relevant to the qualifications of Congress.
man Ford to be the Vice President.
One of our distinguished colleagues is being called away today
to attend a funeral and I shall ask him now to submit a statement.
Senator ScoTT. Kir. Chairman thank you very much.
I am leaving shortly to attend the funeral of the late Representative
John Saylor of Pennsylvania.
I ask unanimous consent that my full statement, expressing sup.
port and confidence in Gerald Ford, be submitted for the record to
follow the statements of the chairman, the ranking minority member and Sewitor Griffin.
he CHAriMA. Without objection, I submit for the record, to be
printed at this point in my statement, copies of the 25th amendment
and of rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the Senate insofar as it
relates to the jurisdiction of the Committee on Rules and
Administration$
(The materials referred to follow:]

AM-MENUMET MXV OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES
SECTION 1. In case of the removal of the President from
office or of his death or resignation, the Vice President shall
become President.
SEcTIoN 2. Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of
the Vice President, 'the President shall nominate a Vice
President who shall take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.
SECTION 3. Whenever the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives his written declaration that he is unable
to discharge the powers and duties of his office, and until he
transmits to them a written declaration to the contrary,
such powers and duties shall be discharged by the Vice
President as Acting President.
SECTION 4. Whenever the Vice President and a majority
of either the principal officers of the executive departments
or of such other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives their written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the powers and
duties of his office, the Vice President shall immediately
assume the powers and duties of the office as Acting President.
Thereafter, when the President transmits to the .President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House
of Representatives his written declaration that no inability
exists, he shall resume the powers and duties of his office
unless the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive department or of such other body
as Congress may by law provide, transmit within four days

to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives their written declaration
that the President is unable to discharge the powers and
duties of his office. Thereupon Congress shall decide the
issue, assembling within forty-eight hours for that purpose
if not in session. If the Congress, within twenty-one days
after receipt of the latter written declaration, or, if Congress
is not in session, within twenty-one days after Congress is
required to assemble, determines by two-thirds vote of both
Houses that the President is unable to discharge the powers
and duties of his office, the Vice President shall continue to
discharge the same as Acting President; otherwise, the President shall resume the powers and duties of his office.
The twenty-fifth amendment It was ratified by the several State
legislatures on the following dates: Nebraska, July 12, 1965; Wisconsin,
July 13, 1965; Oklahoma, July 16, 1965; Massachusetts, August 9, 1965;
Pennsylvania, August 18, 1965; Kentucky, September 15, 1965;
Arizona, September 22, 1965; Michigan, October 5, 1965; Indiana,
October 20, 1965; California, October 21, 1965; Arkansas, November 4,
1965; New Jersey, November 29, 1965; Delaware, December 7, 19685;
Utah, January 17, 1966; West Virginia, January 20, 1966; Maine,
January 24, 1966; Rhode Island, January 28, 1966; Colorado, February 3, 1966; New Mexico, February 3, 1966; Kansas, February 8, 1966;
Vermont, February 10, 1966; Alaska, February 18, 1966; Idaho,
March 2, 1966; Hawaii, March 3, 1966; Virginia, March 8, 1966;
Mississippi, March 10, 1966; New York, March 14, 1966; Maryland,
March 23, 1966; Missouri, March 30, 1966; New Hampshire, June 13,
1966; Louisiana, July 5, 1966; Tennessee, January 12, 1967; Wyoming,
January 25, 1967; Washington, January 26, 1967; Iowa, January 26,
1967; Oregon, February 2, 1967; Minnesota, February 10, 1967;
Nevada, February 10, 1967; Connecticut, February 14, 1967; Montana,
February 15, 1967; South Dakota, March 6, 1967; Ohio, March 7, 1967;
Alabama, March 14, 1967; North Carolina, March 22, 1967; Illinois,
March 22, 1967; Texas, April 25, 1967; Florida, May 25, 1967.
Ihe twenty.fifth amendment was preosd by Con". on Illy 6, 19U, when the 5enat
on June080,
Sto a conference repot, to whiph the House hd previous
196?, bein
when
completedtheon Foolery
I alpears oficially In 79 Stat.182?. 'Ratification wasapproved
uMenament10, there
the leg1slatufe of the thtrtyolghth state (Nevada)
then fifty States In the Union. On ebruary 23, IVei, the Administrator of dneat erv.
ies Lawson B. Knott, Jr., certified that this ametidment had become a pat of the Oaonti.
tution (32 F.R. 3287).

PARAORAPH p O RULE XXV O THE STANDING RULES Or THE SENATE

(p) (1) COMMITTz ON RULES AND ADmIISTRATION, to which committee shall
be referred all proposed legislation, messages, petitions, memorials, and other
matters relating to the following subjects:
t
f
of
(A) Matters relating to the payment of money out of the contingent fund of
the Senate or creating a charge upon the same; except that any resolution relating
to substantive matter within the jurisdiction of any other standing committee or
the Senate shall be first referred to such committee.
(B) Except as provided in paragraph (o) 8, matters relating to the Library of
Congress and the Senate Library; statuary and pictures; acceptance or purchase
of works of art for the Capitol; the Botanic Gardens; management of the Library
of Congress; purchase of 'ooks and manuscripts; erection of monuments to the
memory of individuals.
(C) Except as provided in paragraph (o) 8 matters relating to the Smithsonian Institution and the incorporation of similar institutions,
(D) Matters relating to the election of the Preqident, Vice President or Members of Congress; corrupt practices, contested elections; credentials and qualiflcations; Federal elections generally; Presidential succession.
(E) Matters relating to parliamentary rules- floor and gallery rules; Senate
Restaurant, administration of the Senate Office Buildings and of the Senate wing
of the Capitol; assignment of office space; and services to the Senate.
(F) Matters relating to printing and correction of the Congressional Record.
(2) Such committee shall also have the duty of assigning office space in the
Senate wing of the Capitol and in the Senate Office Buildings,

The CHAIRMAN. Prior to this year, the Office of the Vice President
has been vacant 16 times for a total of 87 years since 1789. The office
itself has historically been denigrated by many of its occupants who,
at best, viewed it as a burdensome chore and at worst as a stepping
stone to political oblivion.
We have learned that the Office is of critical importance to the fabric
of our Government.

We meet today to consider whether the man nominated by the Presi.
dent is fully qualified for the position he hopes to assume. But, if his.
tory is to instruct us, this committee shoufd view its obligations as
no less important than the selection of a potential President of the

United States.

I believe the time has passed wheil the Presidential nominee of each
of the two major parties can select his running mate as an 11th hour
afterthought on the eve of his own nomination; and I am pleased
to see that this most serious question is now the subject of study by
academic and political groups.
The suggestion has been offered that the nomination of Mr. Ford
be made hostage to the domestic political warfare currently underway
and assaulting the ears and minds of our fellow citizens throughout
the country.
I believe I speak for the committee when I say that we see no meritbut only danger-in such an approach.
The Nation sorely needs a demonstration of unity and of healing.
It needs a lessening of political squabbling and partisanship and a
chance to catch its breath.
At the same time, however, we should not close our eyes to the fact
that the tragedy befalling certain Presidential appointees in recent
months poinf up. the responsibility of this committee to conduct a fair
but most searching inquiry into the qualifications of the present
nominee.

So we are meeting to consider the merits of Mr. Ford alone-a man

who, while he has represented his party in legislative battle, has a
record as an individual, a private and public man whose career over
the last quarter century must now be placed in the spotlight of public
scrutiny and judged with fairness and- objectivity,
Mr. Ford is a political animal, and I am sure he would be the first
to admit it. There are some who would say that this committee should
challenge the nominee because of his virtually unbroken record of
favoring big business during his 26 years in the House of Representatives.
I do not believe that such a challenge would be valid.
There are others who might decry-Mr. Ford's voting record as ndicating an indifference to the needs of the disadvantaged, But, here
again I say that thii is not relevant to his overall qualtf
nations.
[f this committee wore to engage in an ideological tug of war over
Mr. Ford's voting record, it would be denying the righf of the President to choose wom lie wishes, for certainly the President has exercised his option to choose a man whose philosophy and politics are
virtually identical to his own,
This committee is exercising an original and historic power conferred separately upon the Senate and the House of Representatives
by the Constitution. This power has never before been exercised in
this manner. There are no precedents; there is no history.
Let me make it plain, these hearings are in no way an inquisition,
but the discharge of our constitutional obligations under the new
26th amendment.
It is for the members of this committee to determine to the best
of their abilities whether a nominee for the second highest office in
the land possesses the qualifications requisite for that office,
We have the responsibility of examining this man's qualifications
very thoroughly, including his morals, his integrity, his financial history, and possible conflicts of interest.
Some may find fault, and others high praise, for the political philoeophy of Gerald Ford, But I believe the mandate of this committee is
We cannot withhold confirmation based on the voting record of
this man in the field of social welfare, or the minimum wage, or foreign policy, or other burning issues of the day, although we will want
to consider all of this man's record sannini a quarter of a century
of voting on legislation vitally affecting this country. But we must
perform our task with utmost concentration upon his views of the
Presidency itself, on the issue of executive privilege, on the matter
of impoundment of funds, on the question of campa-g' financing and
on what Congressman Ford would do if he were President and iaced
decisions bearing on the authority and jurisdiction of the courts, and
related matters i-n which the executive branch confronts an independent legislature and judiciary.
I hope that the nominee will address himself to these areas.
Congressman Ford was nominated for the Office of Vice President
by President Nixon on Friday, October 12, 1978. The Senate referred
the matter to the Committee on Rules and Administration on Saturday, October 18, 1978.

On that same day, the committee met to activate appropriate courses
of action designed to expedite thorough investigations, hearings, and
reports on the qualifications of the nominee.
Decisions were made that the hearings would be open to the public
and to the news media. Bona fide witnesses capable of shedding light
on the qualifications of the nominee will be heard. All members of
this committee have or will have access to, or have been or will be
briefed on information in our files, or to be received.
To some degree, the committee's inquiries have been limited and
slowed due to the conditions imposed by the Department of Justice,
which restricted access to FBI files on the nominee to the chairman
and the ranking minority member.
Without objection, at this point in the record, I will insert a letter
addressed to me by Acting Attorney General Robert H. Bork, stating
the circustances under which the 1BI would conduct the requested
investigation of Mr. Ford.
(The letter referred to follows:)
Me ATToaNEY GNIRALU
Waehington, D.O., October 94, 198,
Oharman, Committee on hute and A4,M fnitration, U.S. Senate, Wahington,
D.O.
OrzOc01O

lion, How~an W, CANN€ON

DEAR Ma, CRArMAN: This letter will provide the Committee on Rules and
Administration with the guidelines and procedures which the Department of
Justice feels will be most appropriate for the handling of the investigative reports
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in connection with the nomination of
Gerald R. Ford to be Vice President of the United States, which nomination is
pending with your Committee.
Recognising the need for careful consideration of all investigative reports
regarding the nominee, we would propose to provide only you and the ranking
Republican member of your Committee with access to the FBI investigative reports in their entirety, rather than summaries thereof. At the same time, however,
to insure to the greatest extent possible that you will be provided with all
relevant materials in a fashion that fully safeguards the rights and interests
of Innocent parties against improper disclosure, access to such investigative
reports should be strictly limited and should not extend to other Committee
members or staff members. In addition, all such FBI materials should remain
in the custody of officials of the Department of Justice, who will make these files
available for your 'Personal review in a manner that Is mutually agreeable. No
materials will be left with the Committee, but will be returned to the Depart.
ment of Justice at the conclusion of each session during which they are available
for your personal review. To assist you in reviewing the voluminous investigative
reports, a knowledgeable FBI representative will accompany my representative
and will be present during the review.
The Director of the FBI hn advised me that the experience of the FBI
clearly indicates that disclosure of, or access to, investigative reports should
be very narrowly circumscribed to protect innocent parties from publication
of unfounded allegations. The risk of improper disclosure of raw FBI Investigative data increases greatly where the number of individuals to whom such
data is made available is not held to the very minimum, The policy of limited
access is based on an obvious need to protect individual privacy. E~ven disclosure
of information which is true and accurate can be harmful to innocent persons
or undermine procedural fairness. If a background investigation is to be thorough
and exhaustive, the FBI must be able to receive the broadest range of informa.
tion--some of it confidential. Improper'disclosure of IBI files would deny to the
FBI needed information In possession of persons who, because of a natural
reluctance, would be unwilling to assist In an investigation if they had reason
to believe that their information would not be held in confidence. In that regard,
it is probable that Members of Congress interviewed by the FBI during the
current investigation would not want their comments subject to widespread
disclosure.

The events of the last several months have made us acutely aware of the
dangers involved in the improper disclosure of information furnished on a confidential basis. Every effort should be made to preserve the confidentiality of
these reports and to protect against leaks of sensitive information from these
reports. Such unauthorized disclosures would not only prejudice the nominee, but
would harm innocent persons, and impair the ability of the FBI to carry out thor.
ough investigations in the future.
The procedure set forth in this letter is entirely consistent with the approach
traditionally followed in connection with confirmation hearings before the Sen.
ate Judiciary Committee. During the hearings earlier this year on the nomination of L. Patrick Gray III to be Director of the FBI Mr. Gray departed from
that tradition, prompting the American Civil Liberties Union to write to the
Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee to voice its concern over Mr.
Gray's offer,"to turn over all of the FBI files on the Watergate case to members
of the Senate," That offer was not made upon the authority of the Attorney
General and was quickly withdrawn on orders of the Attorney General. The
ACLU perceived that such an arrangement might "affect the rights of individ.
uals to their privacy and to procedural fairness during this legislative investigation."
We feel the approach outlined above will serve the Committee's legitimate
needs and interests, while protecting innocent persons and safeguarding the
interests of the public by maintaining the FBI capacity to collect critically
important information. I have apprised the appropriate officials in the White
House of the concerns and suggested procedures set forth above. William Tim.
mona, Assistant to the PrelLidentr Legislative Affairs, advises me that the
White Hote defers to the
a ment of Justice on these issues involving availability of FBI investigative reports.
Sincerely,
ROBDRT H. BORN,
Acting Attorney General.

The CHAIRMAN. I regret that limitation, because all of the mem.

bers of the committee must act as judges in this matter, and all mem-

bers should have access to complete files.
The committee has accepted that condition, however, and has received summaries of data from the chairman and the ranking minority member, Senator Cook, after our separate and complete review.
In addition to FBI records and income tax records, the committee
has checked into confidential statements filed with the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and other financial records
filed with or maintained by the Clerk of the House and the House Disbursing Office.
The 25th amendment of the Constitution became law on February 10, 1067, when it was ratified by the State of Nevada, which I am
proud to represent in the Senate. It is uniquely coincidental that the
5Sth amendment will be activated for the first time in the U.S. Senate
under the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Rules and Administration,
whose chairman is from that same State of Nevada.
To that end, we have investigated, are investigating, and will investigate every pertinent and relevant issue we can find which will bear
on the qualifications of the nominee for the high office for which he
has been designated. We intend to schedule further public hearings
to hear the views and receive the testimony of Members of the Congress, organizations, and private individuals.
In this manner, we can begin to rebuild and restore a badly shat.
tered public confidence In the Government of the United States,
The committee has sought to obtain relevant information about Congressman Ford, the Vice-President-designate, from virtually every
official and public source known to us,

The committee considers its responsibility in studying this nomination to be of the utmost gravity. This is the first time in the history
of our country that any nominee for either of its top two posts has
been subjected to such an exhaustive investigation.
UTsually, the press functions as the investigator of the candidates
for President and for Vice President during the nomination and election processes.
At the committee's request, the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
since October 13, has reported to me that 33 field offices and over 850
special agents have interviewed over 1,000 people in all parts of the
country, resulting in over 1,700 pages of reports, including raw investigative data. This detailed report has been made available to Senator Cook and to me, and I have personally studied every p of it.
Altogether, the FBI advised me that this has been the single biggest
investigation it has ever conducted on a candidate for pubic office.
The reports of the staff of the Rules Committee, of my own staff,
and those of the FBI have been and are being supplemented by other
investigators borrowed from the Senate's Permanent Investigation
Subcommittee, the Internal Revenue Service, the General Accounting
Office, the Library of Congress, and other sources.
It is for the members of this committee to establish a precedent-a
solid, constitutional precedent-by pursuing an orderly, logical, thorough, and honest inquiry into the nominee's qualifications. This is being
done in the public interest, because the citizens of the United States
who normally choose the President and Vice President are participating only vicariously in this confirmation proceeding by following each
action taken by the respective branches of the Congress,
Therefore, in the interest of all citizens of this Nation, and in the
finest traditions of a free country, it behooves us to conduct these hearings as painstaking, as fairly, and as honestly as is humanly possible
so that the results will be accepted as just and honorable.
Senator CookI
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARLOW W. COOK, RANKING
MINORITY MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND

ADMINISTRATION
Senator CooK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, the constitutional convention, in its wisdom, foresaw
the need to have a qualified and able occupancy of the Vice President's
office should the President die. It provided for this requirement in the
Constitution.
With the death of President Harrison in 1841, the Nation accepted
the orderly succession of Vice President Tyler to that office. Such acceptance was not without its trauma.
There were those who were of the opinion that the wording of the
Constitution did not imply that the Vice President should-become
President. Rather he should remain Vice President and discharge the
powers and duties of President.
John Quincy Adams stated at the time:
"I paid a visit this morning to' Mr. Tyler, who styles himself President of the

United Otates and not Vice President acting as President, which would be the
correct title. But it is a construction in direct violation both of grammar and
context of the Constitution, which confers upon the Vice President, on the de.
cease of the President, not the office, but the powers and duties of the said'office."

In May 1841, disagreements were voiced over Tyler's status. Congress, however, acquiesced in his claim to the Presidency, And the
precedent was then set.
I am very pleased that the Commonwealth of Kentucky which I
am so proud to represent in the U.S. Senate, has provided three of
her sons for this high office. I refer to R. M. Johnson, 1837-41, under
President Van Buren; John C. Breckinridge, 1857-61, under President Buchanan; and Hon. Alben Barkley, 1949-53, under President
Truman.
Unfortunately, no such mechanism as that provided to fill the Presidency was established to fill the Vice President's office if the course
of events were to require him to become President. As a result, there
have been 16 occasions, covering a period of 37 years, that the United
States has been without a Vice President.
The question of Presidential succession and inability were not new
to the Senate. It wrestled with the problem for many years. We just
recently concluded that we must deal with the matter by a constitutional amendment.
Therefore, on July 6, 1965, the Congress approved the 25th amendment and, on February 23, 1967, .vhen the State of Nevada, represented on this committee by the distinguished chairman, approved
the amendment, it was ratified by the necessary three-fourths of the
States. A constitutional procedure for Presidential succession designed
to meet any challenge had become the law of the land.
Section '2 of the 25th amendment provides: "Whenever there is a
vacancy in the office of Vice President, the President shall nominate
a Vice President who shall take office upon confirmation by a majority
vote of both Houses of Congress."
For the first time in our history, we are implementing this amendment. The name of Gerald R. Ford, of Michigan, has been submitted
byThe
the President
to the
Congress.
Senate has,
in turn,
referred the nomination to our Committee
on Rules and Administration. I am sure that I am joined by my colleagues, as well as all of us here in this audience, when I express the
sincere hope that we perform our task with thoroughness, efficiency,
honesty, and with the dignity that is befitting the Congress as well as
the office of Vice President of the United States.
As we begin these hearings, we do so with a thorough recognition
that the office of Vice President has become one of the most important
positions in our country.
_
The days are past vhen it was largely an honorary office and of
little importance. While it is true that the Constitution assigns to the
Vice President only the two specific duties of being ready for the
powers and duties of the Presidential office to devolve upon him at
the time of death or inability of the President and of presiding over
the Senate, he is today the President's Chief Ambassador and an integral part of Cabinet meetings.
The recognition of the responsibility that is attendant to the office
of Vice President makes it even more imperative that we assure ourselves that Mr. Ford is professionally, physically, mentally, and mor-ally qualified for the assignment.
We have ample documentation to give us the answers to practically
all of these questions. I would like for the record to show that much

of this documentation was provided voluntarily by Mr. Ford and
in no instance has he failed to respond to this committee in
that
any way.
Ihave personal reviewed the some 1,700 pages submitted by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, as well as all financial statements,
income tax returns, and other pertinent material.
After the review I am convinced that this investigation has been the
most thorough undertaken of any nominee for public office.
I feel that I know as much about Jerry Ford as doesJerry Ford.
I look forward to his appearance here today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, Senator Cook.

Now the Chair will recognize a distinguished member of this committee, Senator Griffin, of Michigan, to present the nominee.
INTRODUCTION OF HON. GERALD R.FORD, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN AND NOMINEE FOR VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, BY HON. ROBERT P. GRIFFIN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
Senator GRnMIN. Mr. Chairman and my colleagues on the Rules

Committee: It is a happy, personal privilege, and honor that I haveto present the first nominee for Vice President of the United States
ever to be considered by Congress for confirmation under the 25th
amendment to the Constitution.
At the outset, I wish to say on behalf of my senior colleague, Senator Philip Hart, that he wanted very much to join me here on this
occasion. Unfortunately, he is at home battling a flu bug. He asked that
I present his statement for printing at an appropriate point in the
record, which I am glad to do.
The CHAMMAN. Without objection, Senator Hart's statement will
follow your statement in the record.
Senator GRIn'IN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It is no secret that the people of my State are bursting with pride as
this committee moves now toward confirmation of Jerry Ford's nomination. Over the years, Michigan has produced very able Governors,
many outstanding Members of Congress, and we have contributed
more than our share of distinguished Cabinet officers.
But never before has anyone from my State ever attained the office
to which Michigan's Jerry Ford has been nominated.
He comes before you at a most difficult and trying time in our
Nation's history-at a time when action by Congress to confirm this
nomination can do much to buttress and reinforce the very stability
of our system.
So, we are particularly fortunate, I suggest, that this nominee stands
so tall in terms of his quidification for this office.
Indeed, there can be no question but that he is one of the best prepared best qualified Americans in the history of our Nation ever to
be called upon for service as Vice President.
I have known Jerry Ford for nearly a quarter-century. We worked
closely together in the House of Representatives, and we are good
friends.

I would like to recount at great length the details of the brilliant and
impressive record of this outstanding American. I shall not do so, but
allow me to touch on only a few of the highlights of his career.
Jerry Ford won honors as a student andas a football player at the
University of Michi an.
Later he worked his way through the Yale Law School by coaching
the freshman football team. Two of his student-players in those days
were William Proxmire of Wisconsin and Robert Taft, Jr., of Ohio.
After serving 47 months in the Navy during World War II, and
practicing law in Grand Rapids for several years, Jerry Ford first ran
for the Congress in 1948, and was elected.
Early in his career he was recognized by the U.S. Jaycees as one of
the "Ten Outstanding Young Men in the Nation.
Jerry Ford has been elected and reelected 13 times by the people of
his Fifth District in western Michigan. He has served 24 years in the
House of Representatives--9 years as the minority leader.
It will be recalled that following the tragic assassination of President Kennedy, Congressman Ford was appointed and served as a
member of the Warren Commission.
His outstanding service as a leader and legislator in Congress has
brought him many honors, including recognition in 1971 by tie American Academy of Achievement as 1 of the 50 "giants of accomplishment."
The American Good Government Society in 1966 conferred upon
him the George Washington award, and he was singled out in 1961
by the American Political Science Association to receive its highest
award for distinguished congressional service.
Jerry Ford is superbly equipped and qualified to assume the high
office for which he has been nominated, not only by reason of his
record of public service, but more importantly, because of the kind
of man that he is.
It has been said that a man with many friends is himself a friendly
man. Certainly, Jerry Ford is such a person-and it is no wonder that
he has so many friends.
He is a good man of integrity, compassion, and understanding who
has that rare ability, needed so much today, to respect differences and
to bring together conflicting views so that workable solutions can be
forged for the complex problems of our day.
Mr. Chairman, I know that Jerry Ford will be a great Vice President of the United States. I am proud to present him and to commend
him to my colleagues for confirmation.
Thank you.
The CHAIrMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Griffin.
At this point in the record, without objection, we will insert the
statement of Senator Hart.
[The statement of Senator Hart follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. PHILIP

A. HIRT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
MIOHIOAN

Mr. Chairman, first let me thank Senator Griffin for presenting this statement

on my behalf. Absent the flu, I would have Joined Senator Griffin in introducing
Congressman Ford to your Committee.
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Perhaps given the political atmosphere of the moment, I should hasten to
add that to the best of my knowledge there is no connection between the Administration's open door policy toward China, which I favor, and the fact that I have
the Asian flu, which I could do without.
Few would disagree with the thought that while the events which made these
hearings necessary are to be regretted, the hearings are of historic importance.
Because of those events, and because we are for the first time using the 25th
Amendment to fill a vacancy in the succession to the Presidency, the privilege
of introducing a constituent to a Senate Committee calls for a more tentative
statement than usual.
If we have learned anything in the past several years, it is that Members of
Congress should take thorough looks at nominees for high office, no matter how
well we know the individuals, before committing themselves to supporting confirmation. Such an approach takes on added importance at this time when too
many people holding widely varied political views are expressing a lack of
confidence in the nation's political leaders.
It is no exaggeration then to suggest that the manner in which Congress
approaches this nomination is as important as the nomination itself. Judging
from the cooperation he has given the Committee in making available requested
information, Congressman Ford shares this view.
I have known Jerry Ford for many years. During that time we have often
disagreed, but I have never had reason to doubt his integrity and his sincerity.
As for his voting record, I suspect he views mine in about the same light I-view
his, and in this period of swift change only the foolhardy offers his own voting
record as a standard of wisdom and consistenty. Further, we should not forget
that on twelve occasions well over half of his constituents who voted found
favor with Congressman Ford's voting record.
So as a resident of Michigan, I can take pleasure in introducing Jerry Ford
as a man of integrity and sincerity, two attributes which will serve him and
the country well if he is confirmed as Vice President of the United States.
These words fall short of a total endorsement because caution born of recent
events and awareness of diminished public confidence in our political leaders
dictate that full hearings and debate should precede a decision to support any
nominee for high office.
Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. In compliance with the request of Senator Hugh
Scott, if there is no objection, his statement will appear in the record
at this point.
[The statement of Senator Scott follows:]
STATEMENT OF HOIN. HUGH SCOTT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman, the people of America-and indeed, the world-are watching
today to measure the strength of this Government during an historic period of
turmoil, discontent, and divisiveness. This Committee, of which I am proud
to serve as a member, is meeting to act on the nomination of a man whom I
believe will help toward the .healing process not only within this Government
but in the Nation.
I have known Gerald Ford very well for a very longtime, and I can attest
to his fitness to serve as the 40th Vice President of the United States.
For 25 years he has ably and honorably represented the people of his Congressional District in the State of Michigan. His colleagues in the House elected
him to serve as Republican Leader in 1965. Over these years we have worked
closely together as our Party's leaders in Congress, and I know well the effectiveness of his leadership both In the House of Representatives and in working
with the President.
Jerry Ford practices politics as it should be practiced: forthrightly, with
good judgment and frankness, as a good listener. He has earned a solid reputa.
tion for fair dealing and keeping his word.
As one observer noted, Jerry Ford's approach to politics is one of "consultation
and negotiation, not confrontation." And it is one of complete integrity.
Gerald Ford has already stated that this is a time to "start anew," and he
has pledged himself to that purpose. I agree. I strongly urge that this committee
act swiftly on his nomination so that our much needed healing process can, under
law, begin, and we can all "start anew."

The CHARMAN. Now, Mr. Ford, please stand and raise your right

hand.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give
before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God
Mr. FonD. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand you have a prepared statement, and

you may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. GERALD R. FORD, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, MINORITY LEADER OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AND NOMINEE FOR VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. Foun. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, at the outset
let me congratulate and thank the chairman and those associated with
him on the committee and the staff for doing a fine job in carrying out
their responsibility.
I am deeply grateful for the job that has been done, and with that
job being done I am delighted to be here to make my presentation.
Mr. Chairman, I have a letter that is addressed to you. It was suggested that I submit to you the names of several outside witnesses that
could be called, and would be willing to testify in my behalf.
This letter includes nine Members of the House of Representatives
who will be available at the call of the chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be very happy to receive that list, and we

have set aside Monday next to hear congressional witnesses. We will
be glad to give them the opportunity to appear at that time.
r. FORD. Mr. Chairman, this is a new experience for me, I realize*
it is also a new experience for you, and for the American people. I feel
that I am among friends, however, I ask you only to treat me as true
friends treat one another, with directness, with candor, without favor,
and without guile, in full and mutual awareness of the solemn oath
we have all taken to the Constitution and our responsibility to the
people of this great Republic.
Beforegoing further, I must add my gratitude to the two distinguished Senators who ably represent my home State in the U.S.
Senate.
I am more than grateful for Senator Griffin's comments, and also
for the statement which Senator Hart has included for the record.
Together, Phil Hart, Bob Griffin, and I have spent a combined total
of 57 years in Washington trying to outdo one another in doing things
for Michigan-and none of us is ready to concede that contest at the
present time. But I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge publicly, before trying to exchange a vote for a ave], that Michigan and
Grand Rapids'have given me far more than t could ever give them.
Yes, I am deeply conscious, Mr. Chairman, that today the Congress
and the citizens we represent are embarking upon an historic voyage
into uncharted waters. I come before you as the nominee of the President to fill a vacancy in the office of Vice President of the United
States under the provisions of the 25th amendment to the Constitution, for which 65 Senators and 368 Members of the House voted in
1965, and which the legislatures of 48 States subsequently ratified.

I might note Mr. Chairman, that the State where I was bornNebraska-was the first to ratify the 25th amendment.
As you might guess, I have recently reviewed the debate on the 25th
amendment, and there is very little doubt that most of our attention
in framing that amendment was centered on the question of Presidential succession, on filling a vacancy in the Presidency.
Section 2, which dealt with the problem of filling a vacancy in the
Vice Presidency, was a subsidiary issue in our minds, despite the fact
that on 16 previous occasions, for a total of 37 years in our constitutional history, the Nation has been without a Vice President.
Vice Presidents have died and they have resigned, and today our
circumstances are unprecedented. Until now Vice Presidents have
always been elected, at first separately, but most of the time together
with the President, by an electoral college chosen for that purpose by
all the people. One Vice President Ricltrd Mentior Johnson, was
elected by the Senate in 1837 under the 12th amendment when the electoral vote was tied.
This is the first time in history that both the Senate and the House
of Representatives have been required to advise and consent to the
President's nomination of a Vice President.
These are not ordinary times nor, I suppose, will the times ever be
ordinary when the 25th amendment must be invoked. However, I
want to assure you, Mr. Chairman, the members of this committee, and
all my colleagues in the House and the Senate, that I fully appreciate
and share your determination to consider with the utmost diligence the
qualifications and fitness for the second office of the Republic. For the
sake of the country we all love, for your sakes and certainly for mine,
Mr. Chairman, I would not want it otherwise.
I am a Member of this Congress. I have a vote and a responsibility
under the Constitution the same as yours. Under the circumstances, I
will vote "present" when my nomination is before the House. I am
used to this. Custom has compelled me to do it in the last five votes for
Speaker, when I consecutively lost to the Honorable John McCormack
and the Honorable Carl Albert.
You know, Mr. Chairman, life plays some funny little tricks on
people. Here I have been trying with might and main for 25 years to
become Speaker of the House. Suddenly, I am a candidate for President of the Senate, where I could hardly ever vote, and where I will
never get a chance to speak.
When I was asked by the President for my recommendations for
Vice President I really did suggest Hugh Scott and Mel Laird, and
one other whose name I will not tell-but the President did not pay
any attention to my advice on that occasion.
know you are going to have a lot of questions for me, but there
.
are two big ones perhaps I can answer at the start.
First, what makes you, or me, Jerry Ford, qualified to be Vice
President of the United States? Second, what kind of a Vice President
would you hope to be?
Let me take the second question first. How do I regard the office
of the Vice President-in the climate and context of right now, and
in terms of the future. History is not much help here, except recent
history, through which we have all lived.

There are only three living Americans who have held this high office,
and 3 weeks ago at the White House one of them told me he wanted me
to take the job.
The first two telephone calls I got after that announcement were
from the two other former Vice Presidents. And for their generous
good wishes I will always be very grateful.
Events at home and abroad have moved so swiftly since that night
that I have not had much time for scholarly homework on the duties
of the Vice Presidency, or even to collect my own feelings at the
sudden change in my style of life.
My thoughts have been very mixed, Mr. Chairman- pride in the
confidence which President Nixon has shown for me and deep satisfaction that apparently it is shared by many other old friends and
colleagues, in the Congress, and throughout the country. I have felt
a touch of sadness at the thought of leaving the House of Representatives which has been my home for nearly half my life.
I have also felt something like awe and astonishment at the magnitude of the new responsibilities I have been asked to assume. At the
same time I have a new and invigorating sense of determination and
purpose to do the best to meet them.
Since I first ran for Congress in 1948-the same year one of the
greatest Vice Presidents ever to succeed to the Presidency was renewing his lease on life to the White House by whacking the Republican
80th Congress with hammer and tongs-i have believed that public
office is a public trust. I believe that any man or woman who wins the
votes of a majority of his fellow citizens has a solemn, obligation to
serve them faithfully and well, and to do them as much honor as
they have done to him.
Now, I am contemplating the first public office to which I would
not be elected by the people, but by my peers in the Congress as the
people's spokesman. As the first candidate to be so chosen, I recognize
and welcome the fact that this committee, as it should, will inquire
fully into my worthiness to have the trust of the Nation.
In this century, 82 men have been chosen by two major parties as
candidates for Vice President, and 19 of them have served in the House
or the Senate, or both. Of the 15 who won election nine have served in
the Congress, and I believe there is no better training school for this
job than service in the Congress. I am proud to be a Member of Congress, and if I were to express my new ambition in a nutshell, the ambition of mine is to earn the respect as well by all American people as
I hone I have with my good friends in the Fifth District of Michigan.
Like that of most men and women who serve in Congress, my public life has been an open book--carefully reread every 2 years by my
constituents. Likewise, the door to my office in Washington has been
open, not only to my constituents. but to any citizens who have wanted
to discuss with me their views and their problems relating to legislation and the Federal Government-or even just to satisfy their curiosity as to what a Congressman looks like. These contacts with people
have represented a very large part of my job, and since 1965 when I became minority leader of the House by the "landslide margin" of 78 to
67, such contacts have become more and more national in character. I
not only think an open door is a duty, Mr. Chairman, but I have
learned a lot from the people who have passed through it, both from
those who agree with me, and from those who do not.

Perhaps the worst misgivings I have about the Vice Presidency are
that such contacts with all kinds of people would become more difficult-and that my friends might stop calling me "Jerry."
Not only has my public life been an open book, but in the last 3
weeks my private life has been opened as well. Once I told the President I would accept-I guess I told him as much-I made a firm decision, Mr. Chairman. I decided to make available to this committee
and to the House Committee on the Judiciary, without reservation, except on reliance on their good judgment, every record relating to my
public service, my personal finances, my health, and the health of my
wife and children, and to respond as fully and accurately as possible
to every reasonable inquiry.
I asked all public officials. Federal, State, and local, and all persons
or agencies that have custody of normally private records regarding
me to make them fully and speedily available, including all of my
campaign finances, office and personal bank accounts-even our children's savings accounts-my income tax records and confidential financial disclosure reports required by House rules, all correspondence
of my congressional office, and the records of my certified public accountant in Grand Rapids, including a statement of my net worth. It
has been a monumental job, Mr. Chairman just locating and digging
out the records I have, all in a very short tine. I have answered every
request unreservedly, and I want to give such answers here because of
the great importance of the present inquiry.
I believe you and the Congress and the American people must
become fully satisfied that I am worthy of your trust, and that
I am fit to perform the duties of the Vice Presidency.
Mr. Chairman, I am not a saint, and I am sure I have done things
I might have done better or differently, or not at all. I have also left
undone things that I should have done. But I believe and hope that
I have been honest with myself and with others, that I have been
faithful to my friends and fair to my opponents, and that I have tried
my very best to make this great Government work for the good of all
Americans.
President Eisenhower had a very simple rule-I have never heard
of a bAtter one for people in public office who have to make hard decisions: Get all the facts and all the good counsel you can, and then
do what is best for America.
My old law professor at Yale Eugene V. Rostow, who had a distinguished tour of duty at the State Department under the Johnson
administration, took the time to write me a warm and inspiring letter
upon my nomination. I would like to share some of his words with
you, because the master still says things much better than his pupil.
Professor Rostow's letter reads in part:
Constitutionally and politically, the first and most important requirement for
the post, I should say, is that the Vice President be capable of discharging the
duties of the Presidency, should fate call him to that office. I am opposed to
any other criterion In the selection of Vice Presidents, above all In these times
of difficulty and danger at home and abroad. The nation has never needed strong
Presidents more urgently, as the Middle East crisis of the last few months demonstrates. A critical factor of that most dangerous confrontation was the Pres.
dent's resolute public and private diplomacy, notably his threat to use force if
need be. The basic question to ask about a prosective Vice President is whether
he has the character and insight to do what Theodore Roosevelt and Harry
Truman did when they were called to the Presidency.

While in office, the Vice President should serve as a vital part of the President's Administration. He should have no independent responsibility for policy,
save as the President's adviser and agent. This is the idea behind the Twelfth
Amendment, in my opinion. The Vice President's duties and functions as the
President's roving halfback cannot and need not be defined with precision. They
will depend upon circumstance-on the nature of the pressing business before
the country and on the temperaments and special talents of the two men. Some

Presidents have used their Vice Presidents wisely and well; others, as we all
know, have ignored them.
In your case, it is apparent that President Nixon could well enlist your experience, and your influence in Congress, to help rebuild the relationship of
confidence and cooperation between President and Congress which should characterize our constitutional order at its finest moments.

The constitutional duties of a Vice President are very few, and
his statutory duties, while numerous, do not really define his role. It
is trite and cynical to sum it all up by saying the Vice President does
whatever the President wants him to do, and no more. I have a different idea, I hope a broader one, Mr. Chairman. It is based on the
uniqueness of my situation, and above all, on the greatest single need
of our country today.
I realize, of course, that almost exactly 1 year ago President Nixon
and Vice President Agnew were elected by ma orities of the people in
49 of the 50 States. Not only that, but the President was running on his
record of 4 years. He was reelected by a massive majority which approved of his program and his policies as they had been tried and
tested over that period. I fought hard for those programs in the Congress as Republican leader in the House. I defended them vigorously
all over the country and on the campaign trail, and for that I have
no apologies. If being for his President and for his party and for its
candidates disqualifies anyone from becoming Vice President, then
we will never have another Truman, Nixon, Johnson, or Humphrey.
But while I feel a strong obligation to recognize the Presidential
mandate of 1972, I am also very much mindful of the congressional
mandate on the same election day. The very same Americans who gave
the Republican President a margin of 17,838,725 votes, also gave the
Senate a'Democratic majority of 56 to 42, with one Independent and
one Conservative, and the House a Democratic majority of 248 to 192.
The Founding Fathers in 1787 never intended-and the American
people in 1972 never intended-to paralyze and cripple Government
in Washington. But responsible citizens and leaders in both parties
are beginning to worry about our National Government becoming
seriously weakened by partisan division.
I have served in one Republican Congress and a dozen Democratic
Congresses. I have served during three Democratic and two Republican Presidencies. In the course of 25 years, I have stood with the Congress when it was right, and with the President when he was right,
in my judgment, regardless of which party controlled the executive
branch or the legislative branch of the Government.
I know from firsthand experience that almost without exception, the
people in their wisdom send to Congress men and women who are reasonable, who prefer action to inaction, who are capable of compromise,
who love their country, and who are concerned for the future of the
oldest representative republic on earth.
I know these men and women can work together because I have
worked together with them the very best years of my life.

So I come back to the very first question: What makes you, Jerry
Ford, qualified to be Vice President of the United StatesI
My answer is that I believe I can be a ready conciliator and calm
communicator between the White House and Capitol Hill, between the
reelection mandate of the Republican President and the equally emphatic mandate of the Democratic 93d Congress.
I believe I can do this not because I know much about the VicePresidency, but because I know both the Congress of the United States
and the President of the United States as well and as intimately as
anybody who has known both for a quarter century.
I count most of the Members of the Senate and of the House as
my friends. They have been wonderfully kind and helpful during these
hectic days in volunteering support and encouragement to me. The
President of the United States has been my frien-d from the time he
was a second-termer from California in the House, and took time to
make a freshman from Michigan very welcome. He has always been
truthful to me, as have my good friends in the Congress. I have never
misled them when they might have wanted to hear something gentler
than the truth. And if I change jobs, that is the way I intend to
continue.
Truth is the glue on the bond that holds government together, and
not only government, but civilization itself.
So gentlemen, I readily promise to answer your questions truthfully.
T know you will not pull any punches--the American people will
never forgive any of us if you do. Through my testimony, it is my
intention to replace misunderstanding with understanding, and to substitute truth for untruths.
We -have all taken the same oath before God and under the Constitution, Mr. Chairman, and we are today charged with the duty of
trying and testing a new amendment to that Constitution for the first
time. Many of us had a voice and a vote in bringing about the 25th
amendment. From that debate, I would like to quote two distinguished
Senators-anonymously, since I hope you will not throw too many of
my own words from the Congressional Record back at me.
One, a Republican, noted that "The security of our Nation demands
that the office of the Vice President should never be left vacant for
long." Another, a Democrat, observed that "At a time of national
crisis, the public would not tolerate the playing of politics in the
choice of a Vice President."
Mr. Chairman, I agree with both these distinguished Senators, and
I also agree with the only American who has ever served consecutively
as Speaker of the House and as President of the Senate, John Nance
Garner, and I quote:
"Men who have known how to compromise intelligently have rendered great service to their country" said "Cactus Jack," probably
sitting right in the Capitol office which I now have the honor to occupy
as minority leader. "The most constructive laws on our statute books
have been put there by intelligent compromise--that does not mean
that men have to abandon fundamentals or basic principles."
So my platform, gentlemen, is always to support truth and intelligent compromise. And I pled e to you and to the American people that
if confirmed, then, as President Eisenhower did, I will do what I
believe is best for America. I will do it as President Lincoln did, "with
firmness in the right hand, as God gives us to see the right."

Thank you for your courteous attention.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very excellent statement.
I want to congratulate you on it.
I want also to acknowledge, as Senator Cook did, that you have
cooperated, as you stated in your testimony, completely and fully
wit the committee, in every respect, and have not denied any request
that we have made.
You have spoken here today with a great deal of frankness and candor. I appreciate that, and I appreciate your full cooperation. I appreciate your willingness to address yourself to all avenues of inquiry
which bear on the duties and the responsibilities of this committee.
I thank you for your recognition of the obligation we have to be as
thorough as is required by the gravity of our responsibilities. It is
in this spirit that I address my opening questions to you now.
Mr. Ford, it has been observed, even by the White House, that the
Presidency itself is in trouble. It is known that the House Judiciary
Committee is considering the possibility of impeachment.
In your own view, how do you see your potential Vice Presidency
as strengthening the administration in its ability to governI
Mr. FoRD. Well, as I indicated during my opening statement,
Mr. Chairmah, we have had, I think unfortunately confrontations between the executive branch and the Congress.
This is understandable since we have a Republican President and
a Democratic Congress. It seems to me that in light of the experience
I have had in the Cong'ess, and my personal relationship with the
President and many of his advisers, that I can be a helpful bridge between the executive and the legislative branch by working at the very
outset on problems that require legislative attention.
The vast number of personal friends I have in both the Senate as
well as the House, I am sure, will give me an opportunity to work not
at the level where action is already taken, but at the level where a legislative proposal is initiated, in a subcommittee in the House or Senate,
in trying to find a common carrier of agreement.
The CHAIrMAN. It has been said that essentially you are a strict
conservative and that you represent a conservative district as the
most efficient legislator from Grand Rapids, but the question that
comes to mind is, would the entire electorate vote for you if they had
a chance.
I am thinking that on previous occasions the Nation rejected Senator Goldwater because they, perhaps, thought that he was too conservative, and rejected Senator McGovern because they thought he
was possibly too liberal.
Even former Vice President Agnew did not become a strict conservative but rather was a moderate in his public image, preceding his
election at least.
I am wondering if you would care to comment on the question of
your electability If you were to be confirmed not by this committee
but by the vote of the people. Also, do you think that some method
should be devised for the people to vote on a vacancy in addition to
the application of the 25th amendment ?
Mr. Fow. Mr. Chairman, I first should reiterate a comment I
made many times since October 12-that I had no intention of seeking
any public office in 1976.

My observations in response to your question must be taken in that
li ht.
Ihave been very successful in my district on 18 occasions, for which
I am happy and proud. I must differ with the interpretation as to the
political attitudes of the Fifth Congressional District in Michigan.
It is, in my mind, a moderate electorate, and my own views are
not as conservative as might have been in that regard.
I consider myself a moderate, certainly on domestic affairs, conservative on fiscal affairs, but a very dyed-in-the-wool internationalist
in foreign policy.
Now, I think in consideration of those moderate views-being an
internationalist in foreign policy, conservative in fiscal affairs, and a
moderate in general domestic matters-if I had ever had my name
submitted, I might have done at least fairly well. I would not have
forecast any victory however.
The CI
xIRMAN. You did not address yourself to the last part of
the question.
Mr. FORD. Oh, I am sorry, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think we ought to have some provision
whereby the people of the country would have the opportunity to vote
in addition to the provisions of the 25th amendment I
Mr. FoRD. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that is practical.
In my judgment the procedures set up under the 25th amendment
are sound ones. It does provide for relatively immediate filling of the
office of the Vice Presidency.
It does give to the spokemen for the American people-the 100
Members of the Senate and the 485 Members of the House-an, opportunity to express the people's view on the person nominated by the
President.
An election, I think, is unnecessary under these circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN. During your campaign for election in 1970, you were
reported to have received five political contributions totaling $11,500
from special interest groups.
Those contributions to you were not recorded by you as a candidate
or as the treasurer of a committee.
Will you please relate to this committee the circumstances relative
to the receipt of those contributions and their subsequent disbursementI
Mr. FoRm. Mr. Chairman, at the outset in response to that question,
let me say categorically that none of the funds related to in your
question, or any other funds in 1970, were for my personal benefit.
Further, the newspaper articles that were published in 1970 in relationship to those campaign funds clearly said there was no evidence of
any personal benefit to me.
Now, No. 2, all of the checks that were given to me and subsequently
transferred by me to the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee were, t my best knowledge, reported by the donor in proper
public documents and were subsequently properly reported by the Republican Congressional Committee as required by law.
Let me, if I-might, Mr. Chairman, take each o0those five checks that
totaled $11,500.
I received in late October of 1970, a check from the Security Industries Campaign Committee for $5,000. I endorsed that check to the
Republican Congressional Campaign Committee for its use. It was

reported by the donor and by the Republican Congressional Campaign
Committee, as I understand it.
No. 2, the Bankers PAC-I guess that is Political Action Committee-for $2,000. That was received by me, as I recollect, sometime in
late October. I endorsed it to the Republican Congressional Campaign
Committee. It is my understanding it was reported by them as so received, and I believe that it was reported as required by law by the
Bankers PAC.
No. 3, John M. Shaheen, $3 000 That was a personal check. Mr.
Shaheen is a longtime personal friend. I endorsed that check to the
Republican Congressional Campaign Committee in late October. It is
my understanding it was properly reported by the Congresional Campaign Committee.
Ido ot have public or personal knowledge that. Mr. Shaheen so
reported that, but I believe it was.
No. 4, the Boilermakers & Blacksmiths Union, $1,000. This check
was received by me in late October 1970. I endorsed it to the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee. It is my understanding that
this was so reported by the Campaign Committee and I believe, but I
am not certain, it was properly reported by the Boilermakers &
Blacksmiths Union.
No. 5 Michigan Doctors PAC, Political Action Committee, $500. I
received that in October of 1970. I endorsed it to the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee to use it as they saw fit, and it was
reported I am told, both by the committee and by the Michigan Doctors PAd.
Now, I might add that my practice had been, at least all the time
I was minority leader, if I received contributions for my campaign
that were over and above my needs, I would endorse those contributions to the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee for use
by that committee to help incumbents who needed more campaign
contributions, or challengers who needed contributions for their
campaigns.
I have done this traditionally. I did it in 1970, and I might say the
record shows that I did exactly the same thing in 1972.
Now, in addition, it should be pointed out, Mr. Chairman, that historically a person in the leadership capacity of the House, perhaps the
Senate-and I am not certain about that-2does get contributions that
come to us that are way and above our own personal needs for
campaign.
In many cases, I told such donors to directly make the contribution
to the Congressional Campaign Committee without sending it to me
and I then endorse it over.
I believe that in this case there is no violation of the law whatsoever
in the method that I used in respect to these five checks that were transferred to the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me -- you two further questions with
respect to that.
Would thit amount of $11,500 have exceeded the limit that you could
have accepted under Michigan law for your campaign I
And, two in fact was there a contribgtiaf-4rom the Republican
Campaign Committee to your Michigan committee or to the various
committees in Michigan supporting you for approximately the same
amount-$11,500, or slightly over $12,000?

Mr. FORD. No. 1, I was treasurer in 1970. Under Michigan law,
no candidate on his own behalf can spend, as I recollect, more than
$10,500.
At the time those checks came to my office in Grand Rapids. I was
busily engaged in running for reelection. I was told by my then administrative assistant, as I recollect, that I could not personally in the
Ford-for-Congress Committee receive any more contributions.
Under those circumstances, because I did not wish to violate the law,
I endorsed those five checks over to the Republican Congressional
Campaign Committee.
No. 2, under our procedure that we have on the Republican side in
the House of Relresentatives, the Republican Congressional Campaign
Committee solicits funds to be distributed to Republican incumbents,
including myself.
In 1970, as I recollect, the allocation from the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee to incumbents, nonmarginal, was $8,500.
The record will show, Mr. Chairman, that I did not early in the
campaign take any of that allocation from the Republican ongressional Committee. I did not need it at that time.
Late in the campaign, several other campaign committees on my
behalf, a Veterans-for-Ford Committee, the Latvians-for-Ford Committee, had been established by individuals and groups.
They did need some funding, and they did get some money from
the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee, including the
$3,500 that was my allocation from the Republican Congresional
amTheaC

$12000?

MAM;.Was the amount that they received approximately-

Mr. Fonrt. The amount, as I understand it was slightly over $18,000.
The net result was that late October, I endorsed $11,500 of five
checks to the Congressional Campaign Committee, but I say most emphatically, Mr. Chairman, there was well over that amount of money
in the hands of the Republican Campain Committee for my benefit
which then, or prior to then, was actually transferred to those other
campaign committees on ny behalf.
The CHAIRMAN. Was'there any understanding between yourself and
the Republican Campaign Congressional Committee that that same
money that you paid to them would, in turn, be funneled back to your
cam aign committee?
Mr. ForD. Under no circumstances Mr. Chairman.
The $18 000-plus that was disbursed came from previously available
funds, including my allocations as a Republican member ofCongress.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, it was clear by late 1971 that the 1972
elections would be conducted under a new federal campaign finance
disclosure law.
It has been reported in the press that one of your campaign committees in the District of Columbia raised approximately $0,000 for you
and, ifi turn, paid over to your State campaign committee approximately $38,000 without any records indicating where the money came
from.
Are there any records available showing who the donors were to
that fund and, if not, how can you justify allowing more than $88,000
to be raised in your name for the 1972 elections without having any
records about sources of the money?

Mr. Foiu. Mr. Chairman I think we are all familiar with what the
law was in the District of dolumbia prior to April 7, 1972.
It is my understanding that the law in the District of Columbia
at that time permitted the formation of political campaign committees, the collection of donations, and the disbursement of those funds
without any reporting requirement.
I believe I am accurate In saying that was the law prior to April 7,
1972.
In 1972, my best memory is that some time in the late winter, several
very good friends of mine came to me and said they would like to
help raise some campaign funds. One of them was the late Jim Morton, a very dear friend of mine, who, unfortunately, now has passed
away.
Another was Chuck Marck, who originally came from the
State
of Michigan.
They, with others, formed the District of Columbia Committee to
Reelect Jerry Ford.
They operated under the then existing law in the District of Columbia. They operated completely autonomously for me. They formed the
committee. They sent out the invitations. They collected the money.
They disbursed the money as they decided; and when they paid all
the bills it is true, Mr. Chairman, they disbursed a little over $88,000
to the Ford-for-Congress Committee in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Now, as I said a moment ago, the late Jim Morton who was a former
Assistant Secretary of Commerce in the middle 1960's, has passed
away. He was the treasurer.
Chuck Marck was the chairman. Now, I never say a list personally
of the donations I never saw it. In fact, I thought it was wise that I
not see it. They handled the entire matter. I frankly never saw but a
summary of the disbursements.*
It is mv understanding that Chuck Marck has gotten together from
various files the listing of these disbursements, which I understood
have been given to the committee. If not, whatever we have on it will
be made available.
The CHARMAN. The information that the committee has is that
the names of the contributors are not available, so if you do have that
information, I would appreciate it if you would supply it to us.
Mr. FoRD. Mr. Chairman, either I misspoke or my words were misinterpreted.
To my knowledge, nobody has the list of donations. We do have a
list of the disbursements, which I understood was turned over to your
committee staff.
The CHArRMAN. The committee is operating under roughly a 15minute rule to gve everyone a chance. My time is up, and I am going
to defer now to Senator Cook.
Senator Cooic. Thank jou very much, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Ford, just a moment ago you said it was some time
during the winter of 1972 that they decided to have an affair for
you. If I am not mistaken, you must have meant the winter of 1971,
because the law went into effect on April 7, 1972.
Would it be correct to say and to correct the record that your
friend came to you in the winter of 1971 and suggested that a committee be established for you in the District of Columbial

Mr. FoRD. My recollection, Senator, is that it was in the winter
of 1971-72.
Senator COOK. That would be correct.
Along that same line, Congressman-and I think that we should
pursue the same kind of thing if we can-do you know a Mr. Dale
Schaufelberger?
Mr. For. I never met, to my knowledge, Dale Schaufelberger.
Senator CooK. You have never had any transactions with him of
any kind whatsoever to your knowledge?
Mr. Foiw. None to my knowledge.
Senator Coox. Well, are you familiar with the recent news release
by Gannett News Service concerning an allegation by Mr. Schaufelberger that you had collected money from the dairy industry for
distribution to other Congressmen?
Mr. Form. Senator Cook, I am familiar with the newsstory, but I
would like either under questioning by you or by a statement by
myself to give you the facts in this situation.
Senator CooK. Well, could you give us any information that might
explain, for instance, that kind of statement and that kind of a
newestory I
Mr. Form. Some time after the election of 1972, Senator the attorney
for the Agriculture and Dairy Educational and Political Trust Committee came to my office and said that the organization that he represented had some funds left over from the 1972 campaign, and they
wanted to help some elected Members who had some unpaid campaign
debts. Their attorney asked me if I knew of any Members in the
House on our side of the aisle who needed such help.
Senator COOK. Do you know the name of this attorney?
Mr. FORD. Yes, Robert Collier.
The next step I took was to talk to some of the Members, mostly
the freshmen, because they have the most difficult time. As I recollect
I gave to Mr. Collier approximately 10 names.
I did not hear anything for a month or more, and subsequently I
was told that several people from this organization had made a
decision and that they wanted to contribute to these individuals or
some of them, not all of them, various amounts; and that they wanted
to see me. They came into my office, They sIid they had checks for
some of the people that I had suggested, and they wanted to know
whether I wanted to give the checks from them to the Member. I said
under no circumstances. I said if you, representing your organization,
want to give these checks to these individuals, you should do so.
It is my understanding they did, and that the total reached was
approximately $15,000.
Senator CooK. Then you at no time received any of those checks,
and you advised them to give the checks to the individual Congressmen themselves?
Mr. For. That is correct, sir.
Senator CooK. In going over this voluminous report on you, Con.
ressman, there was one item I noted that I hope you can clear up.
At the time that you were requested to become a member of the board
of directors of the Kent State Bank, I think it isMr. Fowm. The Old Kent, yes.

Senator CooK [continuing]. The Old Kent Bank, under the laws of
the State of Michigan, and assume that in practically every State in
the Union, a member of the board must own so many shares of stock.
The report indicated that you bought 100 shares of stock, and, as I
recall from reading that record, I think the price of the stock then
was around $31or a little over $31 per share which came to somewhere
around $3,200 for those 100 shares.
I understand, so we can get it into the record, that you served on
that board for 44 days, thought that it was not wise to stay on the
board and thereafter you resigned from the board. In the interim
period of time you received I think a 5-share dividend which then put
your holdings at 105 shares and shortly thereafter, you sold all 105
shares.
Now, I do not find in going over the record the source of your payment for the 100 shares that you originally purchased.
Could you elaborate on that, please I
Mr. FonD. At the outset, Senator Cook, I have in my hand a photostatic copy of a check dated January 9, 1968, in the amount of $3,262.50, from me to MacNaughton-Greenawalt & Co., which is a security company in Grand Rapids.
This is a check that I wrote to the securities company to pay for the
100 shares that I purchased in order to qualify for membership on the
board of directors.
Now it has been alleged that I borrowed that money in order to
make the stock purchase and that I borrowed it from the Old Kent
Bank.
Well, the facts are, Mr. Chairman, any such allegation is a lie, and
I have the statement from the president, the chairman of the board
of the Old Kent Bank, a letter-dated October 28 to me from Mr. R. M.
Gillett saying as follows, if I might read it for the record:
Dear Jerry:
It was good to visit with you this morning. I have thoroughly checked our
loan files and find no record of any loan made to you. As I mentioned to you I
also talked to the investigator to the House Judiciary Committee and advised
him that neither the bank nor I personally made any loans to you.
If any member of the Investigation Committee would like to check our records
regarding this, we would be happy to have them.

Then I also have a letter from Mr. Gillett to one of the lawyers here
who is helping me, who volunteered to help me, which says categorically that in checking their records and my 60 years of life that the
Old Kent Bank neverloaned me one penny-period.
Senator CooK. Would you tell me the bank that your checi w~s

drawn on?

Mr. Foin. It was drawn, sir, on the Sergeant at Arms account in the
House of Representatives.
I will be glad to make this canceled check and these two letters from
Mr. Gillett chairman of the board, to become a part of the record.
Senator 6 ooK. Mr. Chairman, I so ask.
The CHAIMAN. Without objection they will be made a part of the
record at this point.
[A reproduction of the canceled check, and the letters referred

to follow :]
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TnIuST Co.,
No. I Vandenberg Cenler,
Grand Rapids, MicA., Ocober 08, 1978.

OLD KENT BANK AND

Hon.

3zRALD R. FORD
House Offie Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Jc Y: It was good to visit with you this morning. I have thoroughly
checked our loan files and find no record of any loan made to you. As I mentioned
to you I also talked to the investigator to the House Judiciary Committee and
advised him that neither the bank nor I personally made any loans to you.
If any member of the Investigation Committee would like to check our records
regarding this we would be happy to have them.
Sicerely yours,
Rt. M. 0O,.LETT.

bd6T Copy AVAILABLE

*2?
OLD KENT BANK & TnUST CO.,

No. I Vandenberg Coner,
Grand Rapids, Mich., October 4, 1978.

Mr. BENToN L. BROKER,
Cramer, Haber & Becker, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. BECKzR: This is in response to your telephone inquiry of October 24,
1973 wherein you telephonically contacted my office requesting specific information
regarding certain statements published about Congressman Gerald R. Ford in a
book titled, TIE WASHINGTON PAY-OFF by Robert N. Winter-Berger. I am
most pleased to reduce to writing that which I advised you today.
At the Inception of the telephone call, you advised that your interest was to
231 of Mr. Winterdetermine the accuracy of a statement contained on page
Berger's forementioned book advising, among other things, 'that Gillett advanced
(Congressman Ford) a cash loan to buy (stock in the Old Kent Bank and Trust
Company of Grand Rapids, Michigan)'. I had reviewed both my personal records
and the records of the bank with respect to that inquiry before your call and
advised an investigator from the Judiciary Committee of the UnitedStates 1ouse
of Representatives and the Federal Bureau of Investigation that which I advised
you telephonically today. Specifically, at no time did this bank or I personally
loan, advance or assign any moneys to Congressman Ford for the purpose of
purchasing stock in the Old Kent Bank.
The records of the Old Kent Bank Board of Directors reveal that on January 10,
1968 Congressman Ford was elected to a vacant seat on our board. Congressman
Ford did not attend that meeting. The next scheduled meeting of the Board of
Directors occurred on February 26, 1968 and the agenda called for among other
things the election of the entire Board of Directors for the forthcoming fiscal year.
Prior to that meeting of February 26, 1968, I received a wire from Congressman
Ford advising that he would be unable to stand for election. That wire was recited
by me to our board at the February meeting and consequently Congressman Ford
was not elected to the Board of Directors of thiq institution.
In substance, Mr. Ford served as a director of this institution for a period of
approximately 46 days (January 10, 1968 through Febuary 26, 1968) during
which time he attended no board meetings and received no compensation.
I trust this writing fully and accurately reflects those matters discussed by us
telephonically on this date. I am naturally prepared to allow any appropriate
investigating body to review, inspect and/or copy all or any of the records of this
institution in order to substantiate these statements contained in this communique
should such course be deemed necessary.
R. M. GILLE -.
Yours very truly,

Mr. Foa. I might add, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Cook, I have
here the photostatic copies of my account with MacNaughton-Greenawalt & Go. which shows that I purchased stock in January and subsequently sold it in May of 1969; so I just did not hold it very long,
and the record shows I served 44 days on the board, received no compensation, and resigned because I thought it might present some
problems.
Senator GrIFFIr. Senator Cook, would you yield for a clarification?

Senator Coox. Yes.
Senator GlnnaN. The reference to the Sergeant at Arms account
might be explained because I think a lot of people would not realize
what that was.
Mr. FoRD. In the House of Representatives we have a Sergeant at
Arms who I guess since time immemorial has run a bank for Members
of the House. Your pay check is deposited there. You can draw on it,
and this check that I mentioned was on my personal banking account
with the Sergeant at Arms in the House of Representatives.
Senator Gmmrl. I thank the Senator.
Senator Coox. You obviously wish to make your statement from
the stockbrokers a part of the record.
Mr. FoRm. Absolutely.
'2-

0- 78 -8
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The OIRmxAx. Without objection, that will be made part of th6
record.
[The stockbroker statements referred to follow :]
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Senator Coox. Congressman, as you know there has been a great
deal of controversy recently on the question of executive privilege and
separation of powers.
(an you give the committee some idea of what your feelings are
about providing the Congress or the courts information originally in
the executive branch of Government?
Mr. FonD. Let me make two comments.
No. 1,1 do not think a President has unlimited authority in the area
of executive rivilege.
On the other hand, which is just the opposite, I do not think the
Cona
or the public generally have unlimited right to the personal,
confidential conversations between a President and his advisers or
any documents that go between a President and his advisers. In other
words, between the two extremes it seems to me that we have to apply
reasonable rules so that some confidentiality is maintained between
the President and his advisers.
On the other hand, the Congress and the public have certain rights
to have certain information.
There has been an effort in the House and I suspect in the Senate
as well-some bills introduced to get one or more committees to draft
some description or guideline. No action has been taken, but I think it
would be a lot easier for Presidents and Members of the Congress,
particularly for me, if we had some definitive guidelines; but we do
not.
I think we really have to take each instance case by case, Senator,
and judge what is actually in the best interest of the country.
No. 1, should the President bend over backwards to cooperate, to
make documents available; if so, he ought to do it.
On the other hand if it is in the best interest of the country that
the Congress should ask for certain documents, then I think they
should ask. There are, however, certain documents involving national
security where perhaps the Congress should show some reservation.
I wish I could give you a black or white answer but the history of
this country does not give us any precedent of this kind and, I repeat,
I think it depends on the individual circumstances.
Senator Coox. Thank you very much, Congressman. I will pursue
this with you later.
I think my time is up, and I would like to propound some questions to you on the subject at a later time.
The CRAxPMAN. Senator PollI
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
By sad circumstance, we have a situation in which our 200 million
citizens cannot by direct election fill a vacancy in our national leader.
ship. Under the Constitution, we in the Congress must act for them,
andthat is a very solemn responsibility. In fact, more than 86 years
or one-fifth of our Republic's life, have been under the Presidency
of a man originally elected as Vice President. Because of this know.
edge and because of the domestic events of the past few weeks I believe we all realize that the nominee of today may not only e the
Vice President of tomorrow but could be the President of next year.
Accordingly, rather than concerning ourselves with the honorific functions of the Vice President, we should concentrate on the qualifications,
views, and abilities of the nominee to carry out the awesome responsi-
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bilities of the Presidency in the event history continues to unravel ito n
self along the present sad path.
Personally, I believe that the qualities in our national leadership for
which the American people at this time are most yearning, for which
they are reaching and searching, are the qualities of character, honesty,
and integrity.
I must add that I was both surprised and disappointed that the
President made no mention of these qualities among the criteria he
cited in his search for a nominee for Vice President. He cited as criteria an ability to serve as President, agreement with the views of the
current President on defense and foreign policy, and an ability to work
with the Congress.
The President may have assumed the qualities of honesty integrity,
and character, but at this stage in our Nation's history, I think the
people no longer are willing to make such assumptions--they need
convincing.
In fact, the importance of these qualities at this time is obvious. We
would not be here today-there would be no vacancy in the office of
the Vice President-were it not for a lack of these qualities in the
previous occupant. In addition we have in the past few months seen
the President himself fall under substantial criticism for a lack of
these same qualities.
Congressman Ford, I have not known you well, but I always had
a high regard for you. And from what I do know of you, I believe
you have the qualities of character honesty, and integrity. But it is
not just this committee that must be convinced-it is the American
people. I think that these are the qualities that our country is really
searching and yearning for.
Now, are you familiar by any chance with the letter from Common
Cause asking for a specific set of documents from you?
Mr. Form. -Ihave not seen that letter.
We have had a great many letters, but I have not seen that letter
to my knowledge.
Senator PELL. This is a letter requesting rather detailed information
concerning income tax returns, statement of personal finances, as held
by you and your wife jointly in the value of excess of $1,000, et cetera.
I will not itemize it at this time. They have asked that this information to be made not only available to this committee but published.
Thanks to the searching work of the chairman, I am aware of the
conditions of your file, of your net worth, which is not extraordinary
after 25 years of public life.
But I would think that your best interests and those of the American
people would be served if this information that Common Cause requested is made available to the public record and not just to the committee. What are your views in this regard?

The CHAIRMAN. If I may, I suggest that you might want to examine

that and perhaps respond precisely after you have the opportunity
to review it.

Senator PrE4. Or this afternoon after lunch.
All right. Moving on hereMr. FoIrM). May I respond, Mr. Chairman?
I currently read the Common Cause letters from Mr. John Gardner,
the chairman, and I have been advised by a member if my staff that

we have given to the committee everything requested in the Common
Cause letter, including my personal copies of my income tax returns
for the last 7 years.
I would say, parenthetically, it would be unsual for the Internal
Revenue Service to provide the committee with these documents, but
it takes time.
So, rather than delay the committee, I personally had photostated
copies of my income tax returns for those 7 years, and they were delivered to the chairman.
Now, I have no hesitation or reservation about those income tax returns being made available to the committee and they have been.
I did indicate that rather than publicly-just throwing the income
tax returns on the table-I suggested that maybe the chairman or the
members of the committee as a whole could summarize each of those income tax returns. How they summarize them, it is all right with me.
But I think all of us feel a certain privacy about our income tax re.
turns, the details of them.
You have them. If you, as a committee, decide to make them public,
I will not object.
But I do think the details, the amounts we contributed to a church
or to the Boy Scouts or to the United Fund, or something else-I think
there is certain privacy about that that most of us understand.
If you place in the record the total amounts of donations, interest
paid, income, that would be fine.
That is the only reservation I have. If the committee wants to take
the action to make the returns public and put them on the table for 210
million people to look at, I have no objection, sir.
Senator PEL. I appreciate your feeling in this regard.
I know in my own last campaign I found it very distasteful to go
through the same powers of disclosure of my own assets, et cetera. But
mine is a lesser office than the office for which you have been nominated
and thought about, and I think, although it might be distasteful, it
would be helpful if this information was just laid out in the public
record in view of the really high office which you are seeking.
That is a point I think you should think about and perhaps talk
about again after lunch.
I think it would do a great deal to dissipate many, many questions,
and would do a great deal to restore the American people to the sense
of conviction ancT truth that they want to have in their officials.
I was particularly struck with your statement that truth is the glue
that holds the Government together. Not only Government, but ciwlization as well.

And leaving this question for a moment, and then hoping for further
response after lunch, I would like to ask you, in connection with this
q uestion about truth, under what circumstances do you think the President, if you were President, would be permitted not to be truthful, to
lie to the American people I
Mr. Foi. I do not think a President under any circumstances that I
can envision ought to lie to the American people.
Senator PELL. What do you see in your role as Vice President as being some measure or some step you can take to restore the image for
truthfulness of a vastly partisan administrationI

What do you see that you can do as Vice President in that regard I
Mr. FoRD. No. 1, Senator Pell, a searching investigation and a searching questioning by this committee and the House Committee on the
Judiciary ought to lay bare my lifetime record. I think it is clean.
I believe fervently it is a history and a record of truthfulness.
No. 1, I think that would be helpful.
No. 2, my actions, if confirmed, as I proceed for the next 3 plus
years, what I say, how I perform my duties will have an impact on
the American people as to my honesty, integrity, and my viewpoints.
Senator PELL. Mhat will be your policy as Vice President, recognizing the fact that you are then representing all our people, not just
your party?
What would be your policy with regard to future commitments to
Republican organizations and fundraising affairs?
Mr. FonD. I think, in all honesty, that if confirmed, I would try to
perform in that regard as my predecessors have performed, whether
they were Republican or Democrat.
think it is healthy and wholesome that we have a strong two-party
system, and if confirmed, I would perform comparable functions. I
would do the same as my predecessors have done in trying to help
their party and their candidates.
Senator PELL. Now, moving toward what you would do if you were
President, would you consider reinstating the policy that existed under
Presidents Truman and Roosevelt of granting to any Member of Congress, regardless of any political party affiliation, a 15-minute appointment by custom within 24 hours?
What would be your view on that question?
Mr. FORD. Well, I certainly would try. I have an open door policy
as minority leader. It certainly is not comparable. But any member of
either party, my own or any other, who wanted to see me certainly
would have the opportunity at the earliest possible moment.
I think we all would recognize that under the circumstances you in.
dicated it might be difficult to carry out, but my past records in this
regard, I think, would clearly indicate that I would maximize my ef.
forts to have an open door policy on either side of the aisle.
Senator PELL. I understand that about either side.
But, then, would it be correct to say that it would be your intention,
as a matter of right, to see any Member of Congress within a reasonably short period of time if you were President?
Mr. FoRD, I think whether it is a matter of right or not, I would do
it as a matter of trying to do a good job, because if a Member of Congress wanted to see me, whether Democratic or Republican, I would
certainly do everything I possibly could under the circumstances you
have indicated.
Senator PELL. NotwithstandinR the fact that this administration
has been beset by many troubles, I think there is one national domestic
problem that is'probably of more concern to everyone today than any
other problem, and that is the question of inflation.
I was wondering what you saw as your contribution toward ending
this tendency toward inflation?
Mr. FORD. I agree the greatest domestic problem we have today is
inflation. I think there are four ways you can go about trying to
remedy it.

First, you have to identify where the major areas of inflation are.
No. 1 is food. No. 2 is petroleum.
Other than those two areas, I think we have made a reasonably good
battle with considerable success against inflation, but food and petroleum are serious.
The Congress asked that the President approve an agricultural bill
aimed at increasing supply. I think this is good legislation. I believe
it will help alleviate some of the problems as to the supply of food,
and that would mean a holding of the line, hopefully a reduction in the
cost of food.
No. 2, in the area of petroleum, we face a different situation. My
recollection is that today the United States gets about 10 percent of
its petroleum from the Middle Eastern countries, and we have no
real choice there-if they want to increase the price or reduce the
owhat"we have to do is expedite other sources of energy in this
country if we are going to hold the line on price and make supplies
more readily avai able. I think we have to do it by attacking the
problems of gas and oil exploration in the United States, the Alaskan
pipeline. We-have to, I think, find a better way to increase ournuclear
power facilities. I think we have to find ways to utilize our coal more
readily in a cleaner way. Now, if we win the battle against food and
petroleum, I think we have done a pretty good job.
However, there are several other things that ought to be done.
One, we ought to have an intelligent policy in the supply of moneymonetary olfcy. That is not the responsibility of the President or the
Congress. It is under the hands of the Chairman of the Federal Reserve B6ard and his associates.
I think we have to have a reasonable budget policy-a responsible
fiscal policy. That is the responsibility of the Congress and the
President.
And, No. 3, I think for a temporary period we have to have wage
and price control.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Griffin?
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, to fill out the record, do you
own any securities now? Do you serve on any corporate boards now?
Are you associated with any law firm now? 'What outside income do
you have besides your salary?
Mr. FoiD. Well, let me say at the outset, I have no income from a
law practice because I, in effect, disassociated myself from the law
firm, I think, in 1959.
I did receive one, maybe two fees as executors of estates and wills
that I had drawn when I practiced law. But I have no income from a
law firm and have not had any since 1959.
I am a member of one board of directors of a company called Rospatch, Inc., R-o-s-p-a-t-c-h, I-n-c.
I have been on that board since 1964. Its primary business is label
manufacturing-the labels that you have on the inside of your suits
or on the linens that you use in your home. It is a locally, or primarily
locally owned company in Grand Rapids, which has been in existence
for about 50 years. We have branched out. We have income around
$20 million. We have plants in North Carolina, one in Ohio, one in
New York.

I intend to resign from that board if and when I am confirmed.
I got director's fees for attending six meetings a year, if I attended
them-and I usually missed one a year-but if Iattended all of them, I
got $1,800 a year.
My other source of outside income comes from honorariums, from
speeches that I made to a wide variety of organizations. All of that information is in part B of my filing with the House Committee on
Ethics, and I gave my personal copies of that to this committee, because even under the House committee rules, that committee could not
make it available to this committee.
So, rather than to have any problem, I gave to the chairman and to
the staff my personal commitments, my personal copy of the House
Ethics Committee file.
I do have, in addition, income from two pieces of real estate. My
wife and I bought a two-family house in 1950 in Grand Rapids, an upstairs and downstairs apartments.
We lived in the lower apartment when we were in Grand Rapids
extensively. We rent both up and down now, and we get income from
that property.
In 1969 or 1970, my wife and I bought a condominium in Vail, Colo.
We skied there for many years. We go there at Christmas time and
every other year for several weeks in August. We do get some income
from that-not much, but some.
Senator GImF . Reference has been made to the fact that your income tax returns have been made available to the committee.
Over a period of how many years is that?
Mr. FORD. For the last 7 years. I actually brought my own copies,
although I gave copies of my returns for 1966 through 1972 to the
committee.
Senator GRIFFIN. And it goes without saying that, regardless of the
decision of the committee as to whether the returns should be-made
public, you stand ready to answer any questions that Senator Pell or
any other member of the committee may have?
Mr. FORD. No question about it. Details as to income, disbursements,
whatever information is requested, I will be glad to cooperate.
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, I think that someone ought to
ask this question. Are you now, or have you ever been under psychiatric
care?
Mr. Foia. I said one time at a press conference, right after October 12? that I am disgustingly sane. I have never had to go to any psychiatrist or any other person in the medical field related to psychology
for any treatment period.
Now, if you want to ask abouf my relationship withSenator GRIFFIN. I suppose that we had better follow up with the
obvious question prompted by some published allegations concerning
a visit you apparently made to a doctor's office. Perhaps you might
want to go into that.
Mr. FORD. Yes; I am glad to, Senator Griffin.
It has been alleged that I visited a Dr. Arnold Hutschnecker of New
York City for treatment.
The fact is I never visited Dr. Hutschnecker for any treatment. I
visited his office once in New York City for approximately 15 minutes
at the request of a man named Mr. Winter-Berger.

I had a pleasant, conversation with Dr. Hutschnecker. As I recollect,
he gave me a lecture on leadership. Well, that was interesting. I was
trying to be a leader for the Republicans at that time.
But, to further indicate how way out, unreliable this allegation is,
let me quote, if I might, from sone interviews by the press of Dr.
Hutsclmecker.
I will read this if I might.
Dr. Hutschnecker has publicly stated that Mr. Winter-Berger's allegations are untrue and that Congressman Ford has never been his
patient. And I refer specifically to Dr. Hutschnecker's statement,
reported to the United Press International on October 17, 1973, and I
quote-this is a quote from an article by Dr. Hutschnecker:
"The allegation is totally untrue and only in the wild imagination of
the writer."
That refers to the allegation in the Winter-Berger book.
I also cite an Associated Press report of October 17, 1973, in the
Detroit News, and I quote:
"The psychiatrist agrees with Mr. Ford, claiming that the WinterBerger allegation is sheer fantasy."
And then also in the Associated Press report, of the same date, I
believe, October 17, 1973, Dr. Hutschnecker said, "Gerald Ford never
came to my office as a patient."
So, although I met Dr. Hutschnecker once in his office, and maybe
once he stopped by my office in Washington, under no circumstances
did I ever stop to see him for treatment, and under no circumstances
have I ever been treated by any person in the medical profession
for any psychiatry or otherwise.
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, the name of Mr. WinterBerger has been mentioned, and it has been reported in the press that
he has filed with this committee an affidavit making certain allegations which the committee should ask you about.
I would like to read from the affidavit a portion, and then ask for
your comments.
Between 1966 and September of 1969, I personally loaned Gerald Ford in
the neighborhood of $15,000. This money was delivered to Ford in cash to cover

an illness and hospitalization of his wife. She had an illness of the pancreas.
This money came from my personal income and I paid taxes on it. This money
was never repaid. I never asked for repayment and it was never offered. At
other times he complained that he was short of money. The loans were made in
amounts of $50 to about $250.

I think you know how much I do not like to ask a question like that,
but I know the committee's responsibility is to ask you. What are your
comments on that?
Mr. FORD. Senator Griffin, I am glad you asked the question because
I want to, at this time. categorically, unqualifiably, and unreservedly
say that is a lie.
Now, the facts as alleged in that affidavit, are that sometime between
1966 and September of 1969. lie personally loaned me $15,000. He also
says, as you have read, that he has no records of it, that he never got a
note which I signed.
He never asked for any repayment, so he apparently had no evidence
except his word.

Let m e point, this out-and this is interesting, I think somewhat
amusing-in less than a 3-year period, he says he loaned me $15,000 in
amounts of no less than $50 nor in greater amounts than $250.
Now, if you use mathematics, old or new, and take $250 and divide
it into $15,000, that meant that in that 3-year period, he had to give me
$250 about 60 times.
Now, if you go to the other end of the spectrum, where he says he
gave $50, and divide $50 into $15,000, it means that he had to make
delivery 300 times, which is every third day. Now, how asinine can any
such allegation be? I (lid not see him personally more than 6, 8, or 10
times as I hest recollect. So this allegation is utterly preposterous.
Now, in addition, lie alleges that this money was loaned to me because
of hospital bills and medical expenses related to my wife's illness. Yes,
my wife, during this period of time, was in the hospital several times,
primarily with a pinched nerve in the neck which, unfortunately, is
still very bothersome. But I carried maximum coverage under Blue
Cross, tlie. type that all or most of us in the Congress carry. What do
thgy call it--high coverage, and let me just give you the figures on how
much Blue Cross paid. and what the difference was that I had to make
up.
I am reading the facts. The hospital bill, February 1969, was in the
amount of $1,427.55. Blue Cross-Blue Shield paid $1,339.55. I guess I
had to pay about $90. That was the difference that I had to pay.
Then we go to 1966, 1967, 1968, and 1969. The unreimbursed medical and dental expenses for the entire family-and we have four chil(hren-shows in 1967, this is the total unreimbursed for six of us: 1966.
$1,589.28: 1967, $1.679.46; 1968, $1,458.40; 1969, $1,714, of which $905
was for Steve's orthodontist work. So I really do not think that allegation comes anywhere near being accurate, and in my judgment it is
a total fabrication.
I might add that this is a new allegation which was made, as I
understand it, a week or so ago. He wrote a book, which was published
a couple of years ago. If there was such an important item, why did
he not put it in his book instead of wating until 10 days before the
hearings before this committee?
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, since you have referred to this
book, even though it is ironic to cite it as an authority for anything,
I think we might quote this sentence from page 235 of the book, "I
never knew him," referring to Jerry Ford. "to accept cash from
anybody."
I do not know how my time is going here, Mr. Chairman. My time
is up?
Well, thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Griffin.

I might say that the committee's independent investigation of Dr.
Hutschnecker verifies your statement that you never were his patient
at any time.
Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, I wish to join with my colleagues in congratulating you on your having been selected by the President as his
nominee for the office of Vice President of the united States.
On April 4, 1963, you delivered a speech in the House of Representatives on executive privilege.

In referring to the Bay of Pigs incident of 1961, you stated, in part,
as follows:
What I do suggest is that this incident be remembered as another in a long
series of ExecutiveDepartment claims of special privilege. In a frightening
proportion of these cases, the claim was made to cover up dishonesty, stupidity,
and failure of all kinds. We have only to recall that the Teapot Dome of
Harding's Administration, the tax scandals in Mr. Truman's, and the La.os foreign
aid mess in the last Administration, all were initially covered up by the "Executive privilege" blanket. There have been many more instances. You all have
seen that pattern develop. First, the suggestion of wrongdoing is made. Congress
demands the records. The people downtown in the ivory tower of the Executive
Branch stall and say the investigation is silly. Then they simply refuse to
give the information. Something eventually leaks out and the scandal spills
over for all the world to see. Then someone resigns and his resignation is
accepted with regret. Congress cannot help but conclude that Executive privilege
is most often used in opposition to the public interests.
I would also alert the entire membership of this House to the existence of
this critical problem and warn you that none of your Committees would be
immune to the stifling influence of Executive privilege if the President found it
expedient to invoke it tomorrow. This affects us all as Members of the House,
and through us it affects all America.
We cannot abide its existence one whit longer than necessary.

Page 5818 of the Congressional Record of April 4. 1963.
Mr. Ford, the shoe is on the other foot. now.
Would you say that this statement still represents your thinking
oil this subject?
Mr. FORD. Yes, I would, Senator Byrd.
I made that speech on the floor of the House because, at that time,
I was the ranking Republican Member of the House Subcommittee
on Defense Aplropriations.
At that time, inApril, or just before April of 1963, in our hearings.
which were held in executive session, that committee was trying to
find out the details of the Bay of Pigs unfortunate fiasco.
At that time General Taylor was, as I recollect, the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. tie regularly came before the committee,
and we regularly interrogated him about military policy, past, present,
and prospective.
There was a great deal of concern at that time, Senator Byrd, about
whether we had adequate planning or whether we properly executed
and carried out the Bay of Pigs operation.
As a member of that committee and, in fact, the senior minority
party member, I felt it my obligation to get all the facts. Unfortunately, General Taylor was ordered by his Commander in Chief at
that time not to give those facts to me or to that committee either
inconfidence or for publication.
I thought it was unfortunate, and I therefore prepared this speech
from which you have quoted.
I think there is relevance to the circumstances, although not identical, to this situation then and to the present time. I still think that I
was right back in 1963 in asking General Taylor those questions asking for information. I think he was wrong in not making it available.
senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, do you today still subscribe to your statement at that tme that "Congress cannot help but conclude that executive privilege is most often used in opposition to the public interest"I
Mr. FORD. I think it was a little strong. [Laughter.]

But I think we all have to, in retrospect, think of our personal experiences at the time we tried to get documents, tried to get testimony,
and I was, in good faith, trying to get it.. And the then President and
his Chief of Staff, the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff were not cooperating, and frankly I wvas a little irritated. I probably was a little
stronger than I might have been.
Maybe age and maturity-Senator BYRD. A little stronger than you would be today?
Mr. FORD. Well, let me put it this way.
I understand people today in the Congress who might have similar
circumstances to mine in 1963, having the same attitude I had in 1963.
I do not condemn them for it because I went through that experience.
Senator BYRD. But you happen to be the nominee for the office of
i
Vice President todaf.
Now, Mr. Ford, do you feel that executive privilege should be
invoked by a Chief Executive, any Chief Executive to avoid release
of evidence, when allegations of criminal conduct have been made
with respect to the Presidential office itself?
Mr. FORD. It seems to me in this situation the judgment has to be
based on what is in the best interest of the country. We certainly
do not want. any person who is a criminal to go free because of the
refusal of any documents to be made available to the proper authorities.
Senator BYRD. Can you conceive of any justification for any President to invoke the doctrine of executive privilege to prevent the surrender of any documents, Presidential papers, et cetera, that do not
deal with foreign relations or national security, but which may have
a bearing upon the possible commission of serious felonies, and which
have been requested by a court through an order?
Mr. FORD. Under the question as asked, as I understand it, I think
there should be cooperation by the Chiefs of Staff.
Senator BYRD. In other words, in your judgment, the doctrine of
executive privilege could not legitimately be interposed tinder those
circumstances?
Mr. FORD. Where you have allegations, serious allegations, where
those documents have material impact on the guilt or innocence of an
individual, it seems to me that the judgment, bearing in mind the best
interest of the country, would be that they should be made available.
Senator BYRD. Is it your opinion that concealment of information
bearing upon the possible commission of crimes is justified under any
circumstances if invoked by a President?
Mr. FORD. Would you read that question again?
Senator BYRD. Is it your opinion that withholding of information
which may go to the commission of serious crimes is justified under
any circumstances when ordered by a President?
Mr. FORD. At this time, I have not foreseen it, but that is a pretty
broad statement.
At the moment, I cannot foresee any.
Senator BYRD. Would not the concealment of such information constitute an obstruction of justice?
Mr. FORD. As I understand the question, you have to make a honest
determination as to what is actually obstructing justice. And that is
not always a clear-cut question or set of facts.
But, in the normal context, I would say yes.

Senator BYRm. You would say yes, that tile concealment of information which may bear upon tile commission of crimes would constitute
an obstruction of justice?
Mr. FonD. Yes, I think, under my interpretation.
Senator BYnD. Can you conceive of any justification, Mr. Ford, for
anyone, including the President of the United States, to disobey a
court order?
Mr. FORD. I do not think any person in this country is above the
law.
Senator 1BYRID. You mean by that that you see no justification for
anyone, including a President'of the United States, to disobey a final
court order?
Mr. FoRD. I would strongly say that any person, including the President, where a determination has been made by the highest court of the
land, ought to obey the court order.
Senator BYRD. Would you, Mr. Ford, at the high mantle of Presidential authority, if it were ever bestowed upon you, invoke Presidential privilege to )revent the courts from seeing documents the courts
ordered you to hand over to the courts?
Mr. FoRD. Well, I publicly stated several weeks or months ago that
certain documents that have been widely publicized should be turned
over to the courts, to a court, as well as to a committee of the U.S.
Senate.
I said that would have been the proper thing politically to do.
I have qualified it by saying that, in my opinion, there were serious
legal and constitutional questions involved, but if I had to weigh those
two, the political public impact on the one hand and the legal and
constitutional issues on the other, I think my judgment would be to
make them available and, therefore, I was pleased that the President
has made available those tapes to the district courts here in the District
of Columbia.
That is the way I felt on the basis of the facts that they should
have been handled.
Senator BYRD. You think they should have been turned over?
Mr. FORD. Right. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. How much more time do I have, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. I think you have about 2 minutes.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, the firingof Archibald Cox and the resignations of Mr. Richardson and Mr. Ruckelshaus caused more national
outrage than anything else in recent memory.
It is surprisingly clear that the American people believe that there
must be an independent prosecutor free from political pressures, who
can carry forward and be-do a good job, the investigatory job that
has begun.
Do you support the efforts now underway in Congress by members
of both parties to invest authority in the district court to appoint
a special prosecutor, and what would you recommend be done in order
to assure that a special prosecutor cannot be arbitrarily removed
from office but can only be removed for extraordinary improprieties?
Mr. FORD. Well, I personally recommended and firmly believe that
there ought to be a special prosecutor in the Department of Justice.
I believe and know that efforts have been made in good faith to
establish, by law, a special prosecutor tnder the sole'disereton and
supervision of Judge Sirica.

I think that would raise serious matters of separation of powers and
therefore I do not favor that. There have been recommendations made
in several legislative proposals for the Congress to set up independently a special prosecutor. This I think is also somewhat challengeable in the area of the separation of powers.
Therefore, in my opinion, we ought to have a special prosecutor
appointed by the President, confirmed by the
U.S. Senate with firm
understandings between the Chief Execltive and the committee and
the Senate as to his responsibilities and as to the duties that he should
carry out.
Now, I am sure most of you know that earlier this morning the
President has recommended a new Attorney General from your ranks,
Senator Saxbe, and I fully endorse that nomination.
You will miss him here, but lie will still be around town.
The President has also proposed a very outstanding member of the
American Bar, Leon Jaworski, former president of the American Bar,
for the office of special prosecutor.
I have great faith in him because T knew him when I served on
the Warren Commission, where we had the responsibility of investigating the tragic death of President Kennedy.
Senator BYm). Mr. Ford, would you proceed to answer the second
)art of my question?
To wit,*what safeguards would you suggest be provided to protect
the Special Prosecutor, even if lie were appointed by the President
and acting within the executive branch under the Justice Department,
from being summarily dismissed for proceeding through the courts
to secure evidence of possible criminal conduct--evidence that the
White House may not wish, for reasons of its own, to surrender?
Mr. Foni). I think it is very difficult to write into the law the kind
of certainty that T am sure you would like.
As a matter of fact, if my memory of history is correct, back in the
post-Civil War days, under then President lohnson, the Congress
tried to make it impossible for then President Johnson to fire the Secretary of the Army, a man named Stanton.
President Jolhnson fired him and then the impeachment proceedings
were immediately initiated against President Johnson.
He was eventually acquitted, but the point I am trying to get at is
that Congress tried by law to prevent the dismissal of a subordinate
officer in the executive )ranch.
I don't think you really can do it by law. I think you have to have
faith in the man who al;pointed him faith in the person who is appointed, and an understanding of good faith between the Congress
and the Chief Executive. I think in this case that can be achieved.
Senator BTim. Mr. Chairman, my time is tip.
I thank you, Mr. Ford.
The CITAIRAX: Thank you.
I might say if you have. no objection, Mr. Ford, we propose to continue until each member of the committee has gone through one series
of questions and that should take us to nearly 1 o'clock.
Mr. Fon). T am at the committee's disposal.
The CH\A1rANX. Senator Hatfield.
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Ford, I believe I
have in my memory bank an experience of having addressed the Michigan delegation at tile Republican National Convention in Chicago in

1960 at the time that you were being advocated by your delegation and
many other friends for Vice President on the ticket that year.
I am glad to see that the President has finally come around to this
point of view ; 13 years later.
In your testimony, you very interestingly point u) what I think is
l)robably one of the realities )f today l)ol itical I)roblems and that is
whether or not the President of the Un1iited States is insulated from
r'eality. Whether the President of tie. United States really has an understanding of the feelings, the emotions, the coml)assion, that both the
people here on the Hill mid in turii the vast Aieiican plul)lic have on
some of these controversial issues.
One of the most interesting comments I think you made. in your
entire testimony. is wondering whether or not after your confirmation,
your friends will still call you Gerry.
I have had people tell me that they go dowi to the White House, and
their throats get dry. their knees get rubbery and about all they can say
is "Yes, Mr. President."
I think it illustrates the fact that we have created sort of a mystique
around the Office of President. In fact, I call it idolatry to some extent.
Now, you have known tie President for a long time and you have
indicatedl that in your testimony.
But, I wonder,'in light of Mr. Rostow's definition of the role of Vice
President, to be the President's adviser, an agent, and your statement
later on that you are ready to assume the role of a ready conciliator, a
caln communicator, whether you could elaborate a little bit as to the
kind of relationship that you now have with the President. For example, how you feel that you are going to be able to communicate
frankly, openly, honestly, and give the President the benefit of some
of the thoughts, some of the attitudes, some of the ideas that people
on the Hill have to help the President, to avoid l)erhaps some of the
unpleasant, political experiences that we are in and perhaps to restore
confidence and to be a reconciliator. Would you care to comment on
that role of the Vice President?
Mr. FoRi). I think that the past is p)rolog, Senator Hatfield, and the
best illustration that I can think of, using past experience and projecting it in the future, is a very, very dramatic experience I had not too
long ago. I have always felt that 1 could speak very directly to the
PIresident, whether I agreed or disagreed with him.
Let me give you this illustration. We have gone through this
for the last 2 or 3 years or more, about whether we should have a
limitation on legislation for the length of time the troops could stay
in South Vietnam. I have firm views that they generally, almost without exception in that instance agreed with the President.
But if my memory is right, oh, some time in the summer, early summer, we had a critical vote in the House on whether there should be a
set cutoff (late, and I had to communicate directly with the President
and say the time has come, despite my own convictions and perhaps his,
that the Congress was going to set a cutoff date and that he ought to
accept it, and that it would be better for him to accept it and implement it than to fight it and lose.
Well, what happened was, we vere right in debate on the floor of the
House, and I got the word that he (lid not agree necessarily with that.
I got a call from him, and I went back in the cloakroom and talked
to him. I said, Mr. President, No. 1, I think you ought to accept it.
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No. 2, it is going to happen anyhow, and No. 3, I think it is the best
thing for the country to end this slaughter.
He agreed, and I think I had some impact on his decision. I would
do the same thing with Members of Congress.
Senator -IATFIELD. By this example, I assume that within the councils of the White House, that you will have honest differences and
disagreements, and that you will express them freely and forthrightly
as your best counsel to thie President.
Mr. FORD. I certainly will, Senator Hatfield, to him and to his
advisers.
Now, I think ve all recognize that as long as you have your full
opportunity to have an input into the decisionmaking process, if you
lose, you should not go out and deliberately undercut that policy. I
have learned a long time ago, Senator, after a decision is made, after
a play has been called, you do not go out and tackle your own quarterback'if you want to get anything done.
But you have to have that right to have an input. And I will have it.
I know and I have had it before and I think it had an impact.
Senator HATFIELD. You noticed I phrased my question to be within
the privacy and the councils of the White House because I assume you
would agree with the testimony given before the Senate hearing committee on the 25th amendment, that experts generally came to the
conclusion the Vice Presidency should have a popular base and at the
same time be in harmony with the President.
You would subscribe to that basic thought?
Mr. FoRD. I think you would have to have a basic harmony, but
that does not preclude you from expressing honest differences of policy.
Senator HATFIELD. One of the major problems that we have between
the executive and the legislative branches today requiring perhaps better bridges of communication, is in the area of budgetary responsibilities.
Would you care to share with us some of your philosophy as to
relative responsibilities between the Executive and the Congress as
it relates to budgetary matters?
Mr. FoRD. I am sure, as you know, Senator, I spent 14 years as a
member of the House Comnittee on Appropriations.
I do firmly believe that the Congress has to improve its budgetary
process.
I have known it during the period I have served and I have known
it even better since I have been a minority leader.
I think the Congress in the special committee that was established
at the end of this last Congress put together basically a good approach, so that we in the Congress would first adopt a reasonable
projection of expenditure and that then the Congress within that
framework each year would have to tailor the appropriations made
out of the 14 subcommittees who handle the budget in an amount that
fits that total spending limit and that obligational authority limit.
Now, at the end of the session there has been a breach or several
breaches of either spending or obligational authority, when the Congress had to come back and do something about it.
That approach, as we call it the amend bill on the House sidethe Senate of course has cosponsorship-but I think that is good.
Now maybe it can be modified and amended and there is some talk
right now about making some changes.

The House Committee on Rules is working on broadening the
membership of that joint House and Senate committee to make it
less exclusively the province of the House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations, the House Committee on Ways and Means, and
the Senate Committee on Finance.
Perhaps a broadening of that membership would be helpful.
Senator HATFIEJA). Now, moving beyond the internal reforms which
I would certainly subscribe to, what about the role of the Office of
Management and Budget as it relates to the. impoundments? After the
House has passed an authorization bill, the Senate has passed an authorization bill, the President has signed an authorization bill, the
House has passed an appropriation measure funding that authorization. The Senate has passed an appropriation measure. The President
has signed the appropriation measure. Then we have impoundment.
Mr. FORD. I guess over the years I have condemned the Bureau of the
Budget and the Director of the Bureau of the Budget and the OMB
and the Director of OMB as much as any Member of Congress, because
they are tough. But they have a responsibility under the law-a responsihlity on behalf of the President to take a whole look at the big
picture an the preparation of the budget and the implementation of it
after Congress has acted.
Now, we all know that the practice of a President impounding legislativee authority made by the Congress goes a long way back.
The first experience I had was in 1949, when, Mr. Truman impounded
$750 million of money Congress had made available for the expansion
of the Air Force from 48 to 58 wings. Every President that I have
served with has done it.
I think you have to give some overall responsibility to a President,
who has to take a look at the big picture under present procedure for
the husbandry of our resources so that we just do not spend money
on unjustified programs that may be out of date, that are no longer
necessary, despite congressional support.
It is a gray area and I think it is wise that we keep it a gray area.
Senator HATIELD. Congressman, do you distinguish between the
impoundments of the past that were under the Deficiency Act, which
were specific laws and which gave certain criteria as to why such impoundments should occur and some of the impoundments today that
are, in effect, destroying programs, and going beyond the fiscal aspect?
Mr. FoRD. Well, there are several ways you kill a program-by just
not making any money available and bySenator HATF1W. *Butprograms that have been made available, and
funding that has been made available by the Congress.
Mr. FORD. Well, I think you differentiate between just ending of
funding for a program and not giving it any time to be slowly curtailed. I mean an arbitrary cutoff, that is one which is in the place of
where the Congress authorized funds. But, you can also come up with
a progam where the President should itot'have to spend every dime
that te Congress made available for the continuation of the program.
You can differentiate between total cutoff and a failure to give all
the money available.
I certainly think that a President has the right not to spend every
dime Congress makes available. That would scare both of us, actually,
because if we forced every President to spend every dime Congress for

one reason or another gave them you would have a tax increase of astronomical proportions.

Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Chairman, my time is up.

I would like to come back to this subject at a hater time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Allen?

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Ford, let me also extend to you my personal welcome to this
hearing before the Senate Rules Committee and to commend you on
being nominated as Vice President and best meeting, in the President's
judgment, the requirements set down by him for the person he would
nominate as Vice President.
I commend you on your straightforward -and candid statement this
morning.
Your reputation as a man of honor who repeatedly 'has stood the test
of the electoral processes precedes you and serves you well before this
committee.
There has been a vacancy in the office of the Vice President of the
United States on 17 occasions, 8 vacancies resulting from the succession of the Vice President to the Presidency, 7 from deaths of the Vice
President and 2 from resignations.
The present vacancy is the only. vacancy that has existed at a time
when there was available the necessary machinery for filling the
vacancy, this machinery being the 25th amendment, requiring the
President to nominate a person to fill the vacancy subject to the
approving vote of both the House and the Senate.
The President has performed his function under the 25th amendment in submitting your nomination. It remains now for the Senate
and the House to act, and -act we should and must, after an in-depth
hearing before appropriate committees of the two Houses.
Your nomination should be considered bv the House and by the
Senate separate and apart from and independent of any other circumstances or problems confronting the Congress and the 'Nation. One of
the great strengths of our Nation has been provision for an orderly
succession when vacancies occur in offices within our Government.
Prompt action on your nomination will contribute to stability in our
National Government.
Your nomination should be acted on expeditiously by the committees;
and final action by both Houses should take place, in my judgment, before the adjournment of this present first session of the 93d Congress.
Within the scope of the committee's investigation and of the concern of the Congress and the people of the Nation, in my judgment,
fall: Your character, abilities, and background, your political philosohy, your conception of the role, duties, and obligations of both the
Vice Presidency and the Presidency, and you have covered these areas
as well.
These areas should be explored not so much to establish facts that
would constitute reasons why you should not be confirmed--though
that is part of our function if 'there be such facts--but, far more, to
present a record of attributes and qualities on your part that will
eminently qualify you for confirmation by the Senate and the House.
Now with this preface, let me ask a few questions in the time remaining to me hopefully in areas not covered by previous interrogation by committee members.

Several years ago I enjoyed watching the TV broadcast of the "Ev
and Jerry Show." And just recently in a news magazine there was run
a picture taken in 1966 at one of those TV shows. It has in the background the question of the week, "Mr. President: When will the trust
and confidence of the American people be restored I"
Mr. Ford, what I would like to ask you, was that question ever answered by the person to whom it was directed?
Mr. FORD. I think, Senator Allen, the effort was made at that time
to get certain information from the then Chief Executive or his Administration on some of the domestic and international questions
that were on our doorstep.
I think as we would interpret it, there was a restoration of faith and
trust in the Government of the United States. Those were tough times.
Senator Dirksen and I often talked about that, and I think by some
prodding we were helpful in restoring some of that faith and trust.
Senator ALLENS. Well, now, that question would not be a question
that would come before us nowMr. FORD. Well, I think the prodding would come from the political opposition, now. It would probably be helpful in the restoration
of senator
public faith.
ALLEN. Do you think it would be a question that could be
asked at this time?
Mr. FORD. Surely. And just as Senator Dirksen and I did, either
in 1965 or 1966 or 1967 or 1968.
Senator ALLN. In your statement that you gave to the committee,
that as minority leader in the House--or before that time-that you
had stood with the President when you thought he was right and
against him when you thought he was wrong.
Would your course be the same as Vice President?
Mr. FORD. I would hope so, and I certainly plan it to be that way.
Senator ALLE. That would mean that before the Senate then and
before the country you might take positions in opposition to the President's position, or would you thrash it out in party councils and then
come to a decision?
Mr. FORD.As I indicated in a response to Senator Hatfleld, I think
the initial responsibility is to try and incorporate my views on any
given issue, international or domestic, so that we end up with a consensus that I and others in the administration could support. I think
that is the right way to do it.
But there are occasions where your views do not always prevail after
honest discussion, honest give and take. Then the question is: If I do
not prevail, do I go out and make a crusade of undercutting a policy
that has been determined by the President and his advisers I As I indicated to Senator Hatfield, I learned a long time ago that you do not
go out and tackle your own quarterback after he has called the play,
as long as you have had a part in the determination.
Senator ALLEN. So once it is established, you would support it.
Mr. FoRD. I think so, unless I felt it was a matter of overriding international interest.
Senator AuLLN. Now, one of your duties as minority leader in the
House, I assume, is to line up support for the President's position.
Would it be your policy in the Senate to seek to line up support or
would 'you be an impartial presiding officer of the Senate?

Mr. FoRD. Let me say at the outset I would, without any doubt, be
an impartial presiding officer. I think that is mandatory. I do not think
I ought to say I would be a crusader in the ranks on any issue, as far
the President's policy is concerned. If somebody asked me my views,
I certainly would express them. If I am asked to try and work out
compromises during the legislative process, I certainly would be available and contribute my input. But I would not talk to individual Senators like I now have the responsibility of talking to individual House
Members.
Senator ALLEN. You would be less active in that regard?
Mr. FORD. I certainly would, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, a number of Vice Presidents in recent years
have made it a policy of presiding over the Senate only occasionally,
and that does not apply to one or two, it applies to three, four or five
Vice Presidents whohave adopted that practice. What would bk your
policy in that regard?
Mr. FORD. Senator Allen, I have been trying for a good many years
to be able to preside over the other body, and Inever made it. So I will
look forward with great anticipation to having the honor of presiding
over the U.S. Senate.
Senator ALLEN. Now, another question that is prompted by a question by Senator Byrd, as to these notes or memorandums or materials
having to do with possible violations of the law. You have stated that
it would be your feeling that they should be released. I am wondering
if, as minority leader, you have made any suggestions or given any
advice in recent months to the President, touching on this belief?
Mr. FORD. I certainly have, on more than one occasion, made that
recommendation to very high people on the President's staff. I cannot
remember personally telling the President, but I have communicated
a good many times-more t han once-with the top people on his staff.
Senator ALLEN. Now, in the matter of the missing tapes. I think
that would be a pertinent question to propound. Would you have felt
that the nonexistence of these tapes should have been made public
lon, ago, or should the disclosure have been delayed until this time?
Mr. FoiD. Senator, all I know, and this is based on what I read or
heard in the last 24 hours: My immediate reaction was that it might
have been much more helpful to the Senate, as well as to the courts,
if that information had been made available at a muci earlier date.
Senator ALLEN. Well, the thought occurred to me that the President
was taking the position that he was not required to do so. Therefore,
a lesser defense might possibly have not served any useful purpose.
Would you feel that that might be the case?
Mr. FORD. Well, bearing in mind the President's very firm attitude
up until a week or so ago, if he was not going to give up any of them,
why did he have to admit the nonexistence of several?
Senator ALLPN. From a practical point of view, you feel that he
should have made this information available?
Mr. FORD. Well, frankly, I think it might have made easier the
problems that have develoned over the last several months.
Senator ALLEN. Now, Mr. Ford, I believe implicitlv in what you
have said about your dealings or lack of dealings with Mr. WinterBerger. But I would like to inauire, as a matter of information, how
it is that a man of this sort is able to ingratiate himself into the good
offices of an outstanding Member of the Congress, when he is not a

constituent of the Congressman; how does he go about doing this I Is
it a good practice to allow that to happen?
th9r. FoRD. I am delighted that you asked that quetsion, because I
think it shows how any one of us, certainly including myself, can be
duped. And here is the story:
My home has been in Grand Rapids, Mich., almost all my life. I have
many friends in a community called Holland, Mich., a few miles away.
During my high school days, I got to know a family, the Boter family-B-o-t-e-r. They have a son named Pete Boter, who is my age, and
a daughter named Alice Boter. They became very good friends of mine
over a long period, almost 40-some years or more.
Back in 1965 or 1966, I got a letter from Pete Boter and Alice Boter
Alice Boter Weston, saying they knew a person who was a disgruntled
Democrat who wanted to elp Republicans, and would it be possible
for them to bring him down and introduce him to me. Well, when you
know somebody as well as I knew the Boters, the answer is and was
"Yes."
So, subsequently, not long after-how long after I don't recallAlice Boter Weston came into my office with Mr. 'Winter-Berger. At
that time she not only endorsed what she had said in the letter but
what she had on those applications. I have great faith in Pete Boter
and Alice Weston-or Alice Boter Weston-she has now remarried.
I believed and I still believe that they were acting in good faith. and
that they likewise were duped.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you.
Mr. Ford, you are coming to the Vice-Presidency in a unique fashion. Ordinarily, I think it would be fair to say that the President
chooses the Vice President or nominee, but there intervenes the nomination by the convention and election by the people.
The fact that you are coming through choice of the President, and
there is no intervening action by your party convention or by a vote
of the people, does that-would that mean that you would be less independent, less free in your actions as Vice President than if you
would come to the Vice-Presidency in the usual practice I What about
the freedom of action and your independence as Vice President, would
it be any different?
Mr. FonD. I think the basic difference would be, Senator Allen, that
the kind of investigation that I have gone through is much more thorough than that of any other previous Vice-Presidential nominee or
any person that took the office. I do not think the relationship between
the President and the Vice-Presidential nominee under the convention process and under the circumstances under which I find myself
nominated would be significantly different. I think it is mainly in the
scope of the investigation where there would be a difference.
Senator, may I make one other comment on the question you asked
a moment ago
You asked me about how I got to know Mr. Winter-Berger, and I
told youSenator ALLEN. Well, it was not necessarily Winter-Berger himself,
but I am talking about any such instance.
Mr. FoRD.Right. It is interesting to note, Senator that unbeknownst
to me. Mr. Winter-Berger alleges in his book that Le paid Pete Boter
and Alice Weston $1,000 for that introduction.

Now, it was never told to me by any one of the parties and I have
a letter in my files, which I would like to make a part o? the record,
in which Alice Boter Weston says that the allegation by Mr. WinterBerger is completely and totally inaccurate.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMs. Thank you.
Mr. Ford, I want to say as a Member here that has lived through the
frustrations and agony of a stalemate between this Congress and the
President in regard to so many important junctures in our life in the
last 4 years plus; that I found some hope in your statement, and I thank
you for your opening statement.
This being a historic first, to use the 25th amendment, I want to go
back just a moment and read from one of the witnesses at the hearings,
in consideration of that amendment in 1964, as Congress considered
the question of what procedure to use in filling the Vice-Presidential
vacancy.
At that time Mr. Nixon, then a private citizen and former Vice President, testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments on filling a vacancy.
He presented an article which he wrote in a national magazine, in
which he listed the criteria that would apply in filling the vacancy.
One of those criteria was, and here is the quote:
He should be personally acceptable to the President-but since he may potentially hold the highest office in the land, his selection should reflect the elective
rather than the appointive process.

And he went on to say in his testimony:
I do not mean that I would propose that this committee should oppose a proposal whereby the President of the United States recommend to either the
Electoral College or the Congress a name for approval of Vice President, but
the final analysis, whoever is to hold executive power in this Nation should be
one who represents and comes from and has been approved by the electoral
process rather than the appointive process.

Well, certainly this, I think, is useful for is here. You have come
out of the elective process for 25 years in the district in MichiganMr. FORD. Thirteen elections. This is my 25th year; yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Obviously you have met all tests of the constituents of that district: Character and fitness to be a Member of Congress. Of course, this is a broader test, and I think that Mr. Nixon then,
President Nixon now, has indicated that we should appropriately go to
your basic philosophy or approach to government in a new position,
and potentially even another position higher.
Certainly thiis Nation has never faced such troubled political times
as it does now. We all, Members of Congress, received mountains of
communications from a population deeply disturbed, doubting, shaken,
or even shattered in their belief in our "Government and some of our
governmental institutions. I know that I, as the Representative of the
State of New Jersey, have had well over 10.000 communications expressing this doubi and shattered belief. I just want to see, and I
know we all feel it-I wonder if von can describe for us your aunreciation for the mood and the attitude that the people of this Nation
would like to have?
Mr. FORD. Well, my office, Senator Williams, has received many,
many communications, and because of the office I hold as minority

leader, communications come not just from my congressional district
in Michigan. There was a vast outpouring following the actions involving Mr. Cox, and the resignations of Attorney General Richardson
and Mr. Ruckelshaus. I received a great, great many communications,
an overwhelming percentage of them expressing considerable upset
by the sequence of events.
It reminded me, and I think there is a similarity in the outpouring,
no similarity in the factual situation: The biggest outpouring of complement of mail that I had ever gotten before was at the time that Presi(lent Truman fired General MacArthur. I was new here then, and be
lieve me, I was amazed at the some 3,000 or 4,000 communications I
got as a second-term Member of the House. It was that same kind of
real public apprehension-a great disturbance-that I think we had
last week.
I hope that events since then-the action of the President giving the
tapes to Judge Sirica; the action of the President in the appointment
of one of your colleagues, Senator Saxbe; the action of the President
in recommending Leon Jaworski as Special Prosecutor-I hope some
of that damage will be repaired. I think it is possible.

Senator

WILLIAMS.

I think many of the questions that have been

asked you, and your responses, should be reassuring to our country as
part of the process of restoring public confidence.-Particularly, your
answers to Senator Byrd's questions went right to the basic question
that the country is asking.
I would like to go to another area and just get your appreciation of
how you would approach one or two different kinds of situations.
First, I would like to deal with one of the areas that has led the
Congress to feel that it has not been in any degree treated as a coequal branch-the Office of Economic Opportunity, the program, and
its management. This, under law, had a Director-was to have a Director-and it was to have a program running into the middle of next
year. Mr. Philips, as you know, was named acting head of that agency.
He came in heralding the announcement that he would dismantle the
program and that he was acting as the agent of the President. He
remained in that office, and his dismantling operation went to work,
and he remained beyond what we thought was the legal limit for an
Acting Director; and two of us who sit on this committee, and two
others from the Labor Committee, brought court action saying that
he was sitting illegally, and the judgment was that he was illegal,
and he was out. Others brought action saying it was illegal not to
administer the program that was law, under congressional action and
signed by the President; and that was found, under judicial judgment, to be the situation. And the program continued.
I just ask this as an example of where we have been in disagreement
with the President. One of his approaches has been to appoint someone who does not believe in the program he has been put in to administer, and thereby use that office to kill it. How would you, where you
had a Congress, and you were President of the United States, who enacted something that you did not fully agree with, but it was a law;
how would you approach that kind of situation?
Mr. FoRD. I would hope that my good judgment would indicate to
me that I ought to carry out the law as it was enacted.
Now, in respect to an individual who is appointed to administer
that job, it is pretty hard to draw a descriptin or formula for him

individually. I think the President ought to carry out the law. I
think he has to get an administrator who will at least carry out the
intent of the legislation. I would not want to commit myself, however,
that he and the administrator have to spend every dime in every precise way that maybe the committee hearings indicated should be the
oase.
I think a Chief Executive has to have some flexibility.
Senator WILLIATs. 'Well, I do not think any of us would really argue with that.
On the question of Congress, however, is another question Senator
Hatfield raised. It impresses me that we have all known that impoundment authority is there in the Executive, but it is an exceptional
thing.
President Nixon has made it almost a regular method of dealing,
and I have another area I would like to deal with, perhaps later on,
when we return this afternoon.
I would like to close up where you refer in your statement that there
will be a new liaison from the Executive through the Vice President.
We have had a Vice President most recently who I felt was very
remote from the congressional scene. He did not come from the
Congress, and I was there at the White House when you were named,
and I was gratified that one of our own, as it were, had been named,
because I feel so strongly that this Government needs that kind of
cooperation.
You commit yourself philosophically to that, don't you? Well, I
will give you one shattering statement given by a senior member of
our Labor Committee on the minority side, as he introduced a piece of
legislation. He said:
Mr. President, as the ranking minority member of the Education Subcommittee, I introduce for appropriate reference the administration's education spe-

cial revenue-sharing proposal, entitled the Better Schools Act of 1978. Because
of my Position on the Education Subcommittee, I am doing this as a matter of
courtesy, a courtesy, which, I might add, was not extended to any of the minority
members of this subcommittee in the form of a request or suggestion.

I cite it just as an example of people on your side of the aisle who
have not been in the legislative process in the'beginning.
I have other quotations; maybe we will get to them later. Mr. Timmons, who takes the hard line*: Let them pass it, we will veto it, and
then we will come to Congress.
I just want to get your appreciation that that is not the way this
Government can progress with separate branches not in communication
at all.
Mr. FoRD. May I make a comment in response to that observation,
which I think indicates another approach.
On the House side, in the case of elementary and secondary education authorization, I have been working with Congressman Quie and
he has been working with the committee chairman, Mr. Perkins, and
others, in trying, at the subcommittee level and now at the full committee level, to incorporate some of the recommendations made by
the President and, at the same time, to meld them or merge them with
the program as we have had it for the last 5 or 6 years.
And I am told that they are near agreement at the subcommittee and
full committee level, which would, if carried out in conjunction with
the recommendations of the Senate, end up with a bill and a law,

rather than a veto. I think that is the way we will approach it. And
the same thing has been done in the case of manpower training legislation.
Congressman Daniels of your State, who I think is the chairman of
that subcommittee, has been working with Congressman Ash of Michigan, in trying to find a way in which manpower training recommendations of the White House on the one hand, and the Democratic majorities on the other, can be reconciled at the subcommittee level. And
I am told great progress is being made there.
If we can do that, we can avoid wasting time and efforts in controversy in the veto process.
Senator W LLIAMrS. I could not agree more.
Vocational rehabilitation is another area that we saw vetoed twice.
In my last 5 seconds, I distrust the use of football analogies to the
governmental processes. I will tell you, this business of tackling your
own quarterback. Let me give ,you the picture of the quarterback who
is hit with the rush and he is in a scramble and he gets mixed up in
the pass and runs toward the wrong goal line. Would you not tackle
him to save the other team from getting 2 points?
[Laughter.]
Mr. FoRD. Yes, I think I would. I would probably tackle any member of my team in the same circumstances. In California, ,I wish
someone had tackled Roy Regal back in the 1920's, who, if I recollect,
scored a touchdown for'the opposition and they lost the ballgame.
Senator WIrXLL1-NS. That is my point. If he is going the wrong way,
would you not tackle the quarterback?
Mr. 'FORD. That is the exception more than the rule. If you can
work out the plays in the huddle, execute them according to that
strategy, I think it all works for the better.
Senator WILLAM S. These are exceptional times.
The CI AI1M3AN. On that note, the committee will stand in recess
until 2: 30 this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 1: 10 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 2: 30 p.m., the same day.]
AFrNROON SESSION

The CIIAIRIMa,'. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Ford, this morning, in your response to one of the questions,
you told about your visit to Dr. Hutschnecker in New York, and that
you had never been his patient. I think some people wonder why yoif

went to visit Dr. Hutschnecker at his office. Would you tell us about

thatI
Mr. FORD. I certainly will, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Winter-Berger, during the period that he came into my office, not frequently but infrequently, said that Dr. Hutschnecker was an outstanding M.D and
he thought it might be interesting for me to meet him. Well, i was
pretty busy in those periods, but finally I had a speech to make in
New York City-I have forgotten which one it was--and I said
after the speech I will stop in to pay a call on Dr. Hutschnecker to
say hello and just meet him. After the speech I made in New York City,
I stopped at Dr. Hutschnecker's office, and after being there 15 minutes or thereabouts, I then went from his office to the airport and came
back to Washington.

The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Winter-Berger accompany you on that
visit ?
Mr. FORD. I honestly cannot remember whether he did or not. He
was not in the room when I paid my call to Dr. Hutschnecker. He was
not there during the time the doctor and I conversed, but he may have
been with me as we went to the doctor's office and maybe after we left
the doctor's office.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not recall whether he was with you when
you went to deliver your speech?
Mr. FoRD. I am sure he was not there. He may have joined me after
the speech, but I certainly would not have taken him with me to the
place where I made the speech.
The CHAIRMAN. This morning, when I discontinued my questioning,
we had been talking about campaign funds, specifically in respect to
the $11,500 in contributions which you said you endorsed over to the
Republican Congressional Campaign Committee. You also stated you
hag a $3,500 account with the committee that you had not used up
at that time, if I remember correctly. Is that correct?
Mr. Fo D. That is correct. That was the regular allocation to all
Republican members made in 1970 for individual campaign use.
The ChAIRMAN. Well, information in the hands of the committee indicates that the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee made
a payment on February 12, 1970, of $2,006.97 to pay for printing of
Yr. Ford's newsletters.'On June 18, 1970, $2,000; July 16, 1970, $1,000;
and on August 26, 1970, a payment to Insight, Inc., a Grand Rapids
ad agency which conducted your campaign for TV and radio election
spots in Grand Rapids, of $2,000. Now, do those payments indicate
that the $3,500 allotment would not have been used up?
Mr. FORD. I think this is in answer to the question you raised. As I
have indicated, oftentimes in elections, particularly since I have been
minority leader, more money has been made available to me than I
could honestly and usefully spend. I used that extra money in two ways.
No. 1, I would suggest to the Congressional Campaign Committee
that if they had the candidates, either incumbents running for reelection, or nonincumbents, or a challenging opponent, they could divert some of my unused funds into the campaigns of those individuals.
On the other hand, if I had some unused campaign money that was
available, and I needed it to finance the preparation and distribution
of my newsletter, I would call on that money for that purpose.
For example, I sent out a newsletter almost every week that Congress was in session, and that newsletter costs me, with Mr. Tom
ankford, minority printing officer in the House of Representatives,
about $190 a week. Now, if I sent out 40 newsletters each year, that
would eat up some of that money from extra campaigns very quickly.
I suspect those checks that you indicated from earlier in 1970 were for
the fund that was needed to pay for the publication of my weekly
newsletter, which goes to about 21,000 people each week.
The CHAIRM-AN. Incidentally, the record reflects that in October,
November, and December of 1970, as well, there were additional payments of $3,600 from the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee, so it would appear that there was a considerable amount over
and above the $13,000 that they gave in October and November to
your three committees in the State.

Mr. FORD. Well, I think it is either one or the other of what I have
described, but primarily in that period of time, my impression would
be that it was to pay for the publication of my weekly newsletter that
cost about $190 a week for 21,000 constituents.
The CHAIRMAN. I think you said that the Michigan law at that time
set a limit of approximately $10,500 that could be spent by a committee.
Mr. FORD. No. I believe the law, Mr. Chairman, is as follows: The
Michigan law says, without referring to it specifically, that no candidate can spend more than $10,500 for his election. It has no limit on the
amount of money that a committee can receive or spend.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. All right.
Now, if we may go for a moment to the year 1972 then, we have
already discussed the fundraising affair that was held in the District
of Columbia, and I believe you said that so far as you know, there are
no records of the contributors to that affair. Is that correct?
Mr. FoiRD. I never saw a list of the contributors. I do not believe the
list is available. It was in the hands of the two individuals who organized and put on the affair.

The

CITATRMAN.

One of those individuals, Mr. Charles Marck,

represents the Dow Chemical Co., and Mr. Morton was the other
party?
Mr. FORD. Mr. Charles Marck was the chairman, and Mr. James
Morton was the treasurer.
The CHAIRMAN. And that $38,000, apparently the net from that fundraising, was paid over to which committee?
Mr. FoRn. That was mailed before April 7, 1972, to the Ford-forCongress Committee, which was established under the law in Michigan. And the two officers of that committee were Mr. Britton Gordon
and Mr. Hillyer I. Snell.
The CHARIMAN. Does that committee in Michigan have any other
records as to who contributed that money other than the identity of
the one committee that turned over the $38,216.61?
Mr. FORD. The Ford-for-Congress Committee, which Mr. Gordon
and Mr. Snell served as chairman and treasurer, respectively, has no
list of the donors that made contributions through the District of
Columbia Committee for Jerry Ford. They do have, in addition to
the $38,000 plus that was transmitted, a list-I am guessing now--of
about 20 individual donors whose checks were sent by Mr. Morton at
the same time that the $38.000-plus contribution was transferred. The
Ford-for-Congress Committee in Grand Rapids has the $38,000, but
no listing of the donors, but a listing of 20 or so names of individuals
and their contributions that also came from the District of Columbia
committee.
The CHAIRMAN. This morning, in response to a question from Senator Cook, you explained your relationship with the dairy industry
and your lack of knowledge of a Mr. Schaufelberger. Now, as you
know, allegations have been made that you have served as a conduit
for funds from the dairy industry to Members of Congress and others.
I would like to ask you whether you have ever received from, or advised or requested that funds from the dairy industry be used in any
political activity.

Mr. FoRD.Well, I was told after the fact that one of the donations
to the District of Columbia Committee for Jerry Ford was $6,000
from the Agricultural and Dairy Committee. I understand that it was
so reported as a donation by that organization, as they should under
the law, and that the transfer was made to the District of Columbia
committee on my behalf in 1972. But that is the only information I had.
I did not know it at the time. I later learned about it when the records
were shown to me.
The CHAIRMAN. An examination of your financial records disclosed
that you received a $1,500 honorarium from the Associated Milk Producers Convention in 1971. Does that payment have any relationship
to the dairy industry in a meeting with the White House at or about
that same time?
Mr. FORD. Not at all, Mr. Chairman. As I recall, that was a convention of some 1,000 dairy producers or milk producers that met in
Chicago, and if my recollection is accurate, that organization invited
anywhere from 10 to 20 Members of the House or Senate, an equal
number of Republicans and Democrats, and we spoke individually to
groups of from 500 to 1,000 persons. I received an honorarium for
that speech, and I assume other Members of the House and the Senate
who made similar speeches were similarly given honorariums.
The CHAIRMAN. The effective date of the 1972 Federal election disclosure law was delayed some 5 weeks in the House, from December 14,
1971, to January 19%2, because of the failure to call up a conference
report for final House action. An enormous fundraising drive was
conducted by Maurice Stans during the 5-week period prior to the
effective date of the law. He raised, reportedly, more than $11 million
for President Nixon during this period. The Stans drive was based
on the premise that contributions should be made at that time by all
donors who wanted to keep their contributions secret from public
scrutiny. Were you ever approached by anyone from the White House,
the Nixon Campaign Committee, or the executive branch concerning
the issue of delaying final passage of this legislation by the House?
Mr. FoRD.To my best recollection, Mr. Chairman, nobody contacted
me from any of those areas that you mentioned.
The CHAIR31AN. Did you ever discuss the issue of delaying that legislation with any Members of Congress or with anyone'else?
Mr. FoRD.Well, naturally, in the job that I had, I had to know what
was coming up, what was to be programed at any one time on the floor
of the House. I do not now, nor did I then control the programing
of legislation. That is the responsibility of the majority party. I may
have asked if it was coming up. I may have made some comment, but
in any case I was not the person who would make the final decision.
The CHATIRXAN. My time is up.
Senator Cook?
Senator CooK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman, I would'like to go into this book a little more in depth
because, after all, somebody did print it, and there were things said
in it, and they are rather severe. Now, do you have any idea where the
office is of the doctor in New York, who the author refers to as "Hutchie"I
Mr. FORD. I believe then, which was 5 or 6 years ago, it was on Park
Avenue, but I cannot give you the address. I just know generally it
is in that area.

Senator COOK. Well, Mr. Winter-Berger's address is now 123 East
75th Street, New York. He says in this book that he went to his apartment, that he fixed lunch, that he finished lunch, that he came back
and waited in a limousine for you. Now, you say that you met with
the doctor for some 15 minutes. I think it was indicated that he gave
you a book, or something, was it not?
Mr. FORD. Well, as I recall reading a column that appeared a few
days ago, the allegation was that he gave me a book, and that he then
went to his apartment and cooked a meal, and then he came back. That
was his allegation. I, of course, have no knowledge of what he did after
I got out and walked into the doctor's office. I -did wait for a limited
period of time, while the doctor was apparently seeing another' patient, but to my best recollection, Senator Cook, I was in the presence
of Dr. Hutschnecker approximately 15 minutes.
Senator COOK. Now, Mr. Winter-'Berger also said that he waited for
you in the limousine. Now, if he did, do you have any recollection of
this? I know it was 5 or 6 years ago. Do you have any recollection
whether you dropped him off anywhere, whether he went to the airport
with you, whether he came back to town from the airport by himself?
Do you have any recollection at all of that?
Mr. FORD. I do not have any recollection of whether he rode to the
airport with me. I can assure you he did not ride from New York to
Washington, D.C., with me.
Senator COOK. But you do not have a recollection whether he rode
with you from the doctor's office to the airport?
Mr. FORD. I cannot specifically remember that. And to say otherwise
would be too vague to give you a solid answer.
Senator CooK. But it is your contention that the remarks made in
this book relative to that occasion have no substance and no truth in
them at all?
Mr. Form. That is my best recollection, sir.
Senator COOK. Well, now, let us get to the part of the book where
le talks about Mr. Kellogg. Are you familiar with Mr. Kellogg?
Mr. FORD. Yes; I met Mr. Kellogg, who is now Assistant Secretary
of State, sometime early in 1969.
Senator COOK. Have you had what one would refer to as any political associations with him? Either an effort to raise money or any contributions from Mr. Kellogg?
Mr. FORD. One occasion i late 1969, or thereabouts, he asked me for
some advice as to where he might make a contribution. And I recommended that if he was willing he ought to make a contribution to
the Republican Congressional Boosters Club; and let me, at this point,
explain what the Boosters organization is. This was established in
1964 in the House of Representatives by the Republican organization.
The purpose was to solicit and collect money under the Boosters' concept where money from that fund could be spent only for challengers,
not for incumbents. As I understand it, Mr. Kellogg did make a contribution to the fundraising effort. But that was money for nonincumbents, not for incumbents.
Senator CooK. Did you attempt in any way to get an ambassadorship
for Mr. Kellogg?
1 U pon the request of Mr. Ford, this word subsequently was changed from !,another" to
"a.I' See colloquy between Senator Cook and Congtessman Ford on p. 104 of these hearings.

Mr. FoRD. I was asked by Mr. Kellogg to help him get an appointment in the Department of State. He came down and told me he had
spent a good deal of his time in various parts of Africa. He spoke one
of the native tongue& He was anxious to get an ambassadorial appointment. It appeared to me, after talking with him, after looking over
his past personal history, that he was a person that could qualify. And
I did recommend that he get an ambassadorship. I think he would
have been qualified. He did not get it. Eventually, however, he became
an Assistant Secretary of State. I had no part in getting him that
appointment.
Senator CooK. Did Mr. Kellogg make any substantial contributions
of any kind, to your knowledge, to any organizations that you were
connected with, any Republican congressional finance committees or
anything elseI
Mr. FoRD. The only one is the one I mentioned a moment ago-the
Republican Congressional Boosters Club.
Senator CooK. Do you have any idea what amount that may have
been?
Mr. FoRD. I think it was $3,000.
Senator CooK. Well, then, relative to the assertion that Mr. Kellogg
spent some $125,000, do you have any knowledge of that?
Mr. Form. Excuse me.'Would you repeat the question, sir?
Senator CooK. The assertion that is made in thib book is that Mr.
Kellogg paid the sum of $125,000; do you have any knowledge of this,
any information relative to it?
Mr. Foiu. The only information I have--and this comes from various records, which I believe have been made available to this committee-is that in 1968, 4 or 5 months before I ever met Mr. Kellogg, he
made several contributions totaling $25,000, to the New York State
Republican organization. That is $25,000. I am familiar only with
the $3,000 that I mentioned earlier. I am not familiar with any other
contributions other than those two.
Senator CooK. Then, again, the assertions in this book relative to
Mr. Kellogg, to the best of your knowledge and the information that
you have, cannot be substantiated and are not, in fact, true?
Mr. FORD. That is my position. I think the records of Mr. Kelloggand I am told he has been in consultations with the committee a soshow that those allegations are not true.
Senator CooK. I am sure that you have had some conversations with
your staff relative to news articles that have been written. Is there any
degree of substantiation to the fact that Mr. Winter-Berger gave
wallets to individuals in your office with $100 bills in them?
Mr. FORD. Senator Cooli, after reading that article, I checked with
the members of my staff who are still alive. ITnfortunately, one has
passed awav-Mr.'Mver, who was my administrative assistant for 20
years. I checked with the other two members of my staff, and they
have given me sworn affidavits to the effect that they received wallets,
but there was no cash within the wallets. I would offer for evidence,
Senator, an affidavit from Ms. Mildred Leonard, who has been with
me 23 years, which reads as follows:
. I, Mildred Leonard, do hereby swear and affirm that I am Mildred Leonard
who has been employed as secretary in the office of Representative Gerald

Ford since 1951.

I understand it has been alleged that on a certain undated Ohristmas, I was
presented with a wallet containing a $100 bill by Mr. Robert Winter-Berger.
I also hereby swear and affirm that I did receive a wallet from Mr. WinterBerger, but it contained absolutely no cash.

I have a similar affidavit from another member of my staff, Ms.
Dukov, and her affidavit is to the same effect.
And I would offer them as evidence for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, those documents will be made
part of the record at this point.
[The affidavits referred to follow:]
OcTOBER 30, 1973.
I, Mildred Leonard, do hereby swear and affirm that I am the Mildred Leonard
who has been employed as a secretary in the office of Representative Gerald R.
Ford since 1951.
I understand that it has been alleged that on a certain "undated" Christmas I
was presented with a wallet containing a one-hundred dollar bill by Mr. Robert
Winter-Berger.
I also hereby swear and affirm that I did receive a wallet from Mr. WinterBerger but it contained absolutely no cash.
MILDRED LEONARD.

THOMAS J. LANKFORD,

Notary Public, Washington, D.C.:
My Commission Expires March 14, 1978.
OcToBER 30, 1973.
I am informed that Mr. Robert Winter-Berger has alleged that on a recent
Christmas he gave me a wallet containing a one-hundred-dollar bill.
I do hereby declare under oath that I have been employed as a secretary on the
staff of Congressman Gerald R. Ford since 1965; that I was given a wallet by
Mr. Winter-Berger, but that it contained no cash whatsoever.
ESTHER DUKOV.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30 day of October, 1973.
THOMAS

J.

LANKFORD,

Notary Public, Washington, D.C.
My Commission Expires March 14, 1978.

Senator CooK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressmen, could we get into the discussion relative to the incident
that apparently occurred in the hotel room of one Mr. Frederick Black
at the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel in Washington, relative to AVCO1
I am wondering if you might give us a rundown of that, first, and we
might propose questions to you thereafter.
Mr. FoRD. I will be very happy to. At the outset, let me say that Earl
"Red" Blaik has been one of my very close friends for 30 years. He was
head football coach at Dartsmouth. I was assistant football coach at
Yale while I was going to law school. I used to scout Dartmouth while
he was coach at Dartmouth. I became well acquainted with him then.
He subsequently became an official, a high-ranking official with the
AVCO Corp. after he left West Point. Now, I used to see Red Blaik a
lot personally. We played golf. We had lunch. He is an old and dear
friend of mine.
On Wednesday, December 21, 1967 I received a call from Mr. Jack
Anderson, who was then working with or for Mr. Drew Pearson. Fortunately, for my records, after receiving that call on December 21,
1967, 1 sat down and wrote in my own handwriting in detail what I had
said and the questions I had been asked. With the chairman's permission, I would like to read what I wrotefor my subsequent information,
28-112 0-78----4
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never thinking it would be used again, but I will read it verbatim and
make it a part of the record. It reads:
Wednesday, December 21, 1967. Call came about 4:45 p.m. I was busy with Dick
Powers from the Associated Press in my office. I came out to go to the reception
at the Capitol Hill Club at 4:58 p.m.
A note given to me by Miss Anne Camstra to call Jack Anderson. I asked Paul
Miltich, a public relations member of my staff, to call him back and have Anderson call me at home about 7 p.m.
Anderson called between 7 and 9 p.m. at my home. He started the conversation
by saying he had the transcript of an FBI eavesdropping on Fred Black's hotel
room in April 1964. Said it revealed that Earl Blalk had called me and had a telephone conversation with me from Black's suite, indicated James Kerr of AVCO
was in the room.

Parenthetically, Mr. Kerr is either president or chairman of the
board.
Stated Blaik asked questions about the VRC-12 Army Procurement. I told Anderson that Blaik had contacted me as an old friend of 30 or more years, because
his company had lost out in the bidding for a follow-on contract to the original
I. & D. and initial procurement of the VRC prbgram.
I said to Anderson that Blaik told me his company could not deliver according
to the specifications on time at the bid price.

I think what I meant was that the competitor, which was Motorola,
could not deliver on time and at the bid price. I had long opposed
companies buying in and getting bailed out by the Army technique
of engineering change orders. Anderson fully understood this at that
point and aurreed with my viewpoint. I did check the status of the
contract, whether the new contractor was performing. An Army
official said the company was doing so. I told Blaik of my inquiry
to the Army and the answer. That was the end of my contact on
this matter.
I have no knowledge as to the place from which Blaik made the
call to me. Anderson did not tell me of any business relationship
between Blaik, Kerr, and Black. This was the first I heard of any
such relationship.
Anderson, rather apologetically-if I can read my own writingasked me if I had ever ridden in an AVCO aircraft. I said no more
than three times in the last 10 years. Anderson laughingly said, and
I quote, "That does not sound very serious."
He did not ask any further questions aboi.. the flights. Anderson
concluded by saying he did not know what D.ew Pearson was going
to do about this, and he ended by apologizing for calling me at home,
and by thanking me for my cooperation.
Subsequently, as I remember, an article was written, but that is a
verbatim transcript of my record of my comments to Mr. Anderson
at the time he made the telephone call.
Senator CooK. You have no objection to making that part of the
record?
Mr. FonD. I am delighted to do so.
Senator Coon. All right, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you read the entire statement into the recordI
If you did, there is no point in necessarily offering it for the record.
Senator Coox. Except that it is in his handwriting.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will photostat it and put it
into the record.
[The handwritten note referred to follows:]
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Senator Coox. Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
Mr. FoRD. I would like to maybe answer some other questions about
that matter, but I felt that we ought to get this inlto the record at the
outset.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator PellI
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Since before lunch I was
struck by the statistics the chairman cited-for 37 years in our Na,tion's history, the Office of the Vice President has been vacant. The
number of years that our Nation has been under a Presidency where
a man has risen from Vice President is 59 years and 11 months, almost
60 years. This includes those Vice Presidents who later have been
elected in their own right to the Presidency, but we should recognize
the task that we are performing here is really larger in scope, and I
do not think any of us realize it.
Returning to the sentence that so struck me, in your testimony,
"Truth is the glue that holds government together, and not only government, but civilization itself." Realizing that this is the great
absence in the Nation's citizens' opinion of government today, and
recognizing that we have a responsibility here not so much to be
between the citizens and you. We are here really to stand to one side
and let the citizens know you, Mr. Ford, and how you think.

I wonder if you believe, for instance, that you have responsibility to
have regular press conferences if you were President?
Mr. FoRD. I certainly do. I think my friends in the House radio,
television, and writing press galleries will attest to the fact that I do
it regularly, and have done it, and it would be my intention to do it
in the future.
Senator PELL. Have you found because you and the President share
the same basic philosophy, or view of government, a view which you
know I and some others disagree rather strongly with, but have you
found that in your career that you have had the same bias by the media
that the President believes has plagued his own career?
Mr. FORD. It is my impression that I have good relations with the
press, even though I am sure some of them do not agree with my political philosophy. I have tried to cooperate with tie press, and as a
consequence, as far as I know, I have good relations with them.
Senator PELL. I am sure you agree that the President these days
suffers through a major crisis of credibility with many Americans.
How would you, as Vice President, advise him to ease this crisis of
credibility? You touched this morning upon the new appointment of
the Attorney General and the special prosecutor. Are there any other
steps you would advise him to take to restore the degree of trust and
confidence of the American people in the national leadership?
Mr. Form. I believe what the President has done in the last month
or so-I think he has had three major press conferences in that period
of time-should be continued. It is my strong feeling that the President
does extremely well in meeting with the press. I think his presentation at the outset of last Friday's press conference where he took approximately 10 minutes, and without notes, described the very tense
and difficult situation facing us as well as the world in the Middle
East, was a superb performance. I think in answering the questions
of the news media le does extremely well. I think this is one definite
way that the President can do a better job to get his viewpoint across
to all of our people.
Senator PFLL. Incidentally, in connection with the Common Cause
question I raised this morning I do not want to press this too hard,
because I realize that you said the committee can release what it wishes,
and I think the committee, out of a sense of nicety did not want to
impinge on anybody's privacy itself, but I would make the observation that from the viewpoint of the country, as much as we think
we are honorable men, each one of us, I think the country would
rather receive their opinions and information direct from You, and not
from us as sort of interpreters saying we think you are OK. The more
of this information you can release, not just to us, but publicly, I
think the better it is for your relations with the public and for the public trust of you.
"
I know what you have submitted to the committee; there is nothing
in that, except maybe one church may have received a little more than
another. There is nothing in there that, could be of any embarrassment
to you.
That is just a gratuitious piece of advice that I will not press on
the committee, because I would not think we would Want to insist onh
doing it.
Mr. Fonn. May I make a comment there, Senator Pell I have the
returns here from 1966 through 1972. I am sure you are familiar With

the fact that the FBI had four people in my certified public accountant's office for 2 or 3 days going over them. I am sure you are familiar
with the fact that the IRSgot an indepth audit, I think, of all my returns for the last 10 years, and I have, as I have indicated, turned over
certified copies to tls committee, as well as to the House committee.
I have absolutely nothing to hide. I just think that there are certain
details that some people feel ought to be private, not the income, not
the amount of tax you pay. I would be glad to give that myself. There
is a little sensitivity, however, about what charitable organizations
you contribute to, and the amount you give to one of these vis-a-vis
another.
Senator PELA. I see that, and maybe you could just omit those
sheets that contain that and release the rest. But this, as I say, I do
not see the Congress pressing for it. I think you would be well advised
to do it, and as I said earlier, your net worth after 25 years in Congress
is very, very modest, and will not inspire too many young men to go
into Congress.
Now, you said once in the Congress a few years ago in connection
with what is an impeachable offense, "The only honest answer is that
an impeachable offense is whatever i majority of the House of Representatives considers it to be at a given moment in history."
'Would your views still be the same in that regard?
Mr. FoRD. Yes; I still am of that opinion, Senator Pell. I think you
have to differentiate, if I might take a minute, between an impeachment which is a political decision and a conviction in a criminal proe.idin. In a criminal proceeding you are proceeding under statutory
law well defined crime, and you have a jury, and you have these many
precedents, but an impeachable offense is, to a substantial degree, if not,
exclusively, a political decision. The House in the first placehas to vote
impeachment and, of course, the Senate then has the responsibility of
acting on the impeachment.
As you go back through the precedents, if my recollection is accurate,
there are some 12 Federal judges that have been impeached and convicted. There have been other cases where they were impeached and
resigned. You have the one, of course, very well- known case of a former
President who was impeached, but acquitted. You really have only a
limited number of precedents, and if you look at the facts in each case
there are really a wide variety, no statutory precedent for it. I think
it is what any Congress decides at any given moment.
Senator PLL. Right. Thank you.
I would like to go for a moment now to this question of the relationship of the executive with the legislative branch. I was very interested
in the exchanges you had this morning, and we will not have the committee go over the same ground, but I was wondering if you could
explain to us why, in the light of your concern for the encroachment
of the executive branch on the legislative that you expressed in the past
and say still exists, why you voted against the'War Powers Act.
Mr. Foym. I will be very glad to give you my views on that, Senator
Pell. Of course, in that conference report which was approved, and
subsequently vetoed, and during the debate on the bill in the House
there were two points that were raised.
I think one of them is serious, and the other I think is arguable.
There are som6 who allege if the bill had passed the House, or the
conference report which we approved by letting the Piesident have

is gving the Presi60 days with really no limitations, that Con
dent more authority to commit U.S. troops than he does at the present time, and that is one argument. I think that is the least serious.
The one that bothers me the most, and which convinced me then,
and now, that the legislation is bad, is the one that permits the Congress to not face up and vote "yes" or "no" at the end of 60 days on
whether the war should continue or it should end. I do not have the
precise statute before me, but I think this is right, that at any time
up to the 60 days the House or Senate can, of course, approve the commitment of U.S. military personnel overseas. If they do not act then
the President has to withdraw the forces from overseas. I think the
Congress ought to be required to vote either "yes" or "no" prior to the
expiration of the 60 days.
We hear a great deal today about the Congress wanting to be a
better partner with the Chief Executive in making some of these
major decisions, and here, in a very important piece of legislation
the Congress becomes a partner without having to do anything.
I think that is faulty. I think we could draft war powers legislation where there would be a required vote of up to 30 or 60 or 90
days, and the Congress would have to act "yes" or "no." I would support such legislation.
Senator PELL. On another question in the relationship between the
executive branch and the public, I do not know if you have been instructed, but the old concept of the three tiers of Government is being
removed. It used to be the local, county, State, and then Federal. In
the last 10 years, not just this administration, but the previous one,
too, a new level of government has crept into the original concept.
You have your 10 regional Federal councils. You have your Federal
regional oAfce people, and more and more decisions are being made
at the regional level removed from the State capitals where the people
in the State govern, the Governors cannot bring pressures, the Federal regional councils are removed from you and me in the Congress,
introducing contradictory forces going along more or less by executive
fiat, with no support in the legislative authorization to any substantial
extent. What is your view with regard to this insertion" of a fourth
layer of government, the Federal regional councils, between the citizenq and their applications and the final decisions by the Government
in Washington?
Mr. FORD. I think I would do away with the regional organization.
Seiator PEr.L. Amen.
Mr. FoRD. And let me tell you why. I think that we should deal with
these problems-and they cover a wide spectrum-by working at the
State level. Now, you and I have agreed thus far. You might not agree
after this. I firmly believe in the grant approach, where youno from
Federal Government with the dollars programs to the States, and
then the States participate, through appropriate commissions or organizations. in the distribution of funds and the implementation of
programs. I think regional offices are a top heavy layer of bureaucracy
that I would hopefully get rid of.
Senator PELL. I think we would agree, as we would say, on getting
rid of the Federal regional deeisionmaking process. As far as the State
level goes, the money can still be used by the State according to the
Federal guidelines, and the argument is what type of guidelines should
there be, and that is where we might differ.

Now, in the field of education, I notice that you have usually voted
on what the NEA, National Educational Association has called in a
near zero way, that is less money for education, less money for health,
more money for defense and for space. I was wondering if you would
give us a view of your priorities, because this is again a cause of
disagreement.
Mr. FORD. I really feel, Senator Pell, that the No. 1 priority in
the very controversial world we live in today is inadequate funding
for our national security. That does not -mean that I would vote whatever funds are requested by the Army, Navy, and Air Force, Marine,
or Coast Guard. I do not go that far. I think we have to bear in mind
their requests. We have to bear in mind what Secretaries of Defense
propose, and what Presidents propose.
Now, once you have an adequate national security, and that means
enough, not too much, then I think you have to take the rest of the
pie, and you have to divide it, bearing in mind what taxes we want
to pay, what borrowings we want to make, and allocate according to
the proper balance.
Now, I think we have gone through a good transition stage in the
last 4 or 5 years. I am sure you have heard these statistics, but I think
it is well to repeat them. About 5 years ago out of our total Federal pie
of all of our financial resources, the Defense Department got about 42
percent or 43 percent, and so-cal)ed domestic programs got roughly
31percent or 32 percent.
As we have ended the war in Vietnam, as we move into some greater
needs at home, I think in the 1974 budget, the one we are working on
now, the proposal is almost reversed. National security is roughly 32
percent or 33 percent, and our domestic programs entoto get roughly
42 or 43 percent.
I think this is a good trend. I still think we have to have adequate
national security-and the best evidence of that need to keep peace and
to avoid war was the strength that we had last week when the President could say we are going to be firm-and if we have any problems,
we are then ready to take whatever actions are necessary. Any potential enemy understood that. You have to have that much strength.
Senator PELL. My time is up. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Griffin?
Senator GRIFFI. Congressman Ford, when Senator Cook was questioning you about the telephone call you got from Red Blaik, you commented that you would like to say more about that incident. I do not
know whether you recall what it was you had in mind, but I would like
to give you the opportunity.
Mr. FORD. Well, I wanted to say something, Senator Griffin, because
there are some more facts beyond the handwritten notes that I read
to the committee. I got this call from Red Blaik. He said that his company had lost a competitive bid of the VRC-12 to Motorola, and
Motorola had underbid them, AVCO, bv some $6 million.
Senator GRIFFI.. For the benefit of those who are not defense experts, what is the VRC?
Mr. FORD. As I understand it, the VRC-12 is a radio component of
some kind. I never got into the details; it has something to do with
radio or electronics.
I checked with the Army, and the Army said Motorola is a responsibj1 bidder; Motorola has putin a, bid "that is $6 million less than
AVCO. I said fine.

Well, a few months later-maybe 6 months, I cannot recall precisely-in our hearings when I used to be on the defense appropriations
bill, I asked one of the witnesses--I do not think on the record, but I
asked him otherwise-how was Motorola performing, and they came
back and told me that Motorola had lived up to its bid price, delivered
on time, and had not asked for any engineering change orders. I reported that to Red Blaik, and Red said well, I guess our people were
wrong, and that is all there was to it.
Senator GRIFFIx. This came up in the Drew Pearson column, as I
understand it, because the FBI had been bugging a hotel room that
was assigned to a Mr. Fred Black. Do you know, or does the committee
have any way of determining, how the call happened to be made from
thereI
Mr. FoRD. Well, Red Blaik has told me how the call happened to be
made. Apparently Red Blaik, when he came to Washington, always
stayed at the Carton Hotel. He came down on this particular occasion
representing his company, and he could not get a room. All of them
were occupied, and apparently the management of the hotel said well,
Mr. Black's room is not being used. I am sure he would not object
to your using it for a day or two, until we can get your regular
accommodations.
While he was using Mr. Black's room, which was bugged, he called
me. I had no knowledge of where the call was coming from. It was
just a typical call that I got frequently from my very dear friend, Red
Blaik. He asked me the question, and I got the information for him.
The Government as a result of the bid got a good product $6 million less than if they had given it to AVCO._
Senator GRIrnN. I think that this question ouaht to be asked.
Did you have any relationship particularly with Fred Black?
Mr. FoRD. To my recollection, I never met him, but I might have.
I certainly never had any association with him.
Senator GRIuIN. Congressman Ford, some of the critics of your
nomination, and there are not very many, have questioned your
qualifications in the area of foreign affairs, pointing out that the Vice
President certainly, if he should become President, would have to be
very well qualified in the area of foreign affairs. I want to give you
an opportunity to tell us about some of your background experience
that would qualify you in the area of foreign affairs.
Mr. FORD. Most of my legislative experience in the House involved
the Committee on Appropriations. I was on that committee 14 years.
I was on the Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations for 12 years.
During that time I listened to testimony by, I think, six Secretaries of
Defense, and had ample opportunity to listen to their views, and to
ask questions concerning their policies, and as well to listen to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and to the CIA. I had lots of exposure on military and international policy in that capacity. For 12 of those 14
years, I was on the Foreign Aid Subcommittee on Appropriations
where we annually had to consider the foreign aid budget, that would
be anywhere from $6 billion a year down to $1 billion or $2 billion a
year. I can assure you in that capacity, where we listened to various
Secretaries of State, various Assistant Secretaries of State, I had
ample exposure to our policies under two or three administrations.
I also was a member for most of those 12 years of what we then

called the CIA Subcommittee on Appropriations, and we got a full,
regular review, not only of their budget, but also of their information
and their policies.
In addition I traveled a good bit during my service in the Congress.
I was a member of the Interparliamentary Union, and traveled to
Warsaw, to Brussels, and to Belgrade. I was a member of the United
States-Canadian Interparliamentary Union.
Then, of course, I had probably the greatest experience in my lifetime, as far as foreign policy was concerned, when the President asked
former or late Congressman Hale Boggs and myself to go to China
in 1972. We followed, of course, the President and Senators Mansfield
and Scott. Hale Boggs and I spent, I think, 12 days in China. We had
many opportunities to talk with top Chinese officials on the mainland,
concluded. of course, by 5 or 6 hours exposure to Chou En-lai, during
4 hours of which Hale Boggs and I engaged with Chou En-lai in a
pretty lively exchange or dialog.
So in all honesty, a lot of my experience in the Congress has been
related to foreign policy problems, and related military policies in
that area.
Senator GRIFri,. Congressman Ford, let me add a dimension which
is probably so obvious that you did not think to include it. You have
attended the leadership meetings at the White House regularly with
the President. Because I am there, too, I know, and you know, that
a large majority of those meetings deal with foreign policy-such as
the one last week when the President and Secretary Kissinger met
with the leadership shortly before the resolution was presented to the
United Nations calling for a peace-keeping force in the Middle Easta force that would not include the five permanent members of the
Security Council. That meeting is a good example, I think would
agree, of the kind of exposure to foreign policy decisions and closeness to foreign policymaking that you have had at the White House
for 9 years, and that I have had for several years.
Mfr. FORD. May I add to that-you refresh my memory--Ahat President Kennedy, on several occasions, when we were dealing with the
foreign aid appropriations bill, asked me to come down and talk with
him personally, and not with others. Of course, from 1965 through
January 1969, when I was the Republican leader in the House, Mr.
Johnson was President. Oftentimes during those very difficult periods
in Vietnam he would have Senator Dirksen and myself down, and I
recall vividly the occasion when he had the joint leadership, Democratic and Republican, down at the time of the invasion of the Dominican Republic. So not only under a Republican President, but under
several Democratic Presidents I have had an opportunity to sit in,
to listen, and to make contributions in the area of foreign policy.
Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, this morning you indicated that if the
mantle of the Presidency were ever to fall upon you, you would not
invoke executive privilege to avoid the surrender of 'documents required by a court order. Is that correct?
Mr. FORD. Yes; as I recall, I said that.
Senator BYRD. Would you consider the order of a district court
sufficient?

Mr. FoRD. I would, unless the President asked for an appeal, and that
appeal was granted; and I would agree to the circuit court of appeals,
unless there was an appeal taken to the highest court, the Supreme
Court.
Senator BYRD. You would feel that you had a right, of course, to
appeal the ruling of the district court to the court of appeals?
Mr. FOn. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. You would also recognize your right to appeal the
holding of the court of appeals, if it sustained the district court's
ruling.
If you chose not to appeal the case, however, you would abide then
by the decision of the district court which had been sustained by the
court of appeals; is that correct?
Mr. FORD. I would as I understand it.
Senator BYRD. This morning you indicated your support for a special
prosecutor appointed by the executive branch; am I correct?
Mr. FORD. Th at is correct, sir.
Senator BYRD. Do you agree that any prosecutor appointed by the
President, or by the Attorney General, can be fired by the appointing
authority, the President or the Attorney General?
Mr. FORD. Well, I think that any executive appointment in any department, that individual can be fired for not carrying out his duties in
an appropriate way; yes.
Senator BYRD. You also indicated that in your judgment no legislative safeguards could be drawn to protect that special prosecutor,
appointed by the President, from being fired by the President.
Mr. FOn. I think I indicated it would be very difficult to draw or
draft such legislation.
Senator BYRD. I think I agree with you. Should there be the appearance of independence, Mr. Ford, as well as the fact of independence?
Mr. FORD. I would agree.
Senator BYRD. You would. How can we assure the appearance of
independence if the so-called special prosecutor can be fired by the
employer who employed him?
Mr. FORD. Senator Byrd, I was at the White House this morning for
a limited period of time, at a meeting with the Republican leadership,
and the President, at which the President indicated to us that Senator
Saxbe would be made Attorney General, or recommended for it, and
that Mr. Leonard Jaworski would be proposed as special prosecutor.
[ left before something was said by the President that I think might
answer your question, and I understand that Senator Griffin was there
during this time. I understood that the announcement was to be made
publicly, and I will give my interpretation of what I heard secondhand, and then if Senator Griffin can confirm it in detail, maybe it
should be done by him.
As I understand it, the President said in the case of Leon Jaworski,
whom he is recommending for appointment as special prosecutor, that
he could not be relieved of that assignment unless after consultation
with the majority and minority leaders in the House and Senate,
and a majority of them agreed. I understood that is what the President was recommending.
Senator GRIFIN. I understood that the group would also include
the chairmen and ranking members of the Judiciary Committees in
each House of the Congress.

Mr. Form. I think that is a good safeguard, and I would think it
should satisfy most reasonable people.
Senator BYRD. But suppose the leaders in both Houses and the chairmen and ranking members of the two committees all saw eye to eye,
thus assuring a majority of the eight individuals being opposed to
the action of the President I
Mr. FORD. I do not see how we can, you know, speculate on the numbers knowing the majority and minority leaders in the Senate and
in the House, and knowing most chairmen, and most minority committee members. I think they are fair, judicious, knowledgeable people,
and I would rely on their total judgment. I think between what the
President wanted to do, and what they would approve, we would come
out with a pretty good answer.
Senator BYD.-Do you think, Mr. Ford, that a special prosecutor
who thought it incumbent upon him to attempt to secure through the
judicial process, any evidence that the White House, for reasons of its
own, did not want to surrender, would be in a rather tenuous position if
he had to depend upon the majority opiihion of eight individuals to sustain his action in the face of Presidential opposition?
Mr. Form. Of course, to a large degree, that would depend upon his
understanding with the President, because this device does not come
into play until he and the President have a difference of opinion. I
think that Mr. Jaworski, from my experience with him when he
worked with us on the Warren Commission, is going to find out verY
definitely what his responsibilities are. And I cannot imagine him taking a job without some pretty firm assurances of what his guidelines
are.
Senator BYRD. Is this not placing a rather onerous burden on the
majority leaders and minority leaders in each body, whose multifarious
duties prevent their being conversant with every fact involved in such
a situation? Do not the "ifs" in this kind of proposition trouble you?
Mr. FORD. As I said a moment ago, Senator -Byrd, I know all of
them, the Democrats as well as the Republican leadership, excluding
myself, of course. I think their overall knowledge, their understanding of the need for stable responsible government, they do not
have to do a lot of homework to make up a sound judgment.
Senator BYRD. Would it not be far better to support the approach
contained in the bill that has been introduced in the Senate and cosponsored by more than 50 Senators, which would vest the authority
for appointing a special prosecutor in the district court for the District of Columbia, -with no ifs, ands, or buts? This would indeed be an
independent prosecutor, and he would be perceived by the people as
being independent as well as having independence, in fact, would he
not? Why would you, as Viet President, and possibly being one who
at some future time would be the President of our country, oppose such
a truly independent prosecutor ?
Mr. FORD. I believe my preference for the other approach is based
on my dedication to the separation of powers. We have three coequal
branches of Government. We have the judicial branch, headed by the
Supreme Court. We have the legislative branch, headed by the Congress. We have the executive branch, headed by the President. This is
a system of checks and balances, which grew out of the fear of our
forefathers when most of them came from Western Europe coun-

tries, where they had lived under kings or dictators. When they came
to this country a good many years ago-over 200 years ago-they did
not want all power vested in any one person or in any one branch of
Government. They developed this system of checks and balances under
which the legislative checks on -the other two branches, the judicial
on the other two, and the third on the other two.
Senator Bm. Mr. Ford, I thoroughly subscribe to that system of
checks and balances.
Mr. FORD. I know you do, Senator Byrd, and that is why I am fearful of putting in the courts the right to prosecute also. No Federal court
in this country, to my best recollection, in the history of America has
had the control of the prosecution as well. That prosecuting authority
has always existed in the executive branch.
Senator Bymw. Does not the same anomaly, though, present itself
when we consider the fact that under the approach that you have
suggested, Congressman, and I say this respectfully, wi have the
anomaly of the executive branch investigating itself, and it is not
important that we avoid this appearance if we are going to restore
in the minds of the American people the confidence in Government that
now is so lacking?
Mr. FORD. Well, I think the pressure, Senator Byrd, in this case for
an effective vigorous prosecution is so great that the American people
will insist on Mr. Jaworski, if he is approved, doing a first-class job.
And I do not think the American people will tolerate him being deprived of that opportunity.
Senator BinD. Mr. Chairman, do I have time for another question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you do.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, you said this morning that Presidential
papers, notes. conversations, et cetera-not touching on national secu-.
rity or sensitive foreign relations, but bearing upon the possible commission of crimes by anyone-should not be withheld by the White
House under claim of executive privilege. Have I fairly and correctly
stated your positionI
Mr. FORD. think that is right. I believe in my answer I said, as I
understand the questions, but that is only, I think, a reasonable
qualification.
Senator BYRD. Now, in the President's news conference recently, he
made the following statement, and I quote it:
And of course the special prosecutor felt that he needed the tapes for the
purpose of his prosecution. That was why, working with the Attorney General,
we worked out what we thought was an acceptable compromise-one in which
Judge Stennis, now Senator Stennis, would hear the tapes and would provide a
complete and full disclosure, not only to Judge Sirica but also to the Senate
committee.
Attorney General Richardson approved of this proposition. Senator Baker and
Senator Ervin approved of the proposition. Mr. Cox was the only one that rejected
it. Under the circumstances, when he rejected it and indicated that, despite the
approval of the Attorney General, and of course of the President, and of the two
major senators in the Ervin committee, when he rejected the proposal, I had no
choice but to dismiss him.
Under those circumstances Mr. Richardson and Mr. Ruckelshaus felt that because of the nature of their confirmation, that their commitment to Mr. Cox had
to take precedent over any commitment they might have to carry out an order
from tl-e President. Under those circumstances I accepted, with regret, the resignations of two fine public servants.

There was still another factor involved, however, as I think we all
understand. A part of the order to Prosecutor Cox was that he was
to desist from further use of judicial process to secure from the White
House evidence possibly bearing upon the commission of crimes.
Now, should a Special Prosecutor be restricted from resorting to the
use of judicial process to secure, from the White House, evidence bearing upon possible criminal conductI
Mr. FoD. Is that the question ?
Senator Bym. Yes. Should a Special Prosecutor be restricted by
order from the President from resorting to the use of judicial process
to secure evidence from the White House bearing upon the possible
commission of a crime?
Mr. ForD. Given the facts, as I understand them, I would say that
the prosecutor should not be so precluded.
Senator Bym. He should note
Mr. ForD. With the qualifications excepting matters of national security and sensitive international or foreign policy, of course.
Senator BYiD. Mr. Ford, do you not think that the argument you
have just made is the best argument that can be made for an indedependent investigation conducted by an independent prosecutor who
cannot be fired by the President or the Attorney General?
Mr. ForD. I respectfully differ with you, Senator Byrd. I think a
person such as I know Leon Jaworski to be indeed can, if he believes
in that capacity, achieve all that is needed and necessary to prosecute
and to pursue his responsibilities on behalf of all the American people.

Senator Bnw. Yet, how can one avoid the appearance of divided

loyalties? How can we assure witnesses that they will be protected, if
they come forward with evidence, and that they will not be compromised, and how can the prosecutor be assured that he can pursue
through the courts the securing of evidence which the White House
refuses to surrender voluntarily? How can the prosecutor do this if he
is not assured that he cannot be fired?
Mr. Fow. Well, I think we have gone through an experience rather
recently where our President, after revealing the whole circumstances,
changed the decision that he had previous y made and, in the best
interest of the country, did release the evidence that had been sought
by Judge Sirica. I think our system and our people are flexile
enough.
Senator BYRD. But, in the meantime, the Special Prosecutor has
been fired.
Mr. ForD. I think that was an unfortunate incident, and I do not
want to get into that, because we can get into personalities. I really
believe that the President, the system, all of us, can be sufficiently
flexible to meet these kinds of unusual circumstances which we certainly have met recently, and we might run into in the future. I have
faith in the system and faith in the people, and I think we can work
it out.
Senator Bym. Mr. Chairman, my time is up. I thank you again, Mr.
Ford.

The CHAniqAN. Thank you, Senator Byrd.
Senator Hatfield?
Senator HATrETLD. Congressman Ford, may we go back a little bit
to this morning's comments? I think outside of the-bombing of Cam-

bodia, and all these circumstances surrounding the Watergate problems, that the single most frequent criticism I hear of the administration which has helped erode public confidence leading now to cries
of impeachment, has been the fact, that the administration has decided
rather autocratically to terminate programs that were authorized by
Congress, and funded by Congress.
We got into this discussion a little earlier, and you indicated that it
is the President's fiscal responsibility to maintain a sound budgetary
policy and that he not be required to spend all the money appropriated
-by Congress, and to do so might entail increasing taxes upon the
people.
Some actions of reducing expenditures or budgets are under the
Anti-Deficiency Act of 1905 and 1906, or the Omnibus Appropriations
Act of 1950, which very specifically indicated the President had such
a power in order to reduce the cost of such programs. Do you distinguish actions taken on the basis of law that I have just cited and the
actions of the impoundment which have, in effect, terminated programs rather than merely reducing budgetary expenditures?
Mr. Fon. It is not a clearcut line, but we can, I think, differentiate.
I mean, the absolute action of just saying to people: I am sorry, give
us your key, and do not come back. That is pretty brutal.
And then the other situation, where you just do not give them all the
money-you give them 75 percent-for allegedly good reasons. But,
you know, it is an interesting thing, Senator Hatfield, and I hope my
memory is accurate--what was the name of that Commission? Well,
the National Security Commission that was set up about 1951. There
were a great many allegations that it ought to be terminated, but it
kept going on and on like Tennyson's brook. And, finally, the President, after Congress had made the money available, and after he had
requested it, just said, no, we are not going to have it any more. It was a
relatively small group, I think five members. I think those people felt
they did not do very much, but it had been going on, and on, and on.
Well, the President, in that case, just told them to quit, as I recollect.
Now, nobody really worried about that very much. Maybe it was too
small and there was not great pressure to keep it going. That was
pretty brutal, but that is what was done; and I guess whatever the
amount of money that was left was saved.

Senator

HATFIELD.

Would you distinguish between that example

and the rural electrification program, the REAP, the rural sewer and
water program, or housing programs, where either the budgetary
amounts that were appropriated by Congress were impounded either
because the program itself was out of favor, or because the President
had other priorities?
Mr. FoRD. Let us take the REA matter. We have had a 2-percent
loaning program for REA since the middle 1930's to help develop electrical energy out in our rural areas. And 2-percent money is almost
unheard of these days, with interest rates up. I think the record is clear
that our rural electrification program is about 98 percent complete.
Many people thought that the program ought to be changed-that we
could never get the law revised. The President did take that strong
stand. The net result was that Congress, in conjunction with the President, worked out a new rural electrification program with very limited
funding at 2 percent, and the rest of it at the going rate for the Federal

Government, as I recall, plus 1 percent. And maybe someone on the cominittee is more knowledgeable about that than I am. That was the only
way the President could get a program straightened out.
Senator HATFIELD. So, then, I understand the criteria or legal or constitutional basis for impoundment of funds outside the Anti-Deficiency
Act is a strategy power the President can exercise, or what is the
criteria?
Mr. FORD. Well, the last is the strategy, yes, and I happen to agree in
this case it was desirable, and the Congress agreed. But, really, Ithink
in a court of law, the Presideut would-have to predicate his decision on
the Anti-Deficiency Act and the 1950 legislation.
Senator HATFIELD. Would you then disagree with Prof. Raoul Berger of Harvard Law School, who has been looked upon as one of the
experts in the field of impeachment, when he states that the way in
which impoundment has been exercised by this administration would be
grounds for impeachment?
Mr. FORD. I believe that is a very dubious conclusion. I think that
is a matter that the House Committee on the Judiciary ought to investigate when it carries out its function under the several resolutions
that have been referred to it, to investigate the impeachment.
Senator HATFIELD. Well, Congresstpan, we have been talking today
about personal matters, which I think have been very properly answered. We have been talking in terms of matters of problems that
have arisen between the Executive and the Congress.
Let me go to my mail and speak a few words on behalf of my constituents, a problem that is, I think, paramount in everybody's mind,
this being impeachment. I have many people who are writing for impeachment, but I have many others who are writing, not for impeachment, but expressing ideas that they have lost confidence in the
administration's ability to govern and, therefore, have called for the
resignation of the President. I have others who support the President
very diligently and very appropriately. I feel that this whole matter
of impeachment is really paramount in the public's mind today.
You have been quoted, and if I am incorrect, I would like to be corrected, as saying that you concede the House Judiciary Committee
should press on with this inquiry into impeachment.
You and I know the technicalities here between an inquiry and a
resolution and all the other procedures. If you were in my position fo
answer the corespondence, to try to express something that would
restore the faith of the people, to allay their fears on this matter of
governing ability of the administration, and all these other matters,
* what would you sav What would be your role? What would be your
hopes of meeting this great emotional, passionate issue that we face
today?
Mr. FoRD. Well, resolutions have been introduced in the House. They
have been referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. I am told that
the committee intends to carry on its assigned responsibilities. I would
assume that it will seek to Ret witnesses that would favor the impeachment. I am sure they would likewise get witnesses that would oppose it.
And then they, a group of 38, have to sit down and make a determination whether, under the Constitution, there are sufficient grounds for
such a recommendation to the House of Representatives.

They only hnake the recommendation, and then the House itself
has to vote on it. I think that is the way to clear the air. And it is my
understanding they intend to do so.
Senator HATFIELD. In other words, as I understand it then, you feel
they should proceed with diligence and due haste?
Mr. FoRD. I do, sir.
Senator HATFIELD. With careful safeguards always for everyone's
rights, but they should proceed with impeachment proceedings, at
least consideration of impeachment at this time?
Mr. Fon. I do.
Senator HATFIELD. You think that would clear the air?
Mr. FoRD. I think it would be very helpful in clearing the air. I do
not believe there are grounds-but that is a personal judgment-but
I think it would be very helpful in the minds of the American people
if they knew that such an inquiry was being conducted.
Senator HATFIgLD. And what role do you feel that you can play now
to help to reconcile, to help perhaps be a catalyst to bind up some
of these deepseated wounds, political and otherwise? Do we have to
wait for impeachment? Is there not something short of impeachment?
Mr. Foiw. Well, my role-and I am only one-would be aimed at
trying to work with the Members of the Congress on both sides of
the Capitol and both sides of the aisle. That is a pretty major responsibilit~j, I am sure you know, Senator. If I can do something constructive there, that would be helpful in perhaps clearing the air to
some extent, naturally.
Senator HATFID. In the field of legislation?
Mr. FoRD. In the field of legislation or personal matters, or otherwise.
Senator HATFIL. And what would be your role with the general
public beyond the legislative role?
Mr. FoRD. Well, I presume that once I got confirmed, that I would
be asked to make speeches around the country. I would maximize my
efforts not to do it in an abrasive way, but rather to calm the waters,
to indicate that the people and the Government, both in the executive
and legislative, were playing a somewhat different role today than they
had been for a period beforehand. I think that might be very helpful.
Senator HATFIE I. Can I imply that your decision not to' be a candidate in 1976 then gives you greater freedom, greater flexibility
to play this peacemaker role as you envision it?
Mr. FORD. It certainly does. Nobody can accuse me of seeking personal political aggrandizement. Everybody knows, and I will reaffirm
it any place and every place, that I am trying to do what I will try to
do, simply because I think it is important for domestic as well as international policies for our country.
Senator HATFIELD. I appreciate the comments made -by Senator Allen earlier this morning concerning your responsibility for presiding
over the Senate, because Senator Allen, as you know, has substituted
most frequently, probably more than any Senator, for taking that
responsibility.
But, I would also like to make a point here. I think what you have
just stated would be probably far more important for the country than
rapping the gavel of the Senate. You need to be out where the people
are, communicating, bridging the gaps, not only between the Congress

and the White House, but also between the people and their Government intall phases of Central Government.
Mr. FORD. To the extent of my physical capability, Senator Hatfield,
I will try to do both.
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Chairman, I guess my time is up.
The CHARMAN. Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ford, I want to commend you on your very fine, straight-forward and frank testimony, with complete absence of any effort to
evade or conceal in any way.
You have made available to the committee and have authorized the
release of every paper and document that can be conceived of and this
is appreciated, and we do appreciate very much your cooperation with
the committee and, of course, with the public.
Mr. FoRD. Thank you very much,-Senator.
Senator ALLE-N. Two roles that you see for yourself as Vice President, one would be for you to be a ready conciliator and calm communicator between the White House and Capitol Hill; that, accompanied by your statement that you expect to carry on the traditional
role of a political leader, espousing the causes and campaigns of the
members of your party; and certainly both of those roles are highly
commendable.
Are they not somewhat inconsistent? Do you think that you might
possibly fail to bring together the Members of the Senate and the
House with the White House, if you are out urging that large numbers
of Senators and Congressmen be defeated? Can you bring them together with the White House when you are advocating their defeat out
before the country ?
Mr. FoRD. Senator, I have been faced with that complex problem for
the last 9 years. After all, I was and still am the Republican leader in
the House, and I campaigned for Republican candidates in 1966,1968,
1970, and 1972, and I think my record is very clear in my relationship
with Democratic Members of the House.
I never go into a Democratic district and speak unkindly about an
incumbent. I always seek to go in when I have done it and speak
affirmatively about my party and my President.
I do not think you get in any trouble with a political opponent if
you let his record stand and let him defend it, but speak affirmatively
toward your own party and your own candidate. That isthe policy I
have pursued, and if I am thrown into the circumstances you indicate,
that would be my-potiy in the situation.
Senator ALLEN. Yet you would be more of a conciliator as a Vice
President than you are as minority leader in the House, and that is
one more advocatiiqe position of the President or the minority
party.
Mr. FoRD. To a degree I would agree with your observation, except
that I believe that if you talked to John McCormack, former Speaker,
or to the present Speaker, Carl Albert, I think my reputation, working with them, has been one of a communicator and conciliator; and
so I really feel, to a substantial degree, I can do both jobs.
Senator ALLEN. It is true, of course, President Truman, while serving as Vice President, did not know of the existence of the Manhattan
project and the atom bomb.

Do you not feel that as Vice President you should be privy to every
ongoing program of a sensitive nature that the Government has, or
any negotiation that we have underway with foreign powers? Do you
not feel that you should be taken into the President's confidence, both
on the domestic level and the international level?
Mr. FoD. I certainly do, Senator Allen, and I have every reason
to believe that my longstanding personal relationship with President
Nixon would make that possible.
Senator ALLEN. I am a little bit confused by your statements, one to
Senator Pell and one to Senator Hatfield on the matter of the degree
of proof necessary to bring impeachment charges in the House. I
understood you to say to Senator Pell that this would be a political
decision. I gather from what you said that it would not have to rise
to the dignity required by the Constitution-that is, the commission of
the crime of treason, bribery, or other high crimes or misdemeanorsand then, in responding to Senator Hatfield, you said that you did not
feel that there were sufficient grounds. I wish you would elaborate on
that a little bit, for I think it might be a dangerous situation if a
political decision can occur in this matter, because a political decision
might be based merely on unpopularity of the President. Should there
not be compliance with the Constitution before the House actually
moves?
Mr. FoRD. Let me say I was using the word "political" in two different contexts.
When I was responding to Senator Pell, I was trying to differentiate
between a criminal indictment that has been adjudicated in our criminal court system on the one hand, and a political decision made not by
the courts but by elected politicians.
Senator ALLEN. But still have to be based upon constitutional
grounds.
Mr. FoRD. That is correct. But I think you can say a court proceeding in the judicial branch is a different kind of action than an impeachment proceeding in the House or the Senate, where the participants
are politicians. Now, the Constitution does say that the President
can be impeached for high crimes, misdemeanors, et cetera. That is
specific. But the point I was making-well, let me read the exact
part of the Constitution, article II, dealing with the executive branch,
states in section 4:
The President and Vice President and all Civil Officers of the United States
shall be removed from office on impeachment for, and conviction of, Treason,
Bribery. and other High Crimes and Misdemeanors.

That is very specific, but we have had only one such proceeding
involving the President.
Senator ALLEN. Well, that was a political decision in the Senate,
was it not-Andrew Johnson?
Mr. Fonn. That is right. That is the point I am trying to make also.
Even though it is specific in the terms, the basis for action, it is a political decision made by elected political officers.
Senator ALLEN. Now, Mr. Ford, I am sure that you are entirely
satisfied with the workings of the 25th amendment as regards vacancy
in the Office of Vice President.
Mr. FoRD. I will give you an answer in a few weeks. I am satisfied
so far, sir.

Senator AtiLEN. I recall reading the testimony before the subcommittee at the time the matter was under consideration in the Senate.
I believe there were alernate suggestions, a different suggestion made
by President Nixon, who was then in private life, was to have this
matter decided by the electoral college of the last Presidential election. Do you feel that there might be improvements that we might learn
about, or decide upon, as a result of these hearings? I think the selection method might possibly be improved upon, not in the instant case,
but for the future.
Mr. FORD. If I have to choose between the procedure which we are
using now and the one which was suggested in 1964 or 1965 by our
now President, I think I would favor the procedure we are using at
the present time. I believe there is a greater stability in this proceeding. After all, we always have 435 elected Members of the House and
100 elected Member-s of the Senate.
The experience and expertise of the electoral college I do not think
compares with the experience and expertise of 435 elected Members of
the Ilouse and 100 elected Members of tile Senate.
I think their judgnent-since I never expected to be voted on by an
electoral college--I would naturally say that I think the House and
Senate. the Congress. is a better body ill which this matter should be
decided.
Senator AiLLEN. Vice President Marshall. who served under President Wilson, is reputed to have sent to Calvin Coolidge, whr-suceeded him as Vice President. a message of sympathy on his succeeding to the Vice Presidency. I recall that in your statement you said
that you had received messages from two of the three living former
Vice Presidents after the President had announced his nomination.
I wonder if their messages were messages of condolence or congratulation.
'Mr. FORD. [They were both, sir, messages of congratulation. They
were very kind and very helpful; and both of them have volumteered
in any way that they could to be helpful, if I am confirmed.
Senator Amx.;N. I am sure they will. Thank you very much.
'Ti1V CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WTLL
Thank
anS.you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Ford. as 1 recall, at the beginning of thw Ralph Nader
study of you. there is a quotation, beginning in the paper, that in
essence said that your one political amulbition was to be Speaker of the
House of Representatives. Am I accurate in that?
Mr. FORD. I have said that not once but many tinles. I (1o not recall
whether that was in Mr. Nader's reort or not.
Senator WILLIAMS. I Iborrowed this from Senator Hatfield. Was
that not the beginning.
Mr. PoRI). The odds have gotten shorter and shorter on that.
Senator WILLIArs. Well, it was a quotation from Mr. William S.
Piper, Bureau Chief.
Mr. FonD. iHe was. the head of the Booth Newspaper, Washington
Bureau, which includes time Flint Journal, the Grand Rapids Press,
and, I think, several other Michigan newspapers. Mr. Piper is now
deceased.
Senator WILLAMS. This is more precise than I recalled it:

"Let it be said at the outset that one who has known Mr. Ford
since he came to Congress in 1949 might go so far as to say he would
rather be, Speaker than President."
Mr. FoRw. I do not have any hesitancy to reaffirm that. I really dedicated my life, up until now, to trying to qualify for and be equipped
to be the Speaker; but the fates of political life have denied me that,
so here I am.
Senator WILLIAMS. It was reported midday of October 12 this year
that you left the White House appearing a little crestfallen. It was my
observation that maybe you got the nod but, at any rate, I will not ask
for further comment on that, except to say that the first to resign the
Qffice of Vice President was Calhoun; am I right on that?
Mr. FORD. That is my understanding.
Senator WILLIA Ais. He ended ip here. So if you would rather be
Speaker than President, if you would not want to be Vice President,
there is always a home in the Senate.
Now, just a few loose ends, if I might, Mr. Chairman. This morning,
in talking about that visit to the doctor in New York, I made a note
that you said at the suggestion of Mr. Winter-Berger you visited the
doctor.
I just wonder if you have any idea what motivated Mr. WinterBerger to make that suggestion to you, to visit the doctor?
Mr. FORD. I have wondered that myself, Senator Williams. I really
had no information. I understand from Dr. Hutschnecker, or from
statements that he has made, that he had no personal or business relationship with Winter-Berger; so I honestly cannot tell you why he
was urging me to stop to see Dr. Hutschnecker.
Senator WILLIAMS. You are familiar with what he, has written or
reported was his reason?
Mr. FORD. I had it some place, but I do not have it before me.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, it was to the effect, without going through
the papers, that you told him that the pressures were mounting on you
in your job, and it was following that statement, of course, that he
suirgested it.
Mr. FORD. Well, if that is what Mr. Winter-Berger said as to why I
stopped to see Dr. Hutschnecker, it is completely false, because I only
stopped because Mr. 'Winter-Berger repeatedl'v, whenever lie came
into the office, urged me to-mv mental capabilityy. my mental attitude
seemed to be getting better under more pressure, so I had no reason to
go see a psychiatrist or anv M.D. under those circumstances.
Senator WILl.IAMS. Well. I knew you said that. I just wanted to
make sure that later on the failure to ask that question was noted.
Also another loose end: In an observation in response to a discussion with Senator Byrd, I took a note that you said Mr. Jaworski,
"if" he is approved now in this position of special prosecutor. Who
will be approving him?
Mr. FORD. I thought there was the possibility that the special prosecutor, by legislation, would have to be approved by the Senate. in the
advise and consent capacity. I understand now that'in the vast that has
not been a requirement, and as of now there is no special legislation.
Now. it would seem to me, however, that as the new Attorney General is approved, that certainly assurances can be given somewhat like

I understood the President suggested as a method to protect the spe.
cial prosecutor from any action hat would be going too far.
Senator WILLIA-xS. Well, of course, the assurances, were made before,
and these assurances were made part of the confirmation of Mr. Richardson. It all came undone. I certainly personally subscribe to the
development and logic presented here by Senator Byrd personally.
Another loose end: The account with t'he Sergeant at Arms. House
Members can have their salary paid right into his account?
Mr. FORD. That is correct, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. And can you make any other deposits to that
account, or is it solely the salary that is included?
Mr. FORD. You may deposit any money that you wish to deposit
thet'e, just like you may with any bank. And I do, and I am sure
many other Members do. It is a regular banking account.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, any withdrawals can be of sums in addition to your salary that are deposited from other means?
Mr. FORD. That is correct.
Senator WILIAMrS. I have very rapidly reviewed your net worth
statement that was filed with the committee. I noticed, and I might
be wrong in this, I thought I noticed an absence of any mortgages
hanging over you. Is that accurate or not?
lr. FORD. 'That is entirely accurate, Senator Williams. I have borrowed a very limited amount for immediate cash obligations, such as
my January 15 income tax returns, or my September 15 income tax
returns; but I have no mortgages on any one of the three pieces of
real estate we have.
It might be helpful, in addition to the net worth-because some
people in the news media have asked, you know-they wonder how I
could buy a condominium in Vail, Colo., without somebody on the
outside helping me. My certified public accountant has prepared a
statement showing how my wife and myself were able to finance that
without any mortgage, and I will be able, to submit that for the record,
because it is clean as a whistle.
Senator WILLIAMIS. Your Washington home is in AlexandriaI
Mr. FORD. It is; we bought it in 1955. We got a mortgage on it. It
was paid off, as I recollect, in 1966.
We bought the house in Grand Rapids in 1950, or 1951. I used my
G.I., World War II, mortgage. That was paid off in, I think, 1964.
We bought the condominium in Vail in June 1970. It was financed,
as I indicated, by borrowing on my insurance policy, borrowing from
.Cthe National Bank of Washington, by using some of my salary, by
borrowing from our children's savings. They like to ski, so we thought
that would be a good investment for them to participate in. Also
we had inherited money from my parents when they died, and we sold
ihe family--or my ownership of the family corporation. But I have
all the information here, and just to satisfy the press I would be glad
to'give it to them, to show you could finance something without borrowing from the bank.
Senator WILLIAs. Do you and your wife speculate whether these
residences will be adequate to your new responsibilities?
Mr. FORD. Well, we seem to be getting along all right so far.

Senator WILUAMS. Finally, you have described an easy and friendly
relationship with the press, and certainly you have captured our
appreciation with your earlier statement this morning that truth is
the glue or mortar of our civilization. I just wonder if we can get a
little more appreciation of your view, more fundamental, perhaps,
of the role of the press in our society.
Mr. FORD. I think the press has a number of responsibilities. One
and foremost, it is almost like our open office to serve the people, to
report the information factually. I think they have a great responsibility there, as we have, to perform our duties under our oath of
office. Of course, in an editorial policy, that is a different responsibility.
But in the daily news stories, I think it is their solemn responsibility
to report the facts and not interpret them; and I believe that they have
the obligation to treat any and every person, or any problem, pro
and con, equitably. And if they carry out those responsibilities, I think
they have done a great service for the country.
Senator WITLIAMS. And I have had a report of a report of a
Maaruder-Haldeman memo.
This was disclosed yesterday, I believe. Have you been advised of
that, in which Magruder to Haldeman suggested that the time for
the shotgun approach for the unfriendly press is over, and now you
should use a rifle and use the licensing provisions of the FCC, the
antitrust provisions, and investigatory authority, IRS audits. Have
you been advised of that?
M r. FORD. I have never heard of it prior to your mentioning it today.
Senator WILLiAMS. Well, it just came to me in a note. It is a report
of a note. I was not asking you to make a value judgment without
more hard information than that. I won't. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Ford, this morning you discussed, in
responding to a question, I think, of Senator Griffin, some of your
stockholdings and directorship of the Rospatch Corp.
But, I do not think you covered your other stockholdings.
Will you direct your attention to those?
Mr. FORD. Yes, I will be delighted to, Mr. Chairman. I have in my
name, debenture bonds, Ford Paint & Varnish Co.. for the value of
$9,031. Those securities, I had purchased in part and inherited in part
when my mother and father passed away. My wife has, from an inheritance from an aunt, certain securities,'I think 135 shares of Central
Telephone in Illinois, the estimated value is $3,240. My wife has, in
Stainroy Farm, balance account, it is a mutual fund, it is in her name,
securities worth $1,299. The total of the three, $9,000-plus by me, and
the other by my wife, comes to $13,570.
The CHAIRMAn. Did I understand that you were submitting for the
record your complete financial statement, or was it the financing relating to the Vail property and your other property?
Mr. Fow. I think the only one of interest is the method by which
my wife and I financed our condominium at Vail. So, I had my accountant or CPA prepare it. I will submit that for the record. The
committee does have my overall net worth statement, which I believe
Jays out the other information.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. And that statement that you are
submitting will be made a part of the record.

[The financial statement referred to follows:]
Borrowings:
Sergeant at Arms, I Feb. 12, 1970------------------------Jack Ford May 4, 1970 ----------------------------------Mike Ford, May 4, 1970 ---------------------------------Steve Ford, Ma-y 4, 1970 ---------------------------------Susan Ford, May 4, 1970 ---------------------------------Jack Ford, May 4, 1970 ----------------------------------Life Insurance-Mr. Ford's policy, May 5, 1970-------------Life Insurance-Mrs. Ford's policy, May 11, 1970-----------Sergeant at Arms,' May 22, 1970 ------------------------Sergeant at Arms,' Sept. 1, 1970 -------------------------Sergeant at Arms,' Oct. 1, 1970 ---------------------------

$2, 000. 00
2,628. 38
3, 709. 03
1,001. 96
963. 31
140. 82
5, 716. 72
1,128. 17
13, 200. 00
2, 200. 00
2, 200. 00

Total -------------------------------------------------

34, 888. 39

Other money sources:
Liquidation of Caberfae Literary Association, May 7, 1969-____.3, 500. 00
Ford Paint & Varnish Stock Sale, Aug. 1, 1969--------------13, 604. 25
Mutual Savings Account withdrawal, May 5, 1970 -----------7, 734. 37
Total -------------------------------------------------

24,838.62

Grand total --------------------------------------------

59, 727. 01

1 Sergeant at Arms Notes which were all paid at the end of 1972.

The CHAMMAN. Mr. Ford, I want to thank you for your cooperation and candor in answering questions today bearing on your qualifications. We have covered some of your views on possible future involvement in the administration, and some of your past political
conduct.
I am advised that some other Members have additional questions,
and I know that I do. So, if you will make yourself available Monday,
this hearing will continue.
We have additional grounds to resolve for the committee and the
Nation and to further acquaint the American people with the kind of
man who has been nominated to the Nation's second highest office.
If you will be here at 10 o'clock Monday morning, we will hope to be
finished with you by noon. Monday afternoon we will go on to some
of the congressional witnesses who desire to appear.
Mr. FoRD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for
your care, consideration, and the thoroughness of the committee's investigation; and I look forward to being here on Monday morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:28 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Monday, November 5,1973.]
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NOMINATION OF GERALD R. FORD OF MICHIGAN TO
BE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1973

U.S. SENATE,
CoIitfmi'rEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION,

Wahington,D.C.
The committee met at 10 a.m., in room 1202, Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Hon. Howard W. Cannon (chairman), presiding.
Present: Senators Cannon, Pell, Byrd, Allen, Williams, Cook, Scott,
Griffin, and Hatfield.
Staff present: William McWhorter Cochrane, staff director; Hugh
Q. Alexander, chief counsel; John P. Coder, professional staff member;
Joseph E. O'Leary, professional staff member (minority); James H.
Duffy, chief counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections;
James S. Medill, minority counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and
Elections; and Pegg Parrish, staff assistant.
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
The Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, to which has
been referred the matter of investigating the qualifications of Hon.
Gerald R. Ford of Michigan to fill a vacancy in the Office of the Vice
President of the United States, began its public hearings on November 1, 1973.
At that time. Congressman Ford appeared willingly to give testimony under oath, not only to this committee, but to the Nation, since
these proceedings have been carried live by the broadcast media.
I am pleased that the committee voted unanimously to allow these
historic meetings to be broadcast to the public, because the citizens of
this country are the electors who, under ordinary circumstances, would
cast their votes for the candidates of their choice.
Not having an opportunity to participate directly in the selection
of a Vice President, the electors shall nevertheless participate-indirectly-with this committee during the examination of his qualifications.
Thus far, Mr. Ford has been asked to respond to questions relating
to his political philosophy, his views on the issue of executive privilege, his opinion concerning Presidential obligation to obey court
orders and to other matters of national interest, including impeachment, war powers, impoundment of appropriated funds, election financing, and personal finances.
I have been impressed by his candid and complete disclosures, his
spirit of cooperation, and his willingness to lay bare all information
relative to his public and his private life.
There are some questions remaining, and Congressman Ford has
again appeared willingly to enable this committee to fulfill its duty
(85)

to the Senate and the Nation by inquiring further into his qualifications until all questions have been answered and the committee's investigation has been terminated.
Again, I want to express my personal appreciation to Mr. Ford for
his cooperation, his candor, and for the thoroughness with which he
has responded to our questions.
I have some additional questions since your testimony before us last
Thursday, Mr. Ford, particularly concerning your contacts with Dr.
Hutschnecker and the reasons for vour visit to his office in New York.
If your relationship with Mr. Winter-Berger was as casual as your
statement to us indicated, how was it that you made a visit to Dr.
Hutschnecker because, and only )ecause. of 'Mr. Winter-Berger's insistence that you do so?
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, if you knew Mr. Winter-Berger, I think
you would understand how I finally decided, in order to get rid of a
persistent request-that I stop to see Dr. Hutschnecker-that I finally
did.
Mr. Winter-Berger, from time to time, would meet me outside of
the House Chambers, knowing that I was leaving to go back to the
office for a few minutes, or he knew that the House had adjourned, and
he would stop me and walk with me the 50 yards or so it is from the
floor of the House Chambers to my office. On many occasions he would
repeat, he would hope, that I would stop and see Dr. Hutschnecker.
It finally got to be such a persistent request, and such a pain, to be
frank, that I said, on this occasion, while I am going to be in New York
to make a speech, between the end of the speech and the flight back to
Washington, I would stop to see Dr. Hutschnecker for a very limited
period of time, just to get the request out of the way, and to see Dr.
Hutschnecker. I did it on that occasion.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he ever express to you the reasons why he
wanted you to see Dr. Hutschnecker?
Mr. FORD. He pointed out to me, which I understand is true, that
Dr. Hutschnecker was a well-recognized man in the medical profession.
a man who had an interest in political leaders and their efforts to do a
better job. That was the context of his recommendation.
I muqt say that in my conversation with Dr. Hutschnecker, as I best
recollect it,*that is what we talked about-the role of leadership in the
American political system, how people who were given certain responsibilities ought to try to improve their efforts in that regard. That was
the context of the conversation, and on the basis of his recommendation
that he was a well-recognized authority in the medical profession, I
saw no harm in having a conversation of that nature with him.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he discuss with you the fact that Dr. Hutschnecker had written some books?
Mr. FORD. He may have, although I certainly don't recall the content
of the books. I presume he did tell me that Dr. Hutschnecker had written some books.
The CHAMMAN. Did he also tell you that President Nixon was a
patient of Dr. Hutschnecker?
Mr. FORD. I had read some newspaper articles to that effect. I think
they were after the 1969 election, where it was alleged that President
Nixon, while he was in private life, I believe, had visited Dr. Hutschnecker. I don't know the reasons or the purpose of those visits, but I

do recall the articles that President Nixon, as a private citizen, had
been to see Dr. Itutschnecker.
The CHAIRMf AN. You have already addressed yourself to the claim
of Mr. Winter-Berger about. the $i5,000. Let me ask you this: Did
Mr. Winter-Berger give you any cash, in any amount, at any time?
Mr. FORD. The answer'is categorically "No."
Tie CnAIRMSAN. Well, did you ever directly receive from him any
checks or money orders for any purpose?
Mr. FORD. I received no checks or money orders from Mr. WinterBerger at any time.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you aware of the fact that he did make some
contributions to various Republican organizations, and if you are
aware of the fact, did you ever write and thank him for making those
contributions?
Mr. FORD. When this matter came out following the publication of
his book, I had a thorough check made during the time that Mr.
Winter-Berger was stopping in to see me in my office, and I checked
with the Kent County Republican Finance Committee, which is the
home county of my congressional district. I checked with the Michigan Republican Finance Committee, I checked with the National
Republican Finance Committee, and various other committees that
raised money for the Republican Party, and all of the records showed
just one contribution from him. and this was a check in the amount
of $500, to the Kent County Republican Finance Committee.
I think it was a check made in 1966, at the time of one of our Kent
County Republican Finance Committee Republican dinners, which
we have annually. That is the only contribution that I could find from
Mr. Winter-Berger in checking all of the records of all Republican
finance organizations.
The CHAIRMAN. And do you recall whether you did or did not write
and thank Mr. Winter-Berger for his participation in that campaign?
Mr. FORD. I probably wrote and thanked him, as I normally do, by
writing all donors of our $100-a-plate Republican finance dinners. I
think that is the least I can do for those who make contributions of
that kind.
The CHAI RIR5 . You stated in a press interview in 1972 that you can
recall helping Mr. Winter-Berger only once in an immigration case
involving a physician from the Netherlands. At this time can you recall
any other instance in which you provided assistance to Mr. WinterBerger or to any of his clients?
Mr. FoRD. That is the only case where I am certain that someone on
my staff or someone in my office actually gave help or assistance to
what I since have learned was one of his clients, and Mr. Chairman, if
you would like, I can give a very detailed story on that, because I think
it is one that is a very legitimate case.
I have before me a resume from my office staff of information on Dr.
Albert A. Buytendorp, a Dutch national in the United States on some
type of temporary visa. He wanted his status adjusted to that of an immigrant so he could continue to be a resident in the United States. I
might preface further comment bv saying that about 60 percent of
my constituency has a Dutch heritage, so I am particularly interested
in any matters of this sort where there are individuals who have a
Dutch background, and Dr. Buytendorp was obviously a person with
a Dutch heritage.

Now, in my files I have letters from the following, urging that I
take action to help in the change of immigration status for Dr. Buytendorp. Dr. Somers H. Sturgis, clinical professor, obstetrics and gynecology, Harvard Medical School of Boston; Dr.Seymour L. Romney,
professor chairman, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bathsheba
University Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics, Bronx, N.Y.;
Dr. Lewis L. Robbins, medical director, Hillside Hospital, Glen Oaks,
N.Y.; Dr. Harold S. Essicover, director of residency training, Hillside
Hospital, Dr. Winfield H. Scott, associate professor, medical psychology, University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
All five of these obviously professional experts attested to Dr. Buytendorp's unique qualifications, as one of only six or seven of such doctors in the United States, and that it would be of great benefit and service to the United States if Dr. Buytendorp's status was adjusted.
As a result of their interest, primarily, we worked on trying to get his
status changed. We went through the routine of HEW, we. went
through the board review. The subsequent result was, I think, that in
1968 or thereabouts, because of the special competence of Dr. Buytendorp, his status was changed.
Now, that is one specific case where my office worked and helped on
a case that was brought to the office by Mr. Winter-Berger.
Now, the case of Francis Kellogg, I guess, came to my office at the
initial request of Mr. Winter-Berger. We went into that in greater
detail, and I would like to point out that the allegations made by Mr.
Winter-Berger concerning Mr. Kellogg, are not only refuted by me,
but I understand the committee has an affidavit from Mr. Kellogg
denying all charges made by Mr. Winter-Berger, except, the $25,000
which lie gave to the Republican Party in 1968, before I knew him,
and the $3,000 which Mr. Kellogg gave to the Republican boosters.
The rest of the $95,000 or $100,000 which Mr. Winter-Berger alleges
is denied categorically by Mr. Kellogg.
Now, I would say here is another matter of the alleged employment
of a young man by the name of Steven Taylor, who is a son or grandson of a prominent Republican in California. The young man wanted
a job as an intern in the summer, working for a Republican Congressman or some Republican organization. We have checked the records,
and Mr. Steven Taylor, the young man, did work as an intern for one
of the Republican organizations. but he was never on the payroll. He
was here at his own expense and did contribute his services.
To my knowledge, there was no compensation to, or contribution
given by Mr. Winter-Berger and/or his father or grandfather, in
relationship to this summer employment.
The CHAIRMAN. You said "Mr. Winter-Berger;" did you mean Mr.
Taylor?
Mr. FoRD. No contribution made by Mr. Taylor, senior, the father
or the grandfather. As far as I can recollect offhand, those are the only
matters-well, one other matter.
On one occasion, maybe two, Mr. Winter-Berger talked to me about
a world calendar, which I didn't think had very much favor either here.
or elsewhere in the world. Apparently he had some client that wanted
to get some public endorsement; I never made such a public endorsement. He did talk to me about it.

Now, there is another matter. He came in one time to see me about a
radio station matter in Kentucky. If my recollection is correct, he came
in in February that year, or wrote me about it. I looked through my
correspondence over the weekend; I got the letter sometime early in
February, sometime in March. About a month later, I called Senator
John Sherman Cooper and asked what he knew about it. After talking
to Senator Cooper, well, I forgot about it, and told Mr. Winter-Berger
it was something I had no intention of getting involved in.
To the best of my recollection that is the total number of matters
on which I or my office worked. We did turn him down on a matter
called the "Guterma matter," which was very involved, and I said
I would have no part of it.
The CHAIRMAn. Now, Mr. Ford, it has been stated that as a member
of the Warren Commission, you voluntarily accepted constraints which
all the members of the Commission accepted, providing that you would
not publish or release any proceedings of the Commission.
You did, however, in association with another, publish a book and
provide material for a Life magazine article on the proceedings of the
Commission. Do you feel this was a violation of your agreement?
Mr. FORD. To my best recollection, Mr. Chairman, there was no such
agreement, but even if there was, the book that I published in conjtmetion with a member of my staff who worked with me at the time
of the Warren Commission work-we wrote the book, but we did not
use in that book any material other than the material that was in the
26 volumes of testimony and exhibits that were subsequently made
public and sold to the public generally.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has been advised that you were paid
$5,000 for the Life article, $10,000 by Simon and Schuster for the book,
$3,000 by Ballantine Books for a reprint, for a total of $18,000 plus
royalties. Could you tell us if these figures are. correct, and what the
final total was, including royalties?
Mr. FORD. Well, let's take the Life article first.
It was agreed that subsequent to the publication of the Commission
report, that I would write an article for Life magazine, giving my impression as a member of the Commission, and my feeling toward the
report individually, as a member of the Commission. I did write that
article, it was published after the Commission report was made public
by President Johnson, I did receive the $5,000 for the article, in two
checks. One, a $4,000 check which I divided three ways, between former
Congressman John Ray, of New York, who came down here voluntarily, paid all his own expenses and worked with me for 9 months in
helping me in my responsibilities as a member of the Commission.
Mr. Ray, who was a very distinguished Member of the House of
Representatives, had been, prior to his service in the House, a member
of the-well, as I understand it, the general counsel for A.T. & T.
He retired, and then when I was appointed to the Warren Commission,
he volunteered his time at no expense to the Government.
Another member of my staff at that time was John R. Stiles, of
Grand Rapids. He came down and worked for me; I put him on my
payroll at compensation just to pay his expenses while he was living
in Washington and working with me on the Commission report.
I divided that $4,000 three ways: I gave Mr. Ray approximately
$1,333, I gave Mr. Stiles $1.333, and I kept the third share myself.
The $1,000 which came in subsequently, I kept for myself.
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Now, on the book which was published, the name of it was "The
Portrait of An Assassin." This book came out almost a year after the
Commission report was filed. I felt, and my coauthor felt, that the
Commission report was a sound document. f supported it then and I
support it today. But it was pretty heavy reading, Mr. Chairman. So
Jack Stiles and I thought we could make a better, more readable presentation of the Commission's conclusions by primarily using the
testimotiv of the witnesses themselves-and that testimony was all a
matter ot public record.
We made a contract with Simon and Schuster in which they advanced us, as I recall. $10.000, which Mr. Stiles and I divided between
us. We checked the other day with Simon and Schuster to see how well
it sold, and I am told that when they got all through with the publication of the book and sales they came out about $3,000 in the red. So it
wasn't a best-seller, by any means, by any stretch of the imagination.
I am not familiar with the $3,000 from Bantam Books. I will check
my records, butThe CIAIRMAN. Ballantine, Mr. Ford; Ballantine.
Mr. FoRD. Ballantine? Excuse me. I know we did make an arrangement for a paperback publication, but if my recollection is accurate,
we had minimal benefits from that-far less than $3,000. I will check
the records and supply the committee with whatever the facts are.
[Material subsequently received by the committee from Congressman
Ford is as follows:]
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
OFFICE OF THE MINORITY LEADER,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., November 7, 1973.
Hon. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman,Committee on Rules and Administration, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: A question was raised at the hearing on November 5
concerning the extent of payments, if any, to me for publication in a paperback
edition of "Portrait of the Assassin."
On going back through my records, I find that the paperback publishing rights
were covered by the publishing agreement made with Simon and Schuster, copy
enclosed, which provided for an advance against future royalties to the coauthors of $10,000.
Royalty statements from Simon and Schuster to my publication agent, William
Morris Agency, show that earnings for the paperback edition from Ballantine
Books were paid to Simon and Schuster and credited against the advance.
Even after such credits and after credits for earned royalties on the hard back
edition, the balance remaining of the advance at the time of the last royalty
statement on September 30, 1967, was $3,348.86.
Warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,
GEALD R. FORD, M.C.
Enclosure.
SIMON AND

SCHUSTER, INC., PUBLISHERS,

630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y.
PUBLISHINo AGREEMENT

Simon and Schuster, Inc., (hereafter called the "Publisher") and Agent Gerald
R. Ford & John R. Stiles, William Morris, 1740 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
(hereafter called the "Author") agree:
First.-The Publisher
(A) shall publish in book form the Author's work now entitled Biography of
an Assassin, (hereafter called the "literary work") on or before Spring 1965,
for sale at a catalog retail price of not less than $5.95 for the trade editions:
[BJ shall pay the author $10,000 on request, such sum to be an advance against
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(1) royalties at the following rates, for sales of the trade edition: 10% of the
catalog retail price on the first 5,000 copies sold; 15% of the catalog retail price
on all copies sold thereafter; less returns.
(i1) 50% of the proceeds received on disposition of the other primary rights;
(iiI) in accordance with the special provision in Part Five of the Basic Agreement, for sales by mail order or under special discounts or as excess stock, or
for any low-cost edition or textbook edition of the literary work published by the
Publisher itself, or for publication of part of the literary work by the Publisher
in another work; and
(cl sliall copyright the literary work in the United States in the name of the
Author.
Second.-The Author
JA) shall deliver to the Publisher the literary work in flial form on or before
November 30, 1964, ross. to contain approximately 150,000 words. Obligation to
supply illustrations etc.-Authors
pnl makes the warranties and representations set fortb In Part Two (34-39) of
the Basic Agreement, except as otherwise specifically stated in TIIIRD (c) of this
Publishing Agreement;
Ict grants and assigns to the Publisher
(I) the trade edition rights;
(i) the other primary rights : and
(iii) the share provided in THIRD (A) of this Publishing Agreement, of the
proceeds received on disposition of the secondary rights; and
i)1 agrees to) give the lI'ublisher the first optitin to consider the Author's next
full-length book for publication on terms satisfactory to the Author and Publisher.
Third.-The Publisher and the Author
(A] agroe to share the proceeds received on disposition of the following secondary
rights as follows:
IDranvatic rights. 100% to author, 0%4/r to publisher; motion picture rights, 100%
to author. (1% to publisher: educational l)icture rights, 100% to author. 0%
to publisher: radio rights, 10)0% to author, 0% to publisher; television rights,
100% to author, 0% to publisher; first periodical rights, 100% to author,
9(0, to lmblislhd : second periodical rights, 50% to author, 50% to publisher ; comnercial rights, 100% to author, 0% to publisher; and foreign rights, 100% to
author, 0% to pullis her.
i i agree- to be hlinvd by all of the terms and conditions of the Basic Agreement
which follows and which is made a part of this Publi.shing Agreement;
ar:d
rci agree to the following special provisions, which shall prevail over any confiletinr provisions in the Basic Agreement:
1. The Publisher shall have the right to bring out a paperback, lower priced
edition of this book; and It is agreed that the royalty on such an odit imn shall
be 5%, unless the standard royalty for Simon and Schuster, Inc.. paperback
books is Increased by the time of the book's appearance as one of this paperback sPeries, In which case, the prevailing right shall apply.
2. The option clause shall apply only to a book jointly written by the Authors,
and the Publisher shall have 30 days from the receipt of the manuscript or
substantial outline in which to exercise this option.
3. Tn consideration of the services of William Morris Agency, Inc., the Authors
have irrevocably appointed said agent as their exclusive agent In connection with
the said woirk and this contract and all monies due or to become due under this
contract and all rights granted herein, to the Publisher, and all contracts arising
from the Publisher's exercise of any option herein respecting any further
work(s) and all monles-becming due to the Author thereunder.
4. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the Publisher
agrees that ten per cent (10%) of all moneys accruing to the Author under this
agreement shall be credited and paid to the William M(wris Agency during the
Publisher's semi-annual accounting perlodsq which represents the ten per cent
(10%) agents commission due on all moneys credit to the Author's royalty
account under this agreement.
5. The Publisher shall also cause the Work to be published, publicly distributed
or publicly placed on sale in Canada or another country signatory to the Berne
Convention simultaneously with first publication of the Work in the U.S. her(,under. Each copy of the Work published by or under authority of the Publisher
shall contain the copyright notice required for copyright protection In the
Authors names under the Universal Copyright Convention.
23--712---73-----7
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0. The Publisher will handle the sale of second periodical rights with division
of proceeds to be as specified in Clause THIRD (A).
7. The royalty and other amounts pursuant to this PIullishing Agreement
payable by the Pubilsher to the Author in any one calendar year shall not
exceed $30,000.00 An.,' suns accruing to the Authors pursiant to this Publishing
Agreement in excess thereof shall be payable by the Pullisher to the Authors
in succeeding accounting periods within the above specified maximum annual
limitation. Tue Publisher shall not be obligated to pay interest on or to segregate
any such accruals: but nothing herein contained shall diminish the oblig tion
of the Publisher to the Anthor for the amount of royalties and other paymetits
accruing according Io the rates herein provided.
8. It is specifically understood that except for second periodical rights, all
secondary rights may be disposed of by Author as lie may see fit.
9. l'aragraphs 40 and 72 shAll be demnd deleted and tie words "for his sole use
and disposition as he nay see fit" shall be deemed inserted after word "Author"
on second line of paragraph 44.
PETER SCI WED,

Erenitihc Vice President and .luthoric-cd OOleer.
GERALD I.

FORD,

Author.
JOHN R. STILES,
Author.
Gerald R. Ford. Social Security No. 372 -28-6532.
John R. Stiles, Social Security No. 380-03-7854.
Dated October 9, 1964.
CONGRESS OF TilE UNTrrD STATES,
OFFICE OF THE MINORITY LEADER,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., November 9, 1973.

Hon. HOWARD W. CANNON.

chairmann, Senate Committee on Rule8 and Administration, Ru8ell Senate Oflee
Building, W1a8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CIIAIRMAN: Supplementing my letter of November 7, 1973, 1 have
enclosed a copy of a letter dated November 7, 1973 from Mr. Peter Schwed, Chairnuan of the Editorial Board of Sinmon and Schuster, Inc., together with copy of
contract dated January 27. 19066 between Simon and Schuster, Inc. and Ballantine Books, Inc., relating to the paperback edition of "Portrait of the Assassin."
Warm personal regards,
GERALD R. FoRD, M.C.
Enclosure.
SIMON & SCHUSTER, INC.,

New York, N.Y., November 7, 1973.
Representative GERALD FORD,

The Capitol,
TVash ington, D.C.
DEAR JERRY: The call from your office asking for the enclosed information
gives me an opportunity to extend my congratulations and best wishes on your
nomination. Here are the other details.
Enclosed is a copy of your and Jack Stiles' contract with us dated October 9,
1964. In it we paid a $10,000 non-returnable advance against all authors' arntIngs under that contract. and a part of the contract granted us cheap edition
paperback rights with 50% of the revenue deriving therefrom to be credited to
the authors' royalty account.
We did achieve a paperback sale to Ballantine Books and that contract, between
us and Ballantine, is dated January 27, 1966 and a copy is enclosed. As in the
other case this called for a non-returnable advance against royalties and the
amount was $3,000, so $1,500 was credited to the authors.
That sum, added to all other earnings that the book achieved as a result of
our publication, never did amount to as much as the original $10,000 advance, so
no further payments were ever made by us to you and Jack (or rather to your
agen t William Morris, who was the recipient for you of all sums involved).
With all best wishes,
PETER SCHWED.

Enclosure.
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BALLANTINE BOOKS, INO.

HETPHINT CONTACT
Agrewnaent Inide thim 27th diy of January 1906 betwev(n 8imon & Sehuster,
Ilc., 030 5th Avenue, New York, New York 10020 (herelmifter referred to its tho
"Seller") and Ballhantine Books, l11w., or 101 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York
(ltrelllatfter referred to its "f'alahttlie"), in reference to: "Portrait of the
A ssrisi'n". by (1h'dthl It. Iord,
AVlIKrea.I, t0he hIrlles hereto are mutually desirous of having Ballanthie liublish
a pllt'rhomtlid etit ionofaid Ioa k
Now, thlvirt'fore, iII toiislleraiihtio at' the iiiiilUal promises hereinafter set forth,
the parties hert't a doieele by tgree as follows
l'A'iii-, lo'Nll

117ION V''II.It'A'TION

E
LICE SN

exeltilve license to wi1ait1. The Seller lit vt by granit.s to hllhmitnott lhe sole anmld
mid t'amadit
It $ d(jt 'eidtelti as
1t lh
U41;11 liltli
Lillid
l , Iin
tlhe Opei Miherkt (()peim Markt't is territory olhol'
it
anid it iiollel-isiv t Iiit-im
thiai lit 'iilted Slitl'. i1l Its dlvhiietiies, tlhe Brlitish EnpIre and the F'ee
lt ate of Ireliatid I t plaoirloul editiho if saii book.
s I
ufict urv,, 1111kbl

2. Said Ifhemise slalll vot ithlie for a poi'd of fli% () years from the dote of
ss lerininilted I. tie S,,ller
it l il esy
first pUlhiv llotn by Ihlihiitllaw ii aid soli uveip
1ll11i1 sx (6) iliolitlhs' writ ten lotice of l( IillilltIoll to Ballantitle, to be'njl)e(
(hite of suih tei'iiitith
tftfftelve
expiration of sitd li'iod. 'pon
il. te
eff'clivelit
tioii, all rights gintl d hereinder shall revert to tit- Seller except that Ballnititin
on lmid
shall cantlime to liive tie right to dlispost of any books then relilng
subject to the pi yint'iit of royalty its iN hereinafter set forth.
DATI

AN.
Nit

i11,1: o1

IIIIcCATION

iigrees to pitlllsh so Itibook between July 1900 and July 1907
8. Bllltlle
hlov'iig iI rtltil s les ll'ice of lit) less thiln 500 (fifty) and n1omore thln 050
(Iiilety-ive Celts) per copy.
DELAYS

4. Balltnthie shall not be responsible for delays caused by war, riot, strikes,
firtes, floo. s, nets of God. govterimlilltil restrictions, shortage or interruption of
nianufacturlig filllllihs or ninterials supply, or other similar ordissimilar
ci rcunstances beyond Its control.
GIUARANTY AND) iOYAi.TIES,
5. Ballanthie agrees to pay a guarantee of $3,000.00 (three thousand dollars)
paiyalble half oi slgnling of this Agreeltlelt alld half in tile month of publication
of the Work, i any vtise, not Inter than ,July 1007, to the Seller against a royalty
to be earned tt the following riltes, chased uipon retail sales to the public as reported to Ballantine by its exclusive distributor, and other sales to the public,
If ally :
0% (six percent) of the U.S. retail pr'ice per copy, on United States Fales; and
it fiat. 4% (four percent) of the U.S. rttal price per copy on Canadian, overseas,
Goverminent agency, book clib and Ope'n Market sales; except as hereinafter
provided in Paragraph 11 with respect to copies sold as "remalnders."
ItE'0lo'rg AND PAYMENTS

0. Ballantine shall render statements of sales is from April lst to September
80th and its front Octoler 1st to March 31st of each year and shall make settlement
tfhreundtr oil or Niforo February 1st for tle sixniontb period ending the
preceding Septentber 30th, and ont or before August 1st for the six.month period
ending the preceding March 81st.

lRINTER'S AFpIDAVITS
7. Ballantne shall furnish prller's allidavits of the number of books bound,
promptly after said affidavits are obtalable.

PLATES

8. The Seller agrees to furnish without cost to Ballantine, two copies of the
trade edition of said book and Ballantine agrees to print tile text of said book
faithfully from plates to be manufactured by it, which plates are to be and
remain its property. Ballantine further agrees to print on the copyright page
of each book the copyright notices as contained in the said trade edition. The
Seller agrees that Ballantine may include any material relating to the book
which appeared on the jacket of the trade edition thereof.
OUARANTY AGAINST INFRINGEMENT, LIBEL, ETC.

9. The Seller warrants that it owns the publishing rights to said book which
are granted hereunder and that said rights are not subject to any prior agreenient, lien or other right which may interfere with the rights of Ballantine
under this agreement. The Seller further warrants that said book contains no
libelous or other unlawful matter, and that it in no wise infringes upon the
copyright or violates any other right of any person or party and it agrees to
hold Ballantine harmless against any claim or demand, or against any recovery
in any suit which may be brought or had against Ballantine, including count.
sel fewes incurred, by reason of a violation of any proprietary right or copyright or
be ase of any llibelous or other unlawful nutter contained in said book. The
Seller further warrants that
(aid
book contains no obscene matter and agrees to
hold lllantine haraless to the extent of one-half of any expenses Incurred by
4allanwtlne, including counsel feef, in defending tiny claim or demand or proeeling against Ballantine or any other person, flirin or corporation selling said book,
by reason of any obscene matter contained in said book. In defending any such
claim, demand, action or proceeding, Ballantine shall have time right to select
counsel.
0ONFLIOTING PUBLICATION

10. The Seller agrees that during the term of this agreement and any renewal
thwreof it will not publlsh or permit to be published by any party other than
Ballantine any edition of said book which will retail at $1.00 (one dollar) or
less per copy.
REMAINDERS

11. If in the opinion of Ballantine tile continued sale of said book shall cease to
be profitable, Ballantine may dispose of any copies remaining on hand as "re.
malnders" jit any price, it may see fit. The royalty payable on all copies sold by
Ballantine as "remainders" shall be 5% (five percent) of the net amount received
by Ballantine, except that as to any such copies sold at cost or less than cost Io
royalty shall lie payable.
REVERSION FOR FAILURE TO KEEP IN PRINT

12. If during
term of
agreement or
tiny rnewal
thereof,
andforth
unless
prevented
from the
so doing
by this
circumstances
beyond
its control,
as set
in
Paragraph 4, Ballantine shall fail to keep said book in print (i.e., available for
sale hy Ballantine's exclusive distributor) for a period of six (6) months, and
shall fail to reprint the same within three (3) months after written demand
(served after expiration of said period of six (0) months by the Seller, all rights
granted herein, except the right to dispose of copies on hand, shall revert to the
Seller upon the expiration of said three (8) months. Ballantine shall notify the
Seller at the time of rendering royalty statements, if the title contracted for
herein shall be out of print at the date of any such statement.
OPTION
13. The Seller agrees to submit to Ballantine the author's next hook-length work
In which the F4,ller owns rights before submitting the same to any other publisher.
Ballantine shall lie entitled to a period of six weeks after tile submission within
which to notify the Seller whether it desires to publish such work, upon substan.
tially the same terms and conditions as relate to the work that is the subject of
this Agreement.

APPLICATION OF LAWS

14. This agreement shall be interpreted according to the laws and statutes of

the State of New York, regardless of the place of its execution.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement the
day and year set forth above.
(Illegible), WI1nS8.

ltler,
(Illegible,)
(Illegible), Ballantine.
The CIIAIIiMAN. Are you familiar with recent newspaper stories
concerning the Steelcase Furniture Co., of Grand "Rapids, Mich., including one in the Chicago Daily News for November 2, 1973, with
regard to a contract between the furniture com pany and the General
Services Administration for furnishing a
federal Building in
Chicago?
Mr. FOiiD. I am quite familiar with it, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIA1nr,N. Well, would you then tell the committee what role,
if any, you had with respect to the award of this contract to the furniture company, and whether there was any competitive bidding on the
contract, if you know?
Mr. FonRD. Well, in the first place, Mr. Chairman, I had nothing
whatsoever to do with the award of the contract to Steelcase for the
Federal Building in Chicago. I have a fairly lengthy story about that,
and if the chairman would permit me. I would lik to follow it in
sequence, because I think it is important to answer in detail the allegations inthe article.
It starts with the allegation that I placed a Mr. Joseph Lawless in an
influential position in the GSA furniture purchasing position, and
that Lawless, in return for a favor that I allegedly did for him, then in
turn assisted Steelcase in getting this contract for Steelcase in Grand
Rap~ids.
1
A tie point out at the outset, first, that Steelcase is a company in

Grand Rapids, Mich.-in my hometown-that employes approximately 4,000 employees. It is a very substantial employer, an'a very
fine company in the community. So 1, like any other Member of Congress, withiA the law, within thie regulations, (Iotry to help companies
of that sort--nd Steelcase, like any other.
__ow,Mr. Lawless was em loyed in 1967 by GSA, as a general commodities control specialist. 1e 1fmd had some prior purchasing experience; lie was employed in 1967, as a resident of Tennessee, and I am
told that. lie got the job in GSA in 1967, by one of my late colleagues,
former Congiessman Everett of Tennessee.
On June 11, 1971, I received a letter from Father William Lawless,
who-is a Catholic priest in my congressional district, requesting that I
recommend his brother Joe Lawless to GSA for a promotion. I did
orally recommend Joe Lawless to that position on September 10, 1971,
and Lawless was prolnoted to chief, office supplies, textiles and domestic section, anI acknowledged to me thanks for whatever help I
was able to give him.
Now, iinthat position, lie had no furniture responsibility at all.
Within 00 days, according to GSA files, Lawless and one bernard
Marker, changed jobs within GSA; Mr. Lawless became the chief,
furniture and furnishings branch-he had not had that job-because
of his competence and through his background in Tennessee. GSA
-- iiiovd him from the previous job into the furniture job and moved the

other man into the Job Mr. Lawless previously had. This was a lateral
transfer within GSA, and I had no part in it.
Nowl Mr. Lawless's new duties include supervising the development
of specifications for furniture to be purchased by GSA. Approximately
1 year later, on October 3, 1972, I was asked by Mr. Lawless if I would
help him got a promotion from his job in Washington, where he had
something to do with the furniture industry, to be the Regional Direc.
tor of Region 6 for the Federal Supply Service of GSA.'He wanted to
go from Washington to Kansas City.
Well, we tried'"to help him, but the truth is we were not successful.
GSA turned him down and denied my recommendation. On Octobet' 16, 1972, Mr. Sampson acknowledged my recommendation,.but as
I said a moment ago, both Lawless and I wer~i denied, or, lie was denied
the position and my recommendation was denied.
On June 11, 1973, again at Mr. Lawless's request, lie wanted to be
transferred from Washington to the Denver regional office. I again
recommended him, because I thought he was a good 'man, but again
GSA turned (lown his request and my recommendation.
Now, Mr. Lawless, I understand, has been interviewed by the staff,
and he denies categorically that I ever talked with him about the Steelcase matter. Now, Mr. Lawless did create, wlhen hie had the job of
writing s)ecifications, furniture specifications for approximatelywell, or tie GSA furniture program, "'These, were wliat they called
performance specifications, and f am told that those specifications
drafted by Mr. Lawless permitted not only Steelcase to bid, but the
following other office furniture manufacturing companies: General
Fireproofing, All-Steel, (7orey-Jamestown, Inter-Royal, and Supreme
Steel. The net result is that those specifications were available to Steelcase and five other furniture manufacturers. Now, here is the Steelcase
history of procurement of Government contracts while Mr. Lawless
haq ben in office, on competitive bid contracts:
Competitive bid contracts; there were 55 of them and Steelcase got
two of them. Steelcase got two out of 55 competitive bid contracts. I
can't recall whether they got the contract in the Chicago case, but if
they did it was on pure competition, with at least five other companies
eli ible to participate.
The CTIA1rAAN. Do you know if they got any contracts other than
through competitive bils?
Mr. FORnD. As I understand it, there is another method by which
furniture can be bought on a noncompetitive basis, but if my i'nformation is accurate, and I believe it is, Mr. Lawless had nothing to do
with the noncompetitive bid aspects of furniture procurement for
GSA, and I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, categorically, that I never
had one contact with OSA under any circumstances involving noncompetitive bids for furniture through'GSA.
Now I have here an affidavit by Mr. Lawless which I will be glad
to rea'd and submit for the record. It is very short, but it reads as
follows:
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COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA )
)
COUNTY OF ARLINGTON

as

AFFIDAVIT

I, JOSEPH LAWLESS, being first duly sworn, depose and say
as follows

My name in JOSEPH LAWLESS.

I have been employed by the

General Services Administration since October, 1967.

I am

presently Chief of the Furniture and Furnishings Branch, in
which capacity I have served since October 15, 1971.

I was introduced to Congressman Gerald R. Ford through
my brother, William L. Lawless, who is pastor of Immaculate
Heart of Mary Catholic Church in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Congressman Ford did write a letter in my behalf recommending me
for promotion to Chief, Office Supplies, Textiles and Domestic

Branch, Standardization Division, Federal Supply Sorvice, which
position had no bearing on specifying furniture items.

My pre-

sent position as Chief of Furniture and rturnishings Branch was
an internal promotion and Congressman Ford in no way assisted in
this promotion.

I have been informed that alleqation

have been made to

the effect that Congresaman Ford influenced me to prepare certain
furniture specifications in a manner that only one company,
STEELCASE, INC., could comply.
false.

Thiq allegation is categorically

I never spoke to Conqressman Ford or any mombor of his

staff regarding Steelcaso, Inc., or any specifications of
furniture,
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Further, of the fifty-five (55) contracts awarded for
contemporary office furniture since I assumed my present position

with the Foder~l Supply Service, Stoolcaso, Inc. has secured
only two (2) and in dollar volume is close to the bottom of the

list,
bid.

All of these fifty-five (55) contracts wore competitively
In every case in which Stoolcase, Inc. submitted a bid,

numerous other

furniture manufacturing companies also bid dis-

puting the allegation that any specifications were tailored to

Steelcaso, Inc.

3U-EIILWL

W

L
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On the 34.- day of November, 1973, before me a Notary
Public in and for the Commonwealth of Virginia, County of
Arlington, personally appeared JOSEPH LAWLESS, and made oath that
he is the affiant heroin and that the matters and facts contained heroin are true and correct to the best of his knowledge
and belief.
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN this

A

day of

1973.

NOTARY P

My commission expires

The CuImIA
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x4. Senator Cook, I apologize for going over my time.
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Cook, would you permit
just a very brief comment at this point?
Senator CooK. Yes, certainly; I will yield to the Senator.
Senator TirmNi. In the light of that answer by Congressman Ford,
which certainly went into detail and would appear to bea very comnplete answer, I am looking at a Chicago Daily News Service story,
which was carried not only on the front page of the Chicago Daily
News but also on the front page of the Detroit Free Press, where it was
headlined: I"Representati%'e Ford Helps Company Get Government
Contracts."
That is a charge with a lot of impact, carried on the front page. Now
we can all watch, with interest, to see what kind of a story follows, as
a result of Congressman Ford's reply.
Mr. FonD. M r. Chairman, and Senator Cook, could I add one 2.min.
ute answer to wrap up certain aspects of this? The allegation either
was made in the article or was threatened to be made in that article,
that my family's paint business also was somehow involved in GSA
and Steelcase. "SoI immediately tried to check the facts.

The record shows that mv brother now runs the family paint business, the Ford Paint & Varnish Co. I called my brother who runs the
company, and I said: "Dick, tell me how much paint Ford Paint &
Varnish sold to Steelease." So he checked the books, and I have copies
of letters from my brother which indicate the facts, but I will stunmarize them.
In the years 1971, 1972, and 1973, Ford Paint & Varnish Co., did not
sell I pint of paint to Steelcase for production paint, and I am told
that Steelcasp, buys about $'21/2
million worth of production paint each
year. So my brother's company never sold 1 pint-or less-of paint
to the Steelcase firm.

And I said: "Well, you make maintenance paint; did you sell any

maintenance paint to Steelease ?" And so he went back and checked
the books, and the books show that in 1971, Ford Paint & Varnish sold
to Steelcase $40.25 worth of maintenance paint. In 1972, nothing, and
in 1073, nothing.
I am sure that information disappointed this newspaper reporter
who thought he was really going to get,something, but think those

facts ought to be. on the record to show that in this case, as in others,

there is no foundation to at least some of these allegations.
Senator GmIFIN. Senator Cook, I appreciate that interruption; I

will deduct that from my time.

Mr. FORD. May I submit these letters from my brother for the
record?
Senator CooK. Mr. Chairman, due to the fact that Senator Scott
was not hero last week, I would like to yield my time. at this point to
him so that he may have an opportunity to as'k questions.

The Cir,%inaN.Very vell.

Senator Scor'. Mr. haim'nan, Senator Cook, I want to thank both
of you. I am glad to be here today: I think we ought to begin by saying,
Congressnian Ford, that you anid I will both be at the same dinner
tonight so that no improper inference will be drawn from that.
Mr. Ol),.Well, I am lightedd to go to that dinner where you are
being honored, in Philadelphia, for long and constructive service.
Senator Scorr. Its high time, too. [Laughter.] I thiink we ought to
be saying for the benefit of the suspicious, that although it is a fundraising dinner, it is of no financial benefit either to you or to me or to
our campaigns.
I want to go into some foreign policy aspects. Now, you were on the
trip to China in a party which included the late I-Tale Boggs and other
Members of the I-oise of Representatives, and there you had an opportunity to visit with Premier Chou En-lai, the Deputy Foreign
Minister, the great intellectuals of China, and probably some of the
other leaders. I would like you to tell us what benefits you feel arose
fro-,a the visit of yourself and your party to China, and would you
fix the date of the visit?
Mr. FOND. Yes, I will, Senator Scott. The late Congressman Hale
Boggs and I followed the President, and you and Senator Mansfield, on
a trip to mainland China. Our trip began June 28 and ended July 8,
1972. We went there as majority and minority leader in the House, to
broaden the effort that was initiated by the 'President. Our purpose
was to travel as much as possible over mainland China, to meet as
many of the top leaders, to expand the efforts of-in the area of trade,
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mutual understanding, cultural areas, and in every way we could, to
find out as much as we could about the Chinese people, its country, and
its leaders, so we could come back and more adequately or helpfully
explain to the American people why this was a good initiative by the
President in seeking to broaden and. make more permanent world
peace.
The people that you have mentioned, Senator Scott, are, I think
without exception, the ones that Hale Boggs and I spent a great deal of
time with. We spent the better part of 4 or 5 hours with Chao Fon-lon,
who is one of the very top leaders in China. We spent a total of about
7 hours, including diAner, with Chou En-lai. In every community that
we visited, we were met by a delegation of their top leaders; usually
our host was a vice chairman of a revolutionary committee. I dont
think we ever met a chairman, but we met wiih the top people in
Shanghai, Canton. Peking, Shenyang, Ihanson-the latter two being
up in old Manchuria .
The 7-hour meeting with Chou En-lai covered the broadest range
of problems, worldwide, not only the relationship between the ITnited
States and the People's Republiv of China. This was a frank and free
discussion with Chou En-lai setting forth to us, as I am sure he did to
von and Senator Mansfield, some views that we did not agree with.
hut it was our op)portunity to explain to him why our country has had
a policy in this area or thit area. I honestly believe that this'expostre
was a very broadening one for me. but it also helped to hack up views
that the President and you and Senator Mansfield had expressed to
Chou En-lai as the second man in the Government of the Chinese
People's Republic.
I think I am very fortunate that at that time I-Tale Boggs and I
were the fourth and fifth Americans, official Americans, who have had
this unique opportunity to talk to the second most influential and important person in a nation of 800 million people, which I believe is
growing at the rate of two new New York Cities every 12 months.
Senator Scmv'. One remark you made should bo'clarifled for the
record, because Senator Mansfield and I had the same experience: we
were always met by the vice chairmen of the revolutionary committee
and the representatives of the workers, the army, and others.
Tt is my understanding that the chairman of a revolutionary committee, under protocol, would only meet with chiefs of state, and therefore that is why we always only had vice chairmen. It is not important,
but it-someone might trv to derogate your appearance here by saying
you only met the No. 2 peoj)le. But you did meet the No. 1 man; you
spent 7 hours with him. Is that right ?
Mr. Fonn, Yes, sir.
Senator SCor. And these bipartisan meetings, T take it, You felt
were helpful and were of some use to the foreign policy of the, 1ited
States Would you also comment on the exchange of Chinese and
American groups I
Mr. Fonn. When we returned, Conaressman Boggs and I made two
reports a confidential report to the President, and a published report
to the Congress and the American people, As a result, several groups,
including the President, who went. to China-we have seen a great
expansion in our foreign trade.
At the time we were there, the Chinese had purchased only I think
five 707's and some highly sophisticated electronic equipment and
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there has developed since that time the substantial American-Chinese

trade. It is my understanding it is approximately $300 million a year.
In addition, there have been many, many Chinese groups, intellectuals,
people from the cultural world, the athletic world, Chinese coming to
the United States, and Americans going to the People's Republic.
It is my judgment also, Senator Scott that this new relationship
between the Chinese People's republic and the United States has had a
very beneficial impact inwinging about peace in Southeast Asia. It has
had the impact worldwide, through the United Nations and otherwise,
for better possibilities of assuring peace over a long period of time.
Senator Scoi-r. Ilould you comment on the nature of your comments
with the leaders of the Soviet Union?
Mr,Fonw,. I have been to the Soviet Union once, but I have met with
Soviet leaders who have coiie to the United States a number of times,
mnd I have the. same reactions, Senator Scott, that the meetings that I
participated in with others, would certainly have played a part in getting the Soviet Union to better understand the attitude of the American l)eo)le ul our Goverlliil(,nt in relations between the United States
wnd the Soviet Union. I have had similar experiences, Senator Scotti
with leaders of Yugoslavia, of IFrance, of Poland, of Japan-there are
Many, many others. but those are the ones that come to mind.
Senator c'-0.
11reat
Britai, I assume, since we always meet the
British. You have taken part in international conferences?
Mr. Fomn. I have been a member of the Inter-Parliamentary Union
Group: I have been to Warsaw, to Belgrade, and to Brussels N'ith that
group. I have been a member of the Canadian-American Inter-Parliamentary Group, and I have met with the Inter-Parliamentary Groups
f rom South Korea, and Mexico.
Senator Sco'. And are you familiar with chiefs of state, or leading figures, of Latin American countries?
Mr. Fol). Yes. I also met with the Inter-Parliamentary Group that
was here that represented a number of Latin American countries. On
a number of occasions-I can't, recollect specifically-but chiefs of
state from other Latin American countries who were in the United
States-I did have the opportunity of meeting with them, in small
groups.
Senator Sco-r. Now, over the years I take it that you have had a
wide familiarity with the evolution of American foreign policy. For
how many vear's would you state that your experience has coi,eved?
Mr. Formtt. I was uniquely fortunate, Senator Scott, when I first
came to Congress. because our senior Senator at that time from Michigan was the late Senator Arthur Vandenberg. lie was a close pernalod
friend of iny father, and when I caine here in 1949 as a freshman, Senator Vandenberg and his wife sort of took my wife and myself under
their wing.
At that time, of course, Senator Vandenberg was one of the great
architects of our bipartisan foreign policy. lie and his wife were extremely helpful, and they were not only' kihd in a social way, but
Senator Vandenberg reallv had a tremenilous impact on my attitude in
relationship to foreignpo61cv.
1, like Senator Vandenberg, had a change before World War II.
Senator Vandenberg and I he in a much more important capacity,
were what you would call isolationists, but during the war and as a
result of our international experiences$ Senator Vandenberg made a
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great transition from isolationism to internationalism. I in a much
more minor capacity also saw tile light. His impact on me was very
substantial, and his help and assistance were very great.
Senator ScoTw. Therefore, if you were calledupon to visit other
countries and meet chiefs of state, in many of these areas you would
expect to meet friends, people with whom you are already familiar.
Mr. FORD. I think that is a fair analysis.
Senator Sco'rr. That is all I have except one final comment, I notice
in your opening statement you wore good enough to mention that you

had submitted my name among others to the President for Vice Presi(lent, I am pleased that you did, but I am a lot more pleased that the
President selected you.
Mr. FoeD. Thanl you very much, sir.
The CTATRMA. Senator Poll?

Senator Ppri. I would like to follow lip a little bit on Senator
Scott's foreign policy thought and then return to the question of integrity in Government.
You just said you are an internationalist in your thinking. Do you
think that as an internationalist we should hav' more concern for the
human rights, for the suffering around the world, both in the comtries of the left'-the Soviet Union, and also the countries of the
right,-Greece, Brazil, Chile? It, concerns me that as an internationalist country with internationalist dealings, we tend to wipe our hands
of the human plight and hiunan l)roblems in these areas.
Mr. FonD. We certainly are interested, Senator Poll, in the wellbeing of people of the countries where they have a different form of
government from our own, where freedom in our sense does not exist.
and that lack of freedom does exist in countries that are controlled
by the left, and by the right. I deplore that and I wish we could, in
some responsible 'vay-proper way-help to do something to develop
in those countries the freedom that we and many other people have.
I think you are caught on the horns of a dilemma.
Take Chile. It was under, for a period of time until recently, Allonde; although it was a democracy and l. was elected, I thin k the
trend was moving much more to the left. We didn't necessarily approve that trend-at least, I didn't-but when they had that horrible
earthquake in Chile, during Mr. Allende's tenure as President, we as
a Nation gave substantial amomts of food, medical supplies, and other
needed help to the Chilean people.
Now, we did that even though none of us may have been supportive
of the Goernment,because we as Americans are interested in people,
whether they are ruled by a dictator or whether they rule themselves,
and I suspect there are many other examples where'we have done the
same.
In the case of Yugoslavia, which comes to mind because I was there
back in 1961 or 1962, there was another earthquake at Skopje. I was
there sshortly after that as a member of the Independent Parliamentary Union, and we had gone to Skopje and seen the devastation which
was unbelievable. The Tunited States was the greatest benefactor to
the people of Skopje of any country in the world. Although we have
friendly relations with Marshal Tito and his government, I don't
think that we necessarily subscribe to their form of government.
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Again, I say ,the American people are generous and humane, and
they want to help people regardless of the kind of government they
have, and I believe that.
Senator PELL. What I am trying to get at is that we are talking to
you as a potential President, n ot in your capacity as Vice President.
If you were President, would you see'the opportunity of putting more
pressure on these nations to the right and the left, to bring more into
the public domain the question of the human rights, the question of

torture, the question of restraints from immigration, these kinds of
things?

Mr. FORn. I wouhl certainly do my utmost, Senator Pell. I have been
impressed, for example, witl the eIl'orts made by our Government in
getting Jewish immigrants from the Soviet U)'iion to Israel. In the
inst 2 years, I think that number has gone up from virtually zero to
about 80,000 to 40,00ia year. I know this has come about because of
our hope that the Soviet" lnfion woul(l be very responsive in that regard, and they have beIen. There comes a point, however, where you
just ('an't,tell another country they have to (10 it, but we certainly 'an,
try, I think our Government, under every administration that I have
been familiar with-Democratie or Repulian-has sought to do that.
Senator PEmra. If the mantle of the Presidency fell on you, vouild it
be your intention to keep I)r. Kissinger as Secretary of 8tate?
,qMr. FORD. I think he is a superb Secretary of State.
Senator PELL. So do I. Would you advocate a speedup in our exchange of ambassadors with Swedeni.
Mir. FORD. I would hope that we could resume noi'mal relations with
Sweden. A very good friend of mine, Fred Holland, I think, was our
Ambassador there. Ile did a very outstanding job, and I have talked
to Fred about this situation. I think there is a great friendship ainong
the Swedish people for Americans and vice versa. I would hope thal
we could improve our relations in helping each other.
Senator PELL. Thank you. Now, in the remaining time that is allotted to me, I would like to return to this basic problem, which I
think is what bothers the American people more than anything else,
and that is belief that people at the very top in their Government. are
honest, are men of integrity, men who (lnt lie, or lie with half-truths.
What would be your view-I realize these tare very tough questions,
but I am very interested in this, and I know the American people
would be-as to the correctness of Mr. Richardson's actions, where he
was faced with the alternatives of carrying out an action that lie felt
was counter to his pledge to the Congress, or resigning ? Do you believe
that that would be the same kind of action you would take in the same
situation?
Mr. FORD. Well, as I understand the commitment that former Attornel General Richardson made, at the time Mr. Cox was appointed as
Special Prosecutor, I can fully understan(l Secretary Richardson making the decision not to stay on as Attorney General. I was not a party
to those agreements but al)parently he, as Attorney General, felt commitments were made and that in those circumnstances, he could not
stay on. I assume that if I were in that position, I would probably do
the same.
Senator PTAL,. We are now getting into this question of the Special
Prosecutor, whether it be a congressional choice or whether it be set
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ip under the Justice Department, et ceteia-.If the precedent we see in
tile executive department is carried out, it is tie understanding that the
Prosecutor could not be dismissed unless it was with the consent of a
substantial majority-the majority and minority leaders of the House
and senate, and theo chairmen and ranking minority meml)ers of the
Judiciary Committee-what are your views of the substantial majority ? Five or more?
Mr. Fonn. I haven't added up the number. That would come to nine?
Senator Pir,. Eight.
Senatnr Scorr. Could I interrupt and say I believe the word is "con.
senses?"
S nator P.Lr,, I thought the same thing. I had my staff look it up,
and they used the word "substantial majority."
,Senator Sco'-r. Well, I understand it means six or seven.

Mr. Fonn. Well, the minimum would obviously be live; whether it
would be six or seven, I would lean toward seven.

Senator PEi.yL. Thank you very much, and I think that would-your
replies particularly to questions concerning Secretary Richards4on's
action is a comforting one to the American people, because you have
this quality, as far as I can see, of openness and honesty, and'I believ'o
your reputation is justified by these hearings. Thank you very much.

'he U ATrMAN. Senator Griffin?
S0.1nator GRIrFiN. Senator Cook, I believe, has been bypassed. Go
ahead, sir.
Senator Coox. Congressman, in going over the record this past
weekend, I catte across one phrase that you may want to correct relative to vour remarks on your visit to the doctor in New York. On page
123 of tle record, you said:
I, of course, have no knowledge of what he did ftter I got out and walked

into the doctor's office. I did wait for a limited period of time, while the doctor
was apparently seeing another patient, but to my Iest recollection, Senator Cook,
I wag in the presence of Dr. Hutschnecker approximately 15 minutes.

I am merely asking you that because after we get all through with
this. I do not Icnow if we will read it in th Detroit Free Press, or some
other newspaper, but somebody will pick up the facts that you said
"another" patient.
And I -would like for you to correct the record at this time, or substantiate your remarks made relative to the actual facts.
Mr. FOn. Senator Cook, I did read the transcript. I noted that
inadvertent slip.
I want to correct the record that I never visited Dr. Hutschnecker as
a patient.
Simply, inadvertently said "patient" when T intended to say I was
waiting in the reception room while he was apparently with a atient.
Senator CooK. Well, I want to get that into the record, and obviously I think the committee will discuss this with the doctor, and
whatever records he may have, and that will be substantiated.

Congressman, in your position as Vice President. and your role as

the second ranking official of the United States, would vot, in effect,
feature yourself as an ombudsman to carry complaints to'the President
of the United States?
This will be especially pertinent in view of your role as the President of the Senate. Do you feel that this is an integral part of your
position?
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Mr. Fon). I certainly do. Senator Cook, I believe a Vice President,
i f he maintains a close-association with the Members of the House and
Senate, on both sides of the political aisles, if he keeps his contacts with
people generally throughout the United States, people from all walks
of life,lie can one back and report to the President, views that the
President ought to have. And those views might not, on all occasions,
agree with the attitudes, or the point of view, of the President. So I
honestly believe that a Vice President can )e anl ombudsman as far as
the Government is concerned. And 1 would certainly try to carry out
that resplonsibility.
Senator ()oK.
'ell, it seems to me that the role that you have had
in the past, more particularly tits you for this than many individuals
who have been Vice President of the United States, By having been
in the position of minority leader of the House, having' worked with
Members of Congress, having worked with mai'; Members of the Sellate, it seems to me you find yourself in a much better position to understand the legislative aspects of the Vice Pivosidcnt's work than would
or(linarily 1) the case. As you know, Congressman. occasionally the
E,executive re(quests that something be done,. when y'ou f rom the legislative aspect know that it cannot be done. Tihus. think we find ourselves in a position where we would have a I'mi greater degree of
rapport with you, as far as the Congress is concerned in its relationsh 1) with the 'President than we have had in quite some time.
Mr. Foi). Well, that is my intention, and if '1 im conflirmed, and I
do not carry out that, I wilt expect you md others, Senator Cook, to
remind me'frequently, because I think this is an important responsibility of my prospective role.
Senator CooK. Now, let us concentrate on what Senator Pell has
talked about in relationship to the integrity of (over1nent. ANs you1
know, Members of Congress are required to s bmit a detailed list of
any business activities in which they are involved. along with a fairly
coml)relclnsive breakdown of any a(d itions to our congressionall salary,
honorariums of over $300 from single sources, amd so forth.
What are your feelings on requiring the 'resi(lent and the Vice
President of the Urnited States to make some kind of disclosure, if not
the same kind of disclosure? Obviously, there would have to be a different depository for that iiformatioln. What (10 yo think of legislative proposals to require a Ties
of financial disclosure for the President and Vice President?
Mr. Font. It, is my judgment that, if Members of the Congress are
required to make such reports, I see no reason in the world why the
President and the Vice President, during their term of office, should
not have the same requirements imposed on them. I would say the
same thing about State legislators, about Governors and Lieutenant
Governors, and I would broaden that. I see no reason in the world why
mimeibers of the Federal judiciary should not be required to meet the
same standards, and top officials'in the executive brainh, generally. I
do not think legislators should have any one standard, and others'another. We all serve the American px)oplle. whether we are appointed as
judges, elected as Presidents and Vice Presidents, or elected as Mombers of the Congress.
Senator Coo. Well, I agree with you when you speak in terms of
Federal officials and Federal elected individuals.
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I think the Congress of the T
United States would have a rather difficult tine legally, or constitutionally, imposing that same restriction
on State legislators and Governors.
Mr'. FeI). I a'ree with you. But I am trying to say if we set the
standard, I think it would be incumbent upon those in State governitients to (10 the same.
Senator CooK. Now, on an altogether different, subject. I would like
to pursue your comments fronl Friday on I)etroleum. and discuss your
views on ihe total energy problem. hust, you believe that we do in
f act have an energv crisis?
Mr. Fon). I think we do. You can define a crisis (liffrelntly, but
it is my opmion that we have an energy crisis under my definition.
Senator CooK. WeIl, I eX)eetVd you to answer that way, oliously,
and it is a question that probably one would not ask another in ou11r
position tlse (lays. But in regat'(l to that answer, what is your feeling
,oncelriling the development of domeiec resources; for example, liuy
State is a (oal-I)rodueing State.
The Nation needs this domestic energy fuel; yet we hav a problem
faing its (onerning the use of the so-(alledl dirty fuel. I do not
suggest, that we lower ou1r air quality standards below that which is
helplful to the Nation. Bit I am oncerned that we. solve the domestic
fue In'l)l oes. This Senator would like to eliminate our depen(lece
on foreign fuel sources, and how do you think that this can best heA
accompll shed I
Mr. FoiR'. I believe we were negligent, for a long period of time in
supplying Federal funds for research in the development of a cleaner
coaliurninla capability.
W1it-hinl the last, yeau, if mly recollection is correct, we dloub~led that
research undl development money. Perhaps we ought to expand it even
further. so that sonlic of these coatl de1posits wid'h1 a-re alleged to be
dirt-y, can )e more easily and properly utilized. We have, as T recall,
about 83() years of coal supply, based on the forecast of our utilization.
It is almost incomplrehensible to me that we have not done more to find
ways to use coal in the l)roduction of energy within the Vnited States,
and tuade available more money for reseaieh, more money for determining how to get it out; more easily and transporting it more effectively. Certainly these things ought, to be undertaken.
Senator CooK. Well, may I add. I have just been kidded by one of
iy ,olleafes., but this Senator feels that a research and development
program should ho established in the nature of a. trust, and( not in the
nature of a year-to-year apl)ropriation by the Congress. Because I
think we will find ourselves diluting onii ability to depend on this
research and development, and look for an ultimate answer within
the immediate foreseeable future, and I hope that you, as the Vice
President, and I hope that You as a potential President., would seriously
consider the aspect of the establishment of a trust. We need to knowthat we can depend on an ongoing, continuing research and development program because of the problems that we failed to handle in the
past, and the problems that we must obviously handle in the future.
Mr. ForD. Well, I think any administration, the present or those
that follow, ought to expand our resources for research and if the
trust program is the best way to insure a continuity approach, I would
be favorably inclined.
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Senator CooK. Thank you very much.
Tho CiA .MMA:
N. SCeltor Byrd'?
Senator BYiD. Mr. Ford, reference has been made repeatedly to
the possibility, if you are confirmed as the Vice President, that you
may one day become the Chief Executive of the United States. If you
should sometime assume that office, you would then become the chief
architect of our foreign policy. Do you favor any kind of exploratory
review of current IJUited States policy toward Cuba'?
Mr. Fomio. 1 certainly think we ought to have a continuing exploratory review of our policy with Cuba. The circumstances do change in
the relationships between the united States and other countries, as
hapl)ened in respect to our relationship with the Chinese People's Republic. If a olicy is not working, or it can be improved, certainly the
top strategists in the l)epartment of State and the Office of the President ought to be working on how we can make the policy more
effective.
Senator BYim. Would you, then, favor a relaxation of the President's
rigid policy of no dialog ill any field with the Castro government
Mr. Foim. IWith what government-the Castro?
Senator BYRD. Tile Castro gove rumnent.
Mr. Fom. 1 think we have got, to have this exploratory review first,
and if there are any areas that might then lead to an opening of a
dlialog, yes, I wouh'1 favor it ; Ibut I (10 not want. to commit myself
until we have anl opportunity for this most recent revieiv of the cur,rent status of thiat relationships.
Senator BYiD. The ,Jackson amendment to the trade bill-strongly
supported in 1both the Senate and the House-is nevertheless a mattel of coInsidera ble. controversv in our relations with the Soviet Union.
What a re your feelings regarding what the Jackson amendment seeks
to do?
Mr. Font. I believe that it would be well to include the JacksonVanik amendment in the trade bill. But I would add a proviso to that
hnguatte, a proviso which we have used in many. many other instances
in other legislation. The proviso would say thai there shall be no mostfavored-nation arrangement with the So'iet Union unlesq the-no, it
should he the other way-there may be a most-favored-nation relationship with the .SovietUnion, unless the President finds in the national
intere4t that that should be denied.
This, I think, is the President's, the Chief Executive's flexibility to
say to the Soviet Union, or to any other country, that, if you have
po lieies tlat are contrary to the well-being of certain of youi citizens.
the President has that capability of terminating that authority.
We have done that, as you know, Senator Byrd, in many cases in
the past in the foreign aid bill, in the Defense Department appropritions bill. where we say a police is suchl and such. and then we give the
President-whether it, is President Kennedv, President Johison, or
President Nixon-the authority for flexibility, and an escape clause,
if yotr wish to cAll it that. I think that is a proper amendment to the
Jac-kson-Vanik pronosal.
Senator BYm. The recent near confrontation between the Soviet
Union and the United States over the Middle Ea4 flareup has raised
furious charges that our NATO allies failed to give us the support
for our "alert."
23-712--73-8
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Mr. Kissinger is quoted as saying that lie is fed up with our NATO
partners. Is it your view, that perhaps NATO has outlived its usefulness, or that the United States should begin to overhaul our relationships, or military commitments to NATO?
Mr. FoRn). Well, Dr. Kissinger is a lot more qualified to do the details
that justify his comments, and I would not seek to explain or disagree
with his operations, but the question, as I understand it, you asked
me, was whether NATO had outlived its usefulness, whether it can be
improved, et cetera. In my judgment, NATO is a very important part
of our foreign policy-for the United States and for the free world.
It. was formed in 1951, when President Truman sent General EisAnhower to Europe. I think it has been extremely successful in carrying
out his intended purpose.
Now, it has w. rked exactly as you and I and others might reckon.
The allegation is made with,'I think, some validity, that we have contributed more than our share in dollars, troops, and hardware, and
that our partners have not done their full share.
Senator BYRD. How do feel about that?
Mr. FORD. I think we ought to do more. I think the pressure should
comie from the United States, that they should do more. I hasten to
ad though. that I do not thinkat this stage we should unilaterally
withdraw a fixed number or a percentage of our contribution in troops,
because we are in the process of troop negotiations with the Soviet
Union, or the Eastern Bloc countries, and I would rather have a mutual
reduction, rather than a unilateral.
Senator BYRDm.
But you would agree that our NATO allies ought to
carry a heavier burden, and that they have not lived up to their
commitments?
Mr. FORI). No question about that.
Senator BYRD. They ought to carry a heavier burden. Now, if the
United States should unilaterally Nvithdraw some troops .and other
personnel, would this not then provide the impetus for our NATO
allies to come up with more support?
Mr. FORD. Senator, that is a very logical argument, and I have
thought about it myself. But during this very difficult period where
we are trying to get mutual withdrawal, I would hesitate to implement
that policy right now. Our European friends have become much more
prosperous. Our European friends in NATO have the manpower, and
the wherewithal to make a bigger contribution, and they should. And
various Secretaries of Defense have been over there and pounded the
table.
Secretary McNamara, I think Secretary Clifford, Secretary Laird,
and I am sure Secretary Schlensinger will. And we have made headway. But just at this critical point they say, "If you do not do it. our
way, we are going to pull out," while we are negotiating with the Eastern Bloc, it might be a little l)recipitous and unwise.
Senator BYRD. Do you not think that, even though it is a critical
point in our international history, as lonsy a, we keep our manpower
there, the NATO allies are not going to fill in any of the gaps?
Mr. FORD. Well, in the meantime, I think we have to look back at the
results and the success of NATO. There ires not bieen any shift in the
order between the East and the West in tie European area since NATO
was formed.
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Senator BYRD. But does not that miss the point of my question,
namely that as long as we supply the manpower, there is no necessity
for the Europeans to do it ?
Mr. FoRD. I meant-my response was not to the point you raised,
------ btut-4 think you have to look at it in the context of whether the program
was successful or not. If it is successful, then even at this stage where
we think we are getting shortchanged, do we want to give up a program
because of arguing about a few trool)s and a few dollars. I want to
negotiate the revision in troops and dollars and equipment, but I do
not want to have a deterioration of a program that. has been successful
for 22 years.
BYRD. Mr. Ford, though a cease-fire is now in -effect in the
Middle East, a potential serious situation that could deeply involve the
United States is still very much present. There are those who advocate
that the United States enter into a firm treaty with the State of
-Israelto guarantee Israel its independence in the case of external attack
from a foreign border. What do you think?
Mr. FoRD. I do not think the United States should enter into such an
agoreenent.
Senator BYRD. The United States has had no
official diplomatic representation in the United Arab Republic for 6 years. Do you feel that
this might in any way be a drawback to a mutually advantageous settlement in the area, and do you think a closer dialog with the Arab
States might be to the advantage of the United States?
Mr. FonD. It is my belief that the present dialog between Doctor
Kissinger and the diplomatic representatives from the United Arab
Republic and from Syria are very beneficial, and if those dialogs, incliding the one with Mrs. Meir, are successful, then I think we ought to
expand our relationships with the United Arab Republic and Syria.
But it is a big step forward to have topflight representatives, diplomatic representatives, from both Svria and the United Arab Republic
in the United States. That has not happened, Senator, for a number
of years. I think this is a step forward, but let us see some results
bef ore we commit ourselves.
Senator BYRD. Criticism has been leveled at this administration for
allegedly failing to conduct an adequate dialog with the Senate and,
particularly, with the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. On
matters of 'policy, the Congress does have a vital interest as a coequal
branch with the executive. If you were to become President at some
point, do you see a necessity for a greater recognition of the important
'E)le that the Congress could and ought to play in the conduct of this
Nation's foreign affairs?
Mr. FoRD. Yes, I do, and it seems to me that Dr. Kissinger has
madA a pretty substantial effort in that regard in the limited time that
he has been Secretary of State. I hasten to add, however, that I do not
imply any criticism of Dr. Kissinger's predecessor. Bill Rogers, in my
opinion, really tried to do that, and made some, I think, great improvements. Whether he agreed with the committee or committees, or not,
is immaterial. But I think Bill Rogers made a real effort to have atwoway street between the legislative and executive branches.
senator Bym. But you yourself see this as a very important role
that the Senate has to play, and that the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee has to play, and you would feel, as I understand it, the responsibility on the part of the Chief Executive to work with, and to
__Senator
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counsel with, and to seek the advice and consent, of the Senate and the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee?
Mr. F Ro). I would say there has to be that relationship. If I am ever
placed in that position of responsibility, I would try to clear that up;
yes, sir.
Senator BYRm. You and I served together in the House, Mr. Ford.
In the world of John Foster Dulles, you anl I both-I assume you
did-I (lid, I supported the idea of tT.S. participation in SEA']'O.
We are living in a. different world today. Ihow do you feel about continued U.S. participation in SEATO?
Mr. FORD. Well, the situation is conisiderablv different today Senator Byrd, from what it was when Secretary l)ulles initiated the activity vhich resulted in SEATO.I am sure that as a result, it probably
ought. to be reviewed. There are so many changes in that part. of the
world. Ii the first l)lace our changed relationship with the Chinese
People's Republic. So I woul strongly urge a review of that arrangement.to see if it ought to be enlarged, revised, or reduced.
The circumstances are totally different in inany respects today from
what,they were when. this was established.
Senator BYRD.Mr. Ford, our recent efforts toward detente with the
People's Republic of China, faced a major obstacle in the insistence of
mainland China, that Taiwan is, and must again lbe, an integral pai't,
of the People's Republic. If you were to become President, what would
your attitude be toward this (lemand?
Mr. FORD. I believe that I would handle the matter as it. is being
currently handled. The unusual part of that, Senator Byrd, is both the
Taiwanese Government and the Chinese People's Republic, both agree
that Taiwan is a part of China. It. is just a difference of oI)inion, as to
whether the Chinese People's Republic, or the Chinese Nationalist
Government represents China.
Now, at the moment. the Chinese People's Republic is not pushing
for us abandoning the Chinese Nationalist. Government., and at the
same time, the ('hinese Nationalist. Goverimient is not forcing otir
hand. I think this is a matter that, will have to eventually be resolved
as the world moves down the road, and that it is advantageous to our
country to have good relations with both.
Senator BYRD. Now, Mr. Chairman. I un(lei'stand my time is up.
May I have just 1 minute for one additional question, which I think,
Mr. Ford can answer just as quickly?
Mr. Ford, according to many observer's. the ]"resident for a long
time did not confide in other than a few close advisers at the White
House--Mr. Ehirlichinan, Mr. Haldeman, Mi. Dean, et itl. This, in the
view of the same observers--myself included to some degree--contriuted perhaps to the atmosphere of hostility that at times existed between the executive branch and the legislative branch-an atmosphere
that really (lid the country no good. If you ever become the President
of the United States, where are you going to seek advice when you do
not know the answers?
Mr. FOrn). I think there is a great reservoir of knowledge and good
judgment, Senator, amongst Members of the House and the Senate.
I know both of them, certainly I know most of the senior people on
both sides of the aisle, and on both ends of the Capitol. These are
knowledgeable, experienced people, with good judgments, and I think

it would be helpful to me in making any decisions, to get a strong input
from this grou).
Senator BYRD. Would you include your department heads?
MNr. FoRm. Oil, surely.
Senator BYim. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your indulgence.
I thank the members of the committee.
The (i IMN. Senator Griffin?
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, you have been very patient
and cooperative, and ver' candid in answering a number of questions,
which have arisen out of some newspaper stories, and more particularlv out of this book written by Mr. Winter-Berger.
I think that most of the questions have now been asked. But perhaps
I should ask one more.
One of the reasons that it is important to ask this uestion-and
I know yon would agree--is that it is not enough for this committee
to be satisfied ('oncerning your qualifications and fitness for this office of
Vice President. but to the greatest, extent possible, it is important that
the people he satisfied. Acordingly, these hearings provide the best opportunitv for them to get your answers to various questions that have
been r ised.
On page -29of th is book Mr. Winter-Berger refers to the fact that on
June 11, 1.961. you had a commitment to speak at Parsons College and
on .une 10, Von received a phone call from Marvin Watson, a White
IHouse aide, informing you that Secretary of State Dean Rusk was
en route home from a conference of foreign ministers in Europe, and
would 1 gIeiving a briefbn the next morning to President Johnson, the
Cabinet. and leaders of Congress. Mr. Winter-Berger states on page
229 and I quote. "Jerry said he couldn't make the meeting because of
hiq prior commitment to speak at Parsons the following afternoon.
After Fo,-d hun. un),lhe told me of the problem. I asked: 'Who will
represent von then ? '
" 'elvin Laird.' lie said. Lird was then the House minority whip,
having lost the party leadership to Ford in a close contest."
Now. to illustrate the carelessness with which Mr. Winter-Berger,
a person who supposedly is intimately familiar with Capitol Hill, uses
words. I wonder if vo mieht state' for the record, if you ever ran
against Melvin Laird for the party leadership in the house, and did
lie lose 1v a close contest?
Mr. FTomn. Well, Senator. I never ran against Melvin Laird for any
Republican leadership oflive. and of course, the statement that von
quote from that. book is completely inaccurate. But it is typical of'the
literally thousands of inaccuracies in the book.
Senator GirtFrix. The fact wits. of course, that your race was against
Mr. Hlalleck. which was a close race.
Mfr. Forn. T ran against Mr. IHTalleek on January 3,1965., as T said,
won by the "landslide" margin of 73 to 67. The'whip. almost from
time imnmemorial, has been Les Arends. He was whip then, and he is
whip now. In 1065 and 19616. Mel Laird was Republican conference
chairman. So Mr. Winter-Berger has his facts all screwed up in this
case like lie has in most cases.
Senator GHR'FF N. I well remember those days.
Mr. FOrT. May I make a comment here, Senator, in respect to Mr.
Winter-Berger's* book and his subsequently alleged affidavit which
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have been brought up several times. I have read the book, and of course
I do not believe ani' of the things he says about me, and I do not believe all) of the things that he says about any other public officials in
that book. I think lie is categoricallv hiaccurate.
Let me just say this to the committee, and to the American people.
If you believe what lie says about me in that book, then, unfortunately,
you have to believe what he says about other people in that book, and
I do not believe that.
I do not think that the committee or the American people believe
it. It is a completely inaccurate demagogic bunch of words that, in
my opinion, do not deserve publication.
Senator GRrF.N. Congressman Ford, I was leading up to a point
that he made in connection with, or thought to make in connection
with, that Parsons College commitment. He makes a statement in his
affidavit:
As described in my book. Ford flew In a private plane to Parsons College at
a cost of $1.500. On six or seven occasions lie mentioned the $1,500; finally, I got
the message, but didn't pay him the $1,500.

I wonder if youm would want to comment on that, particularly in
light of the fact that the question arises of who did pay for the chartered plane that took you out to Parsons College to enable you to get
back for this important meeting at the White House the next morning.
And secondly, if he were supposed to have given you $15,000 during
the period froin 1966 to 1969, as he alleges in one affidavit isn't it
rather odd that lie would have any hesitation about paying 1,500 to
charter that plane?
Mr. FORD. Your observation is entirely accurate, Senator. Let me
trace the steps of this trip. I had accepted a speaking engagement, a
commencement address, at Parsons College on a Saturday noon, or
early Saturday afternoon.
I had the sleoch; I was ready to go. I had commercial reservations
from Washington to Chicago, and then from Chicago to wherever I
had to go. commercially, to get to Fairfield, Iowa. On Thursday afternoon. or Friday before this Saturday morning-the morning of this
speech-I got call from the White House saying that President Johnson wanted me as the House Republican leader, with other leaders,
Democratic and Republican, to attend a meeting with the Presidept.
It was an 8 o'clock meeting. and probably would have lasted about 2
hours. If I went to the.meeting with the President, I had to miss my
commercial connections.
I did check and find that I could fly commercially from Washington
to Chicago on United Air Lines to Midway Airfield, but I could not
get from Midway to some place in Iowa commercially. So I made arrangements with a group, an executive aircraft company, to pick me
up at Midway, to fly me to Iowa, wait for me in Iowa, while I made
the speech. and then fly me back to Midway. That permitted me to be
with the President, and to get on to my commitment in Iowa.
When the trip was concluded, the executive aircraft company sent
me the bill. I sent it to Parsons College, because it was their obligation, and as far as I know, Parsons College paid the executive aircraft
company. I never paid it. I simply had the college pay it, and again
Mr. Winter-Berger is completely "and totally inaccurate.
Senator GRxIFFiN. You did not ask, or suggest that Mr. Winter.
Berger should pa:r it?
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Mr. FOn. Under no circumstances.
Senator GRIFFIN. Congressman Ford, one of the. questions that many
people might have in mind as they read a book like this-and unfortunately it has been a best seller I understand-is this: if it is so
packed with lies, how come there has not been a libel suit filed against
Mr. Winter-Berger? As a public official myself, familiar with the Supreme Court decisions, I know the answer, but I think it would be well
if you were to address yourself to the point. Why is it that there have
been no libel suits filed
Mr. FOnD. Well, Senator Griffin, I know a number of people who are
written about in that book have thought seriously about filing libel
actions against the publisher and the author, but unfortunately, a recent decision of the U.S. Supreme Court makes it virtually impossible
for a person in public life to collect anything from individuals who
write that kind of trash.
As I understand the decision of the Supreme Court, or decisions of
the Supreme Court, one of the extra burdens people in public life have
to carry is that the courts say most anybody can say anything or write
anything they want to about you, whether'it is true or untrue. That is
the net result'of the Supreme Court leeision.
Senator Gnr'ri. Congressman Ford. if I could add a. little bit, there,
it,
is mv understanding that when something appears in print concerniing a erson, other than one in public life, there is a high standard of
accountability-strict liability. The statement must be true, and if it
turns out to be false, there can be a lawsuit for libel, and damages may
be recovered.
However, if you happen to be a so-called public figure, then in the
interest of freedom of the press, which is very valuable, and inthe
interest of the dissemination of as much information as-po.s'mble to
the public, which is also a very valuable consideration, the Supreme
Court has said, as I understand it, that a public figure who has been
maligned cannot recover unless lie can prove in court, not only that the
statement printed was false, Nut that the writer knew it to be false,
and that lie wrote it with a malicious intent.
Now, it is not difficult in many instances for a public figure to prove
that statements in print about him are false. But it is more difficult to
)rove that the writer knew it was false., because that is something in
his mind, and it becomes even more difficult to prove and establish
what his motives and intents were within his own mind when he did it.
As a result, it is almost impossible for a person in public life to
brings and succeed in a libel suit when material of this type is written.
I think this information is vorv important for the public to know.
Very often I hear people say, "Well, I read it in the paper so it must
be triue."
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator will yield. Is it not also
the principal case in this area, that the target of the writer must also
show injury, asa result of the malicious writing?
Senator 'GRFFIN. I feel sure the Senator from West Virginia is
correct. That would be a requirement in the case, although I am not
an expert in this field.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
Mr. OTtAIMAN. Thank you.
Senator Allen?
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Senator ALLEN. Mr. Ford, T want to commend you again on your
very impressive appearance before the committee.
You certainly have been very frank and candid in answer to every
question that the committee has put to you, both as to your actions
in and out of Congress, and as to your political philosophy. The President has spoken of your appointment as marking a new beginning
for his administration . Certainly we feel that that is the cage.
You have also said that you'do not intend to run for President or
Vice President ib 1976. T am just wondering, though, if in the ensuing
.3 years the confidence of the public in the administration is restored
to the level of a year or two ago, if inflation has been checked, and
if a solution has been found to the energy crisis, and if we have peace
throughout the world, if you mifht not'possibly be willing to reconsider your statement of intention?
Mr. FOn). Well, Senator Allen, humorously, if all those things
take place, and since President Nixon could nt run again, it sounds
like you are writing a prescription for a landslide.
" senator ArLLEN,-. Do you think you might be subject to a draft?
Mr. Fonn. Well, the answer is still "no." T have io intention to run,
and I can foresee no cirumstances where I would change my mind.
I have no intention of seeking public office in 1976.
Senator AT,'N. One area that I do not believe has been mentioned
is the matter of the Supreme Court. and the terms of office of the
members of the Supreme Court-a lifetime tenure at this time. You
on one occasion sought to change 'the present composition of the Supreme Court. I am just wondering how you feel about the constitutional amendments 'that are pending, certainly in the Senate and
perhaps in the House. that would provide for reconfirmation of Supreme Court ,Tnstiees every 8 years, or reappointment under another
proposed constitutional amendment every 8 years. How do you feel
about these constitutional amendments?
Mr. Foan. Senator Allen, even though I have strong differences of
opinion with some members of the current Supreme Court. and other
members of the Federal judiciary at a lower level, I still believe the
best procedure is the current one, where von have a member of the
Federal judiciary appointed during rnod behavior. The. Constitution
does not say they are appointed for life. They are appointed during
the time of good'behavior; and, therefore. I think it is better to appoint
them a.s we have and have them confirmed by the Senate, as we have.
Any other procedure, in my opinion, would undercut the independence
of the judiciary, and T think that that independence is important,
even though I do not agree with the views, or the opinions of a number of the Federal Court justices.
Senator ALLEN. Would your opinion be the same with regard to the
judges of the courts of appeals and the Federal district judgesMfr. FORT. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, there is-another constitutional amendment, or
a series of constitutional amendments having to do with our public
schools, and the possibility of the banning of the forced busing of
schoolchildren by constitutional amendments. What would be your
view on that?
Mr. Fonn. Senator Allen, if the Federal courts persist in trying to
have forced busing to achieve racial balance in public schools; and if
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there is no other way in which we can remedy that situation, I would
favor that amendment. Now, I think the Supreme Court is coming
around to a little more reasonable point of view.
Senator ALLEN. Just what do you base that on? The Richmond case?
Mr. FoRD. No, I certainly do not base it on the Richmond case. And
I do not base it on the case of Judge Roth out in the Eastern District
of Michigan, but I think there is some hope and light in a district
court in my home city, where a judge by the name of Judge Heywood,
involving the city of Grand Rapids, used a little commonsense and
judgment and recognized good faith efforts. So I think there is beginning to be a realization among the Federal judiciary that forced using to achieve racial balance is not the answer to improved education.
That is what we want.
The people who want forced busing to achieve racial balance say
that is the way to get better education for the underprivileged. I do not
agree with tlat, and there are a number of studies that do not agree
with that-studies by people who are experts in these areas. There are
other people like myself who believe in integration, but do not believe
that forced busing to achieve racial balance is the way to improve education in the process.
Senator ALLEN. You would favor then the neighborhood schools?
Mr. FORD. I certainly believe in the neighborhood school concept.
I believe in compensatory education, helping schools in the less deleterious or disadvantaged areas, the more disadvantaged areas, putting
more money in there with more teachers so that we have a better
teacher-pulpil ratio, with better facilities, both in school buildings and
in equipment-that we make a major effort in those areas to upgrade
the educational opportunities. This compensatory education approach
is a far better answer, in my judgment, than forced busing to achieve
racial balance. That has caused more trouble and more tension wherever it has happened than almost anything else in our society of late.
Senator ALLEN. What we ought to be trying to do is to afford a quality education for every child.
Mr. FonD. Absolutely.
Senator ALLE-. And not place so nmch emphasis on moving bodies
around from one side of the county to the other, or one side of the
city to another?
Mr. FORD. I must add a postscript. Some of the old practices and
precedents that went on, I think iave to be removed. But I do not
think forced busing per se is the way to quality education.
Senator ALLEN. Well, has tle'Suprenme Court ruled that-I see
Representative Cramer of your counsel who successfully sponsored
antibusing legislation in the House-has the Supreme Court been inclined to hold that the Congress meant exactly opposite what it meant
in construing language? Because legislation'that he sponsored there
in the House to provide busing to overcome racial imbalance. the
Supreme Court said that that applied only in areas where it was not
being used.
This legislation was ruled not to apply to areas where forced businlg
was actually being required, but only in areas outside of the South.
Mr. Form. Well, I would agree that former Congressman Cramer's
,amendment, I think, was misconstrued, just like I think the courts
have intended to severely limit the Blumfield amendment-that there
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has to be maintenance of the status quo until the individual case was
decided by tile highest court.
Senator ALN. Do you not feel that in this regard we need a uniform policy of desegregation of public schools, rather than to have
one rule in certain areas of the county, and another rule somewhere
else? Should we not have a uniform rule throughout the Nation?
Mr. FORD. No question about that. You really cannot differentiate
between de facto and de jure segregation. They all ought to be treated
the same way, whether in Detroit, or Birmingham, or Los Angeles,
or inSenator ALLEN. As to the duties of a Vice President, you have
pointed out that you feel that one of your chief obligations as Vice
President will be'to advise and counsel with the Presi'lent. Actually,
is that not a more important responsibility than the membershi)s
on various agencies and Councils, positions that have been created for
the Vice President to supplement his constitutional role of presiding
over the Senate?
Do you not feel in that way, by counseling with the President,
telling him of the views of te Members of the Senate, and the
Congress, and of the views of the people of the country as you hear
them, that that is possibly the most important role, rather than understudying the President in the event that you (lid become President?
Is that not the most important role that you could perform?
M r. FORD. I would agree with you, Senator, and I would do my
utmost to carry out that responsibility.
Senator ALEN. Thank you very iuch. My time is up.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senator Hatfield?

Senator HATFlELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Ford, we have been discussing very monumental issues
and important viewpoints that you hold on various issues. We have
talked about what you would do if you were Vice President.
Now, I would like to shift gears, because by implication we have
asked you questions today and yesterday that were meant to do only
with the Presidency. How would you describe, or how would you state
your understanding of Presidential leadership? Not necessarily in
terms of the assignments given to the President and specified in the
Constitution, but the basic characteristics of leadership and the individnal characteristics?
Mr. FORD. For the Presidency, or the Vice PresidencyI
Senator HATFIELD. For the Presidency.
Mr. FORD. Senator Hatfield, I have been concentrating on the Vice
Presidency, so I have not given as much thought, and should not, to
the other. So what I say here is strictly what comes to my mind as
we are having this dialog.
I believe that the President, through his efforts to achieve success
at home, and abroad, has to frive ths kind of leaderchin to the American people that gets their strong basic support. A President could
really have a sustained impact during the time of his office, and also
a permanent impact in the pages of history. He must have policies,
domestic and foreign, that bring support from the people that elected
him. Therefore, it is performance on the .ob, achievin peace around
the world, the degree that our country can'effect it, aehev;ing a kind of
equity and prosperity at home domestically-those policies are really
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what a President has to work on and effectuate and implement. To me
that is the most important role of the President.
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Congressman, would you not also agree that
one can be right on the basics and the policies, and still not have the
confidence and faith and trust of the people?
Mr. FORD. Yes; during a short time interval, or an interim period,
I served here when some Presidents were not very popular. The best
example, I think, is the attitude that many people had about former
President Truman in 1949, and during the term that he served. His
p)pularitv in the polls l)unged very badly, But he stuck doggedly to
decisions lie had made, and in retrospect the decisions were right, and
today I feel. and I think most Americans feel, that he was a first-class
President. His popularity on a short-term basis was not high, but
is it not more important that the decision be right, and the pages of
history record that he was a good President' rather than to rely on
what Gallup says for August, and what Gallup says for September.
I think so.
Senator HATFELD. I would agree with you on that, but going beyond
the matter of disagreement on issues, or positions on policy, what
would you list as some of the personal characteristics that are important to Presidential leadership, and that would command the respect,
the faith, and the confidence of the people?
Mr. FORD. I think the President has to be a person of great truth,
and the American people have to believe that he is truthful. I believe that a President has to be a man of thought, and not impetuous,
and the people have to have a faith that he is thoughtful, and must
shoot from the hip. I believe that a President has to exemplify by his
peIonal life, the standardsw-morally, ethically, and otherwise-by
which most Americans live their lives. You can get into other matters,
but I think those are highly essential.
Senator HATFIELD. Congressman Ford, do you believe it is possible
for a President to be authentically humblo--a servant to the people,
living in the environment of the Presidency?
Mr. FORD. I think it is very difficult with all the exposure that the
President gets today. You may want to be, and really you are, but you
cannot appear that way with all the demands on your time, and the
exposure timat you get. I think every President I have known honestly
did feel humble. Humbled by the responsibilities, but he could not go
out and wear that on his sleeve. He could not-the President has to
appear forceful and strong, and if you appear to be too humble, I
think you undercut the other necessary ingredients.
Senator tIATFIELD. Congressman, do you think it is a sign of weak.

nes to admit one's mistakes, or to acknowledge that one has been
wrong?

Mif'. FORD. No: I tried to say that in my opening statement, Senator
Hatfield. As I looked back over my own record, there are many things
T should have done differently, or not done at all, or done to a greater
degree. Yes; we have all made mistakes, and I am the first to admit
mine.
Senator HATFir.LD. Do you think a President can make this conce.ssion ?
Mr. FonD. Oh, sure.
Senator HATFELD. It is not to be equated with weaknessI
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Mr. FORD. No; because the American people realize that Presidents,
like the rest of us, can and do make mistakes. They hope they are not too
frequent, however.
Senator IIATrFIEL. Congressman Ford, I think one has but to review the events of the last few weeks to see that not only the publications of great reputation, such as Time magazine, and various newspapers, but also political leaders and others have called for the resigna,tion or impeachment of the President. This woulh indicate there is
a lack of trust or confidence or faith that a segment of the American
public now feels toward the President.
How would you propose, or what counsel would you give to the President, to change this situation, to avoid the impeachment hearings, or
to turn back tlis growing demand for resignation? Again, I refer not
onl to this as a very immediate question, but also because it reflects
much of the concern of most of my correspondence from my constituents.
Mr. FoRm. To the degree that the President can, I think the immediate problem is clearing up the various aspects of the so-called Watergate affair. My own personal feeling is that the President had no participation in its planning or execution, or any knowledge of it. I think
the public wants him in any and every way that lie can, by documentation. or otherwise, to clear it up. I think it will be, and that will be
a very great help, because I just know that he had no participation in
it.
Senator HATFIELD. Excuse me, you are suggesting some type of an
open forum ?
Mr. FonD. Well, I have not thought of the format, Senator Iatfield,
but whatever the doubts are, I think they have to be cleared up. by
whatever documentation the President or *othersmight have. I believe
he is completely innocent, and I think there must be certain documentation to prove that. But that is relatively small, compared to other
thing. that I think have to be done. The American people today basically are still interested in equal opportunities. jobs. better education,
better health, and many other things at home. I think we have made
a lot of progress in this regard. Maybe not all in some fields, maybe
not enough in others, but we have made headways. It is the President's
execution, implementation of plans. programs, which would satisfy
this human desire of people of all stages, all segments of work, that
will restore the faith that I think is needed.
Then, of course, the area where in my judgment lie has done a
superl) job. not necessarily recognized as'much as it should be, is in
foreign affairs. Many peoi)le have said-and I agree-that his record
in foreign affairs is as good. if not better, than any President we have
had. I just think that somehow it has got to be better sold. You know,
for the first,time, I think, in 23 years, no American boy is being drafted
for military service. For the first time in about 12 years. no American
boy is fighting on a foreign battlefield. That is proress by any standards, and T think the President had a lot to do with that.'But"I think
we have to somehow get, that story across, because for the next A years
it is important for us to have a President that is fully believed; as I
think he should be.and who is a leader, as I think he hias been.
Senator HATFIELD. Congressman Ford. you know this, and I know
the record, and most people who study and pay attention realize what

/
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this record is. Are you saving it is a matter of communications, where
the American people, or at least a significant segment of the American
people, did not recognize his record? Also, if they do recognize it,
they are brushing it. aside, because they have values on matters other
than foreign policy that have been made by this administration?
Mr. Fon). No. 1, I agree, communication is a very important thing.
No. 2, the Watergate affair has made a tremendous impact. I think it is
tragic that the actions of a handful of stupid, unconscionable people
should have a dire impact on an outstanding record in the field of foreign affairs, and I think, a well-above average record on domestic affairs. It is just, unbelievable how the stupid, illegal act of a handful of
people shmuld have this impact..
Now, I think the President has got a record to talk about, and he has
3 more years to improve on it. I think he has to go out and communicate
and extrapolate as well.
Senator IIATFTIELD. Congressman Ford, if by some reason this communication is not reestablished, and we have a continuation of this
present atmosplhere, can Richard Nixon save his Presidency?
Mr. FORD. I think so. It is going to take a lot of help from a lot of
people, but I think his ability. I hope his capacity to communicate, and
the help that. lie will get. from I am sure, many, many, many others, will
permit him to finish the office with a fine record, and I think that lie
can, not because I am a Republican, not because I was nominated by
him, but because I want it to be for the good of the American people.
Senator HATrimlD. That is what you are going to devote your time
and your interest to doing?
Mr. Forn). To the extent that I can. The maximum.
Senator HATFIELD. Is there anything else that has not been asked you
that you would like to have in the record?
Mr. FORD. Senator, I appreciate your asking. Mr. Chairman and
members of the committee, at my request a number of scholars, political scientists, and constitutional law authorities were contacted to obtain their views and comments regarding the role of the Vice President,
and what they view as the ideal working relationshipbetween the Vice
President and the President, and between the Vice President and the
Congress. The replies that I received from these individuals have been
very instructive. Therefore, Mr. Chairman I would like to have them
made a part of this record, and included at an appropriate place.
This is not, of course, meant to imply, nor should it be considered as an
endorsement of my candidacy by these distinguished scholars.
Mr. Chairman, I have also been advised that the following persons
expressed a willingness to submit a statement on my behalf, and I request that such statements, when received, also be added at an appropriate place in the record. Here are the statements from scholars and
others, and here is a list of the distinguished persons in a wide variety
of areas: Former public officials and others who have volunteered to
send a statement, if the committee would so request.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will supply that to the committee, we will
review them, and the committee will make a determination as to
whether or not these should in fact be included in the record. I am
sure you recognize if we invite everyone who desires to submit a statement for the record, it could be quite voluminous.
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Mr. FORD. Right, and I aIR simply saying they indicated a willingness. I do not think it is necessary, unless the committee so propost-s.
[The material referred to above may be found in the committee
files.]
The CH AIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAM . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Ford, the impression made at the hearings, as well
as the record that has been made, has been most construetive, and as
comprehensive as they should be.
Only one diversion that I observed on part of it has been the WinterBerger business. I will say that I think that we had to (leal with this
unnecessary matter. This might, be the last Winter-Berger question.
I just wonder how long-( di(I you accept, suffe'(r. Or perhaps more mmccii rate
to say, not resist, the imiposition Onl your time by Mr. Winter-Berger?
101-0
. erwas anl
Mr. FORD. I think the relationship beganl to ('0intimate one-but his visits to my police began to (diminish Some tiime
in late 1969. And actually 1 think the lust time I ever heard fmiomy him
was when his book was published, which was early in the 1970's.
Senator XV uTArMS. Was there any event that. bought a cessation of
the communication, or did it *ust (lie away. this communication?
Mr. FoRD. Well, I heard indirectly, not irom him, that he was being
investigated by the Department offiustice. or he was involved in an
investigation being conducted by the Department of Justice. Whether
he was involved or not, I do not know. but I know that his name wns
associated with an investigation. When I heard that, I told my staff,
no longer will he be permitted in the office, and to my knowledge, on
or about that. time, he stopped coining.
Senator WILTTA-.rs. Thank you. Now, more constructively, your first
election to Congress was 1948. That happens that was the year of the
creation of the independent sovereign state of Israel. I have reviewed
your record in support of the policies with regard to Israel. It seems
to me that you have. been a leader and 9 center of our national policy of
continuing supl)ort for the existence of Israel. During this long period.
I think there has been only one question really that has arisen in this
regard, and it does not deal with you. but, the timely response of our
country to Israel's defense need. Certainly the last expression, in my
judgment, was most timely.
But I understand you hiad supplementary briefings since your nomination to this high oflice. I wonder if you' could give us your evaluavtion now of Israel's needs, and America's interest in its relationship
with Israel at this point ?
Mr. For. Senator Williams, I have long felt it important that a
free democratic state exist in the Middle East. and Israel fits that
prescription without any reservation. I strongflv supported. and have
helped to directly implement, the military assistance which we have
given and other'aids that have been forthcoming from the United
Stn&'s for TsrPel.
Israel in this latest, war suffered terrible casualties in manpower.
Israel has suffered great losses in military hardware. Obviously, its
economy has suffered unbelievably. It, seems to me that the President's
request'for $2 billion-$2,200 million in aid and assistance for Israel
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is an absolute essential program, and I hope that the Congress acts
quickly in this regard.
This is not a sign that, we are seeking to get Israel into a belligerent
status. It silll)ly would be to help-to give assistanlce to Israel to
eable it to rv-rain its econoiuic and military capability so that it
wouhl be in it position to defend itself if it were under attack. So I
now strongly supported this re(juest by President Nixon and I am sure
the Congress will respoild. hopefully a.s quickly as )Ossil)le.
Senator W Ir.1A.ts. Well. I al)preciate that, and it is certainly consistent with your 25 years in the Congress.
Mr. Foi): May I,'if it is appropriate-I have here the texts of telegrains sent. ()etober 12, 1973, by ]Da'vid M. liiliiberg. lresi(ent, B'nai
B'rith, one to President Nixon', and one to me, endorsing my nonination.
If there is no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like this to be
appropriate to include them in the record.
Tme Citmw t,MN. Without objection, they will be accepted for the
record.
[The texts of the telegrams referred to follow:]
B'NAI B'iITH,

Text of telegrams sent Oct. 12, 1073:
To PRESIDENT RIoHARD M. NIxoN.

Washington, D.C'.

Heartiest congratulations on your decision

to nominate Congressmen Gerald R. Ford to be Vice President of the United
States. The wisdom inherent in your action merits and surely has the support
of the American people.
DAviWM. BLUMBERO,

President.

to convey warmest congratulations of B'nai B'rith on your nomination as Vice President of the Uai1ted States.
We applaud the President on the wisdom of his decision which will surely have
the support of the American people. May your incumbency serve the struggle for
a world of freedom and peace and add further distinction to your long record of
public service to our nation and its people.
To CoNoREssMA

GERALD R. FoRD. I am delighted

DAVID A.

BLUMEIIRO,

President.
Senator VLrTs. Now, you described your evolution or tutelage,

and that reminds me of Senator Vandenberg, from isolation to internationalism. You also described yourself as conservative c.n fiscal
matters, and moderate generally in doniestic policies. Donwstic matters. I wonder if you could make this a little clearer for me on the
ability to 1)e conservative fiscally and moderate generally in domestic
affairs, and of course, ny appreciation is that we are going to have to
go on and apply this to education and other areas.
Mr. Fon). l't me take education. You are, Senator, an expert in
this area in the U.S. Senate and the Congress. When Federal education was initially promoted, I had many doubts against it. I think I
voted against tie first education bill for elementary and secondary
schools. T must say that some of the apprehensions, some of the coilcerns I had have lbeen disproven by practice. Now, that does not mean
thit I support every dollar amount that is requested, or Congress ap1)roves for t'lemcnti'v a l secondarv education.
I do believe that our, Federal aid-to-education program, with some
modifications, with a(equate funding, is sound. ButI just cannot go
for some of these doubling, or tripling, of some of the specific appro-
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priations. The concept is working, but we cannot spend as much
money as some of the proponents would like. I think that is a contra ry essential.
Senator WIi,\rs. Well, we are glad to have you aboard here, and
work with us as we developp these programs. Certainly I was concerned about your statement in answer to one of Senator Allen's statements on the needs for compensatory education for areas of disadvantage where younr people need the special attention. This is title I.
This has been one ofour problems with the administration, and how
much of our resources will go into special attention for disadvantaged.
It will be helpful, I think, to work out in the earlier stages some of
these problems.
Mr. FOR). As you know far better than I, we have a very serious
current problem on what figures to use, and whether we have been
using the right precise approach. But you technicians will have to
sit (lown and refine those answers, and I will try to help.
Senator W, iAts. The Vice President has an office right off from
the Senate Chamber. Have you thought about how mcuh time you
will be spending here?
Mr. FORD. I will be available whenever I can be of help.
Senator WILLIAMrS. Just one further question, Congressman Ford.
I raised, last time, the Magruder-Ilaldenmn memo on the press. The
sugg-,estion there is that the power of Government agencies, including
FCCi, Justice Department, and the IRS, be used in a sense to intimidate
the news media, so they would be more favorable to the administration.
And we do not know "how much, if any, of this plan was carried out.
But another Magruder memo suggests criticism of the news media
should be standard fare; those are the memo's words, I believe, for
speeches by the Vice President. And of course, we certainly know that
Mir. Agnew4, certainly did take that approach, and in many speeches,
and over quite a period of time.
In this respect I think it is appropriate to seek your views on this
kind of campaign to coerce the news media into favorable coverage
and also I would like to know whether you, as Vice President, would
accept this type of speaking assignment?
Mr. FonD: I think you better point, out, Senator Williams, that none
of those people who were involved in that exchange of memos are
presently serving in the administration. I think the present advisers
to the President would not recommend that apl)roach, and I certainly
would not, because I do not feel that you get the results you want
by attacking people in this way.
T believe that, and it has always been my approach or doctrine that
you get a more equitable understanding ly being open and frank in
your relationship with the news media.
I do not expect them to agree with me philosophically, and a good
many of them do not. But I do think you get a better understanding, a
better approach from them, if you are at least open and friendly with
tbern. So I cannot imagine going out and making a hard-line speech
attacking one element, or any of the elements of the news media.
might in the privacy of our conversation speak my piece, but I would
not tro out and make a crusade.
Senator WILLIAms. Thank you very much for that and all of your
forthright responses.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The

ClAIRMAN.

'hank you, Senator Williams.

Mr. Ford, I notice you said earlier that you felt that we should have
a full disclosure provision covering all three branches of Government:
The Members of Congress, the executive branch, and members of the
judiciary. And I, for one, was very happy to have your support, because
that was the so-called Cannon anendient to the campaign reform
billwhich has passed the Senate overrwhelmingly, and is now languishingin the House.
The bill passed by a vote of 82 to 8 in the Senate, and I hope that
during the remaining period of time, while you are awaiting oonfirmation, you will have an opportunity to give us some assistance in
the House.
Mr. FoRD.Well, I will take that on as an additional assignment, Mr.
Chairman. Obviously, there ought to be some amendments to the existing law which was passed last year. There were some things that sought
tobe deleted or amended, and there are some up-gradings in other
areas. I will do what I can while I am standing in the wings
T o CiAlMAN. In response to a question of Senator Hatfield, you
pointed out that the Presidefit had been damaged very badly by stupid
and illegal acts of a handful of people around him. I would point out
that that handful of people includes some people in pretty high places,
-nid certainly those people got the President into a great deal of difficulty. The people around him, and you, yourself, have regretted your
association with Mr. Winter-Berger. I am wondering if you have
alny fo'inmitl, or any thoughts on how you, as Vice President or how
you, if you became President, could be more careful about the people
that you were selecting, around you, and on whom you rely?
Mr. FORD. To my knowledge, Senator, no person that I have ever
employed has ever'made the mistake of any sort that I am familiar
with. I have never had to fire anybody that I employed, and
I am not
I
familiar with any errors that any of them have made.
Of course, my office is a relatively small one, compared to the office
of the Vice President. But I can assure you that anybody who works
for me is going to get very careful scrutiiny, and they are going to be
told categorically that they have to work long hours, and there is not
going to be an. sympathy if they camot cut the mustard. If they do
anything illegal, they are going to be fired.

the CTTAI RAN. 'Or even anything that has the appearance of

illegality?
Mr. FOND.Anything that is unethical, illegal. I think we have to be
a little careful there. If what the person has done is honest, I do not
think you should fire him or her because some person alleges it was
illegal or dishonest. I think that that would be unfair to the employee.
If there is anything unethical, or illegal, the answer is yes, butT want
the evidence b;efore-T will make such a determination.

The

CITATRlMAN.

Now, a memorandum filed in the U.S. district

court in the District of Maryland by Robert H. Bork, as Solicitor General, asserted that the President of the United States is immune from
criminal prosecution, but that the Vice President has no subh
immunity.
First, do you believe that a PPsident is immune from prosee,'ion
fora erinw. so lqng as he hold' office?
28-712-78-9
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Mr. FORD. That is my understanding, under the Constitution, that
before a President can be charged and convicted of a crime, he must be
iml)eached and convicted under the inlleachment clause. It is my
recollection that that is not as crystal clear as far as the Vice Presidency is concerned. I am a little familiar with that, because at the
time that Vice President Agnew requested the House to act, to give
him a hearing, the-as I recollect, tit I)epartment, of Justice said that
impeachment did not have to precede the charge of criminal activity.
So there is a difference of opinion, as far as the Vice President 'is
concerned.
The CHAIRMIA'. I)O You believe that a President can legally prevent,
or terminate any criminal investigation or prosecution involhing the
President
Mr.Fod ? .I donot think he should, and as I think I said in response
to Senator Byrd's question, when we got. into executive privilege, that
where you are talking about documents and data involving criminality
and executive privilege, ('elrainly tile strong, strong, strong, presunl)tion is that those documents should be made available to the prosecution. And I cannot imagine a President-I hole that there will never
be a President who will take such action.
The CHAIRMAN. If a President resigned his office before his term
expired, would 'his successor have the power to prevent, or to terminate
any investigation or criminal iosecution charges against the former
President?
Mr. FORD. Would he have the authority ?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, would he have the power?

Mr. FoRD. I do not think the public would stand for it. I thinkand whether he has the technical authority or not, I cannot give you
a categorical answer.
The Attorney General, in my opinion, with the hell) and support
of the American people, would be the controlling factor.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that any Presiaent or Vice President
of the United States should claim absolute immunity from prosecu.
tion while in office?
Mr. FORD. Well, as I said a moment ago, as I understand the Constitution, a President has to be impeached and convicted before he can
lhaprosecuted. But once he has been impeached and convicted by the
Congress. then lip is not immune under any circumstances to criminal
prosecution. I think the same would al)p)ly'as far as the Vice President
is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. On another subject. Mr. Ford, in 1968 at the Republican National Convention you said, and I quote:
Tonight all Americans are hungry. Hungry for new leadership, and for new
courage that will make them proud of their country once again. Americans are
turning away from the lowest world prestige In American history. The biggest
deficit since World War II. The most riots, and civil disorders in American
history. The highest crime rate in American history. Tile highest interest rates
in100 years. The highest cost of living, and the highest tax burden in American
111storv. TIe most dangerous military capability gap, and tie worst credibility
gap In the American history.

N'ow, my question is. do you see any particular parallel to that statement of yours in 1968 and' this national situation that we face today?
Mr. FORD. Mr.Chairman, I think that those statements were factually correct at the time, with the usual political embellishmelits. I
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think they were basically accurate. *Ve, have had some unfortunate
developments in several o'dthose areas. The prime interest rates are,
higher now, or were higher a few weeks ago than they were at the time;
I made that speech in 1968.
On the other hand, there is great, improvements, too, in some of
those areas. So on balance, one, I think it was reasonably accurate
within the context of what 1 was saying, and where I was saying it,
and for the l)urpose for which I was saying it: and, second, I think
there has been some significant iniproveient in a number of areas,
and in a limited number of ways.
The CHAIRMAI. Generally that statement would be fairly accurate
today, would it not
Mr. Foan. Well, I would like to differ with your evaluation of that
right now, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. On April 15, 1970, you addressed the House of
Representatives, and set in motion an effort to impeach Associate Justice William 0. Douglas.
To that end you said, and I quote:
Mr. Justice Douglas Is constitutionally and otherwise entitled to believe,
although it Is difficult to understand how a grown mani can, that a black silence
of fear sxssmsses the rest of the Nation, and that every conference room iknd
government liulldlng Is assumed to be bugged. One wonders how this enthulslaktie
traveler Inside the Iron Curtain is able to warn seriously against the wretched
Washington hotel rooms equipped with two-way mirrors, and microphones, or
accused of the iwuwer we have of aiding Adolph Hitler.
Frankly this Is nonsense, but certainly not the only nonsense being printed
nowadays.

Now, my question is whether you consider Justice Douglas to have
been perhaps alarmingilv correct in the light of the past events?
Mr. Foin). Well, I thiink lie probably had some vision by happenstance, rather than by any great quality'in that regard.
The CHAIRMAN. The Watergate scandals and the events surrounding
the resignation of Vice President Agnew have created the greatest
questions of all time concerning campaign activities. It is reported that
former Vice President Agnew, among many others, has come out in
favor of a new system for public financing of Federal elections.
HeryFbrd; of' ord Motor Co., recently voiced strong support for
a mixe('systeni of public and )rivate financing. Would you support
efforts to createdr anew.system to publicly finance our elections, and get
away from many of the (langers pointed'up by Watergate?
Mr. Fon). I believe that proper legislation ii the area of campaign
financing, using the present system that we have, can lead to a clean
election in each and every State. [ think you have to have the kind of
legislation that we started out last year, and properly amended. In
my judgment, that election law can'work so that we will have clean
elections that require full reporting of receipts and disbursements, and
criminal penalties foi- those that (1 not live up to those requirements.
I think that is the preferable approach. I (1o think in the interim
we ought to carry on some exhauistive studies to see whether or not publiely financed campaigns is preferable. If I recollect correctly, in the
two instances where we ended up %vithsome public financing, there
were not exhaustive public hearings that led to the action by die Congress. At least there were never such hearings conducted in the House
of Representatives. And I think before you take this giant step, which
is a great break from tradition, that you certainly ought to have in the
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H-louse of Representatives, and I presunme in the Senate, rather exhaustive hearings. Because this would be a substantial revision of our
approach to campaign financing. Before I would endorse it, I would
want such hearings for the pros and cons laid out on the table, rather
than take hasty action, because once you go down that road, Mr. Chairman, you are never going to change it. I think you better take a real
good look before you do so.
The ChAIRMAN. We have recognized in this committee that this is
a very difficult question and it is'one that does deserve a lot of study,
and some bearings have been held on it in the Senate.
I am inclined to agree with you, that if we have a tightening of the
provisions in the )resent law, possibly there would not be the necessity
for it. For xamll, the bill that this committee reported, that we
passed overwhelmingly in the Senate this year, provides one, for independent regulation by the Commission to handle, the job of
enforcement.
Secondly, we provided for the prohibition of the use of cash in
inl)aigis. To plug other Watergate loopholes.
Thirdly, we provided for a limit on the campaign contributions, and
P limit on the campaign expenditures, and we also provided 'for full
disclosures.
I think if all of those things were togo into effect at the time Watergate occurred, that we would have had much less likelihood of a
Watertrate.
.
Mr. Fonn. I would agree.
AN. Now, recently President Nixon made a broadside
The CHL
attack on the media, and blamed them for much of the trouble in town.
Senator Williams noted that. Do you share the President's blanket
condemnation?
Vr.FORD. No, I do not.
M
The CHAIRMAN. Has not the media in fact played a major role in
di ing out the true facts surrounding the Watergate scandal?
Ir. FoRT. Yes, they were a most significant contributor to, the exposure of the Watergate situation.
The CTTAIRMAN. What do you see as the role of the free press in our
system of free democracy?
Mr. Fon. T think the role, Mr. Chairman, is to dig out the facts,
and to print the facts; but I hasten to add that they also have corresponding responsibility to make sure that what they print are the
facts, and furthermore. that in the course of their writing.aboutthe
facts, they maintain a factual approach. Now, it is a dual responsibility to fret the facts and to report them as facts.
In the editorial page of course, that is different. In the headlines,
and on the front page, 1 think we ought to have the facts,, period. In
the editorial interpretation of the newspaper story, we can grant more
latitude.
The CHAIRM AX. Senator Williams raised this matter of describing
vomself as a moderate in domestic affairs, and I noted some of the
or(Yflnization ratings. While I do not place too Much reliance on organization ratings, the League of Conservation rated you. a minus 22.
The Americans for Democratic Action rated you at six. The AP'T,-CIO
Committee on Political Education gave you an IL The National
Farmers Union a 20, and the Americans for Constltuti npl, Action
"
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a. 68. Since the highest- rating you received was from the most. conservative rating group, how can you justify your claim of being a
moderate?
Mr. FORD. Well, Mr. Chairman, the best rating, in my opinion, is
the rating I get from my constituents. I have gotten the lowest, a
60 percent rating in my first election, and it has gone as high as 69.
That is the one rating that makes a difference to me, and how the
propaganda outfits use their scorecards is really immaterial. I depend
on that rating in the Fifth District of Michigan. All of this scorecard stuff was used against me time and time and time again out
there. And the conservationists in my district do not believe that rating, the working people in my district.-and I have a good many union
members-do not believe in the rating system put out by AFL-CIO,
or by other such organizations.
The other people that are in my district knew the facts, knew the
record. Not 10 issues 1 year, and 10 issues another year. So I have
just relied on how the voters in my district pass judgment, and that
is pretty good evidence.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a difference now, and that is that your
constituency under these circumstances is the entire public oi the
United States of America, not just the Fifth District of Michigan,
which may or may not be comparable to the entire citizenry of our
country. That is the reason that I pointed out these ratings that are
given an a national basis.
Mr. FORD. I would agree with that, but my constituency of the Fifth
District of Michigan, Mr. Chairman, is a fairly cosmopolitan area, and
we are about 62percent industrial, and about 38 percent rural. It is
a good mixture. It is not a totally rural area, or totally urban area. So
I think that they have a pretty good appraisal. They provide a fairly
good indication for a national rating on the basis of the facts-not
what somebody else interprets.
The CHAIRMAN. On my study of the record, it shows that you have
generally opposed the closing of tax loopholes for big business. What
is your position on tax reform that would lead to the repeal of the socalled tax loopholes now enjoyed by affluent individuals and corpora.tions, thus lessening the burdens on the average taxpayers?
Mr. FoRD. Well, Senator, as often has been said by better tax exports than I, by such men as Wilbur Mills. to plug the loopholes for
one, is to preserve equity for another.
So I think it depends on what you define as to what a tax loophole is.
I think we ought to have a tax system that spreads the burden equitably among business and amongZ individuals.
Basically, Mr. Chairman, I think our Federal tax legislation today.
compared with any tax program in any other country, is a fair and
equitable one. Now, if we have to tiglten it up, make some adjustments, I will be glad to take a look at it. We passed a fairly good tax
reform bill in 1969. We put in a cost-of-living break for the people in
the lower income spectrum. We have tightened up to some extent the
oil depletion allowance. We have made some other adjustments, and
we have increased the personal exemption from $600 to $760. The Congress has responded by making these tradeoffs, and I think we can do
the same, but I do not like to do it without the House Committee on
Ways and Means, and the Senate Committee. on Financing taking a
good look at the alternatives and the proposed reforms, that are sometimes very controversial.
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The

CHAIRM3AN.

Senator Pell?

Senator PEI,,. In the interest of time, I will limit myself to one

question. I would like to return for a moment to this question of ination and the burdens iml)osed, particularly, on our older people. The
bill that passed the Senate and is in the I1ouse now calls for, I think,
a 7-percent increase. Before it passed the House, would you urge the
President to sigm this bill or do you feel thatMr. Fon). I believe that if you are going to increase the benefits,
you have to, in all honesty. lind additional revenue. Now, T have not
had a chance to study whether this added benefit payment that is provided in the Senate'version requires additional revenue, whether we
have to increase the ceiling so that you are taxing more of the income,
or whether we have to iverease the rates. But, if we have not provided
in south legislation additional revenues to keep the. balance in the
social security trust funds-if we have not provided that revenueI would urxe'that it be vetoed.
I hope that we can 'provide
enough revenue because, in mv opinion,
certainly the people in the older age brackets, because of inflation,
need the help. And I want to help them. But T do not want, to destroy
the social security ' concept by not providing sufficient, revenues to
finance these additional benefits.
Senator PEL,. Thank you very much.
The CmT.%tcNr.%xN. Senator Bvid?
Senator Bi-m). Representative Ford. will you relate to tie committee your role, if any. in the blocking of an iivestigiation )y the House
Baniking and Cu'rr'ey Committee into the W atergate breakin as pro.
posed by Chairman 1 right Patman in October of 10729
Mr. 1 nt). Senator Byrd. I do not have the full details here, but I
can aive you the salient points.
Chairlman Patman had proposed sometime in October of 1972 that
his committee. the Committee on Banking and Currency in the House,
undertake an investigation of certain American banks in trading or
handling accounts between an American bank and a foreign bank.
Aid C'hai,.man Patman wanted sulpena authority to carry out this
investigation.
A number of members of that committee on the Republican side and
several on the Demoerstic side were opposed to giving that. authority
to Mr. Patman. A number of our ]el)ublicans on that committee cane
to me and said. ".Jerry. we think you ought to call a meeting so that
we on our side of the iisle could bring the leader.hi) m) to dart,, and
perhaps the leadership would give some counsel to the Republican
members of the Committee on Bankinn and CurrenevY
So as the Republican leader of the Tlouse, upon this request, T called
a meetin.r. We met with the Republiean inemibers of th,-t committee
oil one or two o.vcsions. 'Plev hrouit, us up to date. We talked
about, wh't. the nolie olcvht to be in the committee. hut, tlroe was
no Repblienn Party decision made. The action taken by the, Rlepub];cans lmu,T think,' five Democrats was, T think, to deny Chairman
Patn1n tht. power of suhpena.
Senator BrD. You may be aware that ,Tohn Dean testified to the
Sente Watergate Committee on June 25 of this year that House Remublican leaders "acted at the request of the White House to block that
investigation." Were you in contact with anyone at the White House
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during the period of August through October 197: concerning tile
Patman committee's possible investigation of the Watergate breakin ?
Mr. FonD. Not to my best recollection. The best and, I think most
authoritative answer to this question is one that Representative Jerry
Brown of the Third District of Michigan submitted to the Ervin
committee.
Congressman Brown was very much involved as a member of the
Committee on Banking and Cuirency, and his name was much more
closely identified with this problem than was mine.
As a result, he prepared the very detailed statements which I understood were put in the record of the Ervin committee. He was never
called to testify. But I would be glad to submit that statement by
Congressman lirown because it goes into this whole question in very
great
depth.
I think
it might be helpful to the part of this record if
the chairman
of the committee would so permit.
The CHAIRMAN. You may supply them for the record.
Mr. FORD. I will, sir.
[The statement referred to follows:]
S'rTA'rEENT OF HoN. GARRY E. BlOwN. A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROMr TUlE STATE
OF MICHIGAN, SUBMITTED TO THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIN ACTIVITIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, at the outset, let me express my
deep appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman, and the Committee for providing me with
this opportunity to respond in kind to the allegations nade by Mr. Dean In his
statement anl earlier presentation to this Committee. To say that I was somewhat dumbfounded to learn of the allegations made by Mr. Dealt is a gross understatement since my participation in the bipartisan effort by members of the House
Banking and Currency Committee, which resulted In the denial of the granting of
subpoena authority to the Chairman of our Committee, was In no way connected
with tie so-calle(I "cover-up" activities in which Mr. Dean has testified he
participate.
Perhaps it would he best for me to provide the Committee with a chronological
statement of what occurred in this regard on the House side, as best I can recall
It, and then provide the Committee with a particularized response to Mir. Dean's
several allegations.
A.ssuming the concurrence of the Commit tee in this proposed format of my testimony, let me proceed with the chronological statement of aclivities on the House
side, the period of time over which these activities occurred having been late
Augutst of 1972 to October 3, 1972. the latter (late being the (late of tle meeting of
the House Banking and Currency Committee at which. by a vote of 15 to 20,
Chairman Patman's request for subpoena authority was denied.
While back in 41ichigan fulfilling commitments during the August 1Recess of
the Congress, on dithel the late afternoon of August 30 or the morning of August 31, 1972, I heard A1 my car radio that the Banking and Currency Committee
was interviewing Mr. Maurice Stans, the Chairman of the lFinance Committee
to He-Elect the President, with respect to the handling of campaign contributions
sinle there appeared to be a connection between the handling of some of such
funds and the Watergate burglary.
Inasmuch as I had not been notified by my office In Washington, nor had I
received any noth(e in Michigan, that the Committee was meeting for this purpose-. I immediately got intouch with my Washington office and determined that
Chairman Patman had not called a meeting, nor had he notified my office of tile
interviews with Stals. I then contacted the Banking and Currency Committee
staff to determine the facts with respect to the news broadcast I had heard
and determined that no Committee meeting had been called, but rather that
certain menhel-s of the Banking and Currency Committee staff, at the direction
of the Chairman, bad Individually Interviewed Stans. I was unable to ascertain
at that time from the staff the Justification therefor or the reasons why Committee members had not been advised of Chairman Patman's Initiation of such
investigation by staff members.
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In view of the media attention provoked, it appeared to me Patman's action
was prompted by political considerations, so I again called my Washington office
and asked my legislative assistant to carefully examine the Rules of the House
and the Rules of the Banking and Currency Comn ittee to determine by what
authority Patman had initiated such investigation without first seeking the
authority of the Committee and by what authority he could do so without even
notifying Comnittee members. As a result of such research by my legislative aide,
on Thursday, August 31, 1972 I dictated a letter to Chairman Patman citing the
Rules of the House and the Committee and indicating my displeasure over the
fact that he had initiated such investigation without seeking the concurrence of
the Committee or even notifying Committee members. This letter is attached as
RXhihit No. 1.
At this Juncture, I should point out that to the best of my recollection, there
had been no Committee discussion of our Committee's Jurisdiction over. or involvement in, an investigation of the Re-Elect Committee's handling of contributions
or their possible involvement in the financing of the Watergate burglary. In
short, the Committee staff investigation hit me as a complete surprise.
It being necessary for me to attend the fall Republican Stitte Convention in
Detroit September 1 and 2, I did not return to Washington until late Monday,
Labor Day, September 4.
Inasmuch as the only information I had been able to develop regarding the
content of the interviews by Patman's staff members of Stans was from a Republican staff member who had been present during only a portion of such interviews.
I contacted Mr. Stans to attempt to determine the particulars about the staff
inquiry, whether or not a transcript had been made of such interviews or any
other record of the discussions in order that I might be apprised of the substance
of such interviews to the same extent as were the staff members and Mr. Patman.
In the course of my discussion of the matter telephonically with Mr. Stans, I
requested an opportunity to discuss the matter personally with him and arranged
to see him on the morning of September 6.
In view of Mr. Dean's statements on pages 103 and 104 to the effect that he and
others associated with the White House were aware of and concerned about the
Banking and Currency staff investigation as early as mid-August. I should point
out that my first contact of any kind with anyone from the White House or the
Finance Committee to Re-Elect the President was this call to Mr. Stans on Sep.
tember 5,1972.1
Also, in view of Mr. Dean's association of the Banking anl Currency Committee
with what he alleges were cover-up discussions going on at this time, it is essential to keep in mind the limited scope of the Patman investigation. In his letter to
me, received September 5, responding to my letter of August 81, 1972, Chairman
Patman said that his interest in an investigation was prompted by a letter he had
received from a Committee member who urged either Patman or the International
Finance Subcommittee Chairman to look into possible violations of the Foreign
Bank Secrecy Act by the Committee to Re-Elect the President in connection with
the transfer of some of its funds through Mexico. In addition, and subsequently,
Patman brought into the scope of his interest the circumstances surrounding a
$25,000 contribution to the Committee to Re-Elect the President by one who was
interested in a national bank charter application which was pending. In short, by
Patman's own statements, he was justifying jurisdiction of the Banking and Cur.
rency Committee over the investigation by limiting its scope to the use of banks
in the financial transactions of the Committee to Re-Eleet the President, the bank
charter matter, and to the Watergate burglary by virtue of the surfacing of funds
in the bank account of Mr. Barker, one of those who had been arrested for participation in such burglary.
Not satisfied with Patman's response of September 6, 1972, I immediately
drafted a letter to him, which letter was co-signed by several of my Republican
colleagues on the Committee, in which we demanded that Patman call a meeting
of the Committee to discuss the whole matter. Our letter of September 5, 1972 is
attached as Exhibit No. 2.
In view of Patman's rationale for conducting the Investigation, in my Interview with Mr. Stans on September 6, I attempted to ascertain the true facts from
him concerning the handling of campaign contributions, the alleged Mexican
I At no time, before, during, and since the period covered by this ehronologY, have I dis.

cussed the CommittA's action or the Watergate matter with the President. ir. Hnldemnn.

Mr. Nrlichman, Mr. Dean. Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Colson, or any similar person within the innergroup mentioned by Mr. Dean.
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"'laundering" of such funds,. and their apparent ultimate deposit. in Barker's bnk
account. Mr. Stans informed me he did not know how or why the funds went to
Mexico and ended up in Barker's account, stating that Mr. Gordon Liddy, the general counsel for the Committee, had been the one who made the decisions regarding how contributions were reported, handled, etc. under the new campaign expenditure law. Since my inquiry involved the legality of the handling of such
funds, it was agreed I should talk with Mr. Kenneth Parkinson, who was the
new legal counsel for the Finance Committee to Re-Elect the President, having
succeeded Mr. Liddy, whose services had been terminated.
I met with Mr. Stans personally only this one time, but I may lmve talked
with him three or four times on the phone. During the course of these conversations, I am quite sure I suggested that it might be better for Mr. Stans to testify,
than to give Patman the opportunity to publicize and take political advantage of
Stans' non-appearance, it being the position of most Republican Committee members that Patman's interest in an investigation was more political than anything
else.
I discussed the application of the Bank Secrecy Act, the campaign expenditure
law. and other aspects of the matter telephonically with Mr. Parkinson several
times and met with him on one occasion of which I am certain and possibly a secnd time very briefly, although I cannot Specifically recall a second occasion.
During this time, I had asked my legislative assistant, who is an attorney
and a former law clerk for a Federal Court of Appeals Judge, to brief for me
the question of the propriety of the appearance of Mr. Stands and others before
onr Committee, In the course of this research done by both my legislative assistant and myself, it became apparent that such an appearance could prejudice the
rights of those who might be indicted as a result of the grand jury proceedings
that were then in progress. Appreciation of this problem prompted me to write
to oth the Attorney General and Mr. Stans requesting the opinion of the Attorney General with respect to the propriety of Mr. Stans' appearance as well as the
opinion of Mr. Stans' attorney concerning his own position on the appropriateness
of such appearance. These letters are attached as Exhibits No. 8 and 4, respectively. At the time of the writing of these letters, Mr. Stans had not, to my
knowledge. decided whether or not he would voluntarily appear before the
Committee.
It is this letter of September 8 to the Attorney General which Mr. Dean has
said in his statement, ". . . was, in fact, drafted by Parkinson for Congressman
Brown." I unequivocally deny this charge. The letter to the Attorney General
was dictated by me to my secretary and is my work product in every respect. It is
my best recollection that from the conversations I had with Mr. Stans and Mr.
Parkinson up to this point it appeared to me no decision had been made as to
whether or not Mr. Stans would appear. The decision to write such letters was
wholly my own and stemmed from my concern about the propriety of his appearance regardless of what his decision might be, such concern having been
prompted by the limited research done by my legislative aide and myself to this
time.
It would be asinine for me to say that In the course of my discussions of the
matter with Stans and Parkinson I did not mention the concern I felt about the
legal ramifications of Mr. Stans' appearance before the Committee and of my belief that the legal opinions of those most closely involved, namely, the Attorney
General and Stans, should be obtained. In any such discussions, however, it was
always a matter of my apprising Stans and Parkinson of what I proposed to do,
rather than receipt by me of suggestions. requests, urgings, etc. from them.
Although I received no written response from the Attorney General to my letter of September 8, on September 12 Ralph Erickson, the Deputy Attorney General,
telephoned my office and talked with a member of my staff and advised that lie
was calling in response to my letter of September 8 and indicated that the Attorney General would be happy to talk with me about the matter but did not intend
to respond In writing, suggesting that the questions I had asked were now moot
because in the interim Mr. Stans had notified the Committee that he was deelining the Invitation to testify.
During this period of time, the Banking and Currency Committee, although
considering other legislation, had been embroiled in the controversv about the
conduct of hearings by the Committee Into the Patman charges, the scope of
which I have already described. But none of the activities regarding politil
espionage, hugging, cover-up, etc. which have now surfaced and which are now
being discussed were known at the time the Bankine and Currency Committee
was contemplating its hearings and it must also be kept in mind that Patman's
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effort to investigate the matter of the laundered funds and Barker's involvement
was analyzed by most of us at that time as being blatantly political in view of the
up-coming election.
Chairman Patman finally did discuss the matter with the Committee and,
although objection was voiced by many of us, he scheduled a meeting of the Committee for September 14 to receive the testimony of Stans and Phillip S. Hughes,
Director of the Office of Federal Elections, General Accounting Office. This was
the meeting at which Sians declined to appear.
Because Stans had failed to appear voluntarily, Chairman Patmoan notified
the Committee on September 25, 1972 that he intended to seek the authority of
tie Committee to issue subpoenas for Stans and several others at a meeting of the
Committee to be held October 3. When it became certain that the Chairman
would seek subpoena authority, my earlier concern about the propriety of such
appearance was renewed and Intensified since in tile meantime the legal research
done by me and my office had early y established the danger of conducting a
Congressional hearing when criminal proceedings were pending regarding the
same matter.
As a result, I again wrote to tie Attorney General on September 20, 1972,
pointing out to him that although the questions I had raised in my September 8
letter might have become moot after Stans had declined to voluntarily testify,
Patman's plans to seek subpoena authority made my questions and concerns very
real once again. This letter of September 26 is attached as Exhibit No. 5.
Despite my insistence in my letter to the Attorney General of September 26,
1072 for an opinion to be expressed. it wasn't until the late afternoon of October 2
that I learned Mr. Henry Petersen, Assistant Attorney General, had replied to
my letter of September 20, not to me, but to Patmoan. In fact, Patman had received
the response from Petersen before I knew that a response had been provided,
since I was not given a copy until I requested the same. This letter from Petersen
is attached as Exhibit No. 6 and is the same as Dean's Exhibit No. 21.
In this regard. I felt at the time that the Department of Justice and the Attorney General's Office was being most uncooperative and, in fact, was talltng a
rather untenable position of not wanting to get Ilvolved whon mi' re oareh h(d
clearly satisfied me that the success of their prospective efforts of those whoi had
been indicted by the grand jury could be seriously jeopardized by public hearings of the Banking and Currency Committee under the law applicable tiereto,
especially the holding in the Delaney case. It having been my position then,
and it continues to be my position, as well as that of Archibald Cox. the Special
Prosecutor, that public hearings in prejudicing the rights of those who have
been accused, necessarily also seriously jeopardize tie successful prosecution of
these Individuals.
2 20-15
In any case, the Committee met on October 3 and, as is well known, voted
against authorizing tile Chairman to issue tile subloenas lie has requested.
conadd
that
to
I
wish
chronology.
to
tills
Althourh it is of little pertinence
sistent with my many-times stated position regarding the Bankifig and Currency
Committee's investigation of tills matter, to wit, that such investigation should
await completion of criminal proceedings, I wrote to Chairman Patnoan in early
January of this year urging him to designate a staff member or hire outside counsel to monitor the criminal trials of the "Watergate Seven" so that we might be
kept current on the proceedings of those trials so we would be prepared to conduct a Committee investigation upon completion of the criminal proceedings.
Needless to say. the Chairman declined to grant my request and in a reply expressing many reasons, closed tile door upon any investigation by our Committee.
From the foregoing, it is obvious that Mr. Dean, in his testimony before the
Senate Select Committee. either has stated things to be true which lie does nlot
know to lie true or has engaged in absolute fal,-Phoods, More particlllarly, I recite

the following: (References are to tile statement presented to your Committee on

June 25. 1973.)
On nage 104. Mr. Dean states: "At some point in time during tleso Investigations Mr. Parkinson was put in touch with Congressman Gary (sic) Brown who
was a member of the Banking and Currency Committee."
I In view of Mr. Dean's testimony about the proposed Paton witness list. I should ndd
at this point that I attempted to determine who Patman wanted to slbpoona. but it wasn't
until I received such list, hand delivered at 5:05 PM. on 10/2/72. tho evening before the
10/3/72 meeting, that I or anyone else, to my knowledge, knew who Patman intended to
stubpoena and call as witnesses.
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The fact is, Mr. Parkinson was not put in touch with me. I requested an opportunity to talk to Mr. Parkinson during my original contact wtih Mr. Stans when
he could not explain to me the several legal aspects of the handling of funds by
Mr. Liddy, the legal interpretation given to the campaign expenditure law as
it appliedl to contributions made to the Committee to Re-Elect the President before
and after April 7, 1972, and other aspects of the staff interrogation of Mr. Stands,
Also on page 104, Mr. Dean states:
"To the best of my recollection this may have resulted from discussions between
members of the White House Congressional Relations staff with the Republican
members of the Banking and Currency Committee to determine who would be
most helpful on the Committee and Brown indicated his willingness to assist."
(Emphasis added.)
The fact is, I recall no conversation with anyone which could be interpreted as
my indicating a "willingness to assist." This is especially true if one interprets, as
he must, Mr. Dean's word "assist" as being willingness to assist in the White
House efforts to block the Patman Committee hearings for the second reason he
states on page 103; that being, and I quote . . . "and second, they Just might
stumble into something that would start unraveling the cover-up." I
It should be pointed out that as of evei Septemler 8,1972, or for that matter
as late as October 3, 1972, to my recollection, there had been no public suggestion
that a "cover-up" was in progress. The fact that I opposed such hearings at that
time because I was satisfied the law nmde inappropriate and undesirable the
conduct of hearings of our Committee while the criminal proceedings were pending and, in addition. thought Patman's desire for such hearings was purely
political, while for other reasons the White House may have opposed such hearings, may niake our goal similar, namely, the blocking of the hearings, but It is
totally Improper to attribute the same motivation, as Mr. Dean has done.
Again on page 104. Mr. Dean states :
"On September 8th Congressman Brown sent a letter to the Attorney General
regarding the forthcoming appearance of Secretary Stans and others before the
P'at man Committee. I have submitted to the Committee a copy of this letter
(Exhibit No. 1S), iwhleh ica8, In fact, drafted by Jarkinson for Congressnman
Rrown." ( Emulnsis added.)
Tile fact is, this letter was not drafted by Parkinson for me, nor to tle best
of my recollection does my letter to the Attorney General contain any input
from Parkinson. although of course, as I have already indicated I had apl)rised,
Stans and Parkinson of my plans to solicit the opinion of the Attorney General..
On this same page 104, Dean again refers to "Parkinson's drafting the letter for
Congressman Brown," which is a repetition of the previous erroneous statement.
I wish to advise the Committee with respect to this statement that upon
learning of this charge made by Mr. Dean. I knew it to b)e
so completely erroneous
that I sought an explanation for the making of same by Mr. Dean. I attempted to
contact Mr. Parkinson to determine whether or not he, or anyone else to his
knowledge, might have suggested or stated to Mr. Dean that he, Parkinson, had
drafted such letter. Mr. Parkinson was not immediately available and I was
unable to talk with him until the late afternoon of Tuesday, June 26, 1973, Dean's.
statement having been made, as yon will recall, in his testimony before this
Commiltee on June 2-5, 197.. In this t(iephmone conversation with Mr. Parkinson
on June 20, Mr. Parkinson unequivocally denied that he had drafted such letter
or that he, or anyone else to his knowledge, had advised Mr. Dean that such.
letter had been drafted by him, Parkinson.
However, in the course of my attempting to learn from Parkinson how Dean
could possibly have made this statement, Parkinson recalled that he had preparett
a draft of a letter at the request of Mr. Dean which he, Parkinson, understood
was to be furnished to the Attorney General as a proposed response by the,
Attorney General to my letter of September 8, 1972 (Dean's Exhibit No. 18. myExhibit No. 3). T requested a copy of this proposed draft which was prepared by
Mr.-Parkinson for Mr. Dean and It is attached hereto as Exhibit No.7. It is Mr.
Parkinson's further recollection that subsequent to his preparation of this draft,
Mr. Dean took the same for what Mr. Parkinson .understood to be a further
review or revision by Mr. Dean. Of course, this pliofpoed draft was apparently
never used as intended since no response was made at that time to my letter of'
September 8, 1972.
sAltbongh Dean cites no time frame for this statement, It alhood. be rewounhered T lade-pendently and aggreslvely had commenced opposing the Patroan action as early as 8/1h/72'
and had no knowledge of what Dean says were on-going conversations within his group on
the siabject.
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Although it Is relatively insignificant, on page 105 of his testimony, Dean states
that no response was seut by the Justice Department to my letter of September 8
prior to the scheduled appearance of Mr. Stans on September 14; whereas, although Dean's discussion of this matter on page 105 may be substantially accurate,
I did receive a telephone response to my letter of September 8 from Deputy
Attorney General Erickson in which, as I have above pointed out, he indicated
no written response would be provided and that he felt the questions I had
raised in my letter of September 8 were moot because of Stan's decision not to
appear before the Committee voluntarily.
On page 108, Mr. Dean states:
"I began receiving increasing pressure from Mitchell, Stans. Parkinson and
others to get the Justice Department to respond to the September 8th letter of
Congressman Brown as a vehicle that Congressman Brown could use in persuading others not to vote in favor of the subpoenas. Congressman Brown felt that
with this document in hand he would Pirt the,Republicans and others sotnething to
hang their vote n." (emphasis added)
The fact is, I know of no basis for these statements since my only purpose in
writing to the Attorney General on both occasions, that is, September 8 and
September 20, was to attempt to get the Attorney General to recognize the law
for what I knew It to be and to appreciate the prosecutorial problems which
would be created by public hearings of the committee . I especially know of no
basis in fact for the underlined portion of the foregoing quote from Dean's
statement, since I cannot recAli having expressed the same to anyone. However,
there can be little question but what such a letter would have a favorable impact
upon other members.
At the bottom of page 108 and on page 109 of Dean's statement he states that
much effort was put forth by many people, Including Mr. Timmons, to persuade
members of the Committee to vote against the hearings. I can only speak for this
member of the Committee in this regard, but I do not recall receiving any urging
from anyone at the White House to cast my vote against such hearings.
In fact, I am very certain I had no significant contact from anyone associated
with the Administration or the White House regarding the hearings other than
the contacts I have already discussed with Mr. Stans and Mr. Parkinson.
To the best of my recollection, my only contacts with White House personnel
were insignificant contacts I had in the course of normal legislative business
with Dick Cook, the White House liaison agent for the House of Representatives,
who. rather than suggesting or urging me to take any course of action, merely
inquired of me as to how things were going and whether or not I thought those
of us who opposed the hearings would be successful in our opposition. In my disenwsons with other members of the Committee at that time and since, I have yet
to find one who Indicated that he or she was pressured in any way to vote as he
or she did.
In conclusion, I wish to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of the
Committee for your patience in permitting me to provide this probably unnecessarily lengthy statement. My purpose in doing so was to establish for the record
not only the absence of culpability on my part, but the absence of culpability on
the part of the other members of the House Committee on Banking and Currency in opposing the Patman investigation, to the extent that I have any knowledge of other members' actions.
I hope I have satisfied the Committee and the listening, viewing, and reading
audience that what Mr. Dean has concluded was causally related action by the
majority of our Committee to what he was doing at the White House, has no
basis in fact and should not be so presumed. If opposition to action proposed by
one's colleagues, when that opposition is based on principle and proper political
motivation, cannot be voiced without such opposition being interpreted as culpable conduct and obstruction of justice, then we certainly have reached a sorry
state of affairs in our political and legislative system.
If I have done nothing else, I trust that I bare at least somewhat dispelled
the "guilt by association" implicit in Mr, Dean's testimony by his linking of the
House Banking and Currency Committee action with the whole gamut of culpable conduct about which he has testified.
I will be glad to answer any questions the members of the Committee might
care to pose.
Thank you.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Ford, you undoubtedly would recall any conversation you might have had during that period of August-October with

the President, with Mr. Haldeman, Mr. Ehrliehman, Mr. Dean, or any-
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one at the White House, in connection with the proposed investigation
by the Patman committee. Do you recall any such conversations that
would indicate that the White House wanted you to lend your efforts,
as a leader, to blocking such an investigation?
Mr. Foul). I can say categorically, Senator Byrd, I never talked with
r. Ehrlichman, and
the President about it. or with Mr. Haldeman,
Mr. Dean. I know emphatically I had no conversation with them now.
Almost daily, during my period as Republican leader in the House,
I talked with Mr. Timmons, or someone in the Legislative Liaison Office of the White House, but even in this case I do not recall any conversations concerning this particular matter.
Senator ByRD. Was there any discussion between you and Mr. Timmons or between you and the other members of the Patman committee
or any of your colleagues in the House to the effect that the investigation would possibly be harmful to the President, harmful to his reelection chances in the then upcoming Presidential election, or to the
Republican Party generally?
Mr. Foan. As' I recall the two meetings that I attended, both of
which I called, the real issue that was discussed-and Jerry Brown's
memo or prepared statement probably expresses it better than I canwas that Mr. Patinan. the chairman of the Committee on Banking and
Currency in the House, was going about the matter in the wrong way.
And as I recall, statements were made he was going on a fishing
expedition.
Now, the members on our side of the aisles in that committee were
concerned about. the procedure and the dangers that that procedure
might lead to a precedent. I think, in all honesty, that was the basic
thrust of the action of the Republicans. And I think every Republican
on the committee voted to deny that responsibility or that power to the
chairman. And I think they were joined in that vote by five Democrats,
as I recall. So a majority of the committee turned down the authority.
Senator BYn. But as I understand you, any efforts that you may
have contributed toward the stifling or impeding or blocking of such
investigation by the Patman committee were not born of your feeling,
or at least your feelings as expressed to anyone, that such an investigation would be harmful to the President, harmful to his chances of
reelection, or harmful to your party?
Mr. FoRD. The answer is no, Senator Byrd.
Senator Bym. Now, Mr. Ford, as you know, the Attorney General
of the United States weam two hats. He is the chief law enforcement
officer of the United States and, at the same time, he is the chief political adviser to the administration, regardless of whatever administration may be in power, whether it be a Democratic administration or
Republican administration. Do you believe that the Attorney General
should participate in partisan political activity such as the congressional elections of 1974. or do you think lie should stay in a bipartisan
stance such as that traditionally taken, let us say, by the Secretary of

State?

Mr. Form. Certainly the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Defense should refrain from partisan political activity. The Attorney
General does not have quite the same responsibilities as the two previously mentioned, bu'c I do believe that he should certainly be circumspect, because as the principal law enforcing officer of the Government
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he has to call them as lhe sees them. And if lie becomes partisan in the
traditional sense, I think he does, to some extent, handicap himself.
Senator BYm. Do you not think, then, that the Justice Department
eightt to be free from narrow partisan forces and that the Attorney
General of the United States shouldIstay out of the political arena as
much as possible?
Mr. FoRD. I would agree with that.
Senator BYRD. Well, when we say "as much as possible," how much
is that?
Mr. FORD. Well, I was just responding to the way you l)hrase(d it,
Senator. I would not say that he should stay out of it in toto, and I
think most Attorneys General that I am familiar with have.
Senator BRm. Have stayed out?
Mir. FoRD. Have stayed out. Sure there have been some slight variations, but I am trying to recollect. the Attorneys General that lave
served while I have been in the Congress. I do not think that Mr.
Kleindienst, when he took over, got involved in active political campaigning. I think Mr. Mitchell got into some when he was trying to
wear two hats for a limited period d of time. His predecessor-if my
memory is correct-Ramsey Clark, I think, got involved to some extent. I-ow deeply, I cannot be precise. He certainly got into it after he
got out of office. His predecessor was, just to summarize-I would say
that most of them have been, I think, very discreet, and I would think
they ought to be in the future.
Senator BYRD. Do you think, though, Mr. Ford-I think you have
answered this question to my own satisfaction-do you think there
is any necessity whatsoever for the Attorney General of the United
States to get involved in raising campaign funds, or in making campaigni speeches? Does it not cast a reflection against the Department
of Justice and thereby compromise the truly objective and fair enforcemnent of the laws of the United States?
Mr. FORD. It could, but I do not think it is absolutely certain that
it has. I never asked him, but Mr. Mitchell could have come to a
Republican fund raising dinner in my hometown, and I do not think
that appearance would have compromised his handling of the Department of Justice. And I suspect that if an Attorney General, Senaator Byrd, in a Democratic administration came to Wrest Virginia for
a Jefferson Day Dinner, that would compromise his handling of the
Department of Justice.
Senator BYRD. But Federal judges are required to be more circumspect. Why should not the chief law enforcement officer of the United
States be required to conduct themselves likewise? I do not say this
from the standpoint of argumentation, and I do not imply that only
Attorneys General in Republican administrations have done this.
But why should not the Attorney General of the United Stateo be
required to be just as free from partisan political activity as are Federal judges?
Mr. FORD. Perhaps they should, and they ought to be very discreet
to say the least.
Senator BYm. Mr. Chairman, I have two or three other questions.
I do not know what rule of time you are following now. I would just
like to have the opportunity to go a bit longer.
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The ChAIRMA . We were trying to finish. I checked with my colleagues on the left side and they said they had no more questions. So
we were trying to finish before the recess, if possible, and I suggest that
if my colleagues can shorten their questions somewhat, we would try
to complete with Mr. Ford at this time before the recess; otherwise we
will recess and then come back this afternoon.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for that consideration.
I will try to limit my remaining questions to about three, if I may.
-M
r. Ford. do you believe that the Attorney General and his subordinates should avoid interfering with the conduct of any investigation
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, once assigned, except for
actions improper or illegal on the part of FBI agents?
Mr. Foni. Iluer no circuiiistances that I can imagine. Do I understand that once the FBI has been given an assignment by proper
authority, should someone in the Department of Justice be able to call
them off if there is substantial evidence of illegal activity?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. FORD. I do not think the Department of Justice under those circumstances should have authority to call off the proper investigation.
Senator BYRD. Or should in no way inhibit or circumscribe a proper
investigation?
Mr. FoRD. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. You will recall, Mr. Ford, that the FBI. during the
tenure of Acting Director L. Patrick Gray, supplied raw FBI fifes to
Mr. John Dean in the White House. The FBI also was used, immediately following the firing of Mr. Cox, in a way that to me, at least,
wassomewhat frightening.
The FBI was sent in after 9 o'clock in the evening to seal off the files
of the Special Prosecutor and 'his force. And according to newspaper
reports, the personnel of that Special Prosecutor's force were not allowed to take from their offices their own personal belongings, pictures
of their families, et cetera. It seems to me that there was a necessity for
protecting those files, but it also seems to me that there could have'bevi
another way found for securing those files. Do you believe that the FBI
should beuled in either of these ways by any administration at any
future time?
Mr. FoRD. Senator Byrd, it shocked my sensibilities when I read of
how the FBI moved in to the security, as well as the office facilities.
I agree with you, however, to have let those offices be completely free
would also have been indefensible, 'because there were, I suspect, some
very important documents in the possession of the people who were in
that special group. They ought to be preserved for the Government
and the American people. Whether the FBI went through harshly
or too broadly-it seemed to me they did-but it would have been just
as bad if they had been left for anybody y who walked in and walked oft
with important Government documents. So, somewhere in between,
there had to be some security provided.
Senator BYRD. You are saying that t:he Government security gards
who were in the building could have been utilized for this'purpose
without giving the impression-rightly or wrongly-that the FBI
would be used as a supersecret political police arim of the IWhbite
House?
Mr. FORD. It would seem to me that there should have been adequate
security forces available in the building. And if there were-and I
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think it is a fair assumption that there were-they could have been
properly used.
Senator Bitio. Now, my final question, Mr. Cliairman and Mr. Ford.
A little earlier, Mr. Ford, you stated, I believe in response to a
question by our chairman, Mr. Cannon, that in your judgment impeachment, and conviction of a President were necessary before he
could be subject to criminal process in the courts, or something to that
effect.
Mr. FoRD. That is correct.
Senator BYm. Now, my philosophy in this regard is unimportant.
You are the nominee for the Vice Presidency. I am constrained, however, to suggest that I would have to disagree with that because if
this were the case, it would seem to me that the impeachment provision would throw a blanket of protection around an elective public
official-especially when we consider the reluctance of a legislative
body to proceed with impeachment proceedings against. an elected
public official. It would seem to me that this, in effect, would pretty
thoroughly prevent criminal action in the court against such official.
But the question of impeachment brings me to wx
hat will be a question. I have never advocated impeachment. And as a Member of the
Senate, I do not intend to advocate impeachment. That is up to the
House of Representatives to decide.
There was a brief 3-day period immediately following the firing
of Mr. Cox and prior to Mr. Nixon's decision to turn over the tapes
to the district court,. when, in my judgment, he was in contempt of
court because the court had ordered the surrender of the tapes. The
President had indicated he had no intention of surrendering them.
In that brief period, in my judgment, the President was il defilance
of the court order, which led me to say that he did not leave "much
other choice" but impeachment. However, I would never advocate
impeachment, because as a Member of the Senate, in the event the
House were to impeach the President, I would have to sit as a juror in
the trial of the President, by the Senate.
Now, it has been suggested Within the past few days that the House
ought to proceed to impeach the President, so that, the Senate would
render a final judgment in, the matter, and if two-thirds of the Senate
did not vote to convict, this would end the matter once and for all.
I do not think this would necessarily end the matter, because the
matter would still have to be pursued through the investigation by
the Justice Department or by the district court, whichever- it turns
out to be, and the courts would finally have to reach some judgment
in the event that the investigation did indeed find Mr. Nixon involved
in a criminal way.
So I would disagreee with that.
Secondly. perhaps more importantly, as far as I am concerned.
as a Mem)er of-the Senate I do not thiink this al))roach ought to be
used iust for the purpose of getting what would amount to an advisory
opinion from the Senate.
It seems to me that to ask Members of the House to impeach the
President just so the Senate' could render an advisory opinion one
way or the other, would be unfair to the House Members, unfair to
the President, and unfair to the Senate and the American people.
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I think if the House is going to impeach, the Menibers ought to
vote to impeach only on the basis that there is evidence of treason,
bribery, or other higi crimes and misdemeanors.
They should not do it just. for the l)urpios of askingg the luck to
the Senate.
You are still the minority leader of the House of Representatives.
Very likely you will become the Vice President of the United States,
at. which tnie you will have considerable voice in the House, especially
with the Menbers of your own party, and I would hope that you
would agree, or at least express your opinion as to whether or not you
agree with mily analysis of the faulty procedure-faulty in my viewpoint,-of having tfhe ouse rush to impeach the President just in
order to have the Senate vote to convict or to acquit.
Mr. FoD. Senator Byrd, as I have said previously here, and I think
publicly, under the circumstances, I think the I1ouse Committee on
the Juiciary should proceed with an investigation for grounds, if
any, for impeachment.
I do not think that the House should, and I do not believe that the
House will, approve iml)eachment resolutions just to bring the matter
before the Senate. If there are grounds for impeachment, which I do
not think exist, I do not think the House ought to act. I do not think
it will act. The House has a responsibility to pass judgment on the
basis, if any, for impeachment, and that should be the only guiding
factor in the circumstances.
If I might add one other comment on whether the President cannot
be tried and convicted of a crime until he has been impeached and
convicted. There is a lawsuit, a criminal trial currently on appeal
involving a former Governor of the State of Illinois, who was then
appointed to the circuit court of appeals, Federal circuit court of apwho matter.
I am sure you know was convicted in the
Kerner,
peals,
court of
a criminal
districtJudge
In the appeal, I am told for the first time, they raised that issue of
whether he could be tried criminally before he was impeached and
convicted. I suspect, therefore, that the Supreme Court will probably
make a judgment, at least as far as the Federal judiciary was concerned, providinig that they decide that that issue was raised timely in
the Kerner case.
Senator BRD, Mr. Ford, I want to express my congratulations to
you for your appearance before this committee. I think your answers
have been open, forthright, and frank; you have met some tough questions head on, and I commend you.
Mr. Chairman, I thank von and the other members of the committee for your indulgence in allowing me to ask these additional questions.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that Senator Allen has an additional
question.
Senator ALLEN. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ford, I ask this question not because I believe there has been
any impropriety involved, but because the press ran accounts of this,
and I am sure you would like to respond for the record.
Would you comment on newspaper stories that you helped Mr.
Gordon Liddy, convicted in the Watergate break-in get a job in the
Treasury Department 4 years ago, and were responsible for 'him being
28-712-7----10
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brought to Washington? Would you care to comment on that for the
record?
Mr. FoD. I am very grateful that you raised that question, Senator
Allen.
Here are the facts. In 1968, in my capacity as minority leader, I
traveled that year, as I have in the past and subsequently, around the
country trying to help the Republican candidates. I' went up to
Dutches.s ('ounty in New York State. We had I1am Fish. Jr.. running
for that House seat. In a very controversial primary, Mr. Liddy and
Mr. Fish battled it out, and Mr. Fish won.
Mr. Liddy said that lie was going to run in the Conservative Party
as a congressional candidate, and the local people up there said if Mr.
Liddy losess that and campaigns, it means that the Democrats will win.
I went up there to campaign. They told me this story. They said that
if President Nixon wins, and if we ask you, will you put in a good
word for Mir. Liddy?
Well, Mr. Fish won, Mr. Nixon won. Some time in the spring of
1969, the Dutchess County political figures came down to see me after
writing, and they asked me if I would make a phone call over to the
Treasury Department, endorsing their request for a job for Mr.
Liddv.
I did call over there, and I must say that the brochure I had on
Mr. Liddy at that time was impressive le was an ex-FBI aent. He
had been on the staff of the county prosecutor's office in Dutchess
County, and had n good record as far as the local people told me.
When I was asked to endorse Mr. Liddy. I talked to, I think, the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Gene Rossides, and I said
on the basis of this request by the local officials of Dutche.s County.
if you can help out, I would appreciate it.. That is all I did. He got
the job. 'What happened to him afterwards, I have no responsibility
for.
Senator ALLEN,. Thank you very mich. Now, returning briefly to the
subject of forced busing of schoolchildren. I asked you your opinion
on that, and you stated, of course, you are opposed to that.
I am wondering what chance there is of the House approving some
legislation durintr this time, either by statutory method or by constitiutional amendment, that would address itself to this problemI
Mr. FORD. I see little hone of any action under constitutional
amendment. I see no prosnect in 1973 for any legislative action. There
is no legislation fortlhcoming now that would permit an amendment of
this kind. 'We are speakinfr probably of early in the next session, Qome
modifications. some extensions of the Elementary and Secondary Education Acts. Such an amendment, or some amendments of that kind
might be germane to that bill. But I see no legislative or any constitutional relief in 1973.
Senator ArtrN. If we are able to send legislation from the Senate
to the House do you think there would be any chance of getting this
legislation enacted by Congress?
Mr. FOr. Well. Senator Allen, if that is a possibility, then I think
the prospects are enhanced because-I am not being critical., T am trying to be factual-whenever we have had a strong proposal in that
regard, I think the Senate has always wanted to chantfre it or not to
approve it. So my answer to the previous question could be quite dif-
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ferent if the Senate were to send something over to the House in the
first instance.
Senator ALLN. Well, you realize this is a highly emotional issuethat in 1972 Governor George Wallace of Alabama carried the State
of Michigan in the Deniocratic lPresidential primary over a large field,
and that his antibusing stand contrilblted to his victory.
Mr. FORD. rhat was a strong factor in 1972 in the democratic national primaries.
Senator ALLEN. And Senator Robert Griffin has been a great leader
in the Senate-I appreciate his efforts. You do feel that this is an
issue that Congress should meet, do you not?
Mr. FORn. I certainly (o. And whenever the opportunity has presented itself on the floor of the House, or even in committee where I
hadl an impact, I fought to get affirmative action.
Senator ALLEx. Well, every time this issue is submitted to the people in anyway, any time they have an opportunity, no matter where the
area is, north, south, east, or west, they have responded in a manner
},i,)hlv critical of forced busing of schoolchildren, is that not correct?
Mr. FORD. That cettainly is accurate. I lnow for certain that is true
in my State of Michigan.
Senator ALLEN. 1We are hopeful that some legislation that will be
held by the Supreme Court to be applicable throughout the country
may be passed.
Mr. FORD. Yes, with the emphasis that there is a better way of gettins, quality education than forced busing to achieve racial'balance.
Senator 'ALLEN. Yes, I certainly agree with you. Thank you very
much.
The CHAIRMAN'. Senator Cook?
Senator CooK. Mr. Chairman, I merely want to thank Congressman
Ford for his appearance before this committee. If it is necessary to
call him back, he will be here. If it is not, this will be his last appearance before this committee.
I want to state that I honestly believe that the American people may
wall have seen a bit of parliamentary government in Congress where
we, as members of the legislative branch, although asking you questions as a legislator, have asked questions in relationship to your prospective position in the Government.
I hope that we have fulfilled that responsibility I hope that we have
not in anyway given the impression to the American people that we
have failed in our responsibilities under the rules of the Senate and
under the operation of the 25th amendment to the Constitution. The
questions have been broad and have been handled, I think, with absolute and complete thoroughness.
I would simply say that if any matters are raised by any witnesses
that come before this committee after you depart, that we may well
request that you return, and I am sure that you will fulfill that request.
Mr. FonD.'May I say, Mr. Chairman, I have been very grateful for
tie fair but firm and searching questioning by you and your associ.,tes on the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration. That
was your duty, and it was my responsibility to respond as frankly and
as candidly as possible. I have welcomed the depth of the inquiry, and
I will stand ready to return if you and the members of the committee
deem it necessary. I thank you very much.
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rhe CHAIRMAN. I have one final question for you which may' lib
the most important one we have asked you in your appearance befor'
us. I ask this tqestion in view of the recent disillusionments and disappointments thIat the American people have suffered as a result of the
things that have come to light concerning some of the highest and
most trusted officials of our land.
My question is this, Is there anything in your background or anything tiat you h ae ever done, or anything'that you have knowledge
of, the exposure of which could possibly subject the people of this
country to another such disillusionment or disappointment?
Mr. FORD. Not to my knowledge now, Mr. Chairman.
I have searched my conscience and my record myself, and I know of
no such situation.
The ChARMAN. Thank you very much for your appearance before
this committee.
If we have no further questions to ask of you now, the committee
'will review the entire record of hearings, and we will determine
whether it is necessary to recall you for another session at another time.
Without objection, I am submitting into the record a brief biographical sketch of the nominee which will be included in the printed
hearings at this point.
[The biographical sketch of Mr. Ford follows:]
BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL: REPRESENTATIVE GERALD R. FoRD, FuITn C'ONfRESSIONTAL

DISTRICT OF MICi OAN

Birth: Known to his friends as "Jerry." Congressman Ford was born July 14,
1913, at Omaha. Nebraska, but spent his childhood in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
(:ongreRsional aerviee: In November, 1972, he was re-elected to his thirteenth
consecutive term as a Member of Congress, having served since January 3, 1949.
Chosen Minority Leader of the House of Representatives at the opening of the
89th Congress January 4, 1965. He served as a member of the Republican Leadership In Congress since January, 1903; was chairman of the Republican Confer.
once of the House during the 88th Congress (1963-64) and has been a member of
the House Republican Policy Committee for over nine years.
During his first term, was named to the House Public Works Committee. In
1951, was assigned to the Appropriations Committee where he served on the Army
Civil Functions Subcommittee and the Emergency Agency Subcommittee. During

the 83rd and 84th Congresses, was a menlber of the Subcommittees on Foreign

Operations and. the Department of Defense' and was on tie Army Panel, serving
as Panel chairman In the 83rd Congress. During the 85th Congress, was appointed
to the Select Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration. Remained a
member of both the Defense and Foreign Operations Subcommittees of the House
Appropriations Committee throughout the 85tb, 86tho 87th and 88th Congresses.
Was senior Republican on the Defense Subconimittee before becoming Minority
Leader.
Has maintained an attendance record of over 90% throughout his 24-year
tenure.
Education: Was graduated from the former South High School in Grand
Rapids. Later earned a B.A. degree in 1035 from the University of Michigan
where he was a member of Michigamun, top senior honor. Received his law
degree from Yale University Law School in 1941. Admitted to the Michigan State
Bar (1941) and has been admitted to practice before the United States Supreme
Court.
In 1965, was awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws by Michigan State
University and Albion, Aquinas and Spring Arbor Colleges; In 1968 by Buena
Vista and Grove City Colleges; in 1972 by Belmont Abbey (N.C.) College; and
in 1978 by Aquinas College and Western Michigan University. Received a Doctor
of Public Administration degree from Ameriean International College in 1908.
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Sports: Won all-city and all-state football honors in Grand Rapids during high
school. While earning three varsity letters, was a member of the University of
Michigan's undefeated national championship teams of 1932 and 1933, and was
named Michigan's most valuable player in 1934, playing center.
On New Year's Day, 1935, participated in the Shrine East-West Crippled Children's benefit classic in San Francisco, That August, played in the All-Star game
against the Bears in Chicago. While a Yale law student, was assistant varsity
football coach.
In 1959, was selected by "Sports Illustrated" to receive its Silver Anniversary
All-American Award as one of the 25 football players in the preceding quarter
century who had contributed most to their fellow citizens.
In 1972, was awarded the National Football Foundation's gold medal for close
association with the game.
Military service: In 1942, entered the U.S. Navy, serving 47 months on active
duty (luring World War II. Participated in 3rd and 5th Fleet carrier operations
aboard the aircraft carrier U.S.S. Aontcrey (CVIL-21) for two years. Following
shore duty with the Naval Aviation Training Program, was released to inactive
duty with rank of Lieutenant Commander in January, 1946.
Post IVW-II V;irilian Life: Returning to Grand Rapids, resumed law practice.
Received the Grand RIapIds JayVees Distinguished Service Award in 1948 for
work in various communityy projects. The following year was named one of
"America's Ten Outstanding Young Men" by the U.S. Junior Chamber of Coinnerce. receiving Its Distinguished Service Award.
Family: On October 15, 1948, married Elizabeth Bloomer of Grand Rapids.
The Fords have four children: Michael Gerald (born March 15, 1950) ; John
Gardner (March 16. 1952) :Steven Meigs (May 1i). 1956) ;and Susan Elizabeth
(July 6. 1957.)
Congressman Ford is a member of Grace Episcopal Church, Grand Rapids. He
maintains active membership in the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign
Wars and AMVFMI"S and is a 3.3rd Degree Mason.
l'urther Ilfoors: In November. 1963, was named by President Lyndon Johnson to the Warren Commission. Author (with John R. Stiles) of the book,
"Portrait of the Assassin" (19(5).
Served as permanent chairman of the 1968 and 1972 Republican National
'onventions. Since becoming Minority House Leader, has delivered some 200
speeches annually throughout the country.
Visited The People's Republic of China in late June and early July 1972 on
behalf of the President.
Lauded as a "Congressman's Congressman" by the American Political Science
Association when it conferred on hint its Distinguished Congressional Service
Award in 1961. Was presented the George Washington Award by the American
Good Government Society in May 1906.
Chosen by the American Academy of Achievement to receive the Golden
Plate Award as one of fifty "gitnts of accomplisliment," presented during the
Academy's 10th annual Salute to Excellence in June. 1971.
Selected to receive the AMVETS Silver Helmet Award, that group's highest
recognition of Congressional service, at ceremonies in Washington in April, 1971.
Elections: In the 1948 primary, Gerald Ford defeated the incumbent and went
on to win his first term that November as Representative of Michigan's Fifth
Congressional District. The district was then composed of Kent and Ottawa
counties . Due to reapportionment, which became effective with the 1964 election
(for the following term). Ottawa was replaced by Ionia County. Another reapportionment slightly altered the district beginning with the 1972 election.
In the 1972 election, Ford received the highest vote total of any candidate
in the area comprising the Fifth Congressional District.
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5th DISTRICT CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION RESULTS
Ford

Opponents

Election.year:
74,191
1948
(Kent/Ottawa)- ............................
72,165
1950
...........................................
109,807
...........................................
1952
81,702
1954..........................................
120,349
1956
...........................................
88,157
1958
...........................................
131,461
1960
...........................................
109,746
1962
.........................................
1964 (KentIonia) ...............................
101,810
92,794
1966 ..........................................
105,085
...........................................
1968
1970
..........................................
88,208
1972
...........................................
131,174

48,422
36,303
55,910
47,453
58,899
50,203
65, 233
54,044
64,488
42,700
62,219
55,337
81,573

Ford
majority

Winning
percentage.

27,219
27,932
54,660
34,249
61,450
37,954
66,228
55,702
37,322
50,094
42,866
32,871
49,601

60. 5
66 T
66.2
63. 3'
67.1
63. 7
68.8
67.0
61.2"
68.5
62,8
61.4
61.7

The Cmt.mtm
1,MA. With that, the committee will stand in recess until

3 clock this afternoon to hear witnesses.

[Wllereulpon, at 1 :30 l*.m., the comillittee recessed, to reconvene at,
3 p.u., the same day.]
AFTERtNOON

SESSION

The ("1rmm.r,%x. The committee will come to orde'.

The first witness this afternoon is lon. Birch Bayh of Indiana.
Senator Barh, please come forward.
STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA
Senator B.mi. Mr. Chairman. members of the comlnittee, I appreiate this ooportunity to appear Iefore You and share a few thoughts on
the occasion of the first congressional implementation of what is flow
the 25th amendment.
There have been many suggestions and a great deal of speculation
throughout the country cohcerning tile criteria which should he alIplied in implementing this contitut ional amendment and its provisions for the first time.
As I look back, it has been a number of years, but permit me, if I
may, just to take a brief period of time as the author and floor mana(ger of this amendment a long time ago to direct myself to tile legislative intention of our congressional colleagues as this measure was
being forged through the legislative process a number of years ago.
As you recall, when President Johnson succeeded to the Presidency
with the tragedy of Dallas in 1963, this was the 16th time. totalinti
more than 40 years, that our Nation had been without a Vice President.
Now, of coarse, with former Vice President Agnew's resignation,
this is the 17th occasion we have been without a Vice President.
The events of Dallas. in addition to reminding us of the problem
of Vice Presidential vacancy, also reminded us of another tragic
possibility. For had the assassin failed in his primary purpose., tile
national specter arose of a once energetic President left physically or
mentally disabled and, thus, liable to perform the powers and duties
of the Office.
We all recall that tragic period of our history when former President Woodrow Wilson, who was a once vigorous leader, was stricken
by that stroke of paralysis after World War I and lay unable to per.
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form the powers and duties of the Office of Presidency for many
months.
So the 25th amendment was designed initially to deal with both
these problems, the problem of a vacancy illthe Office of the Vice
President and the problem of disability within the Office of the Presidency itself.
Let me just confine my thoughts this afternoon, my analysis of the
25th amendment, to tie instant task before us, the task of filling the
vacancy in the Office of Vice President.
During the year and a half that President Johnson served without
a Vice President, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
the President pro tempore of the Senate were next in line for the
Presidency. Although both of these men were distinguished able legislators, lneither of them was selected for his position with an eve to
his possible succession to the Presidency. This is true today.
In recognition of the growing importance of the Vice Piresidency. it
was generally agreed back when we were considering the. 25th ame nd-'
ment that there was a need for the Vice President's office to be filled at
all times, and that the best way to handle the question of Presidential
succession was to settle upon a method of filling the vacancy in the
Vice Presidency whenever it occurred and, thus, the Vice Presidential
succession provision of the 25th amendment was designed to accomplish two basic goals: First., to provide a Vice President who can assume the constitutional and assigned duties of that office. Second. and
more importantly in my judgment, provide a Vice President, who is
qualified and prepared "to assume the duties of the Presidency in the
event tragedy strikes and these burdens are thrust unexpectedly upon
him.
As most of the meml)ers of this committee will recall, at that time
there were a number of different proposals advanced to fill a vacancy
in the Vice Presidency.
Among those suggestions were that the vacancy should be. filled by
the electoral college; that the President should appoint a new Vice
President; that Congress should elect a Vice President subject to the
President's veto; that there be a special election for the Vice Presi(lent as had been provided inl tie old Presidential Succession Act of
1972; that the President submit a list of not less than three or four
names to either the House or the Senate; and, lastly, that there should
be two Vice Presidents elected along with the President ineach general election.
As I recall, the electoral college was rejected on the grounds that it
was too much of a historical curiosity. It would l)e cumbersome and
would involve delay, but perhaps more importantly because the peol)le were not familiar with the electoral college and'were not prepared
to accept its decision as a body.
The special election for 'ice President was rejected at this time
because of concern about delays and costs, departure from our system
of holding the Presidential elections every 4 years, and also because
of the possibility that a special election night produce a Vice President unable to work effectively with the President.
A selection by the Congress was objected to on the grounds that
Congress might select a Vice President of the opposite political party,
or Vice President who could not work closely with the President.
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Presidential appointment, of course, was ruled out because of our
concern that the people should be involved in such an important
choice, and that no President should be able to appoint or really annoint someone who might ultimately succeed to that Office of President.
The two Vice Presidents proposal was rejected because of the confusion and divisions this would bring to the executive branch.
The method which was finally agreed upon, after, I think what can
honestly be called extensive deliberations, is that which is now contained in section 2 of the 25th amendment, where the President nominates, both Houses of Congress by a majority vote elect or confirm
the next Vice President of the United States.
This method was chosen for a number of reasons.
First, it would assure that the person nominated w:ts a member of
the President's own party and thus would be compatible in temperament and view with the President.
The new Vice President would be able to work with and assist the
President in carrying on the awesome duties and carrying the tremendous burdens of that office.
A study of history led me to conclude, Mr. Chairman, when we
were putting this together that the Nation would be better served to
have no Vice President than to have a Vice President who was persona non grata with the President.
The second thrust of our amendment, the reason behind it, the importance of it, was that we felt that a confirmation by both the Senate
and the House would tend to create public confidence in the selection.
This involvement of both Houses of Congress instead of only the Senate. which is traditional in our role of advise and consent, as we all
know. was deemed appropriate for the selection of our Nation's second
highest officer, since it would elevate this selection over other Presidential appointments and thus would give more confidence, create a
climate in which the people would have more confidence in the choice.
We felt, I .think appropriately so, as I look back on it, that we in
the Congress were able to represent the people, all of the people in our
country, in what can accurately be called a Congressional election of
this new Vice President.,
I want to emphasize that as I look back and study those debates,
the role of the Congress was to be and, in my judgment, is that of
electorate helping to conduct this election of a new Vice President.
As both Chairman Emanuel Cellqr of the House Judiciary Committee,. who, you will recall, was the manager of the amendment in the
House, and I myself said in the course of floor debates on the measure,
whatever tragedy may befall our national leaders, the Nation must
continue in stability functioning to preserve a society in which freedom may prosper.
The best way to insure this stability is to make certain that the
Nation .lwavs has n Vice President as well as a President.
This brings me to the central question, Mr. Chairman. That is, what
are the qualifications or the standards we in the Congress should impose
on the Vice Presidential nominee under the 25th amendment?
During the debates and hearings on the amendment, there was a
great deal of concern expressed over the possibility that the President
would use his appointment power to.select a weak Vice President or
a person inexperienced in national affairs, or even a person who had
never held public office, who was unknown to the public generally.
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Those of us Who were supporting the thrust-and the provisions of
the 25th amendment said, however, that we felt the President would be
obliged to choose a person of national stature in view of the possibility
of this nominee, this Vice President perhaps having to succeed to the
very Office of the Presidency itself.
As I stated during the floor debates on the amendment, "I believe
that this is a feeling shared by all of us alike, Democrats and Republicans--that a Vice Presidential candidate should be the man best qualified to be President of the United States should that unhappy day
come. I believe that there is a general awareness on the part of all
citizens of the country that this is the prime qualification that the Vice
Presidential candidate should have-the ability to fulfill the Office
of President if tragedy should strike."
So, Mr. Chairman, that, in my judgmeiit.is the essential decision
that you and members of this committee initially and that those of us
in the Senate and the entire Congress as a whole will be called upon
to make.
Is this nominee qualified not, just to be Vice President, but is he
fully qualified to assume the most powerful job in the world, that of
President of the United States?
There is a strong temptation, I think, perhaps in the minds of some
of us in the Senate, to view this appointment as just another traditional nomination to be 'handled in the traditional manner. But I
believe that we must take care to realize that this nomination, unlike
any others, is a special nomination.
In this case, we are acting as, really, a surrogate electoral body for
the people, and in my judgment we must satisfy ourselves individually,
as well as collectively, that the Nation will be. well served if this nominee is to be at its helm.
In 1965, as I look back and try to remember some of the thoughts
that went through our minds, I reviewed the debates, as I am sure
some of you have, we were debating the 25th amendment, and I think
as we look back, we anticipated a great many eventualities. The debates
will show that we anticipated the possibility of having a Vice Presidential vacancy with a President of one party and the Congress controlled by the other, because this is not unique in our history.
But none of us could possibly have imagined that the first use of this
amendment would occur under all those circumstances which we now
find surrounding us.
We could have imagined the possibility of a Vice Presidential resignation, for the second time, but this time because of charges of criminal
misconduct?
Who could have imagined that at the same time when we were trying
to fill a Vice Presidential vacancy, that the future of the Presidency
itself was being questioned by a number of people and a number of
news sources throughout the country ?
However, in my judgment, these unexpected actors only serve to
dramatically increase the importance of our responsibilities to see that
the 25th amendment is functioning properly during its initial implementation; for, unfortunately, history has shown us that the 25th
amendment will, in all probability, be used again.
Let me say in closing, Mr. Chairman, and perhaps this summary is
not necessary considering the dedication of the members of this com-
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mittee, or the dedication of all of us in the Congress, but I think it is
imperative for us to understand the importance.
The temptation to play politics must be put, aside. The political
future of the nominee or the impact that his nomination may have on
his particular party, in my judgment, these are insignificant factors.
Can the nominee serve our country as President?
In my judgment, that is the fundamental question that all of us are
faced with today.
In the traditional role of the political system, of course, all of us in
we
And who
whenprethe Congress are part-isans. But we are Americans first.
were debating the 25th amendment, there were those cynics
dicted that if we were ever confronted with a momentous decision under the circumstances which now confront us, that Congress would
play politics with this responsibility.
I said at that time. and I fully believe now, that Congress will rise
above partisanship when the needs of the Nation demand it.
In the entire history of our country, I do not know of a time when
we have had greater demand for this'kind of leadership. This is not a
time for business as usual.
And I am confident that it is not going to be business as usual as far
as this committee is concerned. As I have said to the chairman before
the committee reconvened. I have on occasion watched the conduct of
this committee, with his leadership, and I have been impressed with
the thoroughness and diligence of trying to answer that one question
which I think is the most important question.
Mr. Chairman, that is the end of my statement.
I might point out that we did have put in the record a compilation of the debates, what I thought was significant testimony of some
of the expert witnesses surrounding the 25th amendment. I am sure the
committee has adequate copies of these, but I thought I would bring it
to your attention in the event someone overlooked it.
Tf anyone has any questions. I will be glad to deal with it.
T am sure all of you are familiar with the nuances surrounding the
implementation of that amendment back in 1965.
The CTIA. n.AN. Thank you very much for your fine statement.
I pointed out in my oi)ening statement before-re heard Mr. Ford that
we could well be selecting the next President of the Tnited States.
You properly pointed out that this is not just another case of business as usual; 'that it involves a very. very grave responsibility and
requires this committee to inquire into the complete background1 and
complete qualifications of the nominee, not only for the position of
Vice President, but for the ultimate position of President.
And I think we have directed our attention quite well in that regard.
I also pointed out that this is the first time in history that we have
ever had such a complete and thorough investigation of any candidate,
either for Vice President or President, in that we have had many
investigatory a-encies of the Government involved in this in-depth
stuidv of the philosophy of the man, and his background. I think his
whole political life certainly has been laid before the American publie. We feel that to be our'responsibility, because the public has not
had the opportunity to view him (luring the course of a campaign
to decide on those issues.
So we have attempted to carry that out as a part of our responsibility.
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A few times the. question has been raised as to whether or not we
-ought to l)rovide some method, in conjunction with the 25th amendment, of submitting the nominee to the American public, perhaps in
a special election.
Do you have any thoughts on that particular point?
I know that was considered somewhat in the debate on this matter.
Senator BAYHt. That was considered at that time, and we did not
pursue that, for the reasons that I have mentioned.
Since we have been called upon to consider this vacancy under the
circumstances which now confront us, which are unique in the history
of our country, I have given other attention to it, as I am sure the
members of this committee have.
As you know, a provision such as this was provided, I think, back
in thie initial act in 1792. And when the present Succession Act of
1947 was submitted to Congress, it is my mldersanding that President
Trmnan wanted to have that kind of v-ehicle, but it was objected to
in the House at the t ime. so we ended pup
with the present succession
.statute.
I think this could be (lone legally. I think under the situation we
huivo right, now, )ecause of the time involved to pass a statute, because
of the situation which Congress is faced with the President-in fact,
we might end u) with a Presidential veto-thus compounding the
aerimony at a time when we. need to look for ways to diminish it, I
think we need to move expeditiously to show the l)eople of the country
that the constitutional provisions we now have can function.
I think there is a lot of doubt out there as to whether the Government
can really meet crises-and I think this gives us a chance to meet
'rises which confront us without having to rush through a law and
be. confronted with a possibility of Presidential veto. I am still mulling
that around in my mind.
If you could consider that before the fact, I think it might be better
than after the fact.
The (' rA1Crn.,-. This proceeding is in the nature of an advise and
Consent proceeding where the President nominates and then the nomiie, comes before the Senate for the advise and consent of the Senate.
'Ii,-,is the first time that the House has been brought into the procec of a(lvis and consent,, which raises one particular problem, and
that is that there nmst be an investigation by each body, separate and
alpart from each other.
I lag there been any consideration given to the possibility of a joint
eivring so that the nominee would not be subjected to this sort of invest igation by each body. but rather would have one hearing resulting
in :wtion by both houses?
Seuator RYI. 'We considered that at the time, Mr. Chairman, but
-we felt that fell into the category of more or less the housekeeping devisio.-, the rules decisions that should be made by each body.
(ertainly we, should not put that into the Constitution. We might
provide for it by statute.
As yon know' immediately upon being given this decision. Congress,
,iron "the resignation of the former Vice President, several of us delatc'(d how best to handle this. And I resl)ectively disagreed with the
chairman, feeling we should establish a special committee.
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I was willing to go the joint route. That makes a lot of sense to me
because I thought, since this was a special occasion, we should treat'it
a bit specially. We lost that battle.
The Senate decided otherwise, and I had no second thoughts. I think
you in this committee, are doing an excellent job to pursue this investigation, in a very special way. For the degree of examination you have'
provided, and the degTee of enlightenment that you have brought to
the country, I think you are to be commended for this.
One of the things that I think is important in your doing this is to
more or less make the name. Jerry Ford a household word, because w6
are not. trying to anticipate anything. But if you look at the number
of Vice Presidents-I think every Vice President since Harry Truman
except one has become President. And that particular Vice'President
was a. nominee of his party. Ie.
was narrowly defeated.
So I think this choice of Gerald Ford as a potential Vice President
needs to be given careful consideration, and the people of the country
need to become familiar with him, not only in the event he becomes
Vice President. but in the event tragedy would strike, as it has so often
in the past, and they might have to look to him for national leadership
as President.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you on the question of joint hearing.
I felt that it would be to the advantage of both Houses of Congress if
we were able to have. a joint hearing of both bodies, both committees
involved, to make a determination, but we were not able to work that
out. So each body is conducting its separate hearing.
We certainly do plan to be. ver- t,oromrh. As I indicated earlier.
we have had interviews with over 1,000 witnesses in connection
with this matter. We have. from all sources over 2,000 pages of material. 'We have followed up on all kinds of leads. Whether they be
rumors or innuendoes, or whatever they may be. we have tried to either
verify or discomit to the best. of our ability, and I think the commit.tee has (lone quite- rood job.
Senator BAYI. I compliment the committee.
The CTTRnMi \Nx. Thank you.
Senator Cook.
Senator COOK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator, as you well know, we did discuss a joint committee of the
House and the Senate. I think the American people having watched
this committee of 9 going back and forth as we have for the last,
d!iy and a half, last week, and again today, might agree that with 38
Members being on the House Judiciary Committee and 9 Members
here-a 41-man joint committee. taking 15 or 20 minutes each, it. would
take considerable time to conduct a hearing.
So I think that probably what. we would have to have done in those
instances would have beach to both change the Senate rules and the
House rules, so that we could have at least. gotten, a committee of logical size to have handled that matter.
Senator BAYIT. I think any joint hearing presupposed the recognition of the fact that you mentioned.
Senator COOK. And a recognition which changes the rules.
Senator BAYR. Yes.
You would have to have a special group from each House, similar
size. for this one purpose. It would be unwieldy to do otherwise, I
think.
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Senator CoOK. I have just two technical questions to ask you, Senaior'Bayh.
I was not here when the 25th amendment was before your subcomiiiittee, of which I am now aiaiember. and was not here when debates
took place on the floor.
I think these are technical ones, and I would only ask you to get
these remarks into the record so we can more fully understand it.
I will read section 2:
"LWhenever there is a vacancy in the Office of the Vice President,
the President shall nominate a Vice President who shall take Office
upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress."
Now, was it your intention that those words "hy a majority vote of
both Houses of Congress" that each House would vote on this nomination separately?
Senator BAY. That is right, with a quorum of both Houses being
l)resent, separately.
Senator COOK. That goes to my second question which was, that it
would be based on a separate vote in each House of the Congress
with a majority of those Members in attendance and voting?
Senator BAYh. That is accurate.
We did contemplate a possibility of joint session because, as you
know, being one of the distinguished members of our Constitutional
Amendment Subommittee, that directly equals the weight each State
ki5uld be given in the electoral college; but because of the procedural
matter, each House felt more confident in supplying separately, and
w( thought frankly we had a better chance of getting it passed, so we
kept it separate.
S euator Cooic. Those questions were taken up before your subcommitte and were taken up in debate, as I understand it, and we do
have the precedent of the hearings and of the debate on the floor that
it is a separate vote of each House, and that shall consist of a majority
dith 3fembers in attendance who would vote.
Sehator BAYH. The record is clear on that, yes, sir.
Senator CooK. I thank the Senator very much.
The CHAIWMAN. Senator Poll.
Senator PELL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bayh, it must give you a great sense of satisfaction and
good to feel that you are the creator, really, of the procedure under
which we are now operating, because without your amendment, we
would have been under the old systeni, and I do not think we would
have'been happy with that. I do not think the country as a whole
realizes what a large debt we owe to the Senator from Indiana for
hang spearheadeA the effort to bring about the 25th amendment,
and I congratulate you on it.
There is one point in your remarks that struck me, that is where
you said that you must determine the individual before us to be qualified Dot just to be Vice President, but fully qualified to assume the
most powerful job in the world, that of President.
I would agree with you. And yet, I am not one of the President's
ardent admirers. I recall when he first considered the vacancy there
was a great outcry that if he nominated one of the really prominent
Republican contenders, his nomination might be held in'hostage. He
was faced, I think, with a dilemma in that regard, that the obvious
Republican candidates for President, be they Rockefeller, Connally,
whoever they were, could not be put in for political reasons.
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So then he had to find somebody who would not be objected to,
and he would still have Presidential' qualifications.
I think lie has done very well in his choice. But I do think this was
a factor in his decision.
I was wondering what you thought. And if this were so, could it be.
"
obviated in any way?
Senator B,%YJI. "Senator Pell, l)efore I answer these questions, [
appreciate your thoughtful remarks. I suppose anybody who has INeoii.
involved in'drafting legislation. as you have so often in the important
area of education, takes some pri(le when tile baby is born; but this
particular legislation., let me say. we hoped would never come of age.
I, too, heard the voices, some of them from very notable members of
our party, saying that as )emocrats we just could not sit. still for
anybody who might be nominated and thus be off and running , years
later against our nominee in 1976.
I went back and I studied that. record very carefully, and we took
that into consideration. We did not have any caveat *inthat record,
in the debate, where we said, well, however, we should not consider
anybody who could ultimately run as a candidate for the Presidency.
Quite the contrary.
Some of the characteristics that make a man a good President
would also, we hope, make him a good future candidate. I was not
willing to go along with some of our respective party leaders with that
prohibition.
I think Mr. Ford is one who will not create concerns on that particular ground, but I would suggest that anybody who has been in the
Office of Vice President for 3 years. as Mr. Ford will be if lie is elected,
elected by the House and the Senate, and does a efeditable job, I would
not necessarily discount that person as a potential Presidential c.ndidate in the future.
I listened to Mr. Ford disclaim any interest, and I know he is being
honest in saving that. but a person cani change his mind. Circumstances
change, and we have. enough problems right here in 1973 without
worrying about the politics of 1976, and I think we would be fool ist
and irresponsible to do so.
Senator PrLL. I agree with you.
Thank you.
The CHAIR.MWAN. Senator Griffin.
Senator GRIFFI . Senator Bayh. on page 2 of your prepared statenient, after reviewing the fact that there were a number of alternatives
available in dealing with this problem of filling the vacancy, you relate
that this particular method was chosen for a number of reasons. An(d
then the very first reason you give is that it would assure that thte
personn nominated is a member of the President's own party and thus
of compatible temperament and views.
I think you would agree with me that Congressman Ford's views on
domestic and foreign policy certainly closely parallel those of President Nixon, and hp is of the same political party.
So. what would, you think of any Member of the House or Member
of the Senate who vould oppose Congressman Ford's confirmation on
the grounds of disagreement with his philosophy or ideology or views
on domestic and foreign policy?
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Senator BAYJI. I think that it is entirely possible for any of our
colleagues in the Senate or in the House to vote against Jerry FordCongressman Ford-because the individual member would not feel
comfortable with Mr. Ford as President. I think that is a matter of our
own l)ersonal conscience.
Senator (mnlFfI.
Ie is within his rights.
Senator BAYII. Within his rights
Senator (hnwvix. I am thinking in terms of the intent of the 25th
amendment as you explained it.
Senator BAYI. The intent of the 25th amendment was to get a Vice
President who would be compatible and could work harmoniously with
the President.
However, I think anybody can make that determination that they
would not be comfortable with Mr. Ford as President. I have examined
this myself.
Jerry Ford has led the charge over there in upholding some of the
things the President has done, which I feel very uncomfortable about.
However, I studied this, and I come to the conclusion, at least now,
)pending the final disposition of this matter, I think any of us would
W'unwise to make a final decision until this committee has completed
its investigation.
But right now I look at Jerry Ford as being the Republican floor
leader, and I suppose he will be the defender of the administration.
And I do not want to get into an itemized checklist of my concerns over
some of the vetoes that have beenSenator Gmuramix. I am a little bit confused, Senator Bayh, because;
in your own statement you say that this method for filling a vacancy
in tle Office of Viee President was selected so that we could have a Vice
President who is of the same party and whose views and temperament
were similar to the President's.
Now. if that is what you wanted when you proposed and won the
adoption of this amendinent, is that not exactly or substantially what
vou would be getting in the nomination of Congressman Jerry'Ford?
•Senator lk ii. I tiink I have already answered that.
Senator (,nmrrix. ])id I understand you to say that even though
that is the case. you might vote against him anyway.
Senator BATH. I said I was going to reserve judgment until this
committee was through. I would not base my vote on that basis alone.
I was trying to explore with my (list inguished colleague from Michigan how it is possible for someone to vote against a person who has
the same politics and the same temperament of the President, which
is ie. and is apl)rol)riate vehicle-appropriate relationship when that
man is Vice President, but in the light of everything that has happened
to(lay. we might feel that that would not be a good thing if lie
is
lP'esident.
Now, I am not prepared to make that judgment right now. I was
prepared to vote against Mr. Ford if he had come down saying that
he thought all of the things the President (lid over that terrible weekend a couple of weekends ago, that lie would do the same thing if he
were President.
But I was very pleased with the way he discussed executive privilege.
That relieved my mind on that a great deal.
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There was a good example where a man of the same politics and the
same teml)erament would not necessarily get my vote if he made the
wrong response in the event he was President.
Our problem, as I think the Senator from Michigan recalls, because he was in Congress at that time, was how you make it possible
to have a harmonious working relationship with a Vice President and
a President, which is necessary; better to have no Vice President than
to have some of the acrimony we have had between Presidents and
Vice Presidents in the past, and yet be absolutely sure-in my judgment, the number one criteria is not that relationship, but that you
have a man who is qualified to be President. That is the big responsibility. That is the responsibility you have, and I think you are carrying it on very well.
Senator Gn1I ix. I appreciate that. I appreciate your contribution
to these hearings, Senator Bayh.
Although the review that you have provided in terms of history and
the merits of the 25th amendment is interesting and probably helps
in the record, the real reason we are here, of course, is to pass on the
(qilestion of whether Gerald R. Ford should be confirmed for Vice
President.
You have not addressed yourself directly to that question. Do you
have any advice for the committee in that regard?
Senator BAY!!. I would iust advise the committee to continue what
it is doing right now. which it does not need advice from me to do, to
explore the record of Mr. Ford. And I think when it is written, we will
l)e able to make an intelligent judgment.
From %ihatyou have been able to disclose right now, if there is no
additional information that. is brought to yonr attention, I am prepared
to t.o along with that nomination.
I w-int to emphasize I think the degree to whieh you have investigated this shows that this committee recognizes full well its responsiblitv. not only to fill that. vacancy, but to fill it with a man who
iseannble of being President.
Sonntor GiavN. T appreciate that. expression of support for the
nomination as the record stands right now. and I think it is both
meanin .ful and important coming from the floor manager of the 25th
amendment.
Thank von.
T1P (ITATIRMAN. Senator Allen.
Sector A T.,F,N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bacb, I want to commend you before the committee, as T
have on the floor of the Senate. for the leadership you exerted in
draft'
the legislation that. became the 25th amendment, for the hard
wo,.k( tihat von did in the subcommittee, l)efore the full committee,
ant1 ,in fl,, floor of the Senate.
You mntioned some of the alternate methods of filling a vacancy in
the O),ee of President, if a vacancy should occur.
One that T do not believe you suazested was to leave that nower in
the 1 ads of the Conrress. in other words, to provide the Congress
wo,,!l lu'we the nower bv law to provide for the filling of the vacancies
in tho O'Yce of the Vice President.
T
'r idnnalring Nhat you would think of that approach, in that
themr- -- v be, defects in this procedure, there may be things that will
devlo'u 0,at will show that a different method should have been used,
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and now to change it, it will take a constit utional amendment. Whereas,
if the power had been left in Congress, Congress by simple statute
could change it to meet changing circumstances.'
Would you comment on that?
Senator BAYl. I would prefer it be in the Constitution so everybody
knows in advance when a crisis confronts the country, we know in
advance when a crisis confronts the country, we know what the rules
and regulations are that are going to govern our response.
This minimizes the temptation to change the rule so that we might
benelit certain individuals or certain parties.
I feel more comfortable Nith the rules being in the Constitution so
we know in advance what needs to be done. I think we can act more
exl)editiously and with less temptation to not weigh things on their
merits, but to get the politics of the situation involved, and I think
right nov is a good example of that.
Senator AmL:x. I noticed from Mr. Ford's statement, the paragraph
reading as follows:
One, a Republican, noted that the security of our Nation demands that the
ofik-e of Vice President should never be left vacant for long. Another, a Democrat (without identifying him) observed that at a time of national crisis the
public would not tolerate the playing of politics In the choice of a Vice President.

Now, I believe from reading the Congressional Record that that was
a statement you malde on the ttoor of the Senate; is that not correct'?
Senator IBAYH. That is accurate.
We had, as it turned out, almost unanimous support for our amendmnent, but there were some anxious moments when one of our colleagues
wanted to change one of the provisions. One of the concerns we had
was what we would do in the current situation.
A lot of people said you could not have envisioned this or you would
have done something to change it.
Well, I do not know that you would have changed it any better. I
think you would have changed it for a worse solution.
We anticipated that you might have a President of one party asking
the Congress of another party to fill a vacancy with a member of the
President's own party. We thought both the President and the Congross, given the crisis of the moment, would act responsibly.
I remember President Eisenhower, when he came out with a ringing
endorsement of our proposal-if there was anybody who looked
this in the eye, it had to be President Eisenhower who had three
serious illnesses-to hear him describe how he was taken one morning
to the hospital, Walter Reed Hospital, and awakened one morning
and does not know how he got there, and you look around and see
three men whose faces are familiar but yo'u cannot remember their
names, and later on, as you begin to recover, you recognize these three
men as your most intimate White House assistants. And he said that
no constitutional amendment-no government can function unless
reasonable men are presumed to be making reasonable decisions when
confronted with the type of crisis we have right now.
I do not think the l)eople are going to tolerate either the President
or the Congress getting involved in some private shenanigans to benefit one party or the other.
Senator ALLEN. I am correct, then, in attributing that statement
to you?
23-712-73-11
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At a time of national cris;s. the plibliu would not tolerate the playing
of politics in the choice of Vice President ?
Senator B.mit. 'Ihose words have a familiar ring to them, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now. Senator Bach. I not iced some of the neml)ers
of the Senate fildiciarv Committee in talking. not in this committee,
but talking to the l)ress. al))arently. have inlicated that they are going to 1oh( '1l) on acting on the nomination of Senator Saxbe to be
Attorney General until the committee takes action on the Special Prosecutor bill that is be fore the committee.
Senator B.
Ill.
The ilelWn(lent )rosecutor. We already have a Special Prosecutor.
What some of is want is an indel)endent prosecutor, Senator.
Senator ALiiF. Verv well. An inhdl)enlent )rosecutor then. is that
what von want to ,all hii ?
Senator B.%vur. Tlat is what we do ('all him. and I think there is a
distinction.
Senator .\ni,:N. You do not tlinlk the prosecutor appointed by the
President under the conditions that were outlined. you do not think he
would be independent ?
Senator B.\i. Senator Allen. T am sort of like the fellow who gets
bitten by the dog once. if the (log bites the second time. it is the person's fault.
I would not feel as uncomfortable with the Special Prosecutor if I
had not set, on that ,mliciarv Committee for several weeks and listened
to Elliot Richardson and Archibald Cox and our distinguished minority leader in the Senate. IHugh Scott. after having come from the
White House. described with great. particularity the degree of independence, the fact that the President would never posibly-it just
could not. happen said Elliot Richardson. the sequence of events that
has happened. And I think the peoplee of the country woul rest easier.
tlhey would have more confidence in an independent prosecutor who
was established in a manner in which they would not be forced to go
through what we went through a couple veekends ago.
That is why I am very much in favor of the independent prosecutor.
T am not in favor of legislative blackmail.
The matter before the Senate Judiciary Committee now is the independent prosecutor bill. I would thinly%that the normal course of
events, the normal way we handle things in the legislative jproeess
would be to dispose of that matter and then consider Senator Saxbe's
nom imitation.
I have a great deal of confidence in Senator Saxbe. I do not envy
him having to follow the shoes of Elliot Richardson. with the exmerience of Mr. Richardson. Mr. Yiuckelshaus. an(d Mr. Cox, but I think
Bill Saxbe can follow those tracks as well as anybody.
Senator ALLEN,. You would not. be willing to set the. independent
l)rosecutor bill aside temporarily in order to act on Senator Saxbe's
nomination ?
Senator B.fyit. No, sir, I would not.
We have an Acting Attorney General now who is callable of conducting the business of the 'Justice*Department, and I want us to take the
steos necessary.
I do not see why there should have to be a N-ei' long delay unless
there are those. opposed to the independent prosecutor who want to
delay it.
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This is a nitter that ('nt be decided in a relatively few (lays.
l, Its hash it out aHid t lien let the ('oulit tee consider the 11ttination of Mr. Saxbe.
Senator A1LEN. I 11i1l glad to hear you say o11 hope the nomination

of Mr. Ford will i' acted on expeditiously.
Now, you would not feel it would be necessary to hold u) action on
Representative Ford until the independent prosecutor bill ills cleared
the Judiciarv Committee or hilts passed tie Senate, wolil you ?
Senator KkWiii. No, sir. 1 would not.
There have been some who have suggested that this is a good course
of action. Htere again I do not, believe in legislative blackmail.
I think there are limits beyen!! whiih a means justifying tile end
test. shoul not he applied., That is one of themt in Illy jdi(lgmitelnt.

The Constitution says that the President. should noiniate, and we in
the Congress should elect. (ontirlll however you want to describe it,
the Vice President. And I appreciate the fact, that. this committee is

proceeding with all deliberate speed and, in my judgment, that is tile
way the Senate anld the House should also l)roceAd, independutly oi
this other matter.
Senator Ait,.x. Then even if the independent prosecutor bill does
not clear the committee, you have no objection to the Senate taking u)
the nolitiltat ion alld acting one way or another on it?
Senator BAYIIl. ()f Mi'. Ford?.
Senator ALL.
Yes.
Senator B.t. 1 (o not see anything in that. 25th amendment that
said anything about iitdependent l)rosevitor, Senator Allen. I think

we should proceed with tie choice
e of the new Vice Presidenit.
I f this committee decides after hearings to l)as out the. name of Mr.
Ford, and if there is nothing new that is developed. as I said to Senator
Griffin, I aitlprepared to see NMr. Ford become Vice President.
I thitk we in tle Senate .Judiciary Committee have an equal reslponsibilitv to Iprs,,e this matter of indepe,(lelnt l prosecutor.
As I talked to a lot of people out, tiere in the country, they are alixious to get. this whole business of Watergate put on aIbasis that they feel
is going to reach it just conclusion, whether t person is convicted or
exonerate], so we can get, that behind us. That is why I think the itdependent prosecutor is extivrnely important.
1 (10 not think a special prosecutor is any different than Mr. Cox,
M r. Ruckelshaus. and Mr. Riclardson.
We found out. unfortunately, what could happen wthen the Iresidett (lisagreed with the action'that such individual was taking.
Senator ALLEX. Now, as a Senator who has taken a great deal of
interest in some of the President's nominees for various offices and who
has discussed those nominations at length on the floor, I would assume
that since the Senator wants tile nomination acted on expeditiously, he
would not anticipate lengthy dehbate. there, on the floor of the Senate
with regard to Mr. Ford's nomination, would lie?
Senator BAYrT. With all due respect to my good friend from Alabama-he knows how much I respect him, and consider him a, good
friend-I would suppose that the Senator from Indiana would apply
an even more charitable definition to reasonable length of del)ate than
my f friend from Alabama has on occasion.
Senator ALLEN. I thank the Senator for his nonanswer,
Senator BAYII. I think the answer is no-
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Senator A.LLJ N. 1 do appreciate your .coilling before this committee.
Senator BAYii. 1 thought we could have a little fun-I think the
answer is no.
The CHI.\INIAN. Senator Hatfield.
Senator H1A'rIELD. 'Mr. Chairman, I am sure the Senator from Indiana, when he was very eloquently considering the case of the 25th
aineiidmnent on the floor of the Senate, did not anticipate that lie would
be participating in this very real exercise in the outline of the procedure
lie has give'tn to us.
I want to comimend him for having given the leadership to the establiihment of the 25th amendment.
Now, I know that the Senator from Indiana has used )hraseology
that we all use from time to time in his testimony here today about
the fact, that the Vice President of the United States, whoever we select, should have the ability to fulfill the Office of President, if tragedy
should strike. That, is on page 3. And also, "Is this nominee qualified
not iust, to be Vice Presi(dent, but is le fully qualified to assume the
most powerful job in the world ?" Also on page 3.
And on page 4, "Cai the nominee serve our country as President if
they call upon him to do so? That is the fundamental question before
us all here."
Now, Senator Bayh, my question is, in the context of the hearings
today in which we are listening to testimony relating to Congremsman
Gerald Ford to be the next Vice President of the United States, what
are these qualifications and what is the central question that we are
to consider under the 25th amendment as it relates to Congressman
Ford?
In other words, what are the qualifications that are necessary for
a man to )ossess? What should I be looking for as a member of this
committee, as I listen to Gerald Ford and as I listen to testimony
about him? What are the characteristics I should be looking for
that would qualify him to take over the Office of President of the
United States?
I want to put that in context. This is not just a general broad
theoretical question.
Can we have applied the same qualifications to Franklin Pierce
and James Buchanan, who were two Democratic Presidents, or to
President Taylor and President Tyler, who were two Whig Presidents, or to President Grant and President IIarding who were two
Republican Presidents, as compared with Presidents like Washington,
Jefferson, Lincoln, Teddy Roosevelt, and Wilson?
I get a little confused when I look at these various Presidents who
have occupied the White House in the past, and then try to come up
with a criteria which very clearly says this man has the qualifications
to be President., or this man does not lave.
So what is this criteria? What are the.% qualifications? What are
the characteristics we should be looking for?
Senator BAYU. I think the Senator from Oregon points out, as only
he can-he has a special expertise-the difficulty in establishing a
criteria, because our Presidents have had different positives and nega.
tives in'the past.
Fortunately we have hindsight, and we see some of the qualities
that we did not like. I think generally we know what kind of trust-
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worthy, local kind Boy Scout oath qualifications we would like to
see all our Presidents have.
Fortunately in the past we have had people when thrust in the
office of the Presidency, have responded rather magnificently, on occasions,beyond our expectations.
I think as we look at this, particularly when you look at the need
to have someone work with the President, there are certain basics
one has to establish without which they are disqualified: Honesty,
integrity, no skeletons in the closet that do not exacerbate the confidence problem as we havQ it right now, and appropriate respect for
and dedication to reasonable interpretation of the Constitution.
I do not want to get involved in reliving that sequence of eventH
which we went through relative to the tapes.
But to me, that is a good example of misinterpretation of Executive
privilege far beyond any inference that is contained in the Coinstitution.
Having gone through that once, I do not want a Vice Presidential
ca' ididate in there that might be President, and make that same assessment again. Hopefully, the present President would not again.
You get into the broader field, as the Senator from Oregon I am
sure has contemplated, of policy matters, priority matters, how will
this man act as President if Congress sends him an end-the-war
amendment?
Will he assume the same position in supporting the President's veto
of certain health legislation or vocational rehabilitation legislation or
education legislation?
I do not know.
I am willing to accept Jerry Ford because I think he has the fundamental honesty and decency and acceptable interpretation of the
Constitution. I am concerned. I would much prefer to have someone
who voted a little differently in the Congress.
But I was not the nominating authority.
I can accept Jerry Ford's role as floor leader, as being one of supporting the President. Since he was presented to us as a man who
would have the qualities of reconciling some of the differences between the Congress and the President, perhaps through fate, if Jerry
Ford would become President, he would not feel obligated to support
the same position in those policy areas as his President, in the past.
I do not know how definitive you want me to get on that, Senator
Hatfield.
Senator -IATImD. Senator Bayh, you know here again I appreciate
what you have just said because I would like to put the emphasis on
what the personal attributes, personal characteristics are.
You appeal to a sensitive nerve in me when you talk about an endtie-war amendment. I might be thoroughly persuaded that is a priority issue. I certainly did feel that at the time I was engaged in that
very activity. But as I read the 25th amendment, that is why I am
asking for your interpretation, I look at the question: Is tlis man
capable of performing the duties?
Not whether or not he agrees with me or T with him on the veto
of the vocational re abilitation. As you know, I voted each time for it,
voted to override the veto, and am fully committed.
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I am lot so sure I am looking for that inl the wording of this 25th
ameldment agreement, as much as I am looking for personal attributes and characteristics at. this moment in history when a man call
reconcile these diffeivnces, and bring back these'relationships that
have 1)een ruptured l)etween the executive and the legislative.
Now, I am not saying that we eliminate the philosophy or the
issues entirely. It. woulld seem to me we ought to be looking for a man
who has the cal)al)ility of performing these specific factions ait this
time. in human relationships, and political relationships, and this is
more important than whether or not we bear the same viewpoints or
philosopl v on bill-, or issues.
A broader examination over and against, the background and experience is needed. I am not looking at, 25 years of Congress, but only
as it, might illustrate the.e personal characte.ristics.
JIames Buchanan had been a Senator. a Secretary of State, and an
ambassador. Now, you would assume that would have qualified the
man to be a. great or a strong President.
I do not, think there are many historians that woild rank James
Buchanan as a strong President, even with all of this fine political
experience and background. So I ani looking at something more than
the record of time ill office. or whether I agree with him oil the issues,
I am looking at the 1iersonal attributes as you have 4ated here a while
azo. I am just. asking the question, al I "riglt in looking for this as
the emphasis, as you conten)lated this 25th amendment?
If I lined imp my voting record with Jerry Ford's, I am sure we
would be in greater disagreement than agreement. oi some of the more
'ontroversial issues.
But. t~o me. that is not the important thing as it is to see in ,Jerry
Ford the ability to get along with people. to 1)e a catalyst between
differences. to be a reconciler, to be believable. to be crediblef, to be
open and honest and fortilright.
f am looking for these.
Am I rirrht or wrong?
Senator B.v-i. I think you are right. Some of us who have assumed
different positionss on :,oie of the issues that I describe, very similar
to your,, have to recognize that we are not goil.(.r to l)e al)le to resolve
the competing circumstances of the 925th amendment which we con-

sidered-what you do when you have a Conress of one party feeling
certain ways about an issue and the President of another party feeling
another way about those same sets of issues.
So I think there is a significant amount of ,rive there, provided there
is some of the fundamental qualities that the Senator from Oregon.
ias described.
Senator HATFIELD. Because, is it not true that even ill a body such
as the U.S. Senate, we maintain a communication and a rapport and a
working relationship across the aisle, even with colleagues with
whom we. have a great political difference amnd philosophical difference? We have a base for a working relationship) of confidence and
trust, faith and judgment. that transcends our political differences.
We can see Senator Stennis and Senator Kennedy, standing on one
side of the issue fighting shoulder to shoulder, and Senator Goldwater
and myself on the other side. I am thinking here of the issue of ending
the draft. Next time, perhaps, we would be on the opposite side of an-
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other issue, but not having broken the relationship so that we call still
function as Senators in a body of the United States.
Senator BY. I think each of us has to make that determination in our own inds. I ami not as concerned al)out some of the programatic issues that we discussed as I am-and I have had a real struggle in my own mind on some of those that go beyond programatie
issues.
How do you interpret Presidential power in the Constitution? You
can be as honest an.(as -friendly and conciliatory an individual as you
want, but if you (o not recognize that there are limits on Presidential
Power, frankly, I do not think you ought to be in there as president.
Now, I feel that very sincerely, because of some of the matters we
have had.
Let me just say this in one cap: We did not feel, when ve passed
the 25th amendment, that there was going to be anybody who went
through the Process of nomination, confirmation, who was an entirely
different strike than the president, that that just would not happen,
and it would be wrong for (ongress to expect that to happen.
Senator HATFIELD. Really, Senator Bayh, if we had a candidate up
here, having been nominated by President Nixon, with whom you and
I probably have more in agreement on some of these issues like the
end-of-the-war amendment, war Powers, vocational rehabilitation. it
would be in direct violation of the concept expressed lere, in .which a
person nominated by the President's own party, and I quote, "And that
have comparable temperament and views." So really the President
probably has followed more closely the intent of the 25th amendment
by l)resenting someone to us who has the credibility, the honesty, and
all of these personal attributes, but who also 1)rolably has movie differences of political viewpoint than you or I would hold together.
Would that not be true?
Mr. B.\Yit. Let me say before we go too far in endorsing what has
happened. that the spirit of the 25th amendment in this regard was
pragmatic, pragmatic with how you were going to have a President
make a nomination if he is of one Party and Congress is of another,
and reconcile differences there.
I would be much more comfortable with a man here before us with
a much different voting record on the matter of health, education, and
the war, Supreme Court Justices and all of this kind of business, but
we do not have that.
The 25th amendment does not contemplate it in my judgment, so I
think we need to consider more basic factors.
Senator HATFIELD. Let me understand it, though, in just this last
statement. Because it seems to me that on pa-e 2 you have stated, in
the 25th amendment. section 2-ffirst, it would assure the person nominated was a member of the President's own party and thus have conpat ible temperament and views.
Now, it seems to me, as I read that language, recognizing that we
have variation of viewpoints and philosophies within both parties,
that it is more in keeping with the 25th amendment, say, to have perhaps a Gerald Ford than it would to have a Mark Hatfield-a Governor
Rockefeller.
Let's back up. Strike the other. Governor Rockefeller.
Senator BAY11. Governor who?
Senator HATFIELD. Governor Nelson Rockefeller.
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Senator BAYu. Well, I would assume that. you are right. This 25th
amendment was trying to do the best we could with what we had to
work with, and the statement that I made. that you accurately quoted.
is an accurate reflection of the pragmatics of the situation, where it is
just inconceiveable that right now the President would nominate a
Mark Hatfield as much as some. of us might like that to happen.
Senator HATFI'LD. Well, I think you did a great job on the 25th
amendment, and I hope we are living uip to the very letter and spirit.
Senator BAYR. I am certain you are doing an excellent job.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Senator Bayb, as the Senate's leader in developing and presenting the 25th amendment. I think it is most. appropriate
that you are here today with a statement, and also I think this is part
of the comprehensive record that is necessary.
You mentioned in your statement that you supported another method
of hearing the nomination. This will be precedential, I would imagine,
the method that we are now embarking upon. Does this satisfy vou
now. as the method for future applications of the 25th amendment.
when a Vice Presidential nomination comes before the Senate?
Senator BAY1I. I mentioned earlier I had differences of opinion
with some of the committee. They were not personal. It is my feeling
that because this was precedent potential, as contrast to precedential,
I would have preferred a special committee. We lost that one. I think
the committee here is showing it can give special attention to a .qituation such as this, and I would imagine we are establishing precedent.
One of the things I think we need understand is that we are talking
about one part of this amendment. which is easier to deal with, and.
Senator Allen, as your question as to why I felt it should be in the
Constitution and not have the Congress pass the law, is that von get
into that disability situation, you need some quick action, and you
know how laborious and time 'consuming the legislative process can
be.Senator ALLEN. Could splitSenator PAYTI. Yes. I see no reason not to consider them both the
same way. That is a most difficult problem as all of you recognize who
studied this situation, where vou have a President who was not only
disabled, perhaps from a physical standpoint, but from a mental standpoint., who is able to walk and talk. and maybe distinctions between
good judgment and bad judgment can only be made by those who
observe him on an every day basis.
It is the judgment of the Vice President and the majority of the
Cabinet that this man is really not capable of t5overnhinf the countryv.
They transmiCthat to us. If you have a President sending out press
releases that today he played a round of golf or he is going to go thus
and do thus and so. that is a much more comnilicated situation. one
which I feel-handled with this same kind of disnatch being given to
this--could be given the same way. It is a greater burden. The urgency
of it is much more significant.
Senator WLTAMrS. Another point. Certainly today the circumstances could in no way be imagined when von developed in your commrttep this 925th amendment. Now. if vo, had in any wa, heen able. to
imagine todav's circumstances, is this the method you "beliov is the
best method for situation- such as the situation we are in today?
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Senator BAYH. I am not certain. I have to )e totally honest about this,
and if it is a confession, then that is what it is. We were able to contemplate the normal kind of situations that we have had historically in
our country where you have a President of one party and a Congress of
another. We have discussed our thoughts on this.
But the unique situation we have-I hope it is not only unique to current history, but also to future history of this Nation of ours, is the
credibility problem where you not only have a Vice President who has
resigned,but you have a President doing the appointing under a cloud.
If you go ahead and imagine what this leads to, with more than 3 years
remaining, all of those cranking in. I think you could make a salable
case for a special election, given the circumstances-given these circiimstances.
Now, we did not engage in this particular kind of circumstances.
It is impossible to believe we could go through the sequence of events
we have gone through. But having all of the circumstances, the special
election in which the people can then make that determination, that is
something that I would not particularly discount. .
Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that. I was surprised yesterday that
the former president of the New Jersey League of Women Voters
raised this with me. She said these circumstances were never imagined.
Therefore, I wondered why we are in such a hurry to apply this
amendment today?
Obviously, this is what our law is today. Perhaps this would give us
something to think about for tomorrow. W¥e would not violate today's
constitutional amendment, in view of the circumstance,.
Senator BAYh. We do not know what is going to happen tomorrow.
I have asked myself, I have been so surprised as to what happened
yesterday, the day before, week 'before, I think we need to look for
ways to shore up our credibility right now.
would imagine certain things that could be done, given certain circumstances that could happen, but I would just as soon not describe
here right now and discuss here right now, because we hope they do
not happen.
But I think we came up with the best we could, hindsight being what
it is, if I can envision the possibility of all these kinds of things happening such as the possibility of a special election, to restore credibility, particularly in the event something yet may happen to the Presi(lent himself, which I hope it will not.
I only say that because of all the speculation and because the House
is considering, as I think they have a right to consider, the whole
investigation of impeachment.
Senator WITLIAMs. Thank you very much.
The COAIRMAN. I understand Senator Pell has one more question.
Senator PELL. If the committee would indulge me, I should have
asked this before, a very brief question.
In reading your amendment, I notice that when there is no Vice
lPresident, there is no provision to determine the disability of a President, and I was wondering why you had not specified in the amendinent in the Office of Vice President, that then the successor to the
President, the Speaker of the House or President pro tempore of the
Senate, would not have the power of the Vice President to make that
determination with the majority of the Cabinet?
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Senator BArn. That is a feature of the amendment, which I have
given a great deal of thought to. I wondered where we were caught
with our guard down. We. have gone back and investigated. We did
consider this. Because of that., it reinforces my conviction that we
should proceed as you are, with all deliberate speed, to see. that that
vacancy is filled in'the event. God forbid, that the President should be
strickeni by any kind of disabling situation.
We iusi made the decision, and I think I would make tie same decision if I had to make it all over again, that the car had as big a load as
it could carry. We were dealing with two very complicated. very
politically sensitive areas.
11e thought to get involved in the situation where the Sneaker of
the IHouse might be able to move in a disability, with a live President
involved. but that would contemplate the situation to a much greater
deL-I'ee.
Senator PrE LL. Thank voi. That is omme more reason why we should

go with all deliberate speed.
Senator BA\YIr. Yes.
Thank you very much, Senator Pell.
The CHAIr.rAN. Senator Ba),h, thank you very much for being here
and griving us the benefit of your views.
Senator B,.vmr. Thank you.
The C.ll,\IR
. I see we have a number of distinguished colleagues
in the room from the ]house of Representatives.
If you would all move up this way. T will call Congressman Mahon
ac'. the first witness.
We are glad to have you here.
STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MAHON. A MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS
Mr. MA.\ox. Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
We have been listeninga to tfle testimony ,)Ibout the 2-5thl amendment.
It is appropriate that vou talk about the 25th amendment and examine
it. It is probably even more important to talk abolit the tyl)e of man
who has been nominated for the Vice Presidency of the Un~ited States.
T perhaps know tfle nominee as well as almost anlbody in the
House of Representatives. so I am pleased to avail myself of this
opl)ortunity to appear before you in support of the nomination of
Jerry Ford for Vice President.
I think the citizens of this country can take. heart that in the midst
of our serious difficulties, our svstemii continues to function, and Governmente continues to govern.
This distinguished committee is, at this moment, proceeding in an
orderly and democratic way to meet a very difficult situation.
It is most fortunate that the President has nominated a man who
is so well-known, and I should say so favorably known to the Congress.
After all, the'Congress has to make the decision in this case. The
Congress must evaluate Jerry Ford and determine whether or not he
is qualified for the Vice Presidency and whether or not he might be
qualified to move into the position of President.
In May of 1966 1 had the honor of presenting the annual George
'Washington Award to Mr. Ford in behalf of the American Good
Government Society. In the course of my remarks on that occasion,
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I said, "Great things lie ahead for Jerry Ford in the realm of go%"ermient." That. prediction is being fulfilled.
At the same time I spoke of the reverence which ,jerry Ford has
for the American constitutional system. I noted his long experience
in government which had fitted hi for the task of helping strengthen
American institutions. lis dedicated service since that time has borne
out, the validity of those remarks.
Having beeli elected to Congress in 1934, I had been here for some
time before Mr. Ford arrived in 1949. le was placed on the Approl)riations Committee in 1951. and it was at that time that our close
relationship began. At. the very beginning I was impressed with his
calm judgment and steady hand, qualities that are certainly needed
in the position that. we are discussing here today.
In 1953, Jerry Ford became a member of Defense Subcommittee, a
subcommittee upon which I lve,served for many years and which
1 have chaired for a mnmber of years. We worked together on this
subcommittee for some 12 year, intimately in at small room, with
about 8 or 10 Members of the, House of Re'presentatives, Democrats
and Republicans.
When you spend countless hours and days and months working
together on important legislation, you get to know a man and you
begin to take his measure.
After Jerry Ford became minority leader in 1965, we contimed
to work together on a, broad spectrunm of legislative matters but particularly in trying to pass appropriation bills that, contained a reasonable'level of spending.
His service on the Appropriations Committee and as the minority
leader has i'en himn an overall view of the Govermnent which he
could hardly have secured otherwise. as a legislator. If you know
where the money goes, you know a great deal about the operation of
government.
His service on the T)efensk Subcommittee has given him the opportunitv to study tile nature of an adequate defense program. r'lhiat is
one of the most important issues before the country todav. ie understands the intricacies of clear strategic capabilities aild the effect
this has on international relationships.
A man who has never had congressional experience would certainly be somewhat at a loss for quite sonie time ill trying to l)roperly
evaluate matters of this kind.
,erry Ford has always taken .anational view rather than a parochial
view. Of course, I do not mean that I have always agreed with him,
and vol ed(as he hns voted. We are not talking "about that. We are talking about the quality of the maa for tle position of Vice President. It
;i evident to me that rg(iardless of the administration in power, lie
has been thoroughly (,e(licatedto the national interest and to the overall welfare of the Nation. Ile is a man of good will. Ile does not take a
narrow partisan view-of course, he supports his party, but not in a
narrow partis'm wav-vith regard to public matters.
He does not assume a rigid posture on issues generally. I-e works
toward time accomplishment of the attainable. Ile is a man you can deal
with. ie listens to the other fellow's view and cooperates toward the
achievement of worthwmhile goals.
With respect to my personal association with Mr. Ford outside
committee rooms and the House of Representatives, I have been in
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his home; I have )layed golf with him lpon a number of occasions.
I can report that he knocks the ball a country mile, but his short game
leaves much to be desired.
Jerry Ford's most obvious traits are his sincerity, his forthright)ess, his respect for truth and decency under any and all circumstances.
I know of nothing in his background that detracts from this reputation
of uprightness as a Government official. He represents the best qualities
of American manhood and integrity.
Another characteristic that this man possesses with which I am quite
familiar is that of diligence and hard work. Lie is one of those "hewers
of wood and drawer. of water" upon which our country depends. His
energy and industry have meant much to the Nation already. In his
new office these resources will continue to serve him and the American
)eol)le.
TIhe Vice President needs to be acquainted with the problems of
leadership. Jerry Ford, as minority leader, has had a great deal of
experience, often under very adverse circumstances, to develop qualities of leadership. Without fanfare le does his job. Lie does it with
quiet authority, simply but effectively.
I think it is widely recognized that the House of Representatives
perhal)s comes closest of any institution under our system of governiment to testing the true quality of a man. The House is the people's
branch, we say. It is in this place that Gerald Ford's measure has been
taken over the last quarter of the century. And it is in the House of
Representatives that Gerald Ford has made his public mark.
I would unisitatingly place Jerry Ford high on the list of those
Members of unassailable character and integrity with whom I have
worked in my years of congressional service. He reflects integrity and
generates confidence among those with whom he associates. These
are qualities devoutly to be sought in a public official.
We from the House today are pleased to have the honor of appearing before this committee on this historic occasion when we are for
the first time seeking to implement the 25th amendment.
'he CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman Mahon, for a
very, very fine statement.
Does anyone have any questions?
Thank you, sir.
Next., we call on the Honorable Leslie C. Arends, U.S. Congressman from the State of Illinois.
STATEMENT OF HON. LESLIE C. ARENDS, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
Mr. Anm-RENDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.
1. too. as a Member of the House, appreciate very much being permitted this opportunity to appear before you for a few brief remarks
about the nomination of Jerry Ford.
It is a pleasure to comment on the President's nomination of Jerry
Ford to be Vice President of the United States. It seems to me that the
spontaneous acclaim in the East Room of the White House when the
President announced his nomination is typical of the enthusiastic reaction across the Nation. His choice was an excellent one.
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The President had previously noted three basic criteria for the
assignment. First, the nominee must be qualified to be President.
After all, the Vice President is only a heartbeat away. Second, he must
share the views of the President on critical questions of foreign policy
and national defense. Finally, he must be able to work with Congress
on programs affecting tie national interest. Jerry Ford has all these
qualifications-and more.
It hasq been my privilege to know Jerry Ford throughout all of his
25 years in the ongtss. As a member of the House Armed Services
Committee, I worked closely with him when he served on the Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations. He knows our defense needs
and is dedicated to a strong Defense Establishment. He understands
the essential interrelationship between national defense, and foreign
policy-one of the qualifications the President cited.
I worked closely with him, too, when he was chairman of the Republican conference of the House and even more closely for the last
8 years in his job as minority leader. You get to know a lot about a
man in that time and under all circumstances. Observing him in this
day-to-day relationship-often under heavy l)ressure, called upon
many times to make quick legislative judgments which vitally affect
the welfare of the country-his performance has never failed to inspire confidence.
As a person, Jerry Ford knows the meaning of courage, the value of
education, the decency of sportsmanship, and the wisdom of moderation. These qualities are not just the product of his Washington years.
They go back early in life-to his Midwest childhood, to his studies at
the University of Michigan and later at Yale, to his naval service, and
the practice of law. They are reflected not only in the character and
integrity of the man himself, but in the wholesomeness of his family
and their lifestyle. He has never neglected them in the pursuit of his
career.
Considering the heavy demands of his leadership post, Jerry has
never been cavalier about his responsibilities, never callous in his dealings with his colleagues, never scornful of his adversaries. Such would
not be his nature. This is all part of his success as a leader. His perennial advice to House freshmen is to "make your office the human link
between a vast Federal Government and the individual at home." This,
too, is reassuring.
In his preface to the book "Gerald R. Ford, Selected Speeches,"
Jerry Ford has this to say:
Like all other Americans, I have a large dream. I have sought in some of my
speeches to put that dream into words. One of the strengths of America Is that
it is a nation of ideas. I have faith in ideas, and I hope that faith shines through
the lines of at least a few of my speeches.
Faith in ideas-ideas which have stood the test of time, and new
ideas which can improve our Nation and the lives of our citizens. Our
country has flourished on ideas and innovations put together with careful judgment and a unique sense of balance. That Jerry Ford is concerned about this sense of balance is likewise reassuring.
Let me also say that not only does Jerry Ford understand legislative
priorities, he likewise knows our problems as legislators. As Vice
President of the United States and President of the Senate lie will be
fair, objective, and understanding. We have always found him so in
the House. In this assignment he can be very instrumental in hammer-
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ing out on the anvil of reason meaningful legislative results which will
benefit all American people.
His qualities of decency. honesty, frankness, and downright comnonsense-his understanding of the value of compromise-his years
of legislative experience and unquestioned leadership ability-all of
this convinces me that here is a man who can serve honorably and with
distinctt ion as our next. Vice President.
I wholeheartedly recommend his confirmation.
lhe (C.m.TI I hank you very niuch, Congressman Arends.
Any questions?
Next, is the I1onorable Richard Boiling. Congressman from
Missouri.
STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD BOLLING, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI
MPr. BOLIN(;. Tiank you, Mr. (Chairman.
I have a very brief statement.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear here in support of the confirmation of Relresentative Gerald R. Ford, of Michigan, as Vice
President.
For abont. 20 years I have worked with or aswainst Conrressman
Gerald Ford during many of the legislative fights in the House of
Rem'esentatives of that )eriod. Regardless of the issue. or whether or
not we. were allies or adver.aries on a particular occasion, I have
found him personally to be well informed, hard working, fair, and
rea'onalle. ITis word is good not just to the letter of an understanding,
but in the spirit of that understanding.
Ite is a man of strong convictions and opinions. But he is also a
man who truly respects the opinions of others. Ie is tough minded,
straight forward, and cool under pressure.
I believe him to be a dedicated public servant and an honorable
mnau.
For all those reasons., I am convinced he has the, essential qualities
to s-rve as Vice President or if tie occasion demands as President of
the. United States.
In fairness, I should add that I would be surprised if I did not continue to disagree with him on most domestic issues.
Mr. Chairman, thank vou.
Thl1e1
CHAiR,%r.
Thank you very much, Congressman Bolling.
Any questions?
Next, the Honorable John J. Rhodes, Congressman from Arizona.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN 3. RHODES, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA
Mir. RInODs. Mr. Chairman. distinguished members of this committee, it is a pleasure and honor to give mv testimony in support of the
nomination of the Honorable Gerald R. Ford to'be Vice President
of the United States. It is a pleasure because, Jerrv Ford is and has
been for many years one of my warnest personal friends. It is ar
bonor because' consider him to be well qualified in every way to be the
Vice President or the President of the United Statesi should he be
called upon to serve in either capacity.
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InI mv opinion, a. person who would be the President or Vice President must lave several (ualities.
I cannot hell) but recall the colloquy between the Senator from Oregoii and the Senator from Indiatna,%biecause I am afraid I am taking a
great burden on myself here today to do ti thinking for this coinmittee to set. forth the qualities of Ohe President and Vice President as
I see it. But. I did try to put myself in your place, and it comes out
about, like this, Mr. Chairman.
First, lie should have )rofound respect for his fellow human beings,
and a real desire to hel l) them to a better life in peace. lie should regard them and himself as children of God.
Second, lie should be a patriot in every sense of the word, with deep
rsi)e't for the I ited States of America and hr institutions. and a
firim resolve to preserve and l)roteettheln for posterity.
Third. he must possess a great sense of personal' integrity. so that
the people of the world will have confidence that the decisionss ie makes
will le made with no base motive.
Fourth. lie should be a well-educated man with the mental and moral
equipment required to handle the toughest job in tie world.
Fifth, it is highly desirable that he be skilled in the art of government at some level.
It particular, he should be knowledgeable of the Federal Govermnent, and how it operates.
Sixth, lie must have great respect for the system of checks and balances set u ) by the Constitution. He must realize that for tile system
of checks and'balances to work. it is necessary for each of the'three
coordinate branches to sustain its own prerogatives.
In my opinion, the Honorable Gerald R. Ford fulfills each and
every one of these demands to an admirable degree. Further, he will
bring. to this high position an unusual ability to get. along with people
and to synthesize their ideas into a consensus. This quality should
be extremely valuable to the executive branch in dealing with other
branches of our Government, as well as in the conduct of foreign
affairs.
It is my hopt, that Mr. Ford's confirmation will be accomplished
as rapidly as possible. I feel that all of the peol)le of our country will
feel more secure knowing that a man completely capable of being
President fills the Office o Vice President.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cmi.\11tAx. Thank you very much for a fine statement. Thank
you for the helpful outline of qualifications that you (leem to be
necessary.
That is one of the areas that we do not have a precise spelling out
of what.should be the basic qualifications.
Mr. RmmIOs. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that when this committee
reports, it will have addressed itself to that problem and l)robal)Iy
come up with some rather historyinaking sets of qualifications, which
may give sound guidance if this latter ever comes up again.
h'le CiAmTmN. Any questions? Thank you.
The Honorable Marthia 1. Griffiths,'Member of Congress from
Michigan.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MARTHA W. GRIFFITHS, A MEMBER OF
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Ifs. GlRufrFrs. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, it
is both a privilege and ail honor for me to appear before the Senate
Rules Committee on behalf of the nomination by the President of
Gerald R. Ford for Vice President of the United States. Since I am
a Michigan Congresswoman, it might be assumed that I would be prejudiced in Mr. Ford's behalf, and in a sense, I certainly am. But, I
am also a Democrat. Perhaps these two areas of bias will offset each
other, and I can be objective.
It is my opinion that Gerald Ford should be speedily confirmed by
the Senate and the I-ouse for the Office of Vice President.
As a law student, my schooling term immediately followed Jerry
Ford's at the University of Michigan. The student body had nothing
but respect and admiration for Gerald Ford. As a Member of Congress and a member of the Michigan delegation, I have known Gerald
Ford well in the 18 years I have sat in this body. I have never known
anything ill of him.
A Vice President, along with all other political officeholders, should
be honest. I believe that Gerald Ford is honest. While he is not rich,
neither will he have to depend on handouts from would-be friends to
maintain his home, and he would never accept them.
Gerald Ford is a worker. Only other politicians know the tremendous amount of work involved in politics. Gerald Ford arrived at his
seat in this body by defeating Bartel Jonkman, an incumbent Congressman of his own party. It was the upset of the year in Michigan.
Jerry won because he got up long before dawn and went farm by
farm to talk with the farmers in his rural district while they were
doing their morning chores. In my opinion, the ability to work is one
of the real requirements of a politician.
Gerald Ford is a leader. Quietly, I always have belieired that there
were others in the Republican Party who sought the position of minority leader. When Ford was elected chairman of the Republican
conference, there were those who believed that his election to that post
would kill him politically and that later they could move against him
as minority leader. But, when Ford became'the conference chairman,
lie led. To my dismay as a Democrat, he went all over this country
helping aspiring Republican candidates, and for a great many of them
ho won.
When he became the minority leader, his leadership was a marked
change to that of Charlie Halleck of Indiana. Where Mr. Halleck
was swift and ruthless, Gerald Ford was slow moving, soft spoken,
and kind. Some confused such actions with an inability to lead. They
were wrong. The proof of his leadership can be expressed no better
than in the upholding of every Presidential veto.
It is well to remember that our President, when named Vice President and even as a Presidential candidate, had no history whatsoever
of having a proved record of leadership. Gerald Ford has such a record
for us to judge.
For some reason, some of the people believe that since Democrats
are in the majority to confirm a Vice Presidential appointment under
the 25th amendment, we should confirm another Democrat. Gerald

Ford is not a. Democrat. He is a partisan Republican but, in my opinion, the Republican Party is entitled to this.
For many years, I have appeared on programs in Michigan sul)l)orting the Democratic point of view while Gerald F~ord supported the
Republican. In all the years, I have never known Mr. Ford to make
a dishonest statement nor a statement that is part true and part false.
lie has been absolutely fair and honest in every statement I have ever
heard him make. He has never attempted to shade a statement, and I
have never heard him utter an unkind word. These qualities, in my
judgment, are needed by this administration, and if I had no other
reason, I would support Ford because of this.
Some people appear to believe that the Congress should not confirm as a Vice President a person who is not committed to the philosophy of the person writing or speaking. In my judgment, Congress
cannot take such an attitude. We are not here to say that unless the
choice of the President agrees with us on ecology or defense or some
other popular issue, that Congress should not vote to confirm him. This
is not the purpose of the 25th amendment, and it is not within the
province of t s body to say, because we do not agree with him on the
issues, we will not support him. We are here to check Jerry Ford's
integrity, his ability, his leadership ability, and with any confirmiation, to give the stamp of approval upon those items.
Yet, I would be less than honest if I did not admit that while I
would vote for Gerald Ford, I never would have spoken on his behalf
if I did not feel confident from his past history that he would support
the rights of women.
For those who now cry out that he has opposed women's rights, I
answer, "You are wrong." I have had the best chance to judge what
he has done and will do. Gerald Ford lined up 17 Republicans at one
time for the final signatures on the discharge of the equal rights
amendment from the jurisdiction of the Judiciary Committee, which
led to its passage in the House. He supported the entrance of the word
"sex" to the Civil Rights Act in 1964. I know. I made that argument.
He has voted for equal survivor rights for women in the civil service.
He has supported rights for children of a woman worker to draw on
her social security, should she die. In my judgment, Gerald Ford for
Vice President is the best selection that President Nixon has made for
any office, and I urge Mr. Ford's confirmation.
The Vice President of the United States should be honest. He should
be intelligent and informed. He should be fair. He should be kind. He
should be a worker. He should be a leader, and he should be an able
President, should fate call upon him to perform this task.
In my judgment, Gerald Ford has all these qualifications and more.
I urge his confirmation as Vice President of the United States.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, now you can understand why
Michigan is proud of Martha Griffiths.
Because my name is Griffin, which is easily confused with Griffiths,
I suspect that I may even occasionally derive some political benefit
from this confusion.
The two of us have a lot of fun about the confusion in names: she
gets some of my mail and I get some of hers. But, regardless of our
party, we are proud of Martha Griffiths in Michigan.
23-712-73-12
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Senator ALLENx. I would like to commend Mtrs. Griffiths on her very
fine. very Coquent, very i)i1ressive endorsement of Gerald Ford.
I appreciate it.
Senator WILLIm\S. I would like to echo that. I am glad you raised
some of the l)arts of Mr. Foid's record that have been overlooked,
)articularly in the area of his views on women's rights.
Mrs. ( IFFITiS. You can rely upon it. I will never Su))ort for
President a vone who has not been for wouten's rights.
Seiiator ('00K. I a1 delighted and lrou( to say I was in that fight
with the distinguished (ongresswoman from MIiehigan. I enjoyed
every it of it. While the (ongresswoman is here, I think it would be
alwol)riate to lit into tile record right after her remarks, letters
warmly su)l)orting tile nomination of Gerald Ford from Congressum1an
1
Garry lrown of the Third I)istrict of Michigan. ConYressman
Jim [TarveY from the Eighth I)istrict, (ongressman (iharlesE. Chaiherlain froin the Sixth I)istrict, Congressman Guy Vander Jagt from
tie Ninth D)istrict. and from Congressman Al Cederberg of the 10th
I)istrict of Michigan.
[Identical letters received by Chairman Cannon from the abovementioned Congressmen appear on pp . 357-360 of these hearings.]
'lie.(mAitir,tx.
Thank you very much for being with us.
'Ihe Itonoral)le ,John Ashbrook, Congressman from Ohio.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN N. ASHBROOK, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO
Mr. Asiimmuoon. Thank you, Mr. ('hairnan.
I do want to say I appear here with a great degree of pride to speak
on tile nomination of Gerald Ford.
First of all, I can say I know of nothing that would im)air his
ability to perform as an outstanding Vice President. I know of nothing
nor have I ever heard of anvthinz about Gerald Ford that would
impair his ability to be Vice'President. The public sometimes think
we operate a club here, and we only say nice things about each other.
For those of us who have been practicing in these political waters
for some years, we know that is not the case, and for a man to be a
leader ana still have an unblemished reputation, and I am talking
about even rumors and innuendoes, it, is a real accomplishment.
I have never heard anything except the highest praise of Gerald
Ford. I know you are hearing that today.
The sum total of my 14 years experience, my 14 years of association with Gerald Fora, lea-ls me to tile same superlative adjectives
that have been used lere.
.Jerry is a fine., honorable, able, intelligent. percel)tive human being.
As Vice President--I fully expect and hope lie will )e Vice Presidentlie will be dealing with many problems.
I can speak probably with some facetiousness about some of those
problems that .Jerry has had in the past. Not all of us in the Republican
party agree on things. Jerry has had to deal with problems . I look
upon myself as one of these' problems he has had from time to time.
We have been able to discuss issues without rancor.
What Les Arends said is 10 0 -pereent accurate, where any of ns are in
disagreement with Jerry Ford--quite often we Republicans see things
differently-wherever I've had differences with Jerry Ford, it has
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always lbeei man to man. (liscussioiMs in which lie was not arrogant,
was not demandii. It has been in keeping with the best tradition,
and I think he wilbring this same approacAI to the Vice Presidency.
Any l)roblem that Jerry Ford deals with, any person that deals
with Jerry Ford will come away with the same opinion and conclusions
I have. I am very much iinl)iessed by two aspects of Gerald Ford.
First of ,ill.
being a person who has'been in politics for some years,
I feel I set standards and I try to keep those standards. I go by,one
spcifie guideline in assessing 'people. One of them is instincts. How
hoes a Ierson respond when'the going is tough ? How does a person
respond when things are troublesome? tlow does a person respond
when the heat is on?
I can say that Jerry Ford, lY his instincts, by his response, shows
that he is of the tem )er and caliber of leadership that we are looking
for in the Vice Presidency.
I had
thenot
occasion
thishearings
morningbefore.
to watch
the television
yourI could
hearings.
I had
seen the
Watching
Jerry of
For(1,
not help but think the average American watching his response, watching his poise. watching the ease with which he spoke, could not come
away from their set without some feeling of confidence. I think that is
what we are looking for. and that is certainly what we sorely need in
the country today, confidence.
I woulrespold on this matter of confidence. Sometimes the person
can look good on television, but I think in Jerry Ford you have somebody who comes through,comes through honestly, sincerely. but more
than that, when you know the man, you know it is not just a television
image. You kno;, there is something there that is really deep, meaningfil, and something that the American people can have confidence in at
this time when we need it.
I think Jerry Ford meets the best test of the Vice Presidency of this
time. He is in the Horatio Alger tradition. I think the average American certainly can relate to a man like Jerry Ford.
I think in watching him in office in the years ahead, they will know
the confidence we place in him, the confidence of those who appear here
today. the confidence of those of us Avho fully expect to vote for him,
and watch him be installed as Vice President, will agree here is a man
ably equipped by temper, by background, by intelligence, by public
service, to be an outstanding Vice President.
I am very pleased to appear here to speak for him, to speak honestly
as a person who has had some differences of opinion with him in our
l)artv, a. l)erson who has supported him, who has been able to work
with'him, to testify as one Member of Congress, one member of his own
party, that Jerrv Ford deserves this nomination.
I lope hie will'exl)editiously receive your approval.
rhian k you very much.
The CII.umIRAx. Thank you very much, Congressman Ashbrook.
Any questions?
Thanik you, sir.
The Honorable Joe D. Waggonner, Congressman from the State of
Louisiana.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOE D. WAGGONNER, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA
Tliank you, Mr. airmana, gentlemen of the comWAGAGONTEi.'E
M Ir.
mittee.
I want to take this opportunity to thank you for the privilege of
appearing before you on the occasion of your breaking new ground
and giving consideration to employment of the 25th amenndment for
the first time in the history of our great country.
I can say without any reservation at the outset, I appear before you
in total support of the confirmation of Gerald Ford to be the next
Vice President of the United States.
I would be remiss if I did not thank 'ou, Mr. Chairman, and the
other members of your committee and this body for the efforts you are
making to expedite this hearing, to hasten Jerry Ford's nomination
and confirmation.
I think you are doing it because you feel it is in the best interests of
the country. I express my personal apl)reciation to you for that.
Having talked with Jerry from time to time during these intervening days since his nomination and until his appearance here today before you, I am aware of the fact that he has been investigated in a
rather thorough way. I suppose lie has had about as many questions
asked about him as any man ever did.
As a result of this investigation of Jerry, I am sure you have some
information about Jerry that I do not have. I am quite sure, as well,
and I would not doubt but that you share the same feeling that you are
maybe perhaps happy that they have gone into this detailed investigation of Jerry, rather than of us as individuals. Jerry told me at
the outset that lie wanted this sort of an investigation. He wanted the
table tops cleared. He wanted the air to be without odor, because lie
wanted the people to know and understand what he was.
I think this is a marvelous attitude on his part.
With all of this information which you have had available to you,
because of my associations personally and professionally with Jerry in
the period of time that I have been in the House of Representatives,
our lose working relationship, I have gained some insights into this
man that want to talk to you about.
I did not come with a prepared statement today. I did come with
rough notes I jotted down in the committee a few minutes ago before
I came over here as we attempted in the Ways and Means Committee
to tend to some of the affairs of today, as you are doing here.
Now, I am conscious of the fact, having viewed and read the coinmnents of the media, that Jerry at some point in time said to you that
he was no saint. Well, who of us is? But this has significance to me,
that Jerry would come before you and make a, statement like that. It
means to me that he knows better than anybody else what his limito.tions are, and it is his way of saying I am only human, as you are.
He knows with this statement, as lie made it to you, that he expresses
human frailties as well as we all do. Of course, lie was not here to be
negative, nor am I. I am not here to talk about Jerry's weaknesses. I do
not think lie has any real weaknesses. I think he is not just above
average, but outstanding in every respect, and I am here to talk to you
in a very positive way.
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I wish Senator Hatfield was here at this moment to hear what I have
to say in view of his question of Senator Bayh about the qualifications
a Vice President should possess. I do not say what I say as one expressing just qualifications, but I do believe that I can express some personal
reasons why I believe that Jerry Ford should be confirmed as Vice
President.
First and foremost, lie is a Christian. Secondly, he is qualified in
every respect by reason of education and otherwise. He is a proven
leader and an able legislator, honest, sincere, a man of integrity and
his word is his bond.
Ile is patient, understanding. practical, a patriot who loves his country, a family muan, a man who knows our great system of government,
the greatest system of government a man ever enjoyed.
IlT not only knows this system. he believes in our system. He understands l)eople. In 25 years of representing his district in Michigan, it
has kept him close to the people.
Jerry Ford is accessible, not just as a legislator now in the House
of Rel)resentatives, he will be accessible as Vice President. He is a good
listener.
Jerry Ford has something that too many of us in elective office do
not have, lie has a philosophy and a conviction about government. He
knows the relationship) of Governient to l)people, what it ought to be,
andl he is true to that conviction. Ile practices that conviction. He does
not react to political expediency. He is a fair-minded man, and an
impartial man. lie has lived the life of commendable service. le is
a man as you have already gleaned from those representing the House
who appear here today, a man popular with his colleagues.
Ile is a man who, in my personal opinion, is consecrated to the truth
and the needs of this country, a man who has that rare delicate sense
of everyday courage, courage to do the right thing when the majority
insists that you do wrong, calm, cool depths of everyday courage in my
personal opinion, a man who knows that right is still right, if nobody
does it. and knows that wrong is still wrong if everybody does it, but a
man who practices what he knows to be right.
I have heard. you have heard now, some-of these reasons, and these
are only partial, concerning Jerry, so I think now it has come time
to pose the question: Are there any reasons that Mr. Ford should not
be confirmed?
I can only say none that I have any knowledge or any suspicion
whatsoever of.
Only occasionally have I ever heard anything of a partisan nature to
raise the. question as to whether or not Mr. Ford should be confirmed,
but I am not a partisan. The only people who appear before you
today from the House of Representatives as was the case with Senator
Bayh. do not come as partisans, they come believing that Gerald
Ford should be next Vice President of the United States.
You know, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, politics
is a dirty word in America today and around the world, too, I suppose,
because'of some of the things that we Americans have been spotlighted
for having done.
It is tough for your committee, but we in politics are in large part
responsible for that mirrored view of politics of theworld.
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politics, however, can be an honorable profession. But we politicians
must make it all honorable profession. Gerald Ford has done his part
to this point ill time.
I have no doubt, no reservation whatsoever, that when he is confirmed that he will continue to view polities and to serve politics in
an honorable way in the future as he has in the past.
Mr. Chairman, I just simply believe that Mr. Ford is the right man
at the right time, to serve us as our next Vice President and will provide the leadershi) demanded of that high office, )oth here at lome,
and abroad. The President knows this and is to be commended for an
outstanding nomination.
I would close simply by saying there is only one way for those of
us with some responsibility in this respect to proceed, and that is with
the Christian attitude, thai we want to treat Jerry as if we were ,Jerry,
as we proceed to consider his nominations. Were our roles reversed I'n
sure he would proceed in this manner.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHIAIJR3AN. Thank you very much, Congressman Waggonner.
Any questions?
Next, we call on the Honorable Paul N. McCloskey, Jr., a Member
of Congress from California.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL N. MoCLOSKEY, 1R., A MEMBER OF
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Mr. 'MCCLOSKEY. Mr. Chairman, I testify before you today from
perhaps a different standpoint than the other friends and colleagues
of Jerry Ford who have appeared before the committee.
First, in the nearly 6 years I have been privileged to serve in the
Congress, I have found myself quite often in disagreement. with the
positions and views Congressman Ford has expressed. This has been
true particularly during the past 3 years, when Jerry, as minority
leader, in view of his own concept of the responsibility of a minority
leader, has been required to advance the President's cause in a substantial number of cases where the check and balance responsibilities
of the Congress have been in direct conflict with White House
positions.
We have had vigorous disagreelnent and debate on issues as fundamental as the Vietinam war. the ABM, the SST. the criteria for impeachient, both of Justice Douglas and the President. and of congressional responsibility to ascertain the truth from the executive branch.
It is precisely because of Jerry Ford's conduct. inl these lisag eements, however, that I feel lie is perhaps as qualified as any inivi(lual
I know to be Vice President of the United States. Should fate or the
constitutional process of impeachment so require, I believe Jerrv Ford
would be an able President of the United States, and perhal)s the best
kind of President we could have at this stage of our history.
In this connection, I woidd like to suiYgst that the key criteria of
leadership Pesential to the Nation today are integrity, caln judgment,
humility and the. ability to draw people together without rancor
despite their differing views.
This last quality is a unique asi)e.-t of Jerry Ford. one which I
have never seen excelled by any of the able leaders I have observed,
whether in business, in political life, or in combat.
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There iS,;
a basil trilst wllich Jerry Ford iisl)ires ill tlose N-'i() work
wih hinl. a tIlist whicil is Iare in"an illdikidual who is in constanlt
col frontation with shifting plitical (olditiolls a:md with individual
of leeply'hy'eld
views On serious issues.
I am puzzled ov'er just exactly what it is in Congressman Ford
wlich has occasionled my own faith and trust in his leadership.
I would like to suggest the thought that, it stems from an absolute
and almost painful honesty on his part, an honesty which goes to
the very best of our tradition and roots in the history'of the American
Midwest.
You as Senators, and I as a Member of the Iloui4e, are trained to
be skeptical of the fluent plhrase and the well-articulated argument.
We know how easy it is to he less than precise-to seek to be politic
and satisfy all viewpoints with a comment, which displeases no one,
yet says nothing of sulbstanee.
Time and again, in difficult floor debates, or in personal conversations with colleagues, I have seen .Jerry resist the soothing, less-thanexact words which might have won the battle of the hour, but left
resentment in retrospect on the l)art of those he has asked to follow
his leadership.
I would like to give you a precise examl)e of this type of this
situation:
On June 29 of this year in the House. we had the debate that
finally ended the Vietnam war, with the key vote being a 204 to
204 tie.
This question was asked of Jerry Ford:
Mr. Chairman, do I understand correctly that under thuis bill which would
authorize bolbing to be continued up to August 15th, the White House is
committed when this Iiilis enacted and signed into law. that all bombing
would eeae on August 15th. that all military activity in and over Laos, Caml|odiih. and North and South Vietnam wml cease unless the President came
ia'k to the Congress and asked for and obtained authority to commence
military activity?

Now, this was a crucial and historical question. One which we
wonder about today in some of the presentations made by the Secretary of Defense.
Jerry Ford's response was. "That is miy understanding."
lie was not satisfied with that. and as the debate wore on in the
afternoon, he went to the President, and at the conclusion of this subject, iust before the vote. made this statement-not what his "understanding" was-which we have already recognized as less than biiding-but he said this:
Mr. Chairman, I Just finished talking with the President himself approximately
10 mintites ago. and lie assured me l)ersonally that everything I said on the floor
of the louse is a commitment y him.

So there is precise legislative history on this matter, rather than
just political language.
T J'ave seen him fight hard fights, with the,ultimate decision resting
on a handful of votes of those of us who, in Jerry's mind, were standing
in the way of a crucial victory on a major issue.
Never once have I seen him threaten, offer promise of reward, or
in any way act in less than the manner all of us would hope a great
statesman *wouldact in the best of our national traditions.
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This is real leadership in its own right, it leadership which could
lerlaps do more to restore the faith of our people in these difficult
times than any brilliance, political skill or charisma which might
be the attributes of other able leaders who might be nominated for
the Office of Vice President.
A further quality I would like to mention is the inherent humility of
Jerrv Ford, his capacity to admit mistakes and to accept blame.
For too long, I think, have we sought to defy our national leaders.
A President is a mal, iiot a god. His task is to see that the laws are
faithfully executed, not to rile as some sort of emperor with divine
guidance. A little humility in the W1hite House could be a refreshing
thing.
I would like to comment. Mr. chairman , on one other matter of
which I have had personal ex1 )eience, the comments of Robert WinterBerger in his book. "The Washington Pay-Off."
in April 1971. I came back from a trial) to Vietnam and Laos, dedicated to challenging the administration's Vietnam policy in the Republican primaries in the event no better qualified Repitblican came
forward to do so. I felt strongly about our Vietnam policy, and was
likewise concerned by what seemed to me an increasing patter of untruthfulness and corruption o1 the part of the Nixon administration.
Senator CooK. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if Congressman McCloskey
could speak a little more slowly.
You are talking now about Mr. Winter-Berger?
M r. MCCLOSKEY. Yes, sir. I am.
At. the San Francisco airport. I happened to buy one of the first
copies of Mr. Winter-Berger's book, detailing a series of experiences
Mr. Winter-Berger had had while serving as a Washington lobbyist.
I was particularly interested in the specific examples Mr. WilterBerger described relating to Republican practices, practices in which
Congressman Ford's office was prominently mentioned.
I called Mr. Winter-Berger. and he met with me for more than an
1our in my office in the Lonaworth Building. We went over, in some
detail, his experiences with .Terr" Ford, with my attention and question
seeking, to probe for any conduct on Ford's part which would justify
citation as examples of political corruption of the type I was claiming
as typical of Richard Nixon's past political history, items such as
the 1956 Hughes loan. the 1962 California gubernatorial campaign misrepresentation. and the like.
At the conclusion of that interview. I had reached the opinion that
even accepting the facts that Mr. Winter-Berger related as being true.
T could not conclude from these facts, that there was a single instance of
wrongdoing on Jerry's Ford's part.
T had no reason to disbelieve any of Mr. Winter-Berger's alletations,
and T placed reliance on what he said at that time. Nevertheless, I did
not feel his conclusions from those facts could be construed as supportive of any allegation of misconduct.
In conclusion. I have said before that I am puzzled sometimes over
exactly what it, is about ,Terrv Ford that causes me to like him so well
and respect him so much. Whatever his qualities are, they have inspin-d my own comrletoe tiict. faith and resnect.
T believe those qualities will possible po a lonv way in rpstorin,, the
public'.s faith in our qv4pte of fo,,ernrns,'. a faith which. in my iudgmeat. is our most pricele. a.aqset as a iintion.
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Thank yoit.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very fine statement.
The next witness that I will call is the Honorable Donald W. Riegle,
Jr., a Member of Congress.
Senator GnIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, you will notice that two of the congressional witnesses are fronm Michigan. Interestingly, both of then are
democrats. Republicans regret that Mr. Riegle is a )Democrat, because
at one time he was a Republican. However, Mr. Riegle is in a unique
situation, having viewed Jerry Ford's performance from both sides of
the political aisle.
STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A MEMBER OF
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mr. RIEOLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank you, Senator
Griffin, and I appreciate very nmch the. opl)ortunity to appear before
the committee this afternoon.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I asked to appear before your committee only after long and careful thought. I have come
in the hope that my observations may be of some hell) to you-and to
the American people-in assessing the man, Gerald Ford.
I appear todav as a Democratic Member of the, Coniress serving my
fourth term in the House. In February of this year I formally changed
my party affiliation from Republican to Democrat.
I cite this background to indicate that I have been able to know
and observe Jerry Ford from the perspective of a Member who has
been privileged to serve on both sides of the aisle.
I am here to declare my support for Mr. Ford's confirmation, and I
do so with full knowledge that, if confirmed, he may well ascend to the
Presidency within a short time.
In candor, he was not m)y first choice for this job. We have had many
fundamental differences on key issues. Nevertheless. I believe he has
the personal integrity and the basic competence to function effectively
as President. And while the full investigative process must be properly
completed, I feel it is essential that we bring his confirmation to a vote
at the earliest moment.
While Jerry Ford is a friend, I do not appear here today as a matter
of friendship. I come to add my own insight and personal judgment
on a matter that is of critical importance to our country.
It seems to me that four key questions have arisen with respect to
Gerald Ford's suitability to serve as President. They are issues that
might best be labeled (1) integrity, (2) competence, (3) independence of mind, and (4) partisanship.
Let me begin by addressing the matter of integrity.
On the basis of a 7-year working relationship as colleagues-and as
friends-I have never had occasion to doubt the integrity of Jerry
Ford. In all our dealings I have found him to be honorable, respectful
of differences, and a man of his word.
Despite frequent and sharp disagreements on issues, I have found
him to be truthful, decent, and trustworthy.
While the public has heard many charges suggesting financial improprieties by Mr. Ford. I. oersonallv. do not believe these charges.
On the matter of competence: I have found Gerald Ford to be a
thoughtful, rational, and able decisionmnaker. From contact with him
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T l,)eliieQV he is keenly aware of the limitations any one person faces
when required to assume tihe burdens of the Presideicy.
As President lie would need-as every President does-a broad
spectrum of skilled advisers to assist him. I am convinced he would
ttssemble specialists reflecting a diversity of viewpoints. I believe he
would be open and fair in reestablishing a coequal working relationship with the Congress.
By his actions and words lie has demonstrated to me his awareness
of the profound responsibilities and complexities of the Office of the
Presidencv -as others have said. I believe he would bring patient sustained effort and evenhanded rat ionality to the decisionmaking process.
Most importantly, I believe lie woulil (10 so in a spirit, of mutual respect and good wil). For these reasons I believe lie has the capacity to
be an able and effective President.
As to independence of mind: 'Many people have written to me to
express their concern that .Jerry Ford may be a "Nixon rubbestamp"oMa iiiindless "yes-man." His'l)artisan role as House minority leader
las given iany citizens this impression.
As President I believe Jerrv Ford would be his own man, I believe
he understands that tile Offie of the Presidency belongs to the people
of America. and not to any temporary incumbent President.
I believe he feels that a President ii a steward of a special-almost
sacred-public trust, and that as President lie must take inside himself the hopes and concerns of every citizen across our land.
I believe lie would see himself as an instrument for the public's
work. knowing that only by being his own man, could lie then fully
and freely be the public's man, a President of the people.
I believe lie has the innerstrength and decency to serve us all
equally.
Finally to partisanship: Jerry Ford has often played the role of
partisan battering ram-and many properly wonder if lie can rise
above narrow partisanship. I believe lie can and will-but clearly it
will require him to reverse )ersonal behavior patterns lonm established.
I think ite realizes that the skilled discharge of the public's business
is not. 'ind should never be, a partisan matter. Perhaps the greatest
test of his capacity to lead will be his ability to resist the partisan
r(eflex.
Partisanship has a proper role. but it is a lesser one, and particularly
so at. a, time when the entire fabric of the body politic so badly needs
repair.

I believe Mr'. Ford would strive to establish more bipartisanship in
the formulation of our national policy-and certainly it is badly
needed.

These then, gentlemen, are my l)ercel)tions anl jug(lgments. And my
best hopes-along with yours-will go with Gerald Ford if lie is
confirmed. Our good faith and willingness to work with him are
strengths lie must deserve-and have-if lie is to serve America well.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your committee,
The CIRmANmx. We thank you.

Questions?
[ No response.]
The CHAIRMAN. The Honorable Stanford E. Parris, member of
Congress from Virginia.

STATEMENT OF HON. STANFORD E. PARRIS, A MEMBER OF CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Mr. PArmas. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have previously filed wit)l the committee a formal statement, and
I will not, therefore, in the interest of time, read it and will try to
simply summarize my comments.
'Ie CnAIRMAN. Without. objection, your formal statement in its
entirety will be inserted in the hearing record at the conclusion of your
remarks.
Mr. PAnnis. A national magazine recently editorialized that the people of the Eight District in Virginia are national citizens. I think this
is true because of the district's geographical location, which I would remind you is the southern one-half of northern Virginia. The residents
range from farmers to typical urban dwellers under typical urban
conditions. Many of the'residents are Government eml)loyees. Most
of them are not traditional Virginians. They moved here froni many
sections of the country. and I am told that the, district census figures
reasonably reflect the Nation as a whole in regard to percentages of
ethnic groups and minorities.
So, that in living habits, in personal interests, and in earning power,
the residents of Virginia's Eighth District are typical of America
as a whole, and clearly a typical cross section of the Nation.
As soon as the announcement of the resignation of the former Vice
President occurred, we had a number of -contacts in my office from
l)eople indicating that this was their Vice President, and they regretted very much the 25th amendment required that the judgment
of 535 Afembers of (ongress I)e substituted for 215 million Americans,
and that they wanted an opportmuiity to vote on the person to serve
in the second highest office in the land:
We wanted to undertake to solve that problemm and started a poll,
a survey, if you will, of every resident of m' district in Virginia.
We put the question very simply, Mr. chairman . It is, "Would
you cast your vote for the colfirmation of Gerald R. Ford of Michigan
its
the 45th President of the United States? Yes or no ?"--the precise
question before the Congress.
This mailing went out approximately 2 weeks ago. I cannot give
you the precise date.
Z add, Mr. Chairman, a week ago
We got our first response. I might
last Friday.
The replies have been arriving at the office at the rate of several
thousand a day, and the information which I am providing you at
this time is btised on tabulations accrued last Friday, or November
2,1973.
As of that date, we had received approximately 20,000 replies, and
the percentages were 79.1 percent casting their votes in favor of confirmation, and 20.9 expressed opposition to that confirmation. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that this tally represents a precise expression of
opinion, certainly of the residents of the Eighth District of Virginia,
and in my opinion, of the Nation.
I would make a categorical offer to the committee that as additional
ballots are received, and as I indicated to you, at the rate of 3,000 or
4,000 a day, if the additional ballots substantially change the results
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that I have just indicated to you, I, of course. would make that information available to you at the earliest possible time.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to give you this information. Hope it will be helpful to the committee, and that you will complete your deliberations on this matter at an early date.
The CHATRMAN. Thank you very much for being with us today.
Senator Coox. May I say that I think that the Congressman bas
taken quite a remarkable approach. I think that he might put some of
us to shame, very frankly, because he forthrightly and categorically
asked the people in his district for their opinion. In that regard he
sent the ballots out, in essence a questionnaire, and asked them if they
would cast their vote for the confirmation of Gerald R. Ford as the
45th President of the United States. Yes or no.
In that regard, I would suggest that those figures will not change a
great deal because as he has heard from 20.000 of his constituents, he
has a remarkable cross section. The approximately 80 to 20 in favor of
Mr. Ford reflects a rather remarkable opinion.'The effort certainly
does credit to the Congressman from Virginia, and I congratulate him
for going directly to the people that he represents, to ask their opinion
on issues as important as this.
m
Mr. PARRIs. I appreciate very much the Senator's very kind words.
I would say that--I cannot say this as a mathematical certainty, but
as we have tabulated the results, more or less as they come in, the percentages have not seemed to essentially change from the first 5,000
to the second 10,000 and so forth. The percentages have been substantially similar throughout.
I would also add that all of us having been candidates at one time or
another, I would be most happy to receive an 80 percent plurality at
any time in any election.
Senator CooK. May I say to the Congressman, if Gallup and Roper
and the rest of pollsters can do a nationwide survey on less than 2,000
or 3,000, that if he has a response of 20.000. that 't think that represents a remarkable cross section of the people in his district.
Mr. PARR-S. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Parris.
[The written statement of Mr. Parris follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON.

STANFORD

E.

PARRIS,

A

MEMBER OF CONGRESS

FROMr

THE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
Mr. Chairman, I am particularly honored by this opportunity to appear before
the distinguished Committee on Rules and Administration during its consideration of the nomination of Representative Gerald R. Ford to be Vice President of
the United States.
I am sincerely appreciative of the enormous responsibility facing this Committee and facing Mr. Ford, should he in fact be confirmed. My purpose in appearing
before you today is to try to assist in your deliberations by giving you an insight
into the opinions and attitudes of the Eighth Congressional District of Virginia
as they relate to this matter.
I recently conducted a public opinion survey in the Eighth District by requesting the views of my constituents on the subject of the confirmation of Representative Ford. I took the survey by providing each of the households in my District
with a ballot which asked a very simple question: "Would you cast your vote for
the confirmation of Gerald R. Ford of Michigan as the 40th Vice President of the
United States?"
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Before I review the results of this survey for the Committee, I would like to
briefly point out the unique nature of the Eighth Congressional District, which,
il my opinion, makes the results of this poll particularly significant.
A recent issue of "U.S. News and World Report" described the residents of the
Eighth District as "national citizens." Because of the District's geographical location adjoining the Nation's Capital, its residents range from farmers and suburbanites to people who live under typical urban conditions.
Thousands of the residents of the Eighth District are Government workers.
Most of them are not what you would call traditional Virginians, but are former
residents of every section of the country. The District's census figures reasonably
reflect the nation as a whole in relation to percentages of minority groups.
The area, overall, has a per capita income well above the national average. III
living habits, personal interests and earning power, the residents of Virginia's
Eighth District are typical of millions of Americans.
Because of the peculiar make-up of the Eighth District, and because of the current lack of confidence which many Americans seem to have in our governmental
process itself, I believe the Committee will find the results of this survey especially noteworthy.
Replies to the survey have been arriving in my office at a rate of several thousand per day, and the information which I am providing the Committee is based
on the tabulations as of November 2, 1973. As of that date almost 20,000 replies
to the questionnaire had been received, and the totals showed overwhelming support for Mr. Ford, with some 79.1 percent casting their votes in favor of Mr. Ford
and 20.9 percent requesting that he not be confirmed.
I wish to again make clear that these figures do not represent final totals.
However, I do feel that this tally represents a substantial expression of opinion
by residents of Virginia's Eighth District. If the additional ballots which my
office is receiving daily change the percentages which I am submitting to you
today, I will make that information available to the Committee.
I appreciate this opportunity to present my remarks, and wish to thank the
Committee for its consideration of this testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. That concludes the witnesses for today.
The committee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock Wednesday morn.
ing. We will meet in executive session in room 301 at the Old Senate
Office Building.
[Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m., the committee adjourned, to meet in
executive session at 10 a.m., Wednesday, November 7, 1973.]

EXECUTIVE SESSXoN
[Ordered to be released to the public by unanimous vote of the committee at
the conclusion of its executive session on November 7,1973]

NOMINATION OF GERALD R. FORD OF MICHIGAN TO
BE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 7, 1973

1.S. SENATE,
( IITEE Ox RUtLES ND ADMINISTRATION.
lVashington, D.C.
The committee met in executive session at 10:10 a.m., in room 301,
Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. lloward Al. Cannon (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators (1a1ona, Pell, Byrd, Allen, Williams, Cook, Griffin, and Hatfield.
Staff l)resent: William McWhorter Cochrane, staff director; Hugh
Q. Alexander, chief counsel; John P. Coder, )rofessional staff member; Joseph E. O'Leary, professional staff member (minority);
Richard Casad, investigator; James 1H. Duffy, chief counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections: James S.'Medill, minority counsel,
Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections; and Peggy Parrish, staff
assistant.
The CHAIRAtAN,. Good morning, Doctor.
Doctor, would you raise your right hand and be sworn?
Do you soleniy swear the testimony you are about to give before
this committee will be the truth, the wfole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you, God?
Dr.IIUTSCXFCKER. I do.
The CIAIRMAN.. Thank you. Will you please be seated. We appreciate

your taking your time to appear here before this committee. We are
taking you as the first, witness today to try to complete our conversation w iih you as expeditiously as possible, so you can get back to your
profession.
Dr. HTSCHINECKER. I appreciate that.
TESTIMONY OF DR. ARNOLD A. HUTSCHNECKER
The CHAIRMAN. Will you please state your full name, your place of
residence, and your profession for the record?
Dr. HuTSciNECKER. My name is Dr. Arnold Hutschnecker, and 1
live at 829 Park Avenue, 1ew York 10021.
The CH1AIA3NA. And where are your offices located, Doctor?
Dr.

HUTSCHNECKER.

The same.. It is a duplex.

The CHAIRMAN. What is your professional specialty and your background in that field?
(185)
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])Ir.
HtrrscixEcicEi. I am basically a physician who has practiced inteniral medicine after training of 4 years for that. It took place in
Berlin. Germany.
And I became interested in my practice in what was called psychosomatic medicine. It means the psychogenic factors of illness. I made
a study of it. I published a book on it, in 1951, and as a consequence,
I had" patients come from everywhere who wanted more of this
concept. than the way a physician generally proceeds, examining, making a diagnosis. and so oni and so forth. I then went into a study of
thie analytic psychoanalytic theories, and published another book
dealing with thi. called 'Love and Hate in Human Nature," which is
out. of print. The other book is still in print.
The CnAn31A.,. Doctor, I think I neglected to mention to you that
you are entitled to be represented here by counsel if you so desire. You
are aware of that, I am sure.
Dr. HUTSCttXECKEII. Thank you very much, butThe CHAIR-MAN. Have you been furnished a copy of the rules of
the committee, the committee rules?
Dr. HUTSCn-ECK.R. No.
The CHIAIRMAN. We will furnish you with a copy of the committee
rules.
Dr. HUTSCINECKER. Thank you.
The CHAIRIMAN. And do you desire to be represented by counsel
here?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKE.R. I do not think-it will not be necessary.
Tie CHAIR3[AN. Now, are you acquainted with a man by the name
of Robert N. Winter-Berger?"
Dr. HJrscHi-NECKER. Yes, I am.
The CHAIRMAN. And when and where did you first meet Mr. WinterBerger, if you recall?
Dr. HUTSCHTNECKER. I met him first at a dinner party, and it must
have been in 1966, because my wife was still alive then, and she
had talked with him. And he became interested in what she must have
told him about a trip to the Soviet Union and to the Pavlov Institute.
The CHAIMAN. And what was your relationship after that time
with Mr. Winter-Berger?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. He showed a strong interest to talk to me.
He asked about the process of conditioning, the way Pavlov, or the
way the Russians used it, whether this is applicable to political life
or political leaders. And I said by all means, that is what they do all
the time. And he called and wanted to come and see me and did. I gave
him some time after hours.
The CHAIRMAX. Was Mr. Winter-Berger ever a patient of yours,
or is lie now a patient of yours?
Dr. HuTSCHNECKER. Never.
The CIHAMMAN-. The relationship of physician to patient has never
existed between the two of you?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. No, never ;no.
The CHArMAN. Have you had occasion to meet Congressman Gerald R. Ford. the minority leader of the House of Representatives?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. Yes, I did.
The CHAIRmNI.
And when and where did that occur?
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Dr. IILTSCIINECKER. Ie came to my office-there was a 1)0one calland I do not know who made it-but he came to my office one afternoon, I assume-and from the papers maybe it is so-that Mr. WinterBerger urged him to come. He came to seeRAN. Your assumption there is based on something you
The CHAAM
read in the press, is that it?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. Yes, because I do not-he did not come as a
patient. I know that.
The CHAIR-MAN. And when did this occur? When did lie come to
you?
Dr. HUTSCHINECKVIR. I think it was in November 1966.
The CHAIIMAN. And this was at your office in New York, the location you have previously described?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. Yes.
The ChAIRMAN. Did Mr. Ford come alone to see you, or do you
know?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. lie was alone.
Tho CHAIRM AN. And did he come in the guise of being a prospective
patient, or what was the nature of his visit?
Dr. HvTscxN1XCKEn. Well, I did not assume this. Maybe lie thought
it, but did not show any evidence of it. I had a feeling he was not
quite sure why lie was there.
And so we talked. I was-I think-about to write an article on
political leaders, which I postponed, and did eventually publish in
Look magazine. And I was interested in personalities, political, you
know, the problems of aggression control, and so on and so forth. So
we had just a very general discussion.
The CAIRNMAN. Did you discuss any physical or mental problems at
all with Mr. Ford?
Dr. HUTScHNECKER. No, not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. Did lie request that you enter into a physician and
patient relationship with him?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. Not in the slightest.
The CRA1RAN. And did you enter into such a relationship-physician-patient relationship-with Mr. Ford?
Dr. HUTSCnNECKER. Never.
The CHAMIKAN. Did you give him any advice concerning medical or
physical or mei 'al problems?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. No. The only thing, I said we better should
stay out of any war in Southeast Asia. I thought that would not be a
very good thing. But that is not medical, I guess.
The CHAIRMAN. So your visit with Mr. Ford on that occasion was
not a professional visit?
Dr. HUTTSCHNECKER. Not at all.
The CHAIKMAN. Did you enter a card in your card file for a record
of his visit?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. No. Generally-I am sorry.
The CHAHIMAN. Did you bill him-did you submit any bill to him for
services?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. Never. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he pay you any money?
Dr. HUTSCHNEcKER. No.

The CHAIRMAN. And how long did this visit take place?
23-712-73-13
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Dr. ITTUTSCITNECKER. Here again-his stItemIflent ic al)O1It 15 mi ite.
I do not recall. Occasionally-this is not often-I see someone who is
not a patient, I set aside some time. And it was more than 15 minutes,
but I could not time it.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you have occasion to meet Mr. Ford after that
8ime ?
Dr. TitTSCITNECKER. I did meet him, but I am not clear about the
date. I visited friends in Washington-Mrs. and General Olds-I
stayed there. And he had said if I ever caine to Washington, call him.
I did. Now, that was a very short visit.
The 02TAIRM AN. And where did that visit take place?
Dr. HurrSCiiNECKP.R. At his office here.
The ChATRMAN. And do you recall whether it was the same year or
was it the following year I
Dr. HUTSCITNECKER. No. I assume it was the winter of-toward 1967.
or toward sprini. It was cold. And I have no--could not find a notice
in my calendar. It was a spontaneous kind of thing.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, at that time, did you enter into any discussion with Mr. Ford relative to physical or mental problems?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. Not at all, no.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the nature of your discussion on that
visit, if you recall?
Dr. HVTSCHNECKER. Well, I said if we would get out of Snutheast
Asia, that would be in the best interest of the country, and the other
way it would just support communism. I thought that was not the
way to fight it.
The CHAIRMAN. Now. on either of these visits was Mr. Winter-Berger
the subject of any discussion between yourself and Congressman
Ford?
Dr. HuTsCiiECKF.R. At any of my meetings withThe CTAIRMAN. Any of your meetings with Mr. Ford.
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. When Mr. Ford saw me, he was never present,
no.

The CHAIRM-AN. Did you discuss Mr. Winter-Berger at all with M'r.
Ford?
Dr. HUTSCHINECKER. No. lie may have mentioned that he knew him.
But there was no discussion.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Winter-Berger ever indicate to you that he
had suggested that Congressman Ford visit you?
Dr. HITTSCIINECKER. Yes, he did mention'that he had changed away
from-not the majority leader-whoever it was he had worked for.
I think McCormack, I am not sure. But he had worked for Mr. McCormack, Mr. Winter-Berger, and that he left that office and that he
would be involved with Mr. Ford.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he say in what way he was involved with Mr.
Ford?
Dr. IHUTSCIINECKER. Yes. I asked him, "What are you doing?" and
he told me he was a lobbyist. And I said, "What kind of profession is
that?" And so he explained it. And I kidded him and said, "You call
that a profession?"
The CTAIRMA,N. What was his explanation?
Dr. HrrSCHNEIKER. That he tries to-he represents companies and
is being paid for it. I asked him, "Why do you do it?" He said, "I make
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more money that way." And I said, "Than what?" And he said, "Than
as a lawyer."
The CHAIRMAN. Was Mr. Winter-Berger a lawyer, or do you knov?
Dr. IIUTSCnxEcKmni. He told me that he was, but I do not know.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 see. Now, have you visited with Mr. WinterBerger on occasion since your visit with Mr. Ford?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. No. He had come to my office a few times and
had called, wanting to discuss something, whatever it was. And this
could have been-and I am not precise on this-it could have been
maybe three or four times or so--until after the second visit, I
asked him what is the purpose, "What do you want from me?"
And lie said, "Well, I thought it is good, your interest in political
people, and I am interested, and maybe 1 can be of sonic help." And
I[ said, "I very much doubt that." And I put it very bluntly to him. I
said, "I understand why you come, but what is in this for mce?" And hie
could not answer that. I said, "You know, generally I am being paid
for my time. And then I have my choice who I give my time to." And so
1 thought-I did not see much purpose in continuing these visits. And
lie did. He kept on calling. My secretary yesterday reminded me of
sonic of these calls. And I said, "Just tell hini I am busy." And then he
gave up.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you aware of the fact that Mr. Winter-Berger
wrote a book called "The Washington Payoff" ?
Dr. HUTSCHNFCKEI. Yes, I am aware of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you read the book?
Dr. HuTscNEcKFFx. Not all. Part of it. My secretary got it for me,
and I looked into it yes
The CHAIRMAN. Well, at one point in the book, lie states, and I quote,
"At one point, Jerry Ford told me that the pressures of being minority
leader were beginning to make him irritable, nervous, and depressed.
1 told him about Hutschie, that is Dr. Hutschnecker, and about Nixon,
suggesting that he ask Nixon if Hutschie were doing him any good.
This washow Ford became a Hutschie patient for at least a year."
What is your response to that statement?
Dr. HUTSCiiNECKFR. Well, there are actually two questions in there,
the discussion between Winter-Berger and Mr. Ford, I cannot comment. I do not know what took place. But as to the whole thing, this is
sheer imagination or fantasy, untrue. Mr. Ford never complained
about feelings of nervousness or fatigue or exhaustion, or anything of
that sort, and never called, ever- -except for the first time when I saw
him.
The CHAIRMAN. So you have only seem him on those two occasions
so far?
Dr. HUTSCIINECXER. Yes. One time at my office and the second time
in Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. And your answer, then, is that he was never a
patient of yours, and the relationship of patient-doctor never did exist
between you?
Dr. HJTSCHNECKER. It was never discussed, no.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, as you know, Mr. Winter-Berger also alleged
that you had treated PresiAent Nixon. And without getting into any
violations of the patient-doctor relationship, can you tell us whether
or not President Nixon ever has been a patient of yours?
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Dr. IIUTSCIINECqil. Well, this has become such a public issue. When
Drew Pearson made his speech before the National Press Club. If
Nixon had been a patient up to the middle fifties, 1954-I do not know.
And then when, for the first time, some notices appeared in the newspaper about his visit, visiting a psychiatrist, he talked to me about it,
and thought it is better-he was advised it would not be in the interest
of his career to continue, and would I recommend another physician
to him. He came to me strictly as-still in my capacity as an internist.
And I did not know anyone in Washington, and I think he got a Navy
Physician, whom I never met.
The CIHAIRMAN. Senator Cook.
Senator CooK. Doctor, as I understand from your testimony, you,
two visits with Congressman Ford really represented a political dis.
cussion with him relative to national and international issues as you
saw them, and as you strongly felt?
Dr. HrTCIHNIECKER. Primarily international. I have been interested
in that.
Senator CoOK. Now, you have testified, Doctor, that Mr. WinterBerger has never been a )atient of yours.
Dr. HtrTSciiNECKER. No, never.
Senator COOK. And that there is no doctor-patient relationship?
Dr. 1IUTSCIINECKER. No.
Senator CooK. Relative to your background and relative to your
profession, would you, for this committee, state your views as to the
individual called Mr. Winter-Berger, what you think of him as an
individual, what your insight in relation to your profession is relative
to 'Mr. Winter-Berger?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKIER. Well, I would probably open myself to libel
if I would speak without reservation. But I was never impressed by
this man. If I go back to the time when I met him-or shall I talk
about what I felt about this book?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, not particularly about the book. Doctor.
Dr. HUTScIINFCKEJ. As man, I thought he was basically an angry
man. I asked him
Senator COOK. You thought lie was basically what?
Dr. HUTSCIINECKER. An angry man, angry, very thin veneer of
polite behavior. And cold, uninvolved, and a go-getter. He wantedI asked him, "What do you want to get out of life?" And he said,
"I want money," and he wanted power. And I said, "What about your
fellow man ?"That did not interest him very much. He was not a very
sympathetic gentleman, or someone you could feel sympathetic to.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you consider iim a secure or insecure individual?
Dr. HUTSCNECKER. Very insecure man. I would hesitate to use the
word "man."
Senator COOK. You do hesitate to use that term?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. Yes.
Senator COOK. Thank you, sir.
Dr. HtUTSCTNECKER. I mean, he is a man, he is a male.
Senator COOK. Did he ever say to you, Doctor, that he had had any
medical treatment or any psychiatric'treatment?
Dr. HUTSCHNECKER. Never talked about himself, no. Yes, he did.
Sorry. He mentioned that lie had had a heart attack.
Senator CooK. Thank you very much, sir.
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Tile C'AAIRMAN. Senator Pell.

Senator Ppu,. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senfitor Griffin.
Senator uiUFFix. Doctor, reference was made to your visits with
Mr.Nixon. ])id lie see you in your capacity as ain internist rather than
as t psychotherapist?
Dr. R[UTSCdNECKI-At. Only as ftmedical doctor, as an internist; yes.
Senator GRiFtiN. I have iofurther questions.
The CKAItrMAN. Senator Allen.
Senator AL,.:,,. Doctor, after you first met with MrI,. Winter.Bergr,
tle subsequent meetings that yoil had with hilm, were they at his insistence and his urging, or at your Own ?
Dr.IUTCI I NECKER. AlwayN's at his. I
called him. I nveI had
Caeve
any-at least. I remember that I never called him.
Senator Amr,jE. tie would always seek you out I
I)r, TIUl9(I1NE'ICVil. It. is ISSi'ble I may liave called him back after

lie )l(n
called.
Senator Ar.r, . And left his call ?

)r. IT11rscII Vh('I(Vl.
'hat is possible, hut spontaneously, by myself,
I neve('filled him, no.
Senator ALuN'. I)Jd you go out with him socially, your families? Did
you go out to dinn1r and to various places of recreationI
Dr. Tu'rsCIINE('IER. No. There was one occasion-except that the
initial dinner where I met him, and I cannot remember who is theI tried to think v'ery hard-he took out a group of people, aid he
talked about Ponic political lady I should meet for whatever reason.
That was later. My wife had died, and I was lomae a great deal alone.
And I remember tliis was one single time.
Senator ATrT,.;. Well, now, when did you first hear f roi Mr. WinterBergpr that Mr'. Ford was coming in to see you? Were you forewarned
of that ?

Dr. HITSuCnNCHER1. That happened right at the beginning, because

he had said that Ihe had left-that ie had worked for the-who was tie
majority leader at that time, the Democratic majority leader--and had
switch ea over to Mr. Ford. That was right at the very beginning, when
I iet him-I think it.
was Novmniber-no, I met lVinter-Berger hefore. My wife was still diw.
It,
inust have been during the winter of i 965-66.
Senator AEN,. Well, did lie tell you, "I am going to hlve Mi.Ford
come in to see you"? How did that come about? How did lie happen
to steer him into your office?
Dr. HTVSciiNxcxt:n. I do not recall the details, but lie said lie had
talked with Mr. Ford, and that Mr'. Ford would want to pay me. a visit..
And then, surprisingly enough, a phone call came, and Mr. Ford did
come.
Senator AtLEN'. I-Tow long aparMt was that?
Dr. HtuTkqCiuNE('xFa. You mean after the forewarning?
Senator ALLEN. Afterlie .saidFord was coiningl in, beforelie actually
came In.
D'r. TIT
iCINcICER. I could not say, but not long. A few weeks or
something like that. But it was evident that lie was not a patient, because if a patient comes in, my secretary prepares a folder auid a card
and all this and that. And he said it is a private matter.
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Senator Aram. Well, when Mr. Ford came in, did iesay that he had
come in at the suggestion of Mr. Winter-Borger?
Dr. HthtIINcxii. I think he must lhave, but I do not have a very
clear recollection. I am pretty certain this is how it came about.
Senator AtutJ.:N. Well, was Winter-Berger something of a name
dropper, telling you about all of the people in his position that he
knew?
Dr. HutrscuNzoiEcxi. Yes. Well, lie, in that book, calls me a name

dropper, which I never do. But it seemed that he nevel- missed all opl)ortunity to throw hal f a dozen of new 111m n.s.

Spnator Amw~ax To show how much influence he had with them and

how well le knew them?
I)r. IuTrsciNEC1(R. RiU1ht. 110 Wits Vely adept Ill that, and never
misled out on that, I miigh say. And to what benefit would be to-it
would be to great benefit, to ie to meet, all these people.
Senator AmIAN. In othl'r words, Ford was coming ill,
then, to bonefit
you and not Ford, as Winter-Berger miade it appear; is that correct?
I)r. I [trT5'IiNECKit. Would YOU ple11-Senator AI,tI:N. Winte'-liel ,r mad it aPpl)ar to you that he was
lint'ing Mr. Ford con in to see you to benefit you riithi'er than Ford; is
that not right?
)r. ITi'rscim-xAIKEI. W11ll, yes, p ossibly. lie may live thoughtanl( it is just ain assulnption, be Iu1 (o not tlink-iayo iesaid it
bitt I do not recall this--that lie should see me as a patent, because i
wts not aware of any problems Ford has had. But lie witas Interestedhe knew then of my interest in writing this article on a study of po.
lit
ical leaders.
Senator ALIxx. Oh, I see. You were in tile press of writinga book?
Dr. HTuTscnIN'rFicx . I am writing now a book on political leaders.
Senator Aimi 4 . Were you writing-it at that t ine?
)r. 1{r7TsCTINEOHKER. No. That, wits a magazine article,
Senator ALLEN. You were writing a iiuigazine 'articleibOlt political
h'ade.rs?
)r. l'l',scnNr(c'xrn. Yes; one in which T htei''rii ted because of the
illness of my wife, and eventually it,
wis published in Look magazine.
Senator ALLN. And Whintei'-liergeIr, thuei, was getting yOu source
nteterial for your inagazine arli'le T
Dr. HUTSCzI
M-uin. But lie did not. This was the only-Senator ALLN. Well, I iean in lbringiig Ford, or getting Ford to
eolmes to se you.

D)r. HuTASnCIIEKErr. Well, I assumed-he is not an open mail. He
does not talkc freely. le is a sort of a scheming personality. So you never
know what he really means, and what the purpose was. I put this togethier--thiswas a halt, this was itcarrot, I think, for ine.
Senator AmIaN. For him to1)r. H'uTscnrin.:cxi. Use me.
Senator ALLEN. Him to got Ford to comeie in to se you.
Dr,lI[1TsRCHiEcK:n. On the other hand, iethought that Mr. Ford
eoulil benefit from me,not just as a patient, but he thought my asoolas
tion with Mr. Nixon and whatever other names he would throw Indo not know.
Senator A~tIN. Did you have any conversations wilth Whiter-Btr.
her about his relationship with Ar. Ford, what close friends they
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were, anl what their relationship was? Did Winter-Berger ever tell
you any of that--about his friendship)r. H v[wi iNrcxm. With Mr. Ford ?
Senator Armym. Yes.
Dr. HV'rsciiNCKER. No; he said, "I want to work either with him
or for him," or something to that effect. And he acted as if this had
been a very great relationship. And I wondered, because it had just
started, how such a close thing could develop so very quickly.
Senator ALLEN. He made it appear that he and Mr. Ford were great
friends?
Dr,HUTSCUNECKElR. Yes.
Senator Amaxx. And that he was going to get him to come in to
see you ?
Dr. 1HuTsCIINECKER. Yes.

Senator ALLN. In connection with your magazine article?
Dr. H'TscIjNF.cxER. I do not know what-whether I specifically
mentioned this magazine article.
Senator ALLEN. He knew about it?
Dr.HUTScuNEVR¢tjn. But he knew about it.
Senator ALL.x." Did
you ever have any financial dealings with
Whiter-Berger
T)r, HrVrMVJNECKEn. Financial?
Senator ALLEN. Yes.
)r. HvrTSvHn.icKx, No: none, ever.

Senator AmLE.IHe did not lend you any money, or you did not
lend him any money; is that right?
Dr.tIv'rsCHNECxn. Not and I ended the relationship very quickly.
Senator ALL . You felt like he was not a man that you wanted io
have a relationship with--you came to the conclusion lie was not
the type of man you wanted to have a friendly relationship with?
)r. 1HrsnCHNECKHR. No.
Senator ALExN. When was the last time you had any dealings with
iimi at all, or any conversation with him?
Dr.H'T txiNcl
lF¢n. To the best of my recollection, it must be 1907.
This was after my wife had died. I-To called up. I told my secretary

I am busv. He said there is a dinner, there is this-would I care
to gio. And I said no--T cut it off.
Senator ALx. What other political leaders have you had any as.
soeiation with that you wrote about in your article?
I)r. -TrlsclxN~cxlut. Well, this is priniarily an article to explain
the inaccurate attacks of Drew Pearson, who may believe that Ihad
made statements to the effect that the President could not stand up
uider stress and so on. And that gets you into a very difficult position,
because if you sny no comment, then' what this reporter says stands.
If you say anything, then you violate your oath of confidence.
Senator ALL:x. You were refuting tl'fiat account about the President,
thl : isthat'right ?
Dr. Ift'HTsclNxrcFvn. I did. And in order to clarify this. I then did
not postpotm it. and wrote that article, This was primarily to make
clear what this whole story had been,
Senator ALLEN., Thank'you very much.
'reCAIRINMAN. Senator Hatfield.
Senator CooK. Would the Senator yield just a moment?
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Doctor. during the time that Senator Allen was asking you questions. you used thm term that he had broken off his association with
the majority leader.
I think in your earlier testimony you meant the Speaker of tile
house.
Dr. IIt rs1txNx:cvrn. Maybe the Speaker.
Senator (Cooic. Congressman McCormack.
Dr. Iv
~cxtcI, . McCormack. It is vaguely-I am sorry, yes, I
was not quite clear.
Snator Cooc, I thought you might want to make that clear.
Dr. Utrrs'circtxii. hank you very much.

Senator Cooic. Thank you, S'enator.

,010ntor I- TvrrivL. Doctor, you, I believe, stated that you had visited
with Mri. Nixon as his doctor, but acting as a specialist in internal
I1,(dicine.

Dr. Thl'rsc'. ,('%Et. T[hat is correct.
Senllator UTIvr't'vl). Rather than psychiatry.
D'. hTi"'M('1,:('Ct. Yes.

Snato' IlTpIrVm.). You never had nn occasion to help Mr. Nixon as
patient in the field of isveliiatrie mehline?
J)'. l"I5(tt.lOC1(m. o,
Senator TN.'ra. Now, in the hook here. Mr. Winter-Berger's
hoo1k. he tells about. a linerr party at which he, and you were in attendanep, and says:
That night llutsMe told us that his greatest difficulty with Nixon as a patient

was teaching the man not to try to think on Ihis feet. Nixon, said Hutschle, Is the

sort of man who should rehearse even a casual conversation.
Now, that would imply psychiatric counseling, rather than internal

medicine. would it not

T)r.

htITSCIxNEC'KHR.,

Correct, if it would be, true. But it happens

not to be t tue. It is total invention, from beginning to the point.
SenIator HA'rwIELD. It is a total untruth.
Dr. 1IT'sciNEcKir. Totally, absolutely.
Senator HATFIELD. And on another page he says:

Hutschle inter told me that In May 1970, after the violent national reaction

to Nixon's announcement of the invasion of Cambodia, Nixon went to his Florida
home for the weekend, and llutschle was there, making an emergency house
call, trying to piece together Nixon's shattered ego.

Dr. HuTsCHuxECKER. Absolutely untrue. I did not see Mr. WinterBerger in 1970. The whole story is sheer-I think-I said to one reporter,
probably for decoration purposes he used my name in there.
'Iotal invention.
So that at no time did you visit Mr. Nixon In
Senator -I'rIELni.
Florida for the purpose of psychiatric counseling.
Dr. HuTcmiNkKER. No.
Senator HATFIlD. Or any other place for psychiatric counseling?
Dr. HUTSdHNEXcKER. No, I have never been to San Clemente, or in
Florida.

Senator HATFIELD. Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMAN. Senator Williams.
Senator WILIA.As. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Doctor,, did you see enough of this man to make an evaluation in
terms of his honesty, trustworthiness, and reliability?
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Dr. It"r'cS
Senator

i-it(kt. Are you talking about Mr. Winter-Bterger?

W1ILLIAS.

Yes.

Senator OGnWIN. Would the Senator yield to me at that point? I
wonder if we could lay a groundwork here, which I do not tiink ias
been laid, by asking the do(tor to give us his academic, background, I
do not think that tis has been put into the record, has it-where he
went to school, what degrees he got, and so forth. And then I would
think his opinion 118 it professionail-that would be more of a- basis,
and I think a good basis for the kind of a question that you ire
asking, which I think is altogether appropriate,
The Ciumunr. Doctor, would you state for the record what is your
background and training? You have already told us that you we'er
an I.1). basically, and then you studied psychosomatic problems.
Give us your background, please.
Dr. HT'rscHEr.cIUvn Yes- the concept of psychosomatic medicine
was fairly new after World iar I. I had practiced it actually always,
even an an internist. I always was interested in background material,
or why theperson would-this was trainingSenator GnrrrxN. Doctor, I am thinking of just telling us factually
heree you went to school, what degrees you have got-just that basic
information,
Dr. ITCTSCIINECICER, O1C. I graduatedwent to the University of
Berlin, graduated from that university. I was accepted as an assistant at the university hospital, and continued to stay on there for a.
number of years. It was required to have 4 years of working in a
hospital to become a specialist in internal medicine. And that was in
Berlin, Germany.
Senator HATFIELD. Excuse me. What were the degrees, the titles
and names of the degrees you earned in Berlin ?
Dr. HVTMCI.Kf. Doctor of medicine, and then specialist in internal medicine. That is what you had on your letterhead, and so on.
Senator Girpi.
Did you acquire any more specialties after that?
Dr. HvTSCliNECKzn. No; I then here, for a number of reasons, personally. became interested inthe psychosomatic approaches of medicine. And as I said, this book that appeared in 1.DI almost pushed
me into that direction. And I was then voted in, without making application, to become a follow of the American Academy of Psycho.
somatic Medicine.
Senator GRIFFIN. You became a follow in that academy?

Dr. HurstritNECTCR, Yes before that I had already been a member

of the American Society of Psychosomatic Medicine.
Senator GfliI. Did you N:rite professional articles I
Dr. I-vTRcrNzcjxrn. Yes.

Senator OGrFFIX. Numerous articles in this area?
Dr. .I'rscvcr.
Several articles. And I was visited about 2
years ago by the president and the former president of Psychoanalytic
Sooity the American Society of Psychoanalytic Physiciais, who made
me afellow, and asked me itI wotild want to be president of that so.
elety, and I said I had never been presidentSenator GRiFFIN. From time to time, did you lecture ?
Dr. ITlSCImi citrn. I have given a few lectures, but not really ex.
t Senator
onsive.(iflFFIN Senator Williams, I apologize.
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Senator Wmmvts.Oh, no, I think this verySenator GnirFri. I think this is important to have in the record,
particularly in light of the fact that he has had numerous conversations-althoiugh I do not know the numbers have been establishedwith Mr. Winter-Borger, and that he is familiar with his book. And
so now I think the kind of questions you are asking would be veiy
nortinent. I-To has given his professional opinion. I do not think there
is any particular problem about libel or slander. He is giving a pro.
fessional ol)inion.
Senator WTATAMs. You are licensed to practice medicine in the
State of Now YorkI

Dr. HVTSCITNFCUF.n. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. How long have you been licensed to practice in

New YorkI

Dr. HUTcIINCTFR. Since 1036.

Senator WILLMAUS. Now, the evaluation that I asked was in terms of
your
of this
honesty,
t rustworthiness,'and reliability.
Atnd. opinion
I appreciate
theman's
inclusion
of this
foundation for professionn
opinion.
T)r. Th'TSCIINECCEH, Well. it iR vev diffleilt to evaluate the personality. You form an opinion, and you do this--I do this immediately,
whenever I meet a person.
The question is what is the purpose of a meeting. If I meet some one
very casually, as I met Witer.Berger, I formed my opinion about his
skillfulness or craftiness, if you want, how he manipulated to leave
one place and to go to another-it seemed more opportune.
If it had been a question of any involvement, business or otherwilso:
I would be very careful. And I did not-I thought it is a man who had
a-we use the ierm "megalomania," when you make yourself very ,hn1portant, very big.
Senator GtrrrIN. Can we get that term again?
Dr, HV'TSHNxcKErR. Megalomania. This is Greek, Very important.
self.important. And he had this sort of almost torture, there was a
neurotic attempt just to impress you that he is important. And this is
always suspect of someone who has an enormous sense of insecurity

and inferiority.
Tiater on, when I became acquainted with the hook, and saw that he
(lid nnt know where the line between truth and lies lay, and just made
up whatever was convenient, or what looked good on paper, or would
be impressive, then this only %ustifiedwhat my initial reasons had beei
for my discontinuing seeing this man.
Senator WILTA S. 'ou would not rely on this man, then ?
Dr. TTTTTArTNT-,ECR, No ; T would not.
Senator WirmAtis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, is It possible that a person having some
The CM
rAX_.

of the traits that you describe here could or would state something,

allege something t then be the truth, and perhaps even believe that
it were the truth in his own mindI
Dr. Hvrscuitcxn. Well, there are people who are mentally dis.
turbed, and they really do not know. We have situations all the timeif you take an automobile accident, two people swear that-describe
the same incident, but the way they see it, it is distorted.
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T cannot say how sick Mr. Winter-Berger is. I would not call him a
stable personality. But from the way his book was presented this was
deliberate-an attempt to hurt other people was deliberate. I thought
about-I could not help but think of Schopenhaner, who described
why people write books. He said there are two types of writers: those
who write out of cobvietion and those who write for money. But I
think there is a third reason, and that is viiuctiveness--"to-get-venander".
This book, from what T have seen, is a direct, vicious attack to hurt
people.
As in my own case, I have done him no harm, I have seen him several
times, I was friendly. I answered some questions he wanted, and why
do you go into--n- what you call hitting some one under the belly,
wich is the worst you can do to u profesional man, to say that you
leak out information, that you drop names of your patients, that they
have no conscious scruple about what is confldentiafmaterial-he just
spills it out, as if I had said all these things. Now, that I think characterizes tile man.
1The
CHAI MAN.
Senator Pell.
Senator Pmzu. Mr. Chairman, I have two questions hero.
Fistk, being very s)ecific, Dr. llitslneeker, how would you eharne.
tor'izP the statements about you ii the book, in his book, "Washington
Pavoff"t
Dr. H m nrruoxnm. I thought they were vicious, and they were untrue.
Senator PELL. rhanl you.
Second, wily did you not sue him for libelI
Dr. ITrscmrm,'cmmmt. Right. I have talked with miy lawyers, and I
have considered this. And I felt if I had done this, I wouldlhave
promoted this book. And that is what I reallv did not want, And I
lhad a feeilln this is really what he speulated on. And It. was very
diflleult-the first main imlnllse Was to go to the lawyer.
Senator Pima,. Thank you very much. Doctor.
Senator ('ooi. Mr.
I just have two
-hairmn.
questions.
Doctor, as you have exj)laiued the thing, w%,ou1ld Von say the thins
that lie said i his book could I)0 tiod to is feeling of tretaliatiun
toward yol for yo1r refusal to talk to hi1m, for your instictions to
Your nurse to tell him that voll were busy.4 that you had eut 511'
contact with him, and that yoi did not wish to be sc asmociated with
him in any wayI
Dr. ITACImm.R. T do mnt know whether T really felt that this
MIR Stronlgi ellOug a motivation, I think something eIfsp n1t ]rove
haPl)Cnd, which I have no way of knowihni between Wintor.Berger
and Ford,. Ie may have wanted to push Fo,'d into something Foid
(11(1 not wtnt to (1. And the book is really aimed at destroyinr Ford.
T metan, this is just my feeling, And I came in incidetally Is atie-in with Nixon, to make it just a little more-give it colo.
Sealltor COOK. One last question, Doctor. having now read this
hook, what is your analysis of Mr. Winter-Berger's capacity for truthfulnesc and vracity'
Dr. HITrsckncrn. Well. I have not read, I must admit, the whole
book. But what is fitting to him, lie writes--untruthful, incorrect,
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If you want to say a pack of lies-it is all the same.
Senator Coox. Thank you very much, Doctor.
The CnItIR.N..Doctor, we thank you very imuch for taking the
time to be hero with us and helpIing the (omllttee out in its work.
Dr. I-Iumsc1Nscwic.
I am delighted, and I thank you for your kind
attention.
,rhe CiAUMRAX. Good morning.
I wonder if you would stand and raise your right hand and be
sworti?
I)o you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give before
this committee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth, so help you, God?
Miss W sTon. 1 (10.
The C11AutmAr. Thank you very much.
TESTIMONY OF ALICE WESTON (ALICE BOTER SCEOWALTER)
The CHAATIBIAN. Will you state your name, please?
Miss 111:s1On. Yes, My name isAlice Weston.
The CHAHW!tAN. And you were the former Alice Boter, is that
correctI
AMiss WV'sToN. Yes.
The CIUAnIMAx. A mister of Peter Boter?
Miss WEsTr. Correct.
The C1AIRMAN. Miss Weston, I wan1t to advise you that you have the
right to be represented by counsel, if you so desire.
Miss Wmmsrox. Yes, sir.
'111e CIiAnxRAN. You recognize that?
Miss WSTON. I do.
Te CIATIMA . And we will furnish you with a copy of the com.
mittee's rules for your information.
Would you state now your full name and-your place of residence for
the record ?
Miss Wmsi'ox. Aly legal name is Alice Boter Schowalter, and the
address is 229 Hamilton Avemle,
Ohio.
'1he CHAIRMAN. Anl you are acquainted with a person by the name
of Robert N. Winter-Bem'ger?
Miss WESTON. I used to be.

The CHAMAN. And would you describe the circumstances under
which you first met Mr. Winter-borger?
Miss WESTON. I met Mr. Witer-Berger through a member of the
firm in New York that I was working f0r, Jean Loach Agency. And
the agency had made a commitment to a client that they would have
publicity, and in order to fulfill the commitment, which I did not make,
Mr. Winter-Borger helped get an article i the New York Daily News$
The CHAIRMAN. For one of the clients of the firmI
Miss WEsroN. Correct.
The CnIAMnAN. And that is where you first met Mr. Wlnter.BergerI
Miss WEMsToN. Correct.
Time CTAIMAN. When was that?

Miss WIs 'o. 196.5, I believe.
The CITMA
AN. Now, did Mr. Winter-Berger approach you concerning the possibility of getting an introduct ioi to Mr. Gerald Ford I

lo.
M[iss Wtw's., Yes, sir: he (1id. It was-1am I allowed to continue?
1 ( irIIIIAx. Yes. Would you just explain?
'The
Miss WEs'ox. 116 had 11client who waited a iniversal caleldar. and
it. W1a a comlpletely lnonpI)OliticaIl issue. It was the sort of thing-this
wolliail, its I unldet'ISoo(l, was elderly, and this was one of the things
she wanted to (10 before she passed away. I fit reduced him to Mr. Ford
oil this issue.
'Tho CIr,.tCu. When was that?
Miss W.%sTo.N. I think it was in 1965 that I introduced him. EitherI believe it was 1005.
The CrIATRM,%.. Did Mr. Winter-Berger approach you about the
possibility of making an introduction?
Miss Wzsrrox. I o wanted to meet Mr. Ford.
TheCHAIRMAIN. Did lie know that you knew Mr. Ford?
,Miss WwSTO.v, Only that my brothIer had gone to school with him.
Tho CIIAUiMAN. I se. AndMiss WpSwoN. I was born and brought up in Holland, Mich., so it
was a logical assumption.
The CHIARMAN. 1 see. So what steps did you then take to introduce
Mr. Winter-Berger to Mr. Ford?
Miss WTwroN. I asked my brother if he would write , letter to Mr'.
Ford, and then I took Mr. Winter-Berger in to meet Mr. Ford.
The CHAIRMAN. In Washington, D.C.?
Miss WrsToN. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, before coming to Washington with Mr.
Winter-Berger, did you have any arrangement with Mr. Winter.
Berger for the payment of a fee for bringing him in?
Miss Wvs'row. None whatsoever. Might I'also state that I have been
in television-I make it a rule always to never accept a gift and to
never introduce anyone to a public official for personal benefit.
The ChAIRMAN. And did Mr. Winter-Berger ever pay you any
money at, all for the introduction to Mr. Ford?
Miss WzsTox. We had no discussion about money. He dld not pay
me one penny. And I paid my own way to Washington and back.
,The CAIMRMA.. Did he reimburse you for the transportation t
Miss WEsTON. In no way.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he have any of his clients reimburse you in any
way?
Miss Wis'rox. The only money I ever received fromn him was from
this woman with the world calendar, and it was a small expense check,
I think around $20. But when I achieved getting articles in the newspaper, and he was supposed to pay, then lie no longer had the account.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever received anything of value from Mr.
Winter-Berger for any purpose?
Miss WzSToN. Oh, no. He always needed money. He always borrowed, never repaid.
Tle CHAIMAN. Well, le borrowed money from you?
Miss Wf4roN. From me, and from other people in order to exist.
The CtAIRMAN. How much money did lie borrow from you, and
will you state the circumstances?
M'Ms WESvO. Well, one day lie borrowed $10 because he needed it
for something special. Another day lie borrowed $15. He did repay
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tho $15. Ho borrowed from other people in New York, to whom he
still owes ii great deal of money.
Thi (C1AIRM AN. Were these people friends of yours?
Miss Wr'roN. They were people who had met him-not my personal friends, but later I knew them.
The V1AIRMAN.
ill toil Payoff"? You are familiar with the book entitled "The Washl.iss WiTOx. Unfortunately, yes,
The C(A biRAN. And you have read (he allegation contained in that
book where Mr. Winter-Berger says that he paid you $1,000 in cash
for an introduction to Congressman Ford?
Miss Wnswm. Yes. But he didn't even have $50 to his name at that
tie, I do not believe, the way he was borrowing.
The (OtrAliMAN. Ire said In his book that he paid you $1,000 in two
installhents of $500 cash,
Miss WF.i-ox. Absolute lies.
The CHAIRMAN, Are you presently with the advertising firm you
wore then with?
Miss W srox. No, sir. T left shortly thereafter because of my hus.
Iand'n illness.
The CIIAIMAN.
see. And who was the lady that paid-that reitulmrctcd you the expenses in connection with the world calendar?
Miss WrToN'. The only thing said to me was her name was Elisabeth. That was the only way he referred to her. By that time, I had
left tile firm,
The COJiArAN. And you yourself paid your own airline ticket. to
Washington and return when you came down to introduce him to Mr.
Ford?
Miss Ws'ri. Absolutely. Yes, sir. Unfortunately, I thought I was
doing apublic service,
The CIIAUMMAN. And was it your understanding that he wanted to
moet Mr. Ford because of the world calendar promotion, is that itI
Miss W 'ro. Yeas, that is true.
The CTHAiRMAN. Did they have any discussion in your presence?
Miss Wro. Yes, they did.
The CTTAIRMAN. About what?
Misq 1WrSTON. They talked about the world calendar, because it was
nonpolitical. And then Mr. Winter-Berger said something to the effect that some of his friends in Washington would like to have--or
rather Now York would like to have him run for President. And Mr.
Ford said absolutely not, that lie was happy where he was. And I remember Mr. Ford saying very definitely to hiim, "If at any time you do
anything that is not in line, 1 do not want any part of you." And I
remember, as we left, I said to Mr. Winter-Berger, if you ever betray
this' trust, I never want to speak to you again.
Tihe CHrAT.r,UAN Now, can you fix for the committee, as best you can,
the date or the approximate date that you introduced Mr. 'Winter.
Bergor to Mr. Ford?
Miss WEST¢o. Vaguely. I think it was in June. I am sorry. I could
not find, you know, the airline fare back that far.
Th CH AIRMAN. In June of which yearI
Miss Wsmro. It would be 1005.
Tie CHAI MAN. Senator Cook.
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Senator COOKc. May I ask you-it seems rather strange. in a first
meeting with a Congremsman, that the Congressman would have to
admonish an individual that "If you ever do anything wrong, I will
have absolutely nothing to do with you." Is thet any indication that
Mr. Winter-Berger made to Congressman Ford that in regard to a
world calendar, that it would be necessary for the Congressman to
say that?,
Miss WEsToN. No. He just, mentioned that he had been a lobbyist,
and that helhad worked for the Democratic Party. And Mr. Ford just
said, "I do not want anything that is not completely on the up and up."
Senator ('ooa. Did it seem rather strange to you that if lie had a
client and lie asked your services to promote the concept of a world
calndar, that h would not toll you that client's name?
Miss WFToN. I am sorry. I should have known the client's name. I
think her name, vaguely, was Elisaboth-ho only referred to her as
Elisaboth. I dld not know her full name, but I think she is mentioned
in the book. Now, site may not be the same Elisabeth.
Senator (ooIC. I)id he indicate to you that he was enthusiastic about
his efforts for a world calendar?
Miss W:s'ro. Yes, sii', lie did.
Senator Cooic. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
Trhe CACMAN. Senator Poll.
Senator P,1r.i. Als. SehowalterMiss WESTON. Senator Poll.
Senator PETa,. What persuaded you to help Mr. Winter-Berger?
How (lid iemanage to ingratiate himself?
Miss WEstroN. Unfortunately, I was vety naive. And as I look hack,
I see that probably the scene was set. I had Ixn invited to a cocktail
paty at Ann Clark loosevelt's. who everyone knows is; an ardent
republicann, and a dedicate~l citizen. And it wias at this party that
evorybody seemed to be taken in by him. I admit I was very naive,
Senator Pell. I believed him.
Senator PELt,. Thank y6u. rhat is all.
The Cnr.N. Senator Griffin.
S nator Git.,ilx. How long (lid you know Mr. Wintor-lBorger before
you came into the office of Congtvssman Ford with him? And on how
many occasions did you hare contact with Mr. Winter-Berger prior
to that V
Miss WJ'roX. Well, I would say that I knew him roughly about
(I months. I went to some thing at the English Speaking Union where
lie was, and he came into the office. And then he was later employed by
the firm.
Senator GRIFtN-. By the firm that you worked for?
Miss WESToN. Yes. And may I add to that?
Senator GRIFFIN. Yes.
Miss WmsTox. He was employed by the firm. The ]tead of the firm
had gone to Rome, and every assignment I gave him was beneath
him. And the only thing he did in the entire 0 weeks was got on the
Telex to Rome, saying "Whore is my money." So I rim sure that he
feels that I got him released from the firm, which I did not do.
Senator Gun'n€. He was released from the firm later I
Miss WisTox. Yes sir
Senator G0mI N. bo you know approximately when I
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Miss WESTON. I would have to think back when Istarted ii various
jols. I would think about 1966. lIe was only there a mater of 6 weeks.
Ti,'he only service he did for tie firm in the 6'weeks was go to the airport
to-neet a client and entertain him.
Senator Glwrinx. Now, there is in the book a letter to Congressman
Ford signed by Peter Boter,Is he your brother?
AIiss AVI X). Right.

Senator GRImn.I Is that portion of the book correct, which recites
that you contacted your brother, hiad him write such a letter?
Miss WFix)NN. Right. And lie has not forgiven me since,
Senator GJ1Wtix. Well, I do notice in tihe book that the date of the
letter which your brother wrote to Congressman Ford is April if), 1066.
,MissWETroN. Then I am a whole year off,
Senator GIFFx, You think it could have been 1906 rather than
1905?
Miss WsTO.. Yes, sir; because I went with the firm in 106., so that
was probably it.
Senator GRIFFliN,. Because you hald indicated it was 1965.
Miss Wr:wroN. I date bv when I start different lobs.
Senator GRIFIN, I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
T11e CHA IMAN. Senator Allen.
Senator ALxN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions
other than to comment that it would seem strange to me that Mr.
Winter-Borger, who claims to have been a lobbyist, who know people
in Washington, would have felt that it was necessary to go out to
Michigan to get someone to introduce him to Mr. Ford when' he could
just have gone in the office himself and seen Mr. Ford, I think it is
quite incredible that we are asked to believe that this ever took place.
And certainly I believe what you have said about it,
Mis-s WSTox. You mean that he asked me to introduce him?
Senator ALLEN. I say I think it is incredible that lie would spend a
thousand dollars to get you to introduce him when lie could have come
in without any expense at all. I feel like what he said is certainly not
worthy of belief. I certainly believe you on it. I have no further
questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatfleld.
Senator HATIELD. Miss Weston, I would like to clear up one point.
I think you commented, following your trip to Washington, which
you paid out of your own pocket, that later on you received a small
expense check of $20. From whom did you receive this
Miss WFSToN. From Mr. Winter-Berger.
This had to do with an assignment in Grand Rapids, Mich., to
the Grand Rapids Press, in terms of a world calendar. And that
was it.
Senator HATFIELD. I See.

Miss WEs'roN. The fee for the articles that,were printed was never
Paid.
Senator IhATFIELD. But he signed this chelc to cover the expense
of the trip from Now York to Washington?
Miss WsTox.No. I was in Iolland, and I just went up to Grand
Rapids that time.
Senator HATFIMLD. It was totally separate from your trip to
Washington?
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Miss Wk'rox. Right. Nothing whatsoever for the Washington
deal.
Senator HATI'FLi). So you nIever receiVedy('

rli3 l)1rse 1ent?

Miss WVESToN. Nothing whltsoever-not one penny, not even a
lunch.
Senator IAIrFIElmD). That is l)retty chintzy.
TCAN. Miss Weston, the committee has in its file a purThe C(U m
ported copy of a letter to you from Mr. Winter-Berger, from his
address, lb1 East 75th Street, New York 21, N.Y., dated August 251
1060, that is typed as follows:
My DEAR At.icE:
Thank you very much for sending 21e the article on the world calendar whieh
appeared in the Holland, Michigan Evening Sentinel on Wednesday, August 10,

1060. I really appreciate it, This is exactly the type of artich that Jerry'and

myself need, I ai1 enclosing an open New York.Cl~veland.New York American

Airlines ticket. This is little enough payment for the aforementioned splendid

article. Miss Achelis was very happy with it, I will be coming to Detroit in a
week or so, and would like to stop off in Cleveland and see you. Will probably
havt, called you before this letter arrives. Until we speak again, I remianil, witl
mny thanks,
Yours,

And the letter is not signed. But this purportedly is a letter from

receive such a
M
r. Winter-Berger
letter
f romn him fv to you. I would like to ask, did you
Miss Wrs2o.. I have no recollection of receiving a letter like that.
I do recollect, though, that he called and did stop in Cleveland. And
he wanted me to take him out to the Summit Mall, because lie was
working with someone on a mall concept. And my husband and I took
him to dinner. le did not pick up any dinner tab.
The CHA
4 inMAx. And did he send you, if you recall, an airline ticket
from New York to Cleveland to Now York on American Airlines?
Miss WESTON. I have no recollection of anything of that sort.
The CItMn. And do you know if the Miss Acholis he refers
toMiss W r~soN. This would be, Elisabeth then-that name rings a bell.
The CHAIRMAN. The lady who was trying to promote the world
calendar?
Mis WESTON. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. 1)o you know what fee, if any, Mr. Winter-Berger
was getting from Miss AchelisI
Miss Wr.STON. This will have to be heresay. A friend of mine told
me he was charging her $3,000 a month. And that would make me
back off in a hurry, after I heard that, which is an oxhorbitant fee.
The CIJAmMAN. Any further questions ?
Senator GRiFFIN. Miss Weston, as I understand it, your married
name is Schowalter.
Miss WErTd6oN. Correct. Alice Weston, I own legally to as a television name.
Senator GRIrnx. How well did you know ,Jerry Ford before this

occasion when you introduced Mr. Winter-BergorI
Miss WEiIT'Or. Well, I had not seen him for years. But I was born
and brought up in Holland, Mich., and Congressman Foi'd went to the
Macatawa Bay Yacht Club and was around in the area, My brother
knew him far'better than I did because after I graduated Michigan, I
loft Holland.
,28-1,- 78---14
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Senator GRmIFFN. I am tlihiking now of the question that Senator
Allen asked about why Mr. Winter-Berger would Lyo this rout, in order
to get to see Congressman Ford. Your brother did know Congressman
1ord very well, and that was a close association over a long period of
thne?
Miss WEqmo'. Right. My brother is an attorney in Holland, Mich,
Senator GRIFFIN. And hiis recommendation and your recommend.
tion carry itlot of weight with Congressman FordI
Miss WESTON. Probably he was using us in that respect. I did not
realize it.
Senator Gun, r,;. rhat goes without saying, I am sure.

Miss Wrm-oK. Pretty naive.

Senator OGTrFIN. That recommendation would be,very important
coming from a constituent and an old friend
Miss WwSrri Right.
Senator GniTN. Thanks very much.
Miss WF-wrox. Thank you, sir.
The CITAxnt,.N. Thaiik you very much. We appreciate your being
here.
Miss WnSTON. I wonder if I may make one statement.
The CJHATIItAN. You certainly may. relating to this matter.
Miss Wvmsrox. ]3ecatiso onnany
m
people have agked why I did not sme
Winter-Berger. And this is a question that has cofle'up often. But
a colonel in the Air Force-whose name I cannot give because, I did
not goet his pernission-said to me: "When you wrestle with pigs you
get dirty, and the pigs love it." And he said, I would do nothing more
than promote the book, and T wold have nothing to gfain, And T
have no question whatsoever about the integrity of Congressman Ford.
The CITAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr - Winter-Berger, I wonder 'if
you will stand and be sworn.
Will you raise your right hand?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give before
this committee will he the truth, the wlole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God I
Mr. WiNTRn-BrnoRn. I do.
The CITAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. Will you please be
seated.
Mr. WINTER-BIROER. Thank you.
TESTIMONY OP ROBERT N. WINTER-BERGER
The CITARM.,A,;. Mr. Winter-Berger, I would now like to advise you
of your rights and obligations as a witness before this committee.
Mr. W1NTn-BRozn. Right, sir.
The CrrAMMA. First, you have the right to remain silent and not
provide any testimony or'information which may tend to incriminate
you. If you do testify, anything you say here may be used against you
In any other legal proceeding.
Second, you have a right to consult with an attorney prior to
answering any question or questions.
Third, under the rules of procedure, your attorney may be premnt
during your testimony. Do you underhand that you are entitled' to
have an attorney if you so desire?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. Right, sir.
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The CU1AInMfAN. And do you wish to have an attorney here with
you today?
Mr. WINTra-BmRoER. Well, I would like to have an attorney, but I
cannot afford the expense of an attorney, so I am appearing without
an attorney.
The ChTAIRMAN. All right. As I have indicated, in addition to your
rights as a witness, you also have an obligation, while testifying before
this committee-you have sworn to testify truthfully. If you do testify,
you ure obligated to provide truthful responses so as not to subject
yourself to the laws and penalties regarding perjury.
I will ask the committee staff to furnish you a copy of the rules of
this committee so you may review those.
Mr. WINTER-BI3EROFR. I have them, sir.
[he (him.nr.sN. Now, Mr. Winter-Berger, do you understand now
the nature of your rights and obligations as a witness?
Mr. Wi-NTR-BmovR. Senator Cannon, could you wait a moment?
I would just like to take out some material.
TIhe 'mi .%uN.Yes, sir.
Mr. WIxmrFn-B.:rov. Thank you very much. Okay, I am all set.
The CJAIRMA N. Do you underst.n(1 the nature of your rights and
V0mr olittions as a witness b4fore this committee?
Mr. WIN'rmBEROER. Yes, sir, I do.
The ('W,.t.xN. Would you please state for the record your full
Imim a411d your address, and give us the (late and place of yo'ir birth?

Mr. WiN'rii.B, ROER. My name is Robert Norman Winter-Berger.

I live at 133 East 7.5th Street. New York,N.Y. 10021.
The ChAIRMAN. Where were you born?
Mr. WiTER-BvRoER. I was brn in New York City on June 17, 1927.
The ChTAIRUMAN. ,Have you used any other names other than Robert
N. Winter-Berger .
Mr. WiN n-TR-ERaoER. Robert Norman Berger. Winter is my mother's
name, or was my mother's name, her maiden name.
The CHAIRM AN. So you have the name of Robert Normaii Berger?
Mr. WINTn-BERGR.:Oh, yes.
The CAIMAN. Now, as you are well aware. this committee has been
conducting hearings over the past week concerning the nomination of
Mr. Gerald R. Ford to the office of Vice President of the United States.
In the course of these hearings, a number of references have been made
to yourself, your signed sworn statement, and your book, "The Washington Payoff," in reference to Mr. Ford. As these matters are important to the nomination, and possible confirmation, of Mr. Ford, as
there are direct conflicts in Mr,Ford's testimony and statements made
by you, this committee is constrained to seek the truth and resolve these
conflicts. This isthe reason you have been directed to appear before the
con mittee today.
Prior to our asking you questions, I wonder do you have any prepared statement that you wish to make?
Mr. WINTER-BErnOn. Well, I have a short statement that I would
like to make in order to clear up one or two points about my attitude;
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir.
Mr. WixTEn-noE. Sometimes I find that the press may blow up
one particular attitude that I espouse and ignore the end of the paragraph or the end of the affidavit. So I wouldlike to straighten that out
for the record.
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I wrote "The Washington Payoff" because I wanted to show, to the
best of my recollection, the broad specttim of corruption as I saw it
in Washington. And I felt, in 1969, that it, was necessary to the people
of America to know about it. Now, I have been advisedl to say it was
a public service. Well, whether I look upon it as a public sorince or
not, I felt it was necessary that they realize what went on in the
offices of some of the men iat I named. And although I do not consider myself an angel, to paraphrase Congressman Ford, it was Edinburgh. who once noted that all that is necessary for evil to triumph
is for good nien to do absolutely nothing, or for just men to do
absolutely nothing.
I started writing the book in 1969, and finished it in 1972, January,
to be exact, long before Watergate, the Ellsberg break-ins, and the
missing tapes. As a matter of fact, some of the politicians I originally
wrote about were either embarrassed. forced to resign. or indicted
before the book was completed and published in April of 1972.
I would like to point out that since this date of publication, in April
of 1972, some 18 months ago, not one person has sued, for whatever
reason, or legally challenged the contents of the "Washington Payoff" in a court of law. despite the fact that there were hundreds of
names mentioned therein.
Now, in my apparent search for the truth, I toured my mind to try
to recollect incidents that were cogent to the telling of the story that
I wanted to tell, and then I set about getting as much documentation
as I could to bolster my remembrances and my impressions of situations.
When I wrote of abuses, there were abuses, as I recall them. I believe-and this is my opinion-that if the committee is looking for
an elected public official who has never done a favor in return for a
campaign contribution, no matter how innocuous, or for a man who
has never at any time in his career taken cash for personal or political
use, no matter how small, then I am afraid, from my experience, you
will have to review applicants from a monastery somewhere in Outer
Mongolia.
A rather unholy and devious Thomas Becket became holier than
thou when he donned the robes of the archbishop of Canterbury. And
I feel very strongly, because of my relationship with Mr. Ford, whether
it be six or seven meetings, as he contends, or more as I will contend,
that no matter what Mr. Ford may have done in the past, he stands, in
my opinion, the best chance of any politician I know of to surpass
thl record and diligence of the archbishop of Canterbury. I believe he
is probably the best man under the circumstances for the office of Vice
President
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Winter-Berger. did you write the book yourself: were you personally responsible for the contents of the book?
Mr. Wx., -BROP,Rn. I wrote the book myself, with the aid of editors.
The

CIHAIRMAN.

With t;he what?

Mr. WINTHR-BGamE. I am solely responsible for the contents; yes,
sir.
The CMMA rA;.
-. Sometimes writers, for dramatic effect or other purnoses. embellish upon facts upon which they are writing by substitutint their own version of the event for the true occurrence. bid you do
this in some instances in your book?
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Mr. IVINTER-]1I,10t:n. Not to my recollection, but if I feel that 1 did,
and you will call them to my attention, and I believe that to be true,
I will say so. What I wrote' about in "The Washington Payoff" were
in.impressions, my recollections.
Th CIAII MAN.'Well, the book, then, is a statement of true facts as
known to you, or as you see it?
M1r. WINTR-BEW I. They are a statement of my impressions of
facts is I observed them or as I heard about them.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are representing the contents of the book
as leing truthful, to the committee I
Mr. WIN'rMR-BEmtot. I am representing the book to be truthful as
far as my impressions are concerned and as far as my recollections are
concerned.
The CHAIRMAz. Now, we have an affidavit here. I would like to have
the staff show it to you. It is dated October 24 1973, which was purportedly sworn to and signed by you. I would lie to ask if that is your
aflidavit., and if that is your signature?
Mr. WINTER-BEROUR. This is the affidavit that was drawn in Les
Whitten's office; yes, it is.
[The affidavit referred to follows:]
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBi.Vnr N. WINTEm-BIROEII, NEW YoiaK, N.Y.
My name is Robert N. Winter.Berger, I live at 123 Fast 75th Street, New York,
New York 10021. This affidavit is being given freely with no promise of payment
or other consideration.
Between 1966 and September of 1900 I personally loaned Gerald Ford in the
neighborhood of $15,000. This money was delivered to Ford in cash to cover an
illness and hospitalization of his wife. She had an illness of the pancreas. This
money came from my personal income and I paid taxes on It This money was
never repaid. I never asked for repayment and it was never offered.
At other times he complained that he was short of money.
Te loans were made in amounts of $50.00 to about $250.00.
As I reported In my book, The Washington Payoff, I helped arrange for
$125,000 to be contributed to the Republicans by Francis Kellogg, now a high
State Department official.
I arranged for Kellogg to meet at least twice with Gerald Ford at Kellogg's
request, Ford agreed to help Kellogg get a government post. Kellogg was seeking
an ambassadorship to Kenya. I have correspondence in my possession which
proves that Kellogg was iittouch with Herbert Kalmbach in reference to this
desired appointment.
All of the $125,000 contributed by Kellogg was contributed at the suggestion of
Ford. Kellogg was aware that Ford had suggested these contributions to various
Republican bodies in 168. It was for this reason that Kellogg furnished me with
copies of his correspondence from and to members of the Republican Party in his
quest for the appointment. I'm prepared to make copies of this correspondence
available to the House and Senate Committees.
As described In my book, Ford flew In a private plane to Parsons College at
a cost of $1500. On six or seven occasions he mentioned the $1500. Finally, I got
the message but didn't pay him the $1500.
At the 1969 Inaugural, Ford supplied an official sticker for the private limousine
of Elizabeth ,Tpylor--Dunningtot, a prominent contributor to the Republican
Party, and heb rother Reese Taylor was one of Nixon's earliest and most powerfill backers. This sticker enabled the limousine to go through l)0llce lines.
Ford supplied this sticker in return for a $500 contribution to the Republican
Congressional Boosters committee . The coet ribution was made through my good
offiv's,
In 1960, Ford got the young man a Job as a congressional Intern (Stephen
Taylor, grand-nephew of Elizabeth Taylor Dunnington), tn return for another
$300 contribution to the Il)iidhlican ('ongressional Boosters Coinmittee. This contribution was again made through me.
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I picked up Gerald Ford at the New York Hilton after a speaking engagement
at approximately 2:30 p.m. and we went in a rented limousine supplied to him
by the organization who sponsored his appearance to the offices of Dr. Arnold
Hutschnecker at 829 Park Avenue. When we left the limousine we asked the
driver to return in an hour. I went into Dr. Hutschnecker's office and introduced
him to Gerald Ford. I then went around the corner to my own apartment and
prepared my own lunch which consisted of a hamburger which was brolled in a
pre-heated oven. This took me approximately 40 minutes. I left my apartment
after cleaning the dishes, making several calls and returned around the corner
to the front of the building at 829 Park Avenue. The limousine had already or.
rived; I stepped in and waited for the arrival of Gerald Ford some ten or 15I
minutes later. Ford was with Hutschnecker for more than an hour. Loaded with
books and documents which Hutschnecker had given to Ford, we drove in the
limousine to the Eastern Airlines shuttle and then the limousine took ne back
to my residence.
About eight or nine months later Hutschnecker mentioned to me that on a
Sriturday morning trip to Washington to see Nixon he had stopped by to see
Ford; he mentioned these visits to me on more than two occasions. Ford, on the
other hand, never recounted these meetings to me until I mentioned them to him
one day. Then he admitted that he had been in contact with Hutschneeker. I
never delved any further because I felt It would be tactless.
However, as I noted In my book I suggested to Ford that he see Hutschneclcer
because he indicated to me that the pressures of the job were beginning to got
to him. I sqild, by way of recommendation, that Itutsehneeker was Nixon's de.
tor. He Paid he would ask Dick about it. About ten days later, much to my our.
prise, he brought it un and said he had asked Dick and that Dick said lie was a
very good 'doctor. He then asked mae to set up an appointment with Dr.
Iiutschencker.
Hutschneeker was never a client of mine, and Gerald Ford knew flits very
clearly.
Ford never did any favor for me unless I indicated that in some way or mnn.
ner. by contribution or other means, the Republican Party would benefit. Other
means might be stationery or something else. For example, the first favor I
asked him to do for me involved his endorsement of the world calendar. I slipped
an envelope which contained $2000 across his desk. lie refused it. with the Pug.
gestion that If I wanted to do him a favor I could buy some tickets to 1 dinner
that was betng given In hit honor in Grand Rapids at which dinner Rlehnrd
Nixon was the honored speaker. I bought five tickets and paid for them by money
order in the sum of $500.
I ,esorded myself as a nersonal friend of Gerald Ford's. and was troatwd gie.
cordinaly b.v his office staff. lie asked me to counsf-l his son oui several octiosions,
lie thought the boy not s,,rlous.minded. This wqs tlhe middle son. who eventilly
worked asnn intern in Congress. lie conferred with me about his wife's illness
which you don't do with a casual acquaintance and his secretary. Mildred
Leonard. knowing of my close association with Ford constantly gave me reports
on .rs. Ford's condition.
One Chrlstmas I nsked Mr. Ford If It was all rlut with him if I eanve som
of his staff., who had been very helpful to m. somp Christmas gifts, Be said lie
didn't mind, as lone as I didn't live them in the office: he suggested that T send
them directly to their homes : which I did. I sent Mildred Leonard, Frank Meyer
and Ester Dnkov wallets. In each wallet there was a $100 bill. They acknowledged
the glfts in writing and thanked me.
To he accurate, Ester and Mildred acknowledged the gifts in writing and
Frank thanked me.
ROBERT N. WINTER.BROER,
Subscribed and sworn to before me tis 24th day of October 1973,
SIURLEY a.

STEPUN,

Notary Public.

The CHAIRMAN.

a notary public

And You swore to the truth of that affidavit before

Mr. WINTE-BRon. I swore to the truth of that affidavit beforea
notary public. However, I would like to explain tle circuinstaces of

that particular affidavit.
I he CHA RMAN. All right, sir.
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Mr. WINTER-BERoEn. The day previous, I believe that October 24th
was a Wednesday, and the previous day, my publishers, who were dissatisfied with some publicity that I was receiving because of the statements from Mr. Ford and others-I believe it was Dr. Hutschneckervisited the office, as I was told. I was not there so I would not know.
And he made an arrangement for me to come down and talk to Mr.
Whitten the following (lay, which I did. There was one area in that
affidavit that I would like to explain more fully.

The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir.

Mr. WiNTER-BEROwn. And that is the first-the second paragraph.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, sir, you may proceed.
Mr. WINTER-BERoEn. Where I say between 1966 and September of
1969, I had personally loaned Gerald Ford in the neighborhood of
$15,000. The money was delivered to Ford in cash to cover an illness
and hospitalization of his wife.
Well, I do not have to go on, but we can go down to the end of it
where I say $50 to $250. I would like to say for the record that these
moneys, to the best of my recollection, were lent to Ford without any
solicitation whatsoever. I offered him money. I recall putting my hanl
in my pocket, taking out money. I could not tell you the exact dates.
I know it was more than 6 or 7 times, probably closer to 10 or 12
times. And one of the reasons I know it is because I was not making
an income that would justify my giving Mr. Ford $150 or $250 at any
time. And the first time we discussed some of his personal difficulties ,
I returned to New York and discussed his conversation with my
sponsor, Nathan Voloshen, who was the man who first brought ine
down to Washington.
I recall also, in January of 1970, Jack Anderson's column which said
the reason Ford would not see me after October of 1969, or something
to that effect-I have the column here-because Will Wilson had
visited him. Voloshen's comment to me at that time, as I recall it,
was "Well, there goes 14-odd thousand dollars down the drain." Now;
that is the explanation.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not quite understand how you are changing
yourMr. WINTER-BEr-OER. I am just enlarging, I believe. I do not think
I am changing.
The CnAn1MAN. I see.
Mr. WINrE-BEGERa. As this affidavit, it was pointed out to me,
that because it was dictated by Mr. Whitten to his secretary, and
there was not a lawyer present, that it sounded as if the first paragraph,
where I gave him $15,000, and at other times I gave him $50 and
$250-well, I could not give anybody $15,000 if I wanted to-if it were
my mother, I could not give her $15,000.
The CHAIRMAN. Your explanation is, then, that the $15,000 consisted in amounts of $50, $250, and as you said more than 6 or 7 times,
probably 10 or 12 times, that you gave money to Mr. Ford, is that
correct?
Mr. WINTER-BRGan. Ten or twelve times. What I meant was 70 or 80
times. I am contending that we met more than 6 or 7 times, probably
closer to 70 or 80. Once again, I have not kept--I would see Mr. Forl
on many occasions, when we had no appointment.
The CHAIRMAN. Well,.let me ask you this. Do the statements in
this affidavit contain accurately the statement that you made under
oathI
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And von are sayin

-

Mr. WtxwiN'i-B:ntoiu. To the best ot1my knowledge.
The CHIRMAN [continuing]. That the statements in this affidavit are trite?
Mr. WINTEII-BI-InOEII. Excuse te, sir?
The CIIMN. You are saying that the statements in this afldavit are true.
Mr. WINTER-BErIE1Ih To the )est of my recollection, they are,
The (1 ,A31,N. You are swearing to their truth here nv?
Mr. IVINTER-11FRmiF. To the best of my remembrance and recollection.
The C11.NtAN. Now, you say in your affidavit that between 1966
and September 1969, you personally loaned Gerald Ford in the neighborhood of $15,000.
'This ioney was delivered to Ford In cash, to cover an illntitss and hospitalize

tion of his wife. She had an Illness of the pancreas, This money came from my

personal income. I paid taxes on it. This money was never repaid. I never asked
for repayment, and was never offered. At other times, he complained he was short
of money. The loans were made in aniounts of $50 to about $250.

Is that a true statement?
Mir. WINTER-B R(ER. Yes.
The ('AIJ AN. Now, will you stateMr. WINTER-BEiREn. To the best of my recollection, that is true.
The CHAIRMAN continuingg. The date that you made the first of
these lonns to Mr. Ford, to the best of your recollection?
Mr. WIN.Tn-IERo En. Call I tell vol the date that I made-the exact
date-no. If I fished for a date, that is just what I would be doing,
would be fishing.
The CAIMM.AX. Well, give us the approximate date. You have
already said between 19,66 and 1969.
Mr. WNTR-BFER., Well. it would have to be sometime after our
initial introduction in April 1966.
The CITATII.MAN. Your initial introduction was in April 1966?
Mr. WTN.R-BRv,n. As I recall it.
The CITAIIIMAN. Do you remember hbmv long after that introduction
the firstMr. WtI.,Tn-BrOEmn. Well, either April or May 1966.
The CITAI1MAN. How long after that did you make the first cash loan
to Mr. Ford?
Mr. WiN'rn-BERo0,. Right about-I could not honestly tell you.
I do not recall the period of time-whether it, was 5 weeks or whether
it was 2 months. To the best of my recollection, the first payment I
made was sometime before I went to Grand Rapids. So it ,would have
had to be sometime in December or early October 1966.
The CHunMAN. So you say it would be sometime between the first
of October and the middle of december 19664
Mr. WIXTE-3EnoE. To the best of my recollection. But I could
not pinpoint it, because I did not make any records of these meetings..
The CHIIRMAx. And how much was that first loan ?
Air. WINTERI-BERUEI. As I recall it, it was approximately $150. It
might have been a little more; it might have been a little less. Once
again, I cannot pinpoint this.
The ChAIRMXA. Approximately $150. And do you recall, was that
in-
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Mr. WINTEn-BERoER.

It was in cash.

The CHAIRMAN. A $100 bill, two 20's and a 10, or what was it?
Mr. WINT=-BERoGER. Twenties or 10's, something in that
denomination.
The CHArRMAN. Well, it would not have been in l's, would it?
Mr. WNm-BERooR. No; it would not have been in l's.
The CHAIRMAN. It probably would not have been in 5's I

Mr. WINTEn-3ERoER. It might have been in 5's. I do not recall the

denominations either. I could not honestly tell you whether I recall it
was in 10's or 20's or 5's.
The CTIAxMAN. Do you recall how you happened to be carrying that
much money with you on that occasion ? Was that your usual custom,
to be carrying that amount?
Mr. WINTER-BtoFR. No, I never usually carried it, but at that time

I had an account the World Calendar Association, and that account

had paid me amply so that I could have extra cash on me. And the reason I carried extra cash was that I had been tutored in a school where I
was always told that the best way to a politician's heart was through
cash. Now, the man that told me that was Nathan Voloshln.
The CIHAIRMAN. That is the same Nathan Voloshen that went to jailI
Mr. Wi.Tmn rn- oin. That is right, exactly-no, he did not go to jail,

sir. He was indicted, but it was a suspended sentence, as I recall it.

The CHAIMN. All right. Now, what did vou make a note of this
payment on? Did you make*a-keep a little diary in your pocket?
Mr. WIrNTR-BrRqER. No I did not. I came bacli to Nathan Voloshen
and told him about it, and he said to ne-I said I did not know that I
could afford this type of thing consistently, and he said, well, lie saw
it as a good investment, because lie wanted a friend at court.
The CHTAIRIMAX. I see. Well, was he a partner of yours?
Mr. Wi-m,n-Br.non n. Well, lie was a partner ot mine all along, that
is right. We were not legal partners. but we were close friends.
The CiRM.1A-.N. Did he put up part of the money for you?
Mr. WINTER-BERoEn. I would say over the years he must have put
up about 90 percent of the money, because after November 1966, I was
not in a position to shell out $5to anybody.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Well, then, it he put up 90 percent of the
money, how did you happen to pay taxes on the money?
Mr. WiT R-BERGOF. I only paid taxes on the amount of money that
I personally took out of my own pocket from what Mrs. Achelis gave
me. Beyond that, this statement, that is why I said this statement had
to be corrected in that particular area.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. So you are now saying this statement "this
money came from my personal income and Ipaid taxes on it," is only
10 percent correct.
NMr. Wxrrm-BERG.R. I would say it is about 10 percent correct. Now,
that once again is an estimate of mine.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. So what you should have really said for it to
be correct, is that, "this money came 90 percent from my partner and
associate, Mr. Voloshen."
Mr. WxNTn-BF ,oE.
What I really should have said, that this
money came from an associate and friend, "partner" is not really tho
correct term, because we were not partners. We were friends.
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you not say that in this affidavit, then.
instead of making a statement that you swore to?
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Mr. WINTER-BERoE. Well, the reason I did not say it is severalfold.
One, I thought I was-originally I presumed I was writing this affidavit to back up an article that Mr. Whitten was writing for Jack
Anderson's column. I have nothing against Mr. Casad appearing on
the scene. But when he did appear, as your investigator, it was a
surprise to me.
he CIIATMAN. I see.
You thought you were just responding to a newspaper article instead
of an affidavit for the committee ?
Mr. WINTR-BRGE n. To back him up, that is right. And as a matter
of fact, as late as Saturday I was waiting for a committee affidavit to
sign. And then I was toldThe CHAIRM AN. Do you distinguish between the accuracy of a committee affidavit and an affidavit that might be furnished by a news%
paperman on which he bases an article?
Mr. WINTER-BERGFn. Well, if I submitted an affidavit to a committee, I would want it to be complete, and a 1,000 percent correct, with
advice of legal counsel.
The CHAMMAN. I see.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. And I had no advice of legal counsel.
The CHAIRMAx. Have you since obtained advice of legal counsel in
connection with the affidavit?
Mr. WxiNTFR-BmoRE. Well, I have had a lawyer look at it, yes.
The CTIAIRMAN. And then was it after that consultation that you
decided that the affidavit was only 10 percent correct in this instance?
Mr. WINTE-BERGER. NO. I only saw an attorney yesterday, to be
correct, at 9:30 in the morning.
The CHAIRMAN-. I see. Well then, in any event, of this $15,000 then,
which you should say now, to be accurate and truthful, before the
committee, is that $1,500 is from your own moneyMr. WINTER-BERGmn. Right, approximately.
The CIAInMAx. Is that correct
,[r. W.XT.R-BEaP,. That is right, exactly.
The CrAIRM'SINX. And do you know whether Mr. Voloshen paid taxes
on the other 90 percent of that money?
Mr. WNwtR-BR nor. I would have no idea. You would have to look
in hin records.
The CITAIJMA-x. Now, you are certain that the first loan did not precede, then. October 1 of 1966?
Mr. WiN.TEI-Bnnn. I cannot be sure it did not precede October 1.
The CuAIRMAx. Well. that is your best recollection, is that right?
Mr. WnimTj-Bno.n. My best recollection is that it happened somewhere in September-Octoler 1966.
The CIArnM,,X. Where were you when you made this first loan?
Mr. WINTER-BEnRn. In Mr. Ford's office.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that in his outer office?
Mr. WNTER-B Gn. No, in his private office.
The CTTAIRMAN. Was anyone else present?
Mr. WINTER-Bnarn. T6 the best of my recollection, tlre was no
on present.
The CJATRMAfA. And of that $150, how much of that did Mr. Voloshen give you? Did he give vn A185. 90 percent of it, and you came
up with the other"10 percent, the $15?
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Mr. WI.NTER- BiGman. As I recall, to the best of my recollection, that
first payment came solely from myself.
Th0 ChAIRMA'N. I See.
M[r. Wx-rNT-BmROE. I asked him about the advisability of making
the payment. I asked him did he think the man was asking for something, "or was it gratuitous on my part. And he said, "Whatever he
says1 if he will take it, gi%'e it to him, because it is a good investment.
It will make you a friend in court."
Th0 CAIAI1RA.. Now, who were your clients during this particular
period?
Mr. WINT.R-BROin. During this l)articular period, the client I had
was the World Calendar Association.
The C|iAIRMAN. Vas that the only client you had?
Mr. WINTR-BRGzn. To the best of my recollection, that was the
only client at that particular point.
1he CIIAIIIMAN. How much were you receiving from that client?
Mr. WINTER-BpoirGn. To the best of my recollection, she paid me
$2,000 a month, plus expenses, but I would have to look in my records
to find out.
The CIIAIRMTAN. Do you have that in your records?
Mr. WiNTEn-BFoaRn. I have my income tax returns for 1906, but the
breakdown of it I need more tifne to find, because I did not think 1
was going to have all of that. I could not find it-what with having to
l)hotostat things, and what have you. But I can get it for you.
The CHAIRMAN. Your best recollection is that this was your sole
source of income during 1966, then, was the World Calendar?
Mr. WINTER-BzRoEn. To the best of my recollection-not entirely
through 1966, but I would have to look at my records to be sure of my
source of income for that period.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have those records here with you today?
Mr. WINTER-BRop. I have my taxes. But I do not have a breakdown of the income for 19066. I have a breakdown in some years, but
not 19066.
The CHAIRMAN. And would your records reflect whether this $150
was written off on your expense accountI
Mr. WiNTER-BroR. No, it wias not taken off on my expense account.
The CHAIRnMx. It was not taken off on your expense account. Now,
whenMr. WINTER-Bnon. To the best of my recollection, I better say
that--until I have a chance to look at the expense account to make
sure. I cannot say anything irrevocable, unless 1go looking at the exact
records.
The CHAMMAN. When do you think you made the second payment
to Mr. FOND, after the $150 between October and mid-December?
Mr. WINTz-BRaoER. I could not honestly tell you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, give us the best estimate that you can.
Mr. WIxTn-BP:Ron. Tie best estimate would be a lie. I could not
tell you exactly when the next payment was made.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, was it in December of 1966
Mr. WiNTER-BRoEn. I think it must have happened before, but I
cannot tell you exactly when. If I knew-the best thing that I could
have would be a complete record of the payment to make it actually
truthful. I cannot give you a truthful answer and tell you exactly when
the next payment was made. If I could, I certainly would.
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The CHAIRMAN. You are saying, then. that you did not keep any
detailed records at all of these payments?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. No, I did not. My remembrance in this particular situation, and that is what it is, a recollection and a remembrance, was that I put my hand in my pocket and took out w number
of dollars from time to time--the time, the dates, the amounts, I cannot
recall. After all, it was a long time ago. I called up the lawyer-the
documentation on my book, and asked him some questions, and he
said-but that was 3 or 4 years ago we went over the things, I cannot
recall it. So certainly I cannot. We are now talking about a period that
is almost 8 years ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, nowMr. WINTEJi-BRo.R.. Or 71/2.
The CHIAIMAx. Did you keep detailed diaries and detailed accounts of other things?
Mr. WINTR-BERGER.,
I kept records of accounts that detailed my
expenses to and from Washington. when they were applicable to Miss
Acholis,'business.
The CHACMHAN. Is that all that you kept records with-detailed
records iust involving your expense account with the WorldCalendar
account?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I kept-the records I kept, the meticulous
records I kept, were for the purpose of the Internal Revenue Department. But since this was not deductible in any way Qr manner, I (lid
not keep any records of it.
The CHAIR MAN. But you did not keen records of your meetings
with people, when you saw people, and all of this sort'of thing. who
you saw?
Mr. WtiT.n-BRGroR. I kept records of certain meetings. If it was
a first meeting with someone, I might have kept a record. But I did
not kep a record every time I popped in to see Jerrv Ford.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Did you keep a record when you visited anyone else. other than Jerrv Ford?
Mr. WINT n-BEROER. Oh, yes, certainly.
The CHTAIRMA.. Do you have those records here?
Mr. WINTWR-BEROFR. I do not have those records with me, but I
can get them for you. It will take a day-if Mr. CasadThe CHAIRMA . Let me read fro; what you said inyour book. I
am quoting from pages 24 and 25.
Mr. WNTn-BnROER. Let me look.
The CHAIRMAN. I think my quote is from the hardback. It may be
a little different.
Mr. WizT.R-BROEnr. I think it is the same.
The CHAIRMAN [Reading].
In the beginning I kept detailed diaries. listing everyone I had contact with
during the day, whet we had discussed, and what bad resulted. I kept all the
mail I received, business or personal, which had anything at all to do with my

work as a lobbyist. I kept the envelopes as well. I made carbon copies of anything
I put Into writing, and when it was necessary I had the carbon notarized as
being true copies,
I also wrote long memos to myself so that I would not have to rely on my
memory alone for the details of conversations or events. Call it an Idiosyncrasy

or an obsession, but I was concerned about more than my Income tax, about more
than my lobbyist quarterly report. I was above all concerned about keeping
my nose clean. I knew I was in the favor business.
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I was playing the you scratch my back, and I will scratch yours game. I
wanted to make certain that I would know whenever a hand approaching my
back had a knife in it. I had to be able to prove whether in a courtroom or in
a back alley where I had been and what I had been doing in case this infornia.
tion affected my life or limb, or anybody else's.
I did not enjoy keeping such close tabs, but as long as I knew my record was
clean, I was not afraid.

And then on page 26 and 27:
Congressmen are apl)roached by lobbyists, not only in their Washington office,
but wherever they are, In their offices, in their home districts, at their country
clubs, and their churches, and even In their own homes. When anybody knowingly
moves In such circles this becomes essential to his own survival that he be able
to prove exactly where lie has been, what lie has done, with whom lie has

associated.
I experienced firsthand what I have already frequently in situations involving
others-in Washington there is no loyalty, no friendship, no sense of responsibility for anyone except yourself. This was why I had conducted by own business

with such care and attentive detail.

Now, in light of that statement in your book, if that is corred.t, it

is difficultt for me to conceive that you had no records at all of the
dates or the amounts that you purportedly paid to Mr. Ford.
Mr. WIrNTHR-BtRon. Well, first of all, 'Senator, the records that I
kept and still have, pertain only to what I wrote about in the "The
Washington Payoff." If I were to keep all of the records and memos
that I may'have kept in the past 9 or 10 years, I would have to move
out of my apartment. I only live in one room. And there is not enough
room for that.
As my income tax is audited, I usually dispose of the records. And
the same thing-I am not going to write about it in "The Washington
Payoff" and if I do not feel I am going to be sued, or my publishers
do int feel, then I dispose of the records.
Why would I keep them? And one of the reasons that was not
mentioned in tho book was because it was not provable, and I had
no records at hand. If I had had records, sir, as I recall it, in my discussions in the early stage of planning the book-if I had had records,
I would have written about it in "The Washington Payoff."
The CIAI%J[1
. About the $15,000?
Mr. WINTR-BERGEn. That is right. But I had no records.

The CIIAMAx. And therefore you did not write about it-You
waited to write about it after Mr. FordMr. WINTER-BERGEn. I did not write about it. I told Mr. Written
about it.
The CHAIRMAN. You waited to talk about it and put it in affidavit
form, after Mr. Ford was nominated.
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. I must say, I say it quite candidly, I am not
sure that that was very wise, because unless I have things down
actually, I do not-I cannot presume something and talk about them
after my appointment schedules have been disposed of, and I did in
this particular case. But it would never have been put in the payoff
unless I had a complete schedule of meetings and payments, and I
have never had that. And therefore it was not mentioned.
The CHAIRMAN. You gave Mr. Ford, then, $150 in 1968, and that
had to be, to the best of your recollection, between October 1 and
December 151
, Mr. WNTEn-BEnon. Somewhere about there.
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The CnAmAN. How much money did you give him in the first part
of 1967?
Mr. WINTER-BERGnO. In the first half of 1967?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Say January through June 1967. How much
money did you give him ?
Mr. WiNTE-BFGER. Senator Cannon, I cannot answer that question
truthfully. I am giving you a figure which is based on a comment that
was made to me by a man who actually shelled out the money. I did
not. I did not have it to give him. So I cannot, with all truthfulness,
tell you when or the dates. I would not have any idea.
The ChAIRMAN. I see. Now, did you see Mr. Voloshen on each
instance before and get-say, "give me some money to give Mr. Ford ?"
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. If I were going down there, I would say,
"I would like some cash." Let us say I might have had inthose daysit was a little cheaper to get down'to Washington than it is today-I
might have said, I have $60 or $70, and I will need more, and he said
certainly. To him it was a good investment, I presume. At least that
was my impression of what went on, but for me to give you an item.
ized account, Senator, I cannot give it to you, because I do not have it.
If I had it, if I had the days and times and the exact amounts, monthly,
that I had allegedly given Mr. Ford, then it would have been in
"The Washington Payoff." But I do not have that schedule.
The CHIRMAX. You know, your book is somewhat contradictory
in several instances. I refer you now to.page 241.
Mr. WINTER-BEnoiRt. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.At the bottom of the page.
Unlike Speaker McCormack, who was always ready and willing to accept
the campaign contribution in cash, Jerry Ford always insisted on checks. I never
knew him to accept cash from anybody.

Now, do you not consider this statement to be correct, or is it that
you do not consider yours-1f anybody?
Mr. WINTER-BEROn. That statement, as I recall it, was related
to the first time, as I noted in "The Washington Payoff," when I tried
to push an envelope across his desk with money in it. And he turned it
away. and said, "I want-if you want to give me money in any sub.
stanitial amount, then contribute to the Republican Conaressional
Boosters Club or to-" and lie named the Grand Rapids Committee.
which I did. Now, tht is that particular thin.
The CHAIRMAf.
Then are you saying that this statement, then, is
not completely (true), the statement in the bookI
Mr. WTNirR-BJ1na.
To the best of my recollection, it is not correct. To the best of my remembrances, it is not wholly correct. Now,
I would like to say at this juncture, when you say that Mr. Ford-you
say you wonder about the money. and wh; was itg iven, et cetera. Just
let ime call attention to a letter that was'sent to me on December 1, a
copvof which the committee has.
Senator Coon. Of what year?
Mr. WINR-BrRan. Excuse me. December 1,1966.
Senator CooK. Thank you.
Mr. WqTER-BFnOF.
ow, when T went to the Grand Rapids dinner
in October. as I recall it, back in 1966, Gerald Ford interrupted his
sneech by saying, "I want to thank mv good. close friend Bob WinterBerger for coming up to Grand Rapids all the way from New York."
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Now, I had met him about May of 19066. I would think that as a
minority leader of the House, and leader of his side of the aisle in the
House, he would be more prudent to call someone like myself-and I
made no bones about what I was-he knew the side of the aisle I came
from. He knew what I was. There was no secret. I didn't come in there
as an angel with wing. I never had wings.
The CIAIMAN. What do you mean when you say lie knew what you
were?
M r. WINTER-BERGER. He knew that I was an influence peddler.
The CIAIR31AN. I See.

Mr. WINTFm-BFROER. Now, this is the letter that I got from the
finance chairman of the Kent County Republican Finance Committee.
Do ynu have a copy of it, December 1, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Just go ahead with your statement.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. It said:
Mr. Winter-Berger, now that the election campaign And major fund raising
drives are over, I have a little more time to send you a very special thank you
for your outstanding support of the Republican Party in Kent County. You have
become a member of a small and distinguished group of Kent County Republican
pace-setters who donate $500 or more to the Republican cause. Your good friend,
Jerry Ford, was, of course, reelected, but this time with a smashing 68.5 percent
of the vote. Your kind of party support was a major factor in making this a
tremendous Republican year.

Now, at that particular point, which was less than 6 months after
I met Mr. Ford, he was calling me a very close friend.
The CHARM.N€AN. I don't think le said a very close friend. He said a
good friend.
Mr. WINTER-BERER. Well, let me just
The CTAIRM A . Didn't he say "my good friend ?"
Mr. WINTER-BEROFR. September 23, 1966, I received a letter from
Mr. Ford which said:
Dear Bob, many, many thanks for your wonderful hell) for the Republican
legislative dinner. Mildred has told me that you plan an additional assistance
to the effort, and believe me, I am deeply grateful. At this point, my schedule
in the morning next week doesn't look too hectic. As you know, however, this
can change in a matter of minutes-seconds. But if you will give the office a call
on Monday or Tuesday, I am sure a mutually convenient time can le worked out.
Once again, thanks a million, and warmest personal regards, Sincerely, Jerry.

The CHTAIRMAN. Now, that was in relation to-.
Mr. WINTER-BEROEn. That was in relation to-

The CAIRMMAN [continuing]. To the $500 contribution you made to
the Republican legislative dinner.
M r. WINTER-BEROER. Right.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you do that in cash, too?

Mr. WINTER-BERGERn:No; that was by check.
The CHAIRMAx. By check or money order?
Mr. WINTER-BERoin. Money order. Your investigator has a copy of
that.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there any significance to the fact that you gave
it by money order rather than by check?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. None whatsoever.

The C AIRMAN. Did you in fact have a checking account at that
time?
Mr. WINTER-BRn. No; I had no checking account. That is why
I gave him a money-order.
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T1heC
CII ulA
R-AN. I see. And was there, any particular significance to
the fact that you gave that by money order rather than. by cash, with

M I'. Voloshen's8 90 Ipercelit ?
Mr. WINTER-BEIIGER. No; that didn't come from Mr. Voloshen's 90
percent. That $500 I paid tax on-that was from Mrs. Achelis, The
reason-that $500 was given in response to Mr. Ford's rejection of
the envelope.
The CIIA,1CMHAN. That is when lie rejected your attempt to give him
loneyMr. WINTER-BERGER. He rejected my attempt to give him money in
a envelope, as I recall.
The Cll.AmIrux. Well, isn't it strange that he would reject an attempt
to give--for you to give him money in an envelope, and yet let you
pk01 out $150 in cash and give it to him ?
MrV. WINTEl-BERGER. Well, Senator, you would have to judge if it
were strange. I can only give you the best of my remembrance and
recollections. I can't comment on whether it is sti'ange or not.
The CIIIMAN. Can you give us any better approximation of when
you1 think you gave him the next payment after the $150?
Mr.Wixrmmim No, Senator. As I said to you, I kept no record.
And if I were to give you an answer, it could not possibly be a truthf ul answer as to the time and the amount.
'ih (CIAlMN.Well, if you gave him $15,000Mr. WWNTnR-BEmwt(an. A, the time I swore out the affidavit, I said
that.
The CmAMMnrA4x. If you gave him $15,000 over a period of time, and
this was $150, that would take a hundred times to (1o it; that is quite a
few times, you know.
Mr.WINTE-BER01ER. Well, first of all I don't know that it was exactly $50 every time. It is easy to say he would have to meet me 300
times to give hiim $50. And then the question comes up, did I see him
300 times.
The ChATI.HAN. Did you?
Mr. WINTR-BERoER.'Did I see him 300 times?

The

CITAIJRIAN. Yes.

Mr. WzTmn-BERoEI. To the best of my recollection, I don't think I
saw him 300 times; no.
The ChIAIRHAN. How many times do you think you did see him?
Mr. WixTR-BEOER. To the best of my remembrance and recollecIion, I would say in the neighborhood of 150, 200 times. But no more
than that. Once again, I don't have a record of every time I stop by his
office.

The CITAIRMAN. How frequently did you come down to Washington
from New York?
Mr. WixTn-BPmoEn. Sometimes I came down with Nat Voloshen
on the average of two or three, times a week. Sometimes four times a
week. Sometimes once a week. And sometimes I didn't come down for 2
or 3 weeks.

The C I ATTVMA.

Where did you stay?

Mr. WI Erm-Bnor.n. I never stayed in Washington. I always took
the shuttle back.

The CAIMMAN. Down and back on the same day?

Mr. WTrNTEIm-1iTERnru. Right. Excuse me. I would like to amend that
answer. On most-in most cases I did not stay in Washington. Pos-
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sibly on one or two occasions I might have stayed in Washington. I

can t say I never did. But most of the time I went back, as Nat Voloshen went back.
The CITATRUAN. Now, when did you terminate your relationship with
the lady who was representing the World Calendar?
Mr. 'WINTER-BERoER. Oh), about November-I think I got the last
check from the estate or the trust or whatever it is in February of
1967-as I recall it. T would have to-The CI A UMRAN. February of 1967??

Mr. WuxTEn-BERGEn. Yes. Now, I think my relationship with her
terminated-I didn't represent her after November of 1960. But that
was a settlement of some claims.
The ChAITAAN. So in 1967, then, you were representing other people, during that period-the year of 1967.
Mr. WirgTii-BFini.R. In 1967 I was representing other people, or
working with Nat Voloshen. I would have to look at the list and see
who I represented.
The CHArMAN. All right. Would you look that up, because the com-

mittee would like to know who you aid represent in 1967.
Senator BynD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask this question. Where did
you stay in Washington when you did stay? You indicated you stayed
two or three times perhaps in Washington-most of the time you

traveled back and forth by shuttle. Where did you stay in Washington
when you did stay?
Mr. WNTEn-BEnoGn. Well, there was a hotel called, I think--if I
am not mistaken-on one occasion I stayed at the Manager Hays
Adams. I think they have sold the hotel since then. But the old Adams
Hotel-if my recollection serves me right. But on most occasions, I
went--the oily reason I decided to say I might have stayed down is
because I am sure once in a while I dia. But surely not regularly.
Senator Byno. When you did stay, was that the only place at which
you stayed I
Mr. WINTr-B.rORF. No I might have stayed at a Hilton. But all
of those times I could probably count on the fingers of one hand. I
don't think I could have stayed (lown in Washington-I donlt-I can't
give you a truthful answer to that.
Senator Gnirin. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
The CHAIRMAN.

Surely.

Senator GRIFFIN. Earlier the chairman read from this book the
statement which in the paperback edition is on page 24.
Mr. W1VT.Em-BFnio~n. It is the same as the hard back.
Senator GniriN. "From the beginning I kept detailed diaries, listng everyone I had had contact with during the day, what we had
discussed and what had resulted."
Mr. Winter-Berger, do you have with you, in accordance with the
subpena that was served; the diaries that you say were kept?
MIr. WNTER-B.RGoR. As I mentioned, the material that was not
applicable to "The Wa..ington Payoff" and the material that was
included in the "payoff" I did not keel). I couldn't afford to keep the
notes.
Senator GIFFIN. MN question is, Did you keep diaries as you said
in the book?
Mr. WixNrim-Bi.EH

. Did I kceep actual day-to-day diaries? No
that was literary license. To the best of my recollection, I counted
23-712-78-15
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on my remembrances, but I did not have a day-to-day diary; when
I get up in the morning I called so and so.
Senator GmriqN. I am going to read this again.
"From the beginning I-kept detailed diaries, listing everyone I had
contact with during the day, what we had discussed, and what had
resulted." Did you keep diaries or didn't you keep diaries?
Mr. WxNTER-BRoQR. I said to you that a certain portion of that
paragraph, Senator, was literary license.
Senator GRIFFIN. Well, mY question you can surely answer "yes'
or "no." Do you keep diaries as this book says or didn't you keep
diaries?
Mr. WIXTFR-BEJnEn. No, I (lid not keep-before I say I didn't
keep a diary, could you define what you mean by a diary-rather than
reading froim that, iow do you define a diary, "sO that I can give you
a truthful answer?
Senator GRnIriN. Well, I would define it as you have defined it here
in your own book, and that, is listing everyone I had had contact with
during the day, and what we had discussed, and what had resulted."
That would enerally, I would think, be nost people's understanding
of a diary-1ceeping track of what you did during the (lay. And here.
you are specifically indicating that you listed everyone you had
contact with during the day.
Mr. WiNTER-BrItoam, I iid not always list everyone I had contact
with.
Senator GRnn.mN. Did you keep any diaries?
M1'. WINTER-BROFR. I kept an appointment book: yes,
Senator GrtrIN. Not a diary, but an appointment book.
Mr. WiwiptN'-Bminon. Not a diary.
Senator GRIFFIN. Do you have your appointment books with you?'
Mr. Wi NTE-BErton. I don't have them today; no, I don't. ]Jut I
can produce them for you tomorrow morning.
Senator GRIFFiN. Mr. Chairman, does the subpena that was issued
req uire the witness to bring such material with him?
Mr. Chairman, I might just make a note. I don't think we have
entered the affidavit in the record of the hearings. You might want to.
do that at some point.

The

CIIAyrAN.Yes.

The affidavit will be made a part of the record

at the point I had Mr. Winter-Berger identify it andl he responded.
The subpoena directed the witness to bring v;ith him copies of your'
income tax returns for the years 1964 through 1969, such other documnents as you possess relating to clients you represented as a lobbyist
during 1964 to 1969, as well as evidence of payments to or from those
persons during that time, copies of any andall documents supporting,
allegations made by you regarding Gerald R. Ford in your book "The
Washington Pay-Off."
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that a copy of this;
subpena, as well as the affidavit, be included in the record.
ThO CHAIRMAN. A copy of the subpena will be included.
[The subpena follows :]
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Mr. WINThER-BERGER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that if you
would like diaries, Mr. Casad or anybody you designate can have them
tomorrow, or I will see that they are photostated.
The C AMMAN. You did bring your income taxes.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I have photostatic copies here.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you examine your income tax return for 1966
and tell us now if you are correct in your statement that with respect
to the World Calendar, that you received $2,000 a month plus expenses
in that matter?
Mr. WINTBm-Bi3EoER. In 19-I don't have a breakdown. I have my
income tax return which lists my gross income of $14,076.59 for 1966.
I would have to try to find the record, which I am sure I can, if I have

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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time. Yesterday I spent time photostating all of the documents that I
felt you needed or wanted as per the subpena. I can give you a breakdown tomorrow, too. In some cases I have it. For 1964 1 have a break-

down, for 1965 1 have a breakdown. I don't have one for 1968 or 19069.
I have one for 1967. But I could get the missing years for you, if you
give me another 24 hours.
The CITAXIOTAN. What do you show as your gross income from 1966,
from your return?

Mr. WiNThJI-BEROEn. $14,076.54.
The CHAIRMAN. Then that doesn't indicate that you were on a retainer of $2,000 a month for the World Calendar, does it?
M r. WINTER-B.RGa'. No. This is just a gross income. I don't know
that anyThe IhrAMMtX,. Your retainer would beMr. WVINTER-BUGErR. It wouldn't be on the income tax return. It
would be on supporting evidence that the Internal Revenue Department might ask me to support the return. And I have to look for that.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean you wouldn't include your fees for lobbying on your income tax return?
Mrr. 'WINTIR-BEmEII. They are included in that figure. I don't have
the breakdown for you, sir.
Te CHAIRMAN. I see. So you are saying you don't know how much
of that was from the World (calendar.
Mr. WiNTt-BRaa m. That is right. And in order to give you a truthful answer, I would have to get a breakdown of it, which I can get and
will get.
Senator Cooi. Will the Senator yield?
Did you file a W-2 form from th'e source of your incomeI
'r. Wi 'rj:u-Th.nnirn I filed 1040--I will tell you what I filed because here it is. I filed schedule C, form 1040, andsohedule 3-C, form

1040.

Senator CooK. In other words, your employer did not give you a
IV-2 formn required l)y lawMr. Wi-"Nma-Brnai.,n. No, it was a fee. I submitted a bill and she
paid me. But I got no W-2 form from her, if that is what you mean.
S lie didn't deduct tax friom her check she gave me. She gave it to me
as a fee. So therefore in order for me to get the breakdown I would
have to-1
Tie C(
.rA . Did you work for her during all of 1906?
Mr. WixTrR-BE noin. No, no, no, no.
The CT

TIrMAN. I

C.

Mr. 'WINTER-Bnnonn. No, not all of 19006. I started I would think
about June of 1966 and we terminated-well, I mean she terminated
my association, or we terminated our association in November of 1906,
and my last payment came to me, as I recall it, somewhere in February
of 1967.
The CHAIRMAN. But the rate of pay f romn her to youMr. WINTER-BERGrn. As I recallThe CHIAIMAN continuingg. Was $2,000 a month plus-

Mr. WINTPR-BERG.Hn. I would have to look in the records to be sure.

The CHA1RMAN. Do you have the records?

Mr. WixmR-Bnomt. I don't have those records, I am looking for
them. I can find them. But my first object was to bring copies of all of
the documents that I thought were required in the subpena.
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The CHA RUAN. Well, you certainly would remember how much of
a fee you were receiving.
Mr. WI.;aTE-B-FaRoR. Honestly, I don't. Either I got a thousand
and a fee and a thousand and expenses-I would have to break it
down.
The CuAu1M~Ax. But you are positive, however, you got it, it was
$2,000 a month.
Mr. WixTn-BROnr. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. If it was a thousand dollars as a fee and a thousand
dollars as expenses.
Mr. WTNTER-BF.roER. It came to $2,000 a month, right.
The CITAIRMAN. You are positive of that.
Mr. W INTR-BF rGOR. That is right.
The C1tA1n.%rW;. Then in connection with this matter, were you re-

quired to file any forms as a lobbyist with the Federal Government?
Mr,WtTm-BrnnPn. Yes.
The CTATRMAv. Did you file them?
Mr. WTXTEr-Brnon. I did file them. Those are the one things I
didn't brina today. But I can also give them to Mr. Casad tomorrow.
I did file them as a lobbyist. It should be a matter of public record.
I fled with the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate.
The(rCT r.-;.And they were filed under oath, as wellI
Mr. Wt1IN'rm-BRnolr. Yes: I guess so. Sure.
Senator B"nn. Mr. Chairman. may I inject a question here?
How many months during the year 1966 were you on a retainer
earning $2,000 a month?
Mr. WtTE,1rB ronn. Well, as I say, it was--I think, if T am not
correct, it began in the middle of June'and ended somewhere the end of
October or the middle of November. T would have to look at those
records to g!ve you an honest answer. But I would have to refer to
the figures. sir.
Senator Bynn. That would be somewhere betweenMr. WITYTmR-Brmron. About $10,000. somewhere in that area.
Senator Byrn. About $10,000 give or take.
Mr. WIN,;T R-BERPr. Yes.

The CITAtRrAN. Now, in order that there be no misunderstanding
here. as I understand it you said to me a minute ago that vou either got
$2.000 a month from the World Calendar or you got $1,000 as a fee and
$1.n00 in expenses.

Mr. WINT.R1-Braorn. But in orderThe CTTAnM.,N. So in total it amounted t)$2,000.
Mr. WINTrir-BroriR. Right, sir. Now, what I would have to say is
in order to tell vou absolutely correctly. I would have to have time to
look at the records, and it will take me another day in order to get
them. But you will have them at that particular iuneture.
The CTTATrIMA-T. But at least to the best of your recollection, that is
substantially correct.
Mr. WTN r.-Brnar. To the best of my recollection, right, sir.
The CTIAMTMAN. I have before me a cony of your report filed nursuant to law with respect to registration of lohbist, and here von have
sworn under oath that there is a monthly all-inclusive fee of $1,000.
Mr. Wt. TrBnrnon. Well, as T said, T'wasn't sure whether it was a
fee of a thousand dollars or whether she gave me another thousand
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dollars for expenses to travel back and forth, and 'so forth. But I listed
them as income. I didn't list them as expenses. I included them in my

overall income.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Well, now, and you have no detailed breakdown ofMr. WINPn-BFi, oan. I have a detailed breakdown of allThe CHAnmAN. With you, of 1966?
Mr. WINTER-BERoP.R. Not with me, but I will have them tomorrow.
The CIAIRMAN. Would you have any objection to giving us authority to have IRS release the originals to us of your tax returns for
those years?
Mr. WITR-BRoER. Only on one premise-will they be made publie? That is what I would want to ask.
The CHAInMAN. Well, I cannot answer that at the present time
whether they would be made public. We subpenaed you to produce
them.
Mr. WINTFR-BRoEn. I have the photostatic copies.
The CIHAMMAN. But you do not have the complete works-you do
not have all the forms.
Mr. WINTER-BFROEm I do not think IRS has the complete work.
sheets. I know they do not. Because I have copies here, to the best of
my knowledge, of what I sent IRS.
The CHAm.MA. I thought you said you had the detailed breakdown
of your incomeMr. WInTER-BEnRGER. But them I have never given to IRS. I have
that myself.
The CHAmMAN. You are saying that all you have given IRS is the
copies that you have here.
Mr. WINTER-BERaEn. These three copies here. I did not give them
anything more.
The CHAMMAN. Is that the 1966 one you are looking at?
Mr. WINwTR-BERGEn. 1966.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, take a look at the 1967 and tell us what your
gross income listed on your 1967 is.
Mr. WiNTFR-BFnoFn. $7,615.58.
The CnAIRMAx. And would you give us the figure on your-on

your 1968

Mr. WixTrn-BFno. m Do you want the breakdown?
The CHAMAIn Do you have the breakdown?
Mr. Wimwrn-Bronn. Yes; on this I have the breakdown. I got from
Achelis--I got $2,638.58.
The CHAIRmAN. All right.
Mr. WizwR-BFno,.0n. Fllrom Albert Buytendorp, I got $2,090. From
Alexander Guterma, I received $2,500. From David rapp I received
$247. And from Nathan Voloshen I received, by check, $140.
The CHATRUMwA
Now, is that all of the money that Mr. Voloshen
gave you in that year of this $15,000?
Mr. WrNm
-BERGER. No. The 15-the loans had nothing to do with
the check he gave me for -I do not even know what the occasion was.
But he gave me a $140 check.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. So the amount of money that Voloshen gave
u to give to Mr. Ford, 00 percent of that $15,000 is not included
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Mr. WINTER-BERGEM. No; that was a loan, and I never kept it-if
I did not use it, I returned it to him, to the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. Was it a loan to you from Mr. Voloshen?
Mr. WINTER-3iERoER. It was a loan to me--it was a loan from
Voloshen to myself, as I recall; yes.
The CIIaR1IMAN. I see. Do you have any evidence of that loan?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No; it was in cash.
The CHAIRMAN. And no written memorandum was made of that at
any, time?
Mr. WITExR-BEnqEn. No; not by me.
The CIAIR-MAN. How many times did Mr. Voloshen give you money
over that period of time to make up this 90 percent of $15,000?
Mr. WixiTit-BEioamrn. I would like to be able to tell you -agoodly
number of times to bolster my story, but I cannot. If I said it was
50 times, if it was 200 times, I would be lying, because I have no
record. But, obviously, Mr. Voloshen had made some record on his
own, because of his comment to me in January 1970.
Senator ALT,,r. Mr. Chairman, if you yield a moment--it seems to
me that this money coming from Voloshen now is a loan, and that this
whole $15,000, then, supposedly would be coming from Mr. WinterBerger. I think we would need to know then if he has ever paid Mr.
Voloshen hack any of this monev, and if in fact this $15,000 was supposedly given to Ford on Mr. Winter-Berger's own account-if this
money was loan money from Voloshen.

The CTITATUMAN. Would you respond to that, sir?

Mr, WNTER-BEPP.OER. Tf you could clarify the question, T will
resnond to it.
Senator ALLETr. Well, you have stated that this $15.000 that you
supposedly gave Mr. Fo:d waq 90 percent from Mr. Voloshen. and
some. 10 percent from you, indicntin that Mr. Voloshen paid some
$13,500, supposedly, for, his own account. Now you say this money is
coming from Voloshen.-.
Mr. WixrTER-BRnoPR. Suppo!zedly to his own account, sir? I do not
know what y'ou mean.
SP1ator Ar,Tr;. Simposedly the money that you paid Ford came
90 percent from Volosln.
MP.1VW TErn-I1Ernnr. That iq rimht.
Senator A TTPN. And T assume that that was for Voloshn's accounts.
It was tint a loan to yon.
Mr. WrNrmEn-B.no.n. Well, Voloshen took it out of his pocket and
Raid, "IT
will stake you to it."
Senator ArT.rN;. Tn other words, it was now your money, that you
had borowed from Voloslien : is that right?
Mr. W,'Tn-BroErn. It was money that T had borrowed from
Voloshen, right.
Senator ALLE. So teiwhole $15.00O wa.s your money, then. sir.
Mr. WIxrrn-Pr.nrn. I had borrowed it from Voloshen. Tt wnq not
my money, because all it did was flow througlh me as a eonduit. Whatever-T do not know the semanticq of it. I mean T do not, consider it,
my
money, Tn 194 and 1065'Mr. Voloshen-in 1965-paid me $3.500. In
1964 he paid me $2.250. But he stopped those payments because I was
drainen him, And one day, half in jest, he said to Tne, "you know,
you are not my son."
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Were you supposed to pay Mr. Voloshen back the
Senator ALIY-..
$13,500 that he lent you?
Mr. WINTERi-B)ROER. Yes; I certainly was. And he kept after me.
Senator ALLEN. Did you ever pay him?
Mr. WINTFn-Bnam.'Well, I will tell you what I did. He kept after
me. And I have a photostatic copy of a letter that I will give you, to you
gentlemen-ho kept after me, and dunned me for that money, and
said the way I could work it off would be to recommend a client to
him. And I did just that. I arranged for him to meet a client in 1967,
a man called Eddie Gilbert, and it is written about there in the "Washington Pay-Off."
And his response to me was, "All right, Bob, now we have squared
it away." That is the best of my recollection on the situation. But he
kept after nw, auid he kept d'iing me on it. There is no doubt about
that.
if you borrowed the money from Voloshen, it then
Senator ALLEI.
became your money. did it not?
' . No; it did not, not us I know. It was a loan to
M1r. W'I"Tm.-Bmiw-n
me for a particular purpose.

Senator A,m: N. Vell, if you borrow something from somebody it
becomes your money, does it not?

Mr. WON'rErn-B.:Ium. Well, I did not consider it such, Senator, I do

not know what the definition is. I would have to consult an attorney,
andl I have no attorney here to consult.
Senator ALLE.N.. You exercised control over it.
Mi'. W1IXTI.-BrIti.nt, I am just telling you what happened to the best
of my recollection.
Senhator ALEiN,,. It still was Voloslien's money?
Mr.WNTIM'I-31,nomn. It was Voloshenl's money. And he never saw as
far tis
I felt-because lie got quite angry with me over the period when
he did not get it back, and he wanted me to react in certain ways that
I re f used.
Ile wanted mue to be pushier than I was willing to be, and take risks
that I was not willing to take.
Senator ALLEN-. And you got the money from Voloshen in roughly
the same amounts that you passed on to Mr.Ford?
Mr. Wxmn-lhnomn. Almost identical. On some occasions I would
get $20 more or $30 to make tip the difference of what I did not have
t.o get back and forth from Washington.
Senator ALLEN. And you expect us to believe, then, that this money
that you got from Voloshen, some 50 or 60 times, was given to you,
or lenit to you by Voloshen over a period of 3 years without you making
any payments on it at all?
Mr. NVINTER-BErnoin. Well, I did repay him in 1067.
Senator ALLEN. By getting him a client.
Mfr. W1NTER-BROEnR, Bv getting him a client. And instead of gotting a finder's fee, sir, as I recall it, he said to me, "You have squared

it awiay."
Senator ALLEN. What client was that?
Mr. WINTJ-BrnoERm As I said, it was Eddie Gilbert. Now, I was
not in at the meeting. I arranged for Mr. Voloshen to meet Eddie Gilbert one Saturday morning, and it is recounted in "The Washington
Pay-Off." He considered that evening the score.
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Senator GRIFFIN. Would the Senator yield to me?
Mr. j'rINTERBERdGF.R. As I recall it.
Senator GRIFFIN. What year was that, Mr. Winter-Berger?
Mr. WINTE.R-BEIIOR. That was in the early spring, as I recall it,
1967, and it is written about in "The 'Washington Payoff."
Senator GRIFFIN. And your producing the client, it was then considered by you and by Yfr. Volosien that you had then earned that
money?
Mr. WINTER-1EBRGEn. Well, no. What Mr. Voloshen said to me exactly
was that ie considered it as a repaid debt. That because I had gotten
him this client, lie was going to wash out the debt. Now, that is what
he told me, as I recall it. ie did not tell me that I had earned money
because I had not (lone anything to earn the money.
Senator G(tr, nN. I understand, you produced a c ient.
Mr. WIX'rER-BEROEr. But I (lid not go looking for the client. The
circumstances is outlined in "The Washington Payoff," where that
lawyer who knew me asked to be introducedto Mr. Voloshen. As I recall'it-as I recall, I set up an al)pointment for Mr. Voloshen to meet
with this attorney's client, who in this caseSenator GniFFiN. And in exchange for those services, he then canceled the debt.
Mr. WiNn,:n- URoEn. He said to me, "In exchange for those services,
you can consider your debt to me canceled."
Senator GRIFFIN. And the total indebtedness canceled was in the
neighborhood of $13,000?
Mr. WINTn-Brnoyn. I do not think at that point it was $13,000.
Senator GnIFF N.Can you tell me about what it was?
Mr. WI 'rn-BRlor.m. I would not have any idea. But I also owed
him other money for favors that he did for friends, and he considered
the quid pro quo that this wns-I had gotten him this client, or set up
the Introduiction, and he was going to dissolve my indebtedness. Now,
that was what lie told me.
The CHAIRMAN. Was that all of your indebtedness to Voloshen up to
that point?
Mr. WINTER-BERiER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you borrow money from Voloshen after that
again?
Mr. WINTER.BF.non. Yes, since that I borrowed money from him.
The CtARRAN. For what purpose?
Mr. WI
a-BmuE. For living expenses, to get back and forth to

Washington.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you borrow any money from Mr. Voloshen
after that time to give to Mr. Ford?
Mr. WiNmtE-BrOE. Oh, yes.
The CmxinmAN. How mueA did you borrow then for that purpose?
Mr. WINTn-BRn.rm I would assume that. must have racked up close
to $7,000 or $8,000. Now, I never kept a record, so anything T would
say would be a very loose assumption. And I could hardly call it a fact.
What I am sayin is that Mr. Voloshen-and this is the only way I
have of recalling what happened-that Mr. Voloslen told me in January of 1970, because he always thought remotely that I might be
able to get back with Jerry Ford, and get him what he called some sort
of a break, and-
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Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if Mr. Winter-Berger
included the cancellation of this indebtedness in his income tax
return for the following year.
Senator GmFFiN. The year 1967.
Senator ALN. Since it was income to him.
Mr. WINTn-Brn(oFF. No, I did not include it, because it was a loan.
I did not consider it income.
Senator ALLP,,-. You understand when you owe a debt, and it is cancelled, that is income to you, do you not?
AMr. Wim
=wn-B4,-R.
11h
,ien I borrowed the money from Mr. Voloshen it was a loan, and that is the way I considered it.
Senator ALLWN. When it is canceled, you do not consider that
income?
Mr. WINTr-BELERn. I(ldid not consider that income.
Senator BYin). Alr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
The CIIA1 1MtAN. Y,,s.
Senator Byhi). The $1,1.500, or thereabouts, that you were reported
to have, and which vo stated that yon loaned Mr.' Ford, do I understand that all of the'$13.,5( came to you as a loan fironi I. VoloshenI
Mlr. WIN'r'E-Bi,irn. I wotll say a large portion of it. If you ask
me 90 percent, as Senator Cannon mentioned, or 85 1)erc(it. or 95
ereent, I could not honestly tell you what the percentage was. I just
o not remeniber. The thing I do recall is putting my hand in my
pocket and giving someone money. The schedule, I do not recall.
Senator 1,inn. I understood voni to say in answer to a question from

Senator Alln jus.t now that vol did not pay income tax on that $13,500

that you borrow ed from ,Mr.'Vologhen. Is that correct?
Mr. WINTUn-BEROL.R: No, I did not. It was a loan.
Senator Byim. You (lid not pay income tax on it when it was cancelled
M[r. WxNTErl-BEJIOEJ. No; the only money from Mr. Volo, hen that
I paid income tax on was mnoney that I received from him in 196$4 and
loot).
Senator Brn. But you (lid not pay income tax on the money, to wit,
$13,500, give or take a few dollars, that you borrowed f'om ,Mr.
Voloshen, and which was canceled because' of certain services that you
Voloshen?
performed to Mr.
Mr. WNNrTi-Brn .Pit. No. sir, I did not. It was a loan.
Senator Byna. Now, Mr. Chairman, the witness is under oath, is he

not?
The CHAIMAN. Yes. he is.
Senator lyin,. Did he not swear to an affidavit?
The.CHAMMRAN. Yes, he did.
Senator Byiw. In this affidavit, I read the following paragraph:
Between 1000 and September of 1069 I personally loaned Gerald Ford In the
neighborhood of $15,00. This money wag delivered to Ford in cash to ','erita Ill.
nesS and hospitalizntion of his wifte. She had an illness of the pancreas. This

money came from my personal Income, and I paid taxes on it.
Mr. '1WwTn-BERr(n. Well, Senator, as I believe I said mrlierSenator BYRD. May I finish? Let me repeat that. This is taken
from your sworn afidavit. "This money came from my personal income,and I paid taxes on it." Now, you have sworn under oath here to.
day that the money came from a loan to you by Mr. Voloshen-No. 1.
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No. 2. that that loan was canceled by virtue of a service that you
rendered to Mr. Voloshen. No. 3, that you did not pay income taxes on
it. Now, both of these statements were made under oath. One is diametrically opposed to the.other. Iow do you square them?
Mlr. WUNTER-BEROER. Well, first of all, I do not know that they are
diametrically opposed. In the beginning, Senator, I said I wanted to
correct that'first paragraph by saying that I paid taxes only on the
amount of money that I personally'paid, but did not pay taxes on loans
from Mr. Voloslen."
Senator BYRD. But when you say "this money" in your affidavitMr. WINTER-BErGr'. As I recall it, this is wfat I said.
Senator Byrn. When you say "this money" in your affidavit, it is
in the third sentence-it is in thi, second sentence, following your reference to the loan to Gerald Ford of the money in the neighborhood of
$15, O. You l ve to be talking about that money.
Seator. what T am talking about-T would
It. We::Trir-BIizo.
rath11(1 let mv answer stand, because what happened-1 can only tell
If I gave Mr. Ford Al5,000 out of income, or
yoi what happened.
$'2.000. or whatever the amtiount is. oI the cash that T took from myself,
that was tax-:that I paid for. It wais not deducted as expenses, or
anything else. That is what I meant. The rest of the money, the loan
money, I did not pay taxes on, because it was a loan. And that is why
I wanted to nmend that affidavit. Now. that is all T can say.
Senator Bliio. What you are saying here to this comlnitten today is
thnt this money, to wit, the $13.6500, really (lid not come from your
l)eronal income anld
What I am saying here today is that about 0
M r.
percent or 0 or what, I can't truthfully state a correct amount, did
miof oome from mv personal income. That is why I amended-Sena tor Bvnu. Number one.Yr. WI 'rn-Bnowi, No, let mi finish, That is why I amended it in
the IbginninY. It did not come from my personal income.
Senator Bfynn. Did not come from your personal income. And No. 2,
yo r ,,r q viii yo di d not pity taxes 6n it.
I did'not pay taxes on it because it was a loan,
r. 111rBinom
T
awl I had been told if you loan money fromt somebody, if you borrow
mo#y from somebody' for a particular pur pose, there is no need to
pay taxes on it. Now, that was my advice.
The CIT M,. Now, what was the date that you,fr. W mx~rnniBratam. I may be wrong.
Senator By m. But you did not pay taxes on it, even though it was
enwoled.
Mr. WiNTER-Brtr. I did not pay taxes on itSenator Biyi. Even though the loan was canceled.
Mr. WJNTR-BR:no n. Even though Mr. Voloshen said lie would consider' it wiped out.
The C01ARWMAX. What was the (late that Mr. Voloshen said he would
consider that loan wiped out I
Mr. WTXTri03-BnaoERn, Well, T would have to give you an approximate
date, but it was somewhere-I will tell you in a minute. It would have
to be an approximation, because it would have to be-well, let me
just say it must have been somewhere in the vicinity of several months
after he met Eddie Gilbert, because in the beginning he didn't know
how big-
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The ('HI

AN'. Wheni was it,'ousay?
Several months after his initial introduction
to Edward M. Gilbert.
The CnAIR1AX . Well, when was that?
Senator Cooic. Three months, 4 months, 5 months, 6 months?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, while the witness is looking up the
answer, has this affidavit been inserted into the record?
The CIIARMAN. Yes.
Senator BYRD. May I ask permission of the Chair and the committee
to insert at the point where I posed my questions this affidavit againI
The C(HAITl[AN. Certainly'.
Senator Byv).Or at least the first two l)ara rplhs.
[The portion of the affidavit referred to follows:]
M1r.

--

"VINTER-BE(IE'E.

My name is Robert R. Wlnter-Berger. I live at 123 East 75th Street, New York,
New York 10021. This affidavit Is being given freely with no promise of payment
or other consideration.
Between 1006 and September of 1069 I personally loaned Gerald Ford in the
neighborhood of $15,000. This money was delivered to Ford in cash to cover an illnes8 and hospitalization of his wife. She had an Illness of the pancreas, This
money came from my personal income and I paid taxes on it. This molley was
never repaid. I never asked for repayment and it was never offered.

Senator BYiDv. May I ask-may I say that it would appear from
studying the affidavit, and particularly the paragraph which I quoted
therefron, and in considering the answers given to the questions that
I asked-it would appear that perjury has been committed by the
witness, either before 1tis committee or'in his sworn affidavit.
Mr.Wi'rmit-B1lml,:lt. I (ant find the, date here at this particular time.
But it is somewhere in the book-the exact date-and it was based
Uipen-

The CAIR'MAN. Well, don't you have any recollection?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. My recollection would be it would be somewhere in the beginning of lfav of 1907.
The CHIAIRMAN. fay of 1967?
Mr. WINam-BERoFR. Right.
Th CIAIRMAN. So at that time your obligation to Voloshen was
satisfied, is that right?
Mr. WIN nE-B:RGER. My obligations at that particular time were
satisfied.
The C(JAIR1MAN. And how much money did you continue to borrow,
then, from Voloshen from that time on?
Mr. W1
vNTER-ImmJt. As I needed it.
The CHAmirMAN. Well, how much did that amount to?
Mr. W ITrR-BRnoEn. I can't,say, sir.
The CIIIRMAN. You have no idea.?
Mr. WX'rrit-BRam. I would have no idea, sir, no.
The C AIRMAN. -Just as you needed it, you got money from Mr.
Voloshen ?
Mr. W1Nrn-BnoRnt. He lent it to me.
The CHA1UlMAN. Was he a relative of yours?
Mr. WINTER-B.RGER. No, lie was not a relative of mine.
The CIAIRMAX. Close personal friend ?
Mr. WINTER-BeaRGn. Ile was a close personal friend.
The CTAIRmAN. Business associate?

Mr. WxINE-BntoRR. Well, le brought me down to the Hill in the
first place. I guess lie considered himself a friend.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you share any fees with him after that time
from then on?
Mr. Wj-.TER-BIERoGR. No, we shared no fees to the best of my recollection.
The QHAIRMAN. Would you say you borrowed $10,000 from him from
then on to the termination of your relationship
M[r. WVINTER-JEF-Bo.R. I couldn't give you a figure, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. By the way, did your relationship with Mr. Voloshen terminate at the time that you became a Goverunent witness,
against, him, or a Government informant against hini
Mir. WINTrn-BERGoER. No, it did not.
The CHAIRMAN. You say it continued on after that, on a friendly
basis?
Mr. WiNTrn-BEoE, . Yes.
The CHAIR-MAN. Did you ever make any payment of the remaining
money to hiun?
Mr. ViN'.;rn-BPRoR. To the best of my recollection, no, I did not
make any repayment.
The (\IAIRMAN.
So at the time of his death, he went to his grave.
with you still owing him an undetermined amount of money.
Mr. WINTEr.BrIUUR. Right-to the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. Part of which went to Mr. Ford.
Mr. Wnn13-BnaEn. To the best of my recollection.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman-Senator 1ITArmI,). Mr. Chairman-Senator BYRD. Would you allow me, Mark. I am sorry-why don't.
you go ahead. I have had two or three questions.
Senator HATFIELD. May T just ask one question here at this point.
You indicated, I believe, that you received money from Mr. Voloshen
as a loan.
Mr. WixTR-BnOE. Right.
Senator IATFwILD. For tie purposes of conducting your business?
And that you did not consider that taxable income? then I believe
you also indicated that you received moneys from Mr. Voloshen for
your living expenses.
fr. WIN"IR-BPRoFa. On occasion.
Senator ItATFIET.L.

Did you pay taxes on the moneys that you re-

ceived from Mr. Voloshen for-that you used for living purposes, living expenses?
Mr. "W1rmnr-i-BEuoF To the best of my recollection, I don't believe
I did.
Senator HATFIEL). Did you consider that taxable income?
Mr. WXNI'EII-BERoEI. 1 considered them a loan. I borrowed the
mn0oev.
Sen'ato' IlATFTnr.n. 111u1 (lid you (listinguish at till between the
moneys you received as a loat for bushness purposes and time moneys
you received l1s a loan for living expenses?
Mr. 'VIN'r:mm-ImHuwEu. Could yoUi repeat time quest ion, Senator
Senator 1I.\ritaD. I)id you umke any distinction, as far as making
it relportable income, between tho lo)ais that you -ereived from Mr,
Voloshen for the conduct, of your business, which incl-mdes moneys you
paid tJerry Ford, and the loans you received from Mr. Voloshen that
you used ?or living expenses .
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Mr. WINTm-BzRGan Senator, you know, you are pressing me on a
question that, one, I don't really understand; and two, that I would
like to have benefit of a counsel on. Anid I would like to ask you respectfully to defer questioning me along *his particular line, as I am not
an attorney myself. Aid I just-if there were an attorney here, I
would turn to him or her and ask what the situation would be.
Senator ITATFIFIID. Ma' I rephrase my question ? On the tax returns
which you have, which 'show the breakdown of the source of your
income, do you list any moneys which you received as a loan from Mr.
Voloshen, that you in turn used for personal expenses?
Mr. VINTER-BEIoIEI. I would have to look at my records for 1968
and 1969 to see if they are listed. I am not sure at the present time.

Senator

HATFIELD.

Do you have them there?

Mr. WINTER-BEOEcu. I have 1967-1I mean I have 1965, 1964-I
don't have 1919. 1 don't have a breakdown for 1969. I don't have a
breakdown for 1966.
Senator HAFrIELrD. How about 1968?
The CHAIRMAN. Or 1969?
Mr. WINTEr-BERGEt. I don't have a breakdown for 1968.
Senator HATFI ELD. What was your gross iiwome for 1968?
Mr. WINTMR-BER XIIo.
My gross income for 1968 was $1,643.
Senator IIA'rFiELi). Sixteen hundred dollars
Mr. IVINTrER-BzitaytI. Right.
The (C'VAIIMAN. And $43?
Mr. VINTEIt-BFROER. Right--yes-$43.
Senator I LATFIEL,. How could you survive?
Mr. WINTEH-BrOER. By borrowing money in the main from my
mother, and other friends who lent me money.
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Chairman, I would -be interested in receiving at a time Mr. Winter-Berger can present us with that information
as to whether or not be did report moneys received from Mr. Voloshen
that he accepted as a loan which in turn he used for living expenses.
The ChAIRM.AN. We will certainly attempt to ascertain that. Would
you again give us your gross income for 1966-$7,000 and what?
Mi1'. WINTER-BEROGII. 1966, sir ?

The C1
0AIRMAN. 1967. It was $7,000Mr. lVINThR-BEROER. $7,615.58.

The CITATTI AN. That was your gross income. And 1969, what was
your gros, income ?
Mi'. VINTiEI-BERGEr. $4,912.
Senator (;JJFvF.

Mr. Chairman, is this gross income, adjusted gross

income, net income?
Mi'. WVIN.rR-BEROaR. Gross.
The 0TTAIRMAN. Gross income. So if my figures are correct, then,
in those, 4 years of 1966,1967, 1968 and 1969 you received a gross income
of $28.227.12.
A r. WVWTYNTR-BOPRG.
If those are the correct figures.

The CTAIRMAN. Adding your-

M r. WTNTR-BEROR. I haven't added them up.

The

CTIA IOWAN.

How much would you say tlat you borrowed from

Mr. Voloshen, then. during that period of time?
Mr. WiNTER-1BFIOER. Senator Cannon. yon are pressing me to answer
a question that I can't answer truthfully because I don't know.
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The CIHAITRMAN. Well, if you borrowed money from somebody,
wouldn't you have some general idea of how much you borrowed from
him?
Mr. WINrE.R-BEROER. Well, before I answer that question, once
again, as I told Senator Iatfield, I would like to have benefit of counsel
because if I answer a question to you and it is put down in the record, I
would like the benefit of consulting counsel. I can't afford to have
counsel come with me here.
The CHAIR-MAN. You are certainly entitled to that. On that basis we
will not press you for the amount that you borrowed from Mr. Voloshen during that period, and we will give you the opportunity to secure
counsel andhave the advice of counsel.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question here? A little
earlier you indicated that one of the checks for the retainer, referring
to the $2,000 a month retainer, was not received by you until February
of 1967. In which year, 1966 or 167, if either, did you record this as
income?
Mr. WiNrER-BEno1R. I reported the check I received in 1967 in 1967,
and the checks I received in 1966 as I recall it I reported on my 1966
income tax return.
Senator BYRD. But the one check that you earned in 1966, but received in February 1967Mr. WiNTimE-B.ROR. I received it in 1967 and it was reported when
I received it, because until I received it I never knew-it was a settle.
ment, really. So it was a legal element, as I recall it. It was some settlement of a legal nature. And therefore I couldn't call it income until I
had received the settlement. As I recall, that was the situation.
Senator BYRD. The reason I asked the question, a little earlier you
have indicated to the Official Reporter a list of amounts that you had
received in 1967. I didn't recall whether you had listed that amount
or not.
Mr. WINTER-BEnoRn. It was listed in iy-in the legend of 1967,
yes--$2,638.58.
Senator BPYR. $2,600. That was for more tlian 1 month.
Mr. WINTr.n-BRVER. No-, that was a settlement, that had something
else-that had nothing to do, as I recall it, with a fee. Mrs. Achelis
hald Psked me to help her in the collection of a $50,000 debt, as I recall
it. T helped her. And this was the settlement of my helping her. And
I didn't help her as an attorney. I helped her as just what I am. or was.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you an attorney?
Mr. WiNTP-T-Bhim.:T am not an attorney.
Tli ('ITAT,MAN-. ,qenator Cook.
Senator Cooic. I would like to switch the subject for just a moment,
if I may. Mr. Wintor-Berger. because I am interested in your book.
Tt is interestiior that. in mentioning this Senator from Kentucky. the
point T would like to request, of you is that you quote from the folowing Senators in your book-and you1 make them quotes. You quote from

Se'mtor John Sherman Cooper, former Senator from Kentucky.
Mr. WNTF.R-BR n. Yes.
Senator Coox. Did you consult with Senator Cooper-did he make
that remark to youI
Mr. WINTER-BERGPR. Those remarks were not made directly to me.
Those remarks come from an article which appeared in the Christian
Science Monitor, which I can supply to you if you wish.
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Senator CooK. All right. You did not talk, then, to Senator P1hil Hart
of Michigan?
Mr. WIINTrE-Bmicar:. To the best of my recollection, I have not talked
to any of the gentlemnen contained in that story, including yourself.
Senator CooiK. Well, there are no quotes froiilme in here.
Mr. WI.'rFII-BERomit. No; I mean whatever.

Senator COOK. But these are not quotes that you solicited from either
Senator Cooper, former Senator Morton, Senator Hart of Michigan,
Senator JavitsMr. WIN'rra-BEritcw.E To the best of my recollection; no.
Senator CooK. Senator Fulbright, Senator Pastore-you talked to
none of t these Senators?
Mr. WINTER-Bi-Riomi. To the best. of my recollection, I have not.
Senator CooK. Thank you very much.
The (1,TAIRAN. I thilk this light be a good time for us to break for
noon recess. Suppose we recess until 2:30. Thank you very much, Mr.
Winter-Berger. We will reconvene here at 2:30.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene at
'2:30 p.m., the same day.]
AYEr-INOON SESSION
The CHITAI,,AN. The committee will come to order. I understand that
the witness desires to make a statement at the commencement of our
hearing this afternoon. Again, prior to that, I want to remind the witness that he is under oath.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT N. WINTER-BERGER-Continued
Mr. WINTnR-BEnoiGi. Yes, sir.

I just want to make a short statement that in view of the fact that I
am not an attorney, I will answer any questions to the best of my
ability. But if there should be any question in my mind, I ask, as I spoke
to Senator Cannon, I would like'the opportunity to consult an attorney
on the matter. That is it.
The CIIA1mtrAN. If you will just point out, if you have any doubtpoint out itemsMr. WINTER-BEIIGER. Right, sir, I Will.
The CHAIRMAN. We wil give you that courtesy, certainly. Now,
getting back to this morning's testimony, would you4 try to fix a little
more l)recisely for us the number of occasions that you think you saw
Mr. Ford in 1966, 1967, 1968, and 1969?
Mr. VTNTHr'-BiuoEi. Senator, I could not be precise. I could just
estimate it as I already have. It might be a different figure every time
I estimated it. It would not be six or seven times, as I told you. It would
be closer to 80 times. But I could not give you an exact number of times.
The CHITRMAN. Well, how many times do you think you saw him
in 1960, which was the year you first met?
Mr. WiNTE,,R-Br oEiR. It would be impossible for me to give you i
truthful answer to that.
The C(.rAIMAN. And. It was not once, it was not twice, and it was
Mr. Wxxn-Bmu
not three times, and it was not four times. But to say I saw him 10
times or 20 times or 30 times that particular year would'not be accurate.
I know I saw him more than four or five times.
2R-712-78-16
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The CHAIRMAN. More than four or five times in 1966?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Right, in 1966.
The CHAMMAN. And how many times would you think in 1967?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Once again, I would not want to pin myself
down to an exact time, to an exact number of times. I would say it is
more than four or five or six times. And I would say that in response
to Mr. Ford's comment that he has only seen me six or seven times.
The CHAIRMAN. So that you would say in 1967 it was more than four,
or five, or six,?
Mr. WINTFR-BERGER. Right, sir. And I would say the same thing in
the ensuing years, but I could not possibly pin myself down to an exact
number of times per year. If I did, it would be inaccurate.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you could relate perhaps to the approximate
number of times that you think you came to Washington. And let me
ask you, do you think that was as many as 10 times in each of those
years, or was it somewhere between 6 and 10?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Well, I would say it would be somewhere-and
this is just an approximation-between 15-12 to 15 or 16 times. Now,
that is only an approximation.
The CHAIRMA, In each of those years?
Mr. WIN'rER-BERGEM. In each of 'those years, possibly more, maybe
less. I would say 15, 18 times a year. I could not even say with accuracy.
I could not give you an accurateThe ChAIMMAN. All right. Let us get some approximation. Now, on
each one of those times, did you give Mr. Ford cash?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No;*I did not.
The CAIRMAN. Well, how many-maybe half of the times, ora third
of the times? What is your best recolletion?
Mr. WNrER-BitER. Mv best recollection would be that I know I
gave him cash on occasions that I saw him-on several occasions when
I saw him-on several occasions. And I do not mean several occasions
to be two or three. I mean more. But for me to say I gave it to him
every 2d time or every 10th time would be wrong.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, how do you define "on several occasions"?
Would several occasions mean five'times a year during those periods?
Mr. WINTER-BERGOE. No, I could not (efine it. And I would not
want to define it any further, because I cannot.. You are asking me
to conie up with a fignure, sir, that I cannot come up with in truth.

The CHAIRMA-N. Well, now, how many timesMr. WINTI-13-BERER.I

know.

Tho

CHAIRMAN.

am sorry to' be evasive, but I just do not

How many times do you think you gave him more

than $1150 that you described on your first occasion? "
Mr. WiNwi-r-BEiIoR(.
Senator, I cannot answer that either. If I
were to come up with a schedule in answer to your (Iliestion, and
come in here with dates that coincided with times I was down in
Washington and money that I think I gave him, it would be phony.
It would not l)e worth a dime. I cannot do that. I wish I could answer
you more specifically, but I cannot. If I could, I certainly would.
The CHAIRAW. Well, were there any times that you gave him more
than $150?
Mr. WINTER-BETIoER. To the best of my recollection, there 'were
several occasions when I gave him more than'$150, yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. And how much was it, to the best of your recollection I
Mr. WiNxTE-BER(o;R. Between $200, $250, $225, depending on the
sum that I could spare. But the number of times I did that, the dates
I did it,-I could come up with a schedule but it would not be worth it.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Ford ask you for money?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No, lie never asked me.
The CHAIRMAN. Lie never asked you for money?
Mr. WINrER-BERGEn. He never asked me for money at all; never
on any occasion did he ask me for money. It was a gratuitous thing
on my part. It was not a request on his part.
Tfe CHAIRMAN. Did you ever remind him you had given him money
at any time?

Mr. WINTER-BERGF.R. No, I (lid not.

The ChAIRMAN. And did you ever ask him for repayment of any
of the money?
Mr. WINrER-BEi.OGE. To the best of my recollection, I have not
asked him for repayment.
The CHAIRSIAX. I still have difficulty with the statement in your
book, in light of what you are saying now, where you say, "I never
knew him to accept cash from anybody."
Mr. WINTmR-BF.RE. Right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is kind of difficult for me to understand that
in light of the fact that you contend that you gave him in sums of
$50 to $250 some $15,000.
Mr. WiNw.-BERoGn. Well, I think you are right. But just one
moment, and I want to quote from another part of the book. What page
are you on, sir?

The CHAIRMAN. That is 241.
M11'. WINTER-B.RGEn. OK.

The CHAIRMAN. That is in the hardback.

Mr. WIxTER-BEROER. No, the pages are the same. I am looking for a.
reference-oh, yes, on page 230, the second paragraph on the lefthand
side--well, 230, the third paragraph down. "'He picked up the phone."

The CHAIMAN. Which page now ?
Mr. WNTR-BRo R. 230. Isthat in the hard cover-page 230.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. WINTR-BERGEn. I picked up the phone and told his personal
secretary, Mildred Leonard"-that paragraph.

The

6.n

IIUI.

That is not the same page.

Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Sorry.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead.

Mr. WNTR-BEnRoGR. "He got a jet from Bill Lear, and later he was
billed $1,500 for it. Ford mentioned the billing to me several times,
always emphasizing the amount. And I wondered if lie were expecting
me to pay for it simply because the idea had been mine. Finally he
dropped the subject when it became obvious he was beating a dead
horse."

My contention, Senator, is that the idea that I lent him money from
time to time did not just come up. It was indicated in this book, as I
told you-I did not contain in "Washington Payoff" on advice of
counsel, as I recall it, because there was no documentation at all to
support it.
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The CHAIRM3AN. Well, I do not get the relevancy of this paragraph
to the question I was asking you, the point I was raising with youMr. WVixThR-BFRORF. Am I right in saying that you raised the point
that it seems sort of a paradox that I say in one place le would not
take $2,000, or whatever, cash, and at another point that le would take
small sums in a loan? Is that what you mean?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that you said that you had given him $15,000
over 4 years in sums of $50 toMr. WINTER-BERoER. I said approximately.

The CHAIRMAN. Approximately $50 to $250.
Mr. WINTER-BERGon. In the neighborhood of.

The CHAIMAN. And yet you say you never knew him to take cash
from anybody.
Mr. WVIrTER-BERO.R If it sounds paradoxical, that is the way it is.
I just have to stand on my statement.
The CHAIMAN. Where did you get the idea that he got a jet from
Bill Lear?
Mr. WINTER-BRon. As I recall, he was the one that told me.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think the record discloses that a jet came
from Lear-Ziegler, and Bill Lear has not been associated with LearZiegler for many, many years.
Mr. WINT'ER-liRa n. Then I did not-I was incorrect.
The CnAMxAN. Well, now, going to another subject, if I may. In
early 1972, you gave an interview to a reporter by the name of Robert
Le,;is, the Washington correspondent for the Michigan Booth New.papers chain, and he interviewed you by phone and he, accompanied
by a Mr. Ryan, a Washington reporter for the Detroit News, met you
in New York, where you showed him the contents of your safe-delo.it
box. Is that correct?
Mr. WINTEIr-BERGER. Yes, sir.
The CITAIMAN. Mr. Lewis---Mr. WINTEr.-BRGE . As I recall it, that is what happened.

The CHAIRMAN rcontinnu]iin.
Mr. Lewis reported in the Grand
'Rapids Press, and has provided an affidavit to this committee, that,
you told him, "Jerry Ford never personally received a cent from me."
Sow, how do you reconcile that statement, made in 1072, with your
affidavit and with your statement here today?
Mr. WTNrE.n-BPROFR. Well, first of ail, Mr. Lewis and Mr. Ryan
were delving into "The Washington Payoff" and documentation as
such. There was no need for me to elaborate about anything that was
not in the book. There is a lot that is not in "The Washington Payoff"
that I might know. I just put some of the things in "The Washiigton
Payoff."
the CHAIRMAN. I understand that. But you made the statement to
these gentleman that ".Terry Ford never personally received a cent
from me." Now, that is diametrically opposedMr. WXNFTR-BEROEn. Exactly.
The ChIATRMAN rcontinuing1. To what you have said in the affidnvit.
And the affidavit is partially opposed to what you have said here
under oath because, in the affidavit, you said that'you gave that from
your money and that you paid taxes on it. Now, we understand you
to say that you did not give that from your own money; you gave it
from yours and Mr. Voloshen's money, but you did not pay taxes on it.
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So I am trying to reconcile these statements. And, incidentally, I will
supply the reporter for the record the affidavit of Mr. Lewis where
he inaes the statement.
[The affidavit referred to follows:]
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT LEwIs

I am Robert Lewis, a reporter in the Washington Bureau of Booth Newspapers, Inc.
on April 17, 1972, I met Robert N. Winter-Berger at a branch of Manufactnrrs Hanover Trust Co., 79 Broadway, New York City. The purpose was to iispeet letters and other documents stored in a safe-deposit vault which Mr. Winter-Berger said documented allegations against Representative Gerald R. Ford
in the book "The Washington Payoff."
During the course of the day, I questioned Mr. Winter-Berger about charge.4
involving Representative Ford, in particular whether Ford accepted payments
of any kind from Winter-Berger.
I don't recall the specific details of our conversation, but according to my
n,,tevs, Winter-Berger said, "Jerry Ford never personally received a cent from
tile."1

Winter-Berger told me lie gave wallets to three employees of Representative
Ford for Christmas gifts in 1907. However, he did not say there were $100 bills
iI ihe wallets.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of November 1973, District
if Columbia. My commission expires May 31, 1970.
GRETCHEN I. Doss, Notary Public.

'11i. 'WINTR-:BmR.m.
I thought at that point I was discussing the
coutents of the book mainly ind solely. Now, if they intelreted
otlirwise, and if I said otherwise. mv; answer to tli' t question. I
would have to consult my attorney. I amn telling you as I remember
it. and I will have to tall to him about that.
The CITHtMAN. All right. In your book you state that you paid
$.'1.00 in cash to one Alice Westoi of New York City "for a personal
introduction" to Mr. Ford. Alice Weston has signed a statement
denying she was paid any sum for introducing you to Mr. Ford, and
has'testified under oath before the committee tolay. She testified that
she has never received any money from you at all. She did receive a.
silnall expense check in the neighborhood of $20 from the lady who was
sponsoring the World Calendar. Now, in view of thisM i'. "VWIN'T.ut-lH(;ERi. Mr. Cannon, may I ask
The CH.mMAtN [continuing]. Of this sworn testimony of Miss
Weston. do you still maintain that you gave Miss Weston $1,000. two
ptivments of $500 each, to get an introduction to Mr. Ford?
Mir. W Iwrn-BERoGE. Do T still maintain that I did? To the best of
my recollection, I gave her $500 in cash, two payments. Now, may I
ask yon one other question, sir? You mention to me that Miss Weston
swif' that she got a small check. did she, of just $15 or $20?
The CIuAIwR tN.
Tt was not $15 or $20; it was 20 some odd dollars.
1
Aiid I ,lo not recall that it was a check.
Mr. VIxw ,mn-B1n.n.Well, I think I have photostats of the checks
of it little more than that. And if you will give me a momentThe CIIATRnMA'. All right, sir.
MI'. WINTER-BRGEn. Mr. Chairman. I have photostats of three
cheeks here, one dated November 4 for $11.80.
The CHAIRMAN. What year?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. 1966.
The CHAIRMAx. To whom?
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To Alice Weston.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. WINTER-BFnOm. One dated March 17, 1967, to Alice Weston,
drawn in the sum of $109.25.
The ChAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER.1I have here a check of September 15, 1960W
drawn to American Airlines in the sum of $66.47 for a ticket. And I
think I have a photostatic copy of the ticket. I have here a bill for
$21.33 for hotel bill in Detroit that I paid for Miss Weston. I have
here a bill of $18.80 that I paid for Miss Weston. I have here a
photostatic copy of an American Airlines ticket of $24.22 that I
paid for Miss Weston.
The (VIAIRMAX. May I examine those documents?
Mr.WInTr-BFRaCE. Of course you may. It,
was not at all unusual
for me to pay Miss Alice Schowalter for services or for whatever
favors she may have rendered. I would also like to noint, out that she
sent me it bill'for entertaining reporters from the Detroit Free Press
for a supposed article. Tt was Mr. Lewis and Mr. Ryan who pointed
out that one of these ladies was the Free Press librarian. T have here
a hill for $36.33. which I paid: $2.50 that I paid for Miss Weston.
1
Mr. WxINTR-BFjOF.R.

The C. 1TtnA-. Ts it not rather odd that you would keep detailed

account of a $0.50 bill, and bills of the amount you are talking about,
$29.60 and so on, and yet you would not keel) record of a $500 payment for an introduction' on two separate occasions? Does that not
strike you as being rather odd?
Mr. WTNTF.-BvRF.R. No, that is exactly the way it was done. ,Snator
Cannon. Let me just rend this into the record,'if I may. I first met
Alice Weston, or the full name is Alice Boter Schowalter. whn she
worked for a public relationq firm in New York. as vou are probably
undoubtedly aware, for a 5.da.v week. And as I recall. she commuted
to her hometown ,very weekend in Elvrin. Ohio. Now, she told me, and
complained to me repeatedly, that she was paid a relatively small
salary which barely covered* her traveling expenses. if she Was paid
at sll. And she further noted to me at that time. as I recall, that she
had her own personal reasons for wanting to be in New York for the
week. Now, I attempted to give her various assignments, which I paid
her for, some of which she did not return in kind, some of which she
billed me. and I find out the work was not done later.
Senator Grti'Fiw. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a followup question?

The CnAmIrrwta. Yes.
Senator (GRTrT.. Mr. Winter-Berper. did the money that yon say
you nald Miss Weston-namely, $1,000---come out of your personal
ftind
Mr. WmRIT-BrnrR. No. It came from what I was paid by Mrs.
Aehelis.
Senator GTr rw. Out of the fees you were paid?
Mr. WTNTE,-BnaoR. That is right, by Mrs. Achelis, Elisabeth
Achelis.
Senator On1rrw. And did you deduct $1,000 that you paid to Miss
Weafton on vou r income taxtMr. WT TE.-BRrR. No. T did not.
Senator (nrer'ir
rcontinuint'l. As a business exnenseI
Mr. WT vin-BVPIOir,. No. T did not, because she requested the cash

and wanted it kept as cash, period.
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Senator GRmFFIN. Well, if you paid it, it certainly would be a business expense, would it notI
Mr. WINTER-B.RGEn. Well, at that time I was friendly with her, and
we did not stop speaking until well after 1967, as I recall it, the middle
of 1967. At that time, I was willing to go along with her if she could
help me in getting publicity around the country for Mrs. Achelis
and the World Calendar.
Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are saying, then, that you collected the
money from Mrs. Achelis, and collected that for your own benefit,
and what did you do, collect it by check?
Mr. WINTpR-Br'OIER. I received no cash, to the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. From Mrs. Achelis?
Mr. W NTER-IT
ERoR.
From Mrs. Achelis, right.
The CllAlnAN. And then you cashed the check and got the $1,000

cash which you paid to Miss Weston?

Mr. WINTER-B ItoER. I did not pay it to her at once. I gave it to

her in two payments.
The CHAIRMAN. But in cash both times?
Mr. WINTRR-BiRarn. To the best of my recollection, in cash.
The CTAIRMAN. And you have no record, no evidence of any payment at all?
Mr. WINTR-BF.RoqE. No; I decided if she could do-get me the editorial placement that I neeAed around the country-and I have letters
to cover it-I would-it was all enough worth it.At any rate, I felt it
was well enough worth it, because she brought me an inIvitation to the
Minority Leader of the House of Representatives.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I may say that I find that very difficult to
believe, that you would not have some evidence of it, particularly when
y would save a $21.33 hotel bill, with no evidence of who paid the
ill; that you would save a $1.80 bill for phone, room, restaurant
charge, and that you would buy money orders, go to the trouble of
procuring a money order from the bank in the amount of $11.30 toMr. WINTER-BE GER. May I answer that, Senator?
The CIrAInUrAN [continuing]. To pay Miss Weston. Another one
purportedly of $109.25. Now, if you will answer.
Mr. WINTER-BEoER. First of all, the money order was the only way
I could convey the money, since I had no checking account. That is
the first thing. The second thing, on some of those items, and I will not
say all of them, they were billed to Elisabeth Achelis. And so I keptVhe CHAIRMAN. I see. Some of these items were billed to Mr. Achelis.
Mr. WINTR-BERoER. Right.
The ChAIRMIA . Who was your client?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. That is right.
The CTAIRMAN. And you have-in order that I may be absolutely
clear-you have absolutely no evidence, by written memorandum or any

other thing, that would substantiate your story that you gave Miss
Weston $500 on two separate occasions in payment for an introduction
to Mr. Ford?
Mr. WiNTER-BERoru. The only document that I have that would
substantiate the payment is the photostatic copy of a letter that she sent
me, and I still have the envelope, from her brother, Peter, to Jerry
Ford, in which she said-in which he said, "Dear Jerry: My sister,
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Alice Weston. is at, tile present time engaged in public relations work
in New York City." You have a copy of this letter, I believe.
The CHAIR-MA. We hav-e a copy of the letter and are quite familiar
with it.
Mi'. WI-,TErR-I:IR(;ER. "She has a client, Robert N. Winter-Berger.11
That is the only proof that I have. 11er brother could easily have
said, las a friend and associate, someone that she is working with, but
he did not.
Senator GFlIN. Mi. Chairman. may I ask another question that
seems to fit. in at this point ? Mr. *inter-Berger, you have stated that
you did not include in your book the alleged loan to Congressman
Ford. totaling $15,000. because you had no documentation for it. Now,
focusing on the allefred payment of a thousand dollars to Miss Weston.
it llia been very clearly demonstrated here in the questions and your
answe,. that vom have'no documentation concerning tiat item.
Mr.
. Tbeg to disa'iee.
S ,n:ti' Omrri
Payment of the thousand dollars?
Mir. WIN'Ir r-Bnorit.' My attorneys felt. in qoina over this book,
that tle dociuwent, the photostatic copy of a letter sent from Peter
Botr to .Terry Ford was substantiation enough that I had been a client
of Alice 'Weston. Now, that was the' opinion they gave me. And so I am
p1uttimlzY that on the record here. Other than that, I cannot say any
,x.

mnope.

Senator GmiWFTN. Of course, the point at, issue is not whether or not
you were introduced to Congressman Ford. That is all conceded.
The point at issue is whether or not the thousand dollars was paid.
You lave no evidence, no substantiation, no documentation whatsoevPer. And vet vou included it in thel)ook.
Mr. WTNEr-BEII. I know. But, Senator Griffin, as I, must add,
I said to you, and this must, be on the record because you said I had
no docmentation, and yet it. was included in the book.
Senator C lTFFIN. Of 'the payment of the thousand dollars.
f'. WINTER-BriarR. It was included in the book because there vas
a letter that indicated there was a l)avment.
The CITATIANX. No: the letter indicates no such thing.
' 1. WTxN'rn-Bt'ROE. It indicated that, I was a client.
The C(i.\ImqA.. It.says you were a client.
M'. 'WV.R'R-BrnoU. That is rityht.
Senator GRIFrFi. Mr. Winter-Berger, who is the attorney who advi.e(l you not, to include the A'15,000 so-called in loans to Mr. Ford?
Mi'. 'WTNTrn-Brinolai. Charles Rembar.
Senator GnTrFiN. How is that spelled?
;\1'. 'WNTr-BEROER. R-e-m-b-a-r.
Senator GrwF-tx. Is he in New York?
Mr. WxTrRm-Brnmorn. He is in New York, at 19 West 44th Street.
What he advised me to do, to be correct, was not to put anything in the
book for which I had no documentation at all.
Senator GRT'rTN. Very good advice. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CArAIRAN. Mr. Winter-Berger, in youtr affidavit, you stated:
One Christmas I asked Mr. Ford it It was all right with him If I gave some of
his Qtaff who had been very heinful to me some Christmas gifts. He said he did
not mind as long as I did not give them In the office. He suggested thnt I send
them directly to their homes, which I did. I sent Mildred Leonard, Frank Meyer,
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and Esther Dukov wallets. In each wallet there was a hundred-dollar bill. They
acknowledged the gifts in writing and thanked me. To be accurate, Esther and
Mildred acknowledged the gifts in writing, and Frank thanked me.

Now, both Mrs. Leonard and Mrs. Dukov deny that you sent them a
hundred dollars as a gift at any time, and have submIted sworn affidavits to that effect. Mr. Meyer, as you know, is now deceased. Do
you still maintain that you did send them a hundred-dollar bill?
Mr. W¥INTFR-BFRGEn. To the best of my recollection, I sent them
each a hundred-dollar bill in the wallet.
The CTAM MAN. Now, was that money of your own, or did that come
from Mr. Voloshen as well?
Mr. WiNTER-B.1RGEn. No; that did not--I do not really recall. I
cannot give you an answer to that.
The CHAiR3AN,-. Now. in your affidavit you also stated, "As I reported in my book, 'The Washington Payoff,' I helped arrange for
$125,000 to be contributed to the Republicans by Francis Kellogg, now
a high State Department official. T arranged "for Kellogg to meet at
least'twice with Gerald Ford at Kellogg's request. Ford agreed to help
Kellogg goet a Government post. Kellogg was seeking an ambassadorship to Kenya. I have correspondence in my possession which )roves
that Kellogg was in touch with Herbert Kainbach in reference to this
desired appointment. All of the $125,000 contributed by Kellogg was
contributed at the suggestion of Ford. Kellogg was aware that Ford
had suggested these contributions to various ]Republican bodies in
1968."
Now, this $125,000 you referred to was the sum of $30,000 contributed by Kellogg to the New York State Republican fund: the $30,000
you promised Ford Kellogg would pay the National Republican fund:
and the $65,000 in cash yousaw Kellogg pay to Taylor, is that correct?
Mr. WINTn-BrnRoEn.* That is what I referred to. But before I comment any further on that particular item, I would like to have-I
would lile to talk to my accountant-to my lawyer, rather.
The CHATIMAN. Well, that you certainly have the opportunity to do.
I may say that we have a very detailed affidavit from Mr. Kellogg
denying completely your allegations, except that he does admit that
he paid $30,000 to the Republican Party in New York long before he
ever met Mr. Ford, and that he at no'time promised an additional
$30,000 nor did he give $65,000 in cash to which you referred.
Senator GRIPIN. Mr. Chairman, since some of these questions are
not being answered because Mr. Winter-Berger doesn't have an attorney, and he made a statement earlier, I believe, to the effect that he
couldn't afford one--is that correct?
Mr. W Tnm-Bnnron. I couldn't afford to bring one down to Washington.
Senator GRTF IX. How many copies of your book, "The Washington
Payoff." have been sold?
Mr. W
n-Bno;n. Offhand, I would have no idea. You would have
to get that-Senator GrnimN. Can you give a rough estimate?
Mr. W TVrR-BnoG]R. I couldn't give it to you. A couple of hundred
thousand,
Senator Gnrmt;. How much did you receive in royalties approximately in 1972 from the sale of this bookI
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Mr. WINTER-BnoER. $30,000.

Senator GuFxxN $30,000?
Mr. WiNxmR-BRmo.r. That is right-roughly $29,000, $30,000.
Senator GRFFIN. In 1972?
Mr. WxINTER-BERGon. I believe that is the right amount; yes.
Senator GRFFIN. How about in this year, 1973?
Mr. WINTER-BERF. R. I haven't received anything yet.
Senator GRIFFIN. How about 1971?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I wouldn't have received any royalties from
the book. I got an advance, I think, that amounted to about, all told,
about $2,500 or something like that.
Senator GRIFIN. $2,500?
Mr. WNTF-BERGE. All told. I would have to check my records.
It would be something like that.
Senator GrFFIN. Would you give us some idea of the total amount
then, that you have received in royalties from the book so far?
Mr. WINTETR-BERGEn. The total amount? I would estimated, and it's
only an estimate, and I couldn't be held to it-I would say it would be
somewhere in the vicinity of $32,000, $34,000, $35,000-1 couldn't be
held-I would have to look it up in order to give you an accurate
account.
Senator Gnrrrix. Mr. Chairman, I think that we might have the
staff do some checking on whether my information is correct, that,
from the Dell Publishing Co.-a figure of $50,000 in royalties paid in
advance, perhaps--paid to Mr. Winter-Berger. But that can be checked
out.
Mr. WINR-BERonR. That was erroneous information, Senator.
Senator GRIFFIN. That is erroneous?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. That's right. It is erroneous. And I know
where you got the figure, but it is erroneous. That I assure you.
The CIAM AN. Are you desiring to withhold any questions concerning the Kellogg matter'until you have your lawyer present, or could I
ask youMr. WtNTER-BEROFGr. You can ask me. I would appreciate it if you
would ask me, and if vou feelThe CITArMAN. When did you you first meet Mr. Kellogg? Is it a
fact you first met him in Febiriary of 1969?
Mr. WtNTFR-BRnrEn. The first correspondence I had from him
was-iust let me look and I will let you know-the first correspondence
was February-the first written correspondence was February 14,1969.
The CI tAI.MAN. Does that refresh your recollection as to when you
probably first met him ?
Mr. WtNT R-BFRG.r. I would have to look in my diaries to be sure.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have those diaries with you?
Mr. WINTER-BERoGr. I will get them for you tomorrow.
The cTTAIRMA. Do you have them here in town?
Mr. WINrR-BmrGF. No, no, they are in the bank, in New York.
The CITAUMAN. I think we might well consider when we can meet
with Mr. Winter-Berger having his lawyer here, and having his diaries
and the other material that is reonired. How long would it take you
to aet the added material that has been requested and to have your lawyer tres ent? Do you have on estimate?
Mr. WTwnr-Brr. Well, the point is I want to talk to him about
these matters.
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The CHAMMAX. I understand.
Mr. WINTER-BROEit. I can't say he would be present. If you tell me
the other matters you want me-and then I can discuss them all with
him and decide what I will answer and where I won't.
The CHAIRMAN. We will go on to some of the other matters. But the
Kellogg matter we would expect to go into very thoroughly, because
we have affidavits and documentationMr. WINTER-BERoER. Rightsir.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. That completely deny your allegation.
Mr. WINTxR-BERGER. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, if we may go to the Old Kent Bank. At page
231 your book states certain allegations about Mr. Ford's participation
on the board of Old Kent Bank & Trust Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.
Your book states on that page:
To qualify for membership on such board Ford had to buy 100 shares of
stock then worth $33 per share. Ford told me that Gillett, the bank president,

advanced him a cash loan to buy the stock.
Now, are you aware that Mr. Gillett has denied that either he or
the Old Kent Bank ever loaned Mr. Ford any money for the purpose
of buying Old Kent stock, and has submitted a statement to that
effect ? Are you aware of that?
Mr. WIWNR-BwRo. [Nods head.]
The CHAIRMAN. And are you aware that Mr. Ford has denied that
Mr. Gillett or Old Kent Bank ever loaned him any funds for this
purpose, but that in fact he bought such stock out 6f his own funds
by a check drawn on his account in the House of Representatives, a
copy of which has been submitted to this committee? And I would
like to ask you this: Are Mr. Ford and Mr. Gillett lying?
Mr. WINTER-BRGER. I can't say whether they are giving. I am only
going to say that to the best of my recollection Fo"d told me that
Gillett had advanced him the cash. Beyond that I can'tr-you are the
one who has to decide whether they are lying or whether I am lying.
The CHARMAN. On page 232 you wrote in the book:
On Tuesday, November 19, 1968 I saw Ford in Washington and we talked
about the Old Kent, Ford said he regretted taking the directorship. So he said
he would be resigning from the bank soon. He added, however, that he was
keeping the bank stock he had bought.

Now, how is it that you recall that the date of this conversation we
have just quoted took place on Tuesday, November 19, 1968?
Mr. WINTEr-BnaEn. I might have made a note in my diary. I have
to look it up. I can't tell you.
The CHAIRMAN. But you don't know whether you did make a note.
Mr. VINTER-BRGEn . I cannot tell you now.
The CIIATMAN. You are going to secure your diary and present it
to the committeeI
Mr. WINTrR-BEROUR. Right.
The CITATUMAN. Now, you are certain. then, that that was the date
on which the conversation took place, the date you stated in your
book?
Mr. WxTn ,BPRnnR. T am fairly certain: right.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you also certain, then, that Mr. Ford told you
in November of 1968 that "He would be resigning from the bank

soon"?
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MNr. WINTER-BErzGER. I would have to check that; I don't know
whether he told me that at that particular point. I would have to reserve on that.
The CITAIRn-MIx. That is what you say in the book.
Mr. WINTER-BFirEu. Yes. Well, then'I will stand by it.
The CHAIR.AN. We will recess temporarily. I understand your lawyer is on the phone.
F"lirief recess.]
'lie CAizrAt,. Back on the record.
Mr. "WIN'ER-BERGEII. Senator Cannon. I put off-tle only matter I
put off answering questions on the tax situation, Miss Wesion, a portion of it, and ti $125.000. I will answer all questions on them now.
The CHAIRMAN. On them now?
Mr. Wtxrni-BI:n(;I:n. That. is right, to the l6,st of my ability. But
beyondThe CHAIRMAN. Now, my last question I think I asked you wasMJr. WIN'rrnt-BERn ,. I 'vill reiterated for the record, il answer to
Senator Griffin, that I never at any time received $50,000 in royalty
from the Dell Publication, from the Dell Pliblishing Co. I wish to
repeat that again.
The ChA RAX. 'Well, do you want to state the amount that yoi
(lid receive?
Mr. WiXTEn-BInotR. Approximately $29.000 or $30,000, which is
my total income for the year, so I received $25.000, I believe, but I
would have to look at the'record. But if I received $50,000, my lawyer
would be sitting right in back of me. I never received $50,000, that I
assure you.
Senator GRzrir ,. Did you receive any royalties or income ins a. result
of tie publication of the'book, from any other source?
Mr. WixEm-Biur.iR. No. The only source I received any royalties
from were Lyle Stuart, Inc. I never received a cheek directly fro)m the
Dell Publisling Co. I received all of my checks, and all ofimy royalties, statements from Lyle Stuart, Inc.
Senator Grir'tI. While we are on that subject. Mr. Chairnan. if
you will permit me-did you receive money for selling the letters in
your files to the Lyle Stuart Co.?
Mr. WTrxTn-BRGER. I have not received any money yet.
Senator Gmn'vrN . But you have sold those doctuments?
Mr. WViNwR-BR.,OE. I could not say that I have sold them, because
the contract has not been as vet consummated.
Senator GRFrIx. There is a contract in the works for the sale of
those documents ?
Mr. WINTER-BRGERT. I would say there is a contract in the works. I
mean Mr. Stuart might decide at any moment not to honor that
contract.
Senator Gnirn,. 'Were you paid by Mr. Jack Anderson, or Mr. Les
Whitten, or by anybody else for the' story which appeared a Sunday
ago, alleging the first, time. that you had'loaned $15,000 to Congr"zsman Ford ?
Mr. WISER-Br.OnER. Absolutely not. I do not recall receiving one
penny for that story.
Senator Grrmx.'You do not recall.
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. I have not received a penny for the story. I
will give you an unequivocal answer. Not one penny.
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Tle CHAIRAN. Was that the first time that you told anyone that
you had given Mr. Ford $15,000 over a period of 1966 to 1969?
Mr. W INTnR-BERGFn. I am sure-well, it was not the first time I
have told anyone, of course not.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, who did you tell prior to that?
Mr. WINTErrz-BERGEn. I discussed all of my machinations with Mr.
Voloshen.
The CHAIRMAN. NOW, was this after you had helped the Justice
D(.,artmelit attempt to indict Mr. Voloshen, or before?
Mr. WINTER-BEUGER. Oh, no, before. To the best of my recollection.
The CIIAIMA[A. What do you mean that you discussed all of your
machinations with Mr. Voloshen ? What do you mean by that?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, by that I mean anything I might have
engaged in down on the Hill.
The CHAIRMAN. Machinations--does that mean to you-is that
nefarious act ivities, is that the same sort of meaning?
Mr. WITNTit-BERIG . Let us say legally right, but morally wrongmw fa rious. nevertheless.
The C IIAIRMAN. And did you discuss with anyone other than Mr.
Voloshen the $15,000 contributions in cash to Mr. Ford prior to the
statement to Mr. Written?
Mr. WIN'TER-BERGEn. I am sure I have, Senator. But before I comwit. peolle-you know, sometimes you tell people things and they do
not renienibei' them. So I would have to query them. I know it sounds
funny. But that is the honest thing. I would have to say, "did I tell
you about it, or did I not? Would you be willhig to swear to it, or
would you not?"
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, getting back to the last question I asked
you a few minutes ago, in your book you said that Mr. Ford told you
in November of 1968 that he would be resigning from the bank soon.
Now, that is the best of your recollection?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Those are my recollections, Senator, right.

The

TAIRMAN.

Now, this committee has evidence from the-bank

and from Mr. Ford, that in fact Mr. Ford resigned in February oi
1968-that is some 9 months prior to your supposed statement-and
iust 14 (lays after his appointment to the board of directors of Old
Kent B' ilk. How do you reconcile that discrepancy?
.,Mr. VIXTER-BER ER. These are my impressions and recollections,
Senate )r.
The CII.IRIMAN. Well, on another point you state in the book that
Mr. Ford told you that "he was keeping the bank stock that he had
boughtt" This again lie told you in your conversation on Tuesday,
November 19,1968, as your book states.
Mr. W ITR-BRGEn. Those are my recollections, Senator.
Thie ChIrMX. Now, Mr. Ford has furnished us records from the
stock broker, McNaughton, Greenwald & Co. which show that he
purchased the stock in question in January and sold it in May of
1968. Is Mr. Ford being untruthful?
Mr. WiNTEi-BEnnr~w. No, T am just giving you my recollections. I
am not calling Mr. Ford a liar, by any manner or means. I am just
giving you my recollections and enmemnberances.
The CTAIRMA.. ell now, based on what you have said in your
book, your very careful keeping of diaries, your book certainly is
more than just recollections; is it not?
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Mr. WINTER-BEROER. No. Tn most cases it is impressions and recollections. And where I could, I have documented it.
The CIIAIRMAN. Well, did you write down the dates that these events
occurre(l that you referred to in your book?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, quite candidly I would have to go over
and look at the records. I do know quite recently Grove Press asked
me if I wanted to donate the preliminary manuscript for this book
and all of the records that were kept down there, because the first
publisher was Grove. And I said no, I did not, waint to donate it, but
they could destroy it, or do whatever they wanted with it. Whether
they destroyed it, or whether they still have those documents, you will
have to call them. I do not know. But I am sure I must have some
record of it, and I will go over it.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean that as carefully as you have been to
keep photostatic coipie of bank money orders for $1 J.33, and the hotel
bills for $16 and some odd cents, and minute items like this, that you
let documents out of your possession thatMr. WINTER-BIEROiR. Senator, you asked me if I had a piece of
evidence. I have given you the best answer that I can.
The CHATIR
IAN. And did you charge these people for any documents
that you left with them, any diaries or documents?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Didi I charge who?
The CHAIRMAN.
The people that you said you may have left those
documents with.
Mr. WINTER-BEOErn. Of course not. They were my publishers. They
kept them.
the CII.Ar,'rAx. But they did not publish the book, did they?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. They were involved in the eventual publishing of the book. They sold the rights to Lyle Stuart to publish the
book in hard cover, and kept some residual rights, themselves, as I
understand it. I have not seen their contract.
The CHAIRMAN. Getting back to the Kellogg matter, at page 235
of your book you wrote:
I pointed out to him-meaning Kellogg-that he should optimistically give his
financial support to the Republican candidates of New York State so they would
owe him their political support whe'i he needed it.

And quoting again, "K.llogg contributed about $30,000 to the New
York Republican campaign fund headed by Maurice H. Stans, later
Secretary of Commerce." Now, is that $30,000 part of the $125,000
you refer to in your affidavit?
Mr. WINw R-BErGoR. That is right. And those are my recollections.
The CHAIRMAN. And you said that $125,000 and $30,000 was contributed at Mr. Ford's suggestion; is that right?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. That is right. That was in my recollections.
The CHAIIMAN. Kellogg contributed the alleged $30 000 contribution to the New York State Republican campaign fund at your suggestion, as your book states?
Mr. WimrER-BERGER. Let us look at the book. If it states that, then
that is exactly the way it was. I will rest on that; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU would remember something like that.

Mr.

WNTE:R-BRORE.

recollection; yes, it is.

I stand on that. That is my remembrance and
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The CJIATRMAN. Now, which did he do, then-did he do it as you
stated in your book, contributed it at your request, or did he contribute
it as you state in your affidavit at the suggestion of Mr. Ford? Wlich
one of those is correct I
Mr. WINTER-BEOREna. Now, what $30,000 are you talking about? Are
you talking about the first $30,000?
The CHAIRMAN. The $30,000 given to the Republican campaign fund
that you referred to in your book.
Mr. WINwR-BiioFR. The second $30,000 or the first? The New York
State fundThe CHAIR-AN. The New York State fund. There was only one
$30,000 New York State fund, to the best of my recollection,'from
your book.
Mr. WINTER-BER Gt. Right. That is it. I stand on that.
The CHAIWAN. All right. NowMr. WINTR-BEROER. To the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he contribute it at your suggestion, or did he
contribute it, as you state in your affidavit, at the suggestion of Mr.
Ford?
Mr. WNTER-BERGER. I queried Mr. Ford about it. Somewhere in the
vicinity of October, or probably earlir-I do not know the exact
time--n 1968, a friend of Mr. Kellogg's asked me what he should do
if he wanted a Government post. And I queried Mr. Ford, and Mr.
Ford said, "Is he a contributor to the Republican Party? " The best of
my recollection, that is the way it was. And lie said, "If he has not contributed a substantial amount"--as I recall it-"in his own State, then
we can do nothing for him down here. We have to satisfy the Senators
and the party and the State." I then communicated it to the friend,
who then communicated it to, I hope, Mr. Kellogg, because that is the
way the situation is.

The CHAIRMAN. What was this date now?

Mr.WINTER-BEROER. Somewhere in 1968.

The CHAIRMAN. The fall of 1968?
Mr. WiN1TR-BERGE. That is right.
The ChTARMAN. Well, I thought you earlier said that you did not
meet Mr. Kellogg until February 1969?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I did not say that. I did not meet Mr. Kellogg
until about January or February 1969, the exact point would be--I
said I got my first letter fi'om him. I did not meet him in 1968. A
friend of his introduced the subject to me, and I asked Ford what to
do, and passed it on to the friend. That is my recollection. Now, I
did not meet Mr. Kellogg until the beginning of 1969. The exact date,
probably Senator Pell could tell you better than I, because Senator
Pell was out of town, and I remember the remark being made to me
that if Senator Pell had been in town, Frank Kellogg would not have
had anything to do with me, because Senator Pelilhad advised him
.against having anything to do with me. Now, that is my recollection.
Senator PELL. That is correct.
Mr. WINTER-BEROFR. So whatever time Senator Pell was out of town
would set the time that I first met Kellogg.
The CITAIMAN. Now, on page 244 of your book, you state that in
your presence Mr. Kellogg delivered to 'Mr. Taylor this $65.000 "in
packets of $100 bills, 10 to the packet, 65 packets, and they were piled
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into Taylor's attach case." You know, of course, I assume, that both

Mr. Taylor and Mr. Kellogg-

am sure[continuing.] Have denied under oath any such
payment , and have given this committee affidavits specifically denying
those payments.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I

The

CHAIRMAN

Mr.

WINTE-BERnm.

Well, Senator, I can only say that situation,

is it was written in the book, as you just read it, is the best remembrance I have of the situation. That is as I remember it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you would certainly remember if that sort
of thing occurred. I do not think there would be any doubt about that;
$65,000 in packets of $100 bills, 10 to the packet, 65 packets. Did you
count those packets?
Mr. WINTER-BFRFRn. No, I certainly did not.
The CHTAITMAN. Did you count the'65 packets?
M '. WINTER-BERGER. No, I did not.
The CHAIRMAX. Iow did you know it was $65,000?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, that was the supposition that I mode.
That is an impression that I got because of that second meeting.
The CHAIMMAN. This was just an impression?
Mr. WIXTn-BRaGn. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That was the second time that you met with Mr.
KelloggMr. WIrNTm-BEROER. And Mr. Taylor, that is right, that day.
Mr. CHAIRM AN. Both of whom have denied to the committee under
oath that you met with them any second time. And I may say that
the committee has copies of Mr. Kellogg's bank statements at that
time that show that there were no, checks drawn or no cash drawn
in sums of that amount. But it is your contention that $65,000 payment
took place, as you stated in your book?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. That was the impression that I received that
dtheCHATRMAN. Now, Mr. Kellogg has stated that his total contributions to the Republican Party amounted to not more than $33,000. So
you are saying that Mr. Kellogg is in error, is that correct?
Mr. WINTER-BmaoG. I am saying that my recollection is that he is in
error.
The CHAIRMAN. You wrote, on page 237 of the book, "Mr. Ford
agreed to try to help Kellogg obtain this ambassadorial appointment
in return for Kellogg's promise," which you stated you expressed
before to make contributions to the National Republican Committee
of another %33,000 matching the contribution you claim he made to
the New York State fuind. Representativee Ford has denied to this
committee, under oath, that any such contribution of $30,000 was ever
expressed to him by you or anybody else. Is Mr. Ford lying to the
committee?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. May I ask you a question-well, what Mr.
Ford said is not my recollection. Whether he is lying or not is another
question. It is not'the way I recall it. It is not the way I remember
it. It is not the impression that I got. Has anyone asked Mr. Kellogg
whether or not he has-has he ever .contributed any money to Mr.

Fordt
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The CHAMAN. Well, we have a list of his entire contributions. I
find no--we have a list of his entire contributions from January 1,
1968, to December 31, 1972, and I find no contribution to Mr. Ford
specifically, but a number of contributions to members-to various
committeis. I am going to make Mr. Kellogg's affidavit, this list of
contributions, a part of the record.
[The documents referred to follow:]
AFFIDAVIT OF

FRANCIS

LEONARD KELLOGG

STATE OF NEW YORK
County of New York, 88:
being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am presently employed by the United States Government, Department of
State as Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Refugee and Migration
Affairs. I submit this affidavit at the request of the staff of the Senate Com.
mittee on Rules and Administration conducting hearings on the nomination of
Congressman Gerald R. Ford, as Vice President of the United States and with
specific reference to certain allegations concerning me made by Robert N. WinterBerger in an affidavit which I ain informed has been filed with the Committee.
At the request of the Committee staff I am attaching hereto and incorporating
herein as Exhibit A all my contributions to the Republican Party in the period
January 1, 1968 through December 81, 1972 in the amount of $500 or more.
Any contributions which I have made and which are not listed thereon are in
the amount of less than $200 and in total did not exceed $1,500. The November
18, 1968 contributions were delivered, pursuant to a prior pledge, to the Chair.
man of the Republican Finance Committee.
In February 1969 I was employed as President of International Mining
Corporation. At that time I was considering a change in my career since my
work at International Mining Corporation had been substantially accomplished.
I determined to attempt to enter into government service and I was particularly
interested in the Ambassadorship to Kenya. A college classmate, Gustavus Ober,
upon learning of my interest suggested that a Robert Wlnter-Berger might be
helpful since he was understood to have many important acquaintanceships in
Washington. Accordingly he Introduced Mr. Winter-Berger to me on or about
February 13, 1969.
Among the individuals whom Mr. Winter-Berger suggested could be helpful
to my goal was Congressman Ford. Accordingly, he arranged an introduction
for me to the Congressman on or about February 25, 1969. I visited the Congressman at his Washington office with Mr. Winter-Berger. After being introduced to
Congressman Ford I spent about five minutes with him in his office. During this
visit I explained to him my interest in public service, my interest in Kenya and
what I thought were my qualifications therefor. He stated that I appeared to
be qualified and in the most general way that he might be able to be helpful.
In connection with the visit and during the visit itself there was no mention
whatsoever by the Congressman, Winter.Berger or myself of any contributions
or payments of any kind.
Following this initial meeting I visited Congressman Ford on one or two other
occasions. Each of these visits were brief. I would simply remind the Congressman
of my continued interest in Government service and exchange pleasantries. The
only recollection I have of any discussion with Congressman Ford relating to any
payments or contributions at any of these meetings concerned a $8,000 contribution which I made to the Republican Congressional Boosters Club. I understood
such a contribution was used solely in the campaign of candidates not then in office.
The only matter of which I am aware wherein Congressman Ford was Instrumental in my behalf was in connection with my appointment as an observer to the
U.S. Delegation to an International Conference: "UNESCO Regional Conference
of Ministers of Education and Ministers Responsible for Economic Planning in
the Arab States" held in Morocco January 5-January 16, 1970. Insofar as I am
aware, apart from favorable recommendations, Congressman Ford had nothing
to do with my appointment to my present position.
FRANCIS LEONARD KELLOGG,

3-712 Q.4--17
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With respect to Mr. Winter-Berger, during the period of my seeking a public
position I talked with him on numerous occasions wherein he did proffer sugges.
tons as to possible persons who might be of help. To the best of my recollection
I paid his expenses to Washington plus, I believe, a $100 a day fee to compensate
him for his time on two or three occasions. I also, from time to time, acceded to
his request to borrow relatively small sums of money and in all my records In.
dicate that I paid and loaned him a total sum of $950. I had no agreement, express or implied, for any additional compensation.
I have been advised that Mr. Winter-Berger has made certain allegations
concerning me In an affidavit submitted to the Committee. The substance of these
allegations, I am Informed, are that I gave $125,000 to the Republican Party at
the suggestion of Mr. Ford. This is untrue. My contributions to the Republican
Party are listed on the attached schedule, Exhibit A. The major portion of these
contributions were made in 1968 before I met Mr. Winter-Berger or Mr. Ford.
Finally I should add that the allegation in Mr. Winter-Berger's book "The Washington Payoff" at pages 249-251 that I promised the Republican Party $80,000
through Congressman Ford is untrue, as is the assertion therein that I gave $65,000 In cash to Mr. Waller Taylor. Neither event ever happened. The assertion at
page 250 of that book that I gave $80,000 to the New York Republicans is equally
untrue.
With reference to the claim that I gave $65,000 to Mr. Taylor on April 30,
1909, I can state that it would have been literally impossible for me to have raised
that sum in cash within the time frame described in the book. I have four bank
accounts. I have not been able to obtain, on the short notice given me, records of
all these accounts. However, I can categorically state that there were no transactions on or about April 80 which could even remotely come close to that sum.
Furthermore, I made no borrowings of funds at or about that time in any
such amounts. Nor did I sell any securities which would, again, remotely approach that sum of money.
I make no further attempt here to correct other untruths, errors and discrepancies in Winter-Berger's book which are not present relevant to this hearing.
FANciS LEONARD KELLO00.

Sworn to before me this 2d day of November, 1978.
DONALD F. LUKE,
Notary Publin.
Xixn9tT A

Hoheduleof oontributioue of $500 or more, Jan.1, 1968, to Dec. 31, 1978
Date and organization to w.hoh made
Amount
Nov. 18, 1968, Nixon-Agnew Finance Committee ------------------$2, 500
Nov. 18, 1968, Nixon-Agnew Campaign Committee -------------------2, 500
Nov. 18, 1968, The election Committee -----------------------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1908, Republican National Finance Center ------------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1968, Republican Campaign Center -------------------------2, 500
Nov. 18, 1968, Republican Victory Committee ----- ---------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1968, The Nixon-Agnew V1ttory Committe ----------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1968, United Citizens for Nixon-Agnew ---------------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1968, Americans for Good Government --------------------2,500
Nov. 18, 1968, Republican National Finance Operations Center --------2,500
Sept. 16, 1909, Republican Congressional Boosters -------------------8,000
Apr. 27, 1970, Governors Club--Rockefeller -------------------------5 00
Nov. 2, 1970, Friends of the Rockefeller Team ----------------------500
May 5, 1971, Governors Club-Rockefeller -------------------------500
Sept. 22, 1972, Victory 1972 Dinner --------------------------------1,000

Total -------

--------------

-----------------------
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Mr. WiNmtE-BEROER. I would like to ask you, Senator, if I may:
Does the committee have a copy of a letter, date September 22, 1969,
from Mr. Ford to Mr. Kellogg?
The CHAIRMAN. I think we do. If you can refer more specifically
to the letterMr. Wiz;Tma-BEROE.R. Surely. I will read you the note.
DEAR FEAN: Just a note to thank you again for the very generous contribution to the Republican Congressional Boosters Club.

You have that?

The (1 JAnRIMAN. Yes, we have that letter. And there is a letter to
the Republican Congressional Boosters Club.
Mr. WINTER-BMRG.R. Right.
The CHAIRM~AN. You askfedif there was any list of any contribution
to Mr. Ford, and there is not..
Mr. WiNTER-BER0ER. I mean it was made out to the Republican

Boosters.

was a list of substantial contributions totalThe CHAIRMAN. Thee
ing $30,500 from Mr. Kellogg during that period of time, and none
to those are contributions to Mr. Ford.
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, just in order to keep the record

as clear -as possible. There has been testimony-and I kpiow it to be a
fact myself-that the Rpublican Congressional Boosters Club, in the

House is a fund which is disbursed and used only by nonincumbents

who are seeking election. And Mr. Ford, of course, being an incumbent, does not qualify, in cas ther is some wondering.
Mr. WINTER-Bno t. But I would also like to put on the record
that at various points Mr. Ford was most anxious to get me to have
people contribute to that committee. The reason, I do not know. I
assumed it was because he wanted Brownie points for collecting money
for the party.
The CHAIRMAN. And how many contributions did you make?
Mr. WnTER-BERGER. I personally only made a few of them.
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The CIAIRMAN. You made $500 to the committee in Michigan for the
five tickets?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And what others?

Mr. WINTER-BERoEn. Well, when I say Mr. Ford suggested, I am
telling you it was from my conversations with Mr. Ford, it was the
impression that he wanted contributions to that congressional committee, even though Bob Wilson was the head of it, and he was most
emphatic to say he wanted it presented through him. Now, he would
know better than I why he wanted those contributions through him.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Now, another point, Mr. Winter-Berger, you said

in your book, I believe in your affidavit, that Mr. Ford--one of the
reasons you gave him cash was because his wife had large medical bills.
Do you remember which year it was that she had these very high
medical bills?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER.

No, I used that as an illustration of one of the

topics of conversation. But I could not tell you what year with any
exactitude.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. So that was not necessarily the reason?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. It was not necessarily the only topic of conversation, no.
The CHAIRMAN. And he did not request you to give him any money
for his wife's medical bill, or for any other purpose?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. He did not request me to give him money.

The

CHAIRMAN.

I may say for the record-

Mr. WINTER-BERGER. As far as I recall, he did not request it.
The CHAIRMAN. For the record and for the committee, I have reviewed in detail Mr. Ford's income tax returns for 1966 through 1969,
and have extracted all of the medical bills that were listed. The total
amount, including insurance premiums, hospitals, doctors, and all other
medicines and medical expenses, for those 4 years amount to a total of
only $5,067.44, making it quite obvious that-

Mr. WINTER-BERaER. Well, did not Mr. Ford also say that most of

those expenses were covered by medicare or hospitalization?

The

CHAIRMAN.

Not by medicare.

Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Not by medicare, but hospitalization.
The CHAIRMAN. Covered by Blue Cross. Now, Mr. Winter-Berger,
I do not like to go into your personal matters, your personal situation,
but I think this is important to the committee, to bear on the fact
whether you could have made the types of payments that you claimed
you made. Let me ask you if you entered into a consent judgment by
agreement, dated April 12, 1961, admitting your personal indebtedness to Klingman-Spencer, Inc., in the sum of $3,893.74?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER.

Right, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Under the judgment thereon entered on December
15, 1961, in the civil court of the city of New York, you were to make
monthly payments of $544.22 on the judgment balance until it was
fully paid, is that correct?
Mr. WINTER-BERoEN. Right, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Pardon?
Mr. WNT.R-BERER. Right, sir, if you say so. I do not have the
document before me. But I will acceptThe CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, to the best of your recollection.
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Mr. WINTER-BERoER. To the best of my recollection, that is it. And
might I also add that is the reason why I never had a bank account.
The CHARMMAN. I see. How many of those payments did you make
prior to December 16,1966?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. As I recall, prior to-

The CHAIRMAN. December 16,1966.

Mr. WINTER-BERoEm. Well, not $500. They were usually $15 or $20.
The CHAIRMAN. You only made one payment prior to December 15,
1966?
Mr. WINTER-BERoE. Excuse me, sir?

The CIAIRUMAN. You only made one paymentMr. WINTER-BERoER. I have no idea. I would have to look that up.

The CHAIRMAN. If the data from the record is correct, then in 5
years after December 1961, you were only able to make one payment on
that judgment, is that correct?
Mr. WI-NTER-BEROER. I do not know. I would have to look that up.
The CHAIR-MAN. I see. Now, is it true that a writ of execution on
that judgment was issued against you on December 16, 1966, by that
New York civil court?
Mr. WIN'TER-BF.ROER. If you say so, it must be true.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am not saying, I am asking.
Mr. WINT.R-BEROR. I mean the judgment is still outstanding. I
don't have the exact figures before me, I have paid about $2,200 and
some odd dollars on that outstanding judgment.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, pursuant to that writ of execution, was an
execution sale set for January 10, 1967, to recover the balance due on
that judgment, with interest and court fees?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I believe it was, if you say so. I think there
was - you know, these proceedings have been going on now for more
than 10 years.
The C91AIRMA,-. And did the marshal for the city of New York- Mr. WINTR-BERGE. He never executed, because I believe-he never
executed the sale, I believe-at that particular time, I started making
payments.
T110 CHAIRMAN. I see. And have you continued those payments?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I have not in the past, I would say, in the past
16 or 17 months, made any payments, maybe longer. I do not know.
The record would show that.
The CHAIRMAN. I have submitted copies of those documents for the
record in order that the record might be complete.
[The documents referred to follow:]
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Index No.

13664/61

Civil Court of the City of New York
County of New York
Lawrnece L. Klingman &
Klingman-Spencer. Inc.
against

Plaintiff

ROBERT 1q.. WINTER BERGER
a/k/a ROBERT BERGER
i23 Eabt 75th St.
N. Y. C.
N.Ye
Defendant
Apt. 5F

AGAINST PROPERTY
Sheri# or Marshal of the City of New York
Levy and collect as within directed

ud

into

_- .... . ...$3893.74
-1 .l

with interest from
besides your fees, etc.

M ax "Shenghit
Attorrey(s) for. Plaintiff

Dated and time received

gd

-

19

262
60
00

MwJ..L6
ast.
"

CIVIL COURT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF
'i,,YORK
LAWRLg IO

I

K,,UC ^I U1..OAOWAY.
N&W

V*oX

Index No. '13664/61

L. KLING.IAN & KLINOMAN-PLNCEllIN*
•

""

"+~against

.Pamf

X

TO

U.O3Lt'IT N. \VINTU'-BEflO-R a/k/a.
ROBZR"
CERBl.

.

'

Ddendaut

TO THE SHERIFF OR 'ANY MARSHAL OF THE.CITY.OF NEW YORK, GREETING:
WHEREAS, in an action in the Civil Court of.the City of New York, County of
between
Lawronce L. Xlintrnn L Klingman -'pencer. Inc.

NEW YORlK

as plaintifl
aad
r,o:rt N. V.intor-Dorgor a/k/a 11obort Dor ger
as defendant
who are afl
the parties named in said action, a judgq3tent was entered on Doco'mber 15, 1961
ii
in favor of L.wronce L. kiiigm-%n.$A 10ngamvn-':poncer. Inc.
judgment creditor
,and against jIjoa't 11. \'.'iror-forgor -4tk/a Ro ,.rt forctor
judgment debtor
whose last known address is - ' 123 East 75,h "c.,?c+.'York..N.Y.
Apr. .F
in the amount of
1 04 74
including costs, of which $
,'.( , $3093.74 together
with interest thereon from
:1c
15, 961.
is.)or
remains due and unpsidt
NOW, THEREFORE, WE COMMAND YOU to satisfy the said judgment out of the personal prop.
erty of the above named judgment debtor and the debts due to him; and that only the property In which
said judgment debtor who is not deceased has an interest or the debts owed to him shallbe levied upon or sold
hereunder;AND TO RETURN this execution to theclerk of the above captionedcourt within sixty days after
issuance unless service of thif execution is made within that time,or within extensions of that ttme made in
writing by the attorneys) for the judgment creditor ..
WITNESS, Honorable Goorgo Ftnrke
.Lne 9f the judgo ofogg said
Civil Court af the City of New York, dated the 16,
ay of D.,cembo
'
66.
/
.,

•

..•T•

....
Tew,.-,i

,E m,

Max Shoughit
Attorey(e) lot Jdemeat Creditor
Ogce sa. Post 0¢ce Addeess

MAX SlIlENGIIIT
00 CIURCii STREET
. NWE. YGRX, V. Y. 10007.

/

,);,,,
,w,.
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MAHISLIALI0NUTICE OF LEVY ii!l SALE
OFFICE Or THE MARSHAL
OITY Or NEW YORK

BERNARD MOSES
MARSHAL

76 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11201
TR 5-3607-0-9

Cibil Court of tljc Citp of .QeW Pork

Countp of

-1.

;i
/

clnbx 'Umber

-..

19/

,

I

Docket No. -

, ;

By VIRTUE Of an EXECUTION

Plaintiff

t

OINVE

to Me

directed and delivered: TAKE NOTICE
that I have thiis day levied upon and
will exposefor ale at PublicAuction'
FOR CASH ONLY, all the right, tide
and interest which the Judgment Debtor
had on this day or at any time thereafter in and to the following decrib
personalproperty. to wit:

Dfant

INVENTORY
Sufficient personal property, chattels, furniture
and fixtures as will satisfy Judgment and Fees subject
to Statutory Exemptions. but including television set,
electrical appliances, ete.

,

and all otherpersonalproperty CNIpremisesbelntgng to said judgment Debtor suficient to stisfy this judgment, feesand
expenses
incurred in collecting &sme.

SALE:

" .............
V
.",:, ....- .:::..
"
":.:..,......
D
...
t ...................

Time ................ ......................
. .. .
AddrL .... ..

.

x2

. .

.........::. ......

Execution and FeesS'"v..?.
Dated, New York
ENU R*S_.E_

"

pu expenses.
l9l'2

,'',9.

:'

i,N€ALL

MORTGAGES, LIENS. CONSIGNMENTS,

ALL ONiCKS AND MONEY ORDER
AMC
SE MADE PAYAULZ TO

'ro

BERNARD MOSES MAR
76 COURT STREET
BROOKLN. NtY.1120I

MDIE

o. 59

CONDITIONAL SILLS o

SALE,

BERNARD MOSES
or

~aunsul, Chutof Nafv
MALBADGE

l

A

DOl
io. No. 59

N. 8. ANY ONE WHO oIErACES THIS LEGAL NOTICE
ON CAUSES SAME TO St oErACCO IN ANY WAY IS
GUILTY Or A MISDEMEANOR AND WILL SE PUNISHED
TO THE fULL EXTENT OF THE LAW.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ENDORSEMENT

Please take notice that the following named de.
fendants were not served with a summons herein.
viz.:

wd that, as to them, the execution must be te.
.,tricted as below prescribed.
An execution againstproperty shall not be levrie
upon the sole property of such a defendant, but it
way be collected out of personalproperty owned by
him Jointly with the other defednts who were
3-mmoned, or with any of them, and out of the
personall property of the latter or aay of them.
A attorneys) for

Address of judgment Debtor

location of Property
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January 6, 1967

Marshall Bernard Moses
76 Court Street
Brooklyn, New Yorkll201
Re: Ilingman v, Winterberger
. ur Doket Ng. 6657
Dear Marshall MHoees:
' Pursuant to our understanding I enclose
herewith two (2) money orders totalling $100 and
the defendant will pay at your office commencing one
week from today another $50. In exchange, the propped
sale will be adjournud from week to week for one month.
The defendant expects that by such time we will be able
to work out a satisfactory settlement of the entire
matter.
Thank you for your kind cooperation.
Very truly yours,

Jams L. Adler, Jr.

JLAs rs
Sw. 2 money orders (a50.00
be: Mr. Robert Witerberger
123 East 75th Street
New York, N.Y.

'

1 :aooo-O*
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17 FoT,2'

CASH ONLY IF RECOURSE FROM ENDORSER
IG AVAILABLE. IF THIS MONEY ORDER HAS
NOT BEEN VALIDLY ISSUED OR HAS BEEN

FRAUDULENTLY NEGOTIATED, IT WILL BE
RETURNED.
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EQ REZ COMPANY AGREE TO PAY AT 65 BROADWAY,
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CASH
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ENDORS~R
CASH ONLY IF RECOURSE FRO11M
iF THIS moNt'f oRDofl AS
IS AVAtLAOLEt.
NOT BEEM VALIDLY ISSUED OR HAS OEN
FRAUDULENTLY NEGOTIATED. IT WILL GM
RETURNED.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Griffin?
Senator GRImN. Mr. Winter-Berger, on page 252 of the paperback
edition of your book, you referred to a visitMr. Wi-rzR-Bor.Ro.
Right, sir-if you just give me a minute I
would appreciate it. Okey-doke. Right.
Senator GIFFIN. Page 252 of the book, the last sentence of that first
paragraph:
"This was how Ford became a Hutschie"-referring to Dr. Hutschnecker-"became a H-Iutschie patient for at least a year.'
Mr. WINTER-BrRGER. Right. Now, that was a supposition that I drew,
an impression that I got, rather, because of what had transpired. Now,
I would like to read something to you. To the best of my recollection,
when Jerry Ford complained to me about the scope of lis office, and
how it was out-distancing him, he gave me the impression that he was
depressed and flustered. He never said so, but that is the impression
that he gave me. For wanting of knowing no one better, I suggested
Dr. Hutschnecker, giving Richard Nixon as reference, because
Hutschnecker had never paused at a dinner party, he always insisted
upon bragging upon his client, and Richard Nixon, he said, was one
of them. Wow, I suggested Hutschnecker because I knew Gerald Ford
knew Mr. Nixon, and he could check with him. And I gave Richard
Nixon as a reference to the best of my recollection. And a few weeks
later-I don%t even really-logically I can't tell you truthfully the
time. But a while later, Jerry Ford surprised me when he told me, "I
checked with Dick," and that it would be just fine if I made an anpointment for him to see Hutschnecker when he was due in New York.
Now, I read this for the reason that I recall that Senator Williams
of New Jersey asked Mr. Ford why he went with Winter-Berger to
see Hutschnecker. The first time out I told him-well, I heard that
Mr. Ford said, "I don't know." The second time out I heard that Mr.
Ford advanced the suggestion-",Well, if you knew Winter-Berger,
you would know how persuasive he is." Well, if you knew WinterBerger, you certainly wouldn't go to a psychiatrist with him. Why did
he go ? And the reason for that is that lie went because, as I submit,
and as I recall, because the President said to him that Hutschnecker
was a good doctor. I don't think-but I might addSenator GmFFIN. As you recall ?
Mr. WINTER-B13oFER. As I recall; yes, sir.
Senator GRIFFIN. On what basis do you recall that the President told
Congressman Ford?
Mr. WINTER-BRoFm. Because that is exactly what Congressman
Ford told me, Senator. But let we just preface this by saying that I
don't think there is anything wrong, myself, with goihg to a psychotherapist, although I have never been ireated by any doctor of this
type. But I think a lot of people might lead fuller lives if they went
to psvchoanalysts. I am not saying there is anything wrong with it.
But in the book I certainly never meant to imply at any time that Mr.
Ford was mentally unstable. But I merely staled the situation as I
recalled it.
Senator GRIrFIN. Now, Mr. Winter-Berger, you have given us a
lot of impressions of detail. I haven't interruptd you as you talked
about this particular arrangement or relationship. But you have not
answered my question. The last sentence says:
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"This was how Ford became a Hutschie patient for at least a year."

On what basis are you saying that he was a patient for at least a

year?

Mr. WINTER-BEROER. All right. Now I will give you the reason I
said that. The initial introduction took place. Mr. Ford, I know, contends that he was only there for 15 minutes. My recollection was that
he was there for much longer. As the months wore on, Hutschnecker
would tell me that he would come down to Washington on Saturdaythis was what he told me as I recall-whether he denies it or not, that
is exactly the way I recall it-and that he would stop in and see Jerry
Ford and spend from 1 to 11/ hours with him. Now, Jerry Ford never
told me about these meetings until one day I mentioned it to him, and
he said:
"Oh, yes; Hutschnecker was in to see me the other Saturday."
Now,'he didn't volunteer any information and I didn't ask anything
more, because I thought it was tactless. But I presumed that they had
been seeing each other-if not, why would Mr. Hutschnecker keep in
touch with Mr. Ford unless he felt that he wanted to give him a lecture
on legislative government-I don't know. But that was the supposition
that I drew because of what Dr. Hutschnecker told me and Mr. Ford
admitted that he had seen him, but did not go into detail, and I didn't
press him; just the way I wouldn't press a man if I introduced him to
a girl, I wouldn't stand there and wait and see what happened. It is
none of my business.
Senator GRIFFIN. You regard that as a very responsible authorship
of a book, saying that Mr. Ford was a patient of this doctor for at
least a vear on the basis of those assumptions and suppositions?
Mr. WIN-TER-BERGER. I stand on my answer to you; yes, sir.
Senator GRIFFiN. Mr. Winter-Berger, sometime in 1960 was a proceeding brought against you by the State Attorney General of New
York charging that you sold stock in Saniphor Sales, a nonexistent
germicidal corporation, and did the justice of the supreme court,
Justice Morris Specter, issue an injunction ordering you to cease and
desist from selling such securities in a nonexistent corporation?
Mr. WINTEi-BERoER. Yes, sir: I believe that to be the fact.
Senator GRIFFIN. That is fraud, isn't it?
Mr. WINTER-BERoR. I am not a lawyer, Senator. May I ask-since
you have asked me that question, Senator-as I told Senator Cannon
before I came into the hearing room, I am happy to answer any questions and I will answer them as my recollections permit. But if you
want to draw conclusions, that is more like an inquisition rather than
a question. And I would like that put on the record, because I don't
think it is justified.
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman, I have another question here that
is going to take quite awhile. I will be glad to yield if anyone else
wants to have an opportunity.
The CITAIRMAN. I would like to follow tin, in the light of the one you
just asked, if I might. Have vou resided in New York most of yourMr. WINTER-BERGEn. I w ntld say most of my adult life; yes.
The ChAIRMAN. And what has been the nature of your employment
prior to the time you became a lobbyistV
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Public relations work.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever been arrested?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Not to my recollection.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, you 'would recall it if you had ever been
arrested, wouldyou not?
Mr. WINTER-BERoG.R. Not to my recollection.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me ask you, were you born June 17, 1927?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. And you do not recall, then, whether you are the
same
Robert Winter-Berger who was arrested in May 1952 in New
York for exposing himself and fined $251 Would that be another
Robert Winter-Berger?
Mr. WNTm-Bzio.
No.
The CHAIRMAN. You recall that?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Was it Robert Winter-Berger that was

arrested?

CHAIRMAN. Robert Winter-Berger.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. What court was that in?
The CHAIRMAN. Birth date of June 17,1927. 1 am just asking youMr. WINTER-BRGER. Give me the court and I will check on it.
The CHAIRMAN. lam not asking you about the court.
Mr. WINTER-BERGoR. I do not recall it, but I would like to check and

The

find out.
The CHAIPMAN.

do not recall whether you were arrested?
I do not recall at this particular point, but I
will be happy to check on it. And if it is me, then I am the one. But I
do not recall that.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you if you recall whether you ever
received any money or any other type of payment for not writing
anything about an organization or an individual?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEr. Not writing anything?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. We have been discussing your getting money
for writing things.
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Not to the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. Not to the best of your recollection. Have you yourself ever received any psychiatric treatment?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Not to the best of my recollection.
The CHAIRMAX. Well, you would recall if you had, would you not?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Excuse me, sir?'
Mr.

You
WINTER-BERGEr.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you not recall it if you had?
Mr. WNTER-BERGERP I would think I would, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you ever had any proceedings brought against
you with respect to commitment to a mental institution, anything of
that nature?

Mr. WINTER-BEROER. No.

The CHAIRMAN. You would recall that?
Mr. WINTER-B.RoEn. Well, if someone were trying to commit me
to an institution, I think I would recall it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you would, too. That is why I thought
you would recall if you ever had any psychiatric treatment.
Mr. WINTER-BERGE. No, I have not, to the best of my knowledge, I
have not.
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me for interrupting you.
Senator GRIM-IN. Well, Mr. Winter-Berger, there is one passage in
this book that is so incredible and so-that even though it does bring
in the names of other people-I refer to it only as an illustration,
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which on its face, I think, says a lot about this book. I am referring
to the material that begins at the bottom of page 61 and goes over
to the next couple of pages, and purports to state that at 4 o'clock
on February the 4thMr. WINTER-BF.RGER. Senator, if I may interrupt youSenator GRIFFIN. I think maybe I Nill just proceed, if I may.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER.

Well,

now, if you ask me if that is true or not,

that is a different question. But I do not believe-you so far have said
allegedly, purport. If you ask me if it is true or not, or if it happened,
I will standon the record, and say yes or no.
Senator GRIFFIN. First of all, I would like to call the committee's
attention to the material.
The CHAIRMAN. What

page?

Senator GRIFFIN. The bottom of page 61. If the members of the committee have not read this book carefully, I certainly suggest that
they read these several )ages, where Mr. Winter-Berger states that
he was in the office of S1peaker McCormack on this particular day,
February 4, 1966, and as it goes on, following along page 62:
I immediately recognized the rather tall, broad-shouldered man in a dark suit.
I had never seen such anguish on a man's face before. It was Lyndon Baines
Johnson, the President of the United States.

I would not even read the language that is used here. But if you
read this, these paragraphs, you discover that Mr. Johnson did not
know Mr. Winter-Berger--on page 65--he supposedly turned to Mr.
McCormack, and referring to Mr. Winter-Berger said, "Is he all
right?" Mr. McCormack is supposed to have said, "Yes. He's a close
friend of Nat's."
And then at the bottom of page 65, President Johnson, who never
saw Mr. Winter-Berger before, and did not know who he was, supposedly gave Mr. Winter-Berger a mission to perform:
Johnson looked at me. "Can you give him a message?" I said, "Yes, sir."
McCormack tore a couple of sheets from his personal memo pad and handed
them to me. "Here, write it down." I took them; I still have them. Johnson said,
"Tell Nat that I want him to get in touch with Bobby Baker as soon as possibletomorrow, if he can. Tell Nat to tell Bobby that I will give him a million dollars
if he takes this rap. Bobby must not talk. I'll see to it that he gets a million-dollar
settlement. Then have Nat get back to John here, or to Eddie Adams later
tomorrow, so I can know what Bobby says."

Mr. Winter-Berger, if that actually happened, you are a party to

a conspiracy, I take it, is that correct?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Senator, this is supposedly an inquiry into
the confirmation of the nomination of Gerald Ford.
Senator GRIFFIN. Well, it is also involvedMr. WINTER-BEROER. Could you tell me how it involves Mr. Mc-

Cormack, or Mr. Johnson, or President JohnsonI
Senator GRIFFIN. What is involved here is your credibility.
I will stand on that because I have a statement to make at the end of all the questioning today. I will stand on
what I wrote in the book.
Senator GRIFFIN. Do you expect us to believe that a President of
the United States gave you that kind of mission, having never met
you before?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I will stand on what the book says, sir.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER.
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Senator GPIFFIN. So you stand on what is in the book. You are
saying that it is true.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I am saying those are my recollections.
Senator GRIFFIN. If you actually participated in such a scheme as
that would you not be a participant in a conspiracy to bribe?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I would have to ask my attorney about that.
I am not a lawyer. I could not tell you. I am giving you an honest
answer, sir.
Senator GRIFFIN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think it is terrible to even
spread such things on the record of the committee, but I think it seems
to me on facts, it is unbelievable how this book is and how unbelievable
this witness is. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Because of my knowledge
of this witness' power of fabricationMr. WINTER-BERoEn. I do not understand you, Senator.
Senator PELL. I said, because of my knowledge of you, Mr. WinterBerger's ability to fabricate, I will not ask a question at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hatfield?
Senator HATFIELD. Mr. Winter-Berger, I am not a lawyer and
therefore I would like to ask you a question as to what I believe you
stated sometime back, that your lawyer had counseled you in the writing of this book, thatMr. WINTER-BERGoF. Well, it was not my lawyer. It was the lawyer
who worked for the publisher. Let us be specific. I mean, if I was not
specific, I am not correcting you, Senator, but I am saying if I was
not specific, I would like tobe right now. It was the lawyer who was
hired by the publisher.
Senator HATIELD. The lawyer who counseled you in writing the
book; I believe you stated that the lawyer counseled you that whatever you put in the book you ought to be able to document.
Mr. WINTER-BERGE. In large part, that is correct, as I recall it. I
believe so, yes.
Senator HATFIELD. I believe that is what the record will show. Now,
as you prefaced many of your responses now with "to the best of my
recollection," "to the best of my memories," do you have. in your possession a documentation for each of these allegations or incidents that
you quote in the book?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Now, if you enumerate the allegationsSenator HATFIELD. Well, let us take the most recent one which Senator Griffin discussed concerning President Johnson. Do you have
documentation on that particular incident or any other incident?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I have certain documentation but my attorneySenator HATFIELD. Pardon me?
Mr. WITER-BERoEn. I have certain documentation of that, yes.
Senator HATFIELD. And you have documentation in your diaries, or
in whatever you want to call them, your appointment books, to document the other allegations or the other incidents that we have discussed
today relating to Mr. Ford and Dr. Hutschnecker?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. To my satisfaction, T do. Maybe not to Senator
Griffin or to Senator Cannon, but to mine, to bolster my suppositions
and my impressions.
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Senator HATFIELD. Now, I believe that at the conclusion of the review of the documentation that you cooperated with the staff member,
Mr. Casad. He says: "At the conclusion of the review of the documentation, I asked Mr. Winter-Berger if I had everything, including
all canceled checks concerning Mr. Ford, and all documents in Mr.
Winter-Berger's possession concerning Mr. Ford and Mr. WinterBerger advised me that I had."
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Well, now Mr. Casad went through most of the
documents. He is here and he took photostats of those that he thought
were intelligent or pertinent to what the committee was interested-in.
Senator HAMIELD. Did I understand that today you indicated that
there were certain documents that you had in the book?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Yes; Mr. Casad was there.
Senator HATFIELD. And these were the documents that you had in
effect, had Mr. Casad look at?
Mr. WINTFR-BEROER. Mr. Casad looked-I am sure I showed him all
of the documents that were pertinent to Mr. Ford, and he took copies
of those which he thought he wanted or needed. That is the best of my
recollection.
Senator HATFIELD. You have no other documents relating to ,r.
Ford that Mr. Casad did not see?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No; that is it. No.
Senator HATFIELD. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Allen?
Senator ALLE-N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Winter-Berger, in
your own words, you do not seem to recommend yourself very highly.
You first described yourself as being an influence peddler and then
you speak of your machinations and that they 'were nefarious.
Mr. WIN-TER-BERGER. Excuse me?
Senator ALLEN. I understood you to say that your actions were in
connection with your work, your own, were nefariousMr. WINXTER-BERE R.For tie record, Senator; for t.he record I would
like to say what I meant in toto was I was not particularly proud of
myself.
Senator ALLEN. Well, I sure am glad you are not. When did you
stop your relationship with Mr. Ford? You had things going so well
for you.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I would say approximately in October of 1969.
Senator ALLEN. October 1969?
Mr. WIXTER-BERGER. As I recall it, in October of 1969.
Senator ALLEN. Well, you spoke to Mr. Voloshen saying that this
money that you and he or youMr. WIN-TER-BERGER. Yes, he spoke to me in January of the following year.
Senator ALLEN. What you had been letting Mr. Ford have was a
good investment, why was it that you saw fit to walk off from that
investment in 1969 and cut off from your relationship with Mr. Ford?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. That is a good question. The reason I did it was
because I knewv I was enmeshed in an investigation in the second district by the UT.S. attorney, Robert Morgenthau, and the minute I realized how involved I was, I thought it only a matter of time before my
name surfaced, and I did not want to cause any more embarrassment.
Senator ALLEN.. Yes, now you are talking about the matter of Dr.
Schweig and of Voloshen.
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Mr. WINTER-BBOER. Yes, sir.

Senator ALLEN. Well, now, did you appear as a witness in the case
or cases against them?

Mr. WINTER-BERG.ER. No, I did not.
Senator AuEN. Dizl you give evidence?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. I gave evidence.
Senator ALLEN. To the Government?

Mr. WiN'rER-BERGE. To the Government, but I never appeared as a
witness because Mr. Voloshen took a plea which Judge Franklin was,
as I recall it, or accepted.
Senator ALLEN. Were you given immunity to induce you to testify
or agree to testify?
Mr. WIN-rER-BROER. I do not believe I was given immunity. I do not
think I was given immunity. No, I do not recall it.
Senator ALLEN. You should recall such as important thing as that.
Mr. WINrER-BERoER. I do not think I was given inmmunity. If I was,
I would be very surprised, No, I do not recall it.
Senator ALLEN. But you were prepared to testify against Schweig
and Voloshen before the Government?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, they gave me a choice.
Senator ALL.N. A choice of being prosecuted yourself or testifying?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Exactly.
Senator ALLEN. And you opted to testifying?
Mr. WIxTER-BEROER. That is right.
Senator ALLE.,. And there was no honor then between you and these
gentlemen, certainly on your part?
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. No. As Darwin said, it is survival of the fittest.
However, there was a point when Nat Voloshen came to me, I guess
it was in December of 1969, when he said to me, you know, I received
information that you are wired. Would you mind if-you are wired.
Meaning that all of our conversations were being recorded. Would
you mind taking your jacket off? I said, of course not. Because I
was not actually wired for sound. But I was transmitting to the U.S.
attorney certain of Mr. Voloshen's movements. Yes, I state so in the
book.
Senator ALLEN. Well, when you then turned Government witness,
or agreed to testify for the Government, Voloshen realized that the
jig was up, so to speak, and he took a plea, I believe you called it?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. Well, I do not think the plea was accepted until June of 1970.
Senator ALLEN. It was accepted.
Mr. WINTER-BERoR. It was accepted by Judge Franklin. There
was plea bargaining, but it was accepted by Judge Franklin.
Senator ALLEN. Because he knew that you were going to spill the
beans?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I do not know if he knew that I was going
to spill the beans, but surely he felt someone was going to.
But, I do not think-I might put this on the record, not that I want
to, not that I have a desire in making Mr. Voloshen look like a saint,
which he would be the last one to say that he was; but he had told me
a long while before that, that he would take the plea because he would
never get on the stand. He would rather plead guilty than get on the
stand an(' .-Ilow himself to be questioned about his relationships with
various C.Agressmen.
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And he felt that his friendship with these people was something,
even though it might not have existed at that point, but he was not
going to become party to that, and that is the type of man he was. He
may have been nefarious as far as honest men think, but I mean, he did
have his soul and that was it.
Senator ALLEN. Did your friendship with Voloshen survive your
willingness to testify for the Government against him?
Mr. WIN-TER-BERoER. It survived until, I would say, about February
or March of 1970, and somewhere in that vicinity, I guess counsel advised him or they must have gotten the word somehow that even if I
was wired for sound, I was a protagonist.
Senator ALLFN. That was the end then of a mutual friendship,
wasn't it?
, Mr. WINTER-BEROER. I would not say that.. He is a funny man. We
still kept in touch, but we did not see each other.
Senator ALLEN. As I understood your testimony, youMr. WINTER-BEROER. It was the end of an ideal friendship, but I
think it wasn't the end of our association completely, no.
Senator ALLEN. A kind of strained friendship, was it not?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. He was philosophical. He felt he was a scapegoat,--but we will not get into that. That has nothing to do with it.
Senator ALLEN. Did you feel that you had been guilty of conduct
that would subject you to prosecution by the Government?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, I think-I cannot answer that, but my
attorney told me it would be-my attorney of the moment told me it
would be adisable if I cooperated with the Government. and I took
his advice readily.
Senator ALLEN. Were you indicted?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No, I was not. Nor was I a coconspirator.
Senator ALLEN. I believe you stated that you wrote this book with
the assistance of the editor, the publisher. He would go over it?
Mr. WIN rER-BER GE. Several editors.
Senator ALLEN. They would go over it with you?
'Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. Several people, yes.
Senator ALLEN. Now, did they weigh these. various assertions that
you would make and reject some of them as being nonsalable, nonwashable, so to speak?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. Well, the only one that really weighed them
and I spent several months with the attorney, Cy Rembar-Charles
Rembar of 19 West 44th Street, in New York. I assumed that the editors weighed them, too, but I really could not say.
Senator ALLEN. Did you tell them about the $15,000 loan?
Mr. WiNTER-BERGOn: I discussed it with one or two of them, but as
I say, I do not want to mention their names and swear here that I did
discuss it, and have them tell me they do not remember.
Senator ALLEN. Did they advise you that that would not sell and
was not included ?
Mr. WiNTER-BEROEn. Excuse me, sir?

Senator ALLEN. The people whose names you do not divulge and
talked about the $15,000, did they tell you that that would be unbelievable and therefore should not b. Inlu ded?
Mr. WINTER-BERGEn. No, I think they said that I did not have any
documentation at all, even remotely, to prove.
Senator ALLEN. And it was too hot to handle?
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Mr. WINTER-BERGER. No, I do not think they said that. They said
there was no documentation. That may have been someone else's interpretation, but at that pointSenator ALLEN. They could not risk running at any rate?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. They did not 'want to run, and there were
other things that they perhaps thought were hotter than this. Now,
Mrs. Achelis, for example, -was mentioned in the tail end of the
book, and she was deletedSenator ALLEN. Now, what did you do, what constructive 'work did
you do toward pushing the world calendar for this $2,000 a month
you were getting?
Mr. WINTER-BERoE. Well, I sent out releases.
Senator ALLEN. Was a bill ever introduced, and if so, by whom?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Excuse me, Senator?
Senator ALLEN. Was a bill introduced in Congress?
Mr. WINTER-BERGE. No i a bill was never introduced. I believe the
committee has a photostatic copy of a statement which was typed
up by Mr. Ford or the Secretary, which the New York Times ran
an article on, and called, which I was responsible for, I believe, unless
they have also handed in an affidavit and said I was not responsible
for it, but as I recall, I -was, and I handed them that endorsement
which was referred to in the Times as a "guarded endorsement of the
world calendar." And as I think Senator Pastore, a senior Senator
from ]Rhode Island, did not give a guarded endorsement-he just
gave an endorsement. But I had nothing to do with his endorsement.
I guess the Times called him that.
Senator ALLEN. But you never during these months or years that
you were receiving this $2,000 a monthMr. WINTEn-BERGER. It was not years.

Senator ALLEN. Well, months, then.
Yes.

Mr. WIwR-BERGE.

Senator ALLEN. Was it as much as a year?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, as I said, it began somewhere toward
the middle or end of July and ended, we terminated our association,
I believe, I may be wrong, give or take a few weeks, in November of
1966, and then there was a settlement, the figure which I gave you
before, in February, I guess it 'as, of the following year, 1967.
Senator ALLEN. During all of the time that you were receiving this
money, you never had been able to get the bill or the idea or the
proposal off the ground, to the extent of even getting it introduced
in Congress?
Mr. WINTER-BERorR. No, there was no bill on the floor introduced
in Congress; no, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Well, what were you supposed to do for this moneyI
What were you supposed to do?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Well, I was supposed to actually and candidly
cater to the whims of an elderly lady, who for the past 50 years, or
40-odd years, to be more accurate, had tried to convince this country
and other countries that a world calendar, which is a standardized
calendar, where you have the same day on the same month of every
year.
I think it is 13 months, as I recall it, and she had been trying very
diligently, along with Mr. Eastman before he died, to get some sort
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of a standardized calendar accepted, and a lot of people refused to
handle her account because it usually involved having dinner with her
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and then, of course, since I had dinner
with other people, I would leave her and go to dinner with other people.
Some public relations people did not feel it was worth it, and I do not
think too many people took her proposal very seriously, very candidly,
but she wanted and she knew it;but she wanted to persist in her efforts.
She felt that God would listen to her and that she would be heard and
let her standardized calendar, in this case, called the world calendar,
would be accepted.
Senator ALLEN. Do you think you were giving value received for this
money, knowing that no results were being obtainedI
Mr. WIwNER-BERaoR. It is like saying, did you ever stop beating

your grandmother? I do not know. I do not think she is the greatest
account, no.
I do not think I gave her as much as I probably would have desired.
I think there was a limit to what I could do, Senator.
Senator ALLEN. Well, now, in your business, which you characterized
as "influence peddling," and your decision to get out of that business
because you might be swept up into a criminal charge, that you were
bound in that and went into the business of writing a book recounting
your nefarious activities, is that correct?
Mr. WINTER-BERPnR. That is right, recounting my activities; that is
right, nefarious or otherwise.

Senator ALLEN. And that has been more profitable than your operations for the last 4 or 5 years, added up, and given to you by the chairman earlier this morning?
Mr. WiNTER-mBoER. Right, sir. It appears that way.
Senator ALLEN. Sir.?
Mr. WINTER-BEROEn. It appears that way to me, and I am sure it

does to you.
Senator ALLEN. Did you-I believe you said you got the figure down
around $29,000 that you received last year?
Mr. WTER-BEROER. That is right, not $50,000.

Senator ALLEN. Dd you pay a tax on that income?
Mr. WINTER-BERoGn. Oh, yes. Well, yes. That was not loaned.
Senator ALLEN. It was not-thank you.

Not complying with the law, Mr. Winter-Berger. I have no further
questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Winter-Berger, I note that former

U.S. Attorney Morgenthau gives you a rather high mark. He was
the U.S. Attorney that you worked with in the Voloshen and Shweig
matter when you were with the Government, correct?

Mr. WixNTER-BERoER. That is right, I did not know he gave me high
marks.
The CHAMMAN. Well, he made this statement:
"Winter-Berger was right about 30 percent of the time," and your
affidavit today, now, based on your testimony, was right only 10
percent of the time.
So I thought that he gave you quite high grades here relatively
speaking.
Would we be correct to assume that the allegations in your book are
about 10-pereent correct, related to your statement in your affidavit as
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well, where you have explained now that 90 percent of that was in
error? With reference to the $50,000?
Mr. WINTER-BROBR. Could you repeat that question, Senator?

The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure that I could.
Mr. WINTER-BRoER. In other words, you want-percentagewise,

you want to know if I am right 30 percent, 10 percent, or 5 percent?
The CHAIRMAN. I am just wondering if your book is as erroneous as
your affidavit was, that you presented to us, which now you have explained was 90 percent in error with respect to the fact of the $15,000
given to Mr. Ford, that it was your money, and that you had paid
taxes on it.
Mr. WINmT -BERoER. Senator, you will have to decide that for

yourself.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to call your attention as well to an
article that has been supplied to me, reading as follows--this is in
the nature of a book review:
A man named Robert N. Winter-Berger, who says he has been a Washington
lobbyist, a public-reiations expert, and Broadway producer, now claims "entry
Into the field Of invetigative reporting." His opening effort io a book, pur-

porting to be an exp"

of corruption, called The Washington Payoff.

The volume is not available in all bookstores, because both publishers and
book vendors have been advised by their lawyers to be cautious. One attorney is quoted as saying, "We think the book contains certain material that
would tend to demonstrate the unreliability of the author."
The soundness of this judgment is illustrated on page 190 of The Washington Payoff, where these two sentences appear:
"Another such group is the Air Force Association, whose president is Peter J.
Schenck--pelled S-c-h-e-n-c-k. Schenck also happens to be president of the
Raytheon Corporation, manufacturers of planes and guidance equipment."
The truth is that Peter 3. Schenk--spelled S-c-h-e-n-k---does not spell his name
S-c-h-e-n-c-k, he is not president of the Air Force Association, and has not been
since 1959. Mr. Schenk is not, and never has been, president of the Raytheon
Corporation. The Raytheon Corporation does not manufacture aircraft.
Considering the state of the art today, author Winter-Berger's future as an

"investigative reporter" may be bright. We recommend other reading.

Mr. WINTmi-BEwom. May I ask who wrote that?
The CHAIRMAN. That is entitled "The Wayward Press," and it is

reported from the Air Force magazine'of September 192.

Mr. WIxNTr-BERomER. Now, Senator Cannon, since you are introducing affidavits or comments from people both on your panel and the
people who write for newspapers, I would like to introduce into the
record two items. I would like to introduce the review and I would
like to read to you a letter, the original copy of which I have here, and
I think Mr. Casad took a copy with him. I do not know if he did. But
I am going to read it to you and you will see that it is cogent. It comes
from Rear Adm. Frank J. Norris. Did you ever get a copy of this f I
think I showed it to you. But, I do not know.
It says:
I thank you for mentioning me most favorably on page 288 of your book. I was
one of the few who fared so well. As one who resisted the power of a Washington
answer, I know of no other term for people who operated as did you, Schweig,
Voloshen, McCormack, etc. I remember well my several encounters with you in
the Carter case. I found them all unpleasant due to my sense of Justice, but not
because of any of your personal attributes. In 1965, i returned to the Surgeon
General's office in charge of all Navy medical personnel. In those days, Schweig
and McCormack drove the Surgeon General and me up the wall. We mutually
rejoiced when McCormack resigned and Schweig went to jail.
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You probably found that all men, especially military, resent interference with
the normal course of events, and that one seeking Congressional help, is asking
for something he is neither authorized to have nor deserves.
Your oft repeated plea for legislative reform is most timely and I much admire you for coming out with names, dates and places. In spite of our differing
objectives, you were always a gentleman in the case of Camp Lejeune. I cannot
say the same for my later dealings with Schweig and McCormack.
Sincerely, Frank J. Norris, Rear Admiral, United States Navy.

MC, I guess, stands for Marine Corps.
Then, I would like to also quote from a review that appeared on
May 4,1973, in the New Statesman, which said:
"Last year, a remarkable book was published in the United
States"
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you supply that and make it a part of
the record?
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. All right, but I would like to read one thing to
you, sir.
The officer says: "I rang Robert Morgenthau and asked him if he
thought Winter-Berger a reliable witness in the high Whittaker
Chambers sense of the word. Morgenthau said that, all in all, the text
was accurate. If so--" Then he goes on.
[The material referred to follows:]
(From the New Statesman, May 4, 1978]
GORX VIDAL, PoLMTos, WASHINGTON, D.C.

REP1LICAN VOTE-BUYERS

Last year a remarkable book was published in the United States, WasMnoton
Pay-Off by Robert N. Winter-Berger. At first hand, the author, a former lobbyist,
described how the Speaker of the House of Representatives, John MeCormack,
rented space in his Capitol office to a master criminal named Nathan Voloshen.
From the Speaker's office a team of influence-peddlers sold favours to innumerable clients. Eventually they were busted by US Attorney Robert Morgenthau.
Voloshen went to Jail. The Speaker was persuaded to retire from Congress. This
horror story was one of several carefully detailed by Mr. Winter-Berger; each
involved some of our most celebrated public men.
Needless to say, the book did not please the owners of the United States, a
loose consortium that includes the editors of the New York Times and the Washington Post, the television magnates, the Rockfellers, Kennedys, ITT, IBM, etc.
Winter-Berger's exposes were largely ignored by the press and television. The
book did become a best seller but never became what it should have been, a subJect for national debate. Intrigued by the silence the book had aroused, I rang
Robert Morgenthau and asked him if he thought Winter-Berger a reliable witness
in the high Whittaker Chambers sense of the word, Morgenthau said that, all
in all, the text was accurate. If so. the following scene was drawn from life.

The CHAIRMAN. LeTme ask you this, Mr. Winter-Berger. Have you
told us everything concerning Mr. Ford that you feel is pertinent to his
conduct and fitness for the office of Vice President of the United
States, to the best of your knowledge?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. To the best of my knowledge, I have told you
everything, and as I said in my opening'statement, I thought that he
was fit. Have you finished questioning me, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
[No response.]
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Mr. WINTER-BERGER. I would like to say one thing. Regardless of
how you mav-some of your members may think I fabricated situations, I would at any time be agreeable to take a polygraph examination at any firm that is agreeable to you, and to your committee, and
my attorney, with respect to any portion of my testimony, with one
proviso: That if the examination is in regard to Mr. Ford, that Mr.
Ford be present. And so on. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee, at this time, we do not know whether
we will-whether it will be necessary to call you back in light of the
other documents, but I understand that you will make copies of your
diaries or memosI
Mr. WINTER-BERoER. Right. Mr. Casad knows where to get me, and
I will make myself readily available to him.
The CHAIRMAN. To our staff and the other items that were discussed
in the records for today, that you said you did not have with you. You
will make those items available.
Mr. WINTER-BERGER. Does Mr. Casad have a record of them?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; I am sure Mr. Casad has a record of them.
Mr. Wi ER-BEROER. Fine.
The CHARMAN. And will you also supply us for the record a copy
of the income tax returns that we discussed here, in 1966, 1967, 1968,
and 1969?
Mr. WINTER-BEROER. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that concludes our hearing with you today,
and we will notify you and after we receive those documents, whether
it will be necessary to have you backMr. WINTER-BEROER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WINTER-BERoFE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The documents that were referred to by the Chairman today, that we have here, will be furnished to you and made a part
of the record, if you do not already have them, Mr: Reporter. The committee will be in recess for a minute or two until Senator Cook arrives
here.
[A short recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will resume its session.
Gentlemen, we have concluded with Mr. Winter-Berger's testimony
today. We have requested that he furnish us copies of the income
tax returns which he had here today, and he said that he will furnish
those. We have also requested that he furnish us any additional notes
and/or diaries that he may have to substantiate any of the matters that
have been under discussion.
However, our investigator has seen every document that he has,
bearing on the nomination of Mr. Ford.
I think that we can go ahead now and make our decision, because it
is clear from what Mr. Winter-Berger told us today that whatever
additional items he may have in New York do not include any additional information concerning Mr. Ford in any way whatsoever, but we
will nonetheless send our investigator to obtain them for our consideration. So, the committee is open for discussion as to what you will desire to do at this time.
Senator HATImLD. Mr. Chairman, may I just clarify the record that
in the testimony of Mr. Winter-Berger himself, here today, in response
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to questions that I put to him, he not only confirmed what our investigator said in his report to us, that he had seen all documents in his possession relating to matters concerning Mr. Ford. But, he restated that
in his own words, stated he had no other documents in his possession
at this time, diaries, date books, or anything else. I think the transcript
will show, as I phrased the question, that related to Mr. Ford. So I
think that should be clearly stated. It is not only the words of our own
investigator, but Mr. Winter-Berger's words as well.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman,Ywas not here during all of the[Pause.]
Mr. Chairman, I was not here throughout all of the hearings
this morning, but I was here when Senator Griffin was interrogating
the witness and it is my understanding that the witness, in responding
to Senator Griffin, indicated that he had no diaries.

Senator HATFIELD. That is right.

Senator BYm. And that at no time did he say he had any diaries.
Senator GnipFIN. Even though in the book he mentioned that he did.
Senator BYm. I merely mention this, Mr. Chairman, because you
may have said this inadvertently.
The CHAIRMAN. I think he did say that he had some other documents
that he had here with him.
Senator BYRD. That is my point.
Senator GniFIN. Mr. Chairman, I, in order to bring it to a head, I
would like to move that the committee, having carefully considered
the matter of Mr. Winter-Berger's book, by obtaining affidavits from
Mr. Kellogg, by obtaining affidavits from other witnesses, and by
calling and examining under oath Mrs. Weston, Dr. Hutschnecker,
and Mr. Winter-Berger, that I move that we do not call Mr. WinterBerger to an open session; that it would not serve the interest of
this proceeding, that we announce that the transcript ofSenator PELL. Excuse me, I would like the privilege of making
that particular motion.
Senator GRIFFIN. You can make the whole thing if you want.
Senator PELL. No, I feel very strong that the transcript should be
released to the public and I would like to make that statement.
Senator GRIFFIN. All right. I will leave that out and that the transcript be reviewed, with the consideration given to, referring it to
the Department of Justice.
Senator PELL. I would like to move an amendment in this regard,
and that is that the transcript should be released publicly as soon as
available, and corrected. I would like to add, parenthetically I should
have mentioned it before, I spoke over the telephone with Mr. Kellogg,
his intimation, he said he would be willing to get back on the next
plane and appear before the full committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kellogg's affidavit is being supplied to the
reporter and made a part of the'record.
Senator COOK. Mr. Chairman, I would like to second the amendment or, I mean, the motion of the Senator from Michigan, as amended
by the Senator from Rhode Island.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, we had several motions here.
Senator PELL. Just one motion.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a motion that I made-Senator BYRD. What is your motion?
23-712-73-19
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Senator GCRHIrN. Well, the motion recites that the committee has
carefully investigated the matter of Mr. Winter-Berger and the allegations made in the book by securing affidavits recited here by calling"
and- examining under oath, Mrs. Weston, Dr. Ilutschnecker,'and Mr.
Winter-Berger, and that it is the conclusion of the committee that
the transcript of these hearings of today, as moved by Senator Pell,
be made .public and that they he reviewed for consideration of reference to the Department of 'Justice, but that the committee sees no
purpose in calling Mr. Winter-Berger to a public session.
Senator BYRD. What is the purpose of referring the transcript to
the Department of Justice?
Senator GRFur i. We are going to review it to determine whether
it should be referred to the Department of Justice. I think we can put
it that way, Bob.
Senator BR. But whv is the committee reviewing the transcriptfor the purpose of determining whether or not it ought to be referred
to the Department of Justice.
Senator GRiFF-N. If somebody asked me that question, I would say
because I think there is perjury.
Senator Coox. May I add'to that, to the Senator from 'West Virginia, as he recalls interrogating the witness relative to the statements
in his affidavit and his testimony today, that they were of such great
variance and they could be so hopelesslv rectified.
Senator GwriiN. Would it not be 'well to stay in generalities like
that rather than to try to get down into specific things?
Senator CooK. May I say to the Senator from Michigan, it is in the
record and going to be part of the record when released.
Senator BRD. That was the purpose of my question, Senator Griffin. I wanted the record to show precisely why you thought a committee ought to review this record.
Senator CooK. May I say again to the Senator from West Virginia,
that lie specifically asked that those things be put in the record again
at that point for 'comparison, purely and simply as suggested by the
Senator from West Virginia, lie was of the opinion that perjury could
well have been committed.
Senator BYRD. I just wanted to be sure that the record shows precisely why the Senator from Michigan was suggesting that the transcript be reviewed with possible subsequent action of then sending it to
the Department of Justice.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, are you ready to vote on it?
Senator BYRD. Wait a minute.
I think it ought to be a rollcall.
The CHAIRMAN. You can request a rollcall.
Senator GRIFFTN. Off the record.
[Discussion off the record.]
The CHAIRITAN. On the record.
Call the roll.
Senator PELL. Aye.
Senator BYRD.Aye.
Senator ALLEN. Aye.
Senator COOK. Aye.
Senator Scor. (Aye by proxy.)
Senator GRIFFINz. Aye.
Senator HATFIELD. Aye.
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The CIAIR r.MAN.
Ave.

Senator P.L. I would ask unanimous consent that the record be
kept open.
Senator BYRD. Would you announce the vote, Mr. Chairman?
What was the vote ?
The CHAIRM .xx. Eight "ayes," no nayss," the amendment as amended
is moved-the motion as amended is moved.
Senator PEL,. I would move that the Senator from New Jersey be
permitted to cast his vote as soon as he is reached.
The CHIIARI A-,N. The record will remain open.
Is there objection?
[No response.]
The (CH,R31AN . Without objection. Now, if there is no further busiTimsSenator Au~rx. Off the record.
[Discussion off the record.]
The C(I.AI tLrA,. The committee will now stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon at 5:12 p.m., the committee was adjourned, and went
into a press conference.]
riEsS CONFERENCE
Ietor CAxxox. We Aill now reconvene in open session.
You may invite the members of the press.
Ladies ind gentlemen of the press, the committee, as you know, has
been in session, executive session, all day today and has heard from
Mrs. Weston, Dr. Ilutschnecker, and Mr. 'Winter-Berger.
After having carefully investigated the matters set forth in Mr.
Winter-Berger's book. anid in his affidavit, and after having carefully
considered the testimony of the persons who appeared today, the. documents and affidavits which we. have on file, the committee has adopted
a motion to the effect that no public hearing will be held with respect to
Mr. Winter-Berger.
. Senator Poll's motion to the effect that the transcript of the hearing
today will be made public and that the committee will not call Mr.
Winter- Berger further with respect to this matter, and that we do not
consi(ler him to be a credible witness as to the matters set forth.
The motion also included that the transcript will be reviewed for the
purpose of determining whether it should be referred to the DepartMent of Justice.
QUErSTION. What does that mean, Senator? Are you reinforcing your
statement made at noon, that there is a possibility of perjury?
SSenator CANNoN. That question was raised in the hearing and Mr.
Winter-Berger's affidavit differs considerably from his testimony. particularly with respect to the $15,000 cash payment made to Mr.' Ford,
which was one of the main areas of concern to the committee.
QI'ESX'rio. What aspect?
Senator CANNox. Wel, Mr. Winter-Berger, in his affidavit swore
that he had paid to Mr. Ford over this period of 1966 to 1969, the sum
of approximately $15,000 of his own money on which he had paid taxes,
that this money came from "my personal account income, and I paid
taxes on it."
His testimony under oath here today differs from that and we have
checked into his income tax returns for those years, which make it quite
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clear that he could not have made those contributions from his personal income and that he did not pay taxes on it, and he now has testifled before the committee that approximately 90 percent of that money
was given to him by a man by the name of ahan Voloshen and that
only approximately 10 percent of that money came from his own
income.
QUzsrO . Does he still say he gave that $15,000 to Jerry Ford?
Senator CANNON. His contention is that he still-that he did give
the sum of approximately $15,000 to Mr. Ford in cash payments, but
while he has carefully documented many other items of correspondence and money orders and things of that sort, he has no documentation to support the payment of any cash to Mr. Ford, and in fact, the
first time that that was mentioned was in his affidavit given just a
short time ago in the presence of a member of the press, and his contention was that he had never mentioned it, that he recalled, to any
,other persons that he could identify other than Mr. Voloshen.
QuEsrIoN. What about his other charges about Mr. Ford? For
example, just in the hall he repeated that Mr. Ford, as was his understanding, had seen Dr. Hutschnecker for psychotherapeutic treatment for a year. He repeated that and he said that everything in his
deposition and in his book was true. Did he offer documentation for
any of these other things?
Senator CANNON. No, he did not offer documentation for any treatment of Mr. Ford by Dr. Hutschnecker. Dr. Hutschnecker denied that
he had ever treated Mr. Ford at any time and that the relationship
of patient and doctor had never existed between them. Mr. WinterBerger offered no evidence to support his claim.
QUF.sTION. What about the $100 in the wallet, all that stuff, that
other stuff?
Senator CANNON. He offered only his statement that that existed.
We have affidavits in the file that such was not the case. He had no
evidence, no documentation.
QuESTIoN. What kind of documentation do you have that he had
carefully documented? On what score? Do you have any documents
from him or documentations from him on any of the matters in the
book or the affidavits?
Senator CANNON. Well, Mr. Winter-Berger did not document these
items that we are referring to. This is what I was saying.
QuesTioN. Anything that was in the book? Did he document anything in the affidavits?
Senator CANNON. Well, we were concerned basically with the items
relating to Mr. Ford that are set forth in the book and those items that
are set forth in the affidavit and those items were not documented.
He referred, in the affidavit, to Mr. Kellogg and supposedly contributions. He has no documentation with respect to that. We have a detailed
affidavit from Mr. Kellogg that is made a part of the record, including
political contributions, that he made at or about that time.
Question. Sir, in your own mind, do you have any doubt that there
is a serious contradiction by Mr. Winter-Berger under oath? In the
affidavit on the one hand, and in today's testimony?
Senator CANNON. Well, there is no doubt but tlat there is a serious
contradiction in his affidavit as compared to his testimony.
QuwnoN. Does that convince you that there is perjury?
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.Senator CANNOxN. That is a determination I would not want to make.
That is up to the Department of Justice.
QUFsTix. Well, in referring the transerpt to the Justice Department, does it go with the committee recommendation I What. do you.
do when you send it to them ?
Senator CANNON. We will make that determination after we review
the transcript hadua chance to review it carefully.
QuisToN. Whe committee will make that determination?
Senator CA NNON. We have not determined yet whether we would
refer it to the Department of Justice until we review the transcript.
QUESTIoN. Mr. Chairman, was the Winter-Berger affidavit one made
to the cominittee or was it one made to Les Whitten?
Senator CANNoN. It was the one made in the presence of Les Whitten
and furnished to us. It was identified by Mr. Winter-Berger as being
his affidavit and one that he gave in the-in the presence of the committee's investigator.
QuEsTION. He did give it in the presence of the investigator? Was it
sworn to?
Senator CAX.NO.. It was sworn to.
QuESTIO. It was a sworn affidavit?

Senator CAV.ON. He reaffirmed it under oath again today, even
though shortly after that while still under oath, he clanged his testimony with respect to the one item that I referred to.
QUESTION. Did all members of the committee present today concur
in the decision?
The vote was unanimous. Two members of the
Senator CAN.
committee are absent. The record is being kept open to give Senator
Williams an opportunity to cast his vote when he returns.He was here
during the morning session.
Senator GRIFFIN. I can say I was in touch with Senator Scott and
I voted his vote by proxy.
QUESTION. When do you anticipate the transcript will be available

to the press?

Senator CANNON. I would imagine it would be available probably by
the first part of next week.
QuESTION. Mr. Chairman, is this the end of the Ford hearings now?
Senator CANoN. No, this does not conclude the Ford hearings.

QuSTIN. What else is planned?

Senator CANNON. Pardon?
QUEsTIO.-. What else is planned and when?
Senator CANXON. Well, frankly, we have not made that determina-

tion right at the moment.
QUEsTION. Are you going to contact Mr. Voloshen or try to check
out--

Senator CAN NON. I do not expect thatSenator CooK. A seance might help that problem.
QuzsTioN. Mr. Chairman, and I might ask the two whips too, where
do we stand on when this nomination can get to the floor Have you
set a tentativedate for a vote?
Senator CANNON. We have not set a date for a vote and I assume we
would not set a date for a vote until we hear all the witnesses that we
intend to hear. We do have one organization that requested to appear
which we will have to set a hearing on. I am not certain at this time
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whether we will or will not have additional witnesses. That is something that the committee will have to determine.
{Q2EESTIOn. Is that the ADA?
Senator CANNON. Yes.
QUEsTIoN. Senator, do you stand by your statement this morning
thatSenator CANNON. I understand there is one other organization that
wants to appear in opposition to that, that wants to appear, the
NAACP.
QUESTION. Well, are we talking about 1 more day, possibly, of
hearings?
Senator CANNON. I think it is conceivable that 1 more day of
hearings might finish it up, unless we find something else that we do
not know about.
QUESTION. Would that 1 day be this week?
Senator CANNON. I doubt it.
Qu-SrioN. Could you vote it out on the committee as early as next

week?

Senator CANNON. I think it is possible that, conceivably, we could
vote it.out of the committee as early as next week.
QUESTION. But not before the House starts its hea rings ?
Senator CANNON. Pardon?
QUESTION. Not before the House starts its hearings ?
Senator CANNON. I do not know when the House is starting their
hearings.
QUEsTION.

Thursday. A week from tomorrow.

QUESTIoN. Could we ask the two leaders, I mean, semileaders there,
then what could happen, when would it get to the floor?
Senator CANNoN. Be my guest.
Senator BYRD. We have not discussed it, but I would see no reason
for delay in taking up the nomination, reasonably soon after the con.
mittee has reported it to the floor.
QuEsToN. In a couple of days?
Senator BYRD. I should think within a couple of days, 3 at the most.
Senator CANNON. Gentlemen, if we have no further business, the
press conference will be adjourned and then you can still finish this up
off the record.
You may have additional questions.
[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the press conference was concluded.]

NOMINATION OF GERALD R. FORD OF MICHIGAN TO
BE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1973

U.S.S.,,n:
Ct0) 1M1YrE

ON II,

E8 AND Al)M INTWFI'1I)N,

1'Vahiyton, D.C.
at, 10:02 .m., ilnroom 1202, I)irksen Senate
Oliv litilding, Hlon. l[owaimrd WV. Cannon chairmanm)
)residing.
l'resent :Svinators Cannon, Pell, Allen, Williamns, Cook, Scott, Griffin, and I[at fild.
Stall, present: William 11cWhortet' Cochmante, staff directorr Hugh
Q. Alexaider, chief counsel; John P. Coder, professioial staflr momber; Joseph E. O'Leary, professional stafl member (minority) ; James
II. )ul'fy, chief counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections;
James S. Mdliil, minority counsel, Subcommittee on Privileges and
Elections; and Peggy Parrish, stall' assistant.
'rhe CmIIAm1B.AN. The hearing will come to order.
During the course of its investigation into the qualifications of
Congressman Gerald Ford, the Vice President-designate, the Colnmittee on Rules and Administration has received testimony in open
sessions from tile nominee and from Members of the Congress.
Today, the committee will hear from Congresswoman Bella Abzuga Representative from New York-and from various other witnesses
)resenting public and private views, including those of national organizations.
'T'llis committee isbound to purste every bolna tidte source or avenue
of information bearing upon the issue of qualifications, but the chairman is unwilling to peri't the committee to be diverted from its desigrotted course bv delving into unrelated matters not within the scope
of its jurisdiction and not pertinent to the pilrposes of this inquiry.
The clliommittee has done its very best to fulfill its obligations to tle
Senate and time Nation during these proceedings, and every witness
has been given the liberty of addressing the subject without restraint
8)long as the testimony wvas germane to the issue.
I am constrained to'inpress u)on succeeding witnesses the principle
that testimony not germane to or coupled with Mr. Ford's qualifications is not responsive and is nonproductive. I would hope that all
witnesses appearing today or in the future will honor the mission of
this committee and the procedures created for the purpose of complet.
ng that mission with integrity.
There may be additional witnesses scheduled to testify and there
may be additional statements offered for the record.
The Chair announces that such statements, as well as other pertinent
documents or printed or written materials, will be received by the
(289)
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committee for the record for a period not to exceed 5 days from the
conclusion of these hearings.
Without objection, the committee will insert at the conclusion of
the record, or elsewhere therein, any statements or other documents
it now has or will receive which are deemed to be relevant to this
inquiry.
Our first witness this morning will be Representative Abzug of the
State of New York.
You may proceed in your own fashion.
STATEMENT OF HON. BELLA S,ABZUG, A MEMBER OP CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OP NEW YORK
Ms. Auzuo. I thank the committee for this opportunity to appear
before it and to state my opposition to the confirmation of Congress.
man Gerald Ford as Vice President of the United States.
Under other circumstances I would simply have registered in the
House my disagreement with the positions taken by Congressman
Ford on major national and legislative issues and cast a token vote
against his probably inevitable confirmation.
But these are not ordinary circumstances, and confirmation of
Congressman Ford is neither 'required nor inevitable. Even if I were
in agreement with Congressman Ford on policy matters, I would still

be appearing before this committee to state my conviction that it is

totaly inappropriate for the Congress to expedite the confirmation
process on a nomination submitted by a President who is the subject
of a serious impeachment inquiry and whose credibility has been so
irretrievably damaged that even members of his own party are calling
on him to resign.
I believe that the process under which confirmation would take
place would further strain our political and. social fabric already
overburdened by a series of unconstitutional acts and public doubts
about the integrity of Government, to the point where confirmation
would do far more harm than good. This is not because the 25th
amendment procedures are themselves bad, but because they were never
intended for use in conditions that now obtain. The only answer to the
present institutional crisis is a special Presidential election, if the
President is removed from office or resigns as a result of recent events.
Accordingly, I call upon this committee to defer action on the
nomination until there is a congressional decision on impeachment, and
until there is consideration of legislation creating a special election.
It is unthinkable that after the events of recent months. the Congress take upon itself the right to appoint the highest officer in the
land. and refuse to place the issue before the American people. If we
are faced with more than flawed personalities, if Watergate, and the
secret police force, and organized attempts to subvert the primary
and general elections, and massive influence peddling by high Government officials, and years of illegal executive warmaking, and the consistent failure of the Congress to take tip its responsibilities as an
equal partner in Government; if all these things happened and represent more than isolated failure, then we will change our institutions
for the better only by publicly examining them, not by substituting one
person for another.
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It is certainly unfortunate that in the first instance in which the 25th
amendment to our Constitution has been called into use, it has occurred
under conditions not contemplated by the Members who drafted the
amendment, or those who approved it.
A review of "Selected Materials on the Twenty-Fifth Amendment,"
recently compiled for the Senate Committee on the Judiciary by Senator Birch Bayh, chairman of the Constitutional Amendments Subcommittee, 'shows that it was not intended to deal with the situation
of a double vacancy or with the preliminary circumstances where the
Vice President-designate is nominated by a President who himself
may leave office for reasons of misconduct.
As pointed out by, Prof. Richard P. Longaker, chairman of the
I)epartnent of Political Science, University of California at Los
Angeles, in this compilation (p. 213), "There is no doubt that Congress
can establish the line of succession in the event of removal, death, resignation, or inability of both (his emphasis) the President and Vice
President." No additional amendment was needed to deal with this
situation.
The impetus for enacting the 25th amendment, according to the
Library of Congress report on the amendment, as reprinted in the se.
lected materials, came from the "assassination of President Kennedy
which alerted the American people as never before to the dangerous
constitutional void * * *.Even as the Nation mourned the loss of the
President many thoughts were troubled by the prospect of the political crisis which might have followed had the fallen leader lingered
on in hopeless and l)ermane lt incapacity."
Thus, the underlying concerns which resulted in the amendment
were the issues of Presidential disability, and how a determination of

disability would be made. As Senator flayh said, "The principal pur'pose of thie amendment is to distinguish between inability voluntarily

declared-by the President himself and inability declare withouthis
consent."
Most of the-participants in the lengthy hearing on the amendment
addressed themselves solely to this issue, as the selected materials
indicates, and three of the five sections in the amendment are devoted
to it. While dealing with the major problem of Presidential inability,
the Congress also utilized the opportunity to provide a method for
filling a vacancy in the office of Vice President.
In the Senate Judiciarv Committee report on the amendment (select.id materials. p. 13), the discussion of how the Vice President is to
be selected occurs in the context of a stable Presidency. "It is without
contest,".the report says. "that the procedure for the selection of a Vice
President must contemplate the as.ftrance of a person who is compatible with the President * * *.In'this way, the country would .be
assured of a Vice President of the same political party as the President, someone who riresumably works in harmony with' the basic polithe President."
ctieq ,f
Although there is no reason to believe that Congressman Ford is in
any wav connected with the Watergate scandal, and unrelated unconstittilonal activti. ie has repeatedly stated his total support for and
confidence in President Nixon. and accepted unquestioningly all the
srvrations and switches in the President's handling of the tapes issue,
the relationship with Special Prosecutor Cox, and all the other in-
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stances in which the President has been charged with violating his
oath of office to uphold the Constitution and the laws.
There is no doubt that Mr. Ford is in harimonv with Mr. Nixon. The
qUestion before the Congress is whether either Mr. Nixon or Mr. Ford
is in harmony with the American people. 'rhe question is whether.
Congress is bound to impose upon the electorate a potential nonelected
President who in turn would then be free to choose a nonelected Vice
President.
This very real possilbility is clearly byofid the- scope and intent of
the 215th aiiendment, and is in conflict, with the fundamental purposes
of the Constitution and our system of government.
For all its checks and balances, and separation of powers among the
three branches of Government, the Constitution is primarily designed
to protect the predominance of the public will as expressed through
elections. It would be an abmse of the intent of this amendment to
allow it to bo used to fill both Chief Executive offices without an
election. Elections were considered by the framers of our Constitution
as the alppropriate way of filling tl Presidency if a double vacancy
arose.
In a case in which the President and Vice President leave office,
whether by death. removal, or resigiiation, the Constitution permits
Congress to provide by law for the election of a new President, even
though the former President's term has not yet expi red.
The specific language in article II, section I of the Constitution is
as follows:
Congress may by law, provide for the ease of remnoval, death, resignation, or
Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what officer shall
then act as President, and such officer shall act accordingly, until the disability
be removed, or a President shall be elected,

Ini its initial form, the provision which ultimately became clause 6
provided that:
The Congress may declare by law what officer of the United States shall act
as President In case of the death, resignation. or disability of the President and
Vice Ires(idnt ; and such otflct'r shall act accordingly until the time of electing a
President shall arise. (J. Maillson, Notes of Debates from the Federal Convention of 1787, 594.)

However, ,James Madison observed that this, as worded, would
prevent a supplv of the vacancy by an. intermediate election of the
President, and moved to substititte "'until such disability be removed,
or a President shall be elected." (Ibid.) Madison's motion was agreed
to, and remains in the Constitution to this day.
The Second Congress of the U'nited States, which included a
number of the men who wrote our Constitution, passed the Succession
Act of March 1. 1792. which specifically provided for the calling of a
special interim Presidential election should there be a double vacancy.
This act, was superseded by the Succession Act of 1886, which removed
the specific language on an interim election. The 1886 act, however,
did provide that in the event of a double vacancy, the Congress should
meet within 20 days of the accession of the new acting President, thus
leaving it un to Congressto determine then whether there should be a
special election.
Thus, until 1047 when mother Presidential Suceession Act was
adopted, the laws Of the United States made it possible to schedule a
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special national election ill the event that there was only an acl ing
president and no Vice President.
In. at least partial response to a message sent by President Truman
to Congress on June 19, 1945, the 1947 Succession Act reinstated the
Speaker and the President pro temipore after the Vice President in the
line of succession, on the theory, that preference should be given to
having an elected official as PresIdent rather than immediately having
a Cabinet ofli.er move. il).
The President also recommended that. "whoever succeeds after the,
Vice Pre,,ident should serve only until tile next congressional election
or a special election to elect a Prlesident and Vice Presi(dent." Mr. rruman s proposal for a special election was not approved by that Con.
f'ress, but it is noteworthy that the same idea was advanced later by
President Eispnlhower with the recommendation in his words, to "let
the people decide * *
Mr. ('hairinan, I shall submit with this testimony a, memnora.nduiin
settinll forth the history of the laws for a special P11rsidntial election
and discussilngr tie coititutional pros and coils of this proposal, The
weight of opinion is on the side of constitutionality, and accordingly,
I lhve introduce legislation, as have two other Menibers of (onlgress,
to make it, xsqible onee a
1ain
to schedule a special national t leetio
to ele(t a new President, should tile Vice Prsidencv remain unfilled,
and should the President be succeeded by all acting President.
I believe this is necessary to restore I;ublie confidence in our sy.tel
of Government. The circumstances surrounding Mr. Nixon's Volduct
and all the recent, events which appear in the belief of many to ('oilstitute impeachable offenses have created the most massive failure of
public confidence in our governing institutions in recent memory.
Beyond what is known from the outpouring of mail to the Coii'gress:
bevold what is known from contact between individual Senators and
Representatives with their constituents; beyond what each Senator or
Representative intuitively knows about how the performance of this
administration has failed to measure 1I1) to exl)ectations and demnlids
of the public beyond these, we now have some evidence about how the
collapse of public trust is affecting public performance in the political
process.
''he election s of last week showed a significant, (1rop in tile pprcentneo
of registeredl voters eating ballots. Even tie voters in New York CityO
with aln historically high voter participation rate, have been affeetel.
The whole sor(lid mess of Watergate will not vanish from the public
eye by replacing the man who is ultimately responsible for it with a
mall of his choice. Nor will the implications of the coverup and the
image of Government be favorably affected by a change in pelsonalities iithier than an examination of the institutional flaw revealed by
Watergate.
We must develop a process by which the people can express them.
selves ac, to these issues, and regain a measure of control over their
Government.
There is no legitimate authority under our system that is not derived
from the people. In the iidst of a failure of public trust, the only way
of returning to tile people tile power taken from them by the whole
complex of unconstitutional and illegal acts known as Watergate is to
make tile people able to choose the direction the Govermnent shall
take.
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The proposed speedy confirmation of Congressman Ford has been
advanced as the only ;'ay to get the Congress to act on impeachment,
because it will remove any partisan overtones to the impeachment
process.
I disagree. If there are failures in our institutions, then the most
effective, most nonpartisan way of dealing with their is to let the
electorate function. The necessary part. of reasserting the power of the
Congress is not to avoid our ultiinate responsibility to the people, but
to fulfill our responsibility to preserve the Cnstitution and the
people's power.
Accordingly. I have introduced House Resolution 11230. which
amends title 3, United States Code, relative to Presidential succession,
to provide that if the elected President and Vice President both leave
office, the Speaker of the House would act as President only until a new
election for President was held.
I have noted that other special election bills have been introduced
by Coniresssmnn Monklev, and by Senator Hathaway. Senator Hatha.
way's bill, S. 2678. p rovides that the ranking House ,Membor of the
same party as the President, in this case, Congressman Ford, as.sume
the acting Presidency upon a double vacancy. I have no objection to
such a provision. The heart of my bill, as well as Senator Hathaway's,
is a special election so that the ultimate power of the people over the
Government is reaffirmed.
I therefore urge you to defer the confirmation of Congressman
rord until such time as a special election bill can he considered by the
Congress, and until the charges against. President Nixon are disposed
of one way or another.
I would also point out that the 25th amendment imposes no dead.
line on the President nominating a Vice President, and no deadline
on the Congress for confirming a nomination,
Before the Congress acts to fill the Vice Presidential vacancy, it must
act to restore confidence in Government. The basic rificiplp upon

which our democracy operates-"let the people decide"-is the rule
which should guide uis in the current, crisis.

Mr. Chairman. in conclusion, I request that, a supporting legal
memorandum be included in the transcript of these proceedings.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony before the committee
this morning.
The CTAMTMAx. Thank you very much.
The supporting data will be made a part of the record, and we thank
*you for a very fine discussion.

[The memorandum referred to follows:]
Tun CONSTIrTTONqAL BAsES FOR LEGISLATION CREATING A f4PPIATL PRESIDNTIAL
PHLrYTrOx INfTnlE (ARE OF SIMULTANEOUS VACANCtFS IN THEn OvrICrA OF PmnstDET" AND VICE PaESIDzNqT
The assertion that Congress has the power to'enact legislation creating a spe.
cial election for President In the ease of simultaneous vacancles In the offices of
President and Vice President is based upon the words of the Constitution and
legal precedent. The relevant provisions of the Constitution have not been the
subject of litigation, and consequently there has been no judicial construction
of them, Lacking a Judicial determination, the construction of the Constitntion
rests upon a body of opinion developed over the past two centuries, most often In
the heat of a particularpartisan controversy.
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Nevertheless, a conclusion based in law and reason can be reached, and it is
the firm conclusion of this memorandum that Congress does have the power un.
der the Constitution to enact special election legislation.
THE SUCCESSION CI.AOSE OF THlE CONSTITUTION

Article I. Section 1I, Clause 6.
"In case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resigna-.
" tion, or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the same
shall devolve on the Vice President, and Congress may by law, provide for the
Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and
Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such
Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President
shall be elected,"
This provision of the Constitution (the Su'cession clause) empowers the Con.
gress to provide for the succession to the powers and duties of the Presidency
if there is neither President nor Vice President able to discharge the office. An
intrinsic analysis of the words of the Succession clause does not reveal the full
scope of authority granted to the Congress. The clause gives Congress the power
to designate an Acting President "until a President shall be elected." It does not
explicitly provide that this election be at the next regularly scheduledd quadren.
nial election; nor does it explicitly provide that this election be a special election.
In the face of this inconclusive language, extrinsic evidence can be used to supply
the correct interpretation, The extrinsic evidence used In this memorandum is
the intent of the framers, the legislative history of and scholarly comment.
T E INTENT OF TIE FAMERI,

OF TIE CONSTITUTION

Debate within the Constitutional Convention, and argumlents nse4 by the
drafters of the Constitution as they urged its ratification in the several states,
support the power of Congress to enact legislation creating a special election.
The first discussion of the Succession ('lause 'nine at the Constitutional (on.
ventio In 1787. James Madison of Virginia sought to change the last words of
the Succession clause from the proposed "until the tme of electing a President
shall arrive." to the existing language, "until a President shall be elected." He
offered this change because, he said, proposed wording would prevent the calling
of a special election, The Constitutional Convention adopted Mr. Madison's
change evidencing its intent to permit the Congress to call such an election.
This aspect of the Succession clause was discussed in the ratifying convention
of the state of Virginia. George Mason objected to the visible lack of a provision
in the Constitution calling for a special election in the case of a simultaneous
vacancy, Mr. Madison replied, "When the President and Vice President die the
election of another President will immediately take place." I
The intent of the Framers of the Constitution, as revealed in debate over the
drafting and ratification of the Constitution, was to permit the Congress to create
the machinery for a special Presidential election, if it saw fit to do so.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

The Congress has three times enacted legislation tinder its grant of power
from the Succession clause. These enactments came in 1792, 1886, and 1947,
THE AOT OF 1?02
Legislation coming out of the first few sessions of Congress is traditionally
given great weight in assessing the true intent of and powers conferred by am.
biguous sections of the Constitution, largely because a great number of the persons
active in ':he drafting and ratification of the Constitution served in those ses.
sions of Congress. The Act of 1792 in therefore especially instructive of the mean.
ing of the Succession clause.
The Act provided for a special Presidential election in the case of a simultane.
ous double vacancy. Although there was bitter partisan division in the Congress
over the line of succession to the Acting Presidency in the case of a double
vacancy, there was little doubt over the power of Congress to provide for the
special election.
I Elliot, The Debates In the Several Staten. 2d ed., 487-488 (186).
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The Constitutional power of Congress to enact this legislation was not seriously
questioned lit the next ninety years, and was periodically reaffirmed by various
Congressional Committee reports or other legislative inquiries.
On August 5, 1K6. the Senate Judiciary Committee, in reporting on a resolu.
tion of Senator Crittenden of Kentucky concerning the Presidential sccesslon
and the special election provisions 'of the Act of 1792 said, "While the Commit-

tee do not question the C'onstitutionality of the clause of the act above mentioned, they are satisfied that these provisions are not sufficiently full and explicit to guard In all cases against the mischief of confusion and.aiarchy.1"'
Twenty-five years later, Senator James Beck characterized the Judiciary Committev's 19%1report by stating, "It is apparent from these suggestions that the
,Committee believes the act to be Constitutional in all respects." Senator Beck
at this time pursued an inquiry of hIs own into the Act of 1702, He addressed
,a rquet.ot for information concerning the Act to the Official Reporter of the
lited States Senate, Mr, D. F. Murphy, who responded by letter July 14, 1881.
Mr. Murphy concurred in the existing view of the Act of 1792, and conitlded
that legihltive and Constitutional history compelled the conclusion that Its
. purposee was that the election of another President should Immediately
take place .... " in the case of a double vacancy.'
It should be noted that although this was the consensus during the ninety.
four years that the Act of 1792 was in force, it was not a unanimous view, for

in 180 7, in the midst of Congressional conflict with President Johnson, the

House Juliclary Committee reported that the Congress was without the power
to provide for a special election.5

'The Act of 179'2, by reason of the special weight given to legislation enacted
undor doubtful clau.es of the Constitution by the first Congreses, and the gen.
erd oeveptance of the Constitutionality of the Act over the next nintety years,
provides strong evidence for interpreting the Su(cession clause in a manner supportive of the Congressional power to legislate for special Presidential elections,
THE ACT OF 1880

Tie Act of 1880 repealed the Act of 1702, created a different line of succes.slon to the Acting Presidency in the case of a double vacancy, did away. with
explicit statutory language requiring i special election, and substituted for such
lnngutgo a provision for a ,qpcial session of Congress to be called in the event
of a doulmle vacancy which could consider whether a special election was needed,
By leaving the existence of a special election discretionary with the Coni.
gress sitting at the time of a double vacancy the Act of 1888 was responding
in part to some Congrepsional doubts over the constitutionality of the special
election. But It was more fundamentally a response to Congressional argnmients
contdin(lg that a special election was unwise and disruptive of the public
policy,
In December, 1882, the Senate Judiciary Committee, speaking through Senator Ioar, explained why it was recommending repeal of the special election
prorlsins of the succession law, "The Committee were of the opinion that it
is unwise- to require a new election if the Presidency shall descend In the mode
provided. . . . Tn the first place, such an election of a President would put out
of joint all our present public arrangements which depend upon the correspond.
enci of the term of President with the terms of the House of Representatives
and the Senate . . . A Presidential election Is a great price which we pay
for our liberty. These elections ought not to be multiplied." I
Se4-mntor Morgan felt otherwise, and argued that the public good was best
si-r'od by an Interim election. "It Is far better for us, It seems to me, even at
the risk of what we call a popular agitation or at the risk of the too frequent
recurrence of the Presidential elections, to appeal to the people who are at last
the foundation of this Government, and to allow them in the conastifutional
method to select the men who shall act as President and Vice President." "
There w.ig much other debate touching upon both the constititionality of a
spectl election, and the wisdom of Congressional exercise of its constitutional
Iower, (0iventhe lack of consensus to these points, the Act of 1886 avoided them

and retained a mechanism by which the Congress could call a special election.
1 13

cons. flee. 122 (1551).
13(or.n, fle. 121 (IASI11.

17 (one. t,'Re.
21 (1-1A (I55,
dtohP, $OthCone,. 2d sesl., pp, 0, 91 (1807).
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1 ('ong, Roe. 884 (181).
S14 ('ona. flee. 884 (1883).
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In sum, the debate surrounding the Act of 1886, and the Act itself, saw the first
serious challenge to the notion of Congressional power to call a special Presidential election, but that challenge was not sufficient for the Congress to explicitly
do away with a special election. Of greater significance than the Constitutional
questions were the policy arguments raised as reasons not to exercise power under
the Succession clause.
TIE ACT OF 1947

The Act of 1047 again altered the line of succession to the Acting Presidency in
the case of simultaneous vacancies in the offices of President and Vice President,
as President Truman had requested, but did not enact the requested special
election provisions.
As reported out of the House Judiciary Committee the legislation had provided for a special election, The .Committe-e Report noted that the Succession
clause, ". . .was Intended to authorize a special Presidential election,",
Other Congressional opinion took the opposing view, but the serious objections
which ultimately led to the deletion of the special election provision was that
such an election suffered front serious "practical" objections. In the words of
Representative Robison of Kentucky, such an election could ". . . disrupt this
country in such a way as would affect it socially, politically, and , . . in its
Industrial and commercial life. Why put something in this bill that would require
the 48 states to change their laws and some States their Constitutions?" 9 Tile
legislative history of the Act of 1947 Is therefore of little assistance in determining the Constitutionality of such legislation.
In suni, the legislative history of the three Succession acts shows that early
power of Congress to enact legislation creating special PresiIl our history tile
dentlal elections was widely accepted. In more recent times there has been a
greater division IliCongressional opinion, but no clear cut sentiment that such
legislation was unconstitutional. The elimination of the special election provisions was basically time result of agreement that It was politically unwise, not
that it was unconstitutional. The preponderance of evidence remains favorable
to a Congressional power to enact special election legislation.
COMMENTATOIUS

There haU been little scholarly comment on the Succession clause, Such as there
legislative history
is reveals some divisloh of opinion similar to that seen in tile
of the three succession acts, but none find It unconstitutional, and the best
analysis Is supportive of Congressional power to enact special Presidential election legislation.
In the leading article on the Act of 1947, Professor Ruth C. Silva states that,
"Comstitutional authorities are by no means agreed on congressional power to
provide for a special proidential election when the Presidency and Vice Presidency ire both .vacant, but the preponderance of evidence supports the power.
the pi-oce xUngs in the Philadelphia Convention and in the Virginia Ratifying
Convention, early interpretations of the Succession clause, and the opinion of a
number of careful students of the Constitution seems to support the power." "
Charles S. Hamlin, in Atn analysis of the Act of 1880, stated that although the
framers was to enable Congress to call a special election, and legisintent of tile
lative history supports this concidsion, "... there Is good ground for difference of
6pinln . . , as to the constitutionality . .'of a special election ....1 Mr. lamilin
proposed a Constitutional amnednient to remove all doubt as to the power of
Congress. The few other commentators who have expressed views have been
divided on the question.
Taking the three major sources of extrinsic evidence, the intent of the framers,
tilelegislative history of the three si"ecession acts, and the views of scholars,
and applying them to the words of th Constitution, It is possible to resolve the
apparent ambiguity of the Consitution. Although there Is a divergence of opinIon, the preponderance of the evidence supports the Congressional power to enact
legislation creating a special Presidential election In the case of a sinultaneous
vacancy in the offices of the President and Vice President.

011.Rep, 820, 70th

Cong., 1st sees., p.4 (1045).

091 Cong. gee. 7024 (1047).
10o',h, Presidential Stuccessaon Act of 1047,', Professor Rtuth C. Silva, Michigan Law

Review Vol. 47 No. 4, (TPhruarv, 1049) i .474,
u "The Presidential Succession Act of 188", Charles S. Hamlin, Harvard Law Review
182, (1004-05).
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If the Congress sees fit to exact such legislation, it may do so with reasonable confidence that precedent and the weight of argument support its power to
do so under the Constitution.
II.R. 11230 will provide for such allelection with a mininuin of disruption, It
amenls Title 3, United States Code, to provide that if the President and Vice
Speaker of the House would act as President only
President both leave office, tile
until at new election for President was held. As such, it is within the constitutional grant of power to Congress of Article II, Section I, clause 6.

The CHAIMAN. I must say that I coml)letely agree with your
premise that this situation has occurred under conditions not contemplated by the 25th amendment.
We entered into a discussion with Senator Bayh when he appeared
before the committee with respect to what was intended under fhle 25th
amendment, and I raised that question as to whether it might not
have been better to provide for a special election, but be that as it may,
it has not been so provided.
As you say, you and other Members of Congress have introduced
legislation to reach that particular point. I think the committee finds
itself in somewhat of a dilemma in that our responsibilities fall within
the 25th amendment.
If we were to say that we will not act under the 25th amendment
itil we have the opportunity to act. on other legislation then we could
be accused of failing to carry out our responsibilities.
You are aware of the fact that it will take some time to adopt legislation providing for a special election and defining under what conditions a special election will be conducted.
Would you not,agree that that would require time I
Ms. Anzwo. I think it would take some amount of time. With the
measures already introduced I am sure we can expedite them, but what
impeahment
we are dealing with is a situation where an inqiryi
is Ending before the House Judiciary Committee, which will also
take time, given the attitude of tie committee and the desire to secure
the necessary evidence that will provide us with information.
It would seem to me that it would be untenable for us to proceed
to confirm a Vice President when we may very well be placing a
President in place.
I ask you this question. Assuming the President sent the nomination
of Gerald Ford to the Congress a day or so after the Cox incident, I
think the public would have been so outraged, that the Congress would
he very loath to act on that confirmation.
I onv that merely to juxtapose the problem as I see it. The point I am
making is that the operation of the 26th amendment certainly Is a
re.qnnqlility. It is a matter of law and the responsibility in the House
and Senate, and I do not suggest otherwise.
I ,,-suggesting, however, that since the fact and events contemplntv%,l were not contemplated in the 25th amendment that it may be
that dforral may he appropriate at this time. I did not include one additionnl citation' that was made before the House Judicial Committee
heairnq when the 25th amendment was being discussed, and Renresent1,%,c Emanuel ('oller stated at the tim, that tle amendment does
not take care of this contingency and Senator Bayh said, "that is oc r
ree. Tliat will not change the succession law."
Th,,n,,otion here is not a matter of the Senate boina,asked, or the
Nhous being asked, to fail to fulfill its responsibility. It is a question
-of whether you are fulflling the responsibility.
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if we ignore the failure of that amendment to really contemplate the
special events, and if we do not explore the brutality of these events, the

other question that would occur to me is this:

If as a result of the impeachment inquiry a bill-was brought to the
Senate for trial, and there was a conviction how would we feelb or how
would the people react, to have appointed a President for them who had
been chosen by an impeached President?
This is the responsibility that I think we face in the Congress,
I do-not think the delay is a serious problem. We know that we have
in many times carried on without a Vice President.
Vice Presidents have certain functions, at this point, formalistic,
some of them important, but not critical to the operation of Government. I think the ultimate responsibility we have is to serve the
realities of our present serious crisis in constitutional government.
The CHAIR MAN. I can agree vWith you that We are proceeding under
the Constitution as it has been amended, and the people an(i States
have not had an opportunity to act on an amendment providing dilferently, providing for the type of action you are suggesting.
While Ican agree that it puts us in an uncomfortable position, as I
said at the opening, it is very likely that we are acting in the capacity
of selecting the next President, rather than the Vice President, and
we are doing this in accordance with the Constitution as it has been
amended. Ifrve are going to amend it further, we must give the States
an opportunity to act. We can do this by law, which you )mow, and
there is no question about it, but still the people have said tlhpt this
is the amendment, and this is the way they wanted the Constitution
amended.
I think we would be derelict in our duties if we did not at.
Now, in addition, you mentioned the proceedings in the House,
that the House has made a determination that they are going to pro.
ceed with the hearings on the Vice President's nomination before be.
ginning with the impeachment matter. We then find ourselves in a
dilemmn if we try to wait and see what hapl)pens.
Ms. Anzua. I want to assure you that I will make similar r,preOvtn.
tions before the House committee on the confirmation of Vice Presi.
dent Gerald Ford, and.I am really making the point that to act now
is, in my opinion, inappropriate.
Senator Coox. I find your statement interesting, Congresswoman,
I see that we seem to be talking in terms of our responsibility, and
leaving out the fact that 47 States ratified this amendment, aid this
Senator, I doubt anybody on this panel, or anybody else, has-looked
into the discussions that took place for the respective State legislators
and only for the record to say that your State ratified it in March
of 1966, and my State, ratified'it September 15, 1965.
We have no idea what the discussions were in those, State legisla&
tures at the time this was amended, or this was adopted, and approved,
but .1 would say in all fairness, that when we speak of this amend.
ment being inept, we conveyed it to the respective States, and the re.
spective States ratified that amendment.
It is now a part of the Constitution so we are not acting within
the fro mework.of the courses submitted by the United States Congress,
both Tnuse and Senate, hut by the actions of 47 States that sought to
approve this constitutional amendment, and did approve it, other
wise it would not be here.
23-712-7-20
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And so, I would say to you, that I thiink that the bills that have been
introduced, yours, and Mr. Hathaway's. certainly desire hearings, and
should have debate, but in the meintime, not'only Congress but I
think, in terms of the Constitution, which is well in excess-I think
three-fourths of the States have spoken, and this is the procedure
they now want.
Ms,Anziro. I appear to have some difficulty understanding comments
of yours and Chairman Cannon. I am not' suggesting that we reject
the 215th amendment passed by this body, an ratified by the States.
T appreciate the fact, that tlere is a 25'th amendment, and its applicability to what it was intended to achieve.
I am suggesting that to insist upon an immediate appointment, and
specifically upon that, is inappropriate: I am not suggesting that you
not apply the 25th amendlment or render it. void and useless.
I am suggesting that the facts would require the Congress to seek
a different timetalble Aith respect to the 25th amendment. I am certain
that those issues we are now confronted with are unprecedented and
were, not only not. considered in the House and Senate, but not in the
State legislatures of our Nation either.
I am not. suiggestingSenator Cooic. May I say I think you not only say that, but you say
that by reason by proposing legislation that, in fact, we set up a ditferent procedure of the 25th amendment and call for a special election.
Ms. ARZIT0. We are dealing with a situation, a vacancy in the Vice
Presidency.
..If the events noccur that, there is a vacancy in both of the Office of the
President and the Vice President, it is not'necessarily the 25th amendment that nneratos but, the Succession Act. And since a special election
would also include the provisions of the Succession Act, it would deal
with both.
,Senator Coo. One has to realize that it is an assumption on your
Pa rt.
M. AnztTo. T said if.

Of course, it is an assumption. But if there is not a double vacancy,
then I think you are quite correct that the Senate would have to proceed
to the 25th amendment to fill the vacancy of the Vice President.
I am merely suggesting an anpropriate'delaying, Senator.
The CIIATRMA. Senator Pell.
Senator PEL,. No questions.
The CITATUMAW. Senator Allen.
Senator ALeNTe. I appreciate your coming before the committee and
giving us the benefit of your views, which you will doubtless express to
the House committee an'd on the House floor.
As I understand, what you say to the committee is not pertaining
to, the abilities or qualities or background of the nominee, Congressman Ford, but you are suggesting a delay in the implementation of
the 25th amendment.
I believe that your program would be to delay Ford's confirmation
and then impeach the President, and to then have the special election;
is that correct?
fs. Anzuo. That is a possible scenario.
I say the reason there should not be the confirmation is that the
President is under inquiry, and he very well may be impeached. And
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it seems. mider those conditions, that we should have an election. Because in the event of a double vacancy we feel there is something that
can be restructured because it become's evident that the feelings on tile
part of most of the A morican people are a complete loss of confidence.
Senator ALLEN. Your .quarrel then is not with the nominee or his
ahilitv or qualilicatiois. A our quarrel then is with the President and
the pi'redicament that you seem to find him in. is that correct?
M s. Aimzt-o. I believe that the present conditions were not contemldated uiiher the 25th amendment aned, therefore, this is not a
p'oper apple icat ion of it.
I did indicate in my opening statemiit, Senator, that in a normal
situation. which it. is nt, that I would oppose tie nomination of Mr.
Ford, because I disagree and believe that the position that he has
taken on policy matters is totally incorrect, but I do not come here
for that l'pose.
I came to discuss tile whole question of the confirmation problem
and the serious dallinge that, will be done to democracy and the Americanii people by applvng the 25th anmeii(iment. We should be dealing
with a sj ecial election iii the event there is a double vacancy.
Senator ALLEN. )o you not feel somewhat unfair to Mr. Ford by
using him as a pawn ini this matter, and not considering the question
of his confirmation on the basis of his merits?
ms. Ax.o. It is lnot I that is using Congressman Ford as a pawn.
Senator ALL. I see.
Now. you are on one of the inipeachient resolutions.
Ms. Amzt'o. Yes, I 11. I am the author of a resolution which calls for
the impeachmnt of Plresident Nixon. on seven grounds.
Senator Ar..%, I notice the chief sponsor of the 25th amendment,
Senator Bayh, in one of his appearances before the committee on
Sol)t(n1l 4 1S, 1065, said that at a tile of national crisis the public
will not tolerate playing polities in the choice of the Vice President,
Hi1d would this not be playing politics. to deprive the President of
the right to al)l)lY the 25t'h amenlment, and hold the confirmation
hostage to the actiom that you speak of?
Mq. Awiz/'(;. Our (.oiisideratin at this time is to determine, whether
people are going to have an opportuiity, to choose their Presdelnt in
the event he is imll(achd. Or are we fromii', to appoint the President
miler the i,uise of the confirmation of the V'ice President ? I do not
regard that as a l'itisan matter.
I ini(licAted that I would Suip)ort Senator Hathaway's bill, where
he chaliges who would l)e an acting President.
Under' our present laws it would be Carl Albert, and I would be
happy to support the bill proposed by Senator THathaway. which
iwoul;l make Gerahl Ford the acting President. I have no desire to
pla y polti tics.
It is aniAmerican issii,
and I think only n election cal deter
mine who should he the President of this Nation under these circumstances.Senator AmrmEx. Your position is then that you would' not delay the
application of the 25th amen(lment to give you and others of similar
mind aniopportunity to put in a different system : is that correct,?
Ms. AlZ o. No, sii. my position is to allow the American people
to determine who will rum their country, not fie. They may deter-
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mine, not to have me as an elected official. I have little to do with
the election of the President. I want the American people to have
that opportunity, and ill view of the fact that an impeachment inquiry is pending before the Hlouse of Rel)resentatives-what we are
confronted with is a serious responsibility under the 25th amendment.

We are not confronted with the confhrmation of the nominee for

Vice President, hitt the confirmation an(l the election of a President,
which was certainly not contemplated by the 25th amendment.
I merely suggest,'sir, that under these circumstances we should deternine whether or not the President is impeachable, and whether we
will be confronted with a double vacancy. I feel it is imial )'ropriate for
us to use lightly the 2bth amendment and to put a nonelected person'
into office as a President. It seems to me the only way in whieh we can
repair the damage done to the constitutional structure' is to return that
issue to the people in terms of Thomas Jefferson who said that the
people are the depository of power.
Senator Atm-.Lr;. Do you think we will be doing (lamnage to the con.stitutional structure to (isregfard the mandate?
Ms. Aiizto. I am suggesting that if we find ourselves in a position as
a result of the impeachment inquiry that there is no double vacancy,
fine, we will proceed with the 25th amendlmnent.
If we (10 have a double vacancy, I do not think the 25th amendment
is applicable, and we should have a special election.
Senator ArmraN. It seems that your argument is 8 yeaim too late. It
should have been offered when the 25th amen(lment wts up in Congre.s
in 1965.
M's. Anzuo. I would not say that because I was not here. when it was
not done. I am sure it was not within the contemplation for the reasons indicated in the testimony.
Senator Amar,1.N. You raise no objection to Congressman Ford's qualiflcations?
Ms. Auizuo. I would not vote for Gerald Ford. I disagree with his
policies, and should I be asked to confirm him I will vote "No." but I
'must say this is not the fundamental purpose of my being here today.
ThA CiTAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
We appreciate your being here.
Ms. Amzvo. I appreciate the opportunity to be here, and I hope I
hare other opportunities as pleasant as this
Thank you.

The C'hAIRMAN. We will now hear from Mr. Clarence Mitchell.

Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
trubh,'so help you God I
Mr. Mrroir r,.Yes.

The ChTAIRMAN. You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE MITCHELL, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
BUREAU OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE
KENT OF COLORED PEOPLE
Mr. MrrITC-,LL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Clarence Mitchell, director of the Washington Bureau of the National
Assoeition for the Advancement of Colored People. I wish to thank
you for the opportunity to present our views on the nomination of Hon..
Gerald R. Ford as Vice President of the United States'.
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Our organization prepares civil rights records on candidates for
public oflve. We do not sllpport or oppose candidates. We presume that
persons who study the record will make their decisions, one way or
the other after 'consideration of the total perforlutnce of the
candidates.
In that context, my appearance here is neither for nor against the
nominee. We hope that tile total record will be useful to the committee,
to the Congress, and to the American people as a whole.
Our record on Mr'. Ford begins in 1949. It covers six single-spaced
typed pages. In the interest of conserving time, we ask that it be
included in the record, and that the oral testimony be limited to this
summary statement.
The ('mr.mm:.n..
That will be nia(le a pait of the record.
[The document referred to follows:]
SUMMARY OF CONGRESSMAN GERALD R. FORD'S

VOTING RECORD,

1949-73

The Washington Bureau lists the votes cast by Representative Gerald R. Ford
(R-Mich.) on matters of Interest to the NAACP beginning in 1949. Mr. Ford
became the Minority Leader of the House Republicans In 1005.
Mr. Ford has consistently supported weakening amendments to civil rights
bills. He has also been a supporter of anti-busing legislation. In most instances
when the weakening amendments were defeated and the bill was up for final
passage he vould rote for final passage.
In 1960 the NAAOP and other organizations were waging a major fight to
prevent Administration emasculation of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. Normally the
Administration would have gotten the ranking Republican member of the House
Judiciary Committee to introduce its bill. Representative William McCulloch
(R-Ohio) was the ranking member. He refused to support the Administration.
Instead. he joined with Reprsentative Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) and Chairman
of the Committee in reporting an extension of the 1965 Voting Rights Act's key
provisions which (1) ban literacy tests in areas with long histories of discrimInation in registration and voting and, (2) prevent states wid localities from
putting restrictive registration and voting legislation Into eifect withoutt prior
clearance with the Attorney General of the United States or seeking a declaratory
judgement in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
Representative Ford offered the Nixon proposal to emasculate the Voting
Rights Act as a substitute on the floor. The Ford substitute won by a Teller
vote (non-record at that time) 189 to 166. Later on a roll call vote the Ford
version again won 2-08 to 203. The House substitute was defeated in the Senate.
Thereafter, the House accepted the Senate bill. The House first voted to accept
the Senate bill 224 to 183. This was the crucial test. Representative Ford voted
against acceptance of the Senate bill. The House then passed the bill 272 to 132.
Mr. Ford voted for passage.
A summary of Mr. Ford's voting record follows:
81ST CONGRESS

The NAACP supported an amendment which prohibited segregation In the
SPARS, the Women's Auxiliary of the Coast Guard. Mr. Ford voted FOR integration in the SPARS on April 4, 1949.
The NAACP supported a bill to abolish the Poll Tax. Mr. Ford voted FOR.
abolishing the Poll Tax on July 26, 1949.
The House considered a strong FIOPC bill Introduced by Mr. Powell. Instead
of passing this, it passed a weak substitute, sponsored by Mr. Samuel McConnell.
Mr. Ford voted AGAINST the strong FEPC bill on February 22, 1960.
82D CONGRESS

The NAACP Qpposed a bill offered by Representative Rankin (D-Miss.)
which -weal ,have esteblIshed a 91m Orow *Veterans Hoepital. Mr. Ford voted
AGAINST this bill on June 6, 1951.
President Truman vetoed "the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act because it
was too restrictive. The NAACP also opposed the Act and urged that the Presi-
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dent's veto be upheld. On June 26, 1952, the House overrode the veto. Mr. Ford:
voted to OVERRIDE the veto.
831) CONGRESS

Mr. Ford voted FOR Hlawali Statehood on March 10, 1953. The NAACI1
supported Statehood.
On April 22, 1953, July 21, 1953 and April 2, 1954, Mr. Ford voted AGAINST
public housing. The NAACP consistently supported public housing.
84TI "CONGRESS

The NAACP urged that Congress approve an amendment to halt segregation
in the National Guard, Representative Powell offered this amnendhnent and it
came to a vote on May 18. 1955. Mr. Ford voted AGAINST the ameidinlent.
(This vote was not a record vote because the House was in the Committee of
the Whole. However, observers in the Gallery reported how the Congresllena
voted.)
The NAACP prepared an alnendmnent, which Mr. Powell offered mi. the floor.
prohibiting the use of Federil funds for racially segregated schools. Mr. Forwt
voted FOR this amendment on July 5, 1956. The amendment was approved and
Mr. Ford voted AGAINST the entire bill on tle saine day.
Because the Civil Rights Bill was tied tip in the Rules Committee, Congressman Roosevelt filed a discharge petition. June 5, 1956, which wolild have brought
the bill to a vote. The NAACP asked Congressmen to sign this petition. Mr.
Ford SIGNED the civil rights discharge petition.
On July 23, 1956, the southern bloc made an attempt to send the Civil Rights.
Bill (H.R. 627) back to Committee as it neared final passage in the House.
MIr. Ford voted AGAINST sending the bill back to Conunittee. lie voted FOR
passage of the bill on the same day.
Mr. Ford voted AGAINST public housing on July 29, 1955.
The NAACP supported an increase In the minimuni wage. Mr. 'Ford voted
FOR the $1.00 minimum wage increase on July 20, 1955.
The NAACP supported broadening of coverage on Social Security benefits. Mr.
Ford voted FOR broadening benefits on July 18, 1955.
Mr. Ford voted FOR Hawaii-Alaska Statehood on May 10, 1955.
85TIl CONGRESS

Opponents of civil rights sought to attach a sweeping Jury trial-aniendment tt.
H.R. 6127, the Civil Rights bill, on June 18, 1957. This was a much broader and
more damaging amendment than that which the Iouse and Senate finally agreed
upon when the bill came up for final passage. Mr. Ford voted AGAINST tile jury
trial amendment and voted FOR the Civil Rights hill when it came up for final
passage on August 27, 1957.
The Iouse Appropriations Committee failed to recommend any appropriatinnw
for the operation of the Civil Rights Commission. When the Appropriations Bill
reached the floor. Congressman Rabaut (D-Mich.) offered an amenrlment to
appropriate $750,000 for the Commission's budget, for 195P-1959. Mr. Ford voted
FOR this appropriation on April 1, 1953. The appropriation was approved by
the House.
On July 17, 1958, the House passed H.R. 3. the so-called "states rights hill."
Many who supported this bill did so in order to reverse some of the liberal
decisions of the Supreme Court and other Federal courts. Mr. Ford voted FOR
H.R. 3.
Mr. Ford voted FOR Alaska Statehood on May 28, 1958. The NAACP supported
Statehood.
86TH CONGRESS

The Civil Rights Bill of 1960 pasted by the Congresq failed tn meet the
because the Congress failed
NAAtO.P's standards of a meaningful civil rights bill
to strengthen the "skeleton" bill by adding any significant nmndments.
In the House, the failure to strengthen the bill was due primarily to arbitrary
parliamentary rulings which denied the House the nnortintr to vote nn important amendments relating to employment, school desegregation, poll tax and
the protection of civil rights. These rulings were the handiwork of Congressman
Francis Walter (D-Pa.) who was the presiding officer. No record votes were
taken on these rulings and, for that reason, we are unable to report how Coil.
gressmnan Ford voted.
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Oil April 21, 1960, the House passed the Civil Rights Bill of 1960, If. R. 8601,
as amended to include the voting referee plan, by a record vote of 288 to 95.
Mr. Ford voted FOR the Civil Rights Bill.
Before the vote it was necessary to initiate a move to force the Rules Committee to act on it, Congressman Emanuel Celler filed a petition to take the bill from
the Rules Committee on September 7, 1959. When the petition had all but a few
of the required signatures, the Rules Committee reported the bill out. Thus,
those who signed the petition played an important part in getting the Rules
Committee to act. Mr. Ford SIGNED the discharge petition.
On June 24, 1959, the House again passed H.R. 3, the so-called "states rights"
bill, which was desighiid--f-iillify some of the liberal decisions of the United
States Supreme Court. The Association vigorously opposed II.R. 3. Mr. Ford
voted FOR tI.R. 3.
The House on September 15, 1959, by a vote of 221 to 81 voted to extend the life
of the Civil Rights Commission for an additional two years. Mr. Ford voted
FOR extending the life of the Civil Rights Commission.
On May 26, 190, the Ihouse adopted Conigressuman Powell's anti-segregation
amendment to the Federal School Aid Bill. Mr. Ford voted FOR the amendment.
On the smie day. May 26. the House pa. sml the Federal Aid Bill with the
Powell amnendment. Mr. Ford Voted AGAINST the bill on final passage.
87TIl CONGRESS

When a bill to create a Department of Housing and Urban Affairs was blocked
in the House Rules Committee, President Kennedy attempted to set up this Departmnent by a Reorganization Plan. He announced that the Secretary of the
Department, who would have cabinett status, would be Dr. Robert Weaver. The
plan was killed on February 21, 1962, by a vote of 264 to 150. Mr. Ford voted
FOR the Reorganization Plan.
On September 13, 1961, the House voted to extend the life of the Civil Rights
Commission an additional two years. Mr. Ford voted FOR the extension.
88TIL CONGRESS

The Civil Rights Act of 1064 was the most sweeping civil rights legislation
considered by the Congress since the is.isage of the 13th, 14th and 15th amend.
ments. Its passage fulfilled many of the legislative objectives that the NAACP
has pursued for over fifty years. Although Congress had passed civil rights laws
in 1957 and 1960, the passage of the 1964 law marked the first time ince the
post-Civil War period that it had acted eomprehLensively to protect civil rights.
On July.2_1964, by a vote of 289 to 126, the House adopted a resolution providing
for House approval of the bill as amended by the Senate. The bill was then sent
to the President for his signature. Mr. Ford voted FOR the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.
80T11 CONGRESS

Tie 1905 Voting Rights Act, as sent to Congress by tile Administration was a
strong proposal, but most of the civil rights groups felt that it needed many
strengthening and perfecting changes. Civil rights supporters in and out of
Congress succeeded in adding language which was incorporated into the final
bill. The final version of tile bill banned literacy tests for five years, established
a system of Federal examiners to aid in voter registration, branded the poll
tax as discriminatory and instructed the Attorney General to institute court action to eliminnte the tax. On July 6, 1965, the House by a vote of 3.3 to 85, passed
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Mr. Ford voted FOR the Voting Rights Act.
Prior to final passage of tile Voting Rights Act, Congressman Collier (R-1ll.)
offered a motion to recommit tile bill to time Judiciary Committee with instructions to report haek a Republican substitute wlich was defeated by a Vote of
243 to 171. Mr. Ford voted FOR this motion.
90TH

CONGRESS

Part of the Administration's original civil rights package in the 90th Congress
was a bill to reform tile Federal jury system by prohibiting discrinmination-in the
selection of juries. Til NAACP worked for tills reform for a long time. The bill
pas.4ed the Hou*e by a vote of 307 to 45 omi February 26, 1968. Mr. Ford voted
FOR the bill.
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The Civil Rights Act of 1968 was strengthened in the Senate by the inclusion
of an open housing amendment. When the bill returned to the House. Representati'e adden (D-Ind.) offered a resolution that made it possible to adopt the
Senate bill without change. Had the Madden resolution failed, the bill would have
gone to conference where the housing title could have been emasculated or killed.
This was the most important House vote on civil rights in the 90th Congress. The
Madden resolution carried by a vote of 229 to 195 on April 10, 1968. Ford voted
AGAINST the resolution.
On the same day the House passed the Civil Rights Bill with its open housing
provisions by a vote of 250 to 172. Mr. Ford voted FOR final passage of the bill.
A bill to extend the life of the Civil Rights Commission for five years to .January 1, 1973, passed the House by a vote of 284 to 89. Mr. Ford voted FOR the
extension. ,
The NAACP has for years sought passage of a bill
that would make it a Federal
crime to use force or threats to interfere with the exercise of civil rights. Such
a bill passed the House by a vote of 327 to 93 on August 10, 1967. Mr. Ford vbted
FOR this bill.
91ST O0NORESS

The 1965 Voting Rights Act's ban against literacy tests resulted in nearly a
million new Negro registrants in the South. It also made possible the election of
over 500 black public officials. The ban against literacy tests was scheduled to
expire in August, 1970. Tire Nixon Administration sought to weaken the law by
killing a provision which made it apply automatically to some of the various
areas of racial discrimination in voting. The Senate refused to follow the Nixon
proposal and instead, on March 13, 1970, by a vote of 64 to 12 approved a bipartisan bill which contains the strong provisions of the existing law and also gave
18 year olds the right to vote, effective January 1, 1971.
The House Rules Committee granted a rule making it In order for the House
to accept the Voting Rights Act as amended by the Senate. The first vote was on
adoption of this rule. On June 17, 1970, the House by a vote of 224 to 183, adopted
the rule. This was the key vote. Mr. Ford voted AGAINST adoption of the rule.
On the same day the House voted for the Voting Rights Act as amended by the
Senate which included giving the vote to 18 year olds. Mr. Ford voted FOR final
passage.
92ND CONGRESS

In the 92nd Congress there were several key votes on Education bills (S.050
-and 11.R. 13915), and the Equal Employment Opportunity legislation Which were
-of crucial importance. We are listing a few of them and how Mr.Ford voted.
On November 4, 1971, Congressman William Broomfield (R-Mich.) offered an
amendment to the Education bill (S. 659) to postpone the effective date of any
court order requiring busing for school desegregation until all legal appeals are
exhausted. This would permit school boards to engage in delay indefinitely. This
amendment was adopted by a vote of 235 to 125. The NAACP was against this
.amendment. Mr. Ford voted FOR the amendment.
Another amendment was offered on November 4. 1971, by Congressman John
Ashbrook (R-Ohio), which would prohibit the expenditure of Federal funds in
.any program administered by the Commissioner of Education for transportation
or the purchase of equipment for transportation in order to overcome racial
imbalance or achieve racial desegregation. This was adopted by a vote of 238
to 124. The NAACP was against this amendment. Mr. Ford voted FOR this
-amendment.
Also offered on November 4, 1971, was an amendment by Representative Edith
'Green which was another move to halt pupil transportation. Its purpose was to
prevent any employee of a Federal agency from requiring any recipient, as a
precondition to receiving Federal funds to bus students or teachers to accomplish
desegregation or reduce racial Imbalance, and to prevent such Federal employees
-from Influencing state and local recipients in any other way to do so. This was
adopted by a vote of 231 to 120. The NAACP was against this amendment. Mr.
Ford voted FOR this.
S.659, the Education Bill, was sent to a Senate-House Conference. On March 8,
1972, the House by a vote of 272 to 138, INSTRUCTED its Conferees to insist on
retaining Its anti-busing amendments in the bill. The NAACP was opposed to this
'unprecedented action by the House, Mr. Ford voted FOR this action.
On August 17-18 the House considered HR. 13915, a so-called Equal Educa•tional Opportunities Act which is really a vicious piece of legislation designed to
'halt transportation of children to integrated public schools. By a 245 to 141
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Teller vote on August 17, the House adopted an amendment offered by Representative Edith Green to allow the reopening of cases involving court orders or
Department of HEW plans for busing in order to bring them into compliance.
with the Act. The NAACP was against the amendment. Mr. Ford voted FOR the
amendment.
Representative Louis Stokes (D-Ohio) offered an amendment to H.,
13915.
which provided that, "Nothing in this Act is intended to be inconsistent with or
violative of any provision of the Constitution." This was defeated by a 178 to
197 recorded Teller vote on August 17, 1972. The NAACP was for this amendment. Mr. Ford voted AGAINST this amendment.
The House passed H.R. 13915 by a vote of 232 to 102 on August 18, 1972. The
NAACP was against the bill. Mr. Ford voted FOR H.R. 13915.
The Equal Employment Opportunity legislation introduced by Representative.
Augustus Hawkins (D-Calif) and Ogden Reid (D-N.Y.), was defeated by a vote
of 202 to 197 when a substitute bill offered by Representative John Erlenborn
(R-Ill.) prevailed. The Erlenborn Substitute made damaging changes in existing
law and omitted coverage of Federal, state and local government employees. Mr.
Ford voted FOR the Erlenborn Substitute.
98D CONGRESS

The highlights of Congressional action so far during this session include passage of H.R. 7935, increasing the minimum wage and extending coverage to six
million additional workers. The additional workers include domestics who do
not live in the household in which they work. Workers covered by the minimum
wage law prior to 1960 will be paid $2.00 per hour upon enactnient of the law
and $2.20 per hour beginning July 1, 1974. In various stages, workers covered
since 1966 will have their wages increased with the figure of $2.20 being paid in
the fourth year after enactment of the law.1
By a vote of 218 to 199 on June 0, 1973, the House defeated a Substitute bill
(which would have excluded domestic workers among other things) offered by
Representative John Erlenborn (R-Ill.) to the Minimum Wage bill. The NAACP'
was against the Erlenborn Substitute. Mr. Ford voted FOR the Erlenborn Substitute.
On Thursday, June 21, 1973, the House passed H.R. 7824, a bill to set up an
independent corporation to operate Neighborhood Legal Services. As amended.
the effectiveness of this piece of legislation in obtaining full legal representation
for the poor is questionable. However, we are hoping that the Senate will provide
a strong hill. The NAACP was for the legal services legislation. Mr. Ford voted'
FOR final passage.
On June 20, 1973, by a vote of 347 to 58. the House passed H.R. 8877, the
Labor-HEW Appropriations bill which contained funds which would continue
Community Action programs under the Office of Fonomic Opportunity through
June 30, 1974. (Under Administration plans, this program would have been
terminated by June 30, 1973). The NAACP was for OEO funding. Mr. Ford voted
AGAINST this bill.
Also on June 26, Congressman Michel (R-Ill.) offered an amendment to H.R.
8877 to cut OEO funds which was rejected by a vote of 213 to 186. Mr. Ford
voted FOR cutting OEO funds.
Again, on June 26, an amendment was offered to cut OEO funds from H.R.
8877. This amendment offered by Congressman Baker (R-Tenn.) was defeated'
by a vote of 288 to 110. Mr. Ford voted FOR cutting OEO funds.
On October 10. 1973, the House passed H.R. 9682, known as the D.C. HomeRule bill, by a vote of 343 to 74. This is a landmark since the bill, although weakened, is the first meaningful legislation toward D.C. Home Rule that has beenconsidered by the House.
Throughout the consideration of the Home Rule bill. Mr. Ford had expressed"
reservations about passage of a strong bill. He was among those who voted for
various weakening amendments. However, he did vote OR the bill on final'
pas.sage.

Mr. M.NfITCHELL. I would like to indicate also that this record showsthat we recorded f4 votes of Mr. Ford. Of these, 28 were favorable

to civil rights, and 26 were against.

I This bill was passed by the Senate and vetoed by the President. Mr. Ford led the fight to'
fmpport the veto.
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In the interest of conserving time, we will confine ourselves to
the summary of the statement.
There are three instances in the NAACP's record on Mr. Ford
which show that he has a narrow-gage approach to civil rights.
rhe first of these is his performance on the extension of the key
visions of the Voting Rights Act of 19)65. This law is one of the
historic examples of bipartisan cooperation in successfully protecting
the right to vote.
In 11970, the Nixon administration sought to restrict the effectiveneIs of the law. Mr. Ford supported the adnistration position by
,offering a substitute favored by the 'White House for the bill favorably
reported by the House ,Judiciary Committee. This meant that Mr.
F'ord was opposing the bill which was authored by Chairman EImnaniiel Celler and William McCulloch. the ranking members of the
Judiciary Committee. The Ford substitute passed in the House, and
as our records show, by a very narrow margin, but was defeated in
the Senate.
I am pleased to say that the zreat American who is present here
today. the minority lader, and long-time friend, Senator Scott. was
one of those who playedd the rescue role
bill. in winning the passage in
the Senate of the hona iide and effective
I have thanked him many, many times for thai, and I thank him
again here in public.
In the Senate, Minority Leader Hugh Scott was one of those who
played a major role in -protecting the Voting Rights Act against
emasculation.
In 196s, before he was nominated for the Presidency, private
citizen Richard Nixon supported the Fair Housing Act as passed
by the Senate.
I do not know whether that is a matter of public record, but it
is a matter known to me personally, because I was in touch with
him, and did obtain from him a written assurance that lie supported
the bill.
I also was instructed to go in and talk with Mr. Ford, which I
did, and indicated to Mr. Ford what )rivate citizen Nixon's position
was, and in that conversation it did appear that Mr. Ford was aware
of Mr. Nixon's position.
There was a move to send the Senate-passed bill to a conference.
This move was initiated by those who sought to weaken the Senate
bill. Mr. Ford joined those'who wanted to send the bill to conference.
Fortunately. this move was defeated by bipartisan vote of Democrats
and Republicans.
Mr. Ford voted for the strong bills on final passage, but it is clear
that if his original position had been supported by Congress the
voting rights law and the fair housing legislation would be largely
ineffective at this time.
I cannot help but digress and say that there are two wings of the
Democratic Patty and the Republican Party. I think if Mr. Ford's
wing had been in power at the time that President Lincoln was
emancipating the slaves, very likely they would have settled on threequarters compromise.
In other words, three;-quarters of the country would be free, and
one-quarter would continue with slavery and I think under their phi,
losophly, that would have been considered a reasonable compromise.
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The third example of Mr. Ford's restrictive approach to civil rights
matters was on August 17, 1972. At that time the House passed a series
.of so-called antibusing amendments to the proposed Equal Educational Opportunities Act. Because these amendments were so clearly
.aimed at nullifying Supreme Court decisions favorable to school
desegregation, Representative .ouis Stokes (D-Ohio) offered the
follo-wing amendment to safeguard constitutional rights of school
children :
Nothing in this act is intended to be inconsistent with or violative of any
prvisioii of the Constitution.

Even this amendment fell victim to the emotional atmosphere
created by the foes of school desegregation. The Stokes' amendment
was defetted 176 to 197. Mr. Ford Noted against the Stokes' amendnllent.
At present the country is aroused about the moral implications of
matters connected with Vatergate. It is ironic that some of those who
condemn President Nixon because of some early refusals to cooperate
with the Federal courts on ta es and other ,hite House documents
have. been in the forefront of efforts to defy or even deprive the courts
,ofjurisdiction in school desperation cases.
We cannot have it both ways in our country. If we want those who
hold the highest offices in our country to uphold the law and respect the
courts. we must put a stop to unfair tactics used in Congress to demean
the judiciary for ul1)holdling the rights of minorities.
We hle that Mr. Ford and the Congress will use the sad experiences of Watergate and related matters to reaffirm the Nation's total
support for the rights of all of our citizens. We hope also that those
who want the President to respect rulings that go against him will
also want him to respect those decisions that protect the rights of
mnihorit is. the poor and ordinary citizens of our country.
I thank you. Mi-. Chairman. for the opportunity to appear.

The (i.

i. you, Mr. Mitchell.
n.,'hank

Senator GniwrixF,,. Mr. chairmann , I have no questions, but if I may,
I would like to call attention to the fact that in the elections last week
in the home State of Congressman Gerald Ford, the people of the city
of Grand Rapids, which is Congressman Ford's hometown, reelected
bv an overwhelming majority the black mayor who has been serv-ing
the citv. I refer to Mayor Lvman S. Parks who has written a letter
dated "November 1, 1973, to the chairman of the committee. I want to
ren(d at this time from the letter these particular paragraphs:
"I am writing this letter to urge your support of the confirmation
of Gerald R.Ford as Vice President of the United States.
"Congressman Ford has for the past 25 year served his community
with distinction and a level of effectiveness that will long be remembered. He has given particular attention to assisting the city of Grand
Rapids in its relationship with Federal agencies engaged in domestic
assistance programs.
"I have been particularly impressed with his"-referring to Congressman Ford's-"interest'in seeing to it that our community obtains
Federal assistance in those programs that directly affect the N;ell-being
of minority people. Here I have reference to hi's effort on our behalf
in such areas as model cities program; community action program,
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which assists people caught up in poverty and housing. Our city can
take a great deal of pride ini the level of effort we have mounted for
disadvantaged people, and as a minority person myself, I can say that
our accomplishments would not have been possible without Congressman Ford's able assistance.
"It is my personal conviction that Congressman Ford will make a
great Vice President and I respectfully request that due consideration
'ebiven in your deliberations to the record that I have cited.
Sincerelv, Lyman S. Parks, mayor of Grand Rapids."
Mr. Chairman. because I must 'leave shortly-and may not be able
to hear Mr. Rauh's testimony on behalf of the ADA-I would like also
to read into the record this statement issued by Leonard Woodcock
who, of course, is president of the United Auto Workers Union.
Mr. MrcIIEL . Would you yield for observation with respect to the
Parks' letter?
Senator GRIFFi-.. I would like. to read into the record this statement.
It reads, and I quote: "I have known Gerald Ford since he first began
service in Congress--as a matter of fact. I supported him in the Relublican primary in 1948. I have great respect for his ability and integrity and personally support the President's recommendation that
he be confirmed as Vice President.
"We need to resolve the constitutional questions before us as expeditiously as possible and turn to healing the wounds America has
suffered. With the many grave problems facing us at home and abroad,
all of us need to be pulling together in seeking, their solutions."
I greatly respect. your options, Mr. Mitchell. and I am putting these
items in the record only to give, some perspective to it.
Mr. MITCHELL. I am'glad you did, Senator Griffin. I am happy about
the association that we have had throu.rh the years. and we oight to
trny to put things in the proper perspective.
I know many of his friends that admire him very much as a friend.
T have had notlinig but pleasant personal relations' with him through
the years, but the thing that puzzles me about him is there is no reason
in the world why it W-ould be politically important for him to vote
against an amendment offered by Congressman Stokes, which savs we
do not intend to destroy the Constitution. and why on Earth would
anybody vote against that,
I am'aware of the fact that he has been helpful in getting Government assistance to many people in his district under the programs like
Model Cities. OEO, and public housing. and others, but lie has consistently tried to cut those programs down in the House. After he fails
in the gutting, he then votes for the passage. and as it has been indicated, he then seeks that largess from the Government for his constituents.
I would think for the sake of his constituents lie ought to support the
programs always, and see. to it that his constituents get help. I make
that observation, because it seems to be appropriate in the light of the
mayor's letter.
Senator PRLL.I have no questions, but I wish to express my respect
and regard for Mr. Mitchell.
I am glad he came up.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Scott?
Senator Scorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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First of all, I will thank you for your generous comments about
me, Mr. Mitchell.
It is always very pleasing, and in this case, moving to have you make
a special point of saying what you said. I think that you and I have
been comrades in arms, ever since I came to the Congress. One of the
first telephone calls I made at your request was to a voung Congressman from California named Richard Nixon, and that having to do
with fair employment practices, if you remember.
Mr. MITCHELL..I do.
Senator Scorr. We all recognize that any Vice President is intended
to be a gentleman in waiting to the President, in the sense that his
primary reason for election is that he might, under certain circumstances, be called upon to succeed the President. We must look into
his qualifications, and we welcome your statement for that reason.
I am mindful of what a mutual friend of ours, James Paulding, said
about Franklin Roosevelt, and that is that no man is good enough
to be President until he has been President. I think that still applies.
I have seen them all since Roosevelt, and I have seen them all grow
in the Office.
Both you and I have disagreed with some of the issues taken by
the Nixon administration in the civil rights and civil liberties field.
If necessary, I will continue to do so. I am, nevertheless, mindful
that this administration, without question in the growing attitude toward human dignity and the quality of right, and opportunity, has
made possible many breakthroughs, and much achievement, and there
are many more to bie made. Certiainly more people, in my opinion, and
the minorities of the country have been given a job opportunity, and
have been given recognition, and have been given Government lelp in
a great many ways.
Senator Schweiker and I, as you know, have played a part in that
ranging from Federal court appointments to the helping of the smallest of small businessmen. The administration has done these things,
too, and I think it represents an acceptance, and a growth on the part
of the President and his administration.
I would expect to see the same thing, should for some tragic reason
the Vice President succeed the President. I say this because the potential for growth is one of the strengths of our system.
I really am philosophizing. You may be assured that in such persuasion as maybe mine that with regard to the Vice President, when he
comes to hold that office, that I will make even more strongly the same
recommendations that I have made to my colleagues and to Presidents in the past.
I think it is salutary that the record should appear after you make
it clear that you do not agree with the part of that record, but I do
think, knowing Gerald Ford as I do, that he will grow in the responsibility, and that he will realize that the Vice President, like the President, must be an executive for all the people, and for all concerned;
so I am really saying this, as much as anything, to get it into the record,
and draw some comment.
You know of my own somewhat peculiar situation. I wanted Mfr.
Ford to be Vice President, and Mr. Ford wanted me to be Vice President. and Mr. Ford lost.
In that respect I am with Mr. Ford. But if you care to comment on
what I said, I would appreciate it.
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Mf r. 'ITCHELL. I would like to comment on this, Senator Scott,
because as you have said, you have served as the liaison and the conduit under many administrations, even when your party was not in
power. we turned to you for advice.
My experience goes back to the Roosevelt administration, and I am
aware of the opportunity for the Presidents to grow when they
assume office.
What I find a little different from your assessment of administrations is its attitude of attempting to turn the clock back in certain
areas.
I had the good fortune to know the President in Congress, and work
with him as Vice President on the 1957 Voting Rights Act, and it was
a complete puzzle to me as to why lie wanted to dismantle the 1965
act. Knowing what he told me about his intentions on fair housing,
it is difficult for me to understand some of the things that happen iln
the administration.
Also knowing that he had very strong feelings against those who
had signed the Southern Manifesto after the 1954 school desegregation decision, it was impossible for me to understand his public attack
on the Court which lie had defended as Vice President, and which
now he quite properly tells the country that we want to observe and
respect.
I must say that it is my opinion if it had not been for you, Senator
Scott, primarily, we would be in a very bad way as a result of the
policies that have emanated from the White House.
I say for the record that in the conversation that we had one dav
in your oflee, which you pointed out that people who are elected
have a different perspective and you used a Chinese quote as an
analogy.
Senator ScoTr. I quoted Confucious, I think.
Mr. MrrcHELL. It was very learned, whatever it was, and I would
say if it were not for you, and people like Congressman McCulloch,
who has retired from Congress, we would be in a serious predicament
on civil rights under this administration.
But I share your view that by the operation of circumstances should
Mr. Ford become Vice President, and God forbid, if we get in a situation where lie must succeed to the Presidency because of some tragedy.
I would hope that he would counsel very closely with you. All of usR
could sleep a little more comfortably at night, if we' felt that the
President was listening to your advice, rather than the advice of the
various people who have never run for public office.
Senator Scorr. Thank you.
I think it is Confucian doctrine that we are talking about. The time
is not made for the men, but men are made for the time.
Senator ALLtN. Mr. Mitchell, I commend you on your statement
and your testimony.
You are not suggesting delay as Ms. Abzug did. You have nothing-

to say against Mr. Ford's abilities or character, or his background,
but 6nly his philosophy, which you disagree with, but I am sure yout
would agree that the Constitution is a living, vibrant document. anl it
has application to changing circumstances and conditions, aid it is
not strange that the President, being conservative, has nominated a
Republican to be Vice President, who is also of a conservative
philosophy.
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He would have the right to do that, would he not?
Mr. MITCIHEI,.. Oh, yes. I recognize that in this administration the.
record of Mr. Ford would no doubt be consistent with the performance of the White House on civil rights.
Senator ALEN. I heard the chairman on the TV program states
that one of the interesting responses of those interviewed about Mr.
Ford was from one man who said that if you like President Nixon,
you will luve Congressman Ford, and so they are compatible, and he
has always been with the administration, and there is a rapport there
that the debates in the Congress and the appearances of witnesses
before the committee of the Congress indicated there should have been
an appointee by the President to the vacancy by the President, and so
we are doing no violence to the intent of the'Constitution when we
vote approvingly for a man who does have the same political philosophy as the President; is that correct?
Mr. MITCHELL. I would agree with that, Senator Allen.
There is this problem, though. There are dramatic and constructive
changes talking place in the southern part of our country.
In 19.56 I was arrested in the city of Florence, S.C.. because I went
through the front door of a railroad station. A few nights ago I was
back there in Florence, S.C., and I was presented the key to the city
of Florence, S.C.. by the mayor.
As you know, in your State, many constructive things are occurring.
There are two black members of the legislature, and many other
blacks are serving the local offices. On the other hand, the M'ichigan
delegation in the House seems determined to turn the clock back.
Their position opposing the transportation of schoolchildren for
the purpose of desegregation is much worse than many of the sImbers of the House from the Deep South.
I am convinced that if the Members from the Deep South had been
allowed to work their will free from pressures, they would not be
excited by the transportation question.
What worries me, of course, is the fact that Mr. Ford is associating
himself with the group in the area of voting, education, fair housing, almost any area you can think of, in Michigan, and throughout
the country, who want to tu'n back the clock.
It seems to me that it ought to be brought to the American people's
attention, because in this country we cannot, and the black people will
not tolerate, a return to second-class citizenship.
Either we are going to settle these matters constructively, or we are
going to have another Northern Ireland, Belfast. on our hands. I hope
earnestly, that Mr, Ford will keep that in mind.
Senator ALLN. Since you mentioned the desegregation in the
South, I think you certainly would be one of the first to concede that
desegregation has taken place to a much greater extent in the Southernr
States than anywhere else in the Union, and our schools are desegregating, but because of the fact that we do not have a uniform system for
desegregation, that segregation still exists outside the South, and is

increasing actually; is that correct?
M r. Mrrcimfx. I would say that because the area is so vast that you
speak about, I would not say that desegregation is completely achieved,
but I would say that until the Michigan delegation in Congress, andt
Mr. Nixon, on television--.
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Senator ALLix. I am talking about all over the country.
Mr. MITCHELL. I understand that until this issue spearheaded by
Members of the Michigan delegation in the House became a hot national controversy, it was my impression that we were going to be
able to move ahead constructively. I would agree that there are many,
many people who want to obey the law, and a number of them are
in the State of Alabama, which is all the more reason to be concerned
about this revival of raism in the school system.
I would
say generally
thattheamong
the there
peopleis who
are
most
concerned
about the speaking,
interests of
children,
a much
more constructive attitude in the South, and some parts of Alabama,
than say some parts of Michigan, or California. This is an incredible
development.
I think it has been brought about because a lot of the people up
North who wanted to do what was right in the South are not willing
to do what is right in the North.
I hope somehow we will change that, because it is one of the sadder
aspects of American life.
Senator ALLEN,. Do you not feel that a more important question than
the question of moving students from one end of the city to the other,
or from one part of the county to another part, that much more important than that is giving all children, black and white alike, a good
education?
Mr. MITCHE.LL. That is what we ought to be worrying about, and
working toward, rather than moving them about in schoolbuses. I
think the transportation must be related to the intention to provide all
children with the same kind of education, and that is all the Supreme
Court has said.
All it says is in the proi)er case where you can accomplish desegregation by transportation, that is what you'do. I cannot understand why
anyhodv thinks that is so terrible.
Mr. ALLEN. It depends, if it is miseducation.
I would prefer freedom of choice and if one school does not'have
the proper standards, under freedom of choice you can go to anotherschool.
Mr. MrrcTELLr. I think we would be safer in this country if we had
an orderly intention to follow the rule of the courts. That is what
President Nixon is asking us to do on matters that concern him. snd
from what I have learned from your conversation with the President
the other day, it, is your position in respect to the President to follow
due process, and we wait until the courts rule on these various issues,
and not make subjective assessments.
It seems to me that that rule should apply to school desegregation,
and instead of getting the public riled un, we ought to say that the
courts are handling this, and we will follow their decisions. That is
the way to protect the Constitution.
Senator ALLEN. Well, thank you very much.

We have gone far afield.
The CITArMAx. Thank you, Senator Allen.
Senator Hatfield?
Senator HA tFID. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, I appreciate your comments this morning, and I wold
nawviFite

myself with your position on the various issues that you have

identified.
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I would like to make just one observation that perhaps would be
anialogoius to tie situation that we have today.
'THe year 190M. Ivildoll baitines ,lhnson was running for reelection
for Senator of 'lexts. Simiultaneouslv. he was runiing for Vice l'resident of tie I llited States oil tile l)emocratic ticket.
''he State )emocratic P'latform of Texas in 19(0) had some verv
st ralge commit meats in the area of civil rights. strange to you1 ant|id
strange to ile.
They also had some very interesfing plans relating to labor, such
things asright to work.
Antd in rexas. senator
ihtison was inakiag .statements that "I
.,taIl( four squire on the )emocratic plat forni of this State."
As a can(d1iate for Vice I'resident. in the same legislation he was
inakiPr it very clear that lie was for the tile I)eIocratie National
)latforl. which had totally different commitiments in 1)oth tie areas
of civil rights and labor.
All I alit observing is that Mr. Johnson, as P'resident of the Inited
States. and as Vice. President. probably ,_ive more leadership because
of civil rights, fairness, anl labor legislation than any recent
President.
But, at the time that lie was standing four-square on that Democratic l)latforli in Texas, lie was. I Sul)pose. representing his constituents.
All I would observe is that the record of Mr. Ford. as Congressman
frolm Michigan. may not, jive at. all with vour conmnitments and my
(oimimit ments, which are similar, but hopefully, perhaps. together w'e
cail mistake an ally out of Mr. Ford as Vice President of the United
States, as we svaw that change and that shift take place in Mr.
JohsllSoll.
T ani neither condoni!g, that incident of history nor am I saving
it is going to occur iwsine pattern with MIr. Ford: But I am only- observing that, there is sometimes a different perspective e that a'man
Imay take in reference to his constituency from one of a local character
to that of a. national character.
At least, that is the hope I have. and that will he my task. to join
with you and Senator Scott and others to help make '. Ford an ally
to th4 viewpoints that we hold on civil rights matters.
I have no questions.
Mr1. MrrC1mr~i,. Thank ,ou.
Senator Hatfield, I would like to say for the record. that you. Senatot' Scott, and others have helped to keep the administration from
dropping us over an abyss in the area of civil rights.
I would say with respect to President Johnson, it was my good fortuie to know'him throughout his career in Congress. There were times
when we were very much at odds. one of whicl, of course, was at the
time when lie was running for Vice President. It seemed to me that
his record in the Senate was one of not supporting many of the things
that we were interested in getting.
But fate decreed that he would become President, and when lie
became President, he left nothing to be desired; his interest was universal; his attention was acute. There were many times when the
telephone would ring and on the other end would be the President of
the United States speaking about some detail in the area of human
rights.
23-712-73-21
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I speak of hiim with love and affection, and I am so happy that his
past record as a Congressman and Senator has been obliterated from
my mind. In its place is a shining example of a great American leader
who did everything noble in the area of civil rights.
Senator H-ATFELI). I would agree with your comments.
Senator Sto'eir. Would the .eSiitor yield?
I think what Senator Hatfield has brought out is interesting in
tha.t it shows the guilt of an ilividual, wlat I was talking about.
Now, Lvndon Baines Johnson went through Texas in hik Vice-Presidential campaign, talking about his own Confederate grandpappy.
Well, 1 had a couple of those myself, as a matter of fact.
But. in addition to that, he was saying my views are the same as
yours. And he ended up singing "We Shall Overcome."
Now, that, is a great growth in a great, span, and I envision that
possibility for any man who assumes the burden of these two great
offices.
Mr. MIrCfEL. Thank vou.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Mitchell, for being here.
The next witness is Joseph I. Rauh. national vice chairman of
Americans for democraticc Action, Washington, D.C.
Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. RAUH. I do.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH L. RAUH, JR., A VICE CHAIRMAN OF AMER.
ICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION, ACCOMPANIED BY MRS. LYNN
PFARLE, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE
The CITAIIA.-. Glad to have you here todav.
If you have a prepared statement, you may proceed.
Mr. RAutH. Thank you.
We do have a prepared statement. I think it is available over there
and I have additional copies here if anyone requires them.
I am Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., a vice chairman of Americans for Democratic Action, and I appear lere today on behalf of ADA.
We appreciate tho opportunity to'exl)ress the views of ADA on the
nomination of Gerald R. Ford as Vice President of the United States.
I am accompanied by Mrs. Lynn Pearle, legislative representative of
ADA.
Americans for Democratic Action opposes the confirmation of Mr.
Ford as Vice President of the United States. ADA's position was
adopted by a unanimous vote of its national board at a special meeting
on October 14, 1973. My purpose here today is to furnish this committee with the detailed reasons underlying AbA's decision.
Mr. Chairman, the central question before this committee and the
Congress can be simply stated:
Putting aside all partisan considerations, is Mr. Ford qualified to
be President of the United States?
Or the question can be stated another way:
Putting aside all partisan considerations, is Mr. Ford among the
group of persons that a majority of the Members of both Houses of
Congress want to see as President'of the United States?
For the reasons set forth below, ADA believes the answer must be
4'N0."
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I.-Thle first ste) illweighing the qualifications of Mr. Ford for
the Presidency lutist be to determinee the standard by which the nouninee is to be jui(lged.
At the outset of its inquiry, Congress must clarify its responsibilities
under tile 25th amendment to0
the Constitution.
Tihe 25th amendment merely states that a new Vice President will
take. office "upon confirmationi by a majority vote of both Houses of
(Congress."
Since the aiendnuent (toes not, provide the standard to be used by
Congress in determining whet her to confirm a nominee, Congress
must define the standard for itself.
We repeat, tie appropriate standard is whether Mr. Ford is qualified to be President of the United States, and whether he is among
the grotp of persons that a majority of the Members of both Houses
of Congress want to see as President of tile United States.
The 215th amendment gives the President the right, to nominate a
new Vice lPresidlent, but it,
gives Congress itduty in connection with
confi-iniat ion far difterent from its obligation in any other confirmation procee(lings.
h'le subject of colifirination-Ia potential Presidelit-and tile onfi rmers-the full congress s rather than the Senate--are both unique in our history. And the President and Congress
are acting togetilet lere not to nolminate and (olfiril an executive or
julicial ap)I)ointee. but rather to choose. in lieu of the electorate. it
man wielo must have the qualifications for President of the United
States.
h'liis would be trie in any event since the only significant attribute
of til \'i.e P rsidelicv is tile possibility of succession to the Presidency. But it, becomes (loul)ly true in the'present circumstances where
the calls for impeachment of, or resignation by, the present incumbent
grow daily.
Under the 25th amendment, Congress is an equal partner with the
President in the ap)proval of a Vice President. The 93d Congress--all
of the House find one-third of the Senate-was elected along with the
President in November 1972. The President's act of submitting Gerald
Ford's name as Vice President-designate thus raises no presumption
that Congress should confirm him. In determining who shall be next
in line for President, Congress has a stake equal to the President's.
All this is quite clear from the legislative history of the 25th
allleillilent.

When o('egress aldresed itself to the problem of filling a vacancy
in the Vice Presidency. two concerns were dominant. On the one hand
was the concern that the President be able to name a Vice President
who is of hiis own party and compatible with the President. On the
other hind was the concern that the Members of Congress, as the
elected representatives of the people, were in the best position to select
a new Vice President. Indeed, Senator Ervin introduced u resolutionSenate Joint Resolumt:'n 147, 88th Congress, 2d session-that would
hae plaeed f till responsibility on the Congress to both nominate and
elect the Vice President.
At a hearing before the Senaite Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments on January 22, 19064, Senator Bayh, who largely authored
the 25th amendnent. asked Senator Ervin if he would have any objection to letting'the President nominate a person whom the Congress
woidd then'reject or elect.
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Senator Ervi'in voiced hiis general agreemienit to this approach in
"llearings on Presidential I ability, and Vacancies in the Office of
the Vice lPesideivilev page U1. Out of that iieeting of the minds arose
the solutioii that is reflected ill the final fornm of actiono n 2.
When the resolution that was to become tile 25th amendment was
on the floor of the Senate, Senators Bayhliand Ervin eiigagedl in a
colloquy which casts further light on the responsibilities of Congress
tihir the amiendlment.
M1r. ( 'hirf
I ask pwriussioll that the excerpt
the CongressiomlRecord of February 19, 19(i5, be included in fromn
the record
iat this
1)oilit.
The (111.1.,
Without objection, it will )e included at this point
in til record.
The'w document referred to follows:]

IIrom
1'1IHhl)iENITAT.

AiNI

the Con igressh
oi al
lcordl,
10, ltt;5 I
Ib.
ViI:T'-Pnl{ShtoINTIAI. S ('(E85UON-I-El'Iii5ENIA.,

l)f5l.IITY

Mr. E,1\0IN. * * * I ask the Senator if one of the great problems which was
Before the couliuittee--was not the iestlion whether, lit case of a vacancy, the
Vice l'resid(ent would he appointed by the President for the sake of continuity tn
administration or whether ite should be elected by Congress for the sake of having
8111f voice exercised by ti representatives of the people In the selection of a
Vice President,
'%It. BAYII. The Senator is correct. Those are two of the possibilities, As the
Senator well recalls, two such prolmsals were before tit( 81ulbeollinlittee on Collstittitilomtl Amnendnents. It was the opillon of the subcommittee, plus that of
ti American Bar Association in their consensus group, and the full Committee
oni the Judiciary, that by comblilng both residential and congressional action, we
were doing two things. We were guaranteeing that the President would have a
man with whom lie could work. We were also guaranteeing to the people their
right to make that decision.
Mr. ENVIN. If my recollection serves me correctly-and if it does not, the
Senator from Indiana can correct tie because he has given great study to this
i
ieasure--ore of the things that former President Iisenhower emphasized was
the necessity of having continuity of administration through a Vice President
who was a member of the same party as the President. He laid more stress on
that tham on any other one thing in his advocacy of congressional action.
Mr. BAYII. The Senator is correct. As the Senator well knows, President
Eisenhower who, nmore than aly other living American, has had to (teal with the
problem of presidential Inability, laid particular stress on the fact that this
is a particular responsibility which the Vice President cannot escape.
Mr. ER VIN. The Senator front Indiana will recall that I introduced an amendment to provide not only for the election of the Vice President by Congress, but
also for the selection by Congress on the theory that Congress was composed of
representatives of the people.
Mr. BAYLI. The Senator is correct. The Senator from Indiana felt it to be imliortant that we should get a phon which would work, rather than any.particular
)lan.
Mr. ERVIN. Mr. President, I ask the Senator from Indiana If the committee,
after stu(lying the p"olo.sml front both inside an(d outside of Congress, did not
filially come to the conclusion that the best thing to do to reconcile these differences and give added protection to the people would be to let the Vice Presi.
dent be nominated by the President, so that there would lie continuity of administration in the man who might be sent to the office of the Presidency.
Mr. BAYH. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. Was it not also felt that in order to keep the President from being
a dictator, it was necessary that the nomination should be confirmed by the
Senate?
Mr. BAYH. The Senator is correct. As the Senator pointed out in committee,
there is some precedent, although iiot exactly on oint, in the advice-and-consent
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provisions that the P.S. Senate has in dealing with executive appointments, and

th, great power that the President has to nominate his own Vice President in our
C'o nvention.
Mr. EIRVIN. This Is really a conciliation of divergent views to facilitate the
presentation of the amendment and give us assurance that the President will
nominate the man and Congress will elect him, thus Insuring that he would he
it good, Calnale man who could cooperate with the administration.

Mr, BAYI. The Seii ltor is correct.
Mr. ERVIN. I was interested in the colloquy engiiged in by the senior Senator
front Louisiana and the Senator front Indifna a moment ago with reftreiie to

the Iower of Congress. Does not the Senator from Indiana agree with thi, Senator
from North Carolina that it

would devolve upon Congress to designate

the

succession to the Vice-Presidency, anti then to the Presidency, that necessarily
We alnnot designate individuals, but would have to designate the ovcllplit s of
I hie lParlt ilhir

offices,

we
is have tlways dolle IlII t ilesliast

?

Mr. AY II. The Senator is (orret.
Mr. ERVIN. It wouli lie coi(eivihle. while tiht sitivit io does not exist at tile
Iriesent lomnent ii(ler til, successiol statute. that the office of Vice President or
IPresitlentt, IIIIder
I
(1ih it sic'cession, (4ollhl fall ll4ll it 1111111
whio wis lIot iiiullltied

for tile position.
A[ I-.BAY 1. Tihe Seitor Is ,orrect.
Mlr. ERVIN. it(, light he it 1111111
Ill w\hoilll

e poe,

\\ul
Nllt,

llhfve t'.4mildoilvte.

.hr.

IBAY I. The Semitor Is cirret.t
Mr. E 1IN. And so, Instemi 1 t hlavilg tlie urn 1 i il t r'll' ily del er1,11 nd, re.
go rdiess (if what llsi
is larticular qua liflcatiois fljr the Vive-I re.ehlency might ie,
tills resollit

ll ow ulh id

low

tile, selectlon to lit iiiitte \\' hell tlit

vicl'l miy iit('llllly

''itll'S: il
d Ohewn cinvelevblily, of ('oirmse, the
'residetit
le
(1 ('ill g'ess together
olitld select tile best quaiilified 11111a.
Mr. BAYII. I min of the opinion thot. vit lilt Irovisions to which the Semi tor
las referredl, w%'would lave ai Presldelnt who would iev Iuiderelisp public, Sii l'liilly,
whill the I111 lilgredlent for (,onlsiheration w wili bt' the qulatiflc timis of the
il11ll1it) smie t'ed Ili that office.

'.rR.r.
Thank yoiu. sit-.
Xow. I tdiraw votitr attention. 'M'. Chaiii'ii.
to Senator Barb's
statement that "v- * * by (oll)tihiig )oth Piesidential and congreessional action we were dl)ing two things. We were gltairanteeing that
lhe President would ha'e a man with whom lie coul wvork. We were
also gual-anteeing to the people the right to make that, decisioll."
In othel'worts. (ongtess is responsible eluallN, with tle Pr-esident
ill makii g t(le choice of a Vice President. And wheras Senator Allen
suggesteI that there is tio Violence to the intent of the 25th amendIllent in appro
going atlyone. there is it form of violence ill the sense
that Congress is stlpposed to exerciset
('ieck oil tie P'esident as the
People's representatives.
Iou ha e it job to (10, separate from any you have ever done before.
You have to decile. 1ot 11as oi (0111(o1h colierning some executive or
judicial official, bht you hav. a jo) to decide whether this is tle mall
yolt want, to see president of tle UTited States.
It is clear fr-o the
l colloquy between Senators ,rvin and Bayli
that, section 2 of the 25th amendment conteml)lates a greaterdegi-eof
congressional scrutiny than is exercised in the advice aiid consent confirimation of Presidenttial appointments to the executive and judicial
rallies.
Tndeed. Senator Bavl sl)ecifically said that tle advice and
1(-onsent
provisions of tle Constitution. although somewhat analogous to tle

proedlire of section 2. are not exactly on point with tle amendiluent.
The CTI1 m-mr-xN. ExcIse in. M r. Raulih.
There is it vote i l)rOeeSs.
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Senator Allen has gone to vote and return. I will recess the learing to vote.
As soon as Senator Allen returns, he will commence the leanings.
[Short recess.]
Senator PELL [presidingr]. The hearing is reopened.
Mr. Rauh, piek up the testimony where you left off.
Mr'. RVtvII. han yo. Senator Pell.
hi choosing a new Vice President, Congress acts as the surrogate
of the electorate.
The Congress is charged not merely with approving the President's
selection. but rather-with an active role in making the selection and ill
insuring that the nominee is of the highest caliber.
As Congressman Pete' Rodilio sail on the floor' of tile louse during
debatee on the 25th amendment. "The requirement of congressional confirmation is an added safeguard that only fully qualified pcrsons of
the highest. character and national stature votild ever be nominated
by the President."
The situation before Congvress in confirming a Vice Presidlent-dlesignate is far different from one involving the confirmation of a Cabinet
or sul)-Cabinet officer. There. Congress is asked to con firm someone who
will l)e a subordinate of the President responsible for translating his
policies into action. A Caibinet or sub-C abinet officer is a niember of his
team. 1he President has a might to choose these subordinates. and in
the confirmation pIoeess there is clearly a presum option in favor of tie
President's choice. The role of CongrVs is largely, if not wholly. to
examine such a candidate for moraand ethical siuitabilitv for office.
A Supreme Court or other F e(leral judv.,e is much more iuldependent
of the President who selects him, ana wiile he or she may be chosen
for an anticipated com)tibilitv with the President's political or jI(licial philosophy, a judge is clarly not, a mirl)er of the Pr'esident's
tenlil.
The r'Ole of Congress ill
confirming a SupremeI'
Court. o' other Fedemal judge is thus not only to reject those who fail to meet moral or
ethical standards, but als(; to examine the philosophy of such itnoumiinee to anticipate how he will perform in his independent role.
elementt F. Haynsworth, Jr. and George Ilarrold Ca-swell were
rejected by the Senate in large paint because of their anti-civil rights
pliilosophies as expresse(d in their judicial decisions.
As we shall show, Mm. Ford's record, as expresed in his legislative
decisions, is no less anti-civil rights; indeed he comipares unfavorably
to Iavnsworth and Carswell when one considers his northern surroundings and the southern background of the two nominees which
the Senate so recently rejected.
I respectfully suggest. Mr. Chairman, that what, we heard this
morning only iroves this point. We heard about a black mayor of
Grand Rapids. A constituency that has a vry small Negro population
mid call elect a black mayor'is a tolerant constituency. ('ongressmnan
Ford should have a civil' rights record lots better than Iraynswrti
and Carswell: lie has less right to be confirmed than tile, did.
Indeed. he becomes what in lawyer's terms we call an fort iri case
to I'avnsworth and Calrswell.
Congress, is not here confirmmtu a spear eam'nier for the Presidomit.
What, Mr. Ford does as Vice President is not, important. What he will
do as President may detei mine the future of the Nation.
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A Vice President's only significant role is that of a potential Iel)lacement for the President. Congress may legitimately ask that the
first man in our history who may become Pisident without any action
by the people meet not only moral and ethical standards, but'that he
Ixia man of Presidential stature and competence, experienced in both
foreign and domestic affairs, and that. his l)elsoial philosophy and
ideology be compatible with the Presi(lential role.
A nominee for Vice President should be measured by such a standa rd. most part icularly now when he has been nominated by a President
whoso own tenure is in jeopardy.
Congress. a,, surrogate for ihe voters, is obligated to use the tests
the voters use-stature. competence, experience, and philosophy.
Congress must exercise its independent judgment unaffected'by any
)resumption in favor of a Presidential nomination.
As the legislative history makes clear, Congress must weigh every
factor except partisan conslderations. To determine whether a nominee
is of Presidential stature is an awesome task. but as the c(onstitutiollally (lesignated surrogate for the people. the 93d Congress can do
no les.
I would like to refer back. Senator Pell, to some important points
about the legislative history of the 25th amendment.
It,was understood durin the consideration of the 25th amendmentand I am surprised that. this has not come out adequately before-that
there are two separate functions in choosing a Vice President-one by
the President to choose somebody who was compatible. and one by
Congress to elect or reject as the str'rogate of the people. Tie President
has done his part. But this gives no possible warrant for Congress.
acting as surrogate for the people. to confirm his choice unless CongVress feels he is of Presidential stature, competence. ability, and
tdliology.
I turn now to show that Mr. Ford meets none of those tests.
II.-Congressman Ford's record on civil rights is sufficient in and
of itself to (is talify him for the Presidency.
At a time wI en the Nation needs a healer, the nominee is a divisive
influence who has fought civil rights legislation at. every turn. Considering only recent history, the years since 1965. in which Mr. Ford
has been in a position of i'esponsibility in the Congress as minority
leader, he has voted over and over again to gut or weienkei legislation
which was in the interest, of minorities.
On July 9, 1965, Mr. Ford voted to recommit the Voting Rights Act
of 1965 to the Judiciary Committee with instructions to report back
a substitute crippling the provisions for Federal registrarls and omitting the protection against intimidation and coercion. I will not expand
on this because Clarence Mitchell put it so eloquently and made clear
that Mr. Ford was seeking to gut one of the greatest advances in the
history of civil rights.
On July 25. 1965, Mr. Ford voted against bringing to the floor the
proposed civil rights bill.
On August 9 1966, Mr. Ford voted to recommit the proposed civil
rights bill in order to delete its fair housing provisions.
On October 6, 1966. Mr. Ford voted to nullify title VI of the 1964
Civil Rights Act as applied to aid to elementary and secondary
education.
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()n April 10, 1968, Mr. Ford voted against accepting the Senate
anendments to tile IIouse-l)assed civil rightts bill and in favor of sending the bill to conference where the housing provisions would have
been emasculated or killed.
(n I)ecenber 11, 1969, Mr. Ford led the light and voted to gilt
tile extension of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 by substituting for tihe
sil)h, h-year extension l)roposed by the I lonse Judiciary ('onunittee
a bill which deleted tile basic p)rovisio:a of the 1965 law' preventing
States and localities from lmlif'ing minority votes.
On SeItembel)1r lI0, 1971, Mr. 'Ford voted to delete the major provisiuns of the bill to strengthen title VI l-the equal emPiloyment olpportunitv title-of the Civil Rights Act of l904. including Ipro\'isiolls
which would have given the EEOC the cease-and-desist power'. genera lly a'ailahle to Federal regulatory agencies.
()i(
October 10, 1973. Mr.Ford voted to deny tit(,
citizels of tlie )istrict of Columblia. largely black. tile right to vote for their own iimavor.
Even today, r. Ford -sll)ports a eonstitltiollal amendment wich.
justified as a'ntiblsing. in fact turns back the clock a whole dtade on
St]tool (1hse-gregation.
'l'hii...
Mr.Ford's record ciduring his period as inn rit v hcadehr is one
of seeking to cripple ev'erv major civil right.4 legislatiwye advaiwe alnd
thell vofilla for the fill 'product wilel plissmi !e lecomes ,ert:lin.
Mr. Ford Could trutlflll , he called a final-plassage inan. liTe tries
to

b'rvr'ntfroll 1einjr Worth ilssilg. lnll thell after lie has lo!t
1ills

in h;,V
figlt to cripple the he!,islation. lie finally votes for it.
The real strl1s1,le over civil rights legislation is nvr illfinal! mu,-.
sarfe. hit illI'esi4in! earlier atteinl)ts to gilt tile bills. Ill those dliffi i it
4truit,,,he. Mr. Ford has always bCell 1powerful force against the ht,('
of ,.;\'l riulhts.
Tf t ;,;
Coulrress wrire to eolfirll a northern Coll.(resslnll

witl .llcl

civil rights reeordi for a post leading to the Presideney. it would owe
vt apo)loiry to both Judge lavnsworthi iind Jdihe Carswell. and to
thei millions of your fellow citizens. bhlk and white. who yearn for a
halersl ilp
which embraces tie goals of justice and equal opt ortun it y.
The le('sent administration has refused to en force the (civil rights
ilws of the Nation. The report of the U.S. (olnnlission on C ii Iights,
the hearings of tile Edwards sluhcoinnittee of tile I1out,0 .1udiciariv
('minittee. and tit decisionss of tit, courts nire
replete with exaniple.
of such none forceinent of the civil rights laws. The record of ('oilg.ressmn Ford illthisi area gives IrmnWic of exacerbitioll. hot Ilmelioration, of this divi.',i ye and polarizing situiat ion.
Senator Scott referred earlier to the breakthroughs this administration has made illcivil rights. I respectfully suggest that the breakthroughs are ill
fact retreats from tile sti'ong enforcement of the civil
rights laws by President Johnson, to whom both Senator Hatfield and
Mr. Mitchell ieferred earlier.
Also Senator Hatfield suggested that Lyndon Johlnson might le
an example of a man who, in the Congress, oI)posd civil rights lint
who, as President, supported civil rights.
I respeetfully suggest that the analogy to Mr. Ford has no foundlation. Lyndon Johnson, a Congressman andit Senator, ,was anti-civil
rights for a simple reason, lie came from Texas and he had to be,
reelected.
a
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When lie became President, free of constituency pressures, he was
a great. civil rights President.
Mr. Ford has no constituency pressures upon him to be against civil
rights.
As I inentioneil )efore and as was mentioned here )y Senator
Griffin. Mr. Ford's constituency is so good on civil rights that they
have just elected a black Mayor from the city at the heart of his
constituency.
Mr. Ford is an anti-civil rights Congressman, despite his constituency. Therefore, the hope that lie would change with a different
(onstituency like Lyndon Johnson is baseless.
The reason that Pre.idlent 'Johnson was an anti-civil rights Senlator
w as that that was the %'ie'w of his constituenvy.
The reason that (Congressman Ford is an'anti-civil ri'giits (ongressmanl must be ill his heart, must be in his politics, because it certainly
is not in his constituency.
I.-You are asked to confirm a potential Phresident for all the
people in a time of economic turmoil.
('ongressnmian Ford's voting record reveals that ill his 25 years on
the national scene, he has developed little selse of tie world beyoid his
(istrict. IHis re'oreld shows that lie consistently has ol)l)osed l)I'ograms
to help working and (lisadvataged people, and includes votes against
food stamps, ler services and child care, mininmilli wages, education,
Medicare, ()E( ), plllie housing, i)11lie works programs, anld relit
subsidies. le was one of the leaders in killing a $2 million rat exterminati0 program.
Mr. Chairman. 'we have prepared a more volm)lete voting ve''ord
and ask that. it be inserted at this l)oint ill the transcript.
The ChRAnL.N. Thalt will he Iade a part of the reo'ord.
[The d(ociuent referred to follows:]
VOTINo R omRD

Gnm.i. I.

FoRiI

CIVIL RIGHTS

Voted
Voted
Voted
Voted

to weakeni Fair Fnployment I'retices lil]. February 22, 1950.
to cripple Voting Rights Act of 19M5, July 9, 195.
against bringing 196 Civil Rights Act to floor, July 25, 1900.
to recommit 1966 Civil Rights Act to delete fair housing provision,

August 9. 1966.

Voted to nullify Title VI of 1964 Civil Rights Act as applied to aid to elementary and secondary education, October 6, 1966.
Led fight to gut Voting Rights Act of 1965. )ecember 11. 1909.
Voted figainst aeeepting Senate's open housing amendments to Civil Rights
Act of 1968. April 1). 1968.
Voted to gut EOC hill, September 16, 1971.
Voted for all anti-busing amendments Icl dling April 7, 1971: November 4,
1971 ; March 8. 1972: August 17, 1972. Supports "freedom-of-choiee" school de.egregation plang and constitutional amendment to ban school bulsing.
Voted to weaken ).('. Home Rule bill, October 10, 1973.
SOCIAL PROGRAMS

Voted against public housing, Jie 29, 1949; May 10. 1950; May 4, 1951 ; March
21. 1952; July 21. 195-3: April 2. 1954: July 29. 1955: May 21, 1959; June 22, 1960,
Voted agalust Increasing funds for hospital construction, May 26. 1953; June
25. 1970.
Voted against establishli national food staulp program. August 2t, 157.
Voted to weaken iieniploynient compen.muatloij law, August 10, 1950: May 1,
1958.
' .

Voted again-At aid-to-education bill. August 30, 1960.
V(cted against public works programs, May 4, 1960; August 29, 1962; April 10,
1963; April 22, 1971; July 19, 1972, March 15, 1973.
Voted to cripple food stamp legislation, April 8, 1964; June 8, 1967; Deceni.
ber 30, 1970.
Voted against final passage of Economic Opportunity Act of 1904, August 8,
1964.
Voted against funds for elementary and secondary education, March 26. 1905;
July 31. 1969.
Voted against Medicare, April 8, 1965.
Voted against creating HUD, June 16, 1965.
Voted to kill rent subsidy program, June 30, 1965; May 10, 1900.
Voted to reduce OEO funds, July 22, 1905; November 15, 1967.
Voted to delete Model Cities funds, May 17, 1967.
Voted to turn OEO over to states, )ecember 12,1969.
Voted agi i"i4 providing unnemployment compensation to farm workers, July
2"3.
19J70.
Voted against (hild care conference report. 1)ecenber 7, 1971.
V'ted against h iereasing education atpropriation, April 7, 1971, June 15,
1t172.
June 21, 1973.
Voted to 'rilqt- Legal Serl(es 1ill,
Voted to redline Labor-lhEW tiorihtion, June 20, 1973.
I.A11011

containing worst features of Taft-hartley, May
Voted fi' Wo,- ( I)-i.) 11111
4.11149.
illls, August 10, 1949; June 30, 1960; March
iWage
Voted to weaken 1ininin
11i : .May 26. 11166; May 11, 1972: June 6. 1073.
2.1.
injunction
to end steel dispute, June 20, 1952.
Voted to wu4- Taft-Hiartley
Vote for Landrum-Grifhi over bill Ilinlted to Internal union reform, August
1-3. 19li1tl.
Voted against rclieal of Sec. 14 (b)of Taft-Hartley Act ("rlght-to.work" laws),
July 28, 196(15.
Voted to weaken Occupational Health and Safety lill, 'ovenber 24, 1970; June
15, 1172.
Voted to deny food stanips to strikers, July 19, 1973.
CIVIL L.IBERTIES

Voted for Anti-Subversive bill, August 29, 1950.
\'uottel against requiring prior court approval for wiretaps, April 8, 1954.
Voted top upset the Supreme Court's Mallory Decision regarding admissible evl(ili'v. Jily 2. 195,.
Voted fmindwfor I1SC, April 29, 1971: March 1, 1972; March 22, 1973.
Voted for (oiistitutlonal amendment allowing school prayers, November 8,
1971.
ENVIRONMENTAL

Voted against federal aid to states fI)r prevention of water pollution, June 13,
195 : February 25, 1960.
Voted to kill mass transit legislation, June 25, 19064.
Voted against AEC funds to fight water pollution, October 8, 1969.
Voted for SST, March 18, 1971.
Voted against deleting funds for Cannikan nuclear test, July 29,1971.
Voted against strengthening Pesticide Control Act, November 0,1971.
Voted against strengthening Federal Water Pollution Control Act amendments
of 1972, Marvh 2,S. 1972.
Voted against nllowing IHighway Trust funds for mass transit, October 5,
1972: April 19, 1973.
INDOCHINA. DEFENSE AND FOREIGN POLICY

Voted against all attempts to limit or end U.S. involvement in Indochina, Including the Cooper-Church amendment (July 9, 1970), the Nedzi-Whalen meastre (June .17, 1971). the Hamilton-Whalen measure (August 10, 1972). and
the Addabto hiieiidment (May 10, 1973).
Voted for the Safeguard ARM program. October 3, 1009.
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Voted against all attempts to lower military spending, voting against cutIacks aindments October 3. 1,69: Jiue 16, 1971; November 17, 1l'71: Sltember 14, 1972; and July 31, 1973 (tile
Aspin ceiling amendment).
Voted to override Presidential veto of McCarran bill making Immigration more
diffiult, June 26.1952.

Voted to bar U.S. sale of surplus good to Poland and Yugoslavia (Sept. 3,
1964 and to kill wheat sales to US$1R and Hungary by barring credits (Dec. 16,
19M)3
Voted against war powers legislation. July 1S, 1973.

Mr. Rxui. Ill listening to the letter from the iliavor of Grand

Rapids, one has to smile. I think Mr. Mitchell made the same point.
There the mayor said Mr. Ford has been great once a program has

gone through Coligress. Ile has iel)ed Grn(l Raupids get sojite of
the dough.
W1lit) doesn't What ('ongressmIin does not lell) his (.ostittl(nts
get some of the dough
What the mayor of ('ramil Raids did not know mind did not refer
to is tlint most o;f
tile prograInls that he is talking albolt. (mgressnman
Ford Sought to gut .before they ever got on tile statute lx),ks. This is
ilis
svela :V\ote to gut tilt bill : vote for its hinal passage wv
hetler
it is gutted or not till(1 then try to get as mlatcli for your (colistitilency
possible.
aks
'Ilint is why lie helped 01(C. I itliderstand soniebodv is going to
testify from the 01(1 of Grand Rapids. Ihat isSO)If
lIe tries to
gilt t1Iv' programss bid'ore Iie ever gets to the point where Ihe
(-ali help
do soietling for his constit ehl(..
('ongressman Ford hs renmalned wholly insensitive to the diverse
problems facing tiis country . A failure to develop understanling of
tlineeds of the disa('vnit aged speaks not only ill terms of intellect
bit of COlassio-and cII
l(niltssiohi iS eSlK('ii il essenitiil
'
to leadership when, as now, a sense of bitterness l)ervades the Government, (itizeus are apatletic and skeptical of (Government, an1!both public And.
plril'ate sectors are retreatinlgr to a t'iical )hiilosol)hv of self -interest.
'1odav,our social goals, too often: are defined in terms of opposing
forces,'pitting class against class and geographic region against
geographic region: middle America's needs too often are defined
in terms of opposition to programs for the poor and the disadvantaged.
Wihat ,we need now is a leader who can rise above parochial interests
andl give a sense of unity to the entire country. Compassion for those
that have tie least, rather than favors for those who have the most.
is tie first ingredient of such leadership.
IV.-If one single act can disqualify a man for the Presidency of the
united States. Mr. Fords April 15, i970, attack on the independence
of the. Federal judiciary was just such an act.
lere Mr. Ford demonstrated his faithlessness to the underlying
constitutional concept of separation of powers just as he had so long
demonstrated his insensitivity to the constitutional concept of human
equalit'.G
On April S. 1970, the Senate rejected G. Harrold Carswell for
tile Supreme Court of the unitedd States by a vote of 51 to 45. One
week later, Mr. Ford took the floor of the House to seek impeachment of Supreme Court Juistice William 0. Douglas.
I was particularly struck by the enormity of this action by Mr.
Ford at a testmonial dinner for Justice Douglas earlier this 'month.
The only living Chief Jiistices. Warren Burger, appointed by one Re-
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mbliean President. and Earl Warren, appointed by another Replubi<'an President. paid tribute to this great man in tile highest terms.
Chief .Justice Burger referred to the "great and unique career"
whil Justice I)ouglas has made on the highest bench. And Chief
,Justive Warren said there had been "-nogreaier Justice in the history
of the Court."
Only extreme partisanship and reckless disregard of constitutional
principles could have impelled Mr. Ford's imj)eachment attack on a
with
the olne.t anr(l most consistent civil
SipreIne Court .Justice
in history.
rights-ivil liberties record
But even worse than MrI. Ford"s partisall impeachnlent attempt
are tie legal and factual "justiia t ions" he gave for his action.
Although the ('onstitution perm its iml)eaclment only for "treason,
bribery, or other high crimes and misdemneanors,2 Mr. Ford told
the (' ngress that "al impealmi ble offen,, is whatever a majority of
the House of Representatives considers it to he at a given moment
in history.'"
Not o'lnv is this a distortion of the plain hlnluage of the ('onstitimtion. but it is reckless and irresponsilble (Ioctriine.
I sav that verve feelingly, despite the fact that I alm one who belioves ilat 1'resi(lnt Nixol should b,, imtl eaclhed. But certainly should
not be immpeacled on any such) ridivnl bs doctrine as that.'All the
language of the ('onstitlution metmis. i,'.or(im: to' Mr. Ford, is what a
majorit thinks at a given tirle. And if M'. N ixol ever needs a lawyer
on that 1) int, 1 1111 available.
T think that the Ford attack on justicee 1)ouglas and the smggestion tlmat the Constitution imealis olIv what a majority of Colgres'si
thinks at any given time is the Imost dangerous doetrilne that ould
be' filvauiveth.
Inmi' MI.
1%Fo'd's theory. tie inldep hence of tile i ldieiary w mlId
hi a thing of the )ast. kn 'e
n(hfli of civil Iilerties tit a'tilm, of
stress could be removed from tie belnch I v the passions of the (l11':
t011 Bill of Rights would go down for waunt of independent. judicial
def,en es.
Mr. Ford's factual basis for iml)ea(hilient raises more (luest1tiols
Idholt Mr. Ford than it does about Just ice l)oudas.
The attacks on Justive l)oualas' extra judicial writings distort the
,Justie's thoughtful arguments and serve to highlight Mr. Ford's
lae of devotion to the fi st amendment.
The effort to tie .Justice )ouglas to gamblers through the Parvin
Foundation was guilt by association thrice removed. The effort to
tie Justice )ouglas to Bobbv Baker was a fraud. !Imhe effort to smear
h)im through his connetion, with tle Centt;' for the Study of De1mocratic Institutions, headed by Dr. Robert Hutchins. becomes ludicroms for those 3,000 people who attended the sesions of that organization here in Washington last. month, sessions addressed not
only by the Secretary of State, Nit by most of the leading Members
of the U.S. Senate.
We ask permission at this point to insert in the transcript a comnparison of the allegations in Mr. Ford's April 15 impeachment speech,
the response to those allegations as set forth in the fact brief subIuitted to the committee investigating impeachment by Justice Douglas.
distinguished attorney. Simon Rifkind, and the. findings" by that
committee.
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The CHAI

,MAN. Without objection, it will be inserted ill the

i'corId.
[The documneilt referred to follows
Tit

:]

JusicE WlILIAr 0. DOUGLAS IMPEACHMENT CASE

A COMPARISONN OF REPRSENTATIVE GERALiD FORD'S APRIL 15. 1970, SPEECH, JUSTICE
WILLIAM IOUGIAS' FACT 111MEv, AND Tilet SUBCOMMITTEE'S DISPOSITION OF CH ARGES

1. Points of Rcbellion
Ford $pech.-Its title is Points of Iebllion and its thesis is that violence
may be justitled and lerhaps only revolutionary overthrow of 'the establishment'
can save the country ....
Should it judge who sits at the pinnacle of the orderly
systelml of justice give sylmpjathetic encouragement, on the side, to Impressionable
yoting students and hard-core ftmaitits who espouse the nilltant inethodl? I think
mit." (First. Report, pp. 35-36. ) 1
DoIglas Ftwt Sheet.-"latier than refer to the actual language of Justice
louglas' book. another critiIc has chosen generally to 'paraplhrase.' Ills 'paraphrase' Is not. a fair one. Whereas tue central message of the book is the warning
tiht eaclIefll change is es.,entihl if we are to escape revolutionary violence, and
hw illist Ie matle 'reslponsive to hliman iieteds,' the critic manages to see the opposite. In his own words obviouslyy not the Justle's), the thesis is 'That violence
y he justitied and perhaps only revolutionary overthrow of 'the Establlshment'
can save the country.' And lie suggests that although the book distinguishess beIwevti lwfuil procedure and vlolnt revolution as ways to redress grievances,
Justice J)ougls hlas soiielhow given Isympathetic encouragement' to those who
'espouse the militant method.' As the foregoing materials abundantly demonstrate, the book's nesage is precisely the contrary." (Final Report, pp. 393-4) 2
Committee Finding.-I'The content of Points of Iebci1on speaks for itself.
Analysis by the Special Subcommittee Indicates that Justice Douglas' critics have
misinterpreted the meaning of the book. Points of Rebellion does not call for vlolent ov'ert hrow of established order in this country. It does not sanction rebellion.
The boo5k is iot it neutral document ; it has a clearly defined thesis. Far from aidvocatilng violence, the book urges a reordering of priorities through the tradl.
lomal legal channels to avoid the violence which the author believes Is inevitable
if the established order doeis not ancon date to the needs of disillusioned seg-

ments of the society." (FInal Report, p. 160)
2. The Erurgrcen Review
Ford 4pecch.-"This article Is authored 'by the venerable Supreme Court Justice' Willltii 0. Douglas. It consists of the most extreme excerpts from this book,
given a sonliewliit more seditious title. And it states plainly in the margin: Copyright 1970 by Witlliam 0. Douglas. * * * Reprinted by permission. . . . But you
cannot tell me that an Associate Justice of the U.S. is compelled to give his permission to reprint his name and his title and his writings in a pornographic magazlue with a portfolio of obscene photographs. . . . lls blunt message to the American people and their Representatives ill the Congress of tile U.S. is that he does
not give a tinker's damn wlat we think of hIn and his behavior on tihe Bench."
(First lelort, p. 37)
Dougla.8 Fact Brief.-"It is charged that Mr. Ju.4tice Douglas published an
article, consisting of a section from his book Points of Rebellion, in tile April 1970
Issue of Evergreen Review. were it immediately followed an artist's caricature
of the President and a portfolio of allegedly obscene pictures. The fact is that
Justice Douglas (lid not authorize the publication of the article in Evergreen
fReview, and had nothing to (1o with where it appeared and what materials accoinmanled It. . . . In short, Justice Douglas played no role in Random House's
decision to permit a portion of his book to appear in Evergreet, he had no right
under his contract to take any position on the matter, and he was not consulted."
(Final Report, pp. 397-8)
Committee Finding.-"The Special Subcommittee concludes timat Justice Doug.
las had no knowledge of or control over either the placement, or the inanner of
I First Report by the Special Subcommittee on H. Res. 920 of the Committee on the
Judiciary, Hoose of Representatives, Ninety-first Congress, Second Session, Pursuant to
H. Res. 68 June 20. 1970.
_ Final Re9 ert by the Special Subcommittee on H. Res. 920 of the Committee on the
JUdltary, House of Representatives, Ninety-first Congress, Second Session, Pursuant to
11, Res. 63, September 17, 1970.
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placing, the article 'Redress and Revolution' ii Erergrcen levietew." (Final
Report, p. 175)
3. The Avant Garde Article
Ford spr'cls.--"lalph (hlrburg's iaagavine A..Ivt (arde paid the Asso.lafl(,
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court the suai of $350 for his article on folk sliging . . However, Mr. Justie Doughls did not disiualify himself from takhag
part in the Goldwater against Ginzburg libel aplpeal . . . Writing signed articles
for notorious publications of a convicted lorno-grapher is bad enough. Taking
money from them is worse. Declining to disoualify oie's self in this ease is Inexcusable." (First Report, ll. 34-5)
Douglas Fact Brief-"The Justice has never lad any deallng.s with Ralph
Ginzburg, and had no occasion to rescue himself from the January case Involving
Mr. Ginzburg's Fact magazine ... And it is well settled that publishing itsilngh
article Ii a newspaper or magazine does naot disqualify the author from latter
bearing at case Involvlng tie publisher." (Final Report. p. -386)
Committee Finding.-"Under the facts of this case. Justice Douglas was not
required to disqualify himself from partilpat ioa in the (Iold teatr v. 0inltSbu
petition for a writ of certiorari. That Mr. (linzburg was the owner of At-alt
Eolarde, justicee Douglas had known sine(' February 28, 10619. But exlste(ce ofa
kitowledge of the relationship is not the test for disqlallfeation. 2.1V.S.C'. 455
requires dis.qualiflcation if there is a substantial literest in at vase, or a rtlationa
or connection, that, in tite Justices' opi mnon
ade it improper for hiln to moithlim
to sit. The $350 payment certainly is de minlint.s an(l tile relationship between
Justice Douglas and Ralph Ginzburg through .A rant (Oardewas virtually noin.
existent. Clearly it was not extensive, tiot latitilats. niot Colitiulg and fallir'
to disqualify was not improper." I Final Report, ).47)
. . Alleged Practice of Law
Ford Speceh.-". . . the fotundationa was In(.orlmora'ted in New York, anud 31r.
Jutitie(e Dotugha assisted iII setting it tap. ac.cor'dinag to Parviln. If tie Jlitle(, did
indeed draft the articles of incorporation, it was Ili patent violation of title 214,
sect ilo 454, '.S. Code . . . There is allitonal evidence that Mr. J.us-tioe l)otltglas
later, while still on salary, gave legal advice to the Albert Parvin Foundation
oat dealing with an Internal Revenue investigationn" (First RelAirt, IP. 3§-)
Douglas Fact Brlef.-"Justice Douglas atitno tite 'practiced law' for tlho
Foundation, which from the outset retained expert outside counsel to handle,
both its routine and special legal problems. lie dI atot, as alleged. draft tie
Foundation's Articles of Incorporation. Ile did not, as alleged, give tax advice
or any legal advice regarding any tax investigation. Nor did lie serve as coinisel
to the Foundation or to anyone associated with it with respect to any legal
matters." (Final Report, p. 404)
Committee Finditng.-"The Special Sutboinntittec has examined records. of
the Albert Parvin Foundation, the files of Albert Parvin, Justice Doglas. Robert
Hutchins, Harry Ashmore, and the Internal Revenue Service for Information
concerning the allegation that Justice Doughls drafted the Articles of Ineorlpration for the Albert Parvin Foundation. The documentary materials obtained
in this file examination show that Justice Douglas did not draft the Articles of
Incorporation of the Albert Parvin Foundation or provide legal services as it*
President." (Final Report. p. 80)
"All of the documents obtained In this investigation reprinted here and In the
(',mmlttee'. fileq relative to the conduct of Justice Douglas tn administering the
offleers of the Foundation have been examined to determine the character andl
itepurpose of Ihe services provided by Justice Douglas to the Albert Parvht
Foundation. These materials establish that Justice Douglas was not engagedt
I the practice of law in connection with lils
association with the Albert Parvili
Foundation. His communications and actions relative to the tax Investigation
are consistent with his administrative responsibilities as President and Director
of the Albert Parvin Foundation. Justice Douglas (lid not practice law." (Fintal
Report. pp. 115-1)
.5.Albert ParvinFoundation
Ford Speech,.-"What would bring an associate Justice of the Supreme Court
into any sort of relationship with some of the most unsavory and notorious
elements of American society?" (First Report, p. 38)
"In April 1962 the Parvin Foundation applied for tax-exempt status. And
thereafter some very interesting things happened. On October 22, IW2,.Bobby
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Baker turned up in Las Vegas for a 3dly stay. Ills hotel lill was paid by
Ed Levinson, Parvn's associate and sometime attorney. On Baker's registration
card a hotel empoyee had noted-'lis with Iouglas.' Bobby was then. of course,
majority secrehry of the Senate and widely regarded as the right hand of the
then V'ice President of the United States. So it Is inch'ar whether the note meant
literally that Mr. Justice Douglas was also vIsiting Los Vegas at that tine or
whether It meant only to Identify Baker as a Douglas ltsso('lite."' (First Report,
p. 39)
"Also ol hand In Snitto Domingo to celebrate, Bosch's talkii up the relis of
power were Mr. Albert Pa rviln, Presidlt of ile ] l' tvin. 1)0 ltiltn'olllaIny,
lit(] the Presldent of the Albert Parvin Foundation. Mr. Juice WillIan 0.
ihnug!as of the U.S. Supreme Court." (First Report, 1). 30,)
no connection with the 'interna))titlghts Fact Bricf.-"The Foundation jd
tlonal gambling fraternity' . . . Justi.eT-)ouglas does not know the alleged
underworld lrsons name( in the attacks aloll hlln1. lie wax not ill Las Vegas
well It was lninltoil he was. he has never been assovieted with Bodby Bilker,
and he dhl not attend the inauguration of President Bosch as alleged," 11Flmn11
Report, 1).387)
Coinittee Findhgl,.-"There Is no indication that Justice IoI lghls crstllllly
has been Itvolved in, or ever participated hi, organized gambling. in fact. there
Is no evidence that Justice Douglas ever associated with or even tawt lie Indivldainis that have been nomed by critics of Justlce )ouglas hi tHit April 15. 11)70
speech or In 11, Wis. 922, who are Identifled unhervorll cltrat.ters or tllaerlers
of soine organized gaimmling fraternity. All sulc, assciatimls are Indirect and
are Imputed to Justice )ouglas only through IllestvIties ill co.nlnection wItlI
the Albert Parvin Fouidation and his association with Albiert Parvinh ( Final
Report, p. 17(1)
iker
"Tle April 15. 1970 speech alleged that otn Octolber 22. 11 i*,,hRobert
wan iln Las Vegas for a three (lay stay. that his hotel bill w'ats pald by R,,dWtd
Levinson. and that oil Baker's hotel bill a hotel employee had noted 'Is with
I louglas.' It was also alleged that Robert Baker and Edward Ievinson were
In the l)1oninilean Republic with Justice Douglas. Albert Parvl and Harvey
$8llirt.Tilt, Investigation of tihe Special ,ubeonl ittee ham find that neither
of these charges is accurate. According to the documents In tht Cotutaittee/n
llehs, Justice Douglas left New York on October 21, 1I02 for Santiago,. Chile,
and returned on Octolber 30, 19062 after vIsiting Peru. Eca.wiur and Bolivia.
,istice Driuglas' first visit to Las Vegas was in November 19414. at whiel time
lie spoke at an Israel Bond Drive Dinner at the Sahara I-Iotil. Justice I)ouglam

was not in the Dominican Republic at the same tie

that Robert Baker and

E'dward Lhimson were there. Robert Baker attended PresIdent Bosch's Inaugtura.
lion on February 27, 1903. Justice Douglas, although invited to attend, was
unable to do so. Justice Douglas was in the I)omnilcan Repblih it connection
with the Foundation's Literacy Program ol 1arch 5th to 7, 11.k)j: tind a secomld
visit was inade March 14-17. 19163. (Final Report. p. 320)
"Not only was Justice l)ouglas not in Las Vegas at the tiue charged, bat
neither was Robert Baker. The )epartment of Justice has supplied hnforinotion,
Ineluding tile hotel records apparently referred to by the April 15, 1970 speech.
The D)ocuments supllled by the Department of Justice include a copy of a registration card for tile Beverly Hills Hotel in Beverley ills. ('allformila. This
registration card shows that Robert Baker occupied Room 359 from October
22-25, 19t12. The records show that Mr. Levlnson was billed for Roouta 359. The
registration card does hear a notation 'with Douglas-imove 170/7'. The person
who is the subject of the notation is not disclosed by the documents, and apparently this aspect of the matter either has not been investigated by the Department of Justice or has not been supplied to tie Subcommittee. It Is obvious
however, that such person could not be Associate Justice William 0. Douglas who
was not in Los Angeles during this period." (Final Report, p. 320)
6. Center for the Study of DemocraticInstitutions
Ford SpcCh.-",... Mr. Justice Douglas moved immediately into closer comnection with the leftish Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions . , . the
Center was the site of a very significant conference of militant student leaders.
Here plans were laid for the violent campus disruptions of the past few years, and
the students were exhorted by at least one member of the Center's staff to sabotage American society, block defense work by universities, immobilize computerized record systems and discredit the ROTC." (First Report, p. 42)
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Ioufglav 'ot
lrief.--T'he (C'cntt
ir isan emihiently respiltabe American (eIIIIlwPititlitl \vhielt has enlisted the ,artllcipatilon, suplitrt and
cooperat iln of such(lis I ngtilhed Amuericmin, is ('hief Justice Warren Blurger. and it
st.mv of (Coigresneut." (Finl lteport. p. .124)
Cemmlittiv, Findinl.".-'"l'he C'elter is the sole activity of the Fund for the
IRepilich.. a
-lllnprtit
corporition created by the Ford Foundation lii1952. The
peter r va,4 estalished in Sata Barbara in 1959. The (llef Exec'utive (fteer of
tim' 'enter is 1Dr. Robert M. Iliutchlns. formerly lealn of tile
Yale Law School aund
fol'nr President of tileUniversity of ('hivago. The President of the (enter is
aIrrt'ry Asmr-e. formerly Exeutive Editor of the .I.rkal.,Iax
G;azette mi1d former
Editor-in-Chief of the Emnr'loplcilio Iritanniha. As.socliated with the activities
of thi e'enter are such notales Is tie. e(oi'oiist, Rexford (;. ''ugwell: the en
vi rou41nnnltahit,
1aulEhirlchh: the ioitical theorist, Bertrald de .Iolvanel : the
euilator. ('iark Kerr: the the'loghtil. lhtleihold Neiiiuhrl al
IIid N'oliq lu'rtelte.
lsdor I. Wai. t Fiial Rieport. p. 177
"SiIeu Its ,4taldishnllent ilk1)59. the (Celter lias coli(vledt e(1 iference't, siiiil.
Itimrs
and symposil oili variety if issues. It Ipublish es it
aIniagazine to ecllorlll'lge
ti Study oif Iwet l'llitioil~
l relinti
ils ilnd public qIc sli'stilis. I it of tltepri1111ry
(:1tomlli

'etiviItiI..

oif tihe (' ente'

is 4111ily uht11l

to

sessionls aim11ked at obtaoining at diversity

of vhewpoilit fill i iuiniiitilde of toll's. i)iring these sessiitis tit entire
lpwectrulm
of A rialiil thi 'night a id fArgumt
lin'lt itl'cI
Ilvite'l to it
n rt i('initt-." F
linliti. Report, p.

1781

Mr. R
We have set the (xhilit up this way: What Iord said,
IViI.
what Rifkind said il answer. and what. the eominittee found.
The ul
e'lits oil which wt. Iased 11OU
exhibit. if anybody vaunts to
cheek back with the originals. these documents are found in the first
and final reports by the Special Subcommittee on House Resolution
920 pursuant to House Resolution 93. The gross discrepancies between
Mr. Ford's allegations and the committee's findings underline the
recklessness of Ifr. Ford's act on April 1-5.
Unfortu niately, Mr. Chairman, Mr.Ford was not questioned about
any of these misstatements. We hope that this matter is examined
fully by this committee before it acts on the nomination.
IHow did Mr. Ford come to make such slanderous insinuations?
Who atissited in tlie preplr-atioln of the 11)70 speech .Was it part of Ii
,Jolm Mitchell effort to drive a liberal Justice from the bench.
We respectfully request that this matter be gone into in detail
with Mr. Ford. "Weask that you question him about each of the
allegations he made, where he got them, why he made them without
proof. and whether in fact this was a John 'litchell attempt to drive
tigreatliberal, justice from the bench.
V.---('ongrssman Ford is totally lacking ill experience in foreign
affairs. What is known of his views is his consistenit Nl port of U.S.
involvement in the Indoehina war. Even at the very end of U.S.
involvement, when most of the country and most of the Congress
had turned against the war. Congressman Ford continued to give it
his unqualified support.
At a. time when a foreign policy mistake might mean war. and could
mean nuclear holocaust. Mr. F6rd's lack of experience in this area
is an ext remelh serious disqualification.
VII.-A priority task of the next President will be to restore the
trust and confidence of the American people in their government and
its leadership. This can be done only by following the Watergate
and Watergate-related scandals wherever they may lead. Mr. Ford's
public statements prior to his nomination have made it clear that this
is something he cannot do.
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Even after the Dean disclosures, and tie laldeman and Elrlichman
resignations, Mr. Ford stated publicly, '"Ihave the greatest confidence
in the President, and am absolutely positive he had nothing to do
with this mess." And when the President fired Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox--even though the Nixon administration had promised
Congress that Mr. Cox would be independent-Mr. Ford announced
that Mr. Nixon had "no other choice" but to dismiss Cox.
Indeed, as late as November 5, last week, Mr. Ford stated before
this committee that lie considers the President "completely innocent"
of any wrongdoing in the Watergate affair.
The next, President iiiiist restore respect for the rule of the law in
A ierial. and this cal )e accoii)lishe only I Y following every aveini. \ Ierever it nia* lead. 1This cannot Ibe (one Iby one who has preJI~lgte4I the case ill tIa\orof Mr. Nixon.
V\l. .\ nieria s for l)elJOCratic Acti,,n1 is indlependent of both
pliit ica l pa rt ie.u.il fully supI'rts Ar. N ixoii's right under the 26th
i
a lepl
llCai V ivo I'resident who must be
luiltel Intuent to iioimllte
considered

ol his or ier uIerits by it',oigress free of partisan bias.

We hl liv\'e that i t lilov'e of irties :is the restilt of a refusal to
ci'l il'11 a Vice 'mesilent (hesigliite phls mm peacimhmetit or resignation,
is niot il tie Iest interest of the country. Thme 25th amendment intended
tlt
th party il power would not change through its operation, and
that principle.
we st ronmgly silort
But we (1o not insult the Republicaiin Party with the belief that Mr.

Ford is the only candidate the party has to offer. Ile has never been
considered as a natioml candidate Iby his party whereas many others
have been so considered.
If the Congress rejects Mr. Ford's nomination. we are confident the
Replu blican Plarty call )rovi(he 'd nimn or woman of Priesidential stature
who can unite the Nat ion.
The ('olgress may also w3 lit to consider reenacting the statute for a
new election here. Al)A has never takeni position, on such a statute
and I aii not arguing for it iow. Indeed, Iwas somewhat impressed
I the answers that the Senators gave to Congresswoman A)zug on the
ili iculties inhereilt iii all tihe (lelvs.
It ,ies seem t4) me, however. that Senator Hathaway has resolved
one of the difficulties in delay by his suggestion that the highest
lepidlicuia in the Iotuse serve us the acting President during the
electionn period. Senator Ilathaway has nadeia contribution to this
ion.
4l)1sBut I amni a afraid that the time that a new statute would take)lls tle time for impeaehment-imight make it look as though you were

nillif ying the 25th amendment if you were to wait that long.'
I think this would lbe a matter of degree. If you want to give Congres; a short period to pass a statute, maybe tfiat would work. But I
AVas impressed by the fact that impeachment may go on for 6 months,
and the statute might take another 6 months to pass. Obviously the
2.dth amendment did not contemplate delays of that character.
I mention a statute for a new election only to show that there are
alternatives to confirmation and I mention it for that purpose alone.
Tt is the availability of these alternatives that makes the unseemly
haste of this comnmitt e all the more tragic.
23-712-73-22
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When I refer to haste, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I mean no disrespect. I refer to haste because I think the interrogation of Mr. Ford was inadequate.
I think Mr. Ford's attack on Justice Douglas, his factual attack, was
one of the most dangerous occurrences in our 'history, yet no one asked
him what his basis was for each of the factual misstatements.
I would have thought that in considering a man who might be
President, who had sought to attack the independence of the judiciary,
this Committee would have gone through that speech sentence by sentence, and said to him, what do you mean here ; what was your support
for that?
Maybe the simplest thing would have been for Mr. Ford to have annotate his speech for you with his support for each proposition.
But certainly April 15, 1970, was a tragic day in American life. A
man now close to the Presidency, on that day, by misstatement of fact,
and by distortion of the Constitution, sought to destroy one of the great
Justices in the history of America. I think your committee should'have
gone into it.
That is what I meant by unseemly haste. I did not mean it in any
sense of disrespect for the committee members who are now in an uncharted field, deciding for the first time whether a nuan who was never
elected by the l)eol)le may be our next President.
To those who say that'Congress must act at once to confirm Mr. Ford
as a precondition of President Nixon's resignation or impeachment, the
Americans for Democratic Action gives this answer: We do not believe our Nation is bounded on the east by Richard Nixon and on the
west by Gerald Ford. Our sights go beyond these two to a man or
woman who, as President of the United'States, will bind up the Nation's wounds at home and restore it to its place of honor abroad.
Nor is there any reason to believe that Mr. Ford's nomination will
hasten the day ol Mr. Nixon's resignation or impeachment. On the
contrary, Mr.Ford's unsuitability for the Presidency can only have the
opposite effect-to solidify Mr. Nixon's position through the obvious
lack of experience of his successor in foreign affairs and lack of stature
at home.
Now, Senator Cook, you referred to Mr. Woodcock, I think.
Senator CooK. I was going to ask you whether or not he was a member of the organization.
Mr. RAtI. Oh,yes, le is. He is also my client. I listened to your reference to Leonard Woodcock with greatSenator CooK. Were you aware of that statement?
Mr. RArn. Oh, yes; and I was going to explain the statement. He
thinks, as so many do, that the Ford confirmation is of a precondition
of impeachment or resignation.
Mr. Woodcock is as hot as a pistol for resignation or impeachment
of the President. And he thinks you have got to confirm Ford to get
that.
Senator CooK. Are you speaking for Mr. Woodcock?
Mr. RAUH. No, but I know what he thinks. Oh, heavens, no. No one
ever speaks for the President of the Automobile Workers. In my 25
years with Walter Reuther and Leonard Woodcock, I try not speak for
them.
Senator Coom I thought you were. It sounded like you were.
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Mr. RAWI. WAell, I stand properly rebuked if I did not make myself
clear, Senator Cook, but at any rate I now want to make myself clear.
I understand Mr. Woodcock's great desire to obtain the resignation
or impeachment of the President and his belief, which is the belief of
so many of my friends tud associates, that the Ford confirmation will
aid in iccomplishing that.
It is that philosoi)hy that I am challenging. I think the Ford conlirmnation would be insurance for Mr. Nixon. As time goes on people
will recognize that to put a foreign affairs neophyte in the President's seat, a divisive figure of this character, one totally unqualified
for this higher honor, is unthinkable. The longer that goes on, the
more people are going to say, oh gosh, we have to keep the President.
I just. think my ieammmcd friend and client, Mr. Woodcock, has made
a misjudgment as to how he can best impeamh, or get a resignation
from. the President.
Naturally, having made that decision, he dressed it upia little bit
by saying lie was for Mr. Ford in 1948 when he lived in Grand Rapids.
I am'sure that was time last time that le was for 'Mr. Ford, and that
would be 25 years ago now.
VIII.-3r. Chairman, we urge that
before
these questions: voting on Mir. Ford's
(0o1 firaliation, you asl. yourself
Is Mr. Ford( amioii,. tie men and womun whom you believe should
be President of the United States?
Should the next President be a divisive force between majority and
minorities in this Nation?

Siouldt the next President be one who lacks compassion for those
who niee(l help and has devoted himself to the protection of those who
do not?
Should the next President be one who sought to destroy the independence of the Federal judiciary by a reckless attack upon a great
Supreme Court justice?
Should the next President be wholly inexperienced in foreign
affairs?
('an M1r. Ford, wholly inexperienced in any administrative activities, control the massive authority of the PresIdency in the interest of
democratic government at homeland a stable world relationship?
Should the next President be one who has prejudged the Watergate
scandals?
Are there not alternatives to Mr. Ford within the party of Lincoln
who can lead this Nation back to its rightful place of leadership and
honor?
We put these questions to you. The matter is now on your conscience
and in your hands.
The
A'TRMTTAVNv.
Thank you very much for a very interesting statemen it.
I agree with some parts of it, but, I am completely in disagreement
with other parts.
I would like to draw your attention to your statement on the top
of page 2, when you say:
We repeat, the appropriate standard is whether Mr. Ford is qualified to be
President of the United States and whether he Is among the group of persons
that a majority of the Members of both Houses of Congress want to see as
President of the United States.
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The way that statement reads would make it appear that both of
those conditions must exist. And I completely disagree with you there.
I find no requirement in the 25th amendment to the Constitution to
go beyond the question of whether Mr. Ford is qualified to be President of the United States. And I say that those things do not necessarily jibe because if you agree with the second part, you are in effect,
saying that we, as Democrats who have a majority in both te Senate
and the House, could make this a popularity contest and say that because we have a majority we could choose one man to be President
simply because we have the majority.
And I may say that that disturbs me as did Mr. Ford's answer in
respect to impeachment indicating that all you need is the votes.
I do not agree with that.
I think we must act within the constraints of the Constitution, both
in cases of impeachment where we must find that grounds, exist, that
the Constitution prescribes, and in this case where we must make a determination as to whether this man is qualified to be Vice President of
the United States.
And, of course, as you correctly point out, it is quite possible that
we may be confirming the next President of the United States.
Mr. RAur. Mr. Chairman, may I respond?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes,

Sir.

Mr. RAUJI. You are quite correct in saying that I have put in two
standards for the nominee. One is his qualifications to be President,
and second is whether he is among the group of persons that a majority
of both Houses of Congress wants to see as President of the United
States.
But, sir, I do not think a witness could have made it clearer than
I did, that I think he has to be a Republican. So the fact that Democrats are the majority in both Houses, is irrelevant to this.
I believe that the 25th amendment contemplated that the President
would appoint a man of his own party, one who is compatible with it.
That was half of it.
But you are leaving out the other half-the Bayh-Ervin compromise. What the Bayh-Ervin compromise did was simply this: Senator
Bayh favored giving fulll authority to the President for compatibility;
Senator Ervin favored a resolution allowing Congress to elect; they
put the two considerations together-the idea of compatibility of the
parties and the idea that Congress would be the surrogate of the peoPle.
Now, when you put those two together, you put a different standard
on how you are going to view this man than yo would use if he were
in another category such as an executive or judicial appointment.
For example, this is the first time that the House has been brought
into the confirmation process; the first time that we have ever had the
confirmation of a Vice President.
But your job, it seems to me, is this: Putting aside all partisan
consideration-he must be a Republican-you have to decide on the
nominee as surrogate for the people. That is what Senator Ervin was
sayng.
Senator Ervin said it much better than I can right in the hearinwos
and on the floor of the Senate in the part that we inserted in the
record. He made clear the people have to be considered in this; for

-
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the first time in history, we are going to have a President or Vice
President who was not elected by the people.
Therefore, Congress is a stand-in for the people here. Two things
have to be reconciled-the President's right of compatibility with
his Vice President, but within the President's right to keep coming
up with Republicans, Congress has the right to decide whether the
Republican he chooses is one of the group of persons you think should
be President. You act in a different posture than you have ever been
in before because of the history of the 25th amendment, which we
carefully studied, sir, and which has not been adequately considered
or studied here
I know Senator Bayh was here but the acts of legislative history
are even clearer as the record of what happened.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it seems to me that if we follow your theory,
then we really are going back to the proposition that wa:s considered
and discarded; that the Congress should make a selection.
Mr. RAUt. It was not discarded, sir. It was combined. Senator Bayh
at the hearing said to Senator Ervin "Why don't we put them together?" It was far from aiscarded. Indeed, Senator Bayh said on
the floor of the Senate that by combining the two we were guaranteeing that the President would have a man with whom he could work
and we were also guaranteeing to the people the right to make a decision. That resulted from Senator Ervin's position that Congress
will act for the people.
I thought I had made a rather persuasive case that this was different
than any other confirmation. I really believe if you will examine into
the history of the 25th amendment, you, too, wil feel there is a different standard here.
Maybe I have not stated it perfectly here. but I worked very hard
at trying to find what the right standards should be. I most respectfully suggest if you will read the transcript of the hearings and the
debates on the floor, you will find that you were expected, as representative of the people, to determine whether this was a man you
wanted as President, subject always to the President's right to come
back with another Republican.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I may say that I do not view it that way.
I wish that the 25th amendment were more precise than it. is, and in
hindsight we can always look back and state that these are things
that were not considered.
Obviously, this situation now confronting us was not in the minds
of people who were involved in the discussion of the 25th amendment.
For example, you asked, in one of the, questions that you posed to us,
Should the next President be wholly experienced in foreign affairs?
Well, if you are going to demand someone who is experienced in foreig affairs, who has a great deal of experience, then you are going to
limit the choice to the selection of the Secretary of State. Wedid not
want to do that.
I might say that when Mr. Nixon was elected President, I do not
think he was possessed of a very great amount of experience in foreian
affairs.
'Mr.
RAUH. Oh, Senator, he was a tremendously experienced man
from his years as Vice President. He had been President Eisenhower's
special-
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MANxx. Special envoy. I am aware of that.
Mr. RA U1L M1anV, many occasions.
I do not think you are being fair to the President's experience. I
do not normally go in for defending him, but it seems to me that his
experience in foreign affairs during his 8 years as Vice President was
tremendous.
The Ch^AI RA. He had some experience in that field.
I think to say that a man who travels to a foreign country acquires
great. experience in foreign affaims, is not necessarily the test.. And I
think that. by suggesting that in the question proposed to us. vou go
bevomid what. was contemlplated in the 25th amendment as I 1ead it.
Ilso. you ask in your final question, are there not alternatives to Mr.
Ford within the 1irtv of Lincoln who can lead this Nation back to its
rightful place of leadership) and honor.
I do not find any standards there that we should e.qtabli.h to determine who can best'lead the Nation back to its rightful place of leadership and honor. If that were the case, we would be the ones making the
initial selection, rather than allowing the President to make that. election and send it to us to approve or veto if we find that he is not
qualified.
Mr. R.,Vu. What you are doing, sir, I respectfully siuggest. is reading
the Ervin half out of the 25th amendment. What yon are doing is treating this confirmation like any other confirmation. but that is not what
was expected.
Senator Ervin got half of what he sought. Senator Bayh got half
of what he sought. And Senator Ervin's hal f was eongressi(;nal cle tion
or rejection. It was clear that from the combination of the two that
the initial thrust would be in the President's right to appoint one of
the President's own party if he so determined.
I do not think there would be anything to prevent, President Nixon
from appointing, a Democrat, but it was contemplated that he would
have every right to appoint a Republican.
That is'the one ground on which you cannot. refuse to confirm. You
cannot as a Democratic majority,' reject Mr. Ford because he is a
Republican. That is the one, ground that. is completely taboo and I
agree with everything that is said on that point.
I think you would be doing the same thing by deliberately delayingr.
so that you get a Democrat through dilatory practices. I do not think
that is constitutional either. What is constitutional is for you to uso
the Ervin half of the 25th amendment, which is to decide whether
you consider this man as one of the persons who you believe shod
President of the United States. If you do not', then I think the
matter goes back to the President to a)lpoint someone else.
The CHAIRMA. Iet me ask you this question.
If I completely disagree with'Mr. Ford on most of his basic philosophical positions. and I do on many of them. are you saying that on
that isque alone, I should vote to reject him?
Mr. Mrmi. Yes. sir. That is exactly what the Ervin half of the 05th
amendment does. It,
says you are the, surrograte for the people. There
has to he a substitute for'an election here and you are it.
In other words, you are to use the same test'that the voters would
use, except you cannot use party loyalty. You are to use the tests that
the American voter would use, and he'uses all of the things to which
you refer.
The Cf
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The CHAIRMAIN. I must say that I am glad to place that in perspectire, because this is basically where we differ.
I personally helieNv. :'s I interpret our duty, that we have the responsibility of confirming someone whose philosophy may be completely
different from ours if it coincides with the Prsident's views to the
extent that he is willing to appoint him. I disagree with the President's philosophy on many issues, and I disagree with Mr. Ford's
philosophy on many issues. But, yet, the President. who was ,rivein
this authority, was elected President and, therefore. I think he is (Utitled to choose a person of whatever philosophy, whatever he determines, even though I may disagree 100 percent with that philosophy.
In any event. I enjoyed the, discussion with you. but I will say
I am completely in disagreement with you on that point.
Mr. RAtli. I will bet you a nickel, Senhator, if you will read the legislative history. the hearings, the colloquy between Bayh and Errin
at the hearings, and the colloquy between Baylh and 'Ervin on the
floor, you willhave second thoughts about this. because. they made it
clear lhat you were to treat yourself like the voters, and you are refusing to do that.
You are saving
Fr.ord is like Mr. Nixon, so he is OK. But that
is not what the Ervin half of the 25th amendment requires you to do.
The CmnofA-,-. With respect to the betting, I will leave that to
my constituents.
I have read the list and we, as lawyers. can come to different conclusions.
Senator Griffin ?
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Rauh, I do not hesitate to say that I hav'e
had regard and respect for your ability as an attorney, and I might
note that occasionally we have even been on the same side of some
issues in the past.
Mr. RAml. I want to thank you for your help in the miners' case,
Senator Griffin.
The testimony that you gave at a particular moment in the history of our fight in tie miners, union was terribly important, and
you will always have m- gratitude.
Senator GRIFFiNx. Aid I think you made a very. very important
contribution, as most people realize. Your effort. in pursuing the
United Mine Workers matter to the point where it is now, have been
commendable. I want to publicly indicate my admiration for the way
you stuck with that case and the cause that was involved there.
Mr. Raub. you indicated that Leonard Woodcock was a client of
yours, and I think you indicated that he is a member of the ADA,
but I do not remeniber whether you said whether he is a member
of the hoard or not.
Mr. RAwUI. No, he is not.
Mr. Douglas Frazer, one of the PAW vice presidents, is a meimber of the ADA board.
Senator GRIFFIN. I thought I had you there, because your statement
said that, it was a unanimous decision of the ADA board.
Mr. RA,11. I cannot, swear to you whether ,Mr. Frazer was there.
This is like congressional voting. It was a unanimous vote of those
present. T do not know if Mr. Frazer was there, sir.
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Senator GRIFFiN. Of course, you are perfectly within your own
rights, if your conscience so allows, to put whatever interpretation you
want on Mr. Woodcock's words. You may be satisfied i your own mind
that you know what his motives and reasons were. But I want to
make a few points here which might tend to put his words in a
different perspective.
The staff tells me that it was the weekend after President Nixon
nominated Congressman Ford to be Vice President, that Mr. Cox was
fired, and the resignations of Mr. Richardson and Mr. Ruckelshaus
took place. I guess there were undoubtedly some who were in favor
of impeaching President Nixon before that weekend. But without
any doubt, looking at my mail, the numbers greatly increased after
that weekend. Perhaps Mr. Woodcock, on the evening that Congressman Ford was named, which was Friday, October the 12th, had in
his mind that his purpose in supporting Congressman Ford was to
hasten the impeachment of President Nixon. But I doubt it, mcself.
I want to point out that this statement issued by Leonard Woodcock is dated-Friday, October 12, 1973-the very night that President
Nixon nominated Congressman Gerald Ford-and I would take the
time just to read these two paragraphs again.
UAW President, Leonard Woodcock, issued the following statement:
"I have known Gerald Ford since he first began service in Oongress-as a
matter of fact, I supported him in the Republican primary in 194& 1 have
great respect for his ability and Integrity and personally support the President's
recommendation that he be confirmed as Vice President.
"We need to resolve the constitutional questions before us as expeditiously
as possible and turn to healing the wounds America has suffered. With the
many grave problems facing us at home and abroad, all of us need to be pulling
together in seeking their solutions."

I would only say that the clear meaning of Mr. Woodcock's words
seems to be very apparent. I believe his statement itself draws into
question our suggestion that his support for Congressman Ford was
motivau by some kind of hidden motive to impeach the President.
Mr. RAuH. No people I know are for Congressman Ford on the
merits and they do not have hidden statements about why they are
for confirmation. They are quite out in the open, that they want to
gt Ford through because it is a necessary predicate for impeachment.
Ido not think anyone is trying to hide anything here.
There is a great debate going on in the liberal movement now. Many
are for confirmation because you have a better chance for impeach'ment. I happen to think that is a very shortsighted view because I
believe it is going to work the other way. I think, as people realize
more and more that Mr. Ford is not qualified for the job, that he is
going to give President Nixon job insurance. I think some of my
best friends are very misguided here.
Senator GRiFN. I prefer to respect Leonard Woodcock for intending and meaning what he really said-and that he does have respect for
the ability and integrity of Congressman Ford, and personally supports his recommendation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Pell?
Senator Pzz,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There are two or three points that I would like to mention here.
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In the first place, you gave as the principal reason why Haynsworth
and Carswell were turned down by the Senate was because of their civil
rights background..
I do not agree with you.
I think the reason was that they did not measure up in one case to the
concept of capability that you want in background, national background, and in the other case he did not have the quality of excellence
that you expect to find in the Supreme Court Justices.
Rehnquist had both these qualities and I voted for him. I am not
sure that the civil rights record was any worse or any better than the
other two that I did not support.
The second thought that occurs to me, is when you talk about
the mediocre ability of Congressman Ford, I think the fact that his being elected the leader of his party of the House, means really a good
deal, because it means that a good many fellows regard him as a good
deal more intelligent than the average, and it means that he is a
leader and can work out programs.
I was working out in the past 20 years the fact that the only other
man to be nominated for Vice President, who had the same kind of
background, was Senator Lyndon Johnson, the majority leader of his
party in the Senate. Senator Humphrey has been majority whip.
But otherwise, of the 12 different people who were nominated for
Vice President in the last 20 years, none of them had the same qualities
of leadership as did Lyndon Johnson and does Ford.
The third, I think back and here I speak as an admirer of the ADA,
with a voting record showing my own support in many cases of you,
to my regret at campaign time, because I think that there are more antiADA people than pro-ADA people when elections come around. But
when ]:recall the outcry among my own liberal friends, at the thought
of Connally or Reagan being nominated, because they would not pass
the Congress, and you were saying at that point that the President
should support somebody who could get through the hurdle of the
Congress.
So, I think the President did a reasonably good job in choosing the
leader of his party in the Congress, elected to that job, who could
be confirmed, when there are other outstanding men, althou h I, personally, would have voted against-I think that basically the--these
thoughts have not been expressed and should be expressed, and I say
it as one who strongly disagrees with President Nixon, and most of
his domestic issues, and I think with Congressman Ford's voting
record in the past.
Mr. RAUH. I just have a word on each of those points.
I was very careful in my language, sir. What I said of Haynesworth
and Carswell is that they were rejected by the Senate in large part
because of their anti-civil rights philosophy. I do not think if it had
not been for that, you would have reached the stage of nonconfirmation.
I also agree that if there had not been other things involved, they
might not have been rejected. It was a combination.
I was very precise in saying that I thought they were rejected in
large part because of their civil rights actions.
Senator PELL. But did Rehnquist have the better record in civil
rightsI
.Mr. RAUH. About the same. I think the problem with Rehnquist was
that you fellows were tired of turning people down. After we beat
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HIavnesworth, I came up here and started fighting Carswell and some
of mN- best friends said, "You cannot do two in a row.'
Senator PELL. You did.
Mr. RAUHI. All I am saying is that you could not do the third one
because you were tired out and that is why Rehnquist is on the bench
now.
Second, I did not use the words "mediocre ability," and I would not
use them. I am going to be careful and precise in my language.
Senator PELL. I stand corrected.
Mr. RAUrn. Third, I would respectfully suggest that the fact Con1,illv or Reagan would have been worse is not adequate grounds for
confirming Mr. Ford.
Senator PELL. Excuse me. You did not use the word, --mediocre," and
I stand corrected in that.
The tenor of your statement was that he was perhaps of mediocre
ability.
What word would you use-outstanding, great leader?
Mr. RAUH. No, no.
I just described him as lacking in experience in foreign affairs. I
described his voting record, I described his attack on Justice Douglas
as misstatements of fact.
One may draw that conclusion but I did not use that word and I
do not intend to use it, sir.
Senator PELL. But he does, certainly, you would agree, have more
of a leadership record than any other candidate for Vice President,
except for Lyndon Johnson in the last 20 years?
MIr. lAUit. No. 1 would not, sir.
Mr. Ford's own party has never considered him for the post. There
is a way you get to be Vice President in America. You seek it, you get
yourself considered for it.
It is quite unusual that Mr. Ford has never been considered for it.
I suppose everybody on the dais here today has been considered for
the Vice Presidential nomination of their parties. and it, is a very
common thing.
Senator Allen issh'king his head. llut 1 would still make the point
that being considered for' Vice President, if you are a Congressman
or a Scnat or, is a very commonn thing. The fact that Mr. Ford has never
been considered lv fis own party seems to raise some question of his
leadership ability.
Senator Gmr.i. Would my colleague from Rhode Island yield
for an observat ion ?
SV1eator PEI.,. Yes.
Senator GIvFIN. I am amazed to hear this because as Mr. Rauh
knows. you do not exactly run for Vice President in a practical or
realistic sense in this country, as I have observed the political process.
I think that it was Adlai Stevenson who on one occasion threw the
convention open to delegates for the nomination of Vice President;
am I correct?
Senator PELL.In 1956, yes.
Senator GRIFFIN. I do not know of any other instance in modern
times where the nominee for President has really given the delegates
the opnortnnity to nominate the candidate for Vice President.
Inci'dentallv. I have a proposed Constitutional amendment which
would provide for the selection of all Vice Presidential nominees in
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a manner similar to that now provided under the 25th amendment in
the case of a vacancy. But aside from that, if you do not think that
Jerry Ford was seriously considered for Vice President-if you do not
believe he was among those that nominee Richard Nixon considered, I
can tell you that you are mistaken, I know on the basis of my own personal knowledge that he was among those who were considered.
It is too bad, in mv opinion, that he was not selected by Mr. Nixon
to be the nominee for Vice President.
Mr. RAuII. Sir, obviously I cannot challenge your private knowledge.
I can say that, as a careful follower of the press, there was never the
slightest suggestion at any time that Mr. Ford was ever under consideration.
I am not challenging your statement. I am only saying where I got
my information.
It was a well-kept secret, shall I put it that way?
Senator GRIFFIN. I do not recall that there was much speculation
about Spiro Agnew either.
Mr. RAUH. A little bit the day before.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, there is going to be a vote.
If you would allow me to start after the vote.
The CHAIrAN. We will recess temporarily so that we can go and
vote.

[Recess.]
The CHAImR rx . The committee will come to order.
Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Well, I was going to say you are a man of great
erudition and we are delighted to have you come before the committee
and give your views.
Apparently there is something of an argument in the liberal community on the question of confirmation of Mr. Ford, based not so
much on his character and ability and background, but on whether
his confirmation or nonconfirmation would contribute to the President's impeachment.
Mr. RAUII. I oppose Congressman Ford on the merits and urge that
he not be confirmed under the 25th amendment. I reject the argument
that he should be confirmed because it would help win impeachment
of President Nixon.
I do not want to quarrel with those liberal friends who say we are
against Ford, but if that is the only way we can get at the President,
then let Ford go through.
I do not agree with that theory. I am here today because I do not
agree with that philosophy.
I want to impeach the President just as bad as they do. But I am
here because I do not agree with the philosophy that you let somebody
else go through who you oppose, in order to get at thie President.
But I am not going to discuss their motivations in taking that position. They are my friends and I respect them.
Senator ALLEN. The motivations, you discussed them yourself. And
the discussions in the liberal community, you used the word "liberal,"
and basing it not on the qualifications of the nominees, but on whether
or not it contributed to the impeachment of the President.
Mr. RAU-n. Yes; everyone in the liberal community thinks Mr. Ford
is unqualified. It is just a dispute between those who think he is un-
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qualified and want him confirmed, and those who think he is unqualified
and do not want him confirmed.
Senator ALiEN. That is on the political side.
Mr. RAuH. Well, if you are saying that impeachment is politicalSenator ALLEN. No; I am talking about the Ford nomination.
Mr. RAUH. Well, if you want to consider how confirmation might
contribute to impeachment, as some of my friends do, I would not
have thought of that as political. I would have thought of that as a
strategic consideration. I disagree with that strategy, but I am not
going to be critical of people I respect because they have taken a
different road from mine.
Senator ALLEN. I understood in your recommendations to the chairman and the thrust of your remarks, your testimony, that you feel
that,a difference between the committee and the Congress on philosophy
with the nominee is sufficient reason to reject the nominee.
Well, is that not somewhat akin to the opinion expressed by Congressman Ford that an impeachable offense is whatever the majority
of the Members of the House say it is at a given time. So you are
saying that if a majority of Congress does not approve of the philosophy of the nominee he should be rejected.
Is that not somewhat akin to the philosophy of ir. Ford ?
Mr. RAUI. Senator Allen, I am not asking you to impeach Congressinan Ford.
Senator ALLEN. Yes; but the criteria of, I guess impeachment or
nonapproval is similar to disapproval and you have to have a
criteria for both matters.
Mr. RAum. Correct, you have to haveSenator ALLE. Do you feel that if a majority of the Members of
Congress disagreed with the political thrust of Mr. Ford, that he
shouf1d be rejected, is that correct?
Mr. RAuI. PreciselySenator ALLEN. Sir, irrespective of his qualifications and ability and
background and character?
Mr. RAVII. Sir, if I start, I would like to finish a sentence.
Senator ALLEN. I beg your pardon. I apologize.
Mr. RAU-f. Thank you, sir.
I am not trying to impeach Congressman Ford.
The question in an impeachment is whether r there is a high crime or
misdemeanor and Congressman Ford said that does not mean anything and it is only what the majority of Congress thinks at a given
time. That is a wholly different question than the one before you.
In carrying out your responsibilities under the 25th amendment you
act as surrogate for the people-as Senator Ervin and Senator Bayh
agreed you were to do-and in so acting you can consider everything.
You can consider foreign policy experience, philosophy, misstatements in connection with Justice Douglas, civil rights votes. I think
you can consider the whole rane of things just as the voters would,
but what you cannot consider is the fact that Mr. Ford is a Republican.
That is taboo. That is the one subject you may not take into account.
Beyond that, you have the right to take into account the same thing
that the voters take into account. That is the Bayh-Ervin compromise
as my statement makes so clear from the legislative history.
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Senator AAW.E. Well. a 11ai" can be qualified by every other standard
except politicall pihilosohly. and you feel that he shou)i be rejected, is
that correct?
Mr. RA,'iil I feel he should be rejected on the overwhelming case
I have made. part of which is his political philosophy.
I notice t lint von seem to be of differentt opinion at
ILLEN.
Senator
that point from the testimony before the subcommittee of which Senator Bavh was chairman. anl what he said on the floor of the Senate.
I will not put it on the record by reading these excerpts, but I will
point out. that Senator Bayh. Senator Church, Nicholas Katzenbach,
and mavny others, are of the opinion that the agreement of the nominee
with the Presid(ent's views is the proper determining factor in whether
a lpersort should be confirmed.
Now. in your object opinion from leading factors, are you notMr. RU.IL I do not know whether Mr. Katzenbach had reviewed
the legislative history or not.
Sector ALLE.N. Ife was part of the legislative history. A question
of whether he reviewed or not. he testified before the Senate com11littee.
\f r. RAir. Well. I do not know that I have a different position than
Ile has.
If you are saving that lie did not testify before this committee for
a different position, I do not know whether le has a different position
than I have or not. Whatever he may have said, the best legislative
hiistory is the discussions between the two Senators who made the
compromise on the 25th amendment. Senator Bavh and Senator Ervin.
leading their discussion makes it clear that the'Congress was to have
the role of the voters and the President was to have the right to choose
a Republican.
Senator ALLEN.-. Yes.
Well, now in choosing a Republican and you did somewhat generously concede that it was proper to name a Republican-but, you
would feel if a Republican were named, it should be one of Democratic
lea ilifngs.
Mr. RAII. No. sit', lie should be a person that a majority of Congress
feels is one of the group of persons they would want to see as the
President of the U united States.
Now, it so happens that everyone is talking about the fact that there
was an election in 1972 and you do not want to change the results of
that election. But there were two components of thatelection. One
was Congress and the other was the President. The Congress that was
elected was not of identical political views with the President and the
Congress was put into the 25th amendment as an equal partner in the
choice e of the Vice President.
Some accommodation has to be made. I am not saying the nominee
will have to lie someone who has identical views to a majority of the
Democrats here, either. But there is no occasion for taking someone
who simply is a carbon copy of the President, if Mr. Ford is that.
I think Mr. Ford's voting record is worse than Mr. Nixon's record
generally, to say nothing of his lack of foreign affairs experience, to
say nothing of his attack on the independence of the judiciary, to say
nothing of the other points I have made here-."
23-712-73-23
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You are trying to suggest that I am making a very narrow point of
political philosophy here. I am not. I am saying that the totality of the
things the voters would consider in choosing a President are the things
you Tiave a duty to consider. You might,, sir, agree with man), of Mr.
Ford's positions and another Senator might. disa gree. I certainly understand that, but all I am suggesting is the breadth of your choice.
After you accept that breadth of choice, you may still want to vote
for Mr. Ford, if you agree on the things for'which le stands. I am sure
you do not agree with-the anti-I)ouglas speech that he made with the
misstatements of facts as determined by the committee.
I am sure you do not agree with that.
Senator ALLEN. I do not agree with any misstatement, of facts, on
and off the floor of the legislativ-e l)ody.
Did your organization, the ADA, endorse the passage of tIhe amendment that became the 25th amendment ?
M r. RA1UT. Will von excuse me a minute ? I have to askSenator ALLENX. .Ask the secretary- all right.
Mr. RAtU. I do not remember Al)A's position. MY memory is not
that good.
I can get the answer and put, it in the record for you.
Senator ALI'."x. I)o you now feel that it is a good piece of legislation ?
Mr. RAUi. Oh, es. No question about. that. But if the question is
whether we took a position at that time, I just cannot remember.
I would say now that I have no hesitancy in saying that the 2.,th
amendment is a very useful protection to our count rN.
There are other things in it, too, that are useful-the disability of' a
President is a serious risk that we have always rumn. I am not in any
sense quarreling with the 25th amendment.
I think I am adding to it by suggesting an interpretation of the 25th
amendment which makes it workable.
Senator ALLEN. I recall reading in hearih s before the subcommittee,
suggestion was made that Congress name three nominees to the President and the President choose one of those. That was turned down by
the subcommittee, and it went to the plan whether of Ervin or Baylf.
It went to the choice of the President.
Now, the Members of Congress might think that 25 or 30 people,
they might choose ahead of Mr. Ford. But, that does not scem to be
the question. The woods might be full of Ieople who are qualified of
being Vice President. But under the Constitution now, it is up to the
President, not the Congress, to make the initial choice. I think if we
can keep turning down nominees until the President came up with one
that the Congress agreed with, I think you would get to the reverse
position. I think that would make the Congress the nominator rather
than the President. That is what the Constitution says-that is nomination by the President, and I believe that we are going to have to
follow the Constitution rather than the suggestion 6.f the witnesses,
to the contrary.
Thank you.
The CIIARtIA-.. Thank you.
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLTAms. Thank you.
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Mr. Rauh, I regret that I did not, hear all of your statement of this.
There was a mass transit bill in the Banking C'oininittee that I thought
it important to be at.
But, I have been here for a significant part of your statement in response, and I just want to thank you as a inemlber of this committee.
It is a substantial contribution to the procedure that is embarked
upon.
I did hear part of Ms. Abzug's statement and I regret that I did not
hear Mr. Mitchell.
You are in disagreement with Ms. Abzug, one of her statements, one
of her positions, that this procedure we are under, which is following
on the.nomination under the 25th amendment, should be tabled because
these circumstances were unimnagiiied at the time of the passage of the
25th amendment. Notwithstanding that, this is the law that we live
under, and this is what we must proceed under.
Mr. RAUI. I think that is right.
Now, I came in here with at written statement that ADA (lid not
have a position on tile new election prool)Osal, which is essentially what
this is.
Mayor White made this proposal for a new election statute and in all
honesty, Senator Williams, I have been on the fence about it. But the
more I heard the Senators discuss the amount of time it would take,
the more I began to feel that it might be an evasion of the 25th
amendment.
I think to wait for a short period to have an election, would be all
right. But, as I listened anid it became so clear that the delay would be
maybe a year, I do not think the 25th amendment contemplated that.
I think it is a matter of degree. If there was a way for quick action,
I think everybody would say that it would be best to have the people
make the decision.
I think this is kind of a rule of thumb.
But., we do have a 25th amendment, and I would feel that it would
be doing by indirection what you could not (1o directly if you held up
confirmation too long. I was impressed this morning by the delays
that were suggested. It would seem to me that, if tie delayss were too
great, as the Senators indicated, it might then violate the spirit of the
25th amendment.
I am no more anxious to violate that than the letter of the amendment. So, in a sense, I agree with your question.
Senator WTLAMS. I find a lot-quite compelling in your approach
to this, but I also see some serious problems in aP)proaching the decision
as you would have us do.
I would guess that there is no one in this country that has observed
Mr. Nixon over 27 years more closely than you, from Jerry Voorhees,
to the last missing tape.
I just wonder, with your Nixon knowledge, whether you would
assess the possibilities of the problems of Mr. Nixon ever nominatifig
anyone who would meet your tests on the record, on his record or her
record, on the public questions.
Mr. RAUr. Senator Williams, I think the best answer is in history.
Haynesworth went down; Carswell went down; Blackmun was appointed, and nobody said "boo."
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III other 'words, acC(omlnodations are regularly made in our lives.
Tliiiio- do change. Oe may disagree with 'resident Nixon as I do,
but tings do change.
Maybe the second or third nominee would be Richardson or Ruckelshans or Rogers or Rockefeller. There are all sorts of people who fall
within the penumbra of acceptability and are acceptable to all sides.
It seems to iethat the mistake was nade by the President in not appointing almore centrist person. If the voters were going to be in your
place, if vou could get the voters to take your place here-and I think
you are sitting in the place of the voters here-they would consider all
of these things. If you reject Mr. Ford, I do not believe it would be
the second or third nominee, you would confirm; it would be the
second one here.
I tiink if Mr. Ford was rejected. the next appointee would be a more
seriously considered can(lidate for the Presidency on his own record,
and his nmination would be promptly confirmed.
Senator WiLLAMS. Well, as one who voted against Rehnquist, I do
not, quite have that hol)eful view that you do.
M r. 1Rm!li. I Tnfortunately. there are too few of us.
Senator WHAIAAMS. What (1o you consider the highest office in the
hlid today, held l)y an elected Republican?
Mr. RAUti. It would either l)e the one held by Mr. Scott or Mr. Ford.
Senator 'WILLIAMS. Well, that is the way I would look at it, too.
These people have goe indirectly to the people of the Nation in
an election. Certainly the House of Representatives voted on Mr. Ford.
ILe lost the election but he got a significant number of votes. He
got seven votes, six or seven from the State that I represent, for
exailnple.
So it was a national election that he has faced an,1it is the highest
l)osit ion equal to, of course, the position that Mr. Scott has.
Mr. R.\vii. Sir, are you referring to the Ilalleck massacre or whatever tliat was whlien Mh. FordSeiator 'TXLT.\M5.The elect ion. The last one.
The last time lie ran for election over there was against Carl Albert.
Mr. llmi. Well, in that
Seiator 'WtAJ.NisM. 'What was the count ?
Mr. R.mr. Is that not just a formality?
Senator 'VIrA.xLts. Probably it is party lines, but it is a national
party.
Mr. 1.\U1I. That is a formality, sir, is it not ? I would have thought
so. I would have thought that you are now representingSenator
mmmVrAxs. Nobody, is in that formality that has not risen
to national leadership.
Mr. RA'Iu. Mr. Ford is in the leadership of the House, but there
are no reported efforts by his party to consider him for higher office.
Senator Griffin did refer to something from his own private knowledge
that I cannot dispute, but it was a well-kept secret.
Senator Wmr,iAms. Ralph Nader's report on Mr. Ford's statement
that this man, the office that he seeks beyond the Presidency, or before
the Presidency, is the Speaker of the House.
I am suggesting he was not running for national office.
Now, I am not here as his advocate, but I am just pointing out that
lie did not seek this position, as I understand it. I disagree.
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You ]hve the list liei of issues that lie ls Illade a record on over
20-some years. And I vote(l dilerentlv on just about every one. If
I look at it more closely, I might final it is everv one and peiliaps
terms of what would be
that we,did have a opportunity to vote iin
tile man's position oHl public issues if and wheni he becomes President.
We are advised by you that thait is the question. It, is not as clear
to all of us.
Mr. RAUI. I understand that.
Vi,,ms.Now, the record made lhre from his colleagues
Senator Wx

in the louse. froniall sides of the political spectrumi, dealt witi tile
iiamgs integrity, his basic hnmaii homnestY. and I would tell you it is
(onipelling testimony, Congressman Boiling. Martha 0rifliths, several
others, and they zeroed in'on one of the factors that Richard Nixon
did not evenil mention when he nominated, his basic integrity. Ti

President. said lie was going to look at his l)OSit iol Oi J)ubli. (ebst iolls.
H[ere many of us disagreee with a great many of his decisions.
When we get to his basic integrity, he comes through with astoun(ing testilnony from his colleagues.
Mr. RTtih. 'Well, I have to res peetfully suggest. sir, that I lie issue
of integrity is also a matter of public record here.
Now. I 1a not going to challenge Mr. 'ordls integrity. But I think
it is tragic that no one has asked him about t lint a nti-l)ouilas speech
he made. whe('re there were proven miisst atements of tact a fter lact.
I )elieve that speech is ome of the tragedies of Aiericali history.
Yet no one has said to him. "Look, you said the Justice was there in Las
Vegas with Bobby Baker and you tried to link him to gamblers.' But
Bobby Baker was not iniLas Vegas. Bobby Baker was somewhere
else. justicee )ouglas was in Chile. The hotel card was misstated.
This kind of mistatement is very serious.
You wouhl not, make a speech'like that. Senator Willialiis. and yet,
nobody asked Mr. Ford how come he made this spee('h.
Not, a word was said to him. Nobody asked if lie got, it. from ,Jolhn
Mitchell in an effort to get tile greatest liberal .Justive ott the Court.
Nothing was said to himi about that.
It. seems to me that a mall is always going to look good unless someomme asks him about some of tile bad things ill which lie was involved.
Well. I will tell you, we did not develop here a
Senator Wx.s.
line of questioning ol that Douglas resolution that. you introduced.
I will tell von, I enad the Douglas speech. and debate, and came to
the conclusion that if that were raised, we would have here in a sense
a trial of Justice Douglas ami(l a vague diversion on whether Justices
of the Supreme Court should take fees for making speeches.
I made a conscious judgment that. this forumi should not. take that
turn and that subject could divert us from what I thought, was more
important and it would be a trial of )ouglas rather than an inquiry of
Ford. That, is my question.
Maybe it. should have been taken up.
Mr. RAnT. No. you see that is not correct, sir.
I)ouglas anld 14ord were tried. The committee found in each instance that Douglas was right and that Ford's statements were misstatements. We have that down onl paper for von here ill the insert.
We have additional copies. The committee h'as received copies for
each of you, sir. TIhe document is headed "The Justice Williai 0.
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Douglas Impeachment Case: A Comparison of Representative Gerald
Ford's April 15, 1970, Speech, Justice William Douglas' Fact Brief,
and the Subcommittee's Disposition of Charges."
We set out what Mr. Ford said, in his Douglas speech, the answer
l)repared by Simon Rifkind, and what the committee found. In each
instance the committee's finding is consistent with the fact sheet submitted on l)eialf of Justice Douglas. Mr. Ford's statements have been
found wanting and yet iio one asked him how come he made them.
That speech of Ap~ril 15, 1970, does not sound to me-I read it carefully-too much like Congressman Ford.
I think that the committee should have asked him how come lie made
all those misstatements. 1 think the answer lies in a John MitchellJerry Ford combination to destroy Justice Douglas and I think this is
something as to which there should some serious inquiry.
Senator VILLIA-MS. Well, certainly, it was considered and I, for one,
thought of it.
Thank you very much.
Mr. R.xirt. Thank you, sir.
ThM CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
W eappi~reciate your al)learing before tim committee.
Senator Griffin'?
Senator GmnlFI,. Mi. Chairman, may I ask on behalf of Senator
Cook, that the full statement made b) congressmann Gerald Ford on
the floor of the I1ouse of Representatives with regard to the conduct
of Associate Justice Douglas as it appeared in the several places in the
Congressional Record ibe incorporated in some way in the record of
these hearings.
The CmI H MA,,;. Are you talking about his complete speech now?
Senator G(ri.ttiv. Ye.. Perhaps you want to make it part of the file?
Ihe CITAI.RMAN. It will be reeived for the file.
The next witne.s is Dr. Maurice Dawkins, national director. National Government and Legislative Relations, 16"25 I Street NW.,
Washington, D.C.
STATEMENT OF DR. MAURICE A. DAWKINS, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND LEGISLATIVE RELATIONS, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION SERVICE
Dr. DAWKINS. My name is Maurice Dawkins.
I would like to go back for the record, into history, just before covering the exact text of my testimony as you have it ii your possession.
I can recall the Democratic Convention of 1960 in .os Angeles,
when the late Congressman Adam Clayton Powell supported the late
Senator Lyndon Baines Johnson of Texas for the Democratic nomination for President.
The AFL-CIO was supporting Senator Svmington. The ADA had
many members supporting Stevenson. The NAACP had members for
Humplhrey who had been defeated by Mr. Kennedy in the West Virginia primaries we divided among the candidates.
I happened to personally be in the Kennedy faction of the California State Democrats, and'T remember the endorsement by Powell of
B. J. Southern, the superbly pragmatic politician, the very partisan
and zealous Democrat, the majority leader who knew how to cooperate
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with the Republican President and still maintain the integrity of his
own party's policies. I remember how this advocate of radical antiestablishment strategy to achieve FEPC and other civil rights for
his people was questioned and doubted and how civil rights and Negro
voters were attacking Mr. Johnson's voting record on civil rights.
And, Mr. Chairman, I remember how-the only way I can put it
is-how God works in mysterious ways, in history, to prove that a
man can grow in the job of President and into the role of advocate for
liberty and justice for all the people and for America.
I remember that this growth did not take place without some pruning and some farming and some effort on the part of people like Mr.
Clarence Mitchell and Mr. Louis Martin, and Senator Harrison Williams and Senator Hugh Scott. I could name many who helped-such
as Senator Hubert Humphrey--to bring the then *Vice President, and
eventually President-Johnson, to the point where he was saying, "We
shall overcome."
Because I remember these things, I proceed by faith rather than
by fear in the matter that is before you today.
Now, since faith is a substance of things fioped for, I thank you
for the opportunity to share with you my hopes for Congressman Ford
in the proceedings, and to place on the record the views of some of our
constituency in OIC, and especially the Grand Rapids, Mich., OIC.
I am presently serving as national director of the Government and
Legislative Relations Research and Education Service. We service
OIC of America. OIC is Opportunities Industrialization Centerss, and
represents some 110 manpower development corporations in as many
cities and 41 States. This is a nonprofit organization which secures
Government and non-Government funds to make possible the provision
of recruiting, counseling, training, and placement in jobs of approximately 60,000 citizens per year. To date, the cumulative total of unemployed and so-called uilemployables processed through this program is more than 200,000, one-third of whom have come off of welfare
rolls.
I have requested an opportunity to testify before the Senate Rules
Committee in connection with the nomination of Congresman Gerald
Ford for the office of Vice President in order to place on the record
a strong endorsement of his nomination by citizens who know of his
good work and consistent support of the OTC in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and of OIC work throughout the Nation.
The true significance of this kind of support should be highlighted
for the benefit of members of the committee who might not know in
detail of the community-based boards of directors that are responsible
for the operation and ilevelopment of OIC work in urban and rural
America. These boards are democratically elected and represent a cross
section of community leadership, including blacks, whites, Indians,
and Spanish speaking. The support for these Boards and their objectives by Congressman Ford, while seeing as minority leader of the
House of Representatives and a policymaker in the Republican Party,
is indicative to us that he believes in the economic rights of minorities
and citizens in the poverty communities of the majority group of
Americans.
In addition to my role as an OIC executive. I have also been active
for the past 30 years in most of the civil rights activities and organiza-
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political realities of his new rolt.
ielpresent ing all Aniericans of all ;,o States, will l)rodtice the kind of
results that wie wit ies"'d ill revenit iiistoi'y with tile late President
,Johnson, who rose above Southwestern se'tional interests---Suipreille
( 'ourt ,Justice I lugo Black who rosev llovie Soutleastern discriIIilt io
)atterns. ain the late President, Itarrv l'ruman who took it political
view of race relations that was trladiii inl in Midwestern Missouri.
I regard Mr. Ford as a ,aginatist 'mho believes in the denio'ratit
l'ovess anld sees the nleed fOr indlhistr\- antd lusiness and tile elhamlbers
of commerce to assume resplonsibilitv" for tilt' public iiturest bIcause it
is grood I)usi ness aid fosters healthy )ro!itillaking.
I assume that this saIn' )ragln'tic ll)roach. when applied in tilt,
arena of iumaii relations. will Ilid him recognizing the ,eed for (i;o\e'lint vi
1and
its agencies to assume resp)o iisibilit v for enforcing the
law of the land ill the area of human rights because human relations
acountability is as necessary as fiscal ac'olltai)ilitv if the national
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The functional relationship between evotfl
Ol, 0) 1 )ll tuities and
civil rights has histori'all Ien
glossed over. This was tru,, even in the
histori('al inerhel oil Waslington of 1963 which called for freedom and
jobs. In this instance, tile late I)r. Martin luther King .itirred the consciences and steeled the wills of a large segment of America to conventrate on working for freedom and political rights. The Voting
Rights Act.of 1965 has l)roven that I)r. King was a prol)het when lie
declared, "Give uis tile ballot and we will cliahge the conditions that
make us secondi-class citizens."
I might add that the work of the NAACP in the lobbies and home
offices of the elected officials of the Congress made possible the passagre of that Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The election of black mayors in a major Southern city, a major
Western city, and a major Midwestern city indicates that he was right.
However, the nee(d for jobs and e'onomic security stressed by
A. Phillip Randolph was picked ilp aindi
concentrated on by the Reverend Leon Sullivan who returned from the 1963 March'on Washington to begin OTC in 1964 as an extension of the civil rights movenient into the economic arena "Integration without preparation is
frustration" said Reverend Sullivan. and Opportunities Tndustrial ization Centels was born.
As a result of almost 10 Years concentration on jobs and job training, I am convinced that OTC leaders aeross this land are gaining
etual economic ritthts for poor people of all races. To support this
effort is not a substitute for political action to secure other civil rights.
However, I should like to point out to the committee that if you 'ive

a man a, good job lie can solve many of his other problems such as
health. housing, and education for his'children.
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It is the active sUlpport of Mr. Ford for this kind of project which
I (1o not. believe has beeii seen iin terms of its real impact, as a meaningfuil contribution to create better hnuan relations between Americans
of diverse races and creeds.
The nature of the office of Vice President is such that the implementation of national goals and tile enforcement of Federal laws might
well Ie encouraged or discouraged by a "ianib on the scal" one wav
or tie other. This would prove especially true if Mr. Ford, because of
his longstanlding record of integrity ai1d public service in the Conriess, assumes tile role of expediter, mediator, conciliator between the
he,'islative a11d executive branches of Government.
I believe that Mr. Ford. in his new role, will normally promote
lepliblican polic.y position. This is normal in our two-party system.
It is my hope that in his new role lie will also listen to arguments on
IbothI siiles and make his decision to act on the side of the principles of
equlity and just ice-tlhis givi hg a needed dimension of leadership to
the office of Vice President-the dimension of advocacy for the
tiat 01ioll interests above alnd bIIond l)art isan political interests. There

is no question that lie allead' h;Is a record of niaintainin an open door
:111(d a willingness to listen t; Ill points of view. I am wilting to bet that

Ihis characteristic will serve the Natioi well at this time when healill- and reconciliation are so badly needed.
It seems to me that as iii ti days of the late P'resident Franklin

Roosevelt, wheln New

)eal economic policy benefited black Ameri-

(cals, we, are now living in a period of American history when eco110mc policies of the government t are going to be determinative as to
Ilie survival of blacks and other minorities in their movement into the
iiiainstream of American life.

In a time like this, Mr. Ford can conceivably make a unique and
invaluable contribution as a representative of conservative economic
policies. H is concerns for equal economic opportunities for all Amer-

icans could not Ie misinterpreted as welfarismm."

I have a commitment to I philosophy of economic self-help and the
work ethic, as well as a conviction that. equal political rights without
economic empowerment will not solve the problems of the poor in
general or of minorities in particular.
It is clear to me that a sound economy with adequate budget. controls is important to wage tile war against unemployment and inflation. This makes it important to poor people of all races. Cooperation
between Government, industry, labor, and the general public is a prerequisite to elimination of poverty and racial inequality. Because I
believe that Mr. Ford will work for such policies and facilitate this
kind of cooperation, I join with the constituents in Grand Rapids,
Mich., in support of his nomination.
The CHAmnMAN. Thank you. sir.
Senator Griffin?
Senator GmRFlix. I have no questions.
The CIAInIMAN. Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. No.
The CITATRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, very much. I appreciate your being
here.
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Mr. John F. Banzhaf III, professor of law, National Law Center,
George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you are
about to give us is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth?
Mr. BANZHAF. I do.
STATEMENT OF JOHN F. BANZHAF III, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NATIONAL LAW CENTER, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. BANZ1IAF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: If
former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew had been forced from his
office by assassination under suspicious circumstances which indicated
possible involvement by high administration officials, and possibly by
the President himself, this committee would no doubt carefully examine all of the circumstances surrounding his removal from office
prior to confirming a successor nominated by the President. I respectfully suggest that no les an examination should be made here in view
of the very strong evidence of official misconduct in forcing Mr.
Agnew's resignation, clear conflicts of interest by key participants, and
the not unreasonable suspicion by millions of Americans that the conduct of those criminal proceedings were strongly influenced by political considerations and advantages which would accrue to Mr. Nixon.
Failure to make such a thorough examination into the circumstamces
under which Mr. Agnew was forced to resign would in effect sanction
such acts, increase the clouds of suspicion and doubt which hang over
the President's head, and close the door on the one remaining mechanism through which disclosure of these facts could be required.
The following, Mr. Chairman, are undisputed facts. As to which it
should be clear, Mr. Chairman, I have no personal knowledge. I am
testifying here only to matters which I learned about through news
broadcasts, radio, television, and the like.
According to my understanding, Mr. Agnew was forced to resign
his office as part of a "deal" arrived at through plea bargaining. Under
the terms of the "deal," the U.S. Government agreed not to prosecute
Mr. Agnew on a wide variety of charges as to which they claimed to
have very strong evidence--charges which in effect amounted to a
gross andfelonious abuse of his office and of the public trust, by which
he enriched himself to the tune of approximately $100,000. In addition, the Government agreed to recommend against even a minimum
jail sentence. In return, Mr. Agnew resigned from his office, thereby
permitting President Nixon to nominate Mr. Ford as his successor.
During the course of these negotiations, and in fact almost from the
first public announcement of the investigation, it is undisputed that
there appeared in the various news media a large number of "leaks"
and rumors related to the negotiations, the conduct of the case, testimony before the grand jury, and other related matters. These are
spelled out in and I rely in substantial part on legal documents submitted on behalf of Mfr. Agnew with the U.S. district court in
Baltimore, Md.
Among these was a direct quote of Assistant Attorney General
Henry E. Petersen, which has never been denied or refuted, concerning
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the strength of the case against Mr. Agnew. It has been strongly suggested that these "leaks," many of which, I believe, are clearly illegal
as a violation of Federal statutes protecting grand jury screcy, originated from the Departinent of Justice. and/or other high adininistration officials. Indeed, even Mr. Ford has publicly noted:
These charges didn't just come o,,it of the air. Somebody in the Government
violated his oath of office and whoever it is ought to be reprimanded, or whatever
the procedure is.

The purpose of the 25th aniendment is not to )ermit the President
to force his Vice President out of oflice-a power entrusted under the
Constitution only to Congress-in order to replace him. The Constitut ion likewise does not countenance an abuse of the )rosecutorial power,
criminal violations of grand jury secrecy, or the making of deals which
may be in the best interests of the President of the United States, but
not necessarily in the best interests of the country. Yet the evi(lence
of the leaks' is undeniable, the fairness and impartiality of Mr.
Agnew's "deal" very questionable, and the suspicion of blatant partisan
political considerations widespread, particularly in view of other
recent disclosures involving high administration officials. The Senate
cannot and should not close its eyes to this evidence. The confirmation
of Mr. Ford cannot logically nor legally be separated from the SUSl)licious and highly questionable circumstances surrounding Mr. Agnew's
forced resignation. If the President violated the law and/or acte(d out
of partisan political considerations, and I say if, in engineering the
resignation of Mr. Agnew, lie must not be allowed to profit by his
wrong(loing by having his nomination confirmed.
The Senate has been particularly sensitive to the need for impartiality in the prosecutorial function. For this reason t insisted upon the
appointment of an independent special prosecutor as a condition for
confirming former Attorney General Richardson, and reacted violently
when Mr. Nixon fired both. Here, I an obviously referring to actions
of individual Members of the Senate, and not to any collective actions
of which I am aware.
Yet the conflicts of interest in the proceeding involving Mr. Agnew
were overwhelming. Despite the very clear implications Mr. Agnew's
case would have on President Nixon's own situation involving Watergate, despite the many legal issues common to each and the precedent
value decisions in th( Aew case would have on Mr. Nixon, and
despite the crying need to restore public confidence in the l)epartmnent
of Justice and the prosecutorial function after the Watergate revelations, these proceedings were not handled by a special prosecutor.
Rather, they were controlled by those having clear conflicts of interest. I refer, of course, to Mr. Richardson, Mr. Petersen, and Mi.
Buzhardt. Yet these three men, all directly beholden to the President,
controlled the proceeding, weighed and agreed to the "deal." and were
in the best position to control-or to fail to control-any leaks which
would increase the pressure on Mi-. Agnew to resign. Can the Senate,
while it piously criticizes Mr. Jaworski's appointment for possible lack
of independence, and considers its own bill to appoint a special prosecutor, countenance and reward these blatant conflicts of interest in
which attorneys for one person against whom a prima facie case of
criminal conduct exists engineered the conviction of another?
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In view of all of these circumstancess, I respect fully suggest that it

woIld be il're. l)0l1Sihle for this body to confirm Mr. Nixon's nominee,

""gardless of his qualifications or other circumstances or considerations, without. carefully determining g whether the vacancy was created
illegally, and if it were created illegally-through an abuse or perversion of the prosecutorial power or by felonious violations of grand
jury secrecy-then the Senate should refuse to confirm the nominee,
regar(lless of his qualifications or other considerations. A fundamental lincil)le of justice is that a man should not be allowed to profit
by his own wrongdoing: the Senate must therefore establish by whatever investigations or testimony may be reasonably necessary that it
Iloes not reward a wrongdoer.
It has been suggested by some that this confirmation proceeding
cannot and should not be delayed; that it must move forward with all
deliberate speed. Yet any (lelays which may be necessary for such an
investigation are the fault of the administration itself, which failed
to place this matter initially in the hamns of an independent special
prosecutor , and which failed to prevent, explain, or punish for tle
"leaks" whi(h were so damaging to Mr. Agnew. Indee(d to the best of
mly knowledge, Mr. Petersen to this (lay has not denied the quotation
attributed to him, nor explained how it appeared in the news media,
nor, to the best of my knowledge, has any action been taken against
any person for disclosing grand jury testimony to the press.
Nit the question as to who deliberately, leaked the damiaging information, whether the proceeding was influenced by political l)artisan
considerations, and whether the "deal" the President's representatives made was really in the. public interest, are yet to be determined.
It. has also been sulggested that the. issues I have raised here are not
relevant to the issue of Mr. Ford's confirmation. Yet, with all due respect, no issue could be more relevant and basic to this committee's
tiction. If an action is brought to collect, on a life insurance policy,
is it. relevant whether the inisured's death was natural or brought on
1).v
illegal means? If someone returns a lost child and seeks a reward
for the. return, it. is relevant to consider whether the child was really
lost or taken by illegal means before considering rewarding the person
for the return ?
If Mr. Nixon by and through his officers and advisers used illegal
means to create a vacencv, is that not relevant to his legal and moral
authority to appoint a replacement; particularly, a replacement who
in the event that Mr. Nixon leaves office, would be in a position to obstri,'t further investigation or to l)ardon Mr. Nixon?
It. has also been suggested that the strength of the case against Mr.
Agnew preclu(les any need to investigate al)uses in the conduct of the
)roceedings. Yet a fundamental tenet of our criminal justice system.
and of elemental constitutional principles, holds that even the most
clearly guilty are entitled to due l)process and all of the protections provided by lawv. If the evidence against Mr. Agnew were all that overwheling, it is all the more shameful that resort had to be made to
leaks of grand jury proceedings to the press to force his resignation,
and all the more reason for this body to investigate it carefully prior
to confirmation.
Gentlemen, this country can continue to operate for some time. without a Vice President, so l)ng as men capable as the nominee are next in
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line of succession. 1However, this country camiot continue to operate
when the people (to not trust the Executive, and (1o not have faith that
you-their elected representati yes-will stand fast and insist U)On full
compliance with the law. I urge you to stand fast today, here and now,
and make the investigation to determine whether or not these illegal
acts were in fact carried out. If they were, you should not confirm the
nomination. If they were not, voui action will do much to clear the
doubt which hangs'over the leads of a number of individuals. Thank
you.
If I might respond very briefly. Mr. Chairman, to one question which
was asked earlier when I was sitting in the room, and that is: Is the
confirmation of Mr. Ford a precondition to his resignation or removal
by iml)eachment?
My answer quite frankly, is I do not know. It may very well be.
But many people believe that it is, and that they further believe that
Mr. Nixon.s removal from office voluntarily or otherwise, would be in
the public interest. Therefore, for them, it might be expedient to argue
that Mr. Ford should be confirmed regardless of his qualifications.
But, gentlemen, is this not the slippery slope that led us directly to
Watergate an( tie current controversy? That one may violate or
ignore a law if he chooses if lie believes it,
to be expedienit, or in the
national interest. The Constitution and the laws must be followed.
There are alternatives to Mr. Ford's confirmation if Mr. Nixon's
removal is felt to be in the public interest.
I thank you.
The CHIAIRMAN. Thank you for your interesting paper.
I see you anticipated my reactio; to it when you tried to justify the
relevancy.
Frankly, I have great difficulty seeing its relevancy.
You have commented that the Constitution and the laws must be
followed. That is exactly what we are trying to (1o. Under the Constitution, under the 25th amendment to the Constitution, section 2 provides that whenever there is a vacancy in the office of Vice President,
the President shall nominate a Vice President who shall take office
upon confirmation by a majority vote of both I-louses.
I find nothing in the 25th amendment, or elsewhere in the Constitution, nor under the rules of the Senate, that would give this committee the authority to act to determine whether .fr. Agonw's resignation
was proper or whether it was pressured, or what have you.
The fact remains that he has resigned. And the fact remains that
there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice President. The President has
nominated a Vice President to take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress, and therefore, using your language, I would say that it is for this committee to see that the Constitution and the law are carried out, and we are therefore proceeding
accordingly.
Mr. BANZiIAF. Mr. Chairman, would your answer be the same if the
President had been accused of shooting the Vice President?
The CIHAIRMAN. My answer would be the same if there is a vacancy
in the office of the 'Vice President, under section 2 of the Constitution-that the committee should act accordingly.
Mr. BANZHAF. Well then, I have to respectfully disagTee. I think
any law or any part of the Constitution has to be read reasonably and
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certainly there are exceptions. It seems to me unarguable, had the President shot the Vice President and thereafter turned around and nominated a successor, this committee would not confirm him if he was
qualified.
The CHAIRMIAN. The fact is, that situation is not before us, nor is
the Watergate hearing, which you have gone into in detail in your
statement.
Mr. BANZHIAF. No, but there are allegations, Mr. Chairman, and
there is some evidence, I believe, that the removal was forced through
allegation, and what we are talking now is a matter of degree and not
quality.
If you would not confirm the new nominee if the President shot the
Vice President, or if you would not confirm the new nominee if the
President has kidnaped the Vice President, why would you do so if
he used any other illegal technique?
The ChAIMAN. Do you have any facts in your possession to substantiate your position that the resignation of the Vice President was
unlawful
Mr. BANZIIAF. Sir, I have no personal knowledge of any fact relating to that matter or to the matter now before the committee.
However, it is umdisputed that there appeared in the news media
a large number of leaks. These leaks could only come from one of a
number of places. They were to be carefully investigated in the hearings of then Vice President Spiro Agnew. They were not.
Even the nominee here today has suggested very strongly that there
was strong suspicion that there were illegalities, simply from his
knowledge, derived from news media.
The CHAIRMAx. Then your testimony is based solely on newspaper
accounts and rumors and statements that have been made but you
have no direct evidence of your own knowledge at all ?
Mr. BANZHAF. My testimony here today is based solely on the sources
you assert.
I have no individual knowledge but I believe the knowledge is direct
and I believe with all due respect, it creates a prima facie case of
illegality. It could, of course, be cleared up, I believe reasonably
quickly, if the committee were to call the individuals most directly
involved and have them likewise testify under oath as to those
circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting, then, that you do not believe
that the vacancy which'now exists in the office of the Vice President
is a lawfully created vacancy?
Mr. BANZHAF. I believe that there is prima facie evidence that there
were unlawful acts which led up to that vacancy and there is some
evidence that they were done by high administration officials.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not answer the question.
Would you answer the question?
Mr. BANZHAF. Sir, I have no personal belief, because I do not have
all the facts. It seems to me neither does your committee, but you have
an obligation to get it.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Griffin?

Senator GnRFFIN. Professor, how long have you been on the faculty
at George Washington University?
Mr. BAN ZHAF. Five or 6 years, sir.
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Senator GRIFFIN. What do you teach?
Mr. BANZIIAF. I teach a course in torts, I teach a course in administrative law, and I teach a course in legal activism.
Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you very much.
The CHArMMAN. Senator Allen?
Senator ALL N. No.
The CHAMAN. That concludes the hearings today.
The committee will stand in recess, subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 1:43 p.m., the committee recessed, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
(Letters received for inclusion in the hearing record from Hon. Carl
Albert, Speaker of the House of Representatives; Hon. Gary Brown,
Hon. James Harvev, Hon. Elford Cederberg, Hon. Charles E. Chamberlain, and Hon. Guy Vander Jagt, Membe'rs of Congress from the
State of Michigan; and Hon. Gilbert Gude, a Member of Congress
from the State of Maryland, are as follows:)
THE SPEAKER'S RooMS,
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., November 5, 1973.
ion. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration, Russell Senate office
Building, U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter is to advise you in a purely personal sense
of the confidence that I have in the Honorable Gerald R. Ford who has been
nominated to the Office of Vice President by President Richard M. Nixon. It probably would be improper for me to enter into the Committee's considerations of
this matter officially; otherwise I would be happy to do so.
I do think I owe it to you, however, as Chairman of the Committee, to state that
I have known Gerald Ford-well ever since he became a Member of the House in
January 1949. I have served with him in the Leadership of the House ever since
he was elected Minority Leader. This, of course, has given me a a better opportunity than any other Member to observe him close range as a leader as well as a
man. I can honestly say that while we have often had differences of opinion on
legislative questions, we have Worked together on programming and dispatching
the business of the House, in complete harmony. No personal difficulty of any kind
has ever arisen between us. Mr. Ford has invariably demonstrated his fairness,
integrity, and high sense of public duty. By his demeanor, industry and conduct,
he has earned the respect and friendship of his colleagues in the House of Representatives. In my opinion he is an outstanding leader and an 'outstanding
American. Based upon my observations of him over the years, it is my Judgment
that he has the personal and professional qualifications which the American people have a right to expect In any man who occupies the high office of Vice
President.
Sincerely,
CARL ALBERT, The Speaker.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., October 80, 1973.
lion. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration, Senate Oftoe Building,
Washington,D.C.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: I am writing to you prompted by my sincere belief that
the best interests of this nation would be served by the prompt confirmation of
the Honorable Gerald Ford as Vice President.
I have the utmost confidence in Jerry and am completely satisfied that irrespective of the breadth and intensity of any investigation into his character,
integrity, qualifications, and credentials to serve in this high office would find
him a totally acceptable nominee.
I am sure I need not also point out to you that the unique partisan situation
which exists and Its relevance to presidential succession makes the expeditious
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investigation and confirmation of Representative Ford all the more essential if
we are not to contribute further to the public's disenclantnlent with our political processes, especially where the opportunity for partisanship is so apparent.
I do not suggest that any inquiry appropriate to your confirmation hearings
be overlooked or dispensed with. However, since even reasonable men may differ
as to what is an appropriate inquiry. I woull hope that you would exercise
this Judgment in the context of the desirability for all purposes and with respect
to all interests of an expeditious confirmation of Representative Ford.
Thanking you in advance for your kind consideration of this request and with
best regards, I remain
Sincerely,
GAIMY BIuOWN.

CONGRESS 6F T IlE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Wash ington, D.C., October 30, 197J.
ion. IIoWAIID W. CANNON,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HOWARD CANNON: In my opinion, no greater responsibility or
task confronts the Congress than consideration of the confirmation of Minority
Leader Gerald R. Ford for the Vice Presidency. I recognize the need and fully
concur that your Committee's confirmation hearings be thorough and exhaustive.
I know that Jerry Ford would want no less. And, the American people expect
and deserve such hearings.
As one who has known Jerry Ford extremely well for nearly 13 years, I an
supremely confident that he will meet all tests. As his colleagues, we know 4t
his great ability and fairness. We know, too, of his great love and patriotism
for his country. The high esteem in which he is held by those best able to Judgehis colleagues-was strongly verified by the near unanimous favorable reaction
that he received when hi- was designated by the President.
In light of today's circumstances, it is my fervent hope that your Committee
will act expeditiously in considering Jerry Ford's nomination and favorably report his selection at the earliest possible moment. I believe it is of particular
importance that this be accomplished soon, certainly prior to the adjournment
of the first session of the 93rd Congress now tentatively planned before Thanks.giving Day.
Thank you for the opportunity to officially present my highest and warmest
personal recommendation in behalf of Jerry Ford, one of the finest Members of
Congress I have ever known.
With every good wish,
Sincerely,
JAMES HARVEY, 3.C.
CONGRESS OF T11E UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REzPRIS,:NTATI1VS,

.aslhington,
D.C., October31, 197J.
h01. HOWARD CANNON,

Chairman,Committee on Rule8 and Administration,
T7.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As you begin your hearings on the confirmation of our
colleague, Jerry Ford, I would like to indicate my full support for his conilrmation.
I have known Jerry for well over twenty years and, in my judgment, he haq
all of the qualities necessary to assume the high office of the Vice-Presidency.
Jerry has a warm working relationship with his colleagues of both lPartie.
He understands the legislative role of Congress and will be very helpful in a.usuring that the Importance of this function be recognized and nmaintained.
I would urge that your Committee, In the best interests of the Country, act
promptly on his confirmation.
With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours,
ELFORD A. CEDERBERG.
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CONGRESS OF TIIE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Wa.sh igton, D.C., October 31, 197,3.
11011. I]OWARD AV. ('ANNON,

('huirnman, Rules and Adiini.lstration Conunittee,
Selaatc Office Building,
Waxhington, D.C.
)EAR MR. (UAIRMAN:

Knowing that your committee will soon be considering
the nomination of Rep. Gerald R. Ford, of Michigan, to fill the vacancy In the
Office of the Vice President, I am writing to express my deep interest in his
confirmation.
From my years of personal acquaintance, I am satisfied that Mr. Ford is indeed fully qualified, not only to serve as Vice President, but to assume the Office
of Ihe Presidency should circumstances so require.
It has been my privilege to serve in the House with Jerry Ford for better tiai
16 years and I have always found him to be extremely capable, completely fair,
most conscientious, and scrupulously honest. Ills grasp of complex legislative problens and his ability to find acceptable solutions have made him a most effective
Minority Leader of the House. Hits devotion to America has always been above
partisanship.
Because of the recent traumatic events that have led to his nomination. and
what I regard to be an urgent need to lave the Office of Vice President filled as
soon as possible. may I respectfully urge that your Committee make every effort
to complete consideration of Mr. Ford's nomination without delay in order that
final action may be taken at an early date by the Congress.
With my kind regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
CHARLES E. CIHAMBERLAIN.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington,D.C., November 2, 1973.

1on. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairnian, Committee on Ruhes and Adninistration, U.S. Senate, Russell Senate
Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DP.EA1MR. CuAIRMAN: As a close associate and neighbor of Gerald R. Ford,
may I offer my unqualified endorsement of Jerry for the position of Vice President of the United States.
I have known this outstanding Member of the House of Representatives for
twenty-three years, Intimately, of course during my seven years in the House.
.I have the deepest respect and admiration for this man who has so effectively
demonstrated the strong leadership capabilities demanded by these difficult
times.
The Senate of the United States will do itself and this country honor by the
expeditious confirmation of Gerald Ford for Vice President.
Sincerely,
GuY VANDER JAGT,

Member of Congrcss.

23-712-73-24
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Vashington, D.L, October 31, 1978.
Hon. HowARD W. CANNON,
Chairman,Committee on Rules and Administration,U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DrAd Mu. CIIAIRMAN: I urge the Committee to expedite consideration of the
nomination of Gerald R. Ford for Vice President of the United States.
The Twenty-fifth Amendment to the Constitution was designed to provide an
orderly and timely succession to the two highest offices of the land. In recognizing the need for this amendment, Congress acknowledged the importance of
promptly filling the office of the Vice President whenever it becomes vacant.
The reason for this is self-evident. Eight of our former Presidents died in office
or were assassinated. The trauma of such an occurrence is partially mitigated
by the fact that the Vice President, a representative of all the people, wiU
immediately be sworn in and fill the Job.
I certainly commend the Committee's determination to conduct a thorough
investigation. The American people deserve this from Congress. I would simply
state that the highest priority should be given to this matter so that it can
be ac.t'd upon by Congress.
Sincerely,
GILBERT GUDE.

....

APPENDIX
EXHIBrr 1

RULES OF PROCEDURE GOVERNING TIlE INVESTIGATION INTO TilE QUALIFICATIONS OF
TIF HONORABLE GERALD R. FORD To BECOME VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES
ADOPTED OCTOBER 18, 1973

1. The investigation will be conducted by the full membership of the Committee
on Rules and Administration (hereinafter referred to as the "Conmmittee") rather
than by any subcommittee thereof.
2. Committee hearings or meetings shall be conducted by the Chairman or
member designated by the Chairman.
3. The Chairman shall have authority to call meetings of the Committee. This
authority may be delegated by the Chairman to any other member of the Commnittee. Should a majority of the members request the Chairman in writing to
call a meeting of the Committee and should the Chairman fail to call such meeting within 10 days thereafter, such majority may call a meeting by filing a written
notice with the Staff Director who shall promptly notify each member of the
Committee in writing. If the Chairman is not present at any such meeting, and
has not designated another member to conduct the meeting, the Ranking Majority
Member pre. nt shall preside.
4. Any three members of the Committee shall constitute a quorum for the
purpu . ot taking testimony under oath: Provided, however, that once a quorum
is established, any one member can continue the hearing.
5. Any absent member may vote by proxy on any issue which comes before the
Committee for decision, provided he gives instruction regarding the specific question involved.
6. Subpoenas for attendance of witnesses and the production of memoranda,
documents, and records may be Issued by the Committee Chairman or any other
member of the Committee designated by the Chairman after consultation with
the Ranking Minority Member and upon a majority vote of the members of the
Committee present at a meeting. Witnesses shall be subpoenaed at a reasonably
sufficient time in advance of any hearing in order to give the witness an opportunity to prepare for the hearing, employ counsel should he so desire, and/or
produce documents, books, records, memoranda, and papers called for by a subpoena duces tctim. The Committee shall determine, in each particular instance,
what period of time constitutes reasonable notice; however, in no case shall it
be less than 24 hours.
7. All witnesses at public or executive hearings who testify to matters of fact
.,hall be sworn. The oath shall be administered by the Chairman or a member of
the Committee.
8. All witnesses at public or executive hearings shall have the right to be
accompanied by Counsel.
9. Counsel retained by any witness and accompanying such witness shall be
permitted to be present during the testimony of such witness at any public or
executive hearings, and to advise such witness while he is testifying of his legal
rights; however, counsel shall not have the right to interrogate witnesses. This
rule shall not be construed to excuse a witness from testifying in the event his
counsel is ejected for contumacy or disorderly conduct; nor shall this rule be construed as authorizing the counsel to coach the witness, answer for the witness,
or put words in the witness' mouth. The failure of any witness to secure counsel
shall not excuse such witness from attendance in response to subpoena,
10. Any person who is the subject of an investigation in public hearings may
submit to the Chairman of the Committee questions in writing for the crossexamination of other witnesses called by the Committee. With the consent of a
(361)
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majority of tile Jieibers of the Committee present and voting, these questions
shall be lUt to the witnesses by the Chairnan (or by a member of tie Committee.
11. Any member of the Committee may reiluest that the Chairman direct one jr
more staff members to secure evidence and interview possible witneses. Any
nieinter of the Committee may request that a wvile s ie called to testify before
tle (Coinmit-tee in executive session. Such r(4luests shall be lonored Iy the Chair1111111l11ess he finds that the evidence in question, or interview of a possille witnss or the testimony of the witness is irrelevant to the investigation, in vhich
case the questions shall be determined by a majority vote of the Cominittee.
12. All inquiries conducted an(! all ilnformation received from any source will
lie 1ade a nmtter of record and included 115 it part of tile Committee's files (if the
investigation.
13. Preliminary investigations may be initiated by the Committee staff with tlhe
approval of the Chairman or at his direction. Ii such an instance, the Chairman
shall notify the Ranking Minority Member iif the Committee of hIs action.
14. Unless otherwise determined by tihe Chairman or it majority of the
Committee members present, no person shall be allowed to be present during
a hearing or meeting held lt executive session except members and epililoyees iif
the Committee, one designated representative of each member, who for tile prpose of these rules shall be considered a member of the Committee staff, the vitness. if any, and his counsel, stenographers. or Interpreters of the Committee.
15. It shall be the duty of the Staff Director to keep or cause to be kept a record
of ill Committee proceedings, including the record of votes on any matter on whlich
a record vote Is taken, and of all motions, points of order, parliamentary inquirles,
rulings of the Chair and appeals therefrom. The record shall show those members
present at each meeting. Such record shall be available to any member of the
Committee upon request.
16. Except when publication is authorized by the Chairman, no member of the
Committee or staff shall make public tile name of any witness subpoenaed before
the Committee or release any information to the public relating to a witness
under subpoena, or the issuance of a subpoena prior to the time and date set for
his appearance.
17. All witnesses appearing before the Committee, pursuant to subpoena, sill
be furnished a printed copy of the rules of procedure of the Committee.
18. The time and order of Interrogation of witnesses appearing before the Coinmlittee shall be controlled by the Chairman in consultation with the Ranking
Minority 'Member. Interrogation of witnesses at Committee hearings shall be conducted by Committee members.
19. Any objection raised ly a witness or his counsel to procedures or to tile
admissibility of testimony and evidence shall be ruled upon by the Chlairman 01'
presiding member and such rulings shall be the rulings of the Committee, unless
a disagreement thereon is expressed by a majority of the Committee present. Ill
the case of a tie, the rule of the Chair will prevail.
20. All witnesses shall make a prepared or written statement for the record of
the proceedings and shall file not less than 50 copies of such statement with tlhe
Counsel of the Committee 24 hours in advance of the hearings at which the stateient is to be presented. All such statements or portions thereof so received which
are relevant and germane to the subject of investigation may, at the conclusion of
the testimony of the witness and with the approval of a majority of the Committee members be inserted In the official transcript of the proceedings.
21. At the conclusion of the Interrogation of his client, counsel shall be permitted to make such reasonable and pertinent requests of the Committee, inclding copy of the testimony of other witnesses, or presentation of other evidence, as he shall deem necessary to protect his client's rights. These requests
shall be ruled upon by the Committee members present.
22. Any person whose name is mentioned or who is specifically Identified, and
who believes that testimony or other evidence presented at a public hearing, or
comment made by a Committee member, tends to defame him or otherwise adversely affect his reputation, may (a) request to appear personally before the
Committee to testify on his own behalf, or, in the alternative; (b) file a sworn
statement of facts relevant to the testimony, or other evidence or comment comiplained of. Such request or such statement shall be submitted to the Committee
for its consideration and action.
23. No testimony taken or material presented in an executive session, nor any
summary or excerpt thereof shall e made available to other than the Committee
members, employees of the Committee, and one designated representative of each
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member, and no such material or testinony shall be made iullie or presented
at a public hearing, either in whole or in part, unless authorized by a majority
oif the Committee members or as otherwise provided for In these rules. Any material of a confidential nature, iniuding but not limited to income tax returns
am financial statements. will e made available to Committee members and tile
sem
nior majority ald(i minority 4taff members only, unless such information shall
Ic released by the person involved.
24. No evidence or testimony, nor any summary or excerpt thereof given In executive session which tie Chairman determines may teml to defane, degrade, or
incriminate any person shall be released, or presented at a public hearing, unless
such person shall have been afforded the opportunity to testify or file a statement
in rebuttal, and any pertinent evidence or testimony given by sulll person. or on
his INelalf, shall be made a part of the transcript, sunnary, or excerpt prior to ihe
litblie release of such portion of the testinmony.
L5. A witness shall, upon request, lie given a reasonable opportunity before any
tra script is made public to inspect In the office of the Committee the transcript
olf his testimony to determine whether it was correctly transcribed, and may
Ipe accompaanied by his counsel during such Iaspection.
26. Any corrections in the transcript of the testimony of tiny witne.as which the
witness desires to make shall he submitted in writing to tile Comnmittee within
five days of tile taking of his testimony. However, changes shall be made,
only for the purpose of making minor grammatical corrections and editing.
and not for the purpose of changing the substance of the testimony. Any questiois arising with respect to such editing shall be decided by the Chairman.
27. Any Committee hearing that is open to the public may be covered, in whole
or in part, by a pool arrangement to include the various commercial and public
television and radio networks. Still photography and other media coverage is permitted. All such coverage must be orderly and unobtrusive.
28. Tile coverage of any hearing of the Committee by television, radio, or still
photography shall be under the direct supervision of the Chairman, after consultation with the Ranking Minority Member, and the Chairman may for good
cause tenninate such media coverage in whole or in part, or take such other
action as the circumstances may warrant.
29. A witness may request, on grounds of distraction, harassment or physical
discomfort, that during his testimony, television, motion picture, and other
cameras and lights shall not be directed at him, such requests to be ruled on by
the Committee members present at the hearing.
30. No recommendation that a witness be cited for contempt of Congress shall
lie forwarded to the Senate unless and until the Committee has. upon notice to
all its members, met and considered tile alleged contempt and by a majority of
time Committee voted that such recommendation be made.
31. The Chairman of tile Committee, after consulting with the Ranking Minority Member, shall have the authority to utilize the services. information.
facilities, and personnel of the departments and establishments of the Government, and to procure the temporary or intermittent services of experts or consultants to make studies or assist or advise the Committee with respect to any
inatter under investigation.
32. All information developed by or made known to any menler of tile Committee staff shall be deenled to be confidential. No member of the Committee
staff shall communicate to any person. other than a member of the Committee
or the Committee staff, any substantive information with respect to any substantive matter related to the activities of the Committee. All communications
with the press and other persons not on the Committee or Committee staff in
respect to confidential substantive matters shall be by members of the Committee
nly. Official releases of information to tile press on behalf of the Committee
shmll be made only with the express consent of the Chairman and Ranking
Minority Member.
33. These rules may be modified, amended, or repealed by a vote of tile Committee: provided, that a notice in writing of the proposed change has been given
to each member at least twenty-four hours prior to such proposed action.

EXHIBIT 2
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
OFFICE OF THE ,MINORITY LEADER.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Hon.

Washington, D.C., October
t2, 1973.
HOWARD W. CANNON,

Chairman, Setate Committee on Rulcs and Administration, Ru88ell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with our personal conversation and your
requests, since October 15. 1973 I have had delivered to you or your office the
following correspondence with enclosures:
(1) Letter dated October 18, 1973 to the Honorable Howard W. Cannon,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, enclosing certified copies of Part B of Financial Disclosure Report filed with the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct for calendar years 1971 and 1972 from
my own personal files. The Committee had advised me it could not supply
Part B to others even with my consent.
(2) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to the Honorable Howard W. Cannon,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, enclosing certified copies of Income Tax statements submitted by me to the Internal
Revenue Service, the State of Michigan, and the City of Grand Rapids,
Michigan. for the years 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972.
(3) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to the Honorable Howard W. Cannon,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, in reply to
Senator Cannon's letter of October 16, 1973, requesting the name and address
of all Medical Doctors, psychiatrists, and psychologists, if any, who have
treated me as a patient in the last twenty years, to the best of my
recollection.
(4) Letter dated October 22. 1973 to the Honorable Howard W. Cannon,
Chairman. Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, enclosing certified copies of Part B of Financial Disclosure Report filed with the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct for calendar years 1968, 1969 and 1970
from my own personal files. The Committee had advised me it could not
supply Part B to others even with my consent.
In addition, I have written the following authorizations and waivers to other
persons who have custody of public and private records concerning me that have
been requested:
(a) Letter dated October 15, 1973 to the Honorable W. Pat Jennings.
Clerk, U.S. House of Representatives. authorizing him to make all records
relating to me that are in the custody of the Clerk to Committees of Congress concerned with my nomination and to other interested parties.
(b) Letter dated October 16, 1973 to the Honorable Melvin Price, Chairman, House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, giving him consent to supply to the respective Chairmen of the Committees of the House
and Senate considering my nomination to be Vice President of the United
States, all of the public portion (Part A) of the reports pursuant to House
Rule 44 that I have filed with the Committee since that Rule has been in
effect.
(c) Letter dated October 16, 1973 to Mr. Lester S. Jayson. Director, Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, authorizing him to coinply with requests from other Members of Congress for biographical data
and any other published material In the files of the Library.
(d) Letter dated October 17, 1973 to Mr. Dana P. Miller, Manager. Washington Regional Center, The Credit Bureau, Inc., P.O. Box 1617, Washington, D.C., instructing him to provide the consumer report requested by Congressman Rodino.
(e) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to Mr. Kenneth R. Harding, Sergeant
at Arms, House of Representatives, requesting that he allow the Federal
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Bureau of Investigation to examine my checking account for the past 10
years; my salary account for the past 10 years; and my retirement account.
(f) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to Mr. Donald C. Alexander, Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service, requesting that the Internal Revenue
Service institute an audit of my income tax returns for the taxable years
1967 through 1972, inclusive. Requesting that I be provided with certified
copies of all returns which I have filed for the years 1965 through 1972,
inclusive.
(g) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to Mr. Kenneth Harding, Sergeant at
Arms, House of Representatives, authorizing Special Agent Carl Broden
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to have access to and examine my
salary account, data relating to my loan account, and my checking account
since January 1, 1963. Authorization includes any transactions on records
relating to the above which may be on file with the National Bank of
Washington.
(h) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to United Virginia Bank/First and
Citizens, 515 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, authorizing the bearer, a
Special Agent or Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, to examine
the account of Susan H. Ford (minor daughter) by Gerald R. Ford In the
United Virginia Bank/First and Citizens Bank.
(i) Letter dated October 19. 1973 to United Virginia Bank/First and
Citizens, 515 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, authorizing the bearer, a
Special Agent or Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, to examine
the account of Steven M. Ford (minor son) by Gerald R. Ford in the
United Virginia Bank/First and Citizens Bank.
(J) Letter dated October 19, 1973, to the Honorable Robert H. Michel,
Chairman, House Republican Congressional Campaign Committee, authorizing the bearer, a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
to examine any and all records which may be on file with the Committee that
relate to me.
(k) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to Mr. John T. Calkins, Executive
Director, Republican Congressional Committee, enclosing copy of letter
of same date addressed to Congressman Michel, asking Mr. Calkins to
accommodate the Special Agent of the FBI.
(1) Letter dated October 19, 1973 to Mr. George Bush, Chairman, Republican National Committee, authorizing the bearer, a Special Agent of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, to examine any and all records which may
be on file with the Committee that relate to me.
I know you will agree with me that the sanctity of Federal Income Tax returns
should be kept inviolate regardless of the individual involved. I would, therefore, reiterate my hope that you will not make public every detail of my returns
or permit them to be seen by unauthorized persons while they are in your custody.
However, I have no objection, if you deem it proper, to your making a summary
of the pertinent total amounts.
If any of the above items have failed to reach you, please let me know and
I will supply copies. I am as anxious as any Member of the 93d Congress to
establish a sound precedent under the 25th Amendment of the Constitution, which
we framed in the 89th Congress.
Therefore, as I assured you in person, I am doing my best to cooperate fully,
not only with my colleagues in the Congress but also with the full field investigation being conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Internal
Revenue Service, the General Accounting Office and other agencies. Although
this is a novel experience for me, and certainly unprecedented in history, I hope,
as you do, that it will result In a greater public confidence in government.
Warm personal regards,
GERALD R. FORD, M.C.

(;IANI R.PIms. .MIci.. Oetobrr 19. 1973.
HOWARn W. CANNON,
,etnate Committee on Ruhes and Ad min ist ratiro. the Capitol.
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: In accordance with Congressman Gerald R. Ford's request we have
prel red and tire submitting to you the enclosed statement of his and Mrs. Ford'.
not worth as of September 30, 1973. The statement of net worth should be considered in conjunction with the notes to the statement which are attached.
This firm has served as Congressqman Ford's tax accountants since 1949 and
we are generally familiar with all of his financial records and transactions.
For purposes of preparing this statement of net worth, we have relied on the
complete financial information supplied by Congressman Ford each year. and
stored in this office, consisting of check books, bank statements, cancelled checks
and deposit slips. The market values of the Real Estate and furnishings were
supplied by Congressman Ford and represent his estimate of current values.
Sincerely,

Ile01.

('bittirniaen, U .,S.

ROBERT J. MOBAIN.

Certified Public Accountant.
Gerald R. and Elizabeth B. Ford. statement of net worth, Sept. 30, 1978
Assets:
('ash in banks ------------------------------------------------Savings account-Grand Rapids Mutual Federal ------------------

$1,001
281

Securities:
Ford Paint and Varnish Co.-debenture bonds---------------Central Telephone of Illinols-stock ------------------------Stein Roe Farnum Balance Fund-stock ----------------------

9, 031
3, 240
1, 299

Subtotal

-----------------------------------------------

13, 570

('z.sh value--life insurance:
Gerald R. Ford (face value $25.000) ------------------------Elizabeth B. Ford (face value $5,000) ------------------------

6,990
1,497

Subtotal -----------------------------------------------U*.S. Congressional Retirement Fund-contributed cost------------

8,487
49, 414

Real Estate:
Residence--Alexandria. Va -------------------------------Condominium-Vail, Col ---------------------------------Rental dwelling-Grand Rapids, Mich ---------------------Cabin-South Branch Township, Mich. (1/ interest) ----------

70, 000
65, 000
25, 000
2,000

Subtotal

----------------------------------------------

162, 000

Furnishings:
Residence -----------------------------------------------Condominium --------------------------------------------Rental dwelling -------------------------------------------

12, 000
5,000
2, 000

Subtotal ----------------------------------------------Automobiles and other vehicles ---------------------------------

19,00
6, 725

Total assets ------------------------------------------------(3m8)

261,078

367
Liabilities:
Notes payable--National Bank of WashingtonGeneral bills outstanding --------------------------------------

$3, 2410
1,500
70)

Total liabilities-------------------------------------------4,
Net worth --------------------------------------------------GERALD It. AND ELIZABETM

°50, 37-

B. FORD, NOTES TO STATEMENT OF NET WORTH1,
SEPTEMBER 30, 1973

Tie cash in banks consists of an aceount at Sergeant at Arni, Washington D.C.,
Central Bank, Grand Ripids, Michigan and Union Bank and Trust Co. Crand
Rapids, Michigan.
The debenture bonds-Ford Paint and Varnish Co. are due on July 1, 1975.
The stock securities consist of 135 shares of Central Telephone of Illinois and 60
shares of Stein Row, Farnam Balance Fund valued at market value on September 30, 1973.
The cash value--life insurance was supplied by New England Mutual Life
Insurance Co.
The U.S. Congressional retirement fund represents Congressman Ford's contributed cost to September 30. 1973.
The real estate and furnishings represent estimated market value supplied by
Congressman Ford, which are in excess of original cost and values determined
from property tax assessments.
The automobiles and other vehicles which consist of a 1968 Chrysler, 1972
Jlep 1969 Mustang, 1971 Mustang and a 1972 Motorcycle, were valued by Berger
Chevrolet Co. Grand Rapids, Michigan.
The notes payable-Nattonal Bank of Washington, are short-term notes maturing at 30-day intervals.
The general bills outstanding are estimated miscellaneous items unpaid at
September 30, 1973.

EXuIBIT 4
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND

U.S. SENATE,
ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., October 16, 1973.
TIE PRESIDENT OF TIE UNITED STATES.
DEAR IMR. PRESIDENT: The Committee on Rules and Administration of the

United States Senate is authorized by action of the Senate on October 13, 1973,
to investigate, hold hearings, consider, and report on the nomination of the
Honorable Gerald R. Ford to be Vice President of the United States. In order
to fulfill adequately its investigative responsibilities, the Committee believes
that it would be helpful to have access to Federal tax returns and related documents in the files of the Internal Revenue Service.
By unanimous resolution of the Committee, I am directed to request that
you issue an appropriate Executive Order, pursuant to See. 6103(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, ordering that any income, excess profits, declared
value excess profits, capital stock, estate or gift tax returns and related docunents for the year 1965 to date, inclusive, shall be open to inspection by the
Senate Committee on Rules and Administration and its authorized
representatives.
Your favorable consideration of this request will be sincerely appreciated by
the Committee.
Respectfully yours,
HOWARD W.

CANNON,

Chairman.
RESOLUTION

It is hcrcbll rcsolvcd, That the Chairman of the Committee on Rules and Administration of the United States Senate is directed to request the President
of the United States to issue an Executive Order, pursuant to Section 6103(a) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. ordering that any income, excess profit, declared value excess profit, capital stock, estate and gift tax returns and related
documents for the year 1965 to date, he made open to inspection by the Senate
Committee on Rules and Administration and its authorized representatives.
HOWARD W. CANNON,
ROBERT P. GRIFFIN,
HARRISON WILLIAMS,
JAMES B. ALLEN,
ROBERT C. BYRD,
CLABORNE PELL,

MARLOW W. COOK,
MARK 0. HATFIELD.
THE WHITE HOUSE,

Wash ington, D.C., November 1, 1973.

Hon. HOWARD S. CANNON.
Chairman, Committee on Rule8 and Administration,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR HOWARD: Thank you for your letters of October 15th and 10th regarding
your committee's procedures for handling the nomination of Gerald R. Ford to
be Vice President of the United States.
I have instructed my staff to make certain that all departments and agencies
fully cooperate with your investigation, and I believe most of the information
you seek ha. now been prepared.
If you need assistance in any matter relating to Jerry's nomination, please
call on Bill Timmons of my staff who will help coordinate the Executive Branch's
responses to your requests.
I am grateful for your pledge to expedite the confirmation process and for
your cooperation in assuring a fair hearing before your committee.
Sincerely,
RICHARD NIXON.
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EXHIBIT 5
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
OFFICE OF THE MINORITY LEADER,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Wa8hington,D.C., November 7,1973.
1on. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman,Senate Committee on Rules and Administration,Russell Senate 0
.oe
Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with your Committee Staff's request are
enclosed copies of letters from my file regarding the payment of airfare to and
from Parsons College in Fairfield, Iowa.
Warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,
GERALD R. FORD, M.C.
PARSONS COLLEGE,

Fairfield,Iowa, June 23,1966.

Hon. GERALD R. FORD,
Office of the Minority Leader,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.
DE;Au CJNGRESSMAN FORD: Thank you for your letter of June 17 enclosing
statements covering your expenses to Fairfield and return.
In p-cordavce with our telephone conversation, I am enclosing herewith check
in the total ewount of $1,477.88 covering these expense items.
We certainly enjoyed having you on our campus, even though the time was
necessarily short. It was a pleasure having you as our Commencement speaker,
and I might add that your address was very well taken.
I hope we will meet again in the not too far distant future.
Sincerely,
MILLARD G. ROBERTS,

Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa, June 22, 1966:
Northern Air Service invoice
---------------------------United Air Line ticket ---------------------------------------Do -----------------------------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

President.
$1,379. 60
49.14
49.14
1,477. 88

JUNE 27, 1966.
Dr. WILLARD G. ROBERTS,

President,ParsonsCollege,
Fairfield,Iowa
DEAR DR. RoBrnETS: I have received your check covering my expenses for the
trip to Fairfield and I am indeed most grateful for your kindness.
Thank you again for your gracious hospitality when I visited Parsons College.
If and when you are in Washington, please give me a call or stop in the office.
Warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,
GERALD R. FORD, M.C.
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EXHIBIT 6
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION,

l'a./i ington, D.C., October 13, 19T3.
HOli.

CONRAD A. BRADSHAW,

1'residkint, Grand Rapid8 Bar Association,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
DEAR MRn. BRADSIIAW: It has become the reslinsilillty of the Committee on
Rules and Administration, United States Senate. to 'heck into the qualifications
of the Honorable Gerald R. Ford, a Representative from Michigan, to be Vice
President of the United States. I understand that his home is in Grand Rapids.
Michigan, and that he has offices at 425 Cherry Street, S.E., Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49502 and another at 110 Michigan Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
As Chairman of the Committee, I would appreciate receiving from you answers
to the following questions:
1. Is lie a member in good standing of the Grand Rapids Bar Association? If so,
how long has he been a member?
2. Have you ever had any complaints or disciplinary action taken against him?
If so, please explain in detail.
3. Do you know whether he is a member of any Law firm? If so, Is he an active
member? If not, is his name still used in the Law firm?
4. Do you have any other information that would be pertinent to his qualilfications for this high office?
Thanking you for your cooperation, I remain
Sincerely,
HOWARD W. CANNON,

Chairman.
GRAND RAPIDS BAR AssocIATIoN,

GrandRapids, Mich., October18, 1973.

lion. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman, Rules and Administratim Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington,D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CANNON: In accordance with your letter of October 13, 1973,
directed to the Grand Rapids Bar Association relative to the qualifications of
Honorable Gerald R. Ford, please be advised that:
1. Mr. Ford is a member of good standing with the Grand Rapids Bar Association. He has been a member since his admission on June 18, 1941.
2. The Grand Rapids Bar Association has not had any complaints about Mr.
Ford, nor has there. been any disciplinary action against him.
3. To the best of my knowledge he is not a member of any law firm and in no
way is his name used by any Grand Rapids law firm.
4. In nv opinion he is qualified in every respect to be Vice President of the
United States.
If I can be of further service, please advise.
Yours very truly,
ERNEST A. MIKA, President.
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EXHIBIT 7
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION,

Washingtoni, D.C., October 13, 197J.
l1n. ROBERT W.

RESERVE,

Pre~sident,
.4merican Bar As8ociation,
Chicago,Ill.
DEAR MR. MESERVE: It has become the responsibility of the Committee on Rules
and Administration, United States Senate, to check Into the qualifications of the
Honorable Gerald R. Ford, a Representative from Michigan, to be Vice President
(of the United States. I understand that his home is in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
and that he has offices at 425 Cherry Street, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502,
and another at 110 Michigan Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
As Chairman of the Committee I would appreciate receiving from you answers
to the following questions:
1. Is lie a member in good standing of the American Bar Association? If so,
how long has he been a member?
2. Have you ever had any complaints or disciplinary action taken against him?
If so, please explain in detail.
3. I)o you know whether he is a member of any Law firm? If so, is he an active
member? If not, is his name still used in the Law firm?
4. Do you have any other information that would be pertinent to his qualifications for this high office.
Thanking you for your cooperation, I remain
Sincerely,
HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
OFFICE OF TIE PRESIDENT,

Chicago,Ill., October 16, 1973.

lion.

HOwARD W. CANNON,

Chairman, Committee on Rule8 and Administration,
U.S. 8Scnate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN CANNON: I am answering your letter of October 13, 1973,
addressed to Robert W. Reserve. Mr. Meserve's term as President of the American Bar Association ended last August and I am his successor.
To answer your specific questions about the Honorable Gerald Ford in the
order you posed them, please note:
(1) Our records indicate that Congressman Ford Is a member in good
standing of the American Bar Association and that he Joined the Assoclation in 1949;
(2) The American Bar Association has received no complaints about
Congressman Ford, nor has it ever taken disciplinary action against him.
We find no reference to him In our National Discipline Data Bank. To the
best of our knowledge, he has never been the subject of court ordered discipline in any Jurisdiction:
(3) We have no information indicating that Congressman Ford is a
member of any law firm;
(4) We have no other information pertinent to- his qualifications to be
Vice-President of the United States.
Sincerely yours,
CHESTERFIELD SMITI(.
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EXIIInIr S
U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON RULES AND ADMINISTRATION,

Washington,D.C., October 13, 1973.
Hon. WALLACE D. RILEY,
President,State Bar of Michigan,
Ford Building, Detroit,Mich.
DEAR MR. RILEY: It has become the responsibility of the Committee on Rules
and Administration, United States Senate, to check Into the qualifications of
the Honorable Gerald R. Ford, a Representative from Michigan, to be Vice President of the United States. I understand that his home is in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and that he has offices at 425 Cherry Street, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502, and another at 110 Michigan Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
As Chairman of the Committee I would appreciate receiving from you answers to the following questions:
1. Is he a member in good standing of the State Bar Association of Michigan?
If so, how long has he been a member?
2. Have you ever had any complaints or disciplinary action taken against
him? If so, please explain in detail.
3. Do you know whether he is a member of any Law firm? If so, is he an
active member? If not, Is his name still used in the Law firm?
4. Do you have any other information that would be pertinent to his qualifications for this high office?
Thanking you for your cooperation, I remain
Sincerely,
HOWARD W. CANNON,

Chairman.
STATE BAR OF MIChIGAN,

Lansing, Mich., October22, 1973.
Hon. HOWARD W. CANNON,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Administration,
U.S. Senate, lWashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CANNON: I am responding herewith to your letter of Inquiry
of October 13, 1973 addressed to Wallace D. Riley, Immediate Past President of
the State Bar of Michigan, concerning Honorable Gerald It. Ford.
Mr. Ford is an active member In good standing of the State Bar of Michigan,
having become a member in 1941. He has retained his standing as an active
member, with the exception of several years when he served in the United States
Armed Forces during World War IL
Our records indicate that no complaint has ever been received concerning his
conduct as an attorney and that, of course, no disciplinary action has ever been
Initiated against him.
Our records further Indicate that Representative Ford, In registering as an
active member of the State Bar of Michigan, has not held himself out as a member of a law firm but simply as a United States Representative. In response to a
questionnaire submitted to all our members In 1971, Representative Ford Indicated he was a single practitioner.
Finally, our files reflect no Information adverse to Representative Ford's
qualifications for the office of Vice President of the United States to which lie
has been nominated. Copies of all materials In our files, limited as they are, have
been turned over to the F.B.I. at their request.
If there is any further Information which you require, please let us know and
we shall respond promptly.
Very truly yours,
'MICHAEL FRANCK,

Rireoutive Director.
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EXHIBIT 9
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
OFFICE OF TIE MINORITY LEADER,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., November 6, 1973.
Hon. HOWARD W.

CANNON,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Rules and Administration, Russell Senate Office
Building, Waslhngton, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHARMAN: This will authorize your Committee to make public the
Statement of my net worth and any other financial records furnished by me.
Warm personal regards,
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GERALD

R.

FORD,

M.C.

